
SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT - THE SEARCH 
FOR TRUTH 

Part One by Steve Gamble 
Since the last two publications of the Truth Campaign I have received a number of enquiries about 
Reiki and in particular the Reiki Symbols. All have been along the same lines of feeling something was 
not quite right – feeling uncomfortable using the symbols, etc. All of which indicates that further 
information is warranted, which may help people to understand more fully this emotive, delicate and 
often confusing issue. We will look into this issue later on. 

Sometimes we are unable to express our experiences, as we would like. Sometimes words are not 
enough to describe something that is more of an understanding through feeling than through logic or 
intellect and we feel handicapped and restricted at times by their use. However, here I have tried to 
explain and express my experience in the best way I can and at times my writing is symbolic in the way 
it is written to reflect my understanding of certain things. I ask only that you take out of this article that 
which resonates with you and leave the rest where it is for now. 

Physicists tell us that life comes from the space inside an atom and even from the ‘space’ within the 
space within an atom. Everything comes from within, not from without.  Life itself is created and 
sustained from that which resides within. We only need to look at how a seed sprouts and transforms 
itself into a beautiful plant with leaves, buds, flowers and fruit, or into a giant oak tree, to appreciate 
this. Creation works from in, to out, from its centre, expanding forever outwards. All higher vibrations 
come from our higher vibratory selves and ultimately from the source of all there is - the infinite seed 
within. The Ahnu, the source of all life (see later) feeds itself energy from within. Ahnu’s are 
everywhere and probably no more beautifully represented than they are in Nature and in Man. When we 
channel energy without using the intellect, the energies come from that purity, which lies within each 
and every one of us, from that eternal and infinite space inside. The more we look inside anything, the 
more space, the more ‘life’ we will find. Others have been telling us the same story for thousands of 
years that everything comes from this ‘internal source’. For those of you who have sat in this space and 
wondered and exalted at the immensity of it all, the peace, the beauty, the serenity and the overall 
magnitude of everything; you will all know that although one feels so small, yet safe and secure in this 
expanse of space, one also experiences the incredible feeling and emotion of being one 
with everything at the same time. 

What comes from this experience is the understanding that the outside universe is merely a reflection of 
that which exists inside us, each and every one of us; reflected so we can experience it with our physical 
senses – with one major difference. The major difference is that the inner reality is reflected 
but distorted by the mind. We create in our own image and we create by thought; thought being energy. 
Therefore, the outside world is merely a distorted version of what lies within, distorted by the 
mind/intellect/ego energy, which in the time scale of the evolution of Mankind is relatively young and 
immature. Whatever we experience inwardly we project outwardly through the process of thought and 
it is manifested. There are only two emotions, fear and love. Anger, jealousy, embarrassment, hate, 
revenge etc., are all emotions of fear. Is it any wonder that in the world we live in the thoughts of 5 
billion plus people on this planet are generally based on fear? Can we appreciate and understand how 
our mind and our emotional fears can alter this inner truth and purity, and reflect a distorted version of 
this purity into the outside world? Could these unbalanced energies and thought forms have formulated 
the world as we currently know it and continue to do so with the conditioning and controlling 
influences of Man’s ego/intellect, which is still so prevalent and prominent in the world today? This 
man-made world is full of chaotic energies, fears, thought-forms, false gods, false angels and so much 
more – otherwise this world would be a better place in which to live and I’m sure we would notice. 

We are like goldfish swimming in a goldfish bowl; swimming around in ever continuing circles and at 
every turn believing we are seeing something new, something different, which attracts our fancy each 
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and every time. But just like the goldfish, when we come across Man’s duplicity again we have 
forgotten that we have ever come across it in the first place. Or, would it be more appropriate to say we 
have not been allowed to remember? The illusion has cleverly recreated exactly the same scenario it has 
always created, with its conditioning and controlling factors in place ready to capture, ensnare and 
erode the spiritual search of Man. The only difference is they are using models that have had face-lifts, 
sport new hairstyles and new clothes. That’s all. So like the goldfish we fail to recognise we have ever 
experienced anything like it before. 

Physicists will also tell us that matter (the human body for example) is inert. Matter can only ‘come 
alive’ or become animated when it is infused with the Ether – space/energy. For those of you who have 
read some of my other articles you may remember the mention of an atom being 99.999% space and as 
we and everything else are made up of atoms, then we consist of 99.999% space, only it doesn’t appear 
that way. Let us take this a step further. An atom is also, therefore, made up of 0.0001% matter; 
therefore we are made up of 0.0001% matter too. The human body consists of 0.0001% matter and 
99.999% space (Ether/light/energy - Spirit). Yet taking this into account we focus 99. 999% of our 
attention on the 0.0001% of what our human existence consists of, the inert part, matter: and we further 
consider this to be the only reality that can possibly exist – the physical, materialistic world, which we 
live in. I repeat, we spend 99% of our time concentrating on the 1% of who and what we are. Is this not 
wholly disproportionate to the true reality of what is? Why do we continue to do this? Why do we 
continue to ignore the 99.999% of who and what we are? We all have this wonderful space inside us; a 
space consisting of light and truth and a great expansive realm of possibilities to explore and enjoy. Can 
we possibly imagine what we are missing out on? Yet we continue to allow ourselves to be attracted 
and deceived by the false light and labels of the mind/ego/intellect, which are designed to attract light 
seekers and encourage them to look outside themselves for the answers. We see the red light in the 
window, enter the door and begin to give our power and control away to lower vibrational energies. The 
outside illusionary world created by our thoughts is merely prostitution of our spirituality, put to an 
unworthy use. 

We have, for so long now been deceived by the Hierarchy, (the ego consciousness) that we have 
forgotten what vibration the truth resonates at and how we can resonate with it. This is why, when we 
begin this wonderful inner journey, this exploration of our own space through meditation, we tend to 
become disillusioned too easily. What do we generally experience first? We experience the great 
darkness and the ceaseless chatter of everyday life and nothing seems to happen. This 
mind/ego/intellect combination has been so readied and primed by the conditioning and programming it 
has been subjected to over the years, that it will try at all costs to stop us from discovering our true 
reality. So much so that in our meditations nothing spectacular seems to happen at all and we become 
annoyed with the incessant chatter and become even more disillusioned and enter our spiritual search 
mode, once again recommencing that same old journey of looking externally for the answers.  Yet those 
who have persevered with this marvellous journey have been justly rewarded. 

Eventually the chatter slows down and then disappears, the darkness lifts and is replaced with 
improving light and colour and the voice of the inner self; the intuitive voice which we rarely hear 
becomes stronger and begins to sing the song of truth and light. We can then truly begin to explore this 
wonderful reality that exists in each and every one of us. We can shop in our own Shopping Mall for 
whatever we need, to our hearts content. When we are adjusted to this vibration of truth and light, we 
can see that within us lie the most exquisite treasures and wonders one could possibly behold. Amongst 
this immense and enchanting beauty of the many different worlds, which we can experience, we are 
also able to teach ourselves through the process of inner tuition. This is where the word ‘intuition’ 
comes from, and we can teach ourselves in a personal and symbolic way, all the knowledge and 
wisdom we need to know from time to time. We then wonder why we ever allowed ourselves to be 
tempted by the red light into looking externally for the answers at all. Meditation (stillness) helps to 
slow and stop the chatter of the conscious mind, but to go further is more like an inner journey using the 
stillness as a door to enter this realm of inner possibilities, which exists in each of us. 

However, the false light of the illusion remains much easier to see because of its lower vibrations and 
many people without the virtue of patience, dedication and perseverance to stay with their inner journey 
will naturally and innocently be attracted by this light, though not knowing what it is, or what feeds it. 
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Christ warned us 2000 years ago that we were making a mistake by placing our faith in the wrong God. 
Christ warned us there were two Gods and that we were following the false god and his false angels and 
their false truths. The true God, the Creator; was a God from above the Heavens who we could not see, 
not a false god created by Man who we can meet in the mountains and who rules with fear, control, 
belligerence, anger, fire and brimstone, jealousy, war, death, sacrifice, hypocrisy and downright deceit. 
Is this an uncanny description of how the world is run today? The ‘intelligence’ initially responsible for 
the creation and development of the ego consciousness and the ‘people’ who are responsible for 
enforcing its bewitching powers today, keep our search for the truth external by working through the 
weakness and gullibility of our intellect/mind/ego consciousness. 

Materialistic beliefs and desires easily drive these lower intellectual vibrations of consciousness and so 
over the years it has become easy to erode the memory of who we are, where we come from and where 
our true spirituality lies. Why should we choose to invoke these false gods and false angels with their 
false truths and false energies? There are wonderful and exquisite energies here all the time, more so 
when we do healing work. They come without the need to invoke Man’s tainted creation, so why 
should we make their task more difficult by bringing in man-made predatory equivalents through the 
use of invocations and unbalanced symbols? 

REIKI 

It is now the time to put my own truth forward and explain my own experiences with Reiki and in 
particular the Reiki Symbols. Soon after completing Reiki II I began to feel uncomfortable about using 
the symbols in healing. I didn’t know why. I could not put my finger on the reason why intuitively I 
was giving myself a hard time. I persevered with the symbols but I gradually started to become more 
and more uncomfortable using them. Eventually I stopped using them altogether although I still could 
not put my finger on the reason why, only that it did not feel right. 

As my research into how energies worked (from what I could see, sense and feel energy wise) and my 
understanding of symbology and its' projected energetic resonance developed, I suddenly began to 
realise why intuitively I had felt uncomfortable using the Reiki Symbols. Everything is energy and 
everything is made up of a variety of vibrations, either a single vibration for the very basic form of 
existence or as in the human body a multitude of vibrations. A symbol is no different in the way it is 
composed other than it is a fixed vibration. A symbol is a fixed energy. Now, irrespective of whether a 
symbol is balanced or unbalanced, positive or negative, good or bad, it always represents a fixed 
vibration. Therefore using symbols of any nature while channelling energy for the purpose of ‘healing’ 
is LIMITING the energies that can be channelled. By doing this we are limiting the energies to a fixed 
vibration.This is the intellect getting in the way again. It is always the person receiving the treatment 
who does the healing; we are merely vehicles through which the energy travels. The Spirit of the person 
who has come for the treatment and all that IS, the Oneness of everything knows exactly what that 
person requires – not us or our intellect/ego! We should be as open and as pure a channel as possible to 
allow inner energies higher than our intellect to get on with the work. 

So, irrespective of whether a symbol is good or bad it will only serve to limit the energies. This is 
reason enough not to use symbols in our healing sessions. [In fact in the original Reiki as developed and 
taught by (Mikao) Usui-sensei there were no symbols at all, contrary to popular Western Reiki beliefs 
and teachings today. See Chapter Seven (page 34 of PDF Version) for the True Origins of 
Reiki.] Even though I now understood part of why I felt uncomfortable using the symbols, I knew there 
was more to it and I had to wait some time to find out what that ‘more to it’ was. One day while I was 
involved in a treatment I started to see what was going on in the chakras energy wise. At first I wasn’t 
sure what I was seeing but eventually was fixated watching the energies moving in the chakra. It was 
literally like an energy dance of various sized vortices of energy, but all constructed the same way! 
Here at last, in front of my physical eyes I was seeing the Ahnu, described by early theosophists as the 
source of all life, something I had only been privileged to see before in meditations. I show below a 
symbolic two-dimensional representation of an Ahnu, but that is merely all that it is, a symbolic 
representation. It does not do justice to the true beauty of what an Ahnu is, which has to be appreciated 
in the magnificence of its multi-dimensional form. 
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Ahnu’s are comprised of vortices of energy, which spin both ways 
within themselves. These energies are connected at the outside (at 
the top, three dimensionally) and at the centre (at the bottom three 
dimensionally) where they form a perfect heart. 

They are one of the most beautiful sights to behold. The source of all 
life, the energy, which feeds all life itself. As an example, each 
chakra has many of these Ahnu’s within it, various sizes with a 
larger one in the centre around which spin and dance the others. 

I can understand where the word Chakra comes from, meaning 
wheel, because it is like wheels within wheels yet it is more. Having a larger centre Ahnu and smaller 
ones around it also gives the chakra the look of a sunflower, so I could also see and understand where 
the description lotus flower came from, but again it is so much more. 

 

 

 

 

The important part to take from this is the complete and utter balance of vortices 
of energy (shown on the right), which make up the Ahnu, forming a heart shape in their very 
centre. Each and every one of our chakras spins both ways too, creating balance. Compare this with the 
Cho Ku Rei symbol (on the left) and you will see that the Reiki symbol only spins one way, therefore, it 
is unbalanced. The Ahnu is fed from its centre so its energy comes from within itself, not from an 
outside source. This Reiki Symbol has an outside source of energy connected to its centre and it is fed 
from a right-angled source. 

On an energy level of creation, the level of the Ahnu (ether/spirit) Nature does not work in right angles, 
nor is Nature unbalanced. Only in the physical world where energies animate matter, the 0.0001% of 
who and what we are (see later), do we see geometric shapes formed: such as in crystals, snowflakes 
etc. Has Man’s fascination with geometric shapes been responsible in some way for keeping us ‘locked’ 
into this physical reality? We’ll look at this possibility in part two. 

Each and every one of our chakras spins both ways and like the Ahnu is comprised of twin vortices of 
energy. Our base chakra, for example, does not spin one way i.e. clockwise for a male and the opposite 
for a female, with the sacral spinning anti-clockwise and so on up the body. All chakras spin both ways 
at the same time creating balance. Therefore imparting a one way spin into a chakra, which is exactly 
what the Reiki symbol does, will only create an imbalance in the chakra by encouraging it to spin more 
one way than the other.  

Because this is what I see, I realise that it is only my truth and I would not expect people to give their 
power away by believing my truth unless it resonates and feels right deep within them. However, 
science can now confirm this simple fact too. 
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Science has discovered that a proton and a neutron, for example, contain energies which spin both 
ways. They have twin vortices of energy. See picture above. Scientists have also demonstrated that by 
imparting a one way spin into a twin vortex of energy, (i.e. energies spinning both ways at the same 
time), this will cause an imbalance within these twin-spinning vortices of energy. 

As our chakras spin both ways at the same time, thus creating balance, then drawing the Cho Ku Rei 
symbol, which only spins one way, over any chakra, will impart a one way spin into a twin vortex. This 
encourages the chakra (vortex) to spin one way more than the other creating an imbalance. The angled 
lines of the symbol also dissect and restrict the natural flow of energy in the chakra. This is not good 
either. See Part Seven for the True Origins of Reiki 

Now this simple example of how the Reiki symbol creates imbalance ceases to be my truth and 
becomes a scientific empirical fact and as such, we can all learn from it without giving our power away 
to somebody else's belief or truth. This is evidenced by the many Reiki Masters and practitioners who 
have ceased using the symbols in their treatments and attunements, who are now experiencing profound 
expansions of consciousness and improvements in their work. By not giving their power away to 
unbalanced symbols their spirituality has been allowed to grow exponentially. 

There are many thousands and thousands of wonderful people out there, who are either religious or who 
use Reiki (maybe both) and those who use various other modalities of healing who work through their 
heart centre for the good of mankind.  Some of who are able to transcend and transmute the negative 
effects of the ego consciousness we all keep tapping into and who are able to truly help themselves and 
other people in spite of these lower energy forms, which exist in today’s healing arts. Just imagine how 
much more could be achieved - not only for ourselves - but for the whole of humanity and Mother Earth 
if we stopped feeding this illusionary concept and its multifaceted representations, which surround us 
all by constantly giving our power away to other people and by using unbalanced symbols? 

The great slumber of Man is coming to an end and the great awakening beckons us all. 

We all originate from the one same source and therefore we are all connected to, attuned with and 
aligned to everything that is. If we were not then we would not be here, we would be dead. We 
are all part of the whole and we all evolve from the one source. We have just forgotten that’s all. We 
are everything and everything is us. Do we really believe Nature has separate pockets of energies 
labelled Reiki, Tera Mai, Karuna, Seichem, Sekhem, or even Uncle Tom Cobley and All? Nature 
just is. Everything just is. We just are. We are a part of everything, yet we are also everything at the 
same time. We are merely a holographic image of the whole of existence. When a hologram is broken 
each piece contains a picture of the whole and just as each cell of our body contains the blueprint of the 
whole body, so too do we contain the blueprint of the whole universe, just like the hologram. So how 
can we not be attuned, aligned and connected with everything that is when we hold its entire blueprint 
within us? Why should we pay hundreds of pounds and in some cases thousands of pounds to be 
attuned to something we are all already attuned to? Is it not then, more likely that Man and his ego has 
created these labels to make us feel inadequate and to deceive us and to encourage us to look in the 
wrong place for spirituality and truth? Or could it not be to make others feel superior and then make 
money out of teaching or attuning others into the ‘correct’ form of healing? Or both? 
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As long as we keep looking outside ourselves, giving our power away and allowing ourselves to be 
connected to, attuned to and aligned to these man-made labels of chaotic energy we will continue with 
our goldfish existence, swimming in continuous circles. When we focus our attention outside of us we 
resonate with energies that exist outside of us, mostly the ego consciousness, feeding ourselves 
everybody else’s thoughts and energies and everybody else’s rubbish. Many of the symbols used in 
various healing modalities are also designed to attract lower astral vibrations into our energy fields. 
Why would we want to connect with, invoke and channel these man-made lower vibrational energies 
and the potential problems they bring with them? After all, this is the pea-soup creation of the ego, 
which contains the thought-form, predatory type energies, which serve only to weaken our energy 
fields. No matter what label they may be wearing. Why do we do this when we can channel pure 
energies from within? Simply because we continue to look outside of ourselves all of the time for the 
answers and we are encouraged to do this by the ‘healers and dealers’ that exist in many of the 
modalities prevalent in today’s healing arts. 

We all need to work through our shadow side to successfully and wholly move on. We do not need any 
help or encouragement from the modalities and symbols flooding the healing arts today to tap into this 
astral pea soup of man-made consciousness, which is the very cause and source of the shadow self and 
all it stands for. 

We cannot climb a mountain by camping at the base and hoping to be at the top when we wake up in 
the morning. As with ascending a mountain, spirituality too should be taken one step at a time. When 
we begin searching for our spiritual selves we have two places where we can shop. We can shop in our 
inner Shopping Mall, the Shopping Mall for Truth and Light or we can shop in the Illusionary Shopping 
Mall. The difference being, our inner Mall is at the top of the mountain and is difficult to see and reach, 
whereas the illusionary Mall is always in front of us and is lit up like Blackpool Illuminations so we 
cannot fail to see it, or reach it. Too many people want the spiritual path to be quick and easy because 
there are so many methods out there which offer the same easy fix. People become a ‘Master’ in a 
weekend and so others want it too. Others may offer a longer solution at more cost but with the same 
outcome. As long as we look for the easy fix there will always be modalities out there offering a fast 
solution. We are our own Master if we can just access that aspect of ourselves. When we start this 
incredible journey the illusionary light will always appear brighter to attract us and ensnare us, just as it 
has over thousands of years through religion. 

The illusionary Shopping Mall is more modernised these days with its Reiki shops, Sekhem shops, 
Karuna shops and a whole range more, the list is endless. Only we don’t buy our goods from these 
places with credit cards, we pay with our spirituality and our health and the well being of not only 
ourselves, but of the whole of humanity and Mother Earth. If our jug is constantly empty because we 
keep giving our power away, we are not able to quench our own thirst let alone the thirst of other 
people. 

We are all from the same source and we are all equal. Nobody is better than we are and likewise we are 
no better than anybody else is. We are, after all, all one and the same. Most people who call themselves 
a Master are a master of nothing, least of all themselves. A true Master will never call themselves a 
Master or tell you what they can do and what abilities they have. Only somebody living in his or her 
ego will do this. A true Master will become known as a Master by his followers or disciples over time 
because of the energy, warmth, light and truth they radiate and the sheer pleasure one gains from being 
in their presence. 

There are so many self-styled Masters and Gurus out there today that tell us they have amazing abilities 
and talents. To the vast majority of us there is just no way of determining whether what they are saying 
is true or not. Their stories are impossible sometimes to corroborate because they are so fantastic. In 
fact, the stories are so fantastic and wonderful at times that we naturally want to believe them because 
we want the stories to be true and we want to be part of this ‘incredible’ adventure. And so we start to 
give our power away again. These type of people feed on our power. Our power feeds their over 
inflated ego’s. They may even tell us what star system we originate from, or what part of the Solar 
System we first incarnated on. They may even tell us about some of our past lives, although my 
experience has shown they say many of the same things to many different people. I know of a number 
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of people who were told by the same ‘guru’ that they all had the same past life. Now that must have 
been one crowded body. These people love to emphasise their own self importance and may even tell us 
of some of their own alleged past lives; always important people though, such as Merlin, Nostradamus, 
Tesla, Einstein or even Christ. 

I know of one person who actually said he had had all of the aforementioned past lives, even though 
Tesla and Einstein lived at the same time. Some may even change their own names calling themselves 
after so-called ‘Gods’ and ‘Angels’ to impress us, such is their ego. I know one guy who firmly believes 
his son is God reborn and named him after one of his so-called past lives. These so-called 
Gurus/Masters gain their information and knowledge from reading many many books, listening to 
stories related by other people and from other peoples meditations. Some of these people are very 
clever and their façade can be at times difficult to see through, although if we tread the central path and 
look hard and long enough we will start to see the face behind the mask. Most of these people have a 
very shallow energy field too and can also appear to be very cold, emotionless people. When questioned 
about their abilities and their stories, which at times just don’t’ add up, their energy fields turn very 
black as the emotional/ego body kicks in. In India where spirituality is a way of life, bad breath is 
classed as a dead give away for somebody who has something to hide. 

However, because these people have bought into the lower vibration of ego they cannot exist in the 
light of truth and we have nothing to fear from them. When we realise this and realise who and what 
these people truly are, we stop feeding their ego and their power is weakened and ultimately taken 
away. We then see them for what they truly are, sad, lonely and insecure people, who need to create a 
fantasy world in which they can live to avoid dealing with the issues they have buried deep within 
themselves. Some of these people become pathological liars and begin to firmly believe that they do 
live in this illusionary world they have created around themselves and which they expect everybody 
else to live in too. If we can dispel the ego of an individual by refusing to give them our power to feed 
on, then we can do like-wise with the combined ego of this man-made illusion, which surrounds us all. 
If more of us were to do just this, then surely we would help to purify the consciousness of Mother 
Earth, which nurtures us all? If we stop feeding anything it will eventually die! 

The simple answer to healing work in particular, is to ALLOW, no symbols, no invocations, in fact no 
mind input at all because all it does is distort or limit the energies being channelled and further blocks 
the intuitive side from coming through. [However, sometimes it is valid to ask for help from aspects of 
oneself when doing inner journeys and distant healing]. We keep giving our power away to other 
people, to invocations and to the use of symbols, believing they all play a more important part in the 
healing process and life itself. By giving our power away and focusing on unbalanced energies outside 
of us we are feeding the predatory consciousness and it becomes increasingly more difficult to remain 
balanced and centred, at one with ALL THAT IS within us. By doing this we are blocking our intuitive 
side and stopping ourselves from moving further along this wonderful path. The answer and truth of 
everything lies within each of us. It is only by going within that we will find our centre, our balance, 
connect more consciously with our spirit and connect with our true being, which in turn enables us to 
channel the most purest energies of all, because they come from thebalanced source within. All we 
need to do is to say thank you when we have finished. 

Balance is a state of being, a state of calmness and extreme stillness amidst the chaos and turmoil that 
passes itself off as being the ‘true’ reality in which we live. Like a tornado, which weaves its chaotic 
magic by creating destruction, devastation and imbalance with and within everything it touches, so too 
does man.  Like a tornado has its inner peace - the eye of the storm - so too has Man. The centre of 
every storm is absolute peace, pure stillness and utter calm - complete balance amongst all the 
surrounding chaos. The centre of Man is no different. We need to find this inner centre, this inner 
balance, our own area of absolute stillness to avoid living in our own and everybody else’s chaos. A 
storm is only one example of how Nature shows us where and how we can find this balance, this space 
and inner peace of pure tranquillity. 

There is no greater force than that of equilibrium. Everything, every energy, every vibration ultimately 
strives to reach its own perfect state of balance. We are no different. If we continue to look and focus 
our attention outside of us, all we will see and experience is the chaos of the storm and we will never 
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find our inner self, our true being, who and what we really are. In attempting to reach this calm 
equalised state of being, it is only natural that everything including ourselves will tend to begin by 
swinging wildly from one extreme of chaos to another, just as a pendulum swings. We are constantly 
traversing the chaotic aspect of the storm if you like, passing fleetingly through that perfect balance 
somewhere along the way without consciously recognising or acknowledging it for what it truly is, 
except just enough perhaps, for our inner self, our intuitive side to register there is more to this life than 
we presently understand. This may explain why many of us keep searching for this something, this 
‘more to life’, yet remain unsure of just what it is we are actually searching for. 

Just as the universe may eventually cease to expand and begin to flow back towards its source, we too 
are beginning to stop searching forever outwards to find truth and balance. Through realisation, some 
may say awakening, we are beginning that opposite swing of the pendulum back towards our true inner 
selves and searching inwards, back towards balance, towards the centre away from the chaos and finally 
towards the peace and understanding of Oneness itself. Somewhere between that outer ‘reality’ of this 
chaotic physical world and the inner truth of everything that is, lies our own perfect balance, our own 
perfect space, which will allow us to exist as a Spiritual Being enjoying a physical experience. Not a 
Human Being striving andstruggling to achieve a Spiritual experience in this Land of Illusion. 

Why do some of us search for excitement and danger? Why do some of us always feel the grass is 
greener on the other side of the fence? Why do we never feel complete, as if something is missing? 
Simply because something is missing. It is US. WE are missing. We have left our home, our inner home 
and our inner self to search and journey the land of illusion for who we really are, little realising the 
very place we have stepped out from houses all the answers we are looking for. While we continue to 
search this land of twisted truths, this land of our own creation, we continue to feel as though something 
is missing even more - and so we intensify our search. Yet, the enigma of it all is we continue to search 
this land. There are many possibilities, which could attract and hold us to this mysterious land of no 
answers; for it has a resonance, which can bewitch the very best of us at times. And so we continue with 
our search. Off we go again, travelling out into the badlands and beyond with hope and maybe a touch 
of desperation in our minds, while we begin to feel more than ever this aching chasm within. An ever 
increasing and widening chasm, creating a space we feel so urged to fill – and so we continue with this 
journey until we reach the autumn of our life. We then wonder what life was all about and possibly 
regret we didn’t search further and harder. We then leave this land of confusion and we reach a place 
where there are no illusionary shops, and we remember what it was we came here to shop for in the first 
place. And so we come back? 

We should all listen to our intuition more, but first we need to help it to develop and find its voice. We 
can then begin to learn to live our lives by our own truth and to gradually stop living our lives by 
somebody else’s truth. This does not mean we should stop reading or taking advice from others, it just 
means the truth will gradually resonate better with each of us and we will be able to recognise it better 
through feeling and knowing from within, rather than relying on intellect and logic. When we start to 
look within, our vibrations rise quickly and soon we begin to see through the illusion and the various 
shops it uses to ply its trade. We are then able to replenish our jug, quench our thirst and quench the 
thirst of thousands of people. 

If we can light our inner flame, nurture it and encourage it to grow until we become a beacon of light, 
we can then light up the darkness for others to safely tread their path. 

If there are any issues brought up as a result of this article, questions left unanswered by its content or 
you would like information on Equilibra: Balanced Healing And Development Workshops, then please 
contact Steve on: TEL: 01642 872610 - FAX: 01642 876210 or E-mail:equilibra@ntlworld.com . 

Part Two: the Reiki symbol doubled and why we have only ever been given one half of it, plus the Tera 
Mai Zonar symbol, divination and how it developed from the fears of man himself. Numerology 
explained quite simply, which shows how and why we keep repeating the same mistakes and allows us 
to see the very simple truth (realisation) which stares us in the face each and every day. The Merkaba, 
the Council of Nine, plus a lot more... 
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT - THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH 

Part Two by Steve Gamble 

There are many ways we keep giving our power away through religion, conventional medicine etc., but 
others we find in the New Age forum are through various forms of divination, numerology/symbolism and 
healing modalities such as Reiki, Tera Mai and so forth. We will start with divination and how divination 
fits into the illusionary world we live in.  

DIVINATION – practice of attempting to acquire hidden knowledge and insight into events – past, 
present and future – through the direct or indirect contact of human intelligence with the supernatural. 
The practise was closely related with religion among Hebrew, pagan and early Christian people.1 

The reliance on the use of divination derives from the very fear of Man himself. Through ego and the need 
for power and control, which derive from fear, in past times rulers such as kings, queens and emperors 
needed to know when it would be beneficial to attack, invade, counter-attack and most importantly of all, 
what the outcome of their action would be. Though it was not only for the purpose of warfare that man 
sought advice from the supernatural, but on issues of love, money and health and so on. Mankind is fearful 
because he has kept his search for the truth external and has repeatedly connected with and drawn in 
energies external to himself and has, therefore, been constantly fed by the ego/intellect fear based energy, 
which surrounds us. Our collective fears have resulted in an external search for power and the supernatural 
means by which we can predetermine the outcome of our intended conquests. From this very fear of Man 
himself, dependence upon seers, soothsayers, priests, augurs and so forth gradually increased. At one time, 
no Roman would embark upon a major undertaking unless the augurs (people who practised divination) 
decided the auspices (omens) were favourable. Augurs or priests performed their divination in complicated 
ceremonies, called auguries, by reading omens or auspices. These augurs exercised enormous power and 
were members of a college that existed in Rome from its conception until the late 4th century AD. In the 
Shang dynasty (China), shoulder blades of oxen and the bottom of shells of tortoises were inscribed and 
heated. A message was derived from the pattern of cracks formed across the inscription after heat was 
applied. The founder of the Zhou dynasty is said to have established the traditional patterns of lines and 
added the judgements of their significance. His son is said to have composed the commentaries. The 
collective judgements are known as Teuan and the commentaries as Tao. This bizarre search for answers 
eventually resulted in the I Ching and Taoism, the foundation of modern day Chinese philosophy. 

This is the same old story of looking outside ourselves again; believing almost everything else holds the 
answers but us. Can we really believe the shoulder blades of an ox and the shell of a tortoise can reveal our 
past and predict our future destiny? It would appear some of us do believe this is so. 

Today, some of us continue to give our power away to a new hybrid of prophetic modalities we find in the 
New Age movement. Cartomancy has led to tarot cards and other special cards for predicting the future; 
necromancy has led to mediums and psychics who communicate with the spirits of the dead. We now find 
adepts of astrology, tarot, psychic readings, runes, and palmistry, fortune telling, mediums and the I Ching 
plying their trade in an illusionary shopping mall derived from our fear, fuelling our openness to give our 
power away. If the augurs held so much power in Rome (and this is only one example of what went on 
world-wide), can we not see that our fears and our external search for answers have seeded, watered and 
then been constantly fed throughout time by the very consciousness from which we are now trying to free 
ourselves? If we lived without fear we would realise that conflict was purposeless. If we listened to our 
intuition we would have no need to consult seers, prophets, psychics, tarot cards and the like because we 
would already know the answers. We would already know we and we alone, were responsible for our own 
futures and that our future did not lie in the hands of tortoise shells or any other form of divination. 

This does not mean we cannot use these methods. If we do not take them too seriously we can use them as 
a means to help develop our intuition. It is only when we place our belief in somebody else’s interpretation 
of events that we are guilty of giving our power away and this is something we must learn and take on 
board. We should stop giving our power away to such outside influences, which block our natural flow of 
energy. 
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Recently, the attention of many people has been upon the numerous false prophecies of doom, of Y2K 
take-over plots, extraterrestrial manipulation and imminent catastrophic earth changes given by so-called 
seers and prophets. Unfortunately, by allowing others to think for us we are in danger of actually shifting 
our focus from the creative potential we all have for positive change, towards fear-based scenarios which 
can profoundly affect the psyche. It is possible that scare-stories are deliberately manufactured at periods 
of great spiritual alignment - such as during the May astrological alignment - in order to throw people out 
of balance, making it harder to gain the true benefits available from synchronising internally and spiritually 
with the natural order of the universal energies. The result will then be that more fear and chaos is created 
by these external influences during what should be a re-harmonising and uplifting experience. Time and 
again, experience tells us to listen to the inner voice and go with the natural flow of energy as and when it 
occurs, with love, rather than to prepare in fear for what may never happen, and what is in danger of 
actually manifesting if enough people focus their fears upon it. We create in our own image and we create 
by thought - thought being energy. Whatever we experience inwardly we project outwardly through the 
process of thought and it is manifested. 

Throughout the years we have had to keep hidden the secrets of this inner journey, this inner knowledge 
and wisdom of how Nature and the Cosmos worked, for fear of being found out and subsequently burned, 
stoned, drowned or literally murdered. And why? For doing no more than working with Nature and Her 
energies, to assist us spiritually and physically, helping others and Mother Earth too. This process of the 
religious authorities wiping out the ‘truth’ and those who deemed to hold it, or practise it, led to this 
‘knowledge’ being driven underground. This caused such knowledge to be confined to Secret Societies 
which passed on this information through initiation and used symbolism to teach initiates. Their 
understanding of the secrets and the way of communicating it was kept alive by transferring and 
identifying this understanding in the form of paintings, buildings, monuments, occult inscriptions on grave 
stones and so forth. These people used trigonometry and mathematics to represent a symbolic and secret 
portrayal of this understanding, which was hidden in these designs. This would indicate to others that a 
person held the deeper knowledge and understanding of how Nature and things in general truly worked. 

We seem to have made the mistake of identifying with and misinterpreting these initiatic symbols by 
assuming they are magical or hold other divine powers, when all they have ever been and remain is a form 
of symbolic representation of something more profound. They are meant torepresent one’s understanding 
of the deeper workings of Nature and are used as a signature, a sign, a form of identification and 
communication between people who know of these deeper workings, without the fear of being discovered. 
This identification process is still evident today with the so-called secret handshake of the Masonic Lodge.

Could this be where we have been going wrong and could our fascination with these ‘secret symbols’, 
mathematics and geometry be partially responsible for locking us into this physical reality - the 0.0001% 
of who and what we are: the inert part, matter? Is this because their true meaning has never been openly 
revealed, or has been overlooked; possibly even misinterpreted, misunderstood or manipulated 
intentionally or unintentionally and therefore their true integrity and meaning essentially lost? 

Man has been fascinated with numbers and geometry for millennia, no more so than he is now. What is 
this fascination and where does it originate from? How has Man become so obsessed? We now need to 
look at Numerology/symbolism. 

NUMEROLOGY/SYMBOLISM - the study of the occult significance of numbers/the use of symbols to 
express things. 

Numbers are vibrational energy. We can use numerology to determine our ‘number’ or our vibration by 
appointing numbers to the letters of our name, totalling them up until they become a single digit. We can 
do the same with our birth dates, such as 01/01/59, which could be totalled as 1 + 1 + 5 +9 = 16 and 1 + 6 
= 7. Here, we would be a seven vibration. We could then find out how this might be significant in relation 
to our personality, character and so forth. 

We appear to be fascinated by the number nine in particular because everywhere we look we find it is 
presented or represented somewhere in the physical aspect of creation. A very interesting point about the 
number nine is it always becomes itself. It cannot be anything else. Multiply nine by anything and add up 
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the digits and they will always come back to nine. E.g. 9 x 9 = 81. 8 + 1 = nine. Or take, 9 x 219 = 1971. 1 
+ 9 + 7 + 1 = 18 and 1 + 8 = nine; and so on. The number nine will always come back to itself. Just like a 
circle. What is even more interesting about numbers, is when we add together one through eight, we get 
36. 3 + 6 = 9, nine again. We then add one through nine (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9) together and we 
get 45. 4 + 5 = 9, yet again nine. So it would appear that nine is the culmination of all the other numbers 
one through eight. 

In ancient times, the cycle of the Earth around the Sun was a perfect 360 days. They therefore calculated 
the year as 360 days  - 12 months of 30 days [and/or 36 weeks of 10 days]. Until the seventh and eighth 
centuries BC, calendars from around the globe recorded the 360 day cycle but suddenly, we find in this
period, that calendars began adding days to both the length of the year and to the months to try and re-
synchronise the calendar with the solar and lunar cycles (detailed in the fascinating book Worlds In 
Collision by I Velikovsky). It has been postulated that the misalignment may have been due to one or more 
cataclysmic events such as the Earth passing through the tail of a comet which caused the path curve of the 
earth and/or its velocity to alter. This could be the reason why the number nine in numerology has also 
been associated with natural disasters such as floods. 

However, we do retain this ancient order in geometry because we still divide a circle (the ancient symbol 
for the Sun) into 360 segments called degrees. 360° numerologically is 3 + 6 + 0 = 9. Therefore, this is 
a nine number. 

 
 
 

If we, therefore, apply this method of numerology to other geometric shapes we get interesting results. The 
diamond is four lots of 90°, which equals 360°; nine again. The square is the same,nine. The equilateral 
triangle is 60° + 60° + 60°,  = 180°: 1 + 8 + 0 = 9, another nine. If we look at the pentagram, five lots of 
36°: = 180°; another nine. The hexagram (Star of David) = 360°: the same story, a nine. We could go on 
and on. 

The hexagram is particularly interesting in relation to the circle, the sun and the nine. In ancient times, the 
hexagram within the circle was used as a symbol of the zodiac cycle. The sun was seen as the centre of the 
circle which, due to the six-pointed star pattern, is surrounded by 12 divisions - the 12 houses of the 
zodiac. In Sumerian times, the zodiac was based on the Earth’sprecessional cycle of 25,920 years - again 
a nine. The precessional cycle is the length of time the Earth takes to ‘wobble’ around its axis. Just like a 
spinning top which is tilted to one side, the Earth’s central axis is tilted towards or away from the sun and 
takes that length of time for one revolution of this tilt to return to its former position. During which time, 
the constellations of the heavens will slowly move backward across the sky to new positions according to 
the view from the Earth. 

The Sumerians divided the precessional period into 12 equal parts of 2,160 (360-day) years, which is of 
course a nine number. The Sumerians used a base-sixty form of measurement rather than base-ten - the 
decimal - to calculate time as it works perfectly with the 360-day calendar. It is from the Sumerian 
influence that we divide our clocks into 60 minutes and 60 seconds, which gives a very harmonious 
interplay between minutes, hours, the circle of 360, the solar and lunar cycles and the larger zodiac cycles. 

We are more familiar, today, with the annual cycle of the zodiac which arises from the 12 divisions - the 
months - of the year which are used to calculate the horoscope, based upon the position of the rapidly 
shifting constellations which move across the sky when viewed from the Earth. 

1080 is the average number of human breaths drawn per hour, another nine. 1080 is also linked with the 
energy of The Mother, in her various forms as Diana etc., and the lunar energy. Interestingly the radius of 
the Moon is 1080 miles. Amazingly, the Moon has always been associated with the colour of Silver, whose 
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atomic weight is 108 - nine yet again!  If we look at the number 666 - the sum of the numbers 1-36 (nine) -
to some people it represents the Devil, the Mark of the Beast. The Book of Revelation relates this number 
to the Apocalypse, which is again linked to natural disasters. Could this be what is encoded in the Book of 
Revelation? Some numerological memory of the instability of the Earth and its vulnerability to outside 
forces, such as may have altered the ancient 360 day cycle in the pre-Judaic times? To other people, 
however, this number represents the energy of the Father, the Solar Energy. If we add 1080 and 666 
together they equal 1746, which to some represents the Grail, the Seed and the Vessel, the totality of 
creation. A nine number. 1746 is also deemed by some as being related to the Earth’s Electromagnetic 
Grid. 

Another notable nine number - 72 - is the average number of heartbeats per minute, the number of stones 
of the pyramid of the Freemasonic Great Seal of the American Dollar. Cabbalists have various ways of 
writing the name of God, Yod Heh Vav Heh. One of them consists of a triangle in which the name is 
written in blazing letters. The numerical value of Yod is ten, that of Heh five and that of Vav six. The sum 
of the numerical value of the letters in the triangle is seventy-two (72) and seventy-two is the number of 
the Shem hamephorash (translated as the 'explicit name'), the seventy-two angels that govern the universe. 
[ Mikhael Aivanhov - Cosmic Balance, published by Prosveta S.A. - B.P.12 - 83601 Frejus CEDEX 
(France)]. 72, therefore, is the Cabbalistic number for the Names or Powers of God and is said in 
Cabbalistic tradition, for that very reason, to be the number represented by the Star of David (hexagram), 
which we have already seen is fundamentally connected to the geometry and numerology of the cosmic 
cycles that are based upon nine. 

186,282 is the maximum speed of light in miles per second, which represents the fastest speed achievable 
in the physical universe. There are 4,320,000 years in the Mahayuga, the Hindu cosmic time cycle. 
Both nine numbers. We have a gestation period of nine months for a human birth, surely a clear indication 
of nine being symbolically representative of the physical aspect of creation  Moreover, within our solar 
system there are nine physical planets in orbit around their spiritual centre - the sun. 

Taking the concept of geometry into three dimensions, there are only five regular solids - known as the 
‘Platonic solids’ - which are the only five regular three-dimensional geometric forms which can be fitted 
inside a sphere. These are: 

Cube                                       Total faces                            6 

                                                Angles per face                    90x4 = 360 

                                                Total angles of all faces      2160 (24x90) = nine 

Icosahedron                          Total faces                            20 

                                                Angles per face                    60x3 = 180 

                                                Total angles of all faces      3600 (60x60) = nine 

Octahedron                           Total faces                            8 

                                                Angles per face                    60x3 = 180 

                                                Total angles of all faces      1440 (24x60) = nine 

Tetrahedron                          Total faces                            4 

                                                Angles per face                    60x3 = 180 

                                                Total angles of all faces      720 (12x60) = nine 
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Dodecahedron                      Total faces                            12 

                                                Angles per face                    108x5 = 540 

                                                Total angles of all faces      6480 (60x108) = nine 

Can we now begin to understand Man’s intellectual fascination with geometric shapes and the 
number nine in particular? This obsession is represented in many of the ways Man has attempted to 
explain existence itself and the way he has attempted to and succeeded in controlling people. We also have 
the 144,000 Children of Israel on Mt. Zion mentioned in the Bible, which again adds up to nine and the 
144,000, the ‘chosen’ few who will be ‘saved’. In the New Age movement we see the 
number nine appears in the form of symbols, the merkaba (star tetrahedron) and allegedly superior forms 
of beings, such as the Council of Nine and other channelled beings. 

Bruce Cathie2 speculated that all the mathematical evidence so far indicates that the maximum number of 
elements (matter) to be found in the universe will be 144, nine. 

Nine has always been the focus of Man himself and the ego consciousness, which drives him, because 
most people only choose to see physically and understand intellectually. After all are we not taught from a 
very early age in most societies to be intellectual rather than spiritual? Therefore, what we observe 
intellectually all about us becomes ‘all that is’ to our ego, and all around us is based upon the numbers of 
1-9 - the end result of creation, matter, the physical aspect. 

Let us go back to Egyptian times. This was the time when Man decided through his ego, which of all the 
‘Gods’ were to be the greatest. Thus Man created the Ennead, which represented a group of nine of the 
most important Egyptian deities. Ennead is from the Greek word for nine and Enneads are also envisaged 
as being a judgement council, both in mythology and historical inscriptions. This is the derivation of the 
so-called Council of Nine as documented in the best-selling book ‘The Only Planet of Choice’. Is this not 
the old Illusion again, but wearing a different hat? Control and manipulation of the truth again? Is it no 
more than religion repeating itself? 

Nine is made up of and contains all the other numbers or all the other vibrations and would appear to be 
represented in many geometrical shapes. As mentioned in part one, on an energy level of creation, the level 
of the Ahnu (ether/spirit), Nature does not work in angles. Only in the physical world where the 
ether/energy/spirit animates matter, do we see these geometric shapes form. Geometric shapes are what 
Man sees and perceives with his intellect as being the source of creation, when they merely represent the 
end result. Can we assume for simplicity that all the numbers one to nine are different vibrations, as 
numerology would have us believe? Can we further assume that all the numbers, or vibrations, which 
make up the nine, are, therefore, all the various vibrations of the universe in a physical sense? That is the 
inert part – matter - the 0.0001% of who and what everything is, as Bruce Cathie speculated? 

Accepting this, we can also accept that the physical and the intellect can go no further because once it 
becomes nine we know it will only keep on repeating itself. The vibration of nine is the limit of physical 
creation; just as the speed of light - a nine - is the limit of speed in the physical universe. Could this be 
therefore, the number of Man in a physical and intellectual sense? This is what the Book of Revelation 
tells us - that 666 (nine) is the number of (a) man. Therefore the number of the Beast is the number of 
Man; that is, Man is confined by the number to being a beast - i.e. to expressing the baser aspects of the 
self. Nine is the limit of the ego, the limit of the intellect. Nine is a vibrational prison, as it can be no 
other than what it is, a vibration which keeps repeating itself and like the speed of light cannot be 
physically or intellectually transcended. 

Is this why we keep making the same mistakes over and over again? Because we have become locked into 
our intellect and we are becoming more like machines than the integrated, loving and totally 
interconnected consciousness we truly are? Similar to the goldfish in a bowl swimming around in 
continuous circles? Can we understand how Man has become so fascinated by and locked into the 
number nine, and therefore mathematics and geometric shapes? Man continues to use mathematics and 
geometry to express his understanding of the deeper workings of Nature and the Cosmos and forgets, or is 
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not allowed to remember they are merely a symbolic representation of hidden truths. 

********** 

So what feeds the nine (matter)? We know from open-minded physicists that ether (spirit) animates matter. 
If nine (including the numbers 9 down to 1) is representative of the whole of the physical aspect of 
creation, something has to be responsible for creating and animating it. For the answer to this we need to 
go back to the circle and it is here we can discover Man’s ‘missing link’. We know the circle is a nine 
number and that nine can only ever be itself, so nine must be represented somewhere within the circle. 
This leaves us with two possibilities for looking at how the circle is made up. We can divide the circle by 
eight, which would give us eight segments of 45° degrees, preserving the nine. However, eight is a lower 
vibration than nine, so I believe we need to divide the circle by the number greater than nine - TEN - to 
give ten segments of 36°, 3+6=9. We now have ten aspects of nine making up the circle, which is also 
nine. So the aspect of nine repeating itself is preserved. 10 x 9 = 90, 9 + 0 = 9. 

 

See symbolic representation above. This introduces us to another number, the number ten. If we now add 
one through nine and finally add Ten, we have 45 + 10 = 55, 5 + 5 = 10! It appears that nine cannot exist 
without Ten. Because we know that ether feeds matter, then ether feeds nine from within, from beyond 
nine. Numerically speaking, here we see that 10 comes from 'above' nine and would seem to be the 
transcendent number of 9. (Could this be where the axiom 'As Above So Below' originates from? Is this 
why we have had this simple inversion of truth expressed upon us because once again we have taken this 
symbolic representation too literally?). From this example we need ten for the nine and all it is composed 
of to exist in the first place. It would appear ten creates and animates all of the other vibrations, one to 
nine, the physical aspect of creation. Without ten we cannot have nine or anything below it. 

Symbolically, ten has been represented by the symbol ;. Interestingly the symbolic representation for the 
Sun – fire/spirit - is also ;. If we ask the question ‘what feeds the nine?’ in relation to our solar system, 
we see that the Sun feeds the nine planets with energy. The Sun is the 10th body at the centre of our solar 
system. The 10 feeds the 9. In some ancient cultures, 10 was held as the sacred number which should not 
be written down. It was therefore often written as two lots of 5. This indicates that far back in antiquity, 
our ancestors had a profound understanding of the nature of the interconnected order of the Universe and 
the role numbers play in that cosmic order. 

Due to our tendency towards the externalisation of perception, we have intellectualised over the years that 
the symbol ; must therefore refer to the physical Sun, which we see with our physical eyes, and so we 
have continued to look outside into this physical reality for the answers to our spirituality. We know this is 
an error because we know that spirit resides within. Also, because as physicists will tell us, everything 
comes from within not from without. The natural flow of Creation works from in to out and it is the 
ether/spirit/fire, which animates matter - from within. The symbol ;, the ten, the sun/fire/spirit is the 
99.999% of who and what we are.  This symbol ; has, therefore, always been a symbolic representation 
of the inner Sun, our inner Sun, our fire within, the inner flame, the Spirit, the energy source, which 
supports all life. 

It is no coincidence that both the ten and the sun/fire/spirit are symbolically represented as being one and 
the same. Numerologically speaking, the vibration of the inner Ten which creates everything is the Spirit, 
Ether, the inner sun and the inner fire, which creates life and animates matter and animates all the other 
numbers (vibrations of matter), so we can experience the physical reality we have created. 
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Ten, being the Source of all there IS, the Oneness of Everything must, therefore, be represented in the 
physical aspect of creation in order for it to experience itself. After all, what exists outside of us is merely a 
reflection of what lies within. Ten/spirit must be represented somewhere within physical reality, otherwise 
there would be no physical reality at all. And it is. All we need to do is to stop looking up and out into the 
stars and the heavens for a moment and look down. Look down at our hands and what do we see? Ten 
fingers. If we look further down we see ten toes. Realise we are the TEN, we are the ;. We have always 
been the ;  SPIRIT/TEN. We have just forgotten that’s all. 

For example, if we were to design a web site we could then log onto the Internet and view our finished 
work. We would then be able to experience what we had created and if we were not happy with any aspect 
of it we could return to what created it in the first place to make the required alterations. After all, we can 
make all the changes we want in our mind’s eye, but we still need to put them into effect physically.  We 
could only do this if we remembered who and what had originally created the web site. It is the same 
process with life, with the physical aspect of creation. We have created physical life; it is the end result of 
creation, only we have forgotten. That’s all. Each and every time we come back into this physical reality to 
make the necessary adjustments required to improve the Earth’s consciousness and environment (the very 
mess we are all responsible for creating in the first place), we bring with us a physical reminder that we 
actually created it in the first place!  Ten fingers and ten toes. Yet the irony is we keep on 
forgetting. We are the physical representation of the Source of Oneness, the physical representation of 
what created everything in the first place - Spirit. 

But the mind/ego/intellect combination has locked us firmly into the vibration of nine (and all the 
vibrations, which make up nine) and so we forget. Or are we not allowed to remember? 

It is interesting to note that in the Cabalistic system, the above principle of 10 representing the non-
physical is totally reversed. Ten is given as Malkuth (Malkout) - the number of the Earth plane, matter -
and One is given as the Kether or God State. The Sun, our spiritual centre is attributed the number six. The 
possibility therefore exists that systems of philosophy and magic which derive from the Cabbalistic system 
will also lock one’s consciousness into the material/intellect/ego, whilst apparently giving one access to 
the spiritual secrets. There is no doubt a great wealth of profound knowledge is to be found within the 
Cabbala, but one must not use a system of knowledge without understanding the pitfalls. A great many of 
the New Age forms of philosophy are founded in the Cabbala, even though many followers don’t always 
realise the aetiology of their beliefs, and therefore just what they are locking their consciousness into. 
Certain aspects of occultism were deliberately altered and inverted by the ‘teachers’ of the ages, and the 
initiate must be ever wary of this in their journey, or risk being duped and used by others with less than 
positive intent for them. Many high level occultists using the Cabbalistic system, who having begun their 
path with the intent of finding spiritual enlightenment, have gone on to then use that knowledge for 
manipulation and control of people and material things. Such high level initiates then became the 
‘teachers’ of others. And through this inversion of truth the cycle of locking into materialism and the 
consciousness of control has been perpetuated down through the ages. 

Through externalisation and constant reference to our nine/matter aspect, to the exclusion of our 
transcending ten/spirit aspect, we are in danger of becoming totally controlled by the very 
consciousness we created in the first place. A consciousness which has over time become exceedingly 
unbalanced. (More in Part Three). 

And so we focus 99.999% of our attention on the 0.0001% of who and what we are, the physical part, the 
nine of Man, the geometrical and mathematical part. 

Why? Because we have always looked outside ourselves for the answers and allowed this external 
consciousness to block the natural flow of creation. We only need to find the ten/spirit within 
to know and become the ten. Then we can make changes to everything in our physical reality, our health 
and well being, our futures, our environment and ultimately the environment of Mother Earth.  WE are the 
driving force behind the physical not the other way around. 

I quote Deepak Chopra M.D. from his book Quantum Healing: 
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“ Science used to hold the belief we were physical machines that have somehow learned to think. 
Now it dawns that we are thoughts that have learned to create a physical machine.”   

Just as the ten/fire/spirit ; is represented in the physical within the circle, it is fed from the ten ; 
(fire/spirit) within so to speak. 

 

If we add the inner ten ; to our symbolic representation of creation, it would appear as is does above. 
Does this symbolic representation remind you of anything in particular? It resembles the Ahnu, the source 
of all life. This is because TEN (symbolically speaking) is the vibration of all life, the inner Sun, the inner 
flame, the source, which resides in the space within, which feeds and creates all life itself. This is the 
Light, Spirit and energy we are, it is not the physical aspect of ourselves, but the energy aspect. 

It is from this energy structure that ALL geometric shapes evolve. For example: if we were to place a dot 
in the centre of all the outer circles, or where the outer circles join the main circle, and join selective dots 
together, it is possible to create almost any geometric shape we desire. 

Ten, therefore is recognised as transcending the nine in mystical circles. It is also representative of One. 
Not the one of the series 1-9, but the number of spiritual transcendence of the 1-9, i.e. unity with the 
Creator. 

The more one studies such occult philosophies and esoterica, as well as the art of propaganda, the more 
one sees the great power of direct inversion upon the psyche of Man. We see it in the Cabbala and Initiatic 
Science and it is equally obvious, if not more so when we look at Nature. If we look at a rainbow we see 
light refracted into the seven colours. The top colour is red, then orange and so forth down to the bottom of 
the rainbow where we find the spiritual colours or vibrations. If we have been fortunate to observe a 
rainbow from an aeroplane we would see the rainbow forms a circle and the spiritual colours are in the 
centre. This complements how Nature works, from within to without, with the higher vibrations closer to 
source and the lower vibrations forming the further from source they are. The lower physical vibrations 
red, orange etc. are on the outside, not on the bottom or the inside. The vibrational source of spirituality 
(and therefore truth) always lies in the centre. The eye of a storm shows us the same simple principle of 
how Nature works - balance, equilibrium, lies in the centre - chaos, destruction and imbalance on the 
outside. Now, what are we taught about our chakras and their colour sequence in the New Age movement 
and the healing arts in particular? We are taught the spiritual colours lie at the top of our heads, our crown 
chakra (the very opposite of a rainbow and how Nature works), away from the centre of our being. And 
what are we doing by placing our spiritual consciousness into the outer part of ourselves, the top of our 
head? We are placing our spirituality in the control of our intellect. We are pointing and focusing our 
spirituality up and out into the physical lower vibrational reality. We are taking it away from its source, its 
centre and are merely excommunicating it to a life in the wilderness, a life in the ego/intellect physical 
consciousness of reality - the chaotic part, the 0.0001%. This current belief promoted throughout the New 
Age movement and the healing arts is another example of the inversion and reversal of truth we are being 
subjected to. In the Olden days when this inversion of truth took place, we did not have the advantage of 
Air travel, therefore when Man saw the rainbow he only saw it from the ground, with the seven colours 
forming an arc. All that happened with the natural colour sequence of the rainbow, with red at the top and 
purple and violet at the bottom, was that this sequence was totally reversed and this reversal of truth 
became the 'accepted way' thereafter. Thanks to Air Travel we now know the full significance of the 
colours of the rainbow. (More inversions of truth in part three). Nature does not lie. Nature just IS. Only 
Man is capable of telling lies. 
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The Talmud and Zohar (a treatise on the Cabbala) are also replete with references to the relationship 
between nine and its transcendent ten. At times they seem in accordance with the concept that 10 is the 
transcendent state of the nine, and at others it seems the opposite is implied; at times Yahweh would 
appear to be the Source Creator and at others, the very opposite: purely the Lord of the material and the 
intellectual realms. This is also indicated by the designation of both seventy-two and nine as being the 
number of the divine Name. Could this basic confusion of contradictions and opposing dualities, inherent 
within the origin of so many Cabbala-derived religious, occult and New Age concepts, be one reason for 
the maintenance of the illusion which surrounds us all? Is this a case of the Cabbalistic system attempting 
to superimpose and overemphasise the material and intellectual 1-9 system onto the true spiritual order of 
things? 

Interestingly, the Council of Nine, a Spiritual Hierarchy will only transmit information through one 
person. How convenient for that person. “… We only come through Our Being (Phyllis). I am the 
only spokesman for the Nine and I do not speak through any other”. (Taken from The Only Planet of 
Choice - Transceiver: Phyllis V. Schlemmer, Edited by: Mary Bennett, Published by Gateway Books). 
Does this not sound as though it is coming straight from the ego/intellect consciousness? Surely only ego 
can assume information is for the privilege of the chosen few, reinforcing what we have been told for 
many years through religions: that we are weak, we are not worthy, only the chosen few are worthy and we 
must give our power away to these people in order we may be saved? Is this not the way it has been for 
thousands of years? Is this the same scenario repeating itself within the New Age movement with the 
plethora of so-called ‘channelled’ information coming through allegedly ‘higher evolved’ beings who are 
here to help save us from our mistakes? Beings, which are the ‘supposed’ saviours of humanity: such as 
the Council of Nine? We are encouraged to believe this information will transform us and redeem us; 
information which in fact is remarkably and disturbingly similar in style and content to those beliefs and 
controls promulgated throughout religion over the last few thousand years or so. 

It is also remarkable that the entity who has authority amongst the Council of Nine is a male entity who 
calls himself Tom. In fact, Tom is actually a pseudonym for the entity Atum - the Creator-god of ancient 
Egypt. Atum is also supposed to be the head of the Ennead. The nine Gods of the Ennead historically, 
came from the Primordial Waters; the God Nun and the Goddess Naunet (Nanet), the male and female 
aspect denoting balance. Although generally, only the male God Nun is referred to. These two deities were 
part of the Ogdoad, eight deities, four Gods and four Goddesses, again representing balance of the male 
and female energies. The male Gods were depicted as having the head of a frog and the female Goddesses 
the head of a snake. Is this why certain religions have demonised the snake, the serpent as being evil and 
therefore capable of tempting us into 'devilish' ways? Purely because the snake/serpent represented the 
female energy, an integral part of our very existence? Is this why so much reference to the female 
influence in the importance of the history of life has been washed over and left out of many religious texts? 
Because in the main they have been written by men under the auspices and direction of the rulers of the 
time? 

Is this another example of the Cabbalistic inversion of making the material and intellectual plane 
superimpose itself upon the archetypal symbol of the transcendent spiritual One Source (Ten) and 
therefore causing the followers of the Nine to lock into the material and intellectual plane (imbalance), 
rather than the true divine spirit (balance)? Another interesting aspect of the Council of Nine is that they all 
are male, or at least no female goddess such as Isis or Nut have been ‘channelled’ by the ‘receivers’. This 
also gives an indication of the quasi-religious derivation of the Council, as many religions have, since their 
inception, demonised or entirely removed the feminine from the state of Godhead, as was natural in the 
early ‘pagan’ religious philosophies understood in ancient Egypt. In many religions the early priests took 
Egyptian and Mesopotamian religious ideas based upon their mother/father/son/daughter god polytheism 
and wove them into a purely patriarchal (monotheistic) religion based upon fear, with which the priesthood 
controlled their nations (populous) as the spokespeople for their God. After all, the female energy would 
be an obstacle for the male ego energy to obtaining only that which the male energy knows and perceives 
as being the answer - that is dominance and control over all that it sees. The male energy without the 
balance of the female energy is imbalanced and inflexible, it is the intellect, the ego, the will and the desire 
to continue to drive forward without reason to the destruction and death of all else - the chaotic part of the 
storm. 

This is why balance is important and I believe the references to the importance of the female/Goddess 
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energy has been intentionally obliterated by the ego driven consciousness of men. This is so prevalent in 
many religions, the Occult, the Cabbala, Masonic Science and has now found its way and seeded this very 
same ego/physical/male consciousness into the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts. After all, many 
of the books you pick up these days on healing, transformation, channelling etc., contain within them 
enough evidence of Cabalistic, Masonic and other quasi-religious undertones and influences which hide an 
underlying control and manipulation programme to invert truth and gain control of our spirituality. Is this 
the same thing happening via the Council of Nine? A new religion spun from ancient mythology, placing 
power over others into the hands of those who would claim to be ‘God’s’ mouthpieces and therefore 
humanity’s saviour-guides? God's ET's (ego transceivers perhaps?). 

Let us go back to the Council of Nine and examine some more of the 'alleged ' transmissions. Tom (Atum) 
explains the 'Council of Nine are identified (in the Hebraic tradition) as the Elohim'. There are many 
explanations of who and what the Elohim were, depending upon what you read. That Elohim and Adam 
are coded symbolic words created by the Elohim through the sacred language of the Qabala, is 
one. Elohim is a general term used occasionally in the Old Testament for any divine being, but more 
frequently in reference to the God of the Israelites. Plural of the Hebrew Eloah (“God”), it has been 
explained as signifying greatness and majesty. The Elohim are also 'known' as the angelic hierarchy and 
the creators of Adam and Gaia and so much more to boot. Tom goes on to say ' Nine is complete. 
Everything is nine. Nine is a complete number, it is whole. When you go over nine it cancels…' 

After what we have just been discussing about numbers and their respective vibrations, is this statement 
not indicative of deliberately attempting to lock us further into the physical reality, the nine of Man, the 
ego/intellect consciousness? 

Tom goes on '… and the principle of the Nine is infinite intelligence and what we are trying to bring to this 
planet is this type of intelligence.'  Nine again. When Tom was asked about whether we could have 
avoided the Gulf War the Council of Nine and not forgetting the alleged 'twenty-four Galactic civilisations' 
too, told us after great debate and consideration, 'this was not possible for it to be a choice on a human 
level'. Apparently the 'as above so below' (another inversion of the truth as it should be 'as within so 
without') prevailed 'for those in the spheres are in battlement' [the Gods at war again?] and those of the 
'spirit, working for the evolution of planet Earth, have taken them [the butchered casualties of a futile war] 
into their bosom and have taken them away in forwardness, so there is not to be a recycling of those who 
have undergone transitions'. Do you find this statement somewhat disturbing? Where is free will here? 
What are they doing to human souls and why do they not want them to be 'recycled'? Surely we have a 
choice in this matter? Do they need the emotion of fear caused by war to achieve whatever it is they are 
trying to achieve? I am reminded of Christ's words when He spoke of the Archons. He spoke of them as 
being 'the thievers of souls' - 'they who sit there as toll collectors. Not only do they demand toll, but they 
also take away souls by theft' (Nag Hammadi 'First Apocalypse of James' V, 3:32-33). And further - 'the 
Archons have garments that are given to them for a time, which do not abide. As for you however, since 
you are the sons of truth it is not with these temporary garments that you will clothe yourself ' (taken from 
- Dialogue of the Saviour - Nag Hammadi). How apt could His words now be? Are the 'Nine' merely 
capturing human souls so they cannot come back and upset their plans? Tom's message sounds so clinical 
in its portrayal that this disturbing question could indeed hold some symbolic form of truth. 

We are relieved of our sins and given absolution yet again for our atrocities because the Council of Nine or 
some spiritual hierarchy decrees it has to be this way to save man and illuminate the souls of all those 
people needlessly butchered and killed in an unnecessary war. Are we to accept this UN-loving and 
unbalanced act of killing human beings as the will and direction of the Gods? Does this scenario sound 
familiar to you? They (the Nine) will be telling us next that they (the butchered ones that is), actually chose 
this to happen to them so they could become enlightened and enlighten the rest of the human race! 
However, if these 'Souls' cannot be 'recycled' after 'transition' and are not allowed to return, how can we 
possibly ever know? 

What else does Tom, this extraterrestrial God have to say? Tom talks about the Hoovids and this spiritual 
hierarchy of Gods (The Council of Nine) has a warning for us all. 'We would have one warning to people 
who are working in higher consciousness, to be very cautious about your attitudes towards the Hoovids'. 
Does this sound like a threat? Remember there are only two emotions, love which is balanced and fear 
which is not. Threats fit into the fear category. What and who are the Hoovids? Back to Tom. 'The 
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Hoovids come from another planet, the planet Hoova, a warrior-like planet'. And who are the Hoovids 
according to Tom? 'They are the Israelites'. Tom goes on to say ' We ask you why should not the Hoovids 
have their way?' This message sounds so like Man, so like the bully who wants his way, not a god of love 
and balance who supposedly created everything. Then I am forgetting, Man himself created these gods to 
wipe out references to the importance of the female energy found in many early historical texts and 
writings. Man went on to re-write 'history' in parts in order he (the ego/intellect/male consciousness) could 
control the masses through fear and retribution with the promise of redemption and salvation for those who 
carried out his wishes. And in so doing he inflated and fed his own self-opinionated importance, his ego, 
through their fears by dominating and controlling them. Is this what we are witnessing in the New Age 
Movement and the Healing Arts, the same seed being sown? It looks like the Council of Nine and their 
'spiritual message', however they may perceive themselves, have actually derived from the intellect/ego 
consciousness of Man himself. 

Nobody is here to save us - the Church, the Council of Nine or otherwise. We can, however, save 
ourselves! We do not need any help from the figment of the ego consciousness and those who choose to 
promote it. If we are all from the one source and we contain all the information of the universe within us, 
how can any information ‘belong’ to one individual? It cannot and it does not. Information is available to 
us all and is for sharing, openly and lovingly. We just need to remember how to access it and we will then 
be able to break through and beyond the restrictions posed by this ego/intellectually-compromised 
consciousness we have created over time. We will then realise that each and every one of us is our own 
saviour. 

Despite appearances to the contrary, and the wealth of purposeful and enlightening knowledge and energy 
contained within it, can we see much of that which resides in the New Age movement and the healing arts 
is based on this ego/intellect consciousness? After all, most of it is externalised and intellectualised and 
based on the physical vibration of nine, the Cabbala, geometric shapes such as the merkaba and the use of 
unbalanced symbols, which appear to form the very foundation and attunement methods we find in 
modalities such as Reiki, Tera Mai etc. (see below). 

Reiki’s Cho Ku Rei Symbol and Tera Mai™ Zonar Symbol 

We looked at the single Cho Ku Rei in Part One. However, some Reiki Practitioners use both hands to 
‘draw’ this symbol, but opposite ways at the same time, thus creating what they believe to be a balanced 
symbol. By carrying out this procedure we would only succeed in creating an unbalanced energy in one 
hand and an unbalanced energy in the other hand. As we are taught to keep our hands separate when 
working on the body we are only intensifying the imbalance and further limiting the energies we could be 
working with. The only way to circumvent this happening would be to hold one hand over the other, so 
both symbols overlaid one another, which would then create the ‘double’ Reiki symbol. 

 

On the left is a double Cho Ku Rei using this very same process. On the right is the same double symbol 
without the angular lines. The symbol on the right tells its own story. Three dimensionally it looks like a 
bowl, within a bowl, within a bowl. If this is not immediately apparent take your time. It is like looking at 
three-dimensional drawings in a way. This symbol is an ancient symbolic representation of the Outerworld 
reflected within. With the lines, or antennae (aerial), which are designed to attract (just like an aerial) 
outside (outer) man-made astral type energies into our own energy fields (i.e. within), can we understand 
why only one half of this symbol has been passed down to Reiki initiates ; As Creation works from within 
to without and not the other way around, this will only help to disrupt and ultimately weaken our energy 
fields, making it more difficult to determine what is the truth and what is not. Not to mention the impact 
this reverse flow of energy and its attachments could have upon our health and well being, especially our 
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Assemblage Point (more in part three). I’ll leave it up to your intuition to feel or sense the difference 
between the Reiki symbol/s and the Ahnu (below) and the effect they may have upon your energy fields, 
good or bad. That way you can come to your own conclusions and it will be your own truth. 

 

If we now look at the Zonar symbol which is used in Tera Mai™ and in some forms of 'advanced' Reiki, 
we can see the same picture forming.  

 

The figure to the left is the Zonar symbol. The figure to the right is where this symbol comes from. In 
initiatic science, the Qabala, Z is the number 2. This is where 2 comes from. Two is the number of 
initiation, the most profound and the most dangerous. Everything pertaining to two is difficult. To the 
initiate it represents order, harmony and construction. To the unwise it is the number of opposition and 
destruction. The Z (or 2) is merely symbolic and one has to understand its full meaning in order to use it 
for order, harmony and construction. The Z is only part of the answer. The Z is a symbolic representation 
of the principles of balance. In this case Fire and Water the source of all existence, the elements of 
creation. The Z is a symbolic representation of this principle of balance between Fire and Water thus: See 
below left. 

The two triangles represent vortices of energy coming together in balance to create life. So we can see that 
the Zonar symbol is incomplete and therefore unbalanced in its representation. See figure above to the 
right which shows (dotted line) what has been omitted from this symbol. Placing an infinity symbol on this 
incomplete and unbalanced symbol means literally infinite imbalance - infinite opposition and destruction. 
Using this symbol will only serve to bring imbalance into ones energy fields, similar to the Reiki symbol. 
Remember these are only symbolic representations of hidden knowledge. The 2 or Z also represents the 
Second Tarot card, the High Priestess in front of the two pillars, between which is a veil which conceals 
the entrance and forbids access to the temple. The High Priestess is holding an open book and two keys. 
This symbology means we have to study and learn in order to obtain the keys that will enable us to lift the 
veil and have access to the mysteries. The book is symbolic of two and so are the two keys which 
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represents the entrance to the sanctuary and to enter we need balance (the two principles), which is 
represented by the symbol above left. The Z is imbalanced and purely symbolic therefore of the need for 
balance in order to gain access to the mysteries of life. It does not represent balance itself; it represents 
opposition and destruction because in itself it is unbalanced. To the initiate, however, who knows the 
hidden meaning of the 2 and the Z i.e. balance and what it entails, then it represents order, harmony and 
construction. 

This does not mean we should refrain from using symbols at all, only when we are channelling energy for 
healing. Providing a symbol is balanced and receives its energy from within itself and does not attract 
energy from the pea soup of the astral realms, then symbols can be useful in certain circumstances. 

Many Reiki practitioners and Reiki Masters are now working without symbols and are finding profound 
improvements, as they are accessing their own connection to the Source rather than bringing in external 
energies of a lower vibration which are often imbalanced. 

In the healing arts there are a multitude of modalities and guru’s locked into the physical vibration of ego 
consciousness that would have us believe the only way forward is to use symbols and modalities 
corresponding to these lower vibrations (1-9). Shapes such as the Platonic Solids or the Merkaba are a 
good example of this duplicity. 

Over the years when Man has read or discovered something he feels is important to humanity or to his own 
ego, he has written about it. However, he will also embellish the information slightly, because he will want 
to put a little of his own stamp upon it. Thus the information alters slightly depending on the individual 
interpretation of it and the message the person wants to put across. This goes on over many years with the 
next person adding a little of his or her own interpretation and before long we have the Chinese Whisper 
Syndrome. I remember this from school. One person at the front of the class would be given a short 
transcript and they would then have to whisper it to the next person and that person would then whisper it 
to the next person and so on until the last person heard the story. We would then compare the original story 
with the story given by the last person to hear it. Invariably the stories were always slightly different and in 
some cases were very different. This is what has happened to a lot of the information flooding the New 
Age movement at the moment. A merkaba is a prime example of this. 

Allow me to put forward a typical description of what we are supposed to believe the Merkaba actually is: 
‘Merkaba is the spiritualised auric field merging with the higher self bringing the ability to dematerialise or 
teleport the physical body. This process is used by advanced beings, Ascended Masters etc., and can only 
be activated by a fully open chakra’. 

Merkaba comes from merkava which is mentioned in the Cabbala - the Jewish version - meaning God’s 
throne, the chariot (merkava) beheld by Ezekiel. A Merkaba (merkava) was a physical machine used for 
transportation, no more and no less. Something upon which we used to carry the 'Gods' (our Kings and 
Queens, Pharaohs, Emperors etc.) around in Olden Days. Something, which was originally a physical 
machine, has now been transformed into meaning a star tetrahedral spiritualised part of our energy fields, 
enabling us to dematerialise or teleport andtravel like the Ascended Masters, amongst other fantastic 
claims. The Cabbala (and occult sciences) would also appear to form the foundation of modern 
Freemasonry - Masonic science.Interestingly, the Council of Nine, allegedly, can also be traced back to the 
highest echelons of Freemasonry and occult sciences, a clear indication of the Cabbala and its predilection 
towards the inversion of truth infiltrating and seeding its embryo in the New Age movement and the 
Healing Arts! Is it purely a coincidence that Israel has developed a new space-age military tank called a 
merkava? 

Maybe this false truth about the merkaba currently being promoted and encouraged throughout the New 
Age Movement can be more clearly identified as such when we look at the recent 'prophecies' regarding 
the May 2000 Planetary Alignment. We have been led to believe by many prophets, seers, guru's and the 
like, that during the three-day period, 3rd to 5th May inclusive (the height of the planetary alignment) that 
the Earth's magnetic and biophysical fields would disappear. Therefore, in order that we avoid the 
consequence of 'losing' our biophysical and magnetic fields too, along with the memory of who and what 
we are - and the possibly of being sucked out into space somewhere - we have been encouraged by these 
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'prophets of doom' to 'build' the Merkaba - an energy body based upon the star tetrahedron - around our 
physical body to protect us.  

By visually building a Star Tetrahedron (merkaba) and focusing upon something that is firmly rooted in 
the vibration of nine, the physical, this unbalanced ego/intellect consciousness, we are not allowing this 
important shift in consciousness to resonate within us. By building something from intellect and something 
which does not exist anywhere within or around our natural energy fields - therefore something alien to us 
in energy form - we are merely blocking out this higher consciousness. As such, are we merely culpable of 
allowing our spirituality to become hi-jacked by the perpetrators of these fear-based prophecies? Is this 
similar in some ways to the way the Council of Nine are justifying War and Murder, by hi-jacking our 
spirituality, our consciousness, into believing these acts of attrition are necessary for us to become 
'enlightened' and therefore 'saved from our 'sins'? Is this any different to Christ's reference to the Archons 
as being thievers of souls? Is this what He was meaning; that there are people not of the truth who will 
strip us of our souls, our spirituality, our love and compassion towards all living things by locking us into 
the physical reality, the intellect, machine, clone, droid, zombie, the 666, the number of Man - the Beast? 
Trapping our spirituality in an intellectual prison and condemning it to die there? 

Let us remind ourselves that basic geometric shapes belong in the physical reality, they are merely the 
physical representation, the 0.0001% of who and what we are - matter, the inert part. They are of the 
vibration of one to nine and using these geometric shapes, such as the star tetrahedron/merkaba, amongst 
others, will only serve to keep us locked into this physical reality, this illusionary concept of creation. This 
will stop us from realising we are spirit - the number ten - and stop us from experiencing the 99.999% of 
who and what we truly are and therefore realising the mistakes we are continually making. Man has 
continually made the mistake of believing these symbolic representations, once used to teach initiates of 
more profound truths, are actually a higher reality than he is. He has concentrated on what has been going 
on outside himself for so long now that he is suffering from amnesia. Locked into this physical aspect of 
creation, the illusion, by focusing upon it and believing it holds all the answers, when really, it is only the 
end result of creation, the physical machine created by thought. 

Man has always used mathematics and geometry to express his understanding of Nature and the Cosmos. 
In ancient Tibet, Tibetan Architects concealed their understanding of science in the form of ancient 
structures called stupas. A square represented the Earth, a circle water, the triangle (pyramid) fire, and so 
forth. These were and still are merely symbolic representations, in which respect they hold no other 
significance whatsoever, magical or esoteric. Are they even a correct representation? As long as man sees 
with his physical eyes only, all he will see is the physical aspect of creation. He will never see beyond it 
and he will never see what is feeding it. This is why Man is obsessed with geometric shapes, the physical 
representation of existence is all he perceives and assumes through his intellect this is all there is to see. 
Hence Man has locked himself into the vibration of nine, the physical/intellectual and now chemically 
toxic and genetically modified aspect of reality. 

Most of what exists in the New Age movement and the healing arts is subtly designed to keep us confined 
to the physical reality and the physical body, whilst at the same time appearing to provide spiritual 
instruction. Just as birds and ducks are grateful and greedy for the scraps of food we throw them to feed 
on, we too are greedy and grateful to feed on the scraps of knowledge that have been conveniently thrown
our way. But just as the birds and ducks will eat even the poisoned food we throw them, so too at times do 
we willingly feed upon poisoned knowledge. Some of us have become so conditioned by this illusionary 
ego/intellect consciousness over time, we will digest any so-called mystical or magical information thrown 
our way if it promises to feed us knowledge and attune us and enlighten us into a greater and higher 
consciousness. 

Is the foundation of the Cabbala and the New Age Movement with their respective inversions of truth no 
more than attempted abduction of our free will, our spirituality and, therefore, of the ability we all have of 
determining who and what we truly are? Are we merely looking at a protocol here, which is to create a 
problem, produce a reaction and then offer a solution? Aproblem created by prophecies of doom, such as 
the apocalypse is nigh - the Earth's Magnetic Field will disappear - or the Polar regions are about to move -
or the Earth's crust is about to be displaced, with whole continents shifting and Siberia ending up in the 
Bahamas? Or even by inferring we are not worthy and therefore unable to join the 'chosen few' who will be 
saved, or even several-metre-high waves which are going to hit our coastal resorts, causing widespread 
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flooding covering much of the globe? Or even that we must be ready to move into the 4thDimension with 
Mother Earth or be left behind in what is portrayed as being a torrid 3rddimensional world? And so much 
more of the same too. In other words, a protocol to create a fear-based consciousness which will then 
create a fear-based reaction from people? Self-perpetuating too. The created problem is aimed at 
addressing our fears and so we react to the problem through our own fears. We are then offered 
a solution promising 'enlightenment' and a greater spiritual awareness enabling us to become more worthy 
and therefore, more likely to survive these Earth Changes and become one of the chosen few, moving into 
the 4th dimension with Mother Earth. Is it a case of merely keeping up with the Jones's, i.e. the emotional 
fear-based energy that says we will not be left behind? But what we are in fact being offered is a false truth 
and a false path towards spirituality and enlightenment with solutions based upon the vibration of nine; the 
unbalanced fear based consciousness created by the 'influenced' emotion of the Human ego/intellect. And 
so we move full circle once again, just like the nine keeps on repeating itself because the energy 
consciousness of nine, the physical reality which holds this ego consciousness, can only be what it is, and 
that is nine - unless it is transcended by the ten - spirit, truth, balance - a higher consciousness. And by 
inverting the truth it becomes increasingly more difficult for us all to find the ten/spirit within and 
therefore, become able to transcend the nine. Remember, according to Christ, we are the sons of truth -
therefore we are the ten and therefore, very able and capable of transcending this negative consciousness 
we have surrounded ourselves with. All we need to do is remember spirituality and truth lie within us, not 
outside of us. 

For Priest, Seer, Soothsayer, Prophet, Augur, Bishop - should we now read Melchizedek, Lord Sananda, 
Council of Nine, We The Nibirians, The Wingmakers, The Sirians and so forth. Same face, same message, 
different hat and new hairdo. That's all. 

It is time for us to take hold of the steering wheel, put our foot on the throttle and take control of the bus. If 
we sit back, put our feet up and allow somebody else to do the driving, we will always end up where 
somebody else wants to take us. It is up to each and every one of us to decide where we want to go. If we 
continue shopping in an illusionary shopping mall we will keep focusing and feeding on the vibrations one 
to nine and go nowhere. We will go around in circles just like the goldfish. We will remain where we are, 
locked into the physical reality, just as the nine will always be nine. However, if we decide to go shopping 
for the ten, spirit, in our own Shopping Mall, then our journey will truly begin. We will at last begin to see 
beyond the confinement and restrictions of the physical plane and all it represents. We can then enjoy 
exploring this fantastic world of freedom, which exists within each and every one of us. We are then able 
to make the changes we came here to make in the first place. Here’s to our journey. No need to pack bags -
we’re going to leave our excess baggage behind. See you at the bus station. 

In Part Three: What is this unbalanced consciousness we have created and where does it exist? And how 
can it feed its imbalanced energies into our own energy fields creating an external connection directly into 
our Assemblage Point - our spiritual connection with source - even reversing this natural flow of energy? 
The truth about Ascension, moving into the 4th Dimension etc., and why this current belief being promoted 
is merely another inversion of the truth to keep us locked into the physical reality. We will be exploring 
these questions and more. 

[1] Microsoft® Encarta® 98 Encyclopedia. © 1993-1997 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved. 

2 Childress, David Hatcher: Anti-Gravity and The World Grid. P 189. © Copyright 1987, 1995 Adventures 
Unlimited Press. 

3 With thanks to Ivan Fraser for additional material and his unsolicited editing which has helped to expand 
the consciousness of this article. 

If there are any issues brought up as a result of this article, questions left unanswered by its content or you 
would like information on Equilibra: Balanced Healing And Development Workshops, then please contact 
Steve on: TEL: 01642 872610 - FAX: 01642 876210 or E-mail:equilibra 
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT - THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH 

Part Three by Steve Gamble 

In Parts One and Two I have been discussing consciousness and how it has become imbalanced and how 
connecting to and resonating with this external consciousness enables its imbalance to enter our personal 
energy fields. So what is this external consciousness? How does it become imbalanced and enter our 
personal energy fields? To answer these questions we need to understand more of what consciousness is 
and how Nature works in exactly the same way, no matter how large or small an entity or process may be. 
However, it is important to note that what follows are merely words, or labels, used in an attempt to explain 
something more profound than words can ever hope to be. 

There are various levels of consciousness: the two most well known concepts are our daily consciousness 
and subconsciousness. Our daily (or conscious) consciousness is that which we are aware of in our waking 
moments, the feeling and memory of who and what we are and of what is going on around us. It is our 
perception, the totality of our thoughts, feelings and sensations. Subconsciousness is that part of 
consciousness of which we are not consciously aware, for example, the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) 
and its two branches, the Sympathetic and Parasympathetic Nervous System, work in the background, 
beavering away in order to maintain equilibrium without us generally having any conscious awareness or 
control over its actions. The subconscious also works on an emotional level. For example, unexplained 
phobias can stem from deep-seated fears held in our subconscious, which cause us to react in a particular 
way, for the most part without our knowing why. 

There are, however, other levels of consciousness that also exist on a subconscious or subliminal level. Two 
of these lesser-known concepts of consciousness are 'pre-conceptual consciousness' and'external' or 
'outer' consciousness. Pre-conceptual consciousness is our consciousness/soul when it is in complete union 
with that essence from which all things physical are created, that which is before all else - the Spirit and the 
Light that animates physical life. It is consciousness that is the complete and perfect image of the Light 
of the Virginal Spirit, the Pre-existent Father, the Oneness of everything. 

As the Light and Pre-conceptual consciousness expand in union from source through all the dimensions of 
creation, they eventually reach the physical reality, the world of separation (more in a later part), where pre-
conceptual consciousness gradually begins to separate from its union with the light/spirit as it starts to filter 
through the nine (1-9) vibrations of the astral and physical planes. Here, pre-conceptual conciousness first 
becomes the subconscious mind, and then the conscious (intellectual) mind, a mind that is easily influenced 
by the intellect and ego of others. 

This is the separation of the Soul (consciousness) from Spirit (light) in this physical third-
dimension. Because many people today believe and are taught that the soul and the spirit are one and the 
same - which is totally and wholly incorrect - we will cover this soul/spirit relationship and 
theirindividual and important functions in this physical reality in a later part of this seriesof articles. 

'Outer' or 'external' consciousness is the energy that is made up of the collective thought-forms and 
emotions of man and all living things, created by the intellect, ego and fear of the conscious mind and to a 
lesser extent, the sub-conscious mind. It is the Earth's consciousness, within which the energy imprint of 
both conscious and subconscious thought-forms are stored. Hence our emotions, fears and thought-forms 
remain in constant contact or resonance with us through the Earth's consciousness. We continually 
contribute to and are consequently affected by this 'external' consciousness. As we cannot exist without 
interaction with the Earth's consciousness, the profound impact this 'outer' or external consciousness has on 
our experience of reality can never be underestimated. This is where the illusory reality and the imbalanced 
ego consciousness reside. We shall examine this concept in detail in a later article. 
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CELLULAR CONSCIOUSNESS 

Each of our cells has its own Electromagnetic (EM) field. This EM field is the cells' energy field (auric 
field), or more correctly, it is the 'consciousness' of the cell. Consciousness is the precursor for our DNA 
structure, and it is this information, stored within the cells' energy field, that determines whether the cell 
reproduces itself in a healthy or unhealthy way. If chaotic and disharmonious information is stored in the 
EM field of the cell, the original information held there is altered, and the 'consciousness' of the cell, the 
energy that feeds and instructs the cell how to behave, becomes imbalanced. 

For example, if a breast tumour were examined, and then x-rayed six months later, the presence of the 
tumour could still be evident. However, during those six months practically all of the cells of the body have 
changed and renewed themselves. The skeleton, for example, is renewed every three months or so, the skin 
every month, the stomach lining every four days and a new liver in about six weeks. Therefore, after six 
months, the tumour is, to all intents and purposes, a brand new tumour. The original tumour cells have all 
died and been replaced by new tumour cells. Why is this? Why have the diseased cells not been regenerated 
as healthy ones? 

Scientists have recently discovered that the 'memory' of a cell holds information which enables the cell to 
reproduce in its own likeness.1 In the case of the tumour, this is in the same diseased way. The new tumour 
is replicated and reproduced from the 'memory' of the cells of the previous tumour, quite simply because the 
'consciousness' which feeds the cell and pre-determines its structure, has become altered or unbalanced. The 
information, which the tumour cells' consciousness now holds, has become compromised by chaotic 
information (energy) which has affected the ordered and harmonious information of its original blueprint. 
Hence, the tumour reproduces itself in an unhealthy way and the tumour continues to exist. 

Russian scientists have discovered that a healthy cell has a uniform, balanced and harmonious energy field 
around it, whereas an unhealthy cell has an aggressive, irregular and unbalanced energy field. Further, they 
discovered that because of the aggressive nature of unbalanced cells (their energy fields or consciousness) 
these cells had the ability to affect balanced and healthy cells, and, over time, influence them into becoming 
like-minded unbalanced cells through what is known as resonance,2  . Rather like a tuning fork setting off 
other tuning forks around it. 

Thus, it is the 'memory' behind the cell, its energetic blueprint, which constitutes the state of the cell's 
consciousness and how it will replicate itself. 

This same principle applies to the human body and its energy fields. There are many labels attributed to the 
energy fields of the body, such as the biophysical field, the auric field, or the morphogenic field; all are 
merely labels describing pretty much the same thing. For simplicity of understanding, when we talk about 
Electromagnetic (EM) or auric or energy fields, we are talking about the 'consciousness' which feeds and 
determines the physical outcome. As biophysicists have discovered, it is only when the defence mechanism 
(EM field) of the body becomes weakened that we become ill.3 When our energy field is balanced and 
strong, physically we are in good health, but when our energy field is over exposed to chaotic disturbed and 
unbalanced energies, we have ill health. We too have this 'consciousness' - this 'memory' - which governs 
the overall health of the human organism. When this personal collective consciousness (the totality of our 
energy fields) is balanced we are in good physical health, and when it is unbalanced we are predisposed to 
illness and disease. 

This same simple process applies to Mother Earth. She has Her consciousness, which when balanced 
encourages a clean harmonious environment and good health, but when unbalanced leads to an unhealthy 
environment and ill health amongst Her inhabitants. It also applies to Solar Systems and Galaxies, because 
Nature and All That Is works exactly the same way whether it is an amoeba, seed, plant, human, planet or 
Star. Balanced consciousness equals good health - imbalanced consciousness equals chaos and ill health. 

All consciousness is interactive. All consciousness feeds and shares information, for all consciousness is 
part of the greater whole of all that IS. 

But what exactly is this 'consciousness'? Where does this consciousness exist and how can the Earth's 
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consciousness affect our own consciousness? For the answer to these questions we need to look at the 
properties of water. 

WATER 

The subject of water and its many properties could cover many, many books in itself. However, it is not 
within the scope of this article to cover all aspects of the controversial debate between orthodox science and 
forward-thinking physicists. There are a few wonderful books available based on the research of open-
minded scientists, such as Viktor Schauberger4, J. Benveniste5, and Johann Grander6 and others. 

Fundamentally, water is essential to all living things. Along with the energy from the Sun (fire), it is the 
foundation of all life on Earth. The Earth's atmosphere contains life-forming water molecules, and is the 
sustainer and nurturer of all life as we know it. The two principles of fire and water create life in this 
physical reality. 

Our existence is intimately connected with the quality of water available to us, but for many people water is 
no more than a liquid for quenching thirst, for bathing in and for putting out fires. However, water has some 
very profound properties. Wolfgang Ludwig, physicist and advisor to the World Research Foundation 
states: 'The water molecule is a polar molecule - it has positive and negative charges separated by a dipole 
length. In the same way that a magnet has a North and South Pole, so the water molecule has a positive and 
negative pole and is therefore, an electric dipole. Because of its dipole structure, water has the property of 
storing information. The dipole structure of the water allows information to be stored as in the case of 
magnetic tapes or magnetic disks.'7  

Water stores information and therefore, has 'memory'. This is exactly how homeopathy works, 
although the traditional stance adopted by the medical profession still claims that homeopathy cannot work 
in such infinitesimal doses.  The science of Biochemistry claims that anything diluted beyond D23 retains 
nothing of the original (introduced) substance and is, therefore, returned to pure water or saline, depending 
on the original solution. For example, if Belladonna were introduced into pure water and diluted to D23 
(dilution 23), that is 1:1023, or 1:100000000000000000000000, biochemists would claim that nothing of the 
introduced substance (belladonna) would remain at this dilution. On a molecular level this would be correct, 
but it is only one part of the story. The science of Biophysics, on the other hand, has shown that when 
carrying out this same experiment they can introduce a substance to pure water and dilute the solution to 
D200, that is 1:10200, or 
1:100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 

0000000 000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 and they can not only measure the 
Electromagnetic field of the substance introduced, but also photograph the energy fields of the original 
substance introduced at this dilution. Both testing methods of biophysicists clearly show that the presence 
of the original substance introduced (i.e. belladonna) is still in the solution at D200 in an energy form. In 
other words, the energy imprint, the 'consciousness' of the original substance introduced, has been recorded 
and stored in the solution. This is absolute concrete, unequivocal proof that water stores information - 
that water has memory. 

Just like a video or cassette tape or the hard drive of a computer records or stores information, water records 
and stores information in a similar way - through energy imprints on an energy or consciousness level. 

Water also has other properties. According to tests made by Engler and Kokoschinegg in 1988, water has a 
structural memory and a structural variability, and because of this it can store acquired information over a 
long period of time and pass it over to the body8. Thus, water can share its memory with our bodies! 
Now, just allow this information to sink in. The realisation of these truths will have a profound effect upon 
our psyche and our current understanding of many of the things we have been led to believe through the 
current 'orthodox' scientific, medical and media propaganda machines.  

Furthermore, of what is the Earth mostly comprised? Water. The surface of the Earth is covered by 
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approximately 80% water. The Earth's atmosphere is full of water molecules. Thus it becomes obvious 
that the Earth is literally one big memory bank. A huge library of stored information.Water is the 
Akashic Records, if you like, of the complete history of the Earth. 

Since emotions are very strong and powerful energies, would it be fair to assume that the Earth's 
consciousness (its water) has stored all emotional fears since these emotions began? As discussed in Part 
One, there are only two emotions; love (which is balanced) and fear (which is unbalanced). Would it be fair 
to say that, in the main, the fear-based emotion of Man has prevailed throughout mankind's history and 
therefore this unbalanced emotional energy has been stored in the Earth's consciousness, gradually and 
increasingly unbalancing the Earth's consciousness? Is it merely a coincidence that in many ancient 
civilisations water has often been referred to as the 'consciousness' or the 'emotion' of Mother Earth? Did 
some of our ancient cultures know about and value the 'memory' of water? 

Physically, the human being is also 70 - 80% water. The brain is 85% water, the muscles 75% blood is 
90%, the liver 82% and the bones 22% water. It is no coincidence that we too are highly emotional. With a 
population of over six billion people, the collective emotional consciousness of Man is primarily fear-based 
and we are continually feeding our imbalanced emotions into the 'consciousness' of Mother Earth, 
perpetuating the problem. Since the memory of the Earth's water is mainly founded on unbalanced fear-
based energies, and since this energetic imbalanced memory can be passed within ourselves, (i.e. water can 
'share' its memory with our bodies) we naturally become increasingly prone to the illusionary reality by 
interacting with these fear-based energies and feeding them back into our bodies. Every three seconds or so 
we breathe in thousands, if not millions, of water molecules. Every drink we consume and each time we eat 
food (which contains hundreds of thousands of water molecules) we are bringing this unbalanced fear-
based emotional memory (energy) into our bodies. Every time we wash, shower or swim we are resonating 
with this 'consciousness' in an energy form and physically too through the pores of our skin. The Earth's 
water molecules share this memory, thisemotional imbalance with us and our energy fields. So, in effect, 
we do reap what we sow. 

Is it any wonder that we humans are becoming more emotional and more aggressive? Is it any wonder we 
find it more difficult to see through the illusion (the darkness as Jesus referred to it) 9 - this 'inversion of 
truth mentality' and the imbalance it produces, something we have surrounded ourselves with over time and 
now have to interact with? 

Water is not only polluted by our unbalanced emotions. Our atmosphere is heavily polluted with chemicals 
and noxious gases, and oxygen levels have depleted by over half in some areas over the last hundred years. 
Rivers and oceans are polluted with toxic and chemical residue to the extent that some of the fish face a 
dilemma before they go out on a Friday night: they are not sure whether to dress as a male or a female and 
some even wear a shirt and tie, mini-skirt, suspenders and fishnet stockings because their sexuality has been 
severely compromised - they now have characteristics of both sexes within their make-up. Some even stay 
at home and chat themselves up! 

Time Magazine reported that over 4000 chemicals have already been found in drinking water10. And, as we 
now understand, our methods of treating drinking water will leave behind the energy imprints of the toxic 
chemicals used in this process. Also, water is carried through straight metal pipelines; contrary to the way 
nature works in a natural, curving and winding path. 

Water is 'consciousness' in our physical 3rd dimensional reality. It is a memory bank of stored 
information and our physical means of identity. the Earth's consciousness, the 'outer' consciousness is a 
'memory' of stored - and now chaotic - mis-information built up over time, and the Earth's consciousness 
shares this information with our own consciousness through resonance. As a result, the Earth's 
consciousness has become the home of the greatest Illusionary Shopping Mall of all time. Using squatter's 
rites, the Illusion - the great lie of Man - houses all its wares, products and tactics and its library of [mis] 
information within the consciousness (memory) of the Earth and feeds this imbalance back to us. And as we 
begin to believe in the lie, we reinforce it through our beliefs and our actions and the disease, the imbalance 
we have created is perpetuated, and continues to grow from strength to strength. 

Does the concept of the consciousness of water explain more about what happens at a cellular level? We 
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know that the immune system sends 'killer' T-cells to fight infection or invasion by intruding aggressive 
organisms, but how does it know where to send them? Biophysicists have been able to determine that when 
a cell association dies, it dies as a complete entity, not cell by cell. 11. Physicists can also measure the light 
emitted by the body after it dies12, which is similar to what some psychics can see. Clearly, there is some 
form of collective communication going on here. Since a cell has its own intracellular fluid (fluid within the 
cell) and each cell is surrounded by intercellular fluid (fluid between the individual cells), could the 
'consciousness' contained in this fluid (water) - which holds memory and has the ability to share 
information - explain how our cells are in communication with each other at all times? Does this also 
explain how the immune system knows where to send its troops? Because our bodies, organs, blood, tissues 
etc., are replete with water and water molecules - aka memory - aka consciousness? 

Examining an unbalanced cell and its 'aggressive' nature, with its desire to control and manipulate other 
cells, can we see how this same scenario repeats itself in human form? Just like the bully or the tyrant, or 
the politician or the large multinational company, who rule through fear and aggression and who influence 
and attempt to control the masses with threatening behaviour. Is this the same 'cellular' unbalanced 
consciousness at work, but at a human level? Does this extend to the concept 'God' we find in many of 
today's religions, who likewise rules through jealousy, wrath, belligerence, fire and brimstone tactics? I.e., 
kill in My Name for you are the chosen few? All of which derive from fear-based emotions; all emotions 
based on the vibration of nine, the ego/intellect consciousness. Is this the same diseased,cellular-level and 
human-level consciousness, merely repeating itself within the Earth's consciousness, (the 'outer' 
consciousness) which is then fed back into us and our cells, and so the merry-go-round continues? Just like 
nine will always be nine? See Shopping For Spirit Part Two 

KARMA AND PAST LIVES 

Taken a step further; if this outer consciousness holds the memory of everything that has happened on 
Earth, especially the fear-based emotional energies of Man - (and emotions are extremely powerful 
energies) - then during a past life regression just whose past life are we tapping into? According to our 
present understanding of karma, our present actions allegedly affect our next incarnation, just as our past 
actions affect our present. Many popular interpretations of karma imply a Spiritual Hierarchy which sits in 
judgement of our behaviour here on Earth and therefore, to accept that past-life karma is brought into this 
present lifetime, we would have to accept that there is a spiritual hierarchy that sits in judgement. Are we 
back to the Council of Nine again (see Part Two), who are a judgement council? Surely only Man himself 
sits in judgement? 

When we leave this Earth plane, when our spirit leaves its physical abode and ceases to animate matter, our 
energy or spirit leaves this world of separation, and the dual principles of fire and water, or spirit and 
consciousness (the principle of physical creation in the third Dimension as we understand it) become one 
again. In the state of Oneness, consciousness is automatically purified. Purified through its embodiment 
with the spirit/fire principle of purification, because it is no longer separated from it and, therefore, open to 
outside influences. Spirit just IS - pure unconditional love. Only in the 3rddimensional physical world do we 
experience separation; separation of fire (spirit) and water (consciousness) leading to opposite spectrums of 
the same energy, such as, positive and negative, day and night, good and evil and love and hate (fear). It is 
only in the physical, third dimensional plane, where consciousness is separated from the spirit/fire element, 
that consciousness can become tainted through the influence of the unbalanced mind/ego/intellect. Creation 
works from the centre outwards, and it is important to realise that physical reality is the end result of 
creation, the furthest away from the centre, its source. It is the lowest vibration we can attain in order to 
animate matter. And Creation achieves this animation of matter through the medium of water. See Articles: 
Part Six and Healing Energy And Water, for more on this theme. 

As I currently understand it, in every other dimension of reality there is no separation. Spirit/fire and 
consciousness/water are one and the same, just as they are when they [we] leave our physical host. I 
believe, therefore, that many of the present day explanations of karma whether found in religions, 
philosophies or the New Age Movement, were invented by the ego/intellect consciousness in order that we 
overlook our responsibility to, and interference with, Nature. Inserted into the psyche of Humans to blind 
ourselves to the mistakes we repeatedly make, including our justification for the atrocities of war (see the 
Council of Nine's justification of the Gulf War in Part Two) and Man's many other fear-based prejudices, 
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such as racial hatred. Invented so we would not look at a person in a wheelchair or deformed by Man's 
interference in Nature, or someone suffering needlessly because of our materialistic and greed-driven ways, 
and feel the need to ask the question: Why is this happening? Invented so we would look, and 
patronisingly and dispassionately say, 'Oh it must be a past life thing, these people need to suffer now 
because of something they did in a past life'. And so we turn our heads away and ignore the true reality of 
what we are witnessing in front of our eyes; of what is being reflected back to us to witness and 
comprehend - the 'memory' or 'consciousness' our actions and interference in nature have created. 

The terrible truth is that the purpose of this popular explanation of karma serves to absolve us from blame 
and stops us looking at the cause behind the challenges we are facing now - the cause beingMAN himself - 
OURSELVES - through the insistence (through profit and greed and an unbalanced ego) that we know 
better than Nature. 

Yes karma exists, but only in our third dimensional lifetime(s). What we reflect out is what we attract back 
to us, but when we leave our physical host we should leave as pure energy, pure consciousness and when 
we return we should naturally return as pure energy, pure consciousness. Neither Nature nor Spirit is 
judgmental in any way; Spirit is unconditional love, it is androgynous, pure balance, Oneness itself - it just 
IS. 

Taken to the next level could it be that there is no such thing as a past life 'debt' brought into this present 
life, which is supposedly responsible for our current individual suffering? After all, we bring with 
us knowledge and purity of consciousness each time a new baby is born, but the memory of this is eroded 
by the ego/intellect consciousness we leave behind (in the water) and, therefore, our offspring are born 
into. Here lies the crux of what karma could truly be. Could karma be, primarily, a collective thing; a 
collective consciousness, the collective consciousness of Mother Earth? Whatwe sow in this [physical] 
lifetime, we reap in another generation of physical lifetime. That is to say, the type of consciousness we 
create in the Earth's consciousness in this lifetime is the type of consciousness our offspring are born 
into i.e. balanced or unbalanced, healthy or unhealthy, fear-based or love-based. In other words, do we 
leave the legacy behind for our children (new cells) to inherit? 

Secondly, could karma also be an understanding and awareness on an individual level, not only of the 
higher aspects of ourselves, but of the physical reality and this 'outer' consciousness we have collectively 
created on Mother Earth? Could the awareness and understanding gained in our 'present lifetimes' of living 
in this 'illusionary world' and the understanding of what we and the ego/intellect consciousness truly are, 
enable us to take this awareness and understanding away with us when we leave this physical plane? So 
when we come back (reincarnate) we can not only bring this awareness with us, but also most importantly, 
bring with it the knowledge and wisdom of how we can address the challenge we face: 

·         By retaining this 'awareness' and the ability to see through the illusion and transcend the vibration of 
nine? 

·         Use this wisdom to help balance our own consciousness first? 

·         And then share this balanced knowledge and wisdom with others, so we can, over time, individually 
and collectively through our individual balanced consciousness, help to correct and balance the 
consciousness of Mother Earth, the disease we have created? 

Or could reincarnation be something very, very different indeed to what we are led to believe it is? We will 
cover exactly what reincarnation is and who and what it applies to in full in chapter seven onwards. 

Was this the message of Jesus when He warned proto-Christians and Jews alike that they were following 
the false god and his false angels, the Archons or the law-makers? 

Symbolically, is this similar to a company that is having production problems, which sends somebody from 
management to the shop floor to find out what is going on and report back? The 'understanding' brought 
back to the management, and the awareness of what is going wrong, could then be utilised to produce 
solutions and remedies, which could then be sent back to the shop floor and 'changes' implemented which 
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would hopefully restore balance and harmony between the workers and the management. This is only an 
allegory, it does not imply in any way there are any 'higher' structures in humanity and/or spirituality. 

If what I have just put forward about karma holds some truth, that in part, karma does relate to the Earth's 
consciousness, and it is something we leave behind when we depart the physical body, and something we 
only come back to in another incarnation, why are we led to believe karma is individual to each of us - a 
personal debt that we take with us and return to in a succeeding life? In my view, this present day [mis] 
conception of karma is another inversion of truth (one of many we have discovered). Are we merely being 
deluded, once again, by the ego/intellect consciousness, into directing our attention away from our 
mistakes?  

Would it be fair to say if Man had not been on this planet, the Earth would not currently be facing such 
terrible challenges? Would the air and atmosphere be polluted? Or the rivers and oceans? Would the 
rainforests be depleted, the soil polluted and nutrient deficient? Would the planet be compromised by 
nuclear energy, and so many species of birds, animals, fish, plants and insects be facing extinction? Would 
fish know what to do on a Friday night? 'Express reporter Lucy Johnston had one single cell of her body fat 
tested for toxins. Although healthy and eating a healthy diet, she found it contained 500 synthetic 
chemicals, including two which are deadly and have been banned in Britain for many years. This compares 
to an analysis of a cell from an Egyptian mummy, which had virtually none'.13 I think it is fair to say that 
without Man's interference on Earth, the Earth would not be in such a dire state; to say nothing of what we 
are doing to ourselves. 

What I am proposing is that we are ALL responsible for the illness and disease currently on this planet - the 
wars and the suffering and everything else. If we could accept that we could all be responsible for creating 
the outer unbalanced consciousness, over time, would it not be reasonable to assume, that it is up to 
us all to correct this imbalance? By balancing our own consciousness, which will automatically help to 
balance the Earth's consciousness? Is this what karma, our 'collective' karmic debt, is? The pollution of the 
Earth's consciousness, something which we are all responsible for? A debt we are all paying - collectively 
and individually? Could this be one of the major reasons we are procreating much faster? Similar to 
our T-cells (the good guys) being deployed on a mission to sort out the harmful and life-threatening 
invasion of pathogenic bacteria - aka the disease or the mess and the imbalance we have created on the 
Earth and in Her consciousness and Her memory banks? 

Nobody deserves to suffer in today's world under the false belief and premise that it is because they are 
paying for something they did in a past life. The present misconceptions about karma are merely a very 
convenient way of averting our eyes from the truth behind the problems we are creating for ourselves today.

Thanks to advances in science, we now have it confirmed that we are indeed made up of light - we are in 
effect beings of light, or light beings. For those people who have touched upon this quintessential part of 
one's inner self, they will, like me, appreciate the exhilarating experience, and immensity of feeling and 
being the unconditional love we are, and the connectedness we have with all things through this love and 
light. Words cannot adequately describe the wonderment of it all and the deeply fulfilling experience of 
being at one with everything, as I'm sure you will appreciate. As a being of light, full of unconditional love, 
we have no comprehension of imbalance, hate, anger, fear, retribution etc. Experiencing the higher aspects 
of ourself outside of the constraints and shackles of the physical body makes us realise that, as this light 
being full of unconditional love, we could not possibly decide to incarnate in the physical body as a 
murderer, a paedophile or a rapist or sexual abuser, for this is totally alien to the love and light we 
are, yet modern-day perceptions of Karma would have us believe otherwise, that before we incarnate we do 
decide to be a sufferer or a murderer and so forth. This is of course, completely incorrect and an insult to 
the true being we are and the true spirit world. We will cover the 'false spirit world' and karmic decisions in 
later Chapters. 

The only explanation for these physical acts of barbarity and imbalance is that consciousness, when 
separated from the light we are in this physical reality, can and does become influenced by the diseased 
consciousness we have created over time in this physical reality, a disease we incarnate into, just like a 
healthy cell can be converted into an unhealthy cell by aggressive and imbalanced cells around it. There is 
another explanation too, regarding lost souls and thought-forms, and we will examine this subject in 
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Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine. 

Or, could there be an even simpler explanation for karma, reincarnation, past lives and past life pain 
and suffering that is much more disturbing in nature? And, is there a possibility that every newborn 
baby is born with a brand new soul; a soul that reflects perfectly the spiritual light that animates the 
physical body? We will examine these questions and hopefully discover some challenging answers in 
Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine. 

This brings us back to past-life regression, which I will examine from an 'overall view point' and not an 
individual one, as there are always exceptions to the rule. 

Past life regressions are always very emotional experiences and in the main traumatic fear-based emotional 
experiences. In view of the fact we now know the consciousness of Mother Earth holds the memory of 
everything that has ever happened here on Earth - and therefore, the memory and emotionof every life that 
has ever lived on Earth - and that this information, this emotional memory can be shared with us through 
the Earth's consciousness, then the question we need to address is this: If we are pure each and every time 
we return here, then just whose past life are we experiencing? Is it merely a past life from our immediate 
forefathers that has been seeded through the genetic make-up we inherit from our parents and our parent's 
parents, and so on? Or are we being encouraged to dip our feet into the primordial pea-soup of the 
ego/intellect consciousness again which surrounds us - this disease or memory bank of unbalanced 
emotional energy - like so many of the modalities in the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts 
encourage us to do? 

From my own experience in dealing with people who have undergone past-life regression therapy - and to 
be honest this experience has been limited - what I perceive is an energy embryo having been implanted 
into the psyche of the individual. By bringing in this so-called past life emotion, it appears to me that yet 
another emotional imbalance has been seeded into the energy field and consciousness of the individual, 
which will have to be dealt with at a later date. I find it disturbing that most past life experiences are based 
on the emotion of fear. When we are trying in this lifetime to bring balance and unconditional love into our 
consciousness, why is it so easy for people to be drawn into a modality that appears to bring in 
yet more emotional, fear-based imbalance? We will look at past life regression in more detail in Chapters 
Seven, Eight and Nine. 

THE HUMAN ASSEMBLAGE POINT 

What other implications does the memory of water hold? As we have discussed in previous parts, the 
Earth's consciousness has become the dumping ground for our emotional fears. Tapping into this outer 
consciousness by externalising our search for spirituality and truth, by giving our power away to false 
prophets and false masters, by using methods and modalities derived from the vibration of nine which 
involve invoking false gods and false angels, by using unbalanced symbols and building outrageous energy 
bodies such as the merkaba (see Part Two), will only serve to bring in this outside fear-driven, unbalanced 
consciousness into our energy fields. And, over time, will feed us more emotional imbalances and create a 
semi-permanent connection into our energy fields that can ultimately block our natural flow of spiritual 
energy and even reverse this flow all together. 

This process is evidenced very clearly when we consider the issue of our Assemblage Point (A.P.). 

Not a lot of information has been written about the Assemblage Point and that which has been written to 
date infers that it is an outside connection to our source.  

This is simply not true. Our A.P., when balanced and aligned, lies in the centre of the heart chakra.  It is 
comprised of millions and millions of filaments of light and is an internal connection with source, not an 
external one. It is our third dimensional connection with spirit, it is the fire within, the ether, which 
animates matter, the source of all life and it flows from within outwardly, complementing the flow of 
creation. 

It is the energy, which allows us to reach and to exist in the physical reality and the energy, which allows us 
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to perceive the third-dimensional physical frequency in which we live. This Sun/fire/spirit energy (from the 
A.P.) is the energy that purifies our human consciousness (water) in third-dimensional reality. It is the only 
energy that can maintain balance in third-dimensional consciousness, whilst it is separated from spirit in 
this physical world. 

Our Spiritual energy, the inner fire, the inner sun, flows via the Assemblage Point (A.P.). It creates a two-
way flow, out of the body from the heart centre front and back, around the body and back in to the heart 
centre. Three dimensionally, this flow of energy creates a kind of squashed double hourglass shape around 
the whole body. (This pattern forms a figure of eight, the infinity symbol when represented two-
dimensionally. See figure below.) 

 

However, do not take this symbolic representation too literally. These energies need to be appreciated in 
their multi- dimensional form, which in some way resembles a dandelion clock - the seed-head of a 
dandelion. This is also similar to how the Earth creates its own atmosphere (energy field), which creates 
and sustains her life-forms. 

Although it is only one aspect of how our many energy fields are formed, it is the most important. The 
A.P.’s source energy (spirit/fire) feeds the chakras and the energy fields of the body, allowing the physical 
body to form within this protective layer. Nature strives to find balance - purity of consciousness - through 
a process science defines as implosion. Our chakras (fed by our A.P.) are vortices of energy which spin 
both ways at the same time, as well as in and out, and work in a similar way to Nature, by constantly trying 
to maintain equilibrium in our energy fields through implosion and explosion. Because our energy fields are 
constantly resonating with the outer unbalanced consciousness, over time, our chakras can become partially 
blocked - over saturated - with negative energies and this cleansing, purifying process can become 
impaired. The balance between implosion and explosion is altered. See Part Five for more information on 
this aspect.  

We cannot animate a car if we do not put petrol (energy) into the petrol tank. The Assemblage Point is 
analogous to the fuel we put into the petrol tank. The chakras are like the pistons and drive shaft, which 
enable us to utilise this fire/spirit fuel energy to turn the wheels, i.e. animate matter, the physical body. 
When everything is flowing from within us, our energy fields are working naturally; we are 'going with the 
flow'. However, when we keep looking externally for the answers we start to block this natural flow of 
energy. 

I see the A.P. in the heart chakra looking like the figure to the left (below) with a clear centre. 

 

For those externalising their search for answers and those who use symbols similar to Reiki and Tera Mai™ 
symbols, which attract and connect with outside energies, their A.P. may look like the figure on the right 
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(above). The centre of the A.P. varies from being totally black to different shades of grey in people with 
external connections, to clear in unaffected people. By connecting with and encouraging this outer 
consciousness to bring its energies in to us, we are blocking the natural flow of spiritual energy - the 
purifying aspect - and consequently move further away from the centre of our being by taking on board and 
storing unbalanced and chaotic energies in our internal watery environment. 

It is no coincidence that the Assemblage Point resembles the symbol for the Sun/Spirit/Ten - ?  - because 
that is exactly what the Assemblage Point is. Our eyes too, are symbolic: resembling the ? - the 
sun/fire/spirit/A.P. connection, and have been referred to in some ancient texts and indigenous teachings as 
being the 'window to the Soul'. This is true, symbolically, because they are all 'eyes' which allow us to 'see' 
through illusion and connect with truth. 

The process of looking externally for answers acts to gradually plug the centre of the A.P. (see figure 
below), restricting its natural flow of energy and can eventually stop and even reverse the flow altogether. 
This then allows our consciousness to become fed, conditioned and controlled by the emotionally-driven 
negative outer ego/intellect consciousness - the disease - and this is when the centre of the Assemblage 
Point starts to discolour and it can move out of its natural alignment. 

 

A damper on a fire acts in a similar way: if the damper is closed down and the flow of air blocked, the 
flames of the fire will die down and eventually go out. If the damper is opened and air allowed to flow, the 
flames will come to life and the fire will roar in appreciation. 

It is vital to appreciate and understand the importance of our Assemblage Point and its correct alignment 
and balance within the heart chakra. The A.P. is our only connection with source - our inner sun, fire, spirit 
- and the heart chakra is the only chakra deserving the label solar (sun). This brings us to another complete 
inversion of truth or misinterpretation existing in the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts. We are 
informed in some modern teachings and writings that the solar (sun) chakra relates to the area around the 
navel and is called the solar plexus chakra. This is simply not true. In other areas of philosophy, we are 
informed that the solar plexus chakra lies between the heart and the navel. Again this is not true. The heart 
chakra is the only chakra that should have 'Solar' attached to it, because it houses our spiritual (sun/fire) 
energy. Where could this misconception have originated? In some Ancient Indian and Hindu yogic 
traditions, the chakras were referred to as Tattwas.  The navel chakra was referred to as the fiery 
tattwa or fiery centre. ' Fire is the nearest (my italics) translation available for the tejas tattwa' - the navel 
chakra. 'By tejas or 'fire' is meant the quality of energetic expansion and activity, giving rise to exertion and 
movement. In outward expression it can beexperienced as calorific in nature and hot, heat being directly 
related to the rate of molecular or atomic movement. Thus we find that the tejas governs the kitchen and the 
larder of our body, where food is digested and stored, being made available for later use as required.' 16 

From this description, the navel chakra is clearly related to the physical-fire of digestion and of calorific 
energy - nutritional metabolism - and NOT the spiritual fire! Also, the description - fiery - to me, is more 
akin to the emotional body than the spiritual body. I do not believe the current misnomer that the 'sun' or 
solar centre resides in our navel area, is, in any way a result of this 'translation' or teaching. The very same 
teachings make it absolutely clear that the heart centre (Vayu) or Anahata, is firmly attributed to housing 
the Creative Sun Energy - vital force - Spirit. 
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Not surprisingly, we only need to examine aspects of the Cabbala and Initiatic science to determine where 
this inversion of truth originates, for it is in these beliefs and teachings where we find 
thedirect association between the navel chakra and the Sun or Solar Energy. Hence the Solar chakra is 
now taught in many healing modalities to be in the area of the navel. 

In fact, the navel chakra is the water chakra and it is related to the physical, to our emotions (as in fiery 
above), and is governed by the moon - not the sun. The two principles of life are reflected and represented 
in our physical body because of the separation in third-dimensional reality: fire and spirit(the inner sun) 
reside in the heart chakra and water and consciousness (the physical element, our emotional centre, 
affected by the moon), reside in the navel chakra. 

Another important chakra lies between the heart (solar) and the navel (moon) chakra: this is 
the Earthchakra - the medium that allows fire and water to exist in separation and co-operation in the third-
dimension and create physical life as we know it. A number of books on healing claim that the Earth chakra 
lies just below the feet. Is this because the feet are closest to the Earth, just like we are led to believe that 
because the head is closest to the heavens our most spiritual chakra resides on the top of our head (in our 
intellect)? (See Part Two). Is this yet again, the 'as above so below' - 'as in Heaven so on Earth' precept, 
derived from the 'inverting-the-truth' mentality which prevails today? I shall examine the importance of 
these three chakras and the others in a future article. 

The point is, that by externalising our focus and attention, we stop feeding our inner fire and our spirit. 
Also, buying into modalities which ply their respective inversions of truth in the Illusionary Shopping Mall, 
we are allowing an external attachment to build up and connect with our A.P., blocking the natural passage 
of energy. The A.P. then begins to discolour and our chakras become over saturated with negative energies. 
This is when the individuals energy fields can start to darken and draw closer to the body as the light within 
becomes clouded over by the darkness (imbalance) drawn into our energy fields. We may at this stage 
recognise that the 'spark of life' has disappeared from behind the eyes of some people as it appears there is 
little or no energy visible within the window to the Soul. Again, is this the 'darkness' Jesus was referring to? 
This 'outer' illusionary and imbalanced reality? Remember that the A.P. is our only connection with our 
inner source, with spirit, and it is, therefore, the only energy capable of purifying our consciousness in our 
physical reality. Just as spirit (fire) purifies our consciousness (water) when we leave the physical and astral 
domains. 

RESONATING ENERGIES 

Obviously, if we keep closing the damper on our fire - our spirituality - and block the natural flow of energy 
from within to without, then our consciousness - our internal water/memory - cannot be wholly purified. As 
a result, our consciousness will become more and more unbalanced as it increasingly takes its energy from 
the diseased outer ego/intellect consciousness. We begin to lose our connection with the vibration of truth 
and effectively start to put out our 'inner fire', which allows us to resonate more freely with the outer 
unbalanced emotional energies. Then we begin to perceive these unbalanced energies as the only energies 
that exist and so become locked even deeper into this physical reality. When we lock into the vibration of 
nine, then nine is the only vibration we will see and perceive as being the truth. And, as we understood from 
Part Two, nine can only ever be nine. And so the disease, the tumour continues to grow. 

An analogy can be found in a situation where the immune system becomes confused and starts to attack its 
own healthy cells (such as in Rheumatoid Arthritis) because it fails to recognise these cells belong to its 
host and are healthy and balanced. Do we too, at times, fail to recognise the disease which surrounds us and 
therefore start attacking the healthy 'cell' that is resonating with, and bringing us, balanced information? 
And so we shoot the messenger, i.e. destroy the healthy cell, simply because we have forgotten how to 
recognise the vibration of truth? Years - millennia - of living with, resonating with and breathing in this 
unbalanced consciousness means many of us now treat the vibration of truth as being 'alien' to our 
spirituality. Is this why many of us react emotionally when the arrow of truth is fired towards our hearts? 
Simply because we fail to recognise the vibration of truth for what it is and react from our unbalanced 
consciousness, through fear, pride, hurt, anger, embarrassment, conditioning, by feeling threatened in some 
way because our thoughts and beliefs - our livelihoods and reputations perhaps - are being brought into 
question? Then the process of laying the blame for our reaction at somebody else's feet takes over, so we 
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can protect our image and our standing in society. Therefore, merely absolving ourselves once again of 
blame. 

In previous ages, could the balanced state of the ego/intellect consciousness explain why our ancestors 
allegedly lived for many hundreds of years (according to some scriptures and ancient texts), yet we are 
lucky to manage three score and ten? Is that because we have been gradually polluting the Earth’s 
consciousness over time with our own intellectual and fear-based consciousness? And throughout this time 
have we not continued to make 'external' connections with this increasing build up of negative and 
unbalanced energy? Are we therefore not culpable of bringing more imbalance and negativity into our 
energy fields, in this way continuing to weaken our defence mechanism, our immune system? Are we guilty 
of perpetuating this problem with our external search for truth and spirituality, therefore unwittingly guilty 
of creating our present day illnesses, environmental and social problems and our reduction in life span 
compared to our ancient ancestors? Biophysicists have determined that we are not designed to become ill; 
only when our defence mechanism (consciousness) becomes weakened do we become ill14. 

Negativity attracts negativity, imbalance attracts imbalance - only love attracts love and therefore, only 
balance attracts balance. Does this explain why many individuals who eventually move out of a violent 
relationship only seem to enter into another relationship that attracts similar forms of abuse or violence? 
Does our consciousness merely attract like-minded energies to itself, because these are the only vibrations it 
can resonate and communicate with? 

In the past, has this outer unbalanced consciousness been responsible for energising catastrophic episodes 
on Earth? Has Nature in her own way used the equivalent of medical chemotherapy to wipe out the Earth's 
diseased cells such as Man in order to holistically heal the whole organism, the Earth? Would this explain 
the enigma of 'lost' civilisations? 

Would it be fair to propose that the modern-day Illusion which exists in areas of the New Age movement 
and the Healing Arts (amongst other areas) encourages us to buy into methods and modalities, which use 
symbols, geometry and grid references, weird gadgets and gizmos, ‘saviours’ and the like, derived from 
Cabalistic and New Age inversions of truth? All of which are based on the physical vibration of one to nine 
- the ego/intellect consciousness - which encourages us to connect with the unbalanced outer 
consciousness? 

To survive physically, we eat good wholesome food, digest the goodness and then eliminate the waste 
matter. We would not dream of physically eating our own waste matter, would we? Yet this is exactly what 
we are doing in our external search for spirituality. We are feeding ourselves everybody else’s waste matter. 
Is this why we keep on making the same mistakes time and time again? The consciousness which exists 
outside of us is merely a distorted reflection of our inner purity. 

If we look into a still pond or lake, we see the water reflecting our image. The Earth's consciousness is like 
a pond, merely reflecting back to us the same image we are feeding it. As this outer consciousness 
continues to be fed by the fears of Man it has become little more than a dumping ground for his collective 
emotional fears and therefore the very breeding ground for man’s thought forms, black magic and satanic 
predatory-type energies to emerge. It is difficult enough to deal with these outer unbalanced energies in our 
everyday living, without making their passage into our energy fields easier by using symbols, invocations 
and visualisations, for the most part seeded and derived from the outer unbalanced consciousness (the 
Illusion) which exists in aspects of religion, occultism, the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts today. 
Using those methods will only serve to lock us deeper into the physical reality, when the irony of it all is we 
are trying to break out of it and restore health to ALL consciousness - LIFE. 
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The Earth's Assemblage Point 

 

The Earth's Assemblage Point runs through its axis, between the North and the South Pole. Is it a 
coincidence that these areas are inhospitable to Man? Is this why icebergs are pure water(representing pure 
consciousness) and not salt water? Could this be why we have the occasional 'ice-age'? Could this be the 
Earth (Nature) attempting to purify Her own consciousness (water)? 

 ZNP = Zodiacal North Pole and GNP = Geographic [Earth's] North Pole. Figure 1 shows that the Earth's 
GNP is out of alignment with the ZNP and, therefore, the rest of the Universe (by 23º +). This denotes an 
imbalance with universal energies. Figure 2 shows the path the Earth follows (the dotted line) during Her 
precessional cycle (see Part Two) as She wobbles Her way around the ZNP over a period of 25,920 years 
(nine). The dotted ellipse in Figure 2 shows the movement of the Earth's Assemblage Point during this 
cycle. 

Figure 3 shows a topographical view of the Earth's A.P. moving around the ZNP line. This movement is 
similar to the movement of the Assemblage Point in humans, moving around the rim of the heart chakra. As 
in humans, this is a clear indication of imbalance in the energy fields or consciousness that has caused the 
A.P. to move out of its natural alignment. Just as in humans, the Earth's A.P. should be aligned in the centre 
of the heart chakra and in this case, therefore, it should be where the ZNP is depicted in Figure 3 - not 
running around the rim. 

If we look at the Reiki double Cho Ku Rei symbol once again 
(to the left), we can see that each 'inner' circle is 'running' around or attached to the 'rim' of the 
'outer' circle. These inner circles are not in the centre of the outer circle and are, therefore, 
symbolic of imbalance (on an energy level, which feeds the physical level). This is similar to 
the Earth's Assemblage Point being out of its natural alignment by running around the rim of 
the heart chakra as shown in figure 3. See figures to the right - top denotes imbalance and the 
bottom figure denotes balance. Is it a coincidence, or is the outer (Earth's) consciousness 
reflected within Man's consciousness and repeating itself yet again? Our Karmic debt, yet 
again? Can we understand why this Reiki symbol (without the aerial - see Part Two) is symbolic of the 
outerworld being reflected within? Some of our ancestors knew that the 'outer' unbalanced consciousness 
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was being reflected within [Man] and this was their way of showing their understanding of what was going 
on. We seem to have lost this older wisdom. 

As with ourselves, we can see the health of the Earth depends on how balanced Her consciousness is. The 
more balanced the Earth's consciousness becomes the more balanced and aligned the A.P. becomes within 
the Earth's heart centre and the easier it becomes for spirit to maintain a balanced and purified 
consciousness. As said earlier, this simple process applies to our cells, to human beings and all living 
things. 

THE INNER JOURNEY AND BALANCE 

Looking at Nature, we have tended to impose a mathematical or geometrical interpretation upon it. The 
intellect is fascinated with describing Nature the only way it can understand it, through logic, without 
realising logic is a much lower vibration than the vibration it is trying to understand. The vibration 
of nine can never understand the vibration of ten, because intellect cannot understand a vibration higher 
than itself. Only ten can understand and transcend nine. We cannot understand Nature from pure logic 
(intellect) alone, we can only appreciate how Nature operates; and experience its immensity, yet simplicity, 
by understanding it through ‘feeling’, and ‘knowing’ through ‘feeling’. This comes from the inner journey, 
from balance and from working through the heart centre with the love of all living things. This is how we 
purify or balance consciousness, water, in this physical reality and how our cells retain or recover the 
'memory' of health and eradicate the chaotic memory of disease. 

Just as conventional medicine tends to make the mistake of treating the symptoms of a disease rather than 
the cause, are we guilty of doing the same by focusing our attention externally on the ‘symptoms’ instead of 
internally on the Source? By focusing on the Source we can discover what methods and means are required 
to manifest the necessary changes in outer physical reality. We can only find the answer to anything by 
looking at what creates the ‘anything’ in the first place, and to do this we need to look internally. We need 
to find our own ten/spirit for the answers. Remember that we are not the physical reality, we are only part of 
it. We have just created it to enjoy it and learn by it. 

Why become the train set, when we can turn to it anytime, play with it, learn from it and enjoy its creation, 
thank it and walk away from it whenever we want to. Without destroying it. We can all learn how to 
recognise the false light of the illusion by being true to ourself, living life by our own truth and not living it 
through somebody else's truth and thoughts by giving our power away to them. We may then understand 
why this illusionary light is merely a physical light created by the mind/ego/ consciousness leading us 
further into the intellectual mind-trap and imprisoning us deeper into the physical aspect of reality: the 
vibration of nine – matter – clone - machine. Could this be why most of us no longer see Nature Spirits and 
people’s energy fields? Is this the reason why we patronise our children by assuming through intellect that 
their ‘imaginary friends’ are just that - imaginary? Maybe, just maybe, they are not imaginary at all, and if 
that is the case we could learn so much from our children if only we stopped presuming we knew better! 

Forget who or what is responsible for our amnesia. If we want to change the reflection we see in the pond 
(the outer consciousness) then we must first change the image that the water is reflecting back to us. 
Accepting that the outer consciousness is a lower vibration of the true reality of who and what we are is 
enough to enable quantum changes to take place within us, altering first our own image and then the image 
reflected back to us. This allows us to reverse the unnatural flow of energy (from without to within), back to 
within to without, just as creation flows, enabling us to move forward with less hindrance. When we 
remember we are ten, that we are spirit (fire) and matter (water/consciousness), the 100%, we will discover 
our true selves and regain our 'awareness' of who and what we are and become more confident in our 
abilities and our own worth. Then we can stop giving our power away to outside emotionally unbalanced 
influences. 

However, first we need to break out of this Colditz type of existence. Just like prisoners dug tunnels to try 
and escape their confinement, we too can start digging tunnels to our inner fire and the freedom of Oneness 
itself. We can unplug the external connection we have collectively brought into our A.P., allowing our inner 
fire to roar and flow and feed us and purify us naturally. (This whole procedure is covered in our 
Workshops). By burrowing deeper within, tunnels of light will be formed which will eventually allow the 
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light/fire to break through into the Earth's consciousness, permeating the darkness with which we've 
surrounded ourselves. 

The physical world and its present state of consciousness is nothing more than a shameful imprisonment of 
our spirituality. We are burdened with shackles and tortures of our own making and are now suffering the 
consequences. However, we still have choice. We always have had and always will have; all we need to do 
is exercise it appropriately. Just as prisoners in Colditz worked as a team, we too can work as a team by 
digging tunnels within our own psyche and allowing the light of freedom to surge through and illuminate 
the way for others to follow. We can do this by focusing on the 99.999% of who and what we are and by 
remembering we are ten, spirit, which created everything in the first place. We can also do this by looking 
within and exploring this wonderful and magical space, the who and what we are, not the reflection. 
Go with the flow. It is always easier [and healthier] to swim with the tide of creation than oppose it. 
Remember, we are our own Spiritual Teacher if we can only access that aspect of ourselves. 

This does not mean we should turn our backs on everything that is physical. The physical body is the 
vehicle of the Soul and the Spirit and is equally important during our life here on earth. They are 
interconnected, and feed and sustain each other and no part can, nor should be neglected. This is the 
dilemma facing us all at all times: how to achieve balance and equilibrium by nourishing both spirit and 
physical body? How can we feed each aspect what it needs and ensure neither is neglected? If we feed our 
physical too much we become materialistic, intellectual and egotistical; our head in the sands. If we 
overfeed our spirit we have a tendency to live with our head in the clouds and lose touch with the present 
reality of the physical world. As we know, we cannot function on this earth without both aspects, nor can 
we function at our optimum potential without first attaining the balance between spirit and consciousness - 
fire and water. 

Everything should be a question of attaining balance. Nature works through seeking balance. Remember 
playing on seesaws as children? If we sat on one end we remained there, feet firmly on the ground, unless 
we had somebody at the other end to help to us achieve a balance, in which case we could go up and down 
and have fun to our heart’s content. To attain balance on our own we would need to find the centre of the 
seesaw. Similarly, when playing on the roundabouts as kids we used to play a game spinning them as fast as 
we could to see who could stay on the roundabout the longest. The nearer to the edge of the roundabout we 
stood the easier we were flung off. The nearer the centre the less we were affected. If we sat in the 
very centre, our balance was not affected by the spin (chaos) at all. This is analogous to The Eye of the 
Storm and the spiritual centre of the rainbow. 

Fire (spirit) and water (consciousness) are the source of all existence. Used incorrectly, too much fire will 
destroy us while too much water will flood and drown us. Too much water on fire will put out the fire and 
too much fire will evaporate the water. With the right balance, however, the right amount of water can 
control the fire and the right amount of fire can warm and purify the water, which can be used in a 
beneficial way. A flower will prosper and grow in sunlight, but it will eventually dry up, wither and die if it 
is not watered regularly, because it requires balance between spirit and consciousness - fire and water. 

Every aspect involved in reaching a peaceful and loving coexistence throughout the world is about working 
through our heart centre and achieving balance. Balance is required in every area of our lives, and most 
especially between physical life and spirituality. We need balance (unconditional love) and the knowledge 
and wisdom of how to resonate with this balance, how to feel it, experience it, retain the experience and 
energy of it and so become it, in order we can radiate this and other wonderful energies in our everyday 
actions and into our environment. When we find the ten/spirit within we can begin to find this balance and 
begin to resonate with the vibration of unconditional love so we can purify and maintain purity of 
consciousness, first within us and then outside of us. And we can achieve this through respecting and 
understanding the properties of water. 

HIGHER DIMENSIONAL REALITIES AND THE INNER JOURNEY 

However, the illusion has its fingers in all walks of life and we need to be aware of this. We are promised 
many weird and wonderful things, such as help and/or tools to ‘assist’ us with our ascensionand to help us 
to become one of the 'few' who will move into the fourth dimension with Mother Earth. 
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Well, sorry to be a party-pooper, but the Earth and We are already in the fourth dimension. If we were not, 
we would not be here. Like a single droplet of water sends its ripples to the far extremity of the pond, 
creation too, works from within to without, expanding outwards ever further away from its source, its 
origin. The physical reality is the end result of creation, the extremity of the pond so to speak. Therefore, 
the Earth must exist in ALL dimensions at the same time to have reached and be able to exist in the third 
dimension. Just as we are connected to, attuned with and aligned to everything that IS, we too exist in all 
dimensions from our source to this third dimension; otherwise the Earth and We would not be here. 

A dimension (simply speaking) is just another frequency or vibration. The higher the dimension the higher 
the frequency if you like. Physically we do not see these frequencies, just like we do not see radio 
waves. All dimensions co-exist at the same time and both the Earth and humans exist in alldimensions at 
the same time. We have just forgotten, that's all. Therefore, how can we move into something and ascend 
into something in which we already exist? Unless we enjoy paying money to become 'attuned' to some 
'energy label' when we are already attuned and aligned to the highest energy there is. (See Part One). 

However, since most of us are locked into the frequency of the third dimension, the physical reality is all 
we see. There are some wonderful and clear people who can see higher frequencies and higher dimensions 
of reality, young children in particular. It is similar to tuning a radio to different stations; we can also tune 
into different stations or frequencies of creation. This is what can happen during meditation. We can meet 
higher aspects of ourselves, which exist at a different frequency in another dimension.  This is how we 
teach ourselves through inner tuition (intuition) - by consciously connecting with ourselves in higher 
dimensions or frequencies of light. 

This is how we access greater knowledge and the wisdom to use it. We learn from our higher dimensional 
selves, in the moment of now, because we exist in all dimensions in this moment of now. It is only in the 
physical world of separation that we can become more 'aware' of ourselves or lose this awareness of 
ourselves. We either learn more about who and what we are and about the 'meaning of life' in and from 
these higher dimensions of reality which exist within each and every one of us, or we become more blinded 
by the illusion. This is another part of individual karma; learning about our true selves, who and what we 
truly are. 

At this point it is interesting to examine the ancient gods of Egypt in a different light. The Ennead, a group 
of nine Egyptian deities (see Part Two): Atum, Shu, Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Osiris, Isis, Seth and Nephthys, form 
the background to the 'Council of Nine', an alleged spiritual hierarchy, the original nine [extra-terrestrial?] 
Egyptian Gods who are allegedly returning to help save mankind, as 'channelled' in the book The Only 
Planet Of Choice (see Part Two).15 Shamanic practices were commonplace amongst the early Egyptian 
priesthood. Were the Egyptian Gods of the Ennead merely an account, or a collective account, of shamanic 
out-of-body experiences? Or were they more likely accounts of the priests' 'inner journey' through forms of 
meditation and/or the use of hallucinogenic herbs (part of the shamanic tradition)? 

For those who meditate at this level, you will know that the description of these ancient gods is similar in 
many ways to the abundance of wonderful beings one comes across and experiences during the inner 
journey. Let us hypothesise for a moment. If the Earth were to undergo another cataclysmic event which 
wiped out most of mankind to the extent we had to start all over again, what would archaeologists and 
anthropologists of the future make of our present-day meditation diaries? How would they interpret the 
information? Would they be convinced that some strange beings had lived many years ago, roaming the 
Earth? And would they automatically think that because these beings were 'different' then they must have 
been Gods? Or even extra-terrestrial Gods? Despite the fact that the accounts of our inner journey, our 
meditations, were no more than a symbolic representation of our experiences with different aspects of 
ourselves operating in higher dimensions of reality? And were they merely symbolic of the 'inner 
communication' and the 'knowledge' and 'wisdom' gleaned from the insights available through this 
particular method of learning? Learning more about ourselves and what created everything in the first place, 
through meditation, our way of 'inner tuition' aka intuition? 

Is this the spring-point of the 'ancient gods' of the Ennead? Have we taken a shamanic and symbolic 
representation of somebody's inner journey too literally? And assumed, or been led to assume, that these 
symbolic representations of what may well be higher aspects of our own reality, must be, therefore, 
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'physical gods' who actually existed in this third-dimensional plane all those years ago? After all, we know 
many of our ancient cultures deified their Kings and Queens, Emperors and Pharaohs, so we know that 
many of the ancient gods were merely our blood ancestors, of human origin and not extra-terrestrial 'gods' 
at all. Perhaps, at least, with exception of the 'Ennead Gods', who may well be a symbolic representation of 
the 'inner journey' and therefore something far more profound than we have been allowed to realise or 
appreciate.  

Just as our ANS works away in the background without us having any conscious awareness of what it is 
doing, so too do we carry out work in other dimensions of reality without any conscious awareness of what 
we are doing. We do not need false promises and tools derived from the 'inversion of truth' mentality and 
the imbalanced ego consciousness residing in many New Age philosophies and healing modalities to help 
us move into something the Earth and we already exist in! 

There are many people and modalities out there that promise weird and wonderful things. However, whilst 
there remain enough of us willing to feed their egos, they will continue to exist and so will the ego/intellect 
consciousness which feeds us and now almost controls us. It is the same game, controlled by the same 
people, wearing a different hat that’s all. And they own every conceivable hat you could imagine. The only 
hat they cannot own is our own. As long as we buy our hat from our inner Shopping Mall, we can, and 
should, proudly wear it. 

Symbolically we can look at life as a huge library of information and we as individual books. We all have 
access to this library and as such, we can take out any book at any time, read it, assimilate information 
which is relevant to us at the time and put the book back. This way, we research our own truth and live by 
our own truth, expanding the pages and information of our own book as we go.Without becoming restricted 
by the bindings of any single book, in a library full of infinite knowledge and wisdom. 

We should read books and articles and do seminars and workshops, but instead of deciding what may be 
good for us or not, by how it sounds and appears to us through our intellect - because almost everything will 
'sound' good or read well; it has to, to attract us in the first place - we should feelwhether the 'information' is 
right for us or not. We should use our intuition and feel through our inner knowing, through our heart, 
what is right for us and discard that which is not. Ask our higher self, our innermost being, to guide us in all 
that we do and with all that we read and align us to the vibration of truth. Ask our inner self, our higher 
dimensional self, to help us to consciously recognise what is the truth more easily. This process will allow 
us to become more discerning and consciously break our bonds with the outer reality, allowing our spiritual 
energy to flow more naturally, and our intuition to develop further. We can then gradually start to live our 
life by our own truth and not by, and in, the energy, thoughts and beliefs of others. 

Most of the information and modalities in the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts are founded on 
Cabbalistic inversions of truth and the vibration of nine, which are seeded from the unbalanced 'outer 
consciousness' we have created. It is, therefore, in these times that we should become morediscerning about 
what we are led to believe is the truth. We should become more true to ourselves by throwing away the 
crutches with which the ego/intellect consciousness conveniently provides us and begin to walk once again 
on our own two spiritual feet. 

All we need to remember is that nobody is more powerful, better or more important than anybody else. We 
are all equal. We ALL have the same spiritual abilities. We are all born with the same spiritual potential. 
The physical differences and deformities we see are the products of the ego/intellect consciousness; the 
belief that Man is better than Nature, better than what IS. Is this why 'past life' karma was introduced? To 
stop us realising this simple truth?  Spirit just IS in every one of us. The only difference between human 
beings is awareness; that is, our self-awareness of the abilities we all have. This is only because of the 
difference in our consciousness, or memory, and this is a result of the quality or purity of our internal 
watery environment. (See Products for how we can purify water simply). When we realise we all have the 
same spiritual potential we will stop giving our power away and realise we are not weak or unworthy in any 
shape or form at all. When we realise the immensity of self, of spirit, of balanced consciousness, we will 
discover the inner fire and the light within (ten) and realise we are beings of light. Light beings. We will 
discover we have been surrounded by darkness to prevent us from seeing our light or the light of others, 
and therefore from perceiving the truth of who and what we truly are. When we do this we will change our 
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image and therefore, the reflection. Our spirit will begin to roar once more and maybe, just maybe, the 
meek will inherit the wonders and beauty of the Earth. (See Part Four, Five & Six). 

An old Hindu legend tells of the time when all men were gods, but they so abused their ‘divinity’ that 
Brahma, Master of the Gods, decided to remove their divine power and hide it in a place where they 
couldn’t find it. The gods were called together to solve the problem of where to hide man’s divinity. “ Let 
us bury man’s divinity in the Earth” was one suggestion, but Brahma replied, “ No, that will not do, because 
man will dig up the Earth and find it.” The gods then said, “ In that case, let us throw man’s divinity into the 
deepest ocean.” Brahma replied, “ No, because sooner or later man will explore the depths of all the oceans 
and find it.” The gods then concluded, “ We do not know where to hide it. There appears to be no place on 
earth that man will someday not reach.” Brahma said after much thought, “ Then this is what we shall do 
with man’s divinity. We will hide it in the deepest part of man himself, because that is the only place where 
he will never think to look.” 

Ever since then, man has circled the earth, has explored, climbed, dug, dived and flown to far away places 
in search of something that can only be found within himself. 

We are all able to experience our own divinity by looking within ourselves. And what should we make of 
this inner journey? The beauty of this inner journey is we do not have to purchase any tickets for it: it costs 
us nothing but a small amount of our time. We can start when we want, stop when we want and 
recommence anytime we wish to. Within each and every one of us lies the truth and an immense and 
wonderful world of beauty and peace waiting to be explored. All the knowledge, wisdom and secrets of the 
Universe, our true selves and the reason we are here, is within each and every one of us, just waiting to be 
accessed, if we so desire. It is our right. We are all one and the same, yet we are individual too, just like 
each piece of a jigsaw. We may only see ourselves as single threads in this immense tapestry we call life, 
but we are also the whole tapestry! We just need to remember. 

PART FOUR: - SUMMARY - THE WAY FORWARD 

If there are any issues brought up as a result of this article, questions left unanswered by its content or you 
would like information on Equilibra Energy Products for energising and purifying water, see our 
PRODUCTS section, or please contact Steve on: TEL: (0011) + 44 (0)1642 872610 - FAX: (0011)+44 
(0)1642 876210 or E-mail: equilibra@ntlworld.com, or write to Steve Gamble, 5 Cranstock Close, 
Billingham, Cleveland. TS22 5RS. England U.K. 
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT - CHAPTER FOUR, by Steve Gamble 
 

 
Before we move on and look at ways we can help ourselves identify more easily with what may, 

or may not be part of this illusory world we live in, it may be prudent to examine, albeit briefly, some of 
the more obvious cases where we can appreciate we are being spoon-fed corrupt, distorted and 
imbalanced information.  

We can look into all quarters of life as we know and perceive it and find evidence of the illusion; 
evidence of the deceit, the lies and manipulation of truth, the cover ups and blatant fraud and we are able 
to identify the very energy or emotional fear behind it all - greed and profit – or the ego of Man. We have 
Thalidomide, BSE, mobile phone radiation, Electromagnetic Radiation, vaccinations, organophosphates, 
fluoride, dental amalgams, GM Food, Soya, Aspartame and so much more we are aware of, but probably 
the most horrific to comprehend is the CANCER FRAUD. A huge cover-up of the treatments, which 
have, for over 50 years, anecdotally proven highly successful in halting and reversing, and in many cases, 
eliminating serious illnesses and diseases such as Cancer, AIDS, M.E., plus many others too. In the early 
1930's Dr Otto Warburg, twice a Nobel Laureate was awarded the Nobel Prize for discovering the 
primary cause for cancer. He said, 'for cancer there is only one prime cause… the replacement of the 
oxygen respiration in normal cells by the fermentation of sugar'.1 In his speech at the annual meeting of 
Nobelists in Lindau, Germany he further stated … ‘All normal cells are thus obligate aerobes, whereas all 
cancer cells are partial anaerobes. From the standpoint of the physics and chemistry of life, this difference 
between the normal and cancer cell is so great that one can scarcely picture a greater difference. Oxygen 
gas, the donor of energy in plants and animals, is dethroned in cancer cells and replaced by an energy-
yielding reaction of the lowest living forms'.2 In other words, the growth of cancer cells is initiated by a 
relative lack of oxygen. Furthermore, cancer cells cannot live in an oxygen-rich environment. 

This information helped and led to developing the use of ozone and oxygen as treatments for 
cancer and other illnesses and diseases. Both of which have proven to be very successful in reversing 
many serious illnesses and diseases, amassing ever-increasing proof of their efficacy over time. Ozone 
therapy, in particular has been in use throughout Europe for more than 50 years. Its safety and 
effectiveness has been thoroughly proven. In 1983 at the VI World Ozone Conference, medical doctors 
from around the world listed 33 major diseases that had been successfully treated with ozone therapy. 
These included, AIDS, Cancer, MS, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's. With regard to the safety of Ozone use, 
an exhaustive survey of 644 medical doctors and ozone therapists was conducted in Germany. Out of 
384,775 patients receiving 5,579,238 ozone treatments only 39 incidents of any side effects had 
occurred (ozone effects are typically minor irritations of short duration). This is a side effect rate of 
0.0007% in 5 ½ million doses! 3   

However, the F.D.A., in 1976, pronounced: "Ozone is a toxic gas with no known medical uses".3 

Ozone was declared a toxin and therefore its use as a treatment became illegal. The US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) has a history of harassing doctors who use ozone in treatments, which are currently 
outlawed in many states… Clinics were closed down and doctors threatened with having their licences 
revoked if they used ozone.4  

In contrast to the figures on ozone therapy above, the FDA reported that in 1978 alone more 
than 1.5 million people had been hospitalised in the U.S. due to the side effects of FDA approved 
medications. Deaths in the U.S. from side effects of these same approved medications average 
140,000 annually. 3 

Nothing appears to have been effected to remedy this appalling medical situation of open 
genocide either. In January 1993, Ralph Nader's American consumer watchdog organisation released 
results of a three-year study of American hospitals. The bottom line of the report's conclusion was that 
300,000 Americans were killed every year in hospitals alone as a result of medical negligence.5 An 
increase in deaths of 160,000 per year after a period of 15 years. This relates to OVER TEN THOUSAND 
PEOPLE additionally killed, for every year since 1978 - and still growing. 
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These appalling deaths are not restricted solely to medical negligence in America either. 
 
 ‘Drugs and Medical Errors Killing 1 of Every 5 Australians. 

  In an emailed response to the British Medical Journal (BMJ), Ron Law, Executive Director of the 
NNFA, in New Zealand and member of the New Zealand Ministry of Health Working Group advising on 
medical error, offered some enlightening information on deaths caused by drugs and medical errors. He 
notes the prevalence of deaths from medical errors and also from properly researched and prescribed 
medications in Australia and New Zealand, which serves as a reminder to us that the US is not alone in 
having this problem.  

He cites the following statistics and facts: Official Australian government reports reveal that 
preventable medical error in hospitals is responsible for 11% of all deaths in Australia.(1a, 2a), which is 
about 1 of every 9 deaths. If deaths from properly researched, properly registered, properly prescribed and 
properly used drugs were added along with preventable deaths due to private practice it comes to a 
staggering 19%, which is almost 1 of every 5 deaths.  
  New Zealand figures are very similar. According to Mr. Law: Put another way, the equivalent of 
New Zealand's second largest city (Christchurch) has been killed by preventable medical error and deaths 
from properly researched, properly registered, properly prescribed and properly used drugs in Australasia 
in the past decade and its biggest city Auckland either killed or permanently maimed.  
  Put another way, more than 5 million people have been killed by Western medical practice in the 
past decade (Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, and NZ) and 20 million killed or permanently maimed.’  
  British Medical Journal November 11, 2000; 321: 1178A (emailed response) – Source Credence 
E-Club Bulletin, 15th December 2000. 

 
 ‘Blunders By Doctors Kill 40,000 People a Year In Britain - By Lois Rogers 
 

  Medical error is the third most frequent cause of death in Britain after cancer and heart disease, 
killing up to 40,000 people a year - about four times more than die from all other types of accident. 
Provisional research figures on hospital mistakes show that a further 280,000 people suffer from non-fatal 
drug-prescribing errors, overdoses and infections. The victims spend an average of six extra days 
recovering in hospital, at an annual cost of £730m in England alone.  

Charles Vincent, head of the clinical risk unit at University College London, who is leading the 
study, has pioneered efforts to examine the extent of clinical errors in Britain. Vincent's estimate of 
40,000 deaths comes from studies showing that 3-4% of patients in the developed world suffer some kind 
of harm in hospital. For 70% of them the resulting disability is short-lived, but 14% subsequently die. "It 
is a substantial problem," Vincent said. "There is a need to find out the true extent of error, what kind of 
things are going wrong and the cost." He believes the death rate may be even higher than indicated by the 
preliminary figures. Britain's death rate is comparable to that in America… 

Department of Health officials are now examining a proposal for a £1.2m three-year national 
study of 20 hospitals and 10,000 medical records to establish exactly how these avoidable deaths occur 
and how to prevent them.’  
http://www.sunday-times.co.uk/news/pages/sti/1999/12/19/stinwenws02011.html?1281951  
  

It is not only the use of Ozone Therapy which has evoked outrage from the medical establishment 
and in particular, the puppeteers behind the scenes who manipulate and control it.  

"During 1950 after many years of research, a dedicated biochemist by the name of Ernst T. 
Krebs, Jr., isolated a new vitamin that he numbered B17 and called 'laetrile'. As the years rolled by, 
thousands became convinced that Krebs had finally found the complete control for all cancers, a 
conviction that even more people share today. Back in 1950, Ernst Krebs could have had little idea of the 
hornet's nest he was about to stir up. The pharmaceutical multinationals, unable to patent or claim 
exclusive rights to the vitamin, launched a propaganda attack of unprecedented viciousness against B17, 
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despite the fact that hard proof of its efficacy in controlling all forms of cancer surrounds us in 
overwhelming abundance."6  

Here we have two treatments which use naturally produced elements of Mother Nature, which 
anecdotally and clinically appear to work effectively and with extremely encouraging results with 
apparently no serious side effects - compared with the modern ‘orthodox’ and preferred treatment of 
choice; the chemically-toxic and immune-suppressive equivalent. Yet both these natural and much voiced 
treatments are currently banned by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Both these natural 
substances have been tried, convicted and found to be ‘guilty as charged’ owing to the fact they cannot be 
patented by the multinationals and therefore engineered into making huge profits. Therefore, as such, they 
represent a threat to the ego/greed-driven and genocide-mentality of the pharmaceutical multinationals 
and their huge profit machines.  

So, through suppression of truth and being fed corrupt and distorted information, we are 
innocently condemning our mothers and fathers, sons and daughters, brothers, sisters, friends and 
neighbours to suffer needlessly from diseases which we now know certain natural elements of Mother 
Nature can halt, reverse and even rectify - and the authorities, those in a position to do something, 
have known all this since the 1930's. Why are we never told the truth? Because this deceit is carried out 
in the name of profit and to preserve the imbalanced egos and false standing in society of the puppeteers 
behind this global fraud and global deceit. In the eyes of many, this action is no more than wilful and 
culpable bodily harm and in many cases culpable manslaughter and if proven to be premeditated – no less 
than murder. 

The irony of this lie is the fact that the very same people who are responsible for banning these 
two natural – therefore non-Patentable – and effective treatments are the first people to travel over to 
Hanover in Germany for the very same treatments they have banned. Why, would these people travel all 
the way to Germany and undergo treatments they say are toxic and do not work? Unless of course these 
treatments really do work! Dr. Hans Nieper, a doctor using ozone and B17 therapy, in Hanover, says “ 
You wouldn’t believe how many officials or relatives or acquaintances of FDA officials come to see me 
as patients in Hanover. You wouldn’t believe directors of the American Medical Association, or 
American Cancer Association, or the presidents of orthodox cancer institutes. That’s a fact.” [7]  

The lies and deceit in the-name-of-profit-comes-before-all-else mentality does not stop here. There is 
the AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) cover-up. We have had the fear of HIV+ leading to 
AIDS thrust upon us (especially the third world countries) over the years, when in reality, to date, there is 
still no scientific proof whatsoever that HIV+ leads to AIDS. According to Professor Jens Jerndal in his 
article in Nexus magazine Vol. 9, NO 5, Aug-Sept 2002, he says, ‘Some superbly credentialed 
researchers…claim that the vilified HIV may not even exist at all! To date, HIV has never been isolated 
from a patient. Believe it or not, these are the facts, and anyone who wants to take the trouble can verify 
them.’29 

Professor Jerndal continues, ‘To a fast-growing number of keen professional observers, it is 
increasingly obvious that AIDS is not caused by any virus, that it is not sexually transmitted, and that it is 
not even contagious at all. Instead, AIDS is a multi-factored syndrome, with its most important cause 
being poisonous chemicals and drugs – among them insecticides, pesticides, benzene-linked anal 
lubricants used by some homosexuals, recreational drugs, multiple parasitic, viral and bacterial infections, 
malnutrition and, not least, prescription drugs of many kinds and, most particularly so, the extremely 
toxic chemotherapy routinely prescribed for AIDS and ‘HIV’ infections. There is no lack of effective 
non-toxic treatments for AIDS, and it is perfectly possible to cure it. We just have to acknowledge the 
true causes and stop poisoning people to death.’ 29 

Due to media manipulation and pharmaceutical propaganda, many people today now believe that 
AIDS itself is a virus –which of course is totally false. AIDS is a Syndrome, not a virus; which started 
out as a list of some seven (7) immune deficient diseases and has now expanded into encompassing some 
twenty-eight/nine (28/9) immune system disorders (and still growing); all of which have natural and 
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known causes and none of which are new to us either. This information can be found in any respectable 
Medical or Anatomy and Physiology Book as alluded to by Prof. Jerndal and as I discovered for myself. 
Is this no more than another fear campaign to frighten us into ostracising HIV+ people who we are led to 
believe may be able to infect us? Also to frighten those who are HIV+ into believing they have a serious 
illness and steamroller them into undertaking the 'preferred' – and very profitable for some - course of 
treatment for HIV? Remember fear = reaction = solution - and generally the ‘solution’ comes at a price in 
more ways than one.  

One of the preferred drugs of choice for HIV+ is AZT. AZT (see left), was originally used as a 
chemotherapy drug, but was taken off the market because of its adverse effects on people's health and 
their immune systems. The Label of AZT (below) tells its own story. AZT was deemed as being too 

dangerous and has a number of 
suspicious deaths allegedly 
attributed to its use. So here we have 
a condition - HIV+ - which has 
never been proven to cause AIDS (a 
syndrome), being treated by a very 
toxic chemical that has previously 
been withdrawn as a chemotherapy 
treatment because of its serious and 
in some cases, allegedly, fatal side-

effects. A so-called required and necessary treatment, which has developed purely through creating the 
fear that HIV+ leads to the AIDS syndrome. Fear created by the spin-doctors and the pharmaceutical 
cartels propaganda-advertising campaigns to drum up more business on the back of human suffering. 

 Today, pregnant women are actively encouraged to have a HIV test, and in some states in America, it 
is compulsory. However, pregnancy is one of around sixty (60) different medical conditions which can 
produce a false-positive reaction leading to otherwise healthy women and children being pressured into 
accepting a regime of highly toxic drugs that have a history of causing severe illness and even death. 
Taken from the book ‘World Without AIDS’, by Steve Ransom and Philip Day, published by Credence 
Publications, Kris in America writes, ‘I was required by law to take an HIV test in June 1995. The test is 
mandatory in Colorado for pregnant women, and I was expecting my second child. I was shocked when 
the result came back positive, because I’d been married and monogamous for nine years. I started taking 
AZT in my fifth month. After ten months on AZT, I was sick all of the time. I had constant diarrhoea, 
nausea, fever, night sweats and was totally exhausted. I was crawling to the bathroom and vomiting for 
hours. My doctor told me the HIV was making me ill, and that the virus had mutated into a form that was 
resistant to AZT. Further drugs turned my skin yellow with jaundice. Since it was clear the drugs weren’t 
keeping me from getting AIDS and were actually destroying my liver, I let my prescription run out. I 
figured I’d rather die from AIDS than liver failure. 

Almost immediately after I stopped taking my medicines, within a matter of days I stated to feel much 
better…My daughter is considered a success by medical standards because she tests negative(!), but I 
don’t care about HIV anymore. I am concerned about the effects of the AZT she was poisoned with while 
I was pregnant. Rachel has an enlarged cranium, seizures and a strange deformity near the base of her 
spine. At age three she still does not speak. I went to this conference on HIV and pregnancy at the 
Children’s Hospital here in Denver. A lot of mothers there had taken AZT during pregnancy and had their 
kids with them. Every single one of those kids had enlarged craniums. Their heads looked exactly like 
Rachel’s. They’re all AZT babies. I’m working now to repeal Colorado’s mandatory testing law.’ 

I think it is safe to say, on the balance of information available to date, there is far more chance of 
people with HIV+ developing the AIDS syndrome from the orthodox medical and highly profitable 
treatment for HIV+ itself, than there would be from the apparently harmless – and possibly non-existent - 
retrovirus HIV appears to be. Yet the AIDS is a virus theme is further instilled into the consciousness of 
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humans by the conspiracy theorists who write about an AIDS virus being invented by the military, or 
some other secret intelligence agency operation, and has been deliberately released upon an unsuspecting 
public. However well intentioned this information is meant to be, it only adds to the belief in AIDS being 
a virus, which we know is not true. 

Does the deceit and suppression of truth stop here? The much championed and ‘heralded as the 
preferred treatment of choice for breast cancer’ - Tamoxifen - is another case in point. ‘… It wasn't long 
before laboratory studies showed that Tamoxifen acted as a carcinogen. It has been found that Tamoxifen 
binds tightly and irreversibly to DNA, the genetic blueprint of a cell, causing a cancerous mutation to take 
place. Even Australia's conservative National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) warned 
that no amount of Tamoxifen is safe when it comes to carcinogenic effects. In California there is a law 
called "Proposition 65" that requires the state to publish and maintain a list of all known carcinogens. In 
May 1995, the state's Carcinogenic Identification Committee voted unanimously to add Tamoxifen to its 
list. Following suite, in 1996 the World Health Organisation (WHO) formally designated Tamoxifen a 
human carcinogen, grouping it with 70 other chemicals - about one quarter of them pharmaceuticals - that 
have received this dubious pleasure'.8 MIMS Annual, lists 25 adverse reactions to Tamoxifen; some of 
these can be fatal. Some of the list of side effects of this drug are, but not limited to: Menopausal 
Symptoms, Eye Damage, Blood Clots, Psychological Symptoms, Asthma Attacks, Liver cancer and Liver 
Disease, Uterine Cancer, Heart Disease and Osteoporosis and even Breast Cancer. So in view of all 
these side effects and disregarding the evidence, what did the National Cancer Institute do? They set up a 
5-year trial where they recruited 13,000 women over the age of 35, of which half received Tamoxifen and 
the other half received placebo! 8 Why? Is it in the name of scientific progress - or are other factors 
involved? Could it be that there are some high ranking pharmaceutical company directors on the board of 
these Cancer Institutes or indeed hospitals – albeit in a non-wage earning and/or non-shareholding 
capacity? According to Phillip Day the answer is yes. ‘… One company in particular, Bristol Myers, 
which produces between 40-50% of all the chemotherapy in the world, has top positions at Memorial 
Sloan Kettering hospital… They get around it by not taking a salary. They are not paid, they are 
volunteers.’9  

Is it just in the area of medicine and pharmaceutical control where we find that truth is hidden and 
this 'disease', this inhumane act of allowing people to suffer needlessly for the sake of profit and 
preserving the status quo - the ego of some - exists? Is this inhuman and imbalanced consciousness 
restricted to the pharmaceutical multinationals? Or is it more widespread?  

Many people will have heard of the Dead Sea Scrolls but may not be aware of the hypocrisy and 
deceit that lies behind their discovery. The Scrolls were first discovered over 50 years ago, 20 miles east 
of Jerusalem, so why have up to 75 per cent of the eight hundred ancient Hebrew and Aramaic 
manuscripts been kept hidden and concealed from the world today? After all, they have been hidden for 
some 1900 years, so why continue to keep the information hidden? Unless, of course, these manuscripts 
contained important information that would contradict the 'orthodox' view of our historical and religious 
beginnings. 

‘Father Skehan was among the few scholars to be entrusted with access to the scrolls themselves. 
Father Skehan was head of the Department of Semitic and Egyptian Languages and Literatures at the 
Catholic University in Washington. He was also, later, a member of the Pontifical Biblical Commission. 
And in 1955, he was director of the Albright Institute in Jerusalem. It was in this capacity that he was 
instrumental in the political manoeuvrings which established the Ecole Biblique's dominance of the Dead 
Sea Scroll research.10 Some of Father Skehan's comments are as follows: " it would seem that in our day it 
is incumbent upon biblical scholars… to indicate… as best they can the general lines of the program by 
which God steadily led, as he surely did, stone age, Chacolithic and ancient pagan man to the capability 
of measuring up, in some degree, to the social fact which is the Christian Church." Ultimately, the biblical 
scholar's work should be guided and determined by Church doctrine and "be subject always to the 
sovereign right of Holy Mother Church to witness definitively what is in fact concordant with the 
teaching she has received from Christ."11 
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The implications of this are quite staggering. All enquiry and investigation, regardless of what it 
might turn up or reveal, must be subordinated and accommodated to the existing Corpus of official 
Catholic teaching. In other words, it must be edited or adjusted or distorted until it conforms to the 
requisite criteria. And what does happen to information which cannot be altered or adjusted or distorted to 
enable it to conform? From Father Skehan's statements, the answer would appear to be obvious and quite 
clear. “Anything that cannot be subordinated, or accommodated to existing doctrine must, of 
necessity, be suppressed (bold mine).”24  

This same edict of 'conforming to the orthodox historical viewpoint' is found in Egypt and this 
same dogma of control exists over all the archaeological work carried out there too. If archaeological 
finds do not confirm orthodox Egyptian history, the finds are not released into the public domain – they 
and their historical message are once again suppressed. I dare say, if we were to examine other areas of 
archaeological work, we would likely find this doctrine of suppressing the truth is far more widespread 
than we could possibly imagine.  

Here I am merely showing that certain information we take for granted as being factual, is no 
more than a distortion of the truth: information which is corrupt, a deliberate lie and misappropriation of 
true facts. A cover up of biblical proportions which serves to preserve the status quo - greed, profit, 
manipulation, subjugation and control of the masses. We have also demonstrated that even when the truth 
may have been unearthed, if it is not first altered and manipulated to fit the lie, then it is suppressed. Yet 
we have merely scratched the surface of what is going on behind the false smiles and false promises of 
'those on high'. Those that would have us believe otherwise.  

Throughout this book I have tried to show that this same deceit, this same corruption and greed, 
blatant lies, untruths and inverted truths, with the ultimate aim of duping and mind-controlling the masses 
is alive and kicking in religion, Spiritual Teachings, the New Age Movement and the Healing Arts as 
well. All fed from the same power and control mentality and the unbalanced ego-consciousness we have 
created over time and the people who perpetrate its continuity and growth today.  We are being fed 
corrupt and distorted information in all walks of life. And this corrupt information plays a large part in 
governing our physical and spiritual health. We will look at this in more detail later. But, once again, we 
have only scratched the surface of the massive duplicity that exists in almost every aspect of life as we 
know it. There is simply not the scope within this book to look at the plethora of mumbo-jumbo we are 
being subjected too.  

We have seen the politics of introducing monotheism - the giving of our own power away to a 
single 'god' created by Man - work for a few thousand years and be successful in controlling and 
manipulating the masses and killing those in opposition. More and more people have walked away from 
religion and its controlling and mind-conditioning influences over the years moving into an area that they 
believe will provide them with answers and enlightened insights into their questions and doubts. This area 
we call the New Age Movement.  

There are many facets to this illusory reality we live in and the imbalanced consciousness feeding 
us today. Likewise there are many wonderful people with the right intentions trying to bring this duplicity 
and its 'hidden' agenda into the public arena. However, the illusion is very clever at orchestrating certain 
information, which teasingly becomes 'available' for us so-called patsies to gobble up and feed on. The 
non-existent Aids virus is one example and another appears to be the 'alien', UFO, extra-terrestrial scene.  

 

Out of the Frying Pan and Into the Fire – Aliens and the New Age Movement 
 
We see with the plethora of books available on healing and the spirituality of Man, a growing 

trend towards information being presented from a so-called channelled source. We hear of beings such as 
the Council of Nine, Thoth, Melchizadek, Metatron, Lord Sananda and the Pleaidians, the Sirians, the 
Arcturans and so many more. We are seeing information channelled through an individual by alien 
‘beings’ that highlight the plight of Man. You can hardly pick up a book these days without it containing 
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some channelled information. It is the fashion of today. The Armani suit we must be seen to be wearing. 
We know many of our ancient cultures used to deify their kings and queens, their emperors and pharaohs 
and so forth, through the belief these 'rulers' were more powerful and important. Therefore, many of our 
so-called established 'Gods' were no more than our natural blood ancestors. If many of our established 
'Gods' were merely our ancestors, Human Beings anyway, why are we being led to believe some of our 
human ancestors are now ‘alien beings’? Beings who are part of some ‘higher’ spiritual hierarchy – like 
the Council of Nine - living in cyberspace somewhere, here to help Man save himself from himself – all 
because they would have us believe, that as it stands, Man is not worthy and Man must listen to the 
message of these ‘alien saviours’ in order to save himself and the planet.  

We know from our brief look at one of these Spiritual Hierarchies - the Council of Nine - in 
Chapter Two that its history and foundation would appear to stem from Masonic, Initiatic, occult and 
cabalistic influences. From the Stargate Conspiracy, by Lynn Picknett and Clive Prince and my own 
research, we can identify links going back to Alice Bailey, Aleister Crowley, the higher echelons of 
Freemasonry and the Cabbala. We discover the use of hypnosis and hypnotic suggestion behind the so-
called 'channelled' information of the Nine. In the early 1970's Uri Geller became involved with the 'Nine' 
and was informed that he (Geller) was to be the only spokesperson for the Nine for the next 50 years. ' 
Unfortunately for the Nine, their carefully laid plans for Geller never came to fruition…' Geller - '…very 
sensibly - points out that he cannot vouch for what the Nine said through him, as he was always in a 
hypnotic trance at the time'.12 And so much for the Nine's prediction he would be with them for the next 
50 years! If the Council of Nine’s predictions and advice for the whole of mankind are as good as their 
prediction for Geller, then we are in for a bumpy ride. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that behind the 
Nine we also find the influence of mind-control experiments too, along with transmitters allegedly 
implanted into certain people involved in the ‘transmissions’.  

The Council of Nine is not some recent channelling fad, as some may believe. According to 
Picknett and Prince, authors of The Stargate Conspiracy, published by Little, Brown and Company, the 
story began almost 50 years ago, due entirely to the work of Dr Andrya Puharich, Uri Geller's mentor and 
introducer to the Nine. Puharich, from 1948 to 1958 ran a private paranormal research centre, carrying out 
experiments with several known psychics. Hypnosis has been described as a routine procedure in his 
investigation of psychics - as evidenced by Geller's own admission. 

Puharich allegedly has numerous connections with the intelligence agencies and according to 
Picknett and Prince, even appears on certain of their payrolls from time to time. They describe Puharich 
as ‘the ultimate eminence gris, whose disturbing talent for creating belief systems has helped to shape 
events in the last years of the 20th Century.’  Puharich made a special in depth study of shamanism, in 
particular into techniques for altering states of consciousness using hallucinogenic plants/herbs and sacred 
mushrooms. With his obvious talent of hypnosis and his ability to create new belief systems through what 
can only be assumed, from the evidence, to be hypnotic auto-suggestion - under the influence of mind-
consciousness altering herbs or not - Puharich would know, given his experience in paranormal studies, 
that in the altered state of consciousness, subjects are well known and eager to please their hypnotists by 
imagining fantasies that agree with the hypnotists own thoughts or agendas. John Davidson refers to the 
interaction of energy fields as ‘an energy dance’ and in the case of the Nine, and Puharich’s 
unquestionable influence, it appears to be have been the hypnotist leading this particular dance and calling  
the tune. 

Picknett and Prince further state the evidence clearly suggests that the ‘… business of the Nine 
was not an isolated series of paranormal events but an orchestrated drama involving external agencies… 
with Puharich running it from the inside.’  

We also understand intelligence agencies have been involved in similar mind-control projects 
over the years and have an unhealthy link with the 'Nine' and other 'channelled' and written information. 
When we look behind the scenes we find a link between the intelligence agencies – openly or covertly - 
and some established and promising psychics. With regard to the Nine in particular, we have Uri Geller, 
Eileen Garett, Peter Hurkos, Dr D. G .Vinod an Indian mystic, Phyllis Schlemmer and the pseudonym 
Bobby Horne plus others who didn't buy the candy. Phyllis Schlemmer had never made contact with, let 
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alone 'channelled', any 'alien' extra-terrestrial being or spiritual hierarchy until she met up with Puharich 
and his unethical methods of inducing new belief systems. It is not hard to work out the logic behind 
Puharich’s use of certain people and psychics with an already established reputation. For it is far more 
likely that information - which is crucially important to establishing the right foundation and framework 
for setting up a new belief system - 'channelled' or otherwise - would be better received coming from a 
respected and renowned psychic. It becomes irrelevant whether the ‘information’ has been hypnotically 
induced or received through ‘voices in the head’ via a transplanted transmitter – the mainstream of people 
are not going to know about this and neither are the innocent participants. People will only hear the 
‘message’ of the Nine through what they believe to be an honest medium or psychic doing their best for 
humanity. 

' Intelligence agencies - primarily the CIA - became heavily involved in what it summed up as the 
search to control human behaviour… It [the CIA] has spent millions of dollars on a major program of 
research to find drugs or other esoteric methods to bring ordinary people, willing and unwilling alike, 
under complete control.'13 It would appear from the evidence available, the influence of the intelligence 
agencies also extended to some of the early 'cults' of the 60's and 70's; from instigating them, to 
monitoring the effect their mind-numbing and mind-controlling influences had on the cults members. It is 
in examining some modern-day cults where we find some startling insights.  

What is a cult? Taken from many guidelines on Cultic Studies, one of the first, generally accepted 
and recognised signs, is that the cult seeks to 'promote specific patterns of behaviour and emotion in such 
a way that it appears to have arisen spontaneously from within the environment, while it actually has been 
orchestrated.' 14 Sounds very much like Puharich’s orchestrated work. Leaders also claim to be prophets or 
messiahs or avatars or some other 'important' biblical or mythological being from our ancient past.15 
Others claim to be agents chosen by God, history, or some supernatural force to carry out mystical and 
essential principles - God-centred or otherwise. 14 Another recognised danger sign is the belief in the 
Apocalypse which derives mostly from the Bible – Revelations in particular - and very evident in today’s 
New Age propaganda. It is a strong belief that the end of the world is imminent and coming soon to a 
cinema near you.  

If we step back a moment and look at this information and then have a look at the New Age 
Movement and the Healing Arts - what do we see? We see that there are an abundant amount of prophets, 
messiahs and avatars out there. Also, many call themselves some ancient historical or biblical name, such 
as the many Melchizadeks, Lord Sanandas, Thoths, Mahatma’s, Isises or Osirises out there, or some 
supernatural (hierarchical) force, such as the Council Of Nine, We the Nibirians, We the Sirians, We the 
Arcturans, The Wingmakers - the list is endless.  

We know much of the 'misinformation' which exists in the New Age Movement can be traced 
back to a few common sources which are steeped in Masonic, initiatic, occultist and cabalistic sludge. 
Here, can we see the same mind-control program - first utilised and monitored in cults and other 
intelligence agency operations - being implemented into the New Age Movement but on a much larger 
and grander scale? 

We can also see the apocalyptical messages propagated throughout the New Age Movement from 
the doom and gloom merchants – the prophets of doom mentioned in Chapter Two.  

If we examine a couple of cults in more detail we find interesting and disturbing revelations. The 
tragic events surrounding the Heaven's Gate cult tell their own story. Here were a group of people who 
were mind-controlled and programmed into firmly believing they were aliens and that about 2000 years 
ago a group of extra-terrestrials came to Earth from the Kingdom of Heaven. Odours of Sitchinism 
perhaps? These people were led to believe they were part of a second group of aliens who began coming 
here in the 1920's. ‘Do’ and his female companion ‘Ti’ (the leaders) were commanders of the 1920 
expedition and when they returned to earth, they ‘moved into a human body’ and they were pleasantly 
surprised that most of their ‘converts’ (cult members) were all long-lost 'crew' members of this same 
expedition. Similar method to the one of the Knights of the Round Table, where people are told in a past 
life they were at Camelot and a member of the Round Table and they had come back to re-form and were 
important players in the saving of planet Earth. The members of Heaven's Gate, in common with other 
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UFO groups believe that UFO's are inter-stellar space ships operated by extra-terrestrial beings that are 
attempting to bring humanity to a higher level of knowledge. Sounds like the Nine again. However, they 
also held a belief not shared by many others, that by committing suicide together at the right time, they 
will leave their bodies behind. The timing of the group's suicide was apparently triggered by the arrival of 
the Hale-Bopp comet, behind which, they believed, hidden from view, lay a large UFO the group 
imagined was coming to take them away.16 They then committed suicide over a three-day period starting 
on March 23rd 1997. Thirty-nine (39) brainwashed, yet totally unnecessary deaths.  

If we look at the Order of the Solar Temple cult, with deaths of 74 members between 1995 & 
1997, we find a similar alien theme behind their beliefs. Founded by Luc Jouret in 1977, Jouret convinced 
his followers that he was a member of the 14th Century Christian Order of the Knights Templar during a 
previous life. Also that his daughter was the 'Cosmic Child' and he would lead them after death to the 
planet Heliopolis which revolves around the star Sirius. Members of the cult believed their leaders were 
in contact with the extraterrestrial beings of this planet. Jouret also believed he was Christ.17 He also 
believed in and emphasised the importance of the so-called secret priesthood of Melchizadek. Again, all 
the Masonic, occult and cabalistic connections are here including, as Picknettt and Prince discovered, the 
connection with Alice Bailey and the Great White Lodge in the context of Sirius. 

Here we have mind-controlled cults firmly believing they are alien beings. Again if we step back 
and look at the New Age Movement we see exactly this same scenario repeated. There are many 
prophets, gurus and the like who are now saying they are alien beings here to save us. It is not within the 
scope of these writings to look at them all, other than to demonstrate this is what is happening. John 
Armitage, Reiki Master, and inventor of Shamballa Reiki, for example, says he is an alien being. John is 
asked a question and I quote directly from his website:  

 
" I'm not being rude, but are you a human being?  
Answer: ' Am I a human being? No'.  
Question: 'Are you an alien?'  
Answer: 'Yes.'  
Question: ' Lovely to meet you.'  
Answer: 'And you.'  
Question: 'And your partner here, is she an alien?'  
Answer: 'Yeah, yeah.'  
Question: 'Lovely to meet you too.'  
Answer: ' We're actually both walk-ins. And Sam's a drop-in.'  
Kathleen: ' That's his terminology. He's dropped into the planet. He's dropped in through a multi-

dimensional vortex, but we'll go through all that…"  
But of course they never get around to expanding ‘all that’ and what ‘all that’ means. And so the 

conversation goes on about crawl-ins and drop-ins and taking over the human body and even more 
ridiculous renderings such as alerting and scrambling the Russian and Chinese Air Forces when they 
travelled there after building a merkaba, a group star tetrahedron. Apparently during this mind travel they 
were picked up on radar. Maybe they should have switched their radio off? 

What concerns me here, is firstly, this reminds me of Do and Ti from the Heavens Gate Cult 
when they ‘moved into a human body’. And secondly, where are the morals and ethics, and spiritual 
principles of love and compassion: and where is good old-fashioned common decency here? Who or what 
gives anybody permission and the right to move into or take over a human body at will? Where is the 
knock on the door and asking for permission to enter?  

Whether there is any element of truth – or not - in what this 'alien' John from another world has to 
say, I believe there is enough information here to warn us to stay well clear of him and his kind of people 
if we value our own space, our own bodies, our own consciousness and our own spirituality and sanity. At 
worst, if John is right and these aliens can easily take over a human body at will by ‘dropping in’ or 
‘crawling in’, then these actions are obviously not seeded from unconditional love or from the balanced 
and caring source of All That IS. They are likely to be seeded and derived from an imbalanced and 
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uncaring source – the external ego consciousness fits the bill. At best, these people could merely be 
deluding themselves and like the members of the Heavens Gate cult have become brainwashed and mind-
controlled into believing the lie.  

By buying into this energy and belief system are we merely inviting an entity or predator type 
energy into our energy fields, alien only to our own spiritual energy? Is it also more likely that these 
people have become innocently caught up in the greatest mind control program ever and have become 
deceived and duped into believing they do come from another Planet? Or could it be certain people are 
just jumping on the bandwagon to ensure they continue to make money by offering the latest up-to-date-
fad and thus retain the interest of their flock? After all, the ego cannot allow itself to be seen to be behind 
the opposition can it? The ego has always had to keep up with the Jones. Now it has to contend with the 
aliens and extra-terrestrial hierarchies.  

This ‘keeping up with the Jones’ is very evident with the number of new forms of Reiki entering 
the market place at the moment. We have, Rainbow Reiki, Shamballa Reiki, Karuna Reiki, Lightarian 
Reiki, Ascension Reiki, Tera Mai a so-called advanced form of Reiki, Pure Reiki, Integrated Reiki and so 
many more. Is it also more likely in the world we live in that if people do not come up with something 
different, new and sensational, especially in this highly competitive area of so-called spiritual 
enlightenment, then they will lose their flock or followers to those who do offer attunements to the latest 
band of energies? And so lose profit? Attunements to new energies, which are from time to time, very 
conveniently made available to us humans under the so-called direction of spiritual hierarchies to attract 
us to greater spiritual truth and understanding. But just like certain religions thousands of years ago 
impressed upon us that their way was the only way to God and salvation or we faced hell and damnation, 
are these ‘new’ spiritual energies we’ve been conveniently offered any different? Are they really available 
to help with our present plight and our spiritual growth, or to line the pockets of false masters and guru’s 
fed from the external imbalanced ego-consciousness?  

We should ask if we should be grateful for this information or not? How can we be sure these 
‘new bands of energy’ are genuinely here and will help us to experience more enlightenment and 
togetherness with all that is? And is it worth paying out more money to be attuned to these energies or 
not? The originators of information about these new energy bands - mostly traditional Reiki Masters – 
would have us believe this is so. In fact some of these Reiki Masters also tell us they have been 
channelling the ‘Ascended Masters’; Buddha or other beings, who have also declared that these ‘new’ 
energies are valuable to Man. And these Masters have gone off and created a new form of Reiki which 
conveniently includes attunements to these ‘new bands of energy’. As with the Council of Nine, this 
channelled information only appears to be available to the ‘chosen few’.  

In many quarters of spirituality, it is generally accepted that if the Ascended Masters say 
something through a channelled source, then it must be true. Or must it? As we know, the one same 
source energy feeds all living entities – the only difference between entities is their biochemical make-up 
- and we are, therefore, connected with and attuned to the highest energy there is – otherwise we would 
not be here in the third dimension, as we have discovered.  

Some of us may be surprised to find out the origins of the Ascended Masters – others may be 
horrified. The term Ascended Masters – actual living humans though some of them may have been - and 
our current perception and understanding of their present-day role and influence in Man’s spiritual future 
comes from the same Freemasonic, Initiatic and Cabalistic influences as do all the other inverted truths 
we have been looking at, such as the Council of Nine, Spiritual Hierarchies, the merkaba and the rest. It is 
true the Ascended Masters derive from the Cabala and Freemasonic science; as do the Archangels, the 
Angels, Metatron, Melchizadek, the connection with Sirius, Ascension, moving into the Fourth 
Dimension, the Merkaba as we know, and all the rest of it too. 

In Cabalistic Teachings, the Ascended Masters have generally been the founders of religions, 
such as Hermes Trismegistus, Buddha, Zoroaster, Moses and Jesus for example. In Hebrew they are 
known as the Ishim who form a brotherhood to watch over mankind. In Catholicism they are known as 
the Communion of Saints, or, as they are called in Judaism, the Community of Israel. They are religiously 
known as an Assembly of Glorified Souls. It is this Assembly that has introduced into the world the 
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knowledge in different symbols and rites of the world’s religions. Is this the true White Brotherhood in 
the Cabalistic Tradition we see in many spiritual teachings today?  

However, the Ascended Masters are quite low in the pecking order of ‘important’ beings in both 
religious and cabalistic beliefs. They are not the highest authority by any means. They are the bond, the 
link between mankind and Heavenly Hierarchies; which comprises the more exalted beings. Above them 
in importance are the Angels, Archangels, Dominations and all the other sublime Hierarchies. They seek 
out humans on earth who have prepared themselves and are fit to put these fathomable plans into effect 
and accomplish the will of God.18 The Ascended Masters, their present-day role in spirituality and the rest 
of this cabalistic lore can be traced back to the oldest forms of Catholic and Judaic religion, upon which 
the cabala is based. Same old religious dogma with the same message and the same face behind the mask 
– just a different mask today, that’s all, updated through modern Cabalistic and Freemasonic sciences to 
re-introduce and re-enforce these old beliefs into modern day thinking to help form and instil a ‘new’ 
belief system across the globe. 

Today it is generally accepted, in many walks of life and within many belief systems that angels 
are the messengers of God, some kind of spiritual link between the hierarchical realms of God’s creation 
and us seemingly worthless humans.  

However, the historical truth is somewhat different. As we know, the majority of our ancient 
Gods were human beings (others being Planets or elements of Nature), whom we deified and were, 
therefore, composed of flesh and blood just like we are. In some cultures Angels (ang-els) were indeed 
the messengers of these deified humans - the kings and rulers of the people. In ancient times, angels were 
no more than people who delivered the messages of their rulers; they were dignitaries if you like, 
spreading the word and beliefs of their respective leaders amongst other people and cultures. Over time, 
under the dictate of the kings and rulers, more and more cultural and religious beliefs became 
personalised and influenced by the ego and imbalanced desires of their respective leaders. 

Gradually, over time, through many misunderstandings and mistranslations of what transpired 
before, and through ego and fear, and through the consummate desire to control people, jealous kings and 
their increasing entourage deliberately obliterated this true history, burning and destroying many ancient 
records and texts in the process, replacing this polytheistic history with a monotheistic one, i.e. the belief 
in a single ‘God’ who created the world and ruled by imposing his wrath and fear on his own people. This 
was the onset of mainstream religious beliefs today, whose original premise was to simply enforce the 
King’s and his lawmakers – the Archons - control and power over the populous through the Church. We 
will look at the Archons place in history and religious control and identify who they are today in a later 
chapter. 

Eventually, the servants of the Church, the priests and bishops et al, became known as the 
messengers of God – the angels, simply because it was instilled into the consciousness of people that 
these servants of the Church were the only conduit between humans and this all powerful creator God and 
were, therefore, by default, the only spokespeople given the divine right to speak and teach the laws and 
command of this almighty creator, yet jealous, God: laws which had to be followed at all costs or else 
salvation was lost and hell and damnation awaited us instead! Does this sound like a bully making a 
threat? 

As this monotheistic belief began to spread (through Judaism, Catholicism and Christianity), the 
Church, by asserting its authority and imposing its beliefs and control by force upon all it encountered, 
gradually began destroying almost all of the opposing beliefs and cultural differences it came across by 
killing those men, women and children who held these beliefs, and wiping out any references that had 
been written or constructed as a result. 

Under the direct instruction of the Church, this inhumane act of killing people continued unabated 
(the Witchfinder General and the fate of Cathars are good examples) for no other reason than these 
innocent people held a different opinion of the truth to that espoused by the bullying Church and its 
hierarchal command. People who used hands on healing, or herbs and flowers to help others with illness 
and disease were deemed as being witches and as such, they were believed by many to be possessed by 
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the Devil. As a result, many innocent people were literally stoned, drowned or burnt to death through the 
fear, ignorance and imbalanced beliefs taught by the Church in the name of this monotheistic God. 

Good women were often accused by jealous and fearful people of being witches, and were, 
therefore, suspected by the lawmakers – agents of the Church - of being possessed by the Devil. To prove 
the guilt of these women, one way or the other, they were weighted down and thrown into deep water. If 
they floated they were deemed as being possessed by Lucifer himself and were judicially killed in the 
name of God. If they drowned, they were innocent, but died anyway, in the name of this same God. 

As this man-created monotheistic belief took an even greater foothold and control in society, 
meditation and the ‘inner shamanic way to truth’ was also deemed to be heretical, dangerous and the work 
of the devil. The Church instilled the belief and fear into its subjects that the subconscious mind was 
where all the demons and servants of Lucifer were gathered, just waiting to pounce on, enslave and 
possess anybody who dared to look there, thus preventing them from entering the kingdom of heaven and 
from reaching salvation. 

Using one’s imagination was also discouraged as this too, just like meditation, would lead people 
to access the subconscious mind. In other words, people were conditioned through fear, and bullied 
through the threat of death by luciferic-and-demonic-possession to stop thinking and experiencing life for 
themselves, and, therefore, prevented from determining what was right or wrong from their own 
experiences. Gradually people became brainwashed and mind-controlled into believing yet another lie of 
man, another part of the illusion, taught by the Church’s messengers of God, the priests et al - the true 
angels of death. 

Today, in many aspects of spirituality, modern religious teachings, new age philosophy and 
healing modalities, the way meditation is taught is quite dangerous, simply because these teachings 
encourage us to connect with the external imbalanced consciousness. They teach us to open up our energy 
fields and chakras and bring external energies into our own energy fields, or invoke and therefore, invite 
the imbalanced archetypal thought form energies created by ancient religious and cabbalistic fear-based 
beliefs, to come and help us. However, true meditation is somewhat different and I’ll come to this shortly.  

Many people today preach this same age-old fear-driven religious dogma that meditation is 
dangerous because it connects us with inner luciferic demons lurking in our subconscious mind, and we 
should, therefore, live in the conscious mind and embrace the intellect as it is all there is to rely on and 
save us. The truth is, as the reader can imagine by now, very different indeed. 

If we take the human body and look at a couple of its physiological aspects, we can see that the 
Endocrine System produces small amounts of various hormones and delivers these to wherever they are 
needed throughout the body: the Neurological System keeps the whole body in constant communication, 
relaying information between all the body’s component parts, and the immune system maintains 
homeostasis in the body (health), ALL without the intellect having any awareness or influence over 
what the body is actually doing to maintain this equilibrium. These are just a small example of the 
many millions of processes carried out every minute of the day by the body – our sub-conscious mind – 
without the intellect having any awareness or control over these actions.  

So we can see how insignificant the intellect actually is. All of the body’s delicate balancing 
processes necessary for healthy living are carried out by our sub-conscious mind, without the 
intellect being involved one bit. This tells us that the body (the subconscious mind) knows far better 
how to keep us alive and functional than the intellect. When we look around the world at all the trouble 
and pain, we find the intellect/ego is responsible for it all, through the desire for greed and power, 
through conflicting religious beliefs and heinous crimes carried out by the intellectual mind  in the name 
of this false and man-created monotheistic God.  

This is why we are designed the way we are, why our subconscious mind is our ‘controller’ or 
greater intellect if you like, and why it is the sub-conscious mind that keeps all our bodily processes 
functioning towards maintaining health and equilibrium, and why the intellect is specifically kept out 
these processes. Otherwise, if the conditioned intellect had any input at all on any of these physiological 
aspects, we would be dead not long after we were born.  
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The imbalanced ego/intellect is responsible for the disease in consciousness we are faced 
with today. 

 The brain is merely a processing unit, processing information for our conscious intellectual 
appraisal and awareness. The brain is not our real consciousness, it is not who and what we are, it can 
only be likened to a computer that handles and carries out tasks it is fed, processing information in order 
for us to understand and become aware of what is going on. Unfortunately today, we have allowed our 
intellect and our brains to process what other people want them to process – this is mind-control or 
brainwashing – and just like religion has controlled how we dress, what we should believe in, who we 
should hate, what we should or should not eat, how we should behave and on what days etc., for 
thousands of years, our intellect, our conscious mind, is today, likewise being controlled into processing 
external imbalanced information that governs how e behave and what we believe to be the truth or not the 
truth. Our sub-conscious mind is the greater reality of who and what we are. It is the 99.999% of 
what we are comprised of – Light, Energy or Spirit – it is what keeps us alive and healthy in this physical 
reality – NOT the intellect.  

I have had many debates with people on the subject of spirituality who literally just quote back to 
me passages from the scriptures, or writings from some other ancient belief system, book or even directly 
from what they have been taught to believe in by their master or guru. Each time I ask them to share with 
me their own experiences and therefore their own truths, and not repeat somebody else’s, again, they 
come back to me with quotations from some other passage, teaching or belief system. They never share 
their own experience or their own truth, simply because they do not have any of their own experiences 
or truth’s to share with me. They are always repeating somebody else’s beliefs and somebody else’s so-
called truth’s. When I point this out to these people, sadly only a small number have actually 
acknowledged that this is indeed the case, and it is the first time they have looked at it from this angle and 
it worries them. It concerns them that they do not have any experiences of their own and do just literally 
believe in what somebody else has taught them. Some I just never hear back from and others come back 
to me in a very offensive and angry way, because I have merely pointed out a very basic and simple truth 
that they can relate to, but their ego does not want to accept this and so the ego fires up the emotional 
body. 

This is the challenge we face today. Too many people simply believe what they have been told 
or conditioned to believe is the truth, and they don’t seem to have the courage to throw away the 
crutches of this illusory ego-consciousness either and begin to walk on their own two spiritual feet; which 
would at least allow them to experience life and the greater reality in which all living things exist, for 
themselves. Then, they would begin to have their own truth to share, instead of blindly accepting other 
people’s faceless and illusory concepts as being the gospel truth, and then merely repeating this ‘truth’ as 
if it was their own. This is now the disease in consciousness we are faced with today spreads, through the 
programmed conscious mind and the conditioned intellect. 

True meditation is all about the Inner Journey, the journey into our own sub-conscious mind, a 
journey into the greater part of ourselves where we can learn more about the who and what we are and 
how things actually DO work. This journey is all about learning more of the greater reality in which we 
live and being able to see through the illusion of Man’s created and controlling imbalanced thought 
forms, which many people today have been brainwashed into believing are Gods or E.T. Gods from some 
spiritual hierarchy.   

This is why knowledge of the inner journey through true meditation has been feared by the 
Rulers of the time, for if we began to learn about who and what we truly are, then we could not be 
controlled. This is why Religion introduced into their controlled followers the belief that demons and evil 
spirits lived in our sub-conscious mind, therefore, meditation and using one’s imagination were both evil 
and were banned. Knowledge of ‘true meditation’ – the inner journey - was then ‘lost’ and replaced with 
an external and imbalanced equivalent. This silly belief about the sub conscious mind, introduced into our 
psyche by the governing elite of the time through their fear of losing control of the people, is still apparent 
is some religious, spiritual and New Age teachings even today. This is what I write about throughout this 
book, that if we look externally for the answers into the imbalanced ego/astral consciousness we have 
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created, in whatever way or form, and not just by using mantras and invocations, we will attract 
imbalanced thought forms to us, along with the consequences.  

However, if we look into our own sub-conscious mind through the inner journey (this is true 
meditation), then we can learn from this greater mind. A greater mind, and a greater influence on our 
health and wellbeing, influences the intellect is simply not aware of. When the intellect is by-passed 
through the inner journey - as it is when allowing in healing work - then the intellect can begin to process 
information from this greater part of ourselves, from our heart centre and so we learn from our inner 
selves. As we know, the word intuition comes from – INNER TUITION. This is how Shamans in older 
times and in some indigenous tribes today, know the medicinal properties of hundreds of tropical plants: 
not through intellect, for these people are classed as uneducated, stone age barbarians by ignorant and so-
called superior intellectual people of the Western World. No, these wonderful indigenous people have 
learnt all their knowledge through the inner journey, through true meditation, by accessing the greater 
consciousness and knowledge of the subconscious mind of all living things. 

However, I digress. Returning to the angel theme, Archangel Michael, for example, was a Priest 
and according to the Sumer historian L.A. Waddell, the first king proper of Sumer. Archangel Michael 
was, therefore, a human being – flesh and blood and also a priest. Angels, therefore, historically, could be 
identified today with what we would recognise as a Diplomat promoting his country abroad, or a 
politician imposing his party political beliefs on the people, or even a member of the Post Office who is 
responsible for delivering messages from one person to another. Archangel to Angel is what Archbishop 
is to Bishop i.e. Chief Bishop to Bishop. Therefore an Archangel could be perceived today as being a top 
Diplomat, political envoy or even a senior postal person.  

The same metaphysical brush has been used to sweep away the original history of Melchizadek 
and turn, what was a priesthood of human monks, into an intergalactic super-being with omnipotent 
powers. (See later). 

 
So what exactly are we experiencing when we ‘see’, sense’ or ‘feel’ these wonderful beings 

we perceive to be angels? 
 
We are experiencing the higher aspects of ourselves, and all living things! 
 

This is a very emotive and delicate area to explain, as I’m sure the reader can appreciate. The message 
of this book, in the main, is to show how the illusion works and how we can be cleverly redirected back 
into the lie of Man, even when we do experience the greater reality of who and what we are.  

When we experience these wonderful beings within us or outside of us, we are merely experiencing a 
deeper aspect of ourselves and of all living things. When we touch upon and feel the immense love of 
these beautiful beings, we are touching upon the true being within and the immense unconditional love  
and light that we all are. We are experiencing the ‘who and what’ we truly are, without the limitations 
of our conditioned physical conscious mind and its senses.  

Before we became blinded by the illusion and conditioned into living and perceiving reality through 
our limited five physical senses, we could all see, naturally, these higher aspects of living things reflected 
into the external reality around us. This is why young children can still see these ‘beings’ – and 
imbalanced thought forms too - and why so many children have, what we incorrectly interpret as being, 
‘imaginary friends’. Many moons ago, being able to see and experience these higher aspects of Nature 
and ourselves, meant we could appreciate the true beauty of what all-living things and we humans are 
composed of; the light that animates all of Nature and we humans too. We could luxuriate in the 
immensity of the feeling of unconditional love of the Nature Spirits and the Light Being of which we are. 
At these times there was no need for us to look inwards for the truth because we could see it and 
experience it being reflected externally around us and witness all of nature and our own magnificence 
with our physical eyes. 
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Today there are some people who can tune their minds or awareness to these higher frequencies 
reflected into the external reality and so some people can ‘see’, ‘touch’ and even communicate on an 
experiential level with these beings of light – the higher aspects of ourselves reflected into the external 
reality. However, because we have been conditioned over the years to see ourselves as being individual 
and separate to Nature and Creation itself, now when we ‘see’ and/or experience our reflected light 
outside of us, we perceive this light as an angel or a being that is also separate to us. 

The ego and the illusion works by conditioning us how we should react to these experiences and how 
we should ‘perceive’ them’; and as we know our perceptions of reality come from our conditioning and 
beliefs. Because we are told or conditioned to believe these ‘beings’ are separate to us and are from a 
higher and more divine source, we believe it. This is back to the primitive programming of humans that 
we are not worthy and somebody or something of a higher worth needs to come and save us, whether that 
is God, an Archangel, a Spiritual Hierarchy or some Alien Extra-Terrestrial Being from the Planet Zog. 

Some confusion regarding this material may arise in people who do meditate at a deep level or who 
‘see’ energies. As I have mentioned previously, when we journey inwards through meditation, we meet 
up with many different energy aspects of ourselves in other dimensions of reality or frequencies of 
existence. We may appear in many different forms, guises and shapes – symbolically - depending upon 
what we need to know or experience from time to time. For people who meditate with trees, plants, 
crystals and gemstones, you will know and will undoubtedly have experienced the higher vibrational 
aspects of these entities in your meditations. These higher energies appear in various shapes and guises, 
just as we do in our own meditations. There are hundreds, if not many thousands, of different aspects of 
reality, represented by many different energies that will appear to us in many ways, depending upon what 
information is being shared and what we need to know from time to time. We appear symbolically to 
ourselves in a way we may understand the message; so in essence, it is not the ‘appearance’ of these 
energies as any particular ‘being’ which is important; it is the message and the understanding of the 
message that is important.  

All that is happening in true meditation is that these ‘higher energies’ (aspects of ourselves and other 
living entities) are manifesting in a three-dimensional ‘form’ or appearance, enabling us to recognise and 
relate to them more easily. Thereby, we are more able to associate, communicate and understand the 
‘message’ through our third-dimensional perception and understanding of reality via the conscious mind.  

All the ego-consciousness has done is create and instil a few archetypes into the consciousness of 
Man, which are designed to stop us from realising the important truth that we are experiencing aspects 
of ourselves.  

As the external reality is a reflection of the inner reality, and just as we can experience higher 
frequencies of reality manifesting as wonderful beings in our meditations - higher aspects of ourselves 
and what IS - these beings or aspects of ourselves and Nature also exist outside of us too! This is why 
some people do see Nature Spirits, fairies, devas and what they perceive to be angels etc., and why some 
people do see, feel or sense 'beings' around them and around others too. They are as real as the beings we 
meet on the inner journey. We are multi-dimensional beings. So we do experience higher aspects of 
ourselves, Nature and other people 'around' or outside of us, as well as within us, because they are a 
reflection of the ‘inner world’ and its higher energies and a reflection of our higher (inner) multi-
dimensional selves.  

However, as we have discovered so far, the external reality has become sullied by our ego and also 
contains imbalanced thought forms created from our fears, and through our imbalanced beliefs and 
actions. 

Over time, the ego of Man has merely externalised the understanding of the beauty, knowledge and 
wisdom of the inner journey and, therefore, our true heritage. By inverting the truth and turning it into an 
external regimented hierarchy of powerful archetypal beings through religion and the cabbala - mirroring 
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the regimented structures of man himself - we have been conditioned into believing in this external 
hierarchal route and that it is the only way to salvation and God – spirituality. This externalisation of 
how to gain greater knowledge and wisdom - our search for more spiritual awareness - cleverly redirects 
and focuses our attention into the external reality which contains the imbalanced thought-forms and the 
inversions of truth created by Man himself through ego - the desire to control and hold power – and so our 
conscious mind becomes fed by the imbalanced external consciousness instead of from the light and 
unconditional love we are. This diverts our focus further away from the inner reality, which is balance, 
purity, unconditional love, light and, therefore, truth - the who and what we are. This externalisation of 
truth and our belief that it is the only way to spiritual enlightenment merely locks us further into the 'Lie 
of Man'. This unbalances our consciousness, compromises our spirituality and draws us deeper into the 
very darkness of Man's own creation - the veil or void which separates our conscious mind from our 
subconscious and pre-conceptual consciousness, blocking conscious awareness of the light that we are. 

The externalising of truth is how we are today, and how we have been over time, controlled and 
manipulated, and how we are prevented from realising the simple truth for ourselves – THE PATH TO 
TRUTH IS INWARDS.  We will cover the importance of this in some detail in the next few chapters. 

Basically, the illusion of Man - the imbalanced ego consciousness - has, by instilling the archetype of 
archangels, angels etc into our belief system, very cleverly created a mind-control belief in something 
which is no more than a figment of somebody's imagination to stop us realising that we are experiencing 
our own and other people’s reflected light and unconditional love. Let me assure the reader that I do 
not think their experiences of these wonderful beings (perceived as ‘angels’) are part of their imagination, 
as I have explained earlier. These majestic beings are very real and are, as experienced, of immense love 
and light. This is an experience to behold and one that cannot be adequately explained by words alone.  

In today’s convoluted world full of pitfalls, conflicting innuendo and false beliefs, it is prudent to look 
inwards into the purity and light that we are. It is during this inner journey where we meet up with many 
different aspects of ourselves in higher realities of existence that we begin to realise these beings we meet 
up with and learn from, are also the same beautiful beings we can experience outside of us too. We begin 
to understand how Nature works in the same simple way, through implosion and explosion – which we 
will cover in detail in the next chapter - and the inner reality and all the wonderful energies and beings 
which make up the inner reality and animate all life are merely reflected outside into the external reality. 
We then realise that we are not separate to these magnificent ‘beings’ we see and experience outside of us 
at all. We realise these beings are the same aspects of ourselves we meet on the inner journey and 
are therefore, higher parts of Nature and ourselves. 

It is the same when meditating with a tree or a plant. When we go ‘within’ the tree or plant we 
experience many wonderful and strange ‘beings’ or higher energies. These are the energies that give life 
to the tree and the plant and animate the physical properties of Nature. We see beings that we would 
recognise as Nature Spirits and we understand once again that these Nature Spirits we are seeing in the 
outer reality with our physical eyes are merely a reflection of the higher energies existing within the tree 
and the plant. What we see outside of us is a not only a reflection of our mistakes and imbalances, 
but also a reflection of the inner world, a reflection of how creation works. 

It is exactly the same with us humans. The inner beauty, the light-being within, is merely reflected 
outside into the outer external reality for us to witness and enjoy. This is the balance of how Creation 
works through implosion and explosion. This is what the message of the book is about, as I mentioned, 
how the ego-consciousness and the illusion works to stop us from realising this very simple, yet very 
profound truth.  

So instead of recognising these wonderful beings as a reflection of the light and unconditional love 
that we all are, we recognise them through our conditioned perceptions of what we 'believe' or have been 
conditioned to believe they are, through the thoughts and beliefs of our peers, parents, friends and general 
life experiences.  
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 Therefore, we ‘believe’ we are experiencing a separate and external being, such as an angel, 
archangel or alien or whatever, which is part of some ‘divine’ hierarchy here to help us and save us, 
because that is what we have been taught to believe. An angel or ‘being’ which is superior to us and of a 
vibration and energy which a human cannot attain for himself or herself because we are not worthy. This 
is the same old religious dogma repeating itself to stop us from realising our full potential. 

    What really seems to happen is we lose sight of what the real message is and what the information 
being shared with us is all about, because the connection between our conscious mind and that inner 
knowing through understanding the experience through the heart, through ‘feeling’ and through our 
intuition, has been lost and we tend to be directed, very subtly, into understanding our experience from 
our beliefs, our conscious mind and our heavily conditioned intellect instead. 

This process holds us back from seeing through and beyond the imbalanced ego-consciousness 
and the archetypes it has created and into the light, our higher dimensional selves and ultimately, the 
Oneness of everything. As a result, we fail to go beyond and see through, the lie, and we do not see 
beyond the Archangels, the Angels, the Ascended Masters or the Aliens, as we lock ourselves into a 
figment of Man’s imagination and invention yet again, allowing the programmed conscious mind to direct 
us ever further into darkness and imbalance. 

This is how mind-control and conditioning works so effectively and why so many people in the 
past believed, and we continue to believe today, in something that was originally invented by the ego of 
Man. As we know, thought is energy and belief is a very powerful energy and constantly believing in the 
lie feeds it very powerful thought energies - and so the lie - the disease we have created in the 
consciousness of Mother Earth and now within ourselves, continues to live on and spread.  

These are only brief examples of how ‘beings’ or higher energies, frequencies of light, may 
appear to us in our meditations and the ‘outer’ world. They appear in many different guises and are not 
restricted to the lie of Man; and we touched upon this in an earlier chapter when we looked at the 
likelihood that the Ennead, the Ancient Egyptian Gods were no more than a part of this inner journey 
either. Here it is important to understand that although I am talking about ‘other’ dimensions or higher 
aspects of reality, I am referring to higher aspects of ourselves and Nature, which is all us anyway.  

We exist in all these frequencies of light – not as separate entities or energies – but 
synergistically as part of the ‘whole’, which is us in our totality of existence. It is just we have 
forgotten that’s all. We have momentarily ‘lost’ the ability to retain conscious awareness in this reality of 
what the rest of our energy fields are doing in other dimensions of reality. In this third-dimension, the 
imbalanced consciousness we have created blocks the communication between our higher aspects of 
reality and our physical third-dimensional conscious mind, so we are not ‘aware’ of this totality of our 
existence in these higher frequencies or dimensions of light. Our existence in these realms is no longer 
recognised by our physical awareness or conscious mind.  

This is due to the darkness or imbalance we have surrounded ourselves with, which stops us from 
perceiving the light we are composed of and therefore from determining our true heritage and our true 
worth and existence. Hence we see the false light of the illusion instead and we continue to shop for spirit 
in an illusory shopping mall.  

As previously mentioned, in an ideal world, the external reflection would be as pure as the inner 
reality, however, as we know, the outer external reality - the reflection - has become distorted by the 
ego/intellect of humans over time and not everything we experience or perceive ‘outside’ of us may come 
from this balanced inner source as we have discovered. As we know from Chapter One, the false light of 
the illusion is much easier to see, and so the lower vibrations, the imbalanced thought forms are much 
easier to see too! We will have more in succeeding Chapters.  

So we can see here how flesh and blood humans – kings, angels, archangels, Melchizadeks and 
the like – people doing ordinary work, have been turned into metaphysical super-beings who look out for 
and protect mankind. And so we allow ourselves to become involved in invoking these ‘false’ heroes in 
the belief they will come and help us. In reality we are invoking - and therefore inviting – thought form 
segments of the ego-consciousness to enter our energy fields where their unbalanced energies can reside 
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and wreak havoc. We even perform meditations and visualisations connected with Archangel Michael, 
and expect to cut our karmic ties with his flaming sword, along with many other weird and wonderful acts 
too. By doing so, we are merely associating and interacting with imbalanced energies, thought forms and 
corrupt figments of somebody’s imagination. A metaphysical scenario created by the ego-consciousness 
of Man through his desire and will to subjugate and control the masses. Created to stop us moving 
forward and discovering the truth for ourselves by conditioning us into believing we need to find truth 
through somebody else and their externally imbalanced methods.  

Our gaining knowledge of the true reality of who and what we are must be avoided at all costs if 
those in control wish to remain in the driving seat. This is what the Church and all its offshoots have been 
about for thousands of years and this same manipulation and exploitation of the masses continues 
wherever we seem to look. It is no more prominent than in the New Age Movement and the healing arts, 
hiding behind the many guises of Cabalistic, Initiatic and Freemasonic sciences which form the backbone 
of many New Age and spiritual philosophies today.  

It is fascinating how this new belief system has become so widespread so quickly, until we 
remember it is not so ‘new’ after all. It has been orchestrated for some considerable time now and is based 
not upon new ideology, as we are led to believe, but on old ideology, an old doctrine, the original Jewish 
Qabala – the Tree of Life - which forms the cornerstone and foundation of Freemasonic and Spiritual 
beliefs and practices today. We can see this belief in an alien archetype and the strong cabalistic influence 
- not only in what we have recently been discussing - but in other cults too, such as the Aetherius Society 
and the Raelian Movement. And in common with many other Esoteric religious, spiritual or 
enlightenment movements - including but not limited to, The White Brotherhood, Theosophy, 
ECKANKAR, Benjamin Crème/Maitreya, The Universal White Brotherhood, the I AM movement, the 
Church Universal and Triumphant, and the White Eagle Lodge - they believe in a living spiritual 
hierarchy of Masters.19 The Cabala and the Nine again.  

As I mentioned in Chapter Two, whilst there may be a wealth of knowledge to be found in the 
Cabala and, therefore, in some of these alternative movements based on Cabalistic teachings - to a greater 
or lesser extent depending on the individual movement - and we may be provided with exciting and new 
information to attract us and keep us interested long enough to become involved; it must be remembered 
the very foundation, and therefore, belief and teachings of these organisations are based upon subtle and 
sometimes blatant inversions of truth. The only certainty here is - no matter how large a new pot we have 
moved our belief into and no matter how much ‘truth’ is imparted to keep us in this pot - the lid will be 
kept firmly shut on top. And just like the goldfish in a goldfish bowl, we too will continue to swim around 
in circles going nowhere while we admire our new surroundings. 

Due to the plethora of channelled information from alien ‘spiritual hierarchies’ - whether it be the 
Council of Nine or another - which would now appear to be the result of the intelligence agencies covert 
operations to set-up a new belief system and promote it, we find we cannot be of spiritual service these 
days unless we are an alien and, therefore, in touch with some extraterrestrial hierarchy or other. John 
Armitage also sees himself as Melchizadek’ – one of many who do - which according to ancient history 
was merely a priesthood of normal human monks, but in typical New Age tradition, has now been turned 
into an intergalactic super being with mystical properties. Similar to the way the merkaba has been 
likewise been transformed.  

According to Picknett and Prince's research it would appear Melchizadek has been transformed 
from an order of monks to '… an emissary of Heliopolis/Sirius, who returned to his home planet when his 
mission was completed'. The Heliopolis/Sirius connection again. We can link Melchizadek, the Council 
of Nine and most of the 'channelled' information available today back to the same convoluted theme 
running through many aspects of the New Age Movement and spirituality at the moment. All fed and 
fuelled by the same religious, Masonic, Initiatic, occult and cabalistic undertones which appear to be very 
consistent in forming the backbone of this new belief in aliens, spiritual hierarchies, archangels and 
angels, ascended masters and the like. 
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The UFO Scene 
 
We know historically that Nazi Germany had UFO technology and, whilst they could fly these 

machines, they were unable to control them properly during the Second World War. Indeed, at the time, 
they were very close to completing their technology. Let us look at one proponent of the Nazi UFO team - 
Viktor Schauberger. Viktor was a genius whose ideas were ahead of his time. He might have made a 
career as a brilliant inventor had he not been forced, for a time, to develop radical new forms of 
propulsion and other devices for the Third Reich. In 1943, Viktor was induced into the Waffen-SS under 
duress. He came under the control of Heinrich Himmler, who forced him into research to develop a new 
secret weapon.25  

'There are many rumours about what Schauberger was actually doing during this period, most of 
which suggest he was in charge of developing 'flying disks' under contract to the army. It later became 
known that the 'flying disk' launched in Prague on the 19th February 1945, which rose to an altitude of 
15,000 metres in three minutes and attained a forward speed of 2,200 kph, was a development of the 
prototype he built at Mauthausen concentration camp. Schauberger wrote, 'I only first heard of this event 
after the war through one of the technicians who had worked with me'. 26  

In a letter to a friend dated the 2nd of August 1956, Schauberger commented, 'The machine was 
supposed to have been destroyed just before the end of the war on Keitel's orders'. 26 

 

 

 

To the left are photographs of Schauberger’s ‘Flying Discs’.20  Above 
right we have a photograph from an 8mm movie film 
allegedly taken by George Adamski on the 26 February 
1965.21 And below right we have a drawing of an alleged 
UFO landing craft on 21st November 1968 witnessed by 
a young Brazilian woman.22   

Below centre we have the ‘Ballenzo-Schriever-
Miethe Disc’ - a Nazi Flying Saucer. 23  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The similarities between Schauberger’s ‘flying discs’ of the 1940’s and the UFO photographed in 

1965 are unmistakable. There are many photographs of alleged UFO’s from the 50’s, 60’s 70’s and early 
80’s, which also closely resemble Schauberger’s and the Nazi’s early flying saucers. Similarly, the 
drawing of an alleged UFO in 1968 is remarkably like the drawing of a Nazi Flying Saucer from the 
1940’s. Coincidences?  

Callum Coates goes on to describe how he received photographs of Schauberger’s flying saucers 
from America, from a former commander in the United States Navy! Coates goes on to explain that 
accurate information on Schauberger's machines is difficult to obtain, because after the end of the War all 
top secret information was confiscated and sequestered by the Allies - the Russians, French, English and 
Americans. Further, that Viktor had been moved by the SS together with his team of engineers to 
Leonstein in Upper Austria and therefore in May 1945 came under the jurisdiction of the American forces 
of occupation. He was placed in protective custody for nine months by the Americans and quartered 
inside a doubly fenced and guarded perimeter. Here the Americans aimed to glean information on his 
wartime research into 'higher' atomic energies and to prevent his abduction by the Russians. In a letter 
Viktor wrote to the German Ministry of Defence in 1956, 28th February, he relates how the last device he 
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was working upon, only days after its successful flight, had been seized by American Intelligence 
investigators, who appeared to be very well informed about it. Once Viktor had been thoroughly 'de-
briefed', he was apparently threatened with further internment if he was foolish enough to continue with 
his research in this field.27 

Is it any coincidence, then, after the Americans secretly shipped the top Nazi scientists and 
Viktor’s technology - which had successfully flown, only days before it had been sequestered - over to the 
USA at the end of World War Two, we had the 'first' so-called incident of UFO activity at Roswell in 
1947? Two years after 'stealing' the best scientific brains of the time who were already pretty adept at 
building UFO's? Is it a coincidence that photographs of Viktor’s 'flying discs', which he built in the 1940's 
are almost identical to the early 'sightings' and photographs of alleged 'UFO's' throughout the 50's, 60's, 
70’s and 80’s? Has the Nazi UFO technology merely been improved by the military over the years? 

It may be prudent to ask ourselves at this stage if we really do believe a race of beings could have 
come from another Galaxy somewhere? We know we have received no signals from outer space that 
could be ascribed to intelligent senders and we are certain that we are currently the only intelligent 
inhabitants of our solar system, as no other planets’ atmosphere could support intelligent life.  No matter 
what we may read. There are no little green men from Venus – the Venusians - and no Martians either. 
The only possibility is for beings from another star system to have come here. The nearest star to us is 
Proxima Centauri, at 4.3 light years away. That is almost 43 million, million kilometres away or over 25 
trillion miles – some bus journey. Alien beings who, in order to get here, must have been able to travel 
faster than the speed of light and, therefore, capable of understanding and attaining the vibration of ten 
(10) by transcending the vibration of nine (9) - the speed of light. (See Chapter Two)  

To actually achieve this phenomenal feat, can we truly imagine these incredibly enlightened 
spiritual beings with their obviously superior and advanced hi-tech technology could CRASH into a 
cornfield somewhere? Or is it more likely that ALL the UFO activity comes directly from the military 
and their expansion of the work of Viktor Schauberger and Nazi scientists – a.k.a. home made military 
UFO's?  

After all, there is now almost undeniable proof that cattle mutilations are the work of the military. 
They are merely checking for nuclear radiation poisoning in livestock grazing on land affected by nuclear 
testing with the alien UFO theme forming a perfect smokescreen for them to carry out these checks 
without a public outcry. In addition, we seem to be finding that more and more so-called 'alien' abductions 
have a military bent to them. We are finding today, that more and more people are revealing military 
personnel behind the pseudo-alien exterior, which has been conveniently ‘attached’ or hypnotically 
induced into these 'abductions'. There are other explanations for ‘alien abduction experiences’, which 
appear to be very real to the experiencer and we will look at exactly what is happening here in some detail 
in chapter eight. 

And what about 'alien implants'? Are they no more than the same kind of transmitter implants 
used in mind-control operations, such as those used and employed by Puharich in the setting up of the 
Council of Nine? These implants have gradually become smaller over time, so is ‘alien’ technology 
developing at the same rate as our own technology? Or is it merely our own technology all along? The 
fact that some of the early ‘alien UFO’s’ have crashed into fields just like the early Nazi ones did, would 
appear to suggest this supposition is true. If this supposition is not true then it begs the question: How the 
dickens did these UFO’s manage to get here in the first place? Tardis?  

Further, could the use of these implants possibly explain, on one level, how we seem to have so 
many people appearing to 'channel' the ‘same’, or similar information about spiritual hierarchies, extra-
terrestrial gods, the plight of Man, melchizadek, the Nine, the Sirius connection and the whole Masonic 
bent - simply because it is being broadcast to them? This is interesting, especially when a lot of New Age 
philosophy and offered solutions to enlightenment come from people who have had an alien extra-
terrestrial experience – or so they would have us believe. We will have more on ‘implants’ and some of 
their origins and reasons for being used in Chapter Eight. 
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If I am incorrect and these UFO’s really are Alien UFO’s, and they have genuinely crashed into 
cornfields and other fields, just like the early Nazi ones did, and the Military are genuine and they are 
secretly whisking them away from crash scenes in order to protect us, and not to stop us finding out they 
may be of human origin all along, then it still begs the question: how did they manage to get here in the 
first place?  

In addition, it may be prudent to note that if these craft are of human (military) origin, then it 
follows that the government and the military must have knowledge of free energy and the means by 
which to use it appropriately. Given that 'free energy' patents are illegal because they 'contravene' so-
called orthodox scientific principles - the one that says 'you cannot get something from nothing' principle 
- and many inventors of these so-called 'impossible' machines have had their apparatus and workings 
confiscated and destroyed - as well as their reputations - we may well begin to ask if it is in the interests 
of the government and the military to keep their UFO technology secret for fear the public may 
become aware of the fact that they have DO HAVE 'free energy' technology. If we, the public 
became aware of this simple fact, then we the public may begin to ask awkward questions: such as why 
do we keep de-foresting the planet and why do we continue to use fossil fuels for providing energy? Why 
do we continue to rape the planet in this way? We would also naturally ask and wonder why are we 
charged extortionate prices for energy, when the technology for free energy for absolutely everybody 
exists? And has done for many, many years. 

Maybe this is one HUGE reason why it is essential that we ARE conditioned into believing 
these man-made UFO craft are of an alien origin and not of Human origin after all? 

And maybe the authorities would lose too much money and too much control over us if the truth 
of the origins of these UFO's came about. Also, it may well scupper the new Alien belief system that is 
being set up at the moment which the intelligent agencies and the military have spent so much time and 
money on. 

Is it reasonably safe to arrive at the conclusion that all the UFO activity we are led to believe 
comes from an alien origin – grey, green or blue - actually comes from Man himself and the intelligence 
agencies, the military in particular? Is it safe to conclude that what we are ‘seeing’ are the advances in the 
designs of the Nazi scientists and their original flying discs of the 1940’s? Although I feel it is, there will 
still be many who choose to believe otherwise, for it is far more exciting to the imagination and to our 
otherwise mundane lives to believe so. And just like karma (see previous chapter), it allows us to absolve 
ourselves of blame once again for the mess we have created, because the aliens will take care of it one 
way or the other. 

If, therefore, all the alien UFO activity is in fact man-made and man-induced after all, then it 
follows: if there are no alien UFO’s then there can be no aliens flying them either. Grey, green or blue. 
Sorry all you E.T. wannabee’s out there – it looks as though you’ve been had, duped and conned into 
believing the lie, and living the lie. Are you now merely deluding your followers and the good people 
who come to you and pay you money in good faith?  

What we are seeing in the New Age Movement appears to be no more than deliberate 
brainwashing, a form of mind-control to instil the belief of an alien archetype into the consciousness of 
Man. Can we see this same scenario existing in some cults also exists in the New Age Movement? Only it 
exists on a far greater level. What we have now is the Alien preaching from his pulpit. The place of 
worship, the Church, has become a UFO and the Priesthood has become an extra-terrestrial Spiritual 
Hierarchy, while the spokespeople of God, our connection with salvation, have been replaced by alien 
beings who have walked-in, crawled-in or dropped-into a human body, passing themselves off as 
messiahs and saviours. Welcome to the NEW WORLD RELIGION, the return of the Nine Ancient 
Egyptian – and now extra-terrestrial – Gods of the Ennead – a.k.a. the Council of Nine. 

Personally I feel the whole UFO alien business is all one big set up. Set up to re-enforce the 'new 
religion' that is being seeded throughout certain New Age, religious, healing and spiritual movements at 
the moment through ‘channelled’ and other information. In addition, we have the fabrication of angels 
and archangels originating from ancient Catholic and Judaic beliefs now being turned into alien inter-
galactic beings and ‘saviour’ spiritual hierarchies through modern cabalistic and New Age philosophies 
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and beliefs. We have Reiki Masters and others who are saying that they are not human - they are alien 
beings.  

Welcome to the new fashion, the new vogue, a.k.a. the new 'alien God' religion. Designed to 
encompass all religions into one, so we become subservient and spiritually led yet again, but this time by 
omnipotent alien gods instead of Priests and Bishops, keeping us locked into the mind-set of externalising 
our search for truth and continuing to give our power away to yet another, albeit more modernised and 
exciting figment of the ego consciousness we have created – the Extra-Terrestrial God. 

Here, I am not discounting the possibility that there may be other ‘beings’ out there - there may 
well be. If other beings from another Galaxy were to actually come here, then physically, we are not 
going to know they are here, let alone see them or witness them crashing into a field somewhere.  

The present conception of the UFO/Alien scenario we are encouraged to believe in, can be no 
more than a huge mind-control programme set-up to ensnare wonderful people who have had the insight 
to move out of the conditioning and controlling influences of religious and other dogmas, into what they 
believe is an area that will provide them with more answers and enlightenment. Unfortunately, it would 
appear the intelligence services and those ‘on-high’ recognised what was happening and got there first. 
With the help of hypnosis, implanted transmitters and who knows what else; they have managed - with 
selective participants and a selective and chosen audience - to introduce a new belief system into the 
consciousness of a few primed subjects. They then merely allowed Man’s natural gullibility - his ego, 
greed and desire to be top dog - take care of the rest. The seed is planted, the pregnancy develops and the 
birth takes place. Innocent people with a genuine desire to find the truth and the right path to accessing 
the truth, merely follow for fear of being left behind.  

This is interesting as Picknett and Prince go on to say that ‘belief in the Nine is widespread and 
self-generating, for each new 'convert' passes on the message, as has always been the way with exciting, 
strongly held, quasireligous beliefs. The many devotees of the Nine include senior scientists, associates of 
NASA and operatives of the CIA, as well as those whose media professionalism ensures that the Nine are 
given the best possible image.’  

If all this is true what can we expect to happen next? When the UFO’s have been designed to a 
sufficiently high standard can we expect a large public flyover, similar to what happened in Mexico in 
1991, but on a much more visible and grander scale?  

With the special effects now available to Hollywood, may we even ‘see’ an ‘interview’ with one 
of the so-called Ancient Gods, a member of this Spiritual Hierarchy, who will no doubt select His 
Spokespeople and ‘inform’ us that we must listen to God’s messages via these chosen people. Can we 
imagine these spiritual ‘Gods’ will choose truly spiritual people to relay their spiritual messages or will 
they just happen to choose the least spiritual and loving people on the planet to be their spokespeople – 
government and military figure heads?  

A very effective mind-control program of disinformation has been instigated and implemented 
and all we have done is moved from an old and dated religious dogma and doctrine which people are 
becoming aware of, into the same familiar form of religious dogma and doctrine, different only in that it 
has been carefully updated and modernised to make it more appealing. We have literally jumped from the 
frying pan into the fire. All because we believe in external corrupt information and influences. 

 
Back To Water 
 
From the last chapter and what we have been discussing in this chapter about corrupt or 

imbalanced information, can we fully appreciate and accept the immense importance of water - 
consciousness - in this physical reality? Water is the medium through which our thoughts, emotions and 
beliefs are automatically stored in the consciousness of Mother Earth and the medium through which all 
living organisms store and share information in this reality – balanced or imbalanced. Can we appreciate 
that Water is the key to balanced health and spirituality in this third dimension?  

David Schweitzer PhD DSc is an independent practitioner and researcher in Blood Cell Analysis 
and Thought Form Photography and his work clearly and dramatically shows how our beliefs, prayers, 
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thoughts and meditations DO alter the structure (memory) of water. In Schweitzer’s own words: "you are 
about to embark on the most exciting experience of your life! You are going to actually 'see' energy 
patterns in water through the process of 'Thought Form Photography'. During this process you will 
discover that water is a 'liquid tape recorder', that it stores energy pattern much in the same way as your 
mind. This opens the portals of endless possibilities, into an infinite state of being…'  

 
The photo to the 

left is ordinary London 
tap water. 

The photo to the 
right is water after a 15 
second meditation of 
love. The difference is 
startling. It shows the 
power of thought and the 
ability water has to store 
energy or information. In 
this case the waters 

energy structure has been enhanced by the energy of love through the act of meditation. The level of life-
force energy or biophoton activity has been enhanced tremendously. 

Masaru Emoto in Japan, Chairman of International HADO Membership, has also demonstrated 
through photographing the crystalline structure of water, how various energies, thoughts, beliefs and 
emotions can have a dramatic affect on changing the structure and memory of water. 

 
These following photographs are taken from the book, Messages From Water, Masaru Emoto, 

I.H.M. General Research Institute, HADO Kyoikusha Co., Ltd. ISBN4-939098-00-1, and remain the 
Copyright of Masaru Emoto and HADO to whom I offer my explicit thanks for being able to reproduce 
them here. 

 
 
 
 
The photograph to the left is of 

water after having been exposed to heavy 
metal music. 

The photograph to the right is of 
water after it had been exposed to the 
playing of a Kawachi Folk Dance Song. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The photograph to the left is of 

contaminated water from the Yodo River, 
Osaka Prefecture. 

The photograph to the right is of 
Spring Water from Upstream/Metori 
Yusui.  
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Can we now truly appreciate how corrupt and imbalanced information, our fear-based thoughts 
projected as energy can be stored in the Earth’s watery environment – the consciousness of Mother Earth? 
We breathe in water molecules every three seconds or so and our drinks and food are replete with water 
molecules. Our central heating systems are full of water and radiate the water’s consciousness or memory 
into our home and working environment. We wash in it and bathe in it and ‘cleanse’ our fruit and 
vegetables in it. And then we flush our waste back into the system where it is delivered to our oceans or 
directed to water treatment plants that use imbalance in the form of toxic chemicals to ‘treat’ this water 
before it is returned back to us to consume. It then shares its toxic and imbalanced information (memory) 
with us through resonance with our own internal watery environment. 

Likewise, can we understand from Thought Form Photography the effect love and balanced 
energies can have upon the consciousness of water - and through resonance, by sharing this ‘balanced’ 
information with the consciousness of all living things? We may now realise our thoughts and emotions 
are very powerful aspects in defining the consciousness of the whole external world – the consciousness 
of Mother Earth and beyond. And can we understand and appreciate the implications and importance this 
understanding and knowledge would have in the hands of the intelligence agencies and others agencies, 
those with the desire to control and manipulate our thoughts and beliefs?  

If we look at another example of Schweitzer’s excellent 
research work and examine a photograph of water (to the left) 
after it has been energised by one of Equilibra’s energy 
products, we can see by the tremendous increase in biophoton 
activity or life-force energy, that ‘unconditional love’ energy has 
been infused through resonance into the consciousness of the 
water. The structure of the water has been enhanced and the 
water has been infused with light/unconditional love – a 
balanced and nurturing energy. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The photograph to the right is more of Masaru 

Emoto’s excellent work. This photograph is of distilled 
water after one Equilibra’s Universal Harmoniser’s has 
energised it. Again, there is a remarkable difference in 
the beauty and structure of energised, or balanced water, 
and water that has been influenced by incoherent or 
imbalanced means. 

 
 
 
Can we also appreciate that by infusing balanced unconditional love or light energy into water, 

through our own thoughts or meditation/love and/or by means of balanced energy products, we can 
change the consciousness and energy of water? Therefore, the water we drink, wash our food and bathe 
in, the water which radiates heat into our homes and our offices through radiators, transferring this energy 
into the water molecules in the air we breathe, and therefore improving the balance and health of water 
molecules in our own body? Can we understand how we can improve the life-force energy in our food 
and drink, in our nutritional supplements, oxygen products, homeopathic treatments, Bach Flower 
Remedies, Gem Elixirs, crystals, in our environment – in fact everything we ingest and surround 
ourselves with, because water is replete in all things and so consciousness can be improved in almost 
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anything imaginable? Imagine the benefits to us all and to Nature and the effect through resonance this 
can have upon the external imbalance in consciousness – the disease of Man - that feeds us all today.  

Further, can we appreciate how this wonderful energy will help us physically and spiritually, but 
also help our loved ones, animals, plants or humans too. In addition, the waste we flush down the sink, 
the bath, drain and the toilet will be more highly energised and so we are helping Nature and Mother 
Earth too. The benefit to Animals, Humans, Nature, Mother Earth and Her environment are phenomenal. 
As too are the consequential benefits towards balancing the ego-consciousness around us and within us. 
The mighty Oak Tree starts its life as a small seed but still grows into a magnificent specimen of nature 
and balance. The seed of light, the seed of truth is no different, we only need to know how to plant it and 
nurture it correctly. 

When we truly appreciate and understand the immense properties of water, we can see how the 
Earth's consciousness has become imbalanced over time - by inversions of truth, set up through religion 
and other methods of control to condition us into living our lives through fear and encourage us to look 
outside of ourselves for answers. Through corrupt information, can we understand how fear and 
imbalance has been instilled into the very consciousness of us all?  As a result, we continue to feed the 
illusion, the disease Man has created with his false history, his false truths and his false version of the 
facts. After all, we have seen that Nature tells a different story to that of the illusory man and how this 
same falsification of truth has been seeded into many religions, spirituality, the New Age Movement and 
the Healing Arts. 

IN TO OUT AND BACK AGAIN - THE MERRYGOROUND OF LIFE 
 
From the foregoing, can we generally accept that no matter what aspect or area of life we look 

into, much of the information we are faced with today appears to have been corrupted or distorted? It 
may be interesting at this point to look at what the science of biophysics has to offer us. ‘We already 
know that biological systems have the property of storing electromagnetic oscillations (information) and 
incorrect oscillations (information) can also occur, or be introduced through the environment, which 
stubbornly remain in the organism and lead to incorrect regulation – which we know from biochemistry 
can lead to illness and disease... Disease occurs through a disturbance of the electromagnetic field in the 
cells: they become disordered and incoherent.’28 

This means that if any corrupt (imbalanced) information reaches our cells electromagnetic field, 
this information can be stored within the cells field and alter the information already held there. This 
would lead to the cell reproducing itself in an imbalanced and unhealthy way. The cell would then begin 
to reproduce in line with the corrupt information it has taken on board and stored in its memory and from 
an energy perspective this is the beginning of the process we call illness and disease. This imbalance, if 
not corrected, would lead to biochemical and physical changes; disease as medicine would recognise it. In 
other words the consciousness of the cell has been changed from a balanced state to an imbalanced one in 
accordance with information it has taken on board and stored in its intracellular watery fluid. As we 
know, water is the medium in the physical reality by which information - balanced or imbalanced - 
is stored and shared between all living organisms. 

This is very interesting, because the very same process that happens on a cellular level appears to 
be happening on a human level. As we have discovered, we are constantly being fed unbalanced and 
corrupt information. If we take this information on board and store it in our energy fields - i.e. we believe 
in it and, therefore, commit it to memory - then this corrupt information will affect our energy fields and 
our consciousness in the same unhealthy and imbalanced way as it affects our cells. We have seen how 
any form of energy from music to beliefs and thoughts, can and do influence and alter the structure of 
water i.e. the information water stores. As we know, at cellular level, this corrupt information leads to 
further imbalances and, therefore, ultimately, through cellular replication of this imbalance, illness and 
disease.  

It is exactly the same on a human level. Our energy fields – auric, morphogenic or biophysical – 
become imbalanced and unhealthy and our Assemblage Point moves out of its natural place in the centre 
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of our heart chakra and we begin to feed more and more on external imbalanced energies (information). 
As we know, from a consciousness perspective, like attracts like. Eventually our A.P. can become 
blocked (see previous chapter) and so the ‘disease’ continues to grow as we begin to identify even more 
with imbalanced energies and information. We then come to believe this corrupt ‘information’ is the only 
truth and begin living totally in the lie of Man, and as a consequence, our consciousness and health 
gradually becomes as diseased and as imbalanced as the external ego-consciousness. 

It is interesting when we go back to cellular consciousness, which we covered in chapter three. 
Here we looked at how a breast tumour could still be present six months later even though the cells of the 
body had completely renewed themselves. We discovered, in effect, the tumour was a brand new tumour 
and that it was the memory behind the cell which was to blame. The memory of a cell holds information 
which enables it to reproduce in its own likeness. In this case the tumour is reproduced from the 
‘memory’ of the imbalance stored in the cells of the previous tumour which had taken on board and 
retained corrupt or imbalanced information. 

Again, here, can we see the same cellular process happening on a human level? If we look at the 
Middle East, Yugoslavia as it was and has now become, Northern Ireland and the many other places of 
unrest, can we see exactly this same pattern of behaviour taking place? Can we see it is the ‘memory’ held 
in the consciousness - via the conscious mind - of these people which is causing the problem? Deep-
seated racial and religious hatred, with its inherent prejudices, is still prominent in all these areas. I.e., the 
memory of what happened in the past – and in some cases many eons ago - is still there. The hatred, the 
anger, the fear, the mistrust and so forth. The memory of the disease has been passed on through 
generation after generation. Just like our cells hold onto the memory of the disease and pass it on to the 
replacement cell, so we too hold onto the memory - hold onto the disease - and pass this ‘memory’ onto 
our children and their children’s children; and so the disease remains and continues to grow. Just like a 
cancer or a tumour affects cells around it, altering them into its own likeness through resonance, we too 
resonate this same imbalance into the consciousness of our children and those around us. 

For example, can we see how this process works, with incidences of breast cancer running in 
certain families and why some families carry hereditary diseases? Also how, more often than not, parents 
who abuse their children come from families in which they too were abused. Husbands and wives who 
beat up their respective spouses tend to come from families where the same violence was prevalent and 
the parents of children who come from broken homes generally came from a broken home themselves. 
And we can clearly see that children who have criminal parents are more likely to turn to crime 
themselves. We should not differentiate between genetics and conditioning here, because BOTH store 
corrupt information that is ‘passed onto us’. 

Can we see with the increase in young children being abducted, raped and even murdered, that 
this disease in consciousness we have created is growing? It is not only children: pensioners are seen as 
‘fair game’ and if we are in the wrong place, then we too are subjected to the same ferocity of imbalance 
and inhumanity that is prevailing in society today. Even so, there are many people out there, who due to 
their present beliefs would have us accept these actions are OK. Present karmic beliefs would have us 
accept that these children died or suffered because of something they did in a past life, or that they chose 
this life and chose to be murdered in order we could witness the errors of Man’s ways. If this was true, 
then we would be learning every day and we would see improvements in the world we live in.  But are we 
seeing improvements, or is the disease, the tumour, the imbalance of Man rolling on?  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the invention of karma by the ego-consciousness, merely 
averts our eyes, hearts and minds from seeing, feeling and understanding the simple truth of what is going 
on around us and stops us from recognising the disease we have created in the consciousness of Mother 
Earth. An unbalanced consciousness which we are encouraged to ‘tap into’ and which keeps us firmly 
entombed in darkness to stop us from seeing and experiencing the light and unconditional love that we 
are.  

The past has gone and does not exist anymore, other than as a memory of events. There is only 
ever the moment of now. The past is done and the future does not exist. When we live in the past are we 
living in the memory and emotion, and just like a tumour are we bringing the ‘disease’ – the memory - 
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into the moment of now? Allowing it to continue to exist? When we bring the past into the moment of 
now are we merely projecting it into the future by continuing to give it life – just like a disease spreads, 
by holding onto the memory of corrupt information it has received and replicating itself in the same 
corrupt and diseased way? 

Can we see from these examples, and others too, that Nature works in the same simple and 
uncomplicated way, from cellular consciousness, to human and to planetary consciousness and, therefore, 
what happens on a cellular level also happens on a human and planetary level too? Simply because water, 
consciousness is replete in all things? Can we see that many humans have become just like imbalanced 
and diseased cells, bullying other humans into their way of thinking and behaving, by resonating and 
sharing unbalanced energies and incorrect information? Can we see that the same imbalanced 
consciousness of a cell and a human is being reflected in the Earth's consciousness? Simply because 
Nature and All That IS works in exactly the same simple way no matter how large or small an entity or 
process may be. And so the process continues. Welcome to the merry-go-round of life and the greatest 
Illusory Shopping Mall of all time - the external ego-consciousness and now the forthcoming alien 
subjugation of our free will. 
 Can we imagine that without Man’s intervention in Nature we would have such diseases as BSE, 
CJD, MRSA (the super-bug) or many of the new immune compromising diseases we have today? Of 
course we wouldn’t. We are responsible for what we are now being subjected to. What we sow is what we 
reap. Ignorance, greed and imbalance breeds more ignorance, greed and imbalance and so the disease – 
the ego consciousness – continues to grow and fester, genetically modifying itself so it becomes harder to 
recognise and destroy. 

Is it really unreasonable to accept the Earth's consciousness is merely a reflection of what our 
own consciousness is and what exists outside of us in this physical reality is a reflection of what we are 
doing to ourselves and to the greater consciousness of all? When we look into a still pond we see our 
image reflected back to us. If we were to drop a stone into the pond, then our image would become 
distorted and it is this distortion we are seeing reflected back to us in the external consciousness – the 
consciousness of the Earth. When we see all the pain and suffering, the starvation, the fear and the wars 
and the illnesses and diseases in the world, are we merely seeing a reflection of what we are doing to 
ourselves collectively? When we see we are destroying Nature, are we in fact destroying ourselves?  

We seem set on destroying what we see outside of us as we search for the answers to spirituality 
and who we truly are - without realising we are destroying ourselves in the process. All because of ego 
and greed – the disease of Man, which prevents us from realising why we keep on coming back. 
Reincarnation of the Soul is covered in Chapter Seven. 

Can we also appreciate how easy it is to unbalance the Earth’s consciousness and how easy it is 
for this external collective consciousness to cause imbalance in our own individual consciousness? Can 
we understand that through the medium of water, ALL energies are constantly interacting with each other, 
and therefore, we are in constant communication with everything that IS, whether we are aware of this or 
not? Can we understand now, the importance of balanced information and not taking on board everything 
we are told, whether it is from a Doctor or a Bishop or a Prophet or the Council of Nine? 

Nature is simple in the way She works. Spirit and all that IS are simple in the way they operate - 
They just ARE. Only the intellect complicates matters and it is only when we reach the lower vibrations 
of the material plane (biochemistry) that we find seemingly complicated answers. Healing and spirituality 
too, are simple processes. We do not need the ego and the intellect – the conscious mind - to make it 
complicated and to destroy the beauty and simplicity of it all. 

There are many wonderful people who work through their heart centre for the love of all living 
things, searching for more answers to life itself as they wind their way through life's lessons and 
teachings. As long as we are encouraged to look in the wrong places for understanding and answers to 
spirituality, eventually even balanced and loving people will become drawn into the net of the illusion and 
start believing in the many falsehoods that exist in many walks of life. Even wonderful people will be 
encouraged to look externally for the answers and look externally for 'higher' energies and so-called 
higher enlightenment and thus encouraged, through time, subconsciously and consciously, to give their 
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power away to the false prophets of the ego consciousness. Eventually, they too will become fed by the 
external ego consciousness with its corrupt information over time, gradually being sucked into the illusion 
of false gods, false angels, false prophets, masters, gurus and the like. Sucked into healing modalities with 
unbalanced symbols and believing in 'alien' beings and extra-terrestrial gods, Reiki masters who are 
'aliens' here to save us, and the rest of the imbalanced information currently being 'channelled' and 
promoted at the moment in many walks of life. 
 We go looking for help with ‘ascension’ when in fact we are ascending nowhere. We are already 
there. “We must be ready to be one of the few who will move into the fourth dimension with Mother 
Earth”, when both the Earth and WE are already in the fourth dimension and every other dimension we 
care to think of. We believe people when they tell us to open up our chakras - mainly the crown - and 
bring in so-called higher vibrations, when in reality we are bringing in imbalanced entity and predator 
type thought form energies that then feed on our energy fields and manipulate our consciousness. (We 
will have more on this theme in chapter seven.) We start to invoke what we believe are real gods, 
archangels and angels, when in fact, they are just a figment of Man’s imbalanced imagination, the thought 
form archetypes created by fear, greed and the desire to control people. 
 We are encouraged to believe that by building outrageous energy fields and energy bodies, such 
as the Merkaba, we will attain a higher state of consciousness and spirituality; achieve immortality and be 
able to travel like the ‘Ascended Masters’ and the ‘Gods’. In reality these ‘energy fields’ have been 
created and designed by fear to control us and lock us into the vibration of nine. Designed to stop us 
moving forward in truth. False beliefs have been planted into the teachings of religion, spirituality, the 
New Age Movement and have spawned a hybrid of more modern fallacies today. Some of which have 
become the Flower of Life, the Council of Nine, Nothing in this Book is True but It's Exactly How Things 
Are, the Wingmakers, Alien Gods, Alien UFO's, Karma, Past life regression, we the Sirians, we the 
Arcturans, we the Nibirians, we the Pleaidians, plus many healing modalities, such as Western Reiki, Tera 
Mai and so forth. 

Is it reasonable to assume we are collectively responsible for the mess – the disease - we have 
created in the Earth’s consciousness and we are consequently, collectively and individually, responsible 
in some way for correcting this mess? Could this be one of the reasons we keep coming back, to do just 
this? Could this explain why the population of the planet has increased so dramatically of late? Is this the 
greater immune system of All That IS sending in its killer ‘T’ Cells to sort out the disease, the imbalanced 
consciousness? Could this also explain why there are some factions in 'high places' that would appear to 
have it on their agenda to reduce the size of the world's population? By instigating wars and being 
responsible for creating and releasing many of the toxic chemicals and medical treatments available 
today, which are starting to sterilise both male and females alike? And responsible, even for instigating 
some of the 'new' and strange immune diseases we are encountering today? And just as importantly, 
perhaps, for creating fear within the human psyche which provides the external thought forms of the ego-
consciousness with the energy (food) to exist and continue? We will cover this in detail in chapter seven. 

Today, many of our leaders act solely in the interests of their own ego-driven desires and false 
reputations. As a result, we are becoming more isolated and more alone. The big companies are getting 
bigger and the smaller friendlier ones are forced out of business and our village communities are left to 
fend for themselves for law and order. We are encouraged to deal less and less with one another as 
people, and we’ve become brainwashed into believing the electronic way is the way forward. We are 
losing the ability we have to communicate on a loving human and moral level and work for the greater 
good of ALL. Today we can hardly dial a number without having to listen to an electronic voice and 
hours later, if we are lucky enough to reach a human voice, we are generally told they cannot help us, or it 
is Company policy and pass us onto another electronic machine. We are losing the ability to think and 
reason for ourselves and to act with common sense in a human, compassionate and understanding way - 
we cannot seem to get beyond company policy – a.k.a. conditioning. We are constantly being told how to 
live our lives and how and what to think about. 

We are heading towards a time when we may all end up living by ourselves in a room full of 
electronic machines, where everything from our pleasure to ordering the food and essentials we need, will 
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be carried out by following the instructions of some electronic voice or other, and paying for what we 
need through an electronic implant of some kind. And when the technology fails there will be no human 
left with the capacity to think for himself or herself, or left with the ability to sort out the problem. We 
will rely totally on being told what to do. The more electronic gadgetry and chemicals we develop, the 
more unnatural energies we create; and as we know through resonance, the more unnatural and ‘machine-
like’ we humans will become. And we can see this happening today. This is devolution, not evolution, 
and it is a spreading disease which will continue to grow until the time comes when it is big enough to kill 
off the whole organism in which it found life. Just like a cancer does. 

The future doesn’t have to be like this. Just as an illness can be treated, halted and even reversed 
altogether if it is recognised and diagnosed early enough, the same applies to the imbalanced ego-
consciousness – the disease we have created which we incarnate back into. Just like natural treatments 
can work so effectively because they are from a balanced source – we too can work more effectively from 
a balanced source of information and help to balance the disease we have created. Again, this is clearly 
evidenced through our deeper understanding of the real properties of water. 

Earlier, I touched upon awareness as being the key – and it is. When people come across the 
illusion and the duplicity, in whatever walk of life, many choose to ignore what is going on around them 
because they feel, physically, there is nothing that they can do to make matters better. Or people may be 
terrified by what they have read or discovered and so they leave it to somebody else. Could this be a 
mistake? Just because we feel we cannot do anything physically does not mean we cannot do anything at 
all! In the last chapter I mentioned that we are in every dimension (frequency of light) at the same time – 
we have to be to exist in this third-dimension in the first place – and it is in these dimensions (or higher 
frequencies of light) where I feel we can do some good work, whether we are aware of what we are doing 
or not.  

Simply by becoming more aware of the illusion – the disease - and understanding more about 
how it works, where it operates and in what areas of life, we are providing our higher selves – the light we 
are - with this same understanding. Just like the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) beavers away in the 
background without us consciously being aware of what it is doing, so to do our higher dimensional 
energy fields beaver away without our conscious mind having any awareness of what they (WE) are 
doing. Therefore, an awareness and understanding of the illusion and how it works is very 
important, because it allows our higher dimensional selves to act on this understanding and do whatever 
is necessary in the higher dimensions of reality, or frequencies of light, to implement corrective measures. 
It is similar to individual cells reporting back to the immune system or the ANS, when they detect an 
invader decisions can be made without our conscious mind being aware of what these decisions are, and 
what is going on to restore balance - homeostasis. Awareness of the illusion and how it works - without 
fear – is very important for us in this third-dimensional reality we live in, because fear is an unbalanced 
energy and as such, is the very energy the illusion and its predatory thought form archetype creations feed 
upon. Fear is used to sustain these thought forms and recreate further imbalance in their own image by 
manipulating our own consciousness.  

If our Killer T-Cells were not aware of an invading organism or an imbalanced cell carrying 
corrupt information, then they could not carry out their job of maintaining homeostasis, balance, by 
keeping the body ‘clean’ and therefore healthy. It is exactly the same with we humans – if we fail to 
recognise the invading organism or corrupt information or belief system for what it is, then we cannot 
keep our energy fields balanced either. Just like certain viruses and bacteria can and do alter their 
‘information’ – i.e. they mutate and change their identity so they become resistant to certain antibiotics 
and can confuse our immune system so it is unable to identify them as ‘invaders’ or carriers of corrupt 
information - the Illusion too mutates and changes its identity (information) so we humans cannot identify 
with the ‘disease’ we have previously been able to recognise. This is exactly what we are seeing in many 
quarters of life today, as the illusion masquerades itself under a multitude of disguises and mutations. 

This is why it is so important to live life by our own truth and not in the pockets or under 
the direction and influence of other people’s truths. We must find out for ourselves what IS true 
and what is illusion. 
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There are an abundance of conspiracy theories being circulated regarding the perpetrators behind 
this illusion we live in. We know the intelligence agencies are very adept at creating belief systems and 
what better way to do it than by living on both sides of the fence. We have seen how both sides of the 
fence – the official propaganda machines and the conspiracy theorists - have helped to instil into the 
consciousness of humans the belief that AIDS is a virus; and I dare say the same counter-denial-
psychological-propaganda machinations have been employed in the Alien UFO scene. We have the 
Greys, the Reptoids, the predator energies and other 'alien' beings implicated such as the Hoovids from 
the planet Hoova, in some form of covert operation to high-jack our free will, our spirituality and even 
our soul so we become totally controlled by this New World Order that is being set up. Or, alternatively, 
as we have been discussing, where the aliens are here to help us. Whichever way, both ideas serve to re-
enforce and instil the ‘belief’ of an alien/UFO archetype into the consciousness of Man via the 
conscious/intellectual mind. 

However, for me, it is irrelevant who or what we may believe is responsible for the mess we are 
in. It is the external imbalance in the Earth consciousness, which we have created and which shares this 
imbalance with our energy fields and our own consciousness that needs to be addressed. Unless we can 
change the balance of this external consciousness – the karmic disease we are all born into - we will be 
unlikely to change the imbalance in the collective and individual consciousness of Man himself. Does it 
really matter if it is the Greys or the greens or the blues? Does it matter whether it is a Rockefeller, a 
Bildeberger or a Greasy-burger, when whoever is pulling the strings, now or in the future, is constantly 
being fed by this external consciousness and the imbalanced thought forms it contains? Does it matter 
whether a new religion is allegedly being set up from current information 'channelled' or otherwise, 
promulgated throughout the New Age Movement, the UFO scene, alien encounters and abductions and 
other areas? Is it important whether we have Reptoids and other predatory energies supposedly eating 
away at our energy fields?  

Irrespective of whether these suppositions hold some element of truth or not, they are only 
creating more fear in our own consciousness and, therefore, if we allow this to happen, we will contribute 
towards creating an even greater and more imbalanced fear-based external consciousness. This fear is 
then naturally fed back to us, and we become more fearful and, as a result, we perpetuate the challenge we 
all face - which is to deal with the disease spreading throughout our energy fields and the energy fields 
and consciousness of the Earth. By correcting and balancing our own consciousness first, we can - as we 
have discovered - through resonance, help others to do the same. Then, through our collective human 
resonance, we will help to balance the external consciousness of the Earth. 

We can achieve this by looking within, instead of without, and allowing the inner purity of our 
Source energy to come forth and flow naturally from within to without. This way we begin to share more 
balanced information with those around us and then we can honestly begin to talk of our own truth. 
  What is important here, is our recognition, our awareness and understanding of the imbalance 
in consciousness - hence the illusion and everything the illusion entails - and NOT to become more 
fearful as a result of what we realise is going on. If we can recognise and understand the disease for what 
it is we can begin to do something positive about it. The illusion – the disease - has been going on for 
many thousands of years. There are references to the world being an illusion in the Nag Hammadi 
Codices, so it is nothing new. Likewise predator type energies have been interacting with our energy 
fields since time immemorial, so again this is nothing new and therefore nothing to be afraid of. The term 
or label, Predator energies is a new concept and can quite easily instil fear into our consciousness because 
of the way these energies have been described. However, they are merely imbalanced energies and 
thought forms that contain incorrect or corrupt information and are no different to other imbalanced 
information we receive from certain viruses, bacteria and microbes, which make us ill on a physical level 
instead of a spiritual one.  

If we can realise and understand for ourselves, that through our thoughts and actions WE create 
our own (immediate) reality from within us, we will realise that these archetypal thought form energies 
existing in the external ego-consciousness cannot harm us. It is only by living in fear - the very energy 
these man-created predator energies feed on - and focusing on the external reality as being the true reality 
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and the Source of our very being, that we allow these destructive energies to affect us. Hence the illusion 
is all about creating fear through wars, religion, fear of ill health, impending doom, the 'new' alien threat 
and through many quarters of conspiracy arguments and New Age propaganda machinations. This 
process merely creates more fear-based thought-forms through our own fears of what will or may happen. 
Our focus and attention is then subtly directed onto these imbalanced energies through our external 
search for spiritual enlightenment, thus bringing and allowing these imbalances into our energy fields 
where they affect our consciousness. And so the disease continues to grow and we keep ourselves 
surrounded by darkness, the veil of the illusion.  

However we may create our own reality, balanced or otherwise, we are all prone to the 
imbalanced consciousness we have created around us and within our fellow humans. Therefore, to a 
greater or lesser degree, we are all subjected to the Russian Roulette of life and we have to accept 
sometimes that innocent people may face the barrel of a gun which has a bullet in the firing chamber. This 
is the consequence of the consciousness – the disease - we have created around us and which feeds us all. 
Innocent people suffer and die due to the disease in consciousness we have created expressing itself 
through our human consciousness and subsequent actions. 

 However, if we can change the consciousness of our cells to create better health, then we can 
change the whole of our own personal consciousness. Then, we can eventually change (balance) the 
collective consciousness of Mother Earth too, and, therefore, the very consciousness which feeds and 
controls all the perpetrators - the puppets and puppeteers of the illusion - as well as each and every one of 
us.  

When we remember and understand that we do create our own reality (within reason) from 
within, and are, therefore, responsible for our own state of consciousness, we will realise that through 
achieving balance in our energy fields (consciousness) and by working through our heart centre with love 
and compassion, we can sever our dependency on the external imbalanced reality and the corrupt 
information and false beliefs it would otherwise share with us. We can then expand the inner flow of our 
own spiritual energy through our Assemblage Point, thus balancing our own consciousness further. We 
then begin to balance corrupt information we may have stored in our energy fields and we commence the 
journey whereby we can recognise corrupt and imbalanced information more readily – just like a killer T 
cell recognises a foreign invader. We can then, at last, begin to see through the illusion for what it is, what 
it consists of and finally recognise it for the disease it really is. 

This is the resurrection of the Soul which we will cover in chapter seven. 

 
We then realise we have no need for fear because unconditional love and light conquers all 

before it. 
 
 All we need to remember is if we stop feeding anything, it will eventually die. If we stop giving 
our power away to false prophets and false Masters we will cease feeding their ego’s and eventually we 
will stop feeding the greatest illusory shopping mall of all time – the thought-form and archetypal 
spiritual hierarchies of Man.  

Every journey begins from home. If we go hiking in the mountains without the right footwear, 
clothing, food and equipment we are inviting the possibility of trouble. Likewise, if we set out to change 
the world, our rucksack needs to be full of the right equipment too. The main ingredient should be 
balanced information – which comes from within not without - which ensures a balanced consciousness, 
which is unconditional love - the light we and all livings entities are comprised of - and the other, the 
desire, will and determination to seek and find the truth and to see through the illusion, the disease we 
have created.  

I hear from many people that all we need to do is find the ‘prophet of the day’ and follow them. 
As Jesus said in the Gospel of Thomas, ‘if a blind man leads a blind man, then they will both fall into 
a hole.’ And there are plenty of blind people out there who are looking in the wrong direction who 
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believe they can ‘see’. If we choose to follow them we may never see the hole we too are about to fall 
into. 

 
" Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond 

measure - it is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us. We ask ourselves, ‘who am I to be 
brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?’ Actually, who are you not to be? You are a child of God. Your 
playing small doesn't serve the world. There's nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people 
won't feel insecure around you. 

We are all meant to shine, as children do. We were born to make manifest the glory of God 
within us. It's not just in some of us - it's in all of us. As we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 
give other people permission to do the same. 

As we're liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others." 
 
Attributed to Nelson Mandela 
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT - THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH 

Part Five by Steve Gamble 

In this article we return to examine consciousness in far greater detail and look at the 'inner journey' from 
the perspective of the Indigenous Shamans of today, and of our Ancient past. We will also be taking a look 
at what science has to offer in the form of corroborative evidence of a 'collective consciousness' and the 
'inner' shamanic path to truth. 

We also look at the greatest ever lie of man - the ultimate illusion of all - which has encouraged most of us - 
at times even through people with honest intent - to focus our attention and consciousness in completely the 
wrong direction in our search for truth and spirituality. And so we continue to lock ourselves once again 
into a spiritual prison of our own making. 

Some may say we have come full circle throughout these articles, and to an extent this would be correct. 
However, we have actually travelled the journey of the 'infinity symbol' - the figure of eight. We have 
journeyed exactly in keeping with the way Nature operates. This is through the process of implosion and 
explosion, which is how natural energies work to preserve and maintain equilibrium - balance. We will look 
at this concept in more detail later. 

Throughout these articles we have looked at many facets of the illusion and the shops it uses to ply its trade 
of inverted truths and sometimes quite blatant lies. We have been examining the consciousness 'behind' the 
illusion. It has not been our intention to criticise individual participants who may be religious or Reiki 
Masters or any of the other millions of wonderful people who work genuinely through their heart centre for 
the love of all living things. We have been looking at the framework behind the illusion which has managed 
to direct all these wonderful people into the illusion and all it entails. This is why in this article we are going 
to expose the greatest illusion of all, which has ensured that the focus and attention of decent and honest 
intentioned people have been, for thousands of years, and are continuing to be, directed and manipulated 
away from the light, the path to truth and the path to spirituality and into the very darkness of the illusion 
itself. 

 
CONSCIOUSNESS AND ITS INTERACTION BETWEEN ALL LIVING ENTITIES 

Throughout these articles we have looked at consciousness from many different angles. We will now 
examine more of what science has been able to offer from its understanding of consciousness over the last 
century. 

Man, said Raoul France, merely thinks plants motionless and feelingless because he will not take the time to 
watch them. 

In the book The Secret Life of Plants, Peter Tompkins and Christopher Bird chart some very interesting 
scientific developments relating to the consciousness of plants and the energy interaction and influence 
between all living things. It is an exciting discovery of how energies interplay with each other and which 
can directly or indirectly influence other living systems; discoveries which were so profound by their 
nature, they naturally aroused the interest of the intelligence agencies and the military in the 1950's and 60's 
in what may well have been the springboard for their respective present-day non-lethal weaponry - a unique 
way of influencing and controlling populations of people through radio and microwave radiation without 
causing a fuss or drawing untoward attention to their actions. This weaponry was reportedly first used in the 
UK against the protestors at the Greenham Common Cruise Missile Base. 

Tompkins and Bird start by looking at the work of Clee Backster, one of America's foremost lie detector 
examiners. Backster soon discovered by playing with his galvanometer and attaching electrodes to the 
leaves of plants, he could witness a response in plants to his own thoughts. Galvanised and excited by his 
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findings, Backster started an intensive programme of research into the extraordinary perception of plants. 
He discovered that plants reacted not only to threats from humans, but also from other animals.1 Backster's 
investigations continued to establish if a plant had memory. He set up an experiment where six of his 
students, blindfolded, drew lots from a hat. On one piece of paper only were the instructions to actually 
damage the plant. Two plants were used; one was duly damaged by the student acting on the instructions on 
the piece of paper and the other plant acted as a witness to the event. Backster showed that the surviving 
plant gave no reaction to five of the six students, but whenever the actual culprit approached it, it reacted 
and caused the meter to go wild.2 Backster had effectively demonstrated that plants have memory. 

Backster went on to extend his field of investigation into mould cultures, scrapings from the human mouth, 
blood cells, and even sperm. The results were just as interesting as those he discovered with plants, and 
sperm cells were quite uncanny in the way they seemed capable of identifying their own donor.3 After 
further experiments his findings were published in 1968 in the International Journal of Parapsychology.4 
Backster's work was providing a foundation of belief that there was some form of cellular consciousness 
common to all living things. 

Other scientists followed up on Backster's work with their own experiments and one, Sauvin found he could 
control his model train set or even start his car engine by transferring his thoughts to a plant while the plant 
was connected to the device in question.5 Sauvin went on to show that this phenomenon could be repeated 
by controlling the flight of model aeroplanes. By transmitting thoughts to a plant Sauvin could start, stop or 
alter the speed of a model plane in flight.6 

As more and more of these scientific experiments and their startling results were written up in journals all 
over the world, more scientists became involved in similar research programmes. Vogel was one and 
reasoned that there was a 'psychic energy' at play and that this energy was storable.7 Vogel noticed that 
leaves with a large electrical resistance were especially difficult to work with, though fleshy leaves with 
high water content were best.8 He concluded that man can and does communicate with plant life and that 
plants are living objects, sensitive and rooted in space. They radiate energy, which one can feel as they feed 
this energy into our own force field which in turn feeds back energy to the plant.9 Vogel went on to use 
subjects who could project their consciousness into a plant. 

In other parts of the world similar experiments were being undertaken which led to developing the use of 
radio frequencies to stimulate the growth of plants. In 1970, L. George Lawrence read that in the Ukraine, 
radio frequencies and ultrasonic vibrations had been used to stimulate cereal grain seeds to produce higher 
yields as far back as the 1930's.10 In 1970, Pravda published an article by professor Ivan Issidorovitch 
Gunar, head of the Academy's Department of Plant Physiology, which confirmed the presence of electrical 
impulses in plants, similar to nerve impulses in humans. This report concluded similar findings, which 
proved there was communication between plants and humans, and a plant's reaction to human intent - be it 
love or hate - through calmness or fear.11 

Sir Jagadis Chandra Bose showed that plants became intoxicated when given shots of whiskey or Gin and 
behaved similar to the way humans react, swaying and even passing out.12 Bose's ideas and findings that 
plants have nerves similar to humans were received with veiled hostility amongst botanists.13 

There have to date, been numerous experiments and tests which demonstrate clearly how plants and 
vegetables do react to pain, emotion and love. Experiments continued in many areas of the world on the 
effects of not only thought/emotion upon the consciousness of plants, but the effect of other vibrations and 
sounds such as music and ultrasonics. 

Tompkins and Bird go on to describe an eight week experiment carried out on summer squashes by 
broadcasting music to them in their respective chambers from two Denver radio stations. One station 
specialised in heavy rock and the other in classical music. Those squashes exposed to Hayden et al, grew 
towards the transistor radio, one of them twisting itself lovingly around it. The other squashes, subjected to 
the rock music all grew away from the radio and even tried to climb the walls of their glass cage. Similar 
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tests were carried out on other plants and vegetables with the same results. Rock music proved to be 
detrimental to the well being of living matter, whilst classical music proved to be beneficial.14 

Other tests, report Tompkins and Bird, show that for example, Mimosa pudica, which naturally fold their 
leaves as darkness falls, showed that even if kept in a darkened room the leaves would still 'close' as the sun 
was setting. Which, Jean-Jacques Dertous de Mairan concluded, meant plants must be able to sense the 
energy of the sun without being able to see it.15 

This knowledge of the interaction of energies between plants, vegetables, humans, sound and vibration led 
to further experiments whereby the yield of crops, vegetable or fruit, could be greatly enhanced when 
stimulated with energy frequencies of the right nature. Joseph Molitovisz invented an 'electrical flower pot' 
which could keep flowers much longer than is normally possible.16 Over time this knowledge led to the use 
of radio broadcasting for removing pests from agricultural land - a totally pesticide and chemically free 
form of eradication. 

A company was set up called U.K.A.C.O. Inc. to relieve farmers of unwanted pests and to increase their 
crop yields. This process was so successful that when insecticide salesmen visited the farms under 
treatment, they were informed their products were no longer required. This upset the American insecticide 
industry to the extent they ridiculed U.K.A.C.O. Inc. by calling them fraudsters and charlatans.17 In the 
early 1950's pressure was put on the government to stamp out this new method of pest control as it severely 
threatened the profits and therefore the position of the insecticide industry as a whole. Sounds like a 
familiar story. All the resulting pressure and smear campaigns from government and industrial big shots 
finally forced U.K.A.C.O. Inc. to close its doors.18 Ego and fear (greed) had won the day once again. Also 
in the 1950's the De La Warrs were achieving remarkably similar results in improving crop yields with their 
'black boxes'23, and similar episodes were occurring on both sides of the Atlantic throughout the l960's and 
70's. 

Of course, the approach of the intelligence agencies was quite different to the fear approach of the 
insecticide industry. Realising that if insects could be affected or even killed by 'radiating' poison at them, 
then it followed that the same technique could be used by the military against concentrations of troops or 
even whole populations of towns and cities. The US Army took an interest in developing ways of 
measuring emotional responses in people via plants. Funds were provided for research into this field and 
even the US Navy showed an interest. The operation centre, at the Naval Ordnance Laboratory in Silver 
Springs, Maryland, were repeating Backster's experiments.19 And it was not long before we had the 
development of non-lethal weapons which today we recognise as microwave and radio frequency mind 
control machines. 

All this work and research eventually led to the first 'energy machines' being developed. Georges 
Lakhovsky developed his multi-wave oscillator to successfully treat arthritis, chronic bronchitis, and other 
ailments in the 1940's. Lakhovsky had laid the foundation for what was to become known as radiobiology. 
However effective this multi-wave oscillator proved to be, the medical profession refused to pursue 
Lakhovsky's findings and the use of the multi-wave oscillator for medical treatment became officially 
illegal throughout US Health Authorities.20 Nothing appears to have changed today. 

Dr Abrams developed what he called his 'oscilloclast'. The oscilloclast or wave breaker could emit specific 
waves capable of curing human afflictions by apparently altering or cancelling out radiations emitted by 
various diseases. Abram's 'box' represented a threat to the egos and profits of the medical profession and 
Abrams was vilified even well after his death in 1924.21 Dr Ruth Drown made refinements to Abram's 
machine and although she received a British patent for her design and apparatus, her claims were rejected 
by the F.D.A. authorities to the realm of science fiction and her equipment was confiscated in the early 
1940's. She, like many before her, was branded a charlatan and a cheat and allegedly died of grief, a broken-
woman.22 
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Another protagonist in this field of research is a name we are familiar with Dr Andrija Puharich - a 
neurologist and medical electronics expert23 - who we encountered in Part Four as the man behind the 
setting up of the so-called extra-terrestrial spiritual hierarchy 'The Council of Nine'. With his obvious links 
with the CIA we are left in no doubts about his ethics or motives behind the use of this technology to 
'influence' his subjects. 

These advances in energy machines eventually led to the development of Radionic and Radiesthesia 'boxes' 
to treat humans and in the 1960's we witnessed the development of Kirlian photography in Russia - the 
ability to capture energy fields of plants and humans on photographic plates.  

Fortunately, the fear-mindedness of the ego-consciousness in its desire to stop these beneficial 
developments helping humanity - and what may otherwise seriously deprive its multi-nationals of profits - 
has merely delayed the evolvement of these energy machines. The ego-consciousness may have berated and 
condemned many people whose only intention was to benefit humanity, and may have willingly and 
intentionally destroyed them and their inventions in the process, using them instead for their own 
manipulative purposes. But thanks to these wonderful people, their determination through good intent, and 
the dedication of others who have followed up on their work, truth and balanced light consciousness have 
managed to survive. These remarkable advances in medical treatments may have been delayed, but 
fortunately for us all, we are now seeing in Germany and Russia, energy machines that can identify illness 
and disease before it becomes apparent in physical form. There are four stages to illness and disease. Stage 
four is the physical manifestation of disease, a condition whereby medicine can determine abnormal 
changes in the physical and biochemical structure of tissues. In Germany, for example, due to the science of 
biophysics, machines can now detect illness and disease in stage two, while it is still in an energy form and 
before it has manifested into a physical problem such as a growth. This naturally makes the 'treatment' far 
simpler and far more effective and less demanding on the individual. 

Due to the research into bio-resonance therapy by German and other physicists we can now witness and 
experience machines which can take energy from the human body, split it into its endogenous (occurring 
naturally of the body) and its pathogenic (disease causing) forms. These machines can then amplify the 
endogenous fields, which strengthens the immune system and then 'invert' the pathogenic frequencies to 
effectively cancel them out. These energies are then fed back into the body. One can also identify hormonal 
deficiencies, mineral deficiencies and so much more. Science now has the frequencies for almost all disease 
causing agents so these too can be identified and treated accordingly. Conversely, and perhaps more 
worryingly, so do the military and intelligence agencies. Compare this treatment with what is available in 
America and Britain today - the insecticide and pharmaceutically produced chemical and toxic equivalent. 
Then we are forgetting, Germany is also the place where one can go for Ozone treatment and B17 treatment 
outlawed by the F.D.A. in America. (See Part Four). 

What becomes clear from the science presented by Tompkins and Bird is that all living things are constantly 
interacting with each other and sharing information on an open basis. From my own research into the 
science of biophysics I found that the Earth's Schumman waves resonate at the same frequency as our 
hippocampus(found in the brain), and that the hippocampus of every mammal resonates at this same 
frequency too. Interestingly, the hippocampus is part of the limbic system, which functions in the emotional 
aspects of behaviour related to survival. The hippocampus being further related to functions in memory. 
Here we have a direct link with nature and our interaction with it, related to survival and memory. That any 
interference with Nature and our interaction with it is important to our well-being, is evidenced by the 
fact NASA built Schumman wave generators into their space craft - in space the astronauts are away from 
the earth's magnetic fields, i.e. Schumman waves - to keep their astronauts physically and psychologically 
sound and to stop them becoming ill.24 

This is how energies work and every living thing, be it plant, vegetable, animal or human, is composed of 
the very same energy - Spirit, God, Oneness, Source or whatever label we would like to attach to it - and it 
is only the way this energy animates the biochemical aspect of this existence that makes living entities 
different in appearance. We are all one with nature and nature is all one with us. However, due to the Fall of 
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Man, both in consciousness and awareness, we no longer have that conception of the overall we, the 
belonging to and being a part of the collective WE. We now look at life from the singular aspect of the ego, 
the ego of I, and we view life as being composed of individual and separate entities, ourselves included, and 
so we do not see or feel the plant or animal as an extension of ourselves, or as being one with us. Instead 
through ego, we now see all life outside of us as being separate, and therefore alien to us. All consciousness 
is one, we are everything and everything is one. Consciousness just IS. All we see outside of us is a 
reflection of our own consciousness so we can experience ourselves and become more aware, in this 
physical reality, of our own being and the disease we have created in the Earth's consciousness. This new 
level of awareness allows us to ascend our consciousness in this moment of now to a higher level of 
understanding of our true potential and how, therefore, we can balance the outside consciousness - only we 
have forgotten, and the reason we have forgotten, or have not been allowed to remember, will be looked at 
later. 

The knowledge presented by this science also shows the different approach of organisations to its findings. 
On one hand, there are those who work to keep this knowledge from us and out of the public domain for 
fear it may interfere with their profit machines and undermine their control. On the other hand there is the 
interest of the Intelligence Agencies, who have openly and willingly adopted this information because they 
could see the potential for its use in controlling and influencing the populous through difficult to identify 
means. 

Some cultures, especially the Eastern ones, have taken this understanding of collective life-force energy and 
extended it to the way in which they prepare food. In China for example, many animals are kept alive until 
just before they are about to be cooked and eaten, with the belief this will feed more life-force energy (Chi) 
from the animal into the human that then consumes the meat or fish. This would be correct if animals were 
treated with love and respect. However, when animals or fish are kept in cramped and distressed conditions 
or environments, then the animals or fish will naturally feel frightened and/or confused. This is the very 
same unbalanced and fear-based energy that this so-called wisdom feeds back into the people who eat this 
emotionally distressed food - and so we continue to mistreat animals. 

Following the above considerations, it may be time for vegetarians to extend their views on the ill treatment 
of animals to cover plants, vegetables and fruits also. This awareness of consciousness and feeling/emotion, 
which transcends all living matter, provokes a completely new paradigm of thinking regarding our health, 
spirituality and the way we nourish the physical body. As Vogel discovered, plants with a higher water 
content responded emotionally the most and as we have discovered throughout these articles, water is 
consciousness in this physical reality, because water stores information and most importantly water stores 
emotions - fear-based or love-based. See Part Three and Four. We will have more in a future article. 

For the moment, it is time to return to Vogel to lead us into the next section. As Vogel's work progressed, 
he began to research more into the phenomena of this psychic energy he believed in and which he believed 
was storable. Enter Debbie Sapp, who was asked by Vogel to relax and project herself into a philodendron. 
She made a conscious decision to let her imagination take over and found herself entering the plant through 
the main stem through a doorway at its base. Debbie experienced no mental pictures but felt she was 
becoming part of, and filling out, a broad expansive surface with no sense of time, just a feeling of unity in 
existence and space. (This is similar to our own experiences meditating with plants or trees). Vogel also 
noticed an abrupt stop on his recording chart when Debbie 'came out' of the plant. As these experiments 
progressed, Debbie was able to describe the inner make-up of the plant's cells and their structure in great 
detail. Vogel carried out the same experiments with dozens of other people who all gave consistent 
descriptions of various parts of the plant's cellular body, down to the detailed organisation of the DNA 
molecules.25 Could this be the same form of projecting consciousness we find in Remote Viewing and 
Remote Sensing used by the Military? 
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DNA - THE COSMIC SERPENT 

In Jeremy Narby's excellent book The Cosmic Serpent - DNA and the Origins of Knowledge - he 
investigates shamanism and the indigenous peoples uncanny biochemical knowledge of the plant kingdom. 
Whilst studying Ashaninca ecology, Narby discovered that these honest people living almost unheard of in 
the Amazon forest insisted that their extensive botanical knowledge came from plant induced 
hallucinations.26 These hallucinations happen in a trance state during which, Narby found shamans talked 
of a ladder or vine, a rope, a spiral staircase, or a twisted rope ladder that connects heaven and earth which 
they use to gain access to the world of spirits. These spirits present themselves to the Ayahuasquero 
(shamans) when they drink their special plant brew.27 

These indigenous people refer to these normally invisible beings as the maninkari, and we are informed that 
they are found in animals, plants, mountains, streams, lakes and certain crystals and these 'beings' are the 
source of all knowledge. These hidden spirits are literally 'those who are hidden' and are considered to be 
ancestors with whom one has kinship. As these maninkari are present in all living things, the Ashaninca 
think of themselves and all living things to be members of the same family.27 

The medicine men of the Kamsa and Inga tribes of the Valley of Sibundoy have unusually extensive 
knowledge of medicinal and toxic plants and Salvador Chindoy (shaman) insists that his knowledge of the 
medicinal use of plants has been taught to him by the plants themselves:28 as this knowledge is throughout 
some indigenous peoples all over the world today. Shamanic traditions invariably state that images, 
metaphors and stories are the best means to transmit knowledge.29 

Throughout his time living with and absorbing the traditions of these local people, Narby came across a 
recurring and consistent theme behind the explanations of indigenous people's beliefs and descriptions of 
where and how they obtained their knowledge - the Serpent or snake. Which is the case in many ancient 
and modern indigenous cultures; the creation of life is associated with snakes or a cosmic serpent. Narby 
had his own experience of taking these hallucinogenic herbs and describes his experience as follows: 'Deep 
hallucinations submerged me… I suddenly found myself surrounded by gigantic boa constrictors that 
seemed fifty feet long. These enormous snakes are there, my eyes are closed and I see a spectacular world 
of brilliant lights and in the middle of these lazy thoughts the snakes start talking to me without words.'30 

Narby continued his investigation and discovered the serpent was associated just about everywhere with 
shamanic knowledge and even in regions where snakes are unknown in the local environment. He 
discovered the works of Eliade who states that in Siberia the serpent occurs in shamanic ideology and 
appears upon the shaman's costume, where the reptile, the snake itself, is unknown.31 He discovered that 
serpents abound in the creation myths of the world and that they are not only the origin of knowledge, but 
of life itself!31 Narby discovered that shamanism rests not in doctrines, but in experience - personal 
experiences.32 These personal experiences, relayed by many people from many tribes all seemed to be 
symbolically describing the very same source as the source of all the shamanic knowledge about plants and 
creation itself - the serpent or snake - or DNA. Narby found that Shamans were describing a very similar 
theme behind their origins of knowledge, ranging from a spiral ladder, stairway, braided ropes, rope or 
ladder, vine, a bridge, a chain or arrows: all acting as communication between heaven and earth.33 Narby 
had discovered the similarity between the shaman's stories and DNA. 

A book called Ayahuasca Visions: The religious iconography of a Peruvian shaman, by Luis Luna and 
Pablo Amaringo, contains, amongst a mine of information on Amazonian shamanism, fifty paintings of 
great beauty by Amaringo, who paints only what he sees during his shamanic visions. When Narby showed 
this book and the paintings in particular to a friend with a good understanding of molecular biology, his 
friend said, looking at the paintings, 'look, there's collagen… And there the axon's embryonic network with 
its neurites… Those are triple helixes, … and that's DNA from afar, looking like a telephone cord. This 
looks like chromosomes at a specific phase. There's the spread out from of DNA and right next to it are 
DNA spools in their nucleosome structure.'34 Narby began to look more closely at the association of the 
shaman's visions and 'provider' of knowledge and its links with DNA. 
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Narby noticed in many ancient texts and symbols, seals and messages, this same picture of a double helix, 
or two intertwined snakes35 - such as in the Caduceus an ancient symbol representing medicine - or a 
representation of DNA, a.k.a. twin's a.k.a. separation. In many of the ancient myths and legends, the gods 
all had duality, a male and female counterpart. As we mentioned in Part Two, the nine Gods of the Ennead 
historically came from the Primordial Waters, the God Nun and the Goddess Naunet (Nanet), the male and 
female aspect denoting balance. The link here with DNA is hypnotic. 

 

In the myths and legends we tend to find serpents (knowledge) are almost invariably associated with water 
and as Narby discovered, the creator of life, the cosmic serpent is a master of metamorphosis in the myths 
of the world where it plays a central part, it creates by transforming itself; it changes whilst remaining the 
same. So it is understandable that it should represent itself differently at the same time.36 Narby looked for 
a connection between the cosmic serpent - this master of transformation of serpentine form that lives in 
water and can be both extremely long and small, single and double - and DNA. He found that DNA 
corresponds exactly to this description.36 Narby discovered that there was indeed DNA 'inside' the brain as 
well as in the 'outside' world of plants, given that a molecule of life containing genetic information is the 
same for all species. DNA could then be considered a source of information that is both external and 
internal.37 The molecule of life was the same for all species and genetic information in a rose, a bacterium 
or a human being was coded in a universal language of four letters - A,G,C,T - contained in DNA.38 All the 
cells in the world contain DNA - be they animal, vegetable or bacterial - and they are all filled with salt 
water. As the DNA's four bases (adenine, guanine, cytosine and thymine) are insoluble in water, they tuck 
themselves in the centre of the water molecule where they associate in pairs to form rungs of the ladder; 
then they twist up into a spiralled stack to avoid contact with the surrounding water molecules. DNA's 
twisted rope ladder shape is a direct consequence of the cell's watery environment. Narby discovered that 
DNA goes with water just like the mythical serpents do.39 

Shamans use images other than the serpent to explain the creation of life. Mircea Eliade has shown that 
these different images form a common theme that he calls the axis mundi, or the axis of the world, and that 
he found this theme in shamanic traditions all over the world. According to Eliade, the axis mundi gives 
access to the Otherworld and to shamanic knowledge, a kind of paradoxical passage, normally reserved for 
the dead that shamans manage to use while living, and this passage is often guarded by a serpent or a 
dragon. For Eliade, shamanism is a set of techniques that allows one to negotiate this passage, reach the 
axis, acquire knowledge associated with it and bring it back with them - most often to heal people.40 

 

Narby established the connection between the origins of shamanic knowledge and DNA and felt this 
connection was clear. In literature of molecular biology, DNA's shape is compared not only to two entwined 
serpents, but also, very precisely to a rope, a vine, a ladder or a stairway. We can see with the early 
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depiction of the Yin/Yang symbol (see below) the correlation between the source of existence and the twin 
serpents. 40 

 

 

After Narby's many experiences with Ashaninca it seemed more likely and no longer unreasonable for him 
to consider that the information about the molecular content of plants could truly come from the plant 
itself.41 He began to realise that the only way to understand shamanism was to defocalise ones gaze so as to 
perceive science and the indigenous vision at the same time.42 According to Narby, shamans take their 
consciousness down to molecular level and gain access to bio-molecular information.43 This is similar to 
what Vogel was asking his subjects to do and is similar to remote viewing, remote sensing which has been 
the 'tool' of the intelligence agencies for a number of years. Only through this process 'consciousness' is 
projected 'externally' - instead of internally - into the external consciousness of the Earth to enable the 
intelligence agencies of a particular country to 'spy' on other governments and countries. 

In their visions, shamans take their consciousness down to the molecular level and gain access to 
information related to DNA, which they call 'animate essences' or 'spirits'. This is the level where they see 
double helixes, twisted ladders and chromosome shapes, serpents, dragons and other spiritual beings. This 
is how shamanic cultures have known for millennia that the vital principle is the same for all living beings 
and is shaped like two entwined serpents (or a vine, a rope, a ladder) - caduceus. Accessing DNA is the 
source of their astonishing botanical and medicinal knowledge, which can only be attained in a defocalised 
and non-rational state of consciousness - in the absence of the intellect/ego - with the results being 
empirically verifiable. All the myths of these cultures are filled with biological imagery and the shaman's 
metaphoric explanations correspond quite precisely to the descriptions that biologists are starting to 
provide.44 

The shamans referred to 'hidden spirits' because they remained hidden to them until they drank their special 
brew of hallucinogenic herbs. However, as Picknett and Prince discovered, 'at a London conference in 
October 1996 called The Incident, Jeremy Narby was questioned on why the shamans he had mentioned in 
his talk were all men. He replied that specially selected women often sit with the ayahuasqueros as they 
embark on their journey. The women actually accompany them and share in their experience and afterwards 
help them to remember what took place in those 'other realms'.45 But the important point is that women do 
all this without taking Ayahuasca or being influenced by any drug or herb whatsoever. 

Clearly, the female companions of the shamans have no need for chemical aids for their spiritual 
journey/flight.45 This is interesting, as we here at Equilibra have noticed the same with meditations. 
Generally, females find it much easier to meditate and travel on the 'inner journey' than males do and the 
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female imagery of this inner journey is generally so much more vivid, colourful, clear and precise, both 
visually and verbally than the experience of the male counterpart. Could this natural ability of females have 
been one of the reasons that the Church and religions in general denigrated the female energy so, just as it 
did with the representation of the serpent? We know women were prominent in religion and spirituality 
during Egyptian times and well before this too, as they were at the time of Jesus. There were many women 
in 'olden days' that held high ranking positions in the church or priesthoods with the position of High 
Priestess, far more so than men did. 

Narby went on to discover that information contained in DNA makes the difference between life and inert 
matter and DNA in particular and Nature in general are 'minded'46 - they have consciousness or awareness 
of what they are. We know from the science of biophysics that DNA is composed of light and this 
understanding brings more profundity to the inner journey. We will look at DNA in greater detail later in 
the article. 

Narby concluded that orthodoxy, or the 'civilised intellect' of the western world has always had a problem 
accepting - or what the ego would prefer to believe to be - that 'Stone-Age' Indians, could possibly have 
developed some of their amazing techniques other than through chance and experimentation.47 This is 
purely because the intellect cannot understand energies higher than itself. If we take curare for example, 
there are forty different types of curare in the Amazon made from seventy plant species. The kind used in 
modern medicine comes from the western Amazon. To produce it, it is necessary to combine several plants 
and boil them for seventy-two hours, while avoiding the fragrant, but mortal vapours emitted by the broth. 
The final product is paste that is inactive unless injected under the skin. If swallowed, it has no effect at 
all47. Chance experimentation or precise knowledge of what to do gleaned from inner tuition? 

Scientific discovery often originates from a combination of focalised and defocalised consciousness. 
Typically, a researcher spends months in a lab working on a problem considering the data to the point of 
saturation, then attains illumination while jogging, daydreaming, lying in bed, making mental pictures, 
driving a car, cooking, shaving, bathing - in brief, while thinking about something else and switching off the 
intellect - something the indigenous people are proficient at.48 

W.I.B. Beveridge, writer in the art of scientific investigation stated: 'The most characteristic circumstances 
of an intuition are a period of intense work on the problem accompanied by a desire for its solution, 
abandonment of the work perhaps with attention to something else, then the appearance of the idea with 
dramatic suddenness and often a sense of certainty. Often there is a feeling of exhilaration and perhaps 
surprise that the idea had not been thought of previously.' 48 

Maybe some indigenous people are truly knowledgeable and it us so-called civilised westerners who are the 
barbarians. Maybe we could actually learn from some of these people rather than allow ego to portray them 
all as being Stone Age Indians.It becomes obvious from Narby's work in studying certain indigenous 
peoples that their knowledge does come from the 'inner journey' by taking one's consciousness down and 
even beyond the molecular level, through DNA and into the light which DNA is composed of (See final 
section on DNA and the extra mile). It follows, therefore, that some of our ancestors, shamans of the past, 
also used this same path to gain knowledge, spirituality and truth and this 'way' has been passed on through 
generation after generation in some indigenous tribes today. We also know the ancient Egyptian Priesthood 
contained many shamans and we touched upon the possibility that the ancient Egyptian Gods of the Ennead 
were no more than a symbolic portrayal of this inner journey (meditation) in Part Two. We know from 
Narby's investigations that indigenous people prefer to describe their experiences with images, metaphors 
and stories because they represent far better ways to transmit knowledge, so it follows this same way of 
sharing knowledge took place many thousands of years ago too. 

If the way to finding knowledge about the plant kingdom comes from going within the plants themselves, 
then it follows that if we wish to find out more about ourselves, to find answers and knowledge about our 
existence and origins, about spirituality, then, like the shamans, we must look within ourselves to do so - 
not outside of ourselves as we have been conditioned to. 
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It is my contention that many of the old and ancient texts we look upon today and with which we tend to 
express or impose a literal interpretation, are no more than symbolic expressions of the inner journey and 
the knowledge gleaned through this simple, yet very profound process. This inner journey is how we at 
Equilibra have acquired so much of our knowledge, which at times has been represented in the same 
symbolic way, through 'inner tuition'. It really is a learning through 'personal experience'and 
through 'feeling' and quite simply words at times cannot describe this experience. Sometimes only stories or 
metaphors, along with drawings and symbology can serve as a means to convey this 'message' or 
understanding. This inner shamanic way to knowledge and wisdom and the understanding of life and 
creation itself is, I believe, the only reasonable explanation of how our ancestors had so much knowledge of 
the universe, the biological structure of plants and the ability to build structures that today we are still in 
awe of. This could explain how the Sumerians knew the orbit and location of ALL the planets of the solar 
system, over six thousand years ago - and we only discovered Pluto in the 1930's; or how the Dogon tribe 
had extensive knowledge of the star system Sirius. It may also explain how and why the Egyptians built the 
pyramids, and why the Mayans knew how to develop their wonderful structures, and the architecture of the 
Aztecs too, along with Stonehenge and many of the other seemingly inexplicable constructions around the 
world which today beggars belief in the modern ego/intellectual human - those who believe they have 
evolved from a primitive and less knowledgeable species. More later. 

I believe the origins of the creation myths stem from this same inner shamanic journey as they all appear to 
share the same component parts, the twin aspects, serpents or dragons and water, and most importantly, 
knowledge our ancients could not have otherwise known. Even the Bible has the twin aspects - Adam and 
Eve - and the serpent, although for obvious reasons the Church demonised the serpent because of its 
representation of knowledge and wisdom and the inner path to truth. The Ennead, the Gods of Egypt I 
believe came from this inner journey as they too derive from the twin aspects of creation and water, as I 
believe many of the other myths and legends we are familiar with, also came from the inner journey. 

We can appreciate and understand that the serpent in ancient times was associated with 'knowledge' and the 
inner journey of how to achieve it. The raising of Kundalini - the so-called serpent which lies dormant at the 
base of the spine - symbolically, therefore, merely means the raising of knowledge, the raising of ones 
spiritual consciousness and awareness through the path of accessing inner knowledge. Sadly the intellect 
and ego took over and this process of raising consciousness has now become part of the external ego-
consciousness (astral reality) and methods used today to raise the kundalini may well be damaging to our 
energy fields and soul/consciousness. 

Legends and myths have always been filled with imaginary and fanciful flights of terrifying and romantic 
stories of hidden races, underground cities, cavernous worlds, secret tunnels and strange peoples or beings 
inhabiting the globe, whether they originate from the inside or the outside of the earth. 

There are many legends and myths surrounding so-called subterranean or hidden beings. In India there are 
the Nagas, an alleged race of serpent-people or lizard people who are associated with water and have the 
entrances to their kingdoms hidden in rivers, lakes or behind waterfalls. In Japan there are the Tengu, bird-
headed reptilian goblins and in Sumerian myths there are the Utukku, eagle-headed humanoids and in Egypt 
we have Annubis, the jackal-headed god, Thoth, a baboon or canine-headed humanoid. There is also Set 
whose appearance is described as both canine and human.49 

There is the gigantic serpent Apophis and throughout Europe and Scandinavia we have trolls, dwarves and 
elves, and dragons were known as the guardians of special treasure which could well mean secret 
knowledge. In the home countries of the UK we have fairies, goblins, knockers, brownies, leprechauns, 
sidhes and other numerous humanoid forms all depicted as living within, or coming from, the earth or the 
underground, and like the Nagas, some of the entrances to their domains are to be found hidden in water, 
such as at the bottom of lakes.49 

Native American cultures have their own subterranean 'little people' as well as serpent-like humanoids. The 
chief god of the Mayans, called Itzamna was depicted as an anthropomorphic lizard, snake or dragon. The 
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rain god Chac resembled the Egyptian god Set. The Hopi Indians also talk about mysterious 'ant people' and 
having contact with serpent-people. The Choctaw people of Mississippi believe in a supernatural dwarf and 
like the Norse dwarves, they are hoarders of knowledge, living within a cave mound, which is also the 
home of the 'giant serpents.'49 

All these various cultures have legends and myths that contain water and flooding and legends originating 
in many parts of the globe and seemingly have common themes and threads running through their 
respective histories and origins. There are the numerous serpents or dragons and other humanoids linked 
with water and knowledge. There are the 'twins', the dual aspect responsible for all of creation and their 
association with water. There are too many similarities between these myths and the 'inner journey' and the 
'origins of creation', the serpent-snake, DNA and water, for me to discount them as coincidence. In addition, 
many of the descriptions of the 'hidden ones' - humanoid beings - are far too similar to what we see in our 
own meditations for these legends to be anything other than originating from the inner journey. My 
contention is that the origins of the creation myths and many of the other myths and legends we are familiar 
with today are no more than knowledge gained in the same way the shamans gained their knowledge in the 
past and today - by taking their consciousness down and beyond the molecular level - from that inner 
journey through meditation or through hallucinogenic herbs and into the realm of 'inner tuition'. And they 
have then been explained as the shamans of the past and today describe their knowledge, through images, 
metaphors and stories. 

This leads into the greatest ever lie of Man - the greatest ever Illusion of all time. 

 
THE GREAT LIE OF MAN - THE GREATEST ILLUSION OF ALL 

Nature is forever striving to maintain balance. Nature manages to achieve balance quite simply through 
implosion and explosion. We humans are no different. As we are part of nature, we too work in this same, 
yet effectively simple way, as do all living things because everything is a part of Nature and what IS. Each 
and every one of our chakras works this way, imploding energy, purifying it and exploding it back outside 
of us again. All living entities work in this same simple way to purify and balance their own consciousness 
first and then the consciousness of the Earth. 

Some astronomers have now discovered that there is a 'black hole' at the centre of every galaxy in the 
universe. A black hole is the imploding part of how nature operates to maintain balance, but as explosion 
and implosion occur at the same time it is also responsible for explosion of the purifying aspect too. Nature 
works in the same simple way no matter how large or small an entity may be, as we have discovered in 
previous articles. 

From the previous section we can understand the path to truth, light and knowledge and the wisdom of how 
to apply it is through the 'inner journey', travelling within, back towards the light from which we 
originate. This is the implosion part of how nature works, journeying inwards towards the knowledge and 
purifying light of all that created everything in the first place - non-matter or spirit - before it manifests as 
physical matter. Our ancestor's knew this simple truth. The shamans of ancient cultures all used to 'travel' 
this same inner path to learn, gain knowledge and truth and this 'path' or 'way to greater knowledge' through 
inner tuition, was preserved through ancient mystery schools. These mystery schools produced symbolic 
representations as a sign to others of this understanding, 'knowledge' and 'wisdom' of more profound 
matters. However, over time, these mystery schools became infiltrated by the illusionary external 
consciousness and this knowledge of the inner path to wisdom/learning was eventually lost and has been 
replaced in the teachings and practises of these traditions today. Today we seem to overlook the very 
profundity of the original meaning of these symbolic representations of the knowledge and wisdom gleaned 
from the inner journey. If we look first at the infinity symbol: 
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We can see that the infinity symbol represents both the inner and the outer realities - implosion and 
explosion - and that both are needed in balance to create stability between matter - the physical reality - and 
non-matter - the inner non-physical reality OR LIGHT. Jesus said the Kingdom of God lieswithin and 
without (Nag Hammadi Codices), complementing exactly how nature works and how the inner reality is 
reflected outside. This is also represented by the symbol of the two triangles: each triangle representing a 
vortex of energy which we touched upon in Part Two, the twin aspects fire and water (spirit and soul), 
required for balance, and also how nature works through implosion and explosion: 

 

  

Some of our ancestors, of course knew all this and according to Hindu sages, the Ultimate Reality exists in 
both point and space but in neither exclusively; its 'consciousness' alternately expanding (exploding) and 
contracting (imploding) between one and the other, sweeping through all the intermediate states to emerge 
as a wave of expansion and contraction…50 In other words, Man when balanced, sits perfectly between the 
explosion of the physical reality and the implosion of the inner reality; which is why, sometimes in 
meditations one can feel so small, yet secure and safe in this great vastness of space, whilst at the same time 
feeling totally expanded with the sense of feeling that one is also the whole of space at the same time: 
simply because we are: 
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Freemasonry and the ancient mystery schools originally followed the ancient shamanic and Egyptian 
priesthood form of initiation too, by using powerful hallucinogenic herbs in order for the individual to 
experience the accumulated wisdom gathered from the inner- outer-body experiences whilst under the 
influence of these herbs,51 before these schools became infiltrated by the 'illusion' and the ego-
consciousness. 

All that has happened, over time, is that this simple truth - the inner implosive path to knowledge and 
wisdom, our spiritual heritage and origin, the natural way we balance our consciousness and energy fields - 
has been gradually replaced by the illusionary external path to so-called knowledge, truth and spirituality. 
Through religion, the Qabala, New Age Philosophy, Ufology and the healing arts, an explosive, man-
created and external regimented and hierarchal route to spirituality, truth and knowledge has been created 
and seeded into the consciousness of human beings. This very simple inversion of truth literally focuses our 
attention away from the inner implosive path to knowledge onto the outer path, into intellect and the ego-
consciousness, the explosion part of nature - the domain of the ego/intellect and all its unbalanced thought-
forms. Any knowledge remaining from this 'inner journey', gained by our ancestors, has been turned into 
what we would believe today to be myth or legend, without any historical basis. We now know this may not 
necessarily be the case. 

This simple act of betrayal of our human origins means we now focus all our attention on the external 
reality - the explosion - and the archetypes and thought-forms created by Man which occupy this reality. 
This has the effect of virtually removing the imploding part and, therefore, our natural ability to maintain a 
balanced consciousness and pulls us out of balance by placing our focus and, therefore, our consciousness 
in the periphery of the storm - the explosion part - and away from the centre, the balanced part. This 
external focus means we are literally swimming around in circles, in a soup of unbalanced emotions just 
like a goldfish in a bowl, going nowhere, without the knowledge of how to implode, purify, balance our 
consciousness and learn more - naturally. 

 

  

Constantly focusing our attention and believing the external route is the answer to knowledge and 
spirituality and, therefore, believing everything comes from outside of us, such as higher energies or 
wisdom, merely locks us further into the explosive part and deeper into the illusion. As we know, explosion 
destroys, it blows apart what was once whole and it fragments our consciousness, depriving it of its ability 
to remain whole and balanced. Consequently, we are dragged further and further into the external ego-
consciousness and so, just like the goldfish, we continue to swim in a restricted environment: 
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As we discussed in previous articles, the outer reality is merely a reflection of the inner reality and this 
inner purity is naturally reflected outside of us through the process of explosion - the Kingdom of God lies 
within and without - but this purity has, over time become distorted by the mind and the ego/intellect. The 
'outer consciousness' has become further tainted by the creation of fear-based thought-forms and archetypal 
predator energies. This has had the following effect on the consciousness of the Earth, the outside 
consciousness: 

 

  

This 'outside' belief system and the creation of thought-forms and fear-based emotional energies, and 
allowing ourselves to focus our attention on this explosive part of Man's creation has led, over time, to the 
foundation of many legends, myths and biblical tales we are so familiar with. The great age-old battle 
between Light and Darkness, God and Satan, Good and Evil and the very foundation and creation of 
the luciferic consciousness we hear and read about so much today. This is because this is exactly 
what is happening 'outside' of us in the Earth's consciousness, and sensitive people or those with 'sight' such 
as psychics can 'see' this 'war' going on in the outer Earth's consciousness. Focusing externally, and 
believing the outer consciousness is the only reality, has led to many weird and wonderful forms of 
'protection' being developed, so we can 'travel' in this outer unbalanced consciousness and find the 'light' 
and 'path' to greater illumination without coming to any harm. This external belief has led to strange 
methods of visualisation and meditation, the building of 'suits of armour', shields and bubbles and a whole 
range of other concoctions derived from the intellect to supposedly protect us from these outer demons. In 
effect, spiritually, we are being encouraged to act like Man in a warring environment. 

If we just for one minute stopped shopping in the external and illusionary reality and began to shop within, 
we would realise that all that resides within is light, purity, balance and unconditional love, and we would 
realise that we do not need these fear-based forms of intellectual protection, because there is no need 
whatsoever to shop in the external reality and subject ourselves to these unbalanced energies. It appears all 
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we need to do is start imploding and allowing the inner purity to flow from within us: and we will have all 
the protection we need - naturally - because light and unconditional love transforms all before it. 

This brings us to the greatest ever lie of Man - the greatest illusion of all. The ego of Man has, through his 
fear of losing control, merely externalised the understanding of the beauty, knowledge and wisdom of the 
inner journey and, therefore, our true heritage. By inverting the truth and turning it into an external 
regimented hierarchy of powerful beings through religion and the cabbala - mirroring the regimented 
structures of man himself - we have been conditioned to believe in this external hierarchal route and that it 
is the only way to salvation and God - spirituality. This externalisation of how to gain greater knowledge 
and wisdom - our search for more spiritual awareness - cleverly redirects and focuses our attention into the 
outer reality which contains the unbalanced thought-forms and the inversions of truth created by Man 
himself through ego - the desire to control and hold power. This diverts our focus away from the inner 
reality, which is knowledge, balance, purity, unconditional love, light and, therefore, truth - the who and 
what we are. 

This externalisation of truth and our belief that it is the only way to spiritual enlightenment, merely locks us 
further into the 'Lie of Man' and the thought form archetype consciousness. This unbalances our 
consciousness, compromises our spirituality and draws us deeper into the very darkness of Man's own 
creation. The externalising of truth is how we are, and have been, controlled and manipulated and how we 
are prevented from realising the simple truth for ourselves. 

THE PATH TO TRUTH IS INWARDS and the illusionary path is focused outwards, externally, directing 
our energies back into Man's creation, thus sustaining and perpetuating the ego's unbalanced fear-based life-
forms. 

And so by focusing externally all of the time we have become conditioned into believing that evil and 
unbalanced energies, thought-forms and predator energies are the norm. And we continue to bring in 
external energies, little realising just what we are bringing in. We have been subtly steered away from the 
inner journey and implosion, which is our only means of purifying consciousness. Instead, we are 
encouraged to bring more and more external and polluted energies into our energy fields which naturally 
overwhelm our chakras, leaving them incapable of imploding the onslaught of unbalanced energies we have 
intentionally provided them to deal with, and so, eventually, our chakras become blocked and as unbalanced 
as the energies we are encouraged to bring into our energy fields. 

This unnatural act of bringing in outside energies begins to block the natural flow of our Assemblage Point 
and we can even block this natural flow altogether as we discussed in Part Three. 

We only need to look at Nature to see what we are doing is unnatural and dangerous. If we refer back to our 
cells, we know from science that when the energy field of the cell is healthy and unbreached, the cell is 
healthy and will reproduce in a healthy and balanced way. However, if the cell's energy field becomes 
weakened, then a virus or pathogen can enter the cell and render it unhealthy and unbalanced. 

 

  

We can see the same principle in operation when we look at the Earth's Atmosphere - the Earth's energy 
field or consciousness - its aura. If it were not for the Earth's atmosphere, its energy field, then every living 
thing on this planet would be 'fried' by the dangerous radiation that the Earth is constantly subjected to from 
outer space. 
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We can see that the Earth's atmosphere, or aura or energy field, or whatever label we would like to attach to 
it, acts as a form of protection, a buffer, or more correctly, a filter to external energies. The Earth's energy 
field helps to filter dangerous cosmic radiations (energies) and to transform them into a more usable form, 
which can then be converted into heat and light, which then sustains and feeds all living things. As we have 
discovered throughout these articles, Nature works in the very same uncomplicated way no matter how 
large or small an entity or process may be. Our own energy fields or auras work in the same natural way. 
Our aura acts in the same way as our cell's and the Earth's energy fields, as a form of protection against 
outside energies, filtering external energies to a manageable level for our chakras to comfortably implode 
the energy, purify it and return it to the outside consciousness of the Earth. We work in accordance with 
how nature and all living things work, through imploding, purifying and then exploding this purity back 
outside of us, as we and all living things strive to maintain balance within, and without in the surrounding 
environment. 

 

  

However, due to the illusion and the 'externalising' of truth into the explosive outer part of reality, through 
religion, the Qabala, New Age Philosophy and healing modalities such as Western Reiki and Tera Mai, 
among many others, we are encouraged to breach our energy fields and weaken our protective auras by 
'bringing in' more outside energies than we can naturally cope with. If we take Western Reiki as an 
example: Reiki is all about bringing outside energies into our energy fields. 

In Reiki attunements, initially the top four chakras are opened up, the Crown, Third Eye, Throat and Heart 
chakra and the so-called external Reiki energies are 'brought in' through these chakras. In level two are 
informed we should now use Reiki symbols which as we have discovered, are as unbalanced as the external 
energies we are encouraged to bring into our energy fields. This process weakens our energy fields and 
leaves gaping holes through which more unbalanced energies can enter without being filtered to a 
manageable level. We are encouraged in many New Age philosophies and healing modalities to open up 
our crown chakra and our root chakra and bring in external cosmic and earth energies. An example of what 
can happen to our energy fields through this process is shown below: 
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It is obvious from the foregoing, that anything which encourages us to open up our energy fields and 
chakras in particular, with the intention of bringing in 'outside energies', is likely to cause us problems and 
may not be a wise thing to do. We are merely polluting our energy fields and bringing in unbalanced 
energies and past-life emotions stored in the outer consciousness of the Earth and storing them in our own 
energy fields. This is how we continue to feed the ego-consciousness - we keep giving it life. This is why 
psychics can pick up on 'past events' or happenings in buildings and rooms or other areas, simply because 
past life emotions are stored in the environment around us, in the Earth's consciousness - water molecules 
in the air, bricks, walls etc. (See section on Karma and past lives in Part Three). 

Unfortunately this encouragement to bring in polluted energies can be found in the majority of 'what is out 
there' at the moment: through religion, the new age movement, many of the so-called spiritual and 
enlightenment movements we see today, the healing arts, melchizadek, and most of the 'channelled' 
information so prevalent today. 

We can clearly see that Man's predilection towards externalisation and believing everything comes from 
outside of himself, instead of from within, may have led to many wonderful and well-intentioned people 
willingly and honestly opening up their energy fields and their chakras to these outside man-created energy 
forms. This is done mostly through opening up the Crown chakra or the heart chakra and 'bringing in' 
external Cosmic, Reiki, Purple Ray, Angel, Archangel, Christ consciousness, or many of the other so-called 
external 'higher energies' we are conditioned to believe we need to become a more spiritual and enlightened 
being today. We will discover the origins of the crown chakra's so-called link with higher consciousness in 
chapter nine. 

This may explain why many of Reiki practitioners and Masters we have had the pleasure to meet through 
our workshops, have had blocked, or partially blocked Assemblage Points (in the heart chakra). 

These days it is also fashionable to open up the root or base chakra and bring in Earth energies, which we 
are led to believe complement the cosmic energies we receive through our crown chakra. This action only 
serves to weaken both of these respective chakras and that part of our aura around them, reducing the 
protective filtering effect of our auric field and providing the opportunity for more unbalanced energies to 
come into our energy fields unfiltered and unopposed - simply because we do this with willing intent - 
thought being energy. This hs nothing to do with grounding our self in nature by say standing barefoot on 
grass because this is a good thing to do, it is the intellectual opening up of our chakras that cause the 
problems. 

We naturally interact with the outside consciousness on a subconscious level, filter it through our aura, 
implode it, purify it and return balanced energies into the Earth's environment. Total belief in a solely 
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external reality only encourages us to bring more negative energies into our energy fields than we can deal 
with. As a result, we weaken our protective aura and overload and weaken our chakras. 

Again, can we see perhaps how the action of humans bringing external energies into their energy fields 
could be being reflected through resonance into the Earth's consciousness?: 

 

  

By opening up our own crown and base chakras and allowing outside energies to weaken our energy fields 
(aura/consciousness), are we allowing, through resonance, the same process to be repeated within the 
Earth's energy fields (consciousness) and so the Earth's energy fields and consciousness become equally 
weakened? Is this demonstrated by photographic confirmation of the depletion of the ozone layers at the 
North and South Poles, which clearly show 'holes' in the Earth's atmosphere at these locations? Is this 
merely a reflection within the Earth's consciousness of what Man is doing to himself? And can this 
reflection be reflected further afield and into the Cosmos? 

We mentioned earlier that the 'inner path' was the way to knowledge and spirituality - truth - through the 
simple process of implosion, and this process was implemented and preserved by the Freemasons and the 
Mystery schools. Unfortunately, over time, Freemasonry and the Mystery Schools - both of which had 
retained and followed this 'inner journey' to profound knowledge and spirituality - became infiltrated by 
people with strong Qabalistic beliefs and doctrines and so the old shamanic ways of implosion were 
gradually replaced over time by an external and regimented hierarchal route invented by Man and 
implemented through the Qabala. 

 
Jesus said, 'The Pharisees and the scribes have taken the keys of knowledge and have hidden them. 

They have not entered, nor have they allowed those who want to enter to do so. As for you, be as 
shrewd as snakes and as innocent as doves.'52  

When we examine the illusion and all its inversions of truth, subtle and not so subtle, in many walks of life, 
the very foundation and reason for all the illusion's proposed propensity to deceive is the direct and 
sometimes indirect result of one singular consciousness - the consciousness behind the Qabala - which is 
largely responsible for the externalisation of truth, knowledge and the false origins of our spirituality and 
very beginnings. It is also the consciousness which is responsible for founding and developing many of our 
religious beliefs today, and many New Age philosophies, healing modalities, beliefs in alien UFO's, 
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channelled information from external spiritual hierarchies and many of the 'new' more modernised spiritual 
enlightenment movements we see today, even the extra-terrestrial ones. Even The Council of Nine is 
manufactured from this same unbalanced consciousness. As we discovered in Part Two, The Council of 
Nine are the Hoovids, from the Planet Hoova and they have a warning for people who are working in higher 
consciousness, 'be very cautious about your attitudes towards the Hoovids' and the Council of Nine go on to 
inform us 'why should not the Hoovids have their way?' And who are the Hoovids? They come from 
another Planet, a warrior-like planet and they are the Israelites.53 Again, the same consciousness is behind 
this so-called channelled information from E.T. spiritual hierarchies designed to capture our imagination 
and, therefore, our consciousness and lure us deeper into the illusion, the lie of Man, into the external and 
explosive part of the external ego-consciousness. (See Chapters Two and Four). 

As an aside, it may be interesting to point out here that Andre Simoneton was able to establish empirically 
that he could measure specific wavelengths from food that indicated both vitality and freshness, or not. 
Regarding meats, the only one Simoneton included in his top list of edible foods was freshly smoked ham. 
He found that freshly killed pork radiates at 6.5 thousand angstroms; but once it has been soaked in salt and 
hung over a wood fire, its radiance rises to 9.5 or 10 thousand angstroms. Other meats, he discovered were 
almost valueless other than as a digestive exercise. Simoneton established that the human body in health, 
resonates at 6.5 thousand angstroms.54 

If we look today at the people who literally control the finances of the world and the governments and 
militaries of countries, in the main we find their foundation and beliefs are based on the same consciousness 
- the Qabala. It may be time to ask ourselves this question: if the external Qabalistic route is truly the way 
forward to spirituality and enlightenment, then our government and military figure heads should be the most 
humane, loving, caring, balanced, enlightened and spiritual people on the planet - why then have these 
people become the least humane, loving, caring and spiritual people we know of when they are among the 
most entrenched of all people involved in the externalisation of truth and the Qabala? If the external route 
represents truth and enlightenment and IS where everything comes from, and the Qabala is all we need to 
believe in, to exist and evolve in this reality spiritually, then why is this so? An answer to this may become 
clear when we look at how Freemasonry initiates its 'higher echelon' recruits today. 

According to Leadbeater (a 33rd Degree Mason), ' In Freemasonry (now) we invoke (my italics) the aid of 
non-human entities - the inhabitants of the subtler planes, who are thoroughly accustomed to deal with and 
control the forces belonging to their respective levels. We call rather upon beings at our own state or 
slightly above it, and they bring with them assistance from the kingdom of the nature spirits and even the 
elementals.'55 To Leadbeater, elementals differ from nature spirits in that they arehalf-conscious creatures 
often merely the transient thought forms of devas. 

Today, in Freemasonry, the Master Mason and his officers summon the nature spirits and with them their 
angelic superiors. Not only the nature spirits but also the elementals apparently respond to the invocation 
employed in this closely condensed formula or opening. 'As the call reverberates throughout the different 
kingdoms of nature, it lets devas, and nature spirits and elementals know that an opportunity is about to be 
offered them…and they greatly rejoice to respond'.55 

That much of which transpires in a modern Masonic initiation is solely ritual and symbolic appears not to 
diminish its affect, according to Leadbeater: 'The fact that thousands of Masons have asked the appointed 
question without the faintest idea of producing an effect in unseen worlds has not deprived them of angelic 
assistance, which, if they had known of it, would have astounded them beyond expression, and probably 
even terrified them'.55 

I'm sure if they could have seen what was happening to them they would have been terrified out of their 
skins. We can see here, that the invoking of the archetypes created by Man and implemented through the 
Qabala, Freemasonry and New Age philosophies, merely 'invites' entity type predator energies to come into 
one's own energy fields. The higher up one goes in Freemasonry, then the higher one is initiated into the 
archetypal entities created by the ego-consciousness. In other words, to use biblical terminology, the higher 
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one goes in Freemasonry - or Qabalistic based beliefs for that matter - the bigger the pact one signs with the 
Devil and the greater the demons one has to serve and feed and the greater the price one's consciousness has 
to pay. Could this explain why our government and military figureheads are some of the least spiritual of all 
people? The more unbalanced our consciousness becomes through this process, the more difficult it 
becomes to see the light within. And so the descent and fall of man continues. As we plunge deeper into ego 
and the ego-consciousness we become less and less aware of our true heritage and beginnings, and the light 
within - we become less human, less caring and less loving. 

 
THE WAY FORWARD? 

All that is happening through higher initiation levels of Freemasonry, is the invitation of entity, thought-
form energies to come and reside in one's energy fields, polluting and unbalancing consciousness and 
leading us more and more into the rigidity of the ego and the ego-consciousness. 

What is happening in many Religious and New Age beliefs and practices and healing modalities such as 
Western Reiki, is exactly the same. By believing in the externalisation and opening up our energy fields and 
chakras to outside unbalanced thought-forms and figments of Man's imagination, people are allowing these 
destructive energies and past-life emotions to unbalance their consciousness and affect their energy fields. 
People then have to deal with these energies at sometime before they can move on spiritually and before 
they cause a physical problem. 

Fortunately, for the millions of well-intentioned and love-based people who have been subtly steered into 
this illusionary concept of externalisation, their love-based intentions mean the majority of them are not as 
adversely affected as those who are already stuck into their egos, such as military and government 
figureheads. However, this false belief does stop even wonderfully-intentioned people from moving 
forward and does compromise their consciousness to a greater or lesser degree. This may explain why Reiki 
has now become so political with in fighting between various 'organisations' competing for 'top spot' and 
the right to claim ownership of Reiki and control the extortionate prices being bandied about today. Most of 
modern Reiki, in effect, is merely reflecting the ego-consciousness and its predilection towards power, 
control and greed which now exists within many of its factions. 

How much more could be achieved collectively by the millions and millions of well intentioned people if 
only we all were to focus internally into the light, the purity, love and balance, instead of externally into the 
great lie of Man, the polluted and unbalanced consciousness created by ego? How much more could be 
achieved in balancing human and environmental consciousness if we all allowed ourselves to ebb, flow and 
evolve like Nature, by imploding and exploding? The inner journey represents the simple truth by which 
many of our ancestors learnt their knowledge and the 'inner path' that was originally preserved and practised 
by the mystery schools. Man and his ego has merely externalised this truth to stop us finding out for 
ourselves. 

Ego stops us from operating naturally in accordance with nature. Ego is the male energy and without the 
balancing aspect of the female energy it is inflexible, rigid, unmoving, unbending and it is the energy that 
stops us from ebbing and flowing and from evolving naturally, because the ego is fearful of change. Ego 
hangs onto the past, it hangs onto what it knows and projects it into the future just like a tumour projects it's 
diseased consciousness into new cells. Ego likes to be in control and is fearful of letting go. It keeps going 
on and on steamrollering everything around it, encouraging and forcing all around it into living by its own 
beliefs and ways, so it can feel comfortable and happy in an unbalanced and fear-based environment it 
knows so well. The ego likes to keep us conditioned and controlled because this way we do not represent a 
threat to it by insisting on change and evolution. 

When light, truth and more balanced information threatens the darkness, the conditioning and the imbalance 
so prevalent in the world today, the ego reacts by firing up the emotional body. As a result we find 
ourselves reacting to certain things through anger, frustration, rage, outright condemnation, hatred or many 
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of the other fear-based emotional reactions controlled by the ego which we can witness. This is the defence 
mechanism of the ego, and by reacting emotionally, we are effectively blocking out information which 
disagrees with our own - sometimes entrenched - beliefs. This stops us from 'feeling' whether the message is 
right for us or not from within, through our intuition, through the heart and directs us to view the 
information through our emotions and conditioning instead. This allows the ego to then totally ignore what 
may be - for example - 199 good pieces of valuable information, by discounting it all because it finds fault 
with the 200th piece. The ego will always find it easier to cast aspersions on the messenger than it would be 
to hold up its hands and accept it may have been wrong, and that the messenger may well be imparting 
information which may be useful in balancing our consciousness and allowing us to discover more of the 
light within us. Balanced information represents a threat to the ego's control and the ego will always try and 
attempt to preserve its false standing and reputation with 'all around it' for fear of how 'all around it' may 
react. 

Ego traps our consciousness in a small pocket of the illusion and prevents us from seeing the whole picture 
for what it truly may be, and, therefore, from being able to see through the illusion and the many ways in 
which it operates. Reacting emotionally merely provides the ego with an excuse to discount what could be 
valid information and severely limits our natural and expansive perspective of reality to a narrow corridor 
often full of subtle deception. Ego can be symbolically represented as follows: 

 

  

It becomes very clear that any modality, religion, philosophy or healing art that has its roots and beliefs in 
the external reality is just another part of the illusionary shopping mall. Anything which encourages us to 
look externally for answers or which tells us an external source is here to save us from ourselves because 
we are not worthy or that encourages us to bring so-called higher external energies into our energy fields is 
all part of the illusion and the lie of Ego-Man. This knowledge should perhaps encourage us to be more 
discerning when assessing so-called spiritual paths to enlightenment. If they are based on 'external beliefs' 
and 'external energies' then they are part of the illusion. It has become apparent from the aforementioned, 
that we do not need anything from 'outside of us' to help us with our journey, for it will only hinder our 
growth. All we need comes from within. 

This naturally leaves many of us with a dilemma. Do we listen to the message through our hearts and feel 
whether it is right for us or not, or do we become frightened of what people would say if we admitted we 
may have been mistaken all of these years and have now changed our minds? Ego would have us ignore any 
new information that could help us to evolve by firing up the emotional body and conditioning us to defend 
our position and beliefs and protect our standing in society. 

If we choose to live in fear of how others may react to our evolution we are not being true to ourselves. We 
are merely allowing the ego to stop us from evolving. By holding up our hands and saying I may have been 
misguided, we are, through this simple act of humility, showing in effect, that it is OK to make a mistake 
and that there is no right and wrong as such, just lessons to learn from, as we evolve through life. This 
simple gesture shows that it is better to learn from the lessons and evolve into a greater understanding than 
it is to allow the ego to dictate that we must dig our heels in and refuse to budge, just to protect our image 
and reputation. 
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Nature is forever ebbing and flowing and evolving and maintaining balance and we too should be doing the 
same, because we are part of nature and are not meant to be static, inflexible and as unmoving as the male 
ego is. Evolving and moving forward through the inner journey makes us a far better person, individually 
and collectively, by enabling us to share from the heart this new information with people around us, without 
the fear of how they may react or think, than we otherwise would become by remaining locked into ego and 
its unbalanced and conditioned consciousness. It takes courage and strength to hold up one's hands and say, 
'I may have been directed down the wrong path and I have now seen the light'. It is far easier for people to 
remain entrenched in the comfort of what they presently know and feel happy with, than it is to take 
responsibility for one's own spiritual path and make changes. Surely it is a far better and more balanced and 
loving person who can do this - and then share their newfound wisdom and light with others. We should all 
be able to allow ourselves to move on and embrace the unknown and not allow ourselves to be constricted 
by our past and present-day beliefs and conditioning. Consciousness and awareness both evolve naturally if 
we allow them to, and as we begin to implode further and further, we bring more purity and knowledge into 
our consciousness with every out-breath, so to speak. There is nothing wrong in looking back and 
wondering how we believed in what we did then. We should be able to complement ourselves on our ability 
to evolve and break free of the shackles and constraints of the ego-consciousness and enjoy our new found 
ability of bringing more purity and light and balance into this reality of now and the knowledge this brings 
us to share with others. 

 
'What you will hear in your ear, in the other ear proclaim from the rooftops. For no one lights a lamp 
and puts it under a basket, nor does one put it in a hidden place. Rather, one puts it on a stand so that 

all who come and go will see its light.' Jesus56 

Why do we continually try and paddle upstream against the tide of creation and into a river of 
consciousness, which only narrows the further we go - giving ourselves a hard time in the process? Is it not 
much easier to 'allow' the boat and us to flow and evolve downstream with the tide of creation? Into a river 
of consciousness, which widens as we travel and eventually leads to a vast ocean of consciousness for us to 
explore and enjoy. A journey of evolution: and one, which is openly available to each and every one of us. 
It is called FREEDOM. 

 
DNA AND THE EXTRA MILE - OUR TRUE HERITAGE? 

 

We have discovered that accessing DNA is the source of shamanic knowledge and access to this knowledge 
is available to us all through the 'inner journey', whether that is through the use of hallucinogenic herbs or 
by means of meditation or simply through contemplation by switching off the intellect and ego. But what 
else can we learn from the scientific study of DNA? 

Research into DNA has provided us with a clearer understanding on the matter of so-called evolution, but in 
other respects, from a scientific viewpoint, provided us with an even greater dilemma. We have a greater 
understanding of life through studying DNA with the result that forward-thinking scientists have been able 
to discount Darwin's theory of evolution, as it remains wholly improbable. Darwin himself never included 
Man in his theory, referring to Man 'as the missing link'.  

However, according to Narby, the Darwinian theory of natural selection remains in place in the minds of 
most biologists. This is because it is always possible to claim that the appropriate mutations occurred by 
chance and were selected. But this undemonstrable proposition is denounced by an increasing number of 
scientists. The circularity of the Darwinian theory means it is not falsifiable and not therefore truly 
scientific.57 Scientific research has come up against the impossibility that a single bacterium, representing 
the smallest unit of independent life as we know it, could have emerged by chance from any kind of 
'prebiotic soup'. Given that a cosmic origin such as the one proposed by Francis Crick in his 'directed 
panspermia' speculation is not scientifically verifiable, therefore, scientists have focused almost exclusively 
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on terrestrial scenarios. According to these, precursor molecules took shape (by chance) and prepared the 
way for a world based on DNA and proteins. However, these different scenarios - based on RNA, peptides, 
clay, undersea volcanic sulphur, or small oily bubbles - all propose explanations relying on systems that 
have, by definition, been replaced by life as we know it, without leaving any traces. These too, are 
speculations that cannot be verified scientifically.58 

'We know that more than 90% of the changes affecting a letter in a word of the genetic message lead to 
disastrous results; proteins are no longer synthesised correctly, the message loses its entire meaning and this 
leads purely and simply to the cell's death. Given that mutations are so frequently highly unfavourable, and 
even deadly, how can beneficial evolution be attained?' And further: '… In trying to turn one enzyme into 
another, point mutations alone would not do the trick. What you need is a substantial change in the amino 
acid sequence. In this situation, rather than being helpful, selection is a major hindrance. One could think, 
for instance, that by consistently changing amino acids one by one, it will eventually prove possible to 
change the entire sequence substantially and thus the enzyme's spatial structure. These minor changes, 
however, are bound to result eventually in a situation in which the enzyme has ceased to perform its 
previous function but it has not yet begun its "new duties". It is at this point that it will be destroyed - 
together with the organism carrying it.'59 

Using whales as an example, Wesson says: '… Considering the length of whale generations, the rarity with 
which the needed mutations are likely to appear, and the multitude of mutations needed to convert a land 
mammal into a whale, it is easy to conclude that gradualist natural selection of random variations cannot 
account for this animal.'60 According to Goodwin, 'Darwins assumption that the tree of life is a 
consequence of the gradual accumulation of small hereditary differences appears to be without significant 
support. Some other process is responsible for the emergent properties of life, those distinctive features that 
separate one group of organisms from another… clearly some thing is missing from biology.'60 

Holder and McMahon write: 'Remarkably, many of the genes that are important for the control of the fly 
development are also crucial players in vertebrate, and by association, human development.' Wade writes: 
'Many of the most important fruit fly genes, like those that tell the developing embryo to produce organs at 
certain places, have been found to have counterparts in humans… they have recognisably similar DNA 
sequences, reflecting their descent from a common ancestral gene some 550 million years ago', and Wade 
also says that there is, 'surprising and extensive overlap of genes among all the model organisms.' Biology's 
main model organisms are fruit fly, mouse, worm, C elegans, zebra fish and human.61 

'By mapping sequencing and comparing different genomes, biologists have recently found further levels of 
complexity. Some sequences are highly conserved between species. For example 400 human genes match 
very similar genes in yeast. Master genes also seem to be highly conserved across species. Flies and human 
beings have a very similar gene that controls the development of the eye, though their eyes are very 
different. In some cases gene clumps are highly conserved across species as in the X chromosome of mice 
and humans. In both species, mice and humans have much the same set of genes on their X chromosomes 
even though the species have followed separate evolutionary paths for 80 million years.'62 

It is apparent from the foregoing that we may not have evolved through natural selection as we have been 
led to believe after all. It appears from new scientific discoveries today that it is not genetically possible for 
this to have happened. Yet there are so many similarities between DNA coding and sequences across many 
species of plants and animals which we also find in human DNA. Why is this? Perhaps we have been 
looking at the conundrum the wrong way around? We may not have evolved from a single life form over 
millions of years as we have often believed to be the case and which we now know in all probability is 
highly unlikely. However, the process of evolution works perfectly well if we look at it the other way 
around! Instead of looking at how we may have developed from a microbe, let us look at evolution from a 
different perspective. 

Science holds the belief that 97% of our DNA is junk. Narby preferred to call it 'mystery' DNA. My 
contention is that human DNA contains the blueprint for the whole of creation, which could explain 
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similarities of DNA coding across many varying species of plants and animals and of course humans. We 
know from the science of biophysics that our DNA is composed of light and our DNA emits 
electromagnetic frequencies and also produces sound.63 In the l980's, German physicists demonstrated that 
cells of all living beings emit photons and showed that DNA was the source of this photon emission. 
Professor Popp showed that the wavelength at which DNA emits these photons, corresponds exactly to the 
narrow band of visible light: 'Its spectral distribution ranges at least from infrared to ultraviolet. Also light 
emitted by DNA is a highly coherent source of light, which gives the sensation of bright colours, a 
luminescence and an impression of holographic depth.'64 Is this why we see in our meditations three-
dimensional beings and images when we access this inner part of ourselves? 

It has been established that DNA is a periodic crystal that traps and transports electrons with efficiency and 
that emits photons - light - electromagnetic waves i.e. information - at ultra-weak levels currently at the 
limit of scientific measurement - and this more than any other living matter.65 

So DNA is a crystal which amplifies the light preceding it and which it is comprised of and amplifies its 
(DNA) structure or coding for life into this outside world. This is how we communicate with and interact 
with all living entities; we are constantly sharing information by broadcasting it into the Earth's 
consciousness (water). Could this be what the creation myths were describing? These myths in general, hold 
the belief that the creation of life is linked with the serpent and water - DNA and water - as we have 
discovered. Has the frequency of our 'complete' human DNA merely been broadcast into the Earth's 
consciousness, its water, where this information, this coding for life has then been stored and over time, led 
to physical existence as we know it? In the beginning was the word. Well DNA is the word, the coding, the 
sound, the instruction or blueprint for physical life to evolve. Is it possible that 97% of our so-called 'junk' 
DNA is not junk after all and may be, along with the other 3%, the precursor for all living organisms? Does 
our DNA, therefore, hold the answers to the universe and the whole of existence? 

We know energy precedes and controls the outcome of the physical form and we know the frequencies of 
our DNA are being broadcast outside of us into the environment and picked up by water and other living 
entities. From previous articles on the properties of water, we understand that this 'information' from our 
DNA will be automatically stored in the Earth's atmosphere, within its air molecules, its oceans, rivers and 
lakes - in essence in the consciousness of the Earth. Can this possibly explain the origins of the creation 
myths, where life came from the waters? We discovered in Part Two that the nine Gods of the Ennead - 
which I believe are symbolic of the inner journey - historically came from the Primordial Waters. There are 
many other creation myths which represent the same symbology where life originates from the oceans or 
water. 

My contention is that WE COULD BE THE TEN (10) that created everything in the first place- as we 
discussed in Part Two - through various parts of our DNA being broadcast into the surrounding ether or 
watery environment of the Earth where it has been stored on an energy level, seeding and generating many 
of the physical life-forms we are familiar with today - past and present - 'evolution' taking care of the rest. 
We have learnt from our own inner journey that the light of DNA is what transforms and transmits non-
matter (spirit) into matter or physical life and the coding in our DNA is literally responsible for all life in 
the physical universe. Non-matter is spirit and light (physical light) is the transformer of this coding through 
the medium of water into physical matter - life as we know it and understand it today. 

DNA is also the axis point of the reflection between non-matter - the inner reality - into matter, the outer 
reflected physical reality. 

 

  

We can see clearly how the external reality is merely a reflection of the inner reality, which over time has 
become distorted by the mind/ego/intellect of Man - as we have been discussing. We also realise that DNA 
is the information and coding for all life in this physical reality. DNA is the biological information or 
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source, the axis point through which the inner purity - source, spirit or non-matter - manifests and is 
reflected into the physical reality. So in essence, we have God within us just as Jesus allegedly taught many 
years ago. The source energy, God, Spirit, Oneness or whatever label people would like to attach to it, 
and the coding for all of physical creation and the universe itself, lies within each and every one of us, 
every man woman and child - without exception:and we merely reflect this outside of us into the physical 
reality. 

 
In the Gospel of Thomas this is illustrated by Jesus' words: 'I am the light that is over all things. I am 
all: from me all has come forth, and to me all has reached. Split a piece of wood; I am there. Lift up 

the stone, and you will find me there.'66 

From the foregoing, we can understand just how far Humanity has fallen in consciousness and awareness - 
how far we have become removed from our true heritage and origins and how far we have been conditioned 
away from our true worth. As a result we also become more aware of the lie of Man and are able to see 
through more of the illusion for what it truly is - a way of controlling us and depriving us from realising our 
true potential and, therefore, from balancing the outer consciousness of the Earth which we humans are 
responsible for unbalancing in the first place.  

We slowly begin to understand why the externalisation of truth is part of the illusion and this understanding 
provides us with an even greater wisdom which allows us to be able to recognise and understand and 
appreciate how and why other aspects of the illusion work through many of the religious offshoots and so-
called spiritual enlightenment movements and modalities we are faced with today.  

Orthodox religions are more easily identified as being part of the illusion and the externalisation of truth, 
but there are many 'offshoots' which are not. Buddhism is one. Although more a way of life than a religion, 
Buddhism still teaches us that there has to be strife and turmoil and we have to accept this. It also teaches us 
that we have to rely on the return of the thousand Buddha's before mankind can be saved. The Bahai 
Teachings is another faith, which, although containing some good wisdom in its teachings, also deprives us 
of the knowledge of our true heritage. We are taught our development is dependent upon the coming of the 
manifestations or prophets of God. This is similar to the coming of the Buddha's or the return of Christ or 
the return of the Alien Spiritual Hierarchies. We are also conditioned to believe there exists an intermediate 
state of being between humans and God - the manifestations - who possess the capacity to receive divine 
revelation and to transmit it to humans. We are also told that the manifestations remain at an ideal level 
beyond that of which even the most perfect human is capable of attaining. 

It is the same old story that we have had thrust upon us through religion for thousands of years - that we are 
not worthy and we need outside help. We need the help of so-called 'higher beings', such as Angels, Christ, 
Buddha, the Manifestations, Alien Spiritual Hierarchies, the Seraphim and all the rest, to help us to save the 
Earth and ourselves. All of this of course is a gross insult to our true origins and our true potential. I 
repeat, God, Spirit, Oneness, the Source of everything is within each and every one of us - without 
exception. Only we have forgotten this simple truth and have been conditioned throughout the years through 
the illusion and the many modalities it uses to ply its trade to ensure we believe otherwise. 

As long as we believe we are not worthy and cannot manage to evolve without outside help, we can, and 
always will, allow ourselves to be controlled. This is what religion and many of its offshoots and spiritual 
enlightenment foundations, E.T. Spiritual Hierarchies are all about - control through the belief that 
somebody else will save us because we are incapable of saving ourselves. As I have mentioned before, 
nobody is here to save us, the false god with his angels and archangels, the seraphim, the return of Christ, 
the thousand Buddha's, the manifestations, or the aliens, the Council of Nine or even Scooby Doo for that 
matter. However, we can save ourselves if we recover the memory of who and what we truly are, and 
we can recover this by looking within us, instead of outside of us and ceasing to give our power away to the 
illusion with its false masters and gurus and spiritual teachings. 
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The illusion and all its offshoots are an insult to our true being and heritage, our true worth and 
potential. We, or more correctly the living light that animates us, created everything in the first place and 
the purity of unconditional love is within us all. Realisation of our full potential liberates us from the 
controlling dogma of the illusion. 

When we realise WE are the 'Higher Source' we are constantly aspiring to become, we will stop buying 
from the external illusionary shopping mall and begin to purchase from our own inner shopping mall of 
light, balance and purity. This of course is the very fear of the ego-consciousness; the fear that we will find 
this simple inner path to our own truth and light and the greater knowledge and wisdom it brings us. I will 
explain this fear the ego-consciousness has in later chapters. 

What I have learnt personally over the last few years is that we are not searching for the truth at all, as I 
initially assumed. WE ARE THE TRUTH. We are ALL born the truth, each and every one of us. We are 
all composed of light and, therefore, we are all light-beings. All that happens is we begin to live in the lie of 
Man from a very early age and we are taught to be intellectual instead of spiritual which locks our 
consciousness into ego and directs us away from, and prevents us from, 'being' the light and living the light 
in the truth of what we are. So in effect, we are not searching for the truth, we are merely trying to 
determine and become more aware - in this physical world of separation - of what is not the truth. As we 
become more aware of what is not the truth, we naturally become more aware of ourselves in the process, 
which is of course truth, light and unconditional love - and the creators of life as we know it. 

From what we have been discussing throughout these articles, we can appreciate it is only in this physical 
world of separation where we forget this 'awareness' or lose the 'understanding' of who and what we are, as 
this 'knowledge' and the communication with our higher selves becomes 'blocked' from our 3rd dimensional 
consciousness - our conscious mind - through our belief in the external illusory reality. It follows then, that 
we do not incarnate into the physical reality to 'learn' more about our origins, because we already know all 
there is to know about the universe and ourselves when we are without the limitations of the physical body 
and the ego-consciousness - i.e. before we incarnate. 

Surely, then, we can only incarnate into the physical body for two reasons: Originally, to appreciate and 
experience what we have created as energy and light, and secondly - and in today's times probably most 
importantly - to balance the Earth's consciousness, which over time, we have been responsible for creating 
the imbalance in the first place? Is it possible, just like our T cells are automatically sent by our immune 
system to an area of imbalance within the physical body in order to restore homeostasis; that we too are 
automatically procreating in ever increasing numbers to do the same on Earth - identified by the greater 
consciousness (immune system) of us all, to restore balance? (See Part Three) 

This explanation is far more in keeping with how Nature works than many other explanations we are given 
today. As physical beings we are part of the physical reality and, therefore, we are part of Nature. And 
Nature, as we have discovered, works in exactly the same way no matter how large or small a process or 
entity may be. Why should we humans believe we operate in a different way to the way in which Nature 
Herself operates? The simple answer is we don't; only ego would have us believe otherwise, because ego 
sees itself as being separate to all that exists around it and even greater than the physical reality - Nature 
Herself. Which is why Man continues to interfere with Nature and has, over time, become increasingly less 
natural, understanding and loving towards all living things, even towards each other. 

The less we buy into the illusion and the less we live in the lie of Man, the more we can live as our true 
being is meant to live and the more we can begin to live towards fulfilling the huge potential inherent in all 
human beings. The illusory world and the external deception invented by the ego provides us with a 
convenient blindfold which prevents us from seeing our own light and the light of others and we fail to 
recognise that the core of all living beings is all one and the same energy - spirit and unconditional love. 
Physically we are different with varying talents and physical potentials left mainly unfulfilled by the 
illusion's ability to block out this simple realisation of our inherent creative powers. 
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When we stop looking externally for the answers and cease bringing in outside unbalanced energies, the 
veil of darkness we have surrounded ourselves with starts to lift and the light becomes brighter. This simple 
conscious act or decision enables a quantum shift to take place in our consciousness whereby we gradually 
begin to see through the illusion and recognise more of what is not the truth. This is an ongoing process as 
our consciousness is gradually brought back into balance and begins to purify and return towards its more 
natural state of being - unconditional love and light. We begin to realise that nature does work in the same 
simple and uncomplicated way and all living things are part of nature and work this way too. The illusion 
through the ego/intellect merely provides us with a false A-Z to finding spirituality. If we choose to use our 
own inner A-Z, which we can purchase free of charge from our inner shopping mall, then the icy grip the 
illusion currently has on our spiritual future begins to melt away as more and more of our inner light and 
warmth is allowed to come forth and illuminate the way forward. 

Spirituality and living life by our own truth and not somebody else's truth, is all about not giving our power 
away. It is about allowing ourselves to ebb and flow, and evolve as Nature Herself does to maintain 
balance. The ego, as we have discovered, is all about standing still and hanging on to old paradigms and 
illusory concepts which stop us from moving forward. When we begin this journey we call physical life, we 
can buy the external ticket and journey into chaos, or we can purchase the internal ticket and journey into 
peace and oneness. However, most of us choose the external ticket to start with, but because we always 
have choice, we can exchange it for the internal one at anytime. For those of us who have been on the 
external journey for sometime this may mean a longer journey home than for others, but it is the start of the 
journey home and the beginning of an adventure which is rich in many splendours and exhilarating beauty, 
love, knowledge and the wisdom of how to apply it. A journey that becomes clearer, brighter, more 
colourful and more magnificent with each passing moment. An adventure in which we are constantly 
experiencing unprecedented wonders of life in the highest realms possible. An experience and journey 
thatreligion and most of its modern and external spiritual offshoots would have us otherwise believe is 
impossible for humans to attain and enjoy today. 

Only the moment of now exists, yet even in this moment of now the illusion still deceives us. How are we 
expected to know what happened in the past and, therefore, what part of history is actually true? If we were 
not there then we cannot possibly know for ourselves what actually happened, yet most of the conditioning 
today takes place by encouraging people to believe in something that may or may not have occurred 
thousands of years ago - and by believing it, we give our power away to this so-called history. We can all 
tap into the past because it is a memory stored in the consciousness of the Earth which surrounds us and 
feeds us and we can tap into the future because it is the thoughts and aspirations of humans stored in the 
ether also - they are but emotional memories - energies - stored in the consciousness of the Earth, which we 
can all tap into at any time because they are around us every minute of every day. However, if we choose to 
buy the internal ticket we tap into the purity of who we are, and we no longer allow ourselves to become 
compromised by external and unbalanced emotional energies and beliefs or distortions of truth. However, 
even on the inner journey, initially, we can be easily led into the the external astral ego-consciousness and I 
will explain why and how this may be in chapter nine. 

To me it remains a simple fact that if we don't change our perspective and image and understanding of what 
IS in the moment of now, the past will continue to be projected into the future and the disease of Man will 
continue to spread - just like a tumour. It is only by changing and balancing our consciousness in the 
moment of now that we can actually ensure a change in consciousness in the future. As we begin to balance 
our own consciousness first, this is then reflected outside of us into the collective consciousness of the 
Earth, which is the consciousness all new born babies will encounter. Many spiritual teachings today tell us 
everything is OK and exactly as it is meant to be, and, just like karma, prevents us from understanding and 
accepting that we are responsible for what is happening in the world today. (See Part Three) 

Maybe I am looking at another world, but I still hear pensioners talking of times when they used to leave 
their doors open for people to come in and visit without fear of being robbed or worse. We wouldn't dare do 
that today. There were no metal shutters on shop fronts when I was a child, but they are all over the place 
today. Policemen, Paramedics, Doctors, Nurses and Firemen are attacked today for doing no more than their 
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jobs - trying to save lives. When I was a child this never happened on the scale it does today. In China, 
recently, we saw an unwanted new born baby girl lying in a street gutter dead, being totally ignored by 
passers by - this is an illustration of the reality we have created today - not the illusory one that tells us this 
is OK and is how it is meant to be. If we continue to believe everything is okay, then it is simply not good 
enough. Unless our beliefs come from that inner understanding which provides a genuine foundation to our 
belief, we will achieve nothing in our attempt to improve humanity and the environment. 

We also realise, from understanding how nature works in the same simple way, no matter how small or 
large a process may be, that all we are experiencing in the outer reality is a disease, a tumour created by 
Man through an unbalanced ego, which through the process of resonance influences consciousness around it 
to become as unbalanced and as diseased as it itself has become. We create in our own image through 
thought. So when we buy into the lie of Man and believe in it, we are merely reflecting this unbalanced 
belief back into the outer consciousness of the Earth and through our beliefs we continue to feed the 
illusion. Everything comes from within. We cannot access this inner truth from outside of us or by focusing 
externally because what is outside of us is merely a reflection. We must first connect with it within in order 
for it to be reflected without. And to change the reflection we must first change the image being reflected. 
We cannot shave by shaving the mirror - the reflection - nothing happens no matter how loving our intent 
may be. It is only when we shave the self that we see a change in the mirror - the reflection. 

 
Jesus said, 'Why do you wash the outside of the cup? Do you not understand that the one who made 

the inside is also the one who made the outside?'67  

We have travelled a long way so far and we have covered many topics and aspects of life as we know it and 
believed it to be. Many people have asked me 'what is the way forward' and have expressed a desire to be 
given a focal point from which to start. 

It is not my position to tell people how they should live their life, it is up to each and every one of us to find 
our inner truth and thereby begin to live by it. The focal point is always ourselves and restoring belief in our 
own worth is essential because this has been taken away from us by the externalisation of so-called truth 
and by focusing on the external reality as being the 'only' reality that houses the 'way forward'. The path to 
knowledge and realisation of our own potential is obviously inwards and because we are all individual, the 
way we achieve this inner journey, or access it, or allow our inner voice to come through more, will 
naturally be different for each of us. What may work for one may not be suitable for another. 

Some of us may not be able to meditate and may find it does not serve us as well as it serves others. Each of 
us should determine what it is that works for us; be it meditation, listening to or performing music, painting, 
writing, poetry, walking the dog, being in nature, martial arts, Tai Chi or whatever it takes to allow us the 
opportunity to 'switch off' and reach that 'daydream' state of contemplation that may allow our 'inner tuition' 
to find its voice and become heard. 

The more we try to go inwards the harder the journey becomes. The natural path is the opposite of the way 
we have been taught to succeed in life. We are constantly taught to try harder, in sport, in the classroom, 
and in performing. Going within is all about 'not trying' and this is alien to our upbringing.Trying is the way 
the ego and intellect prevents us from finding out more of our heritage and worth. The more we try and 
meditate to go inwards, the more we block the process, which is why we need to find what allows us to 
reach that state of contemplation for ourselves. Anything which can manage to switch off the influence of 
the mind/ego/intellect, will allow our inner selves to communicate better with our conscious mind 
unopposed. Our inner being is constantly communicating with us, but because of the chatter and noise 
created by the mind and the intellect and the outside reality, we tend not to hear the message. It is a question 
of tuning out the mind and the external noise and tuning instead into the inner voice. This takes time and 
perseverance and it may take a while before we find what works best for us. The fun is finding out without 
trying and without pushing it or being too impatient - in essence we just allow. By allowing, everything 
then begins to happen as and when it is meant to as we begin to ebb, flow and evolve naturally. 
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From all we have been discussing, it is clear we have the ability to project our awareness into 
theexternal consciousness through methods such as remote viewing and remote sensing and into 
theinternal consciousness through shamanic ways and meditation. This provides us with the knowledge 
and experience of these realities. As we are part of Nature this process of explosion and implosion occurs at 
the same time - naturally - and we are continually journeying both ways simultaneously. It becomes 
apparent then, that depending upon where we focus our attention or awareness, this will determine our view 
and perspective of reality and creation. We can view both from the aspect of being the physical and 
beginning our journey home (imploding) and learning more about our origins along the way. Or we can 
view them from the aspect of being everything (Source) at the same time, fragmenting itself (exploding) to 
become aware of itself and what it has created. 

Whilst neither perspective is incorrect, neither is balanced without the other, for we are BOTH at the same 
time. This is the wonder of our consciousness, we can experience ourselves from any part of the explosion 
or implosion process and we can experience 'being' both perspectives at the same time, or separately. So, in 
effect, we are returning home to Source from being the physical and we are also the Source expanding out 
to become the physical - both at the same time. When we experience 'being' both at the same time we 
experience 'Oneness' itself, which in effect is all that we are anyway. We have only forgotten this huge 
potential inherent in all human beings. 

There is no magic bullet or pill or easy 'fix' we can take to turn us into something we already are, these 
methods and beliefs will only have the opposite effect and hold us back. 

Spiritually we are what we are and we cannot become anything other than what we are - no matter how hard 
we try - except of course in this physical reality. And we cannot become what we are until we stop trying to 
become something we are not. This is what we are all, in effect, searching for - the 'who and what' we really 
are. And until we realise who and what we really are, we may never have the understanding of who and 
what, potentially we really could be - which is exactly who and what we are now anyway. 

The answer to everything comes from within. The more we journey within, the more purity we bring into 
our physical third-dimensional consciousness and the more purity and light (unconditional love) we reflect 
into the consciousness outside of us, which will naturally help all living processes - ourselves included. 

 

  
 
 

"Accept the light for your eyes, and cast the darkness from you… Do not become a sausage made of 
many things which are useless, and do not become a guide in your blind ignorance… end the sleep 
which weighs heavily upon you. Depart the forgetfulness, which fills you with darkness, since if you 

were unable to do anything I would not have said these things to you…  
Why do you pursue the darkness when the light is at your disposal? Why do you drink stale water 

though sweet is available to you? Wisdom summons you yet you desire folly."68  
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT PART SIX 
By Steve Gamble 

  
  

Welcome to Part Six. The reason for writing this part is mainly due to the feedback I’ve had 
from many wonderful people and all the questions that have arisen as a result of the articles. Probably 
one of the most frequently posed questions was, and is: ‘what could be expected or achieved from the 
inner journey?’ 

How long is a piece of string? There is, obviously, no definitive answer to this question, as we 
all hold varying perspectives of reality through many forms of conditioning and belief systems. What is 
relevant to one, symbolically, may not be relevant to another. The inner tuition we receive from this 
journey eventually and progressively comes from our higher light-selves. This then helps us to ‘feel’ 
and see reality in a way that is more balanced than it may otherwise be through our currently 
conditioned viewpoint of it. Therefore, the message or information will be relevant to the individual 
who is searching within themselves for the answers. The individual road will naturally lead to the same 
understanding of how things are, because what IS just IS and cannot be anything else, no matter how 
the intellect or the ego would have us perceive it. This process leads to a more natural awareness and 
experience of our true heritage and potential as we begin to experience the one creative energy 
permeating and animating all physical life, and an even greater understanding of our interaction with all 
living things 

Yet the way we share this newfound comprehension and the balance this brings to our 
consciousness, our understanding and viewpoint of reality, will be predominately determined by what 
we actually do in this physical reality. For instance, we may share this knowledge through the medium 
which suites us best, be this through drama, films, documentaries, fictional stories, articles, art, poetry, 
teaching, healing, seminars, talking in the pub or during a round of golf. 

All I am able to do here is to share some inner experiences with you, in the hope that they 
provide an example of what can be achieved through one’s own inner journey. With perseverance, 
patience and discipline, and by ‘allowing’ and not expecting anything profound or magical to happen, 
we can all begin to relinquish, to some degree, the hold the unbalanced ego-consciousness has upon the 
light within and our present awareness or not of our true potential. 

In the world today we are all conditioned beings, to a greater or lesser extent. We believe what 
we are told or what we see on the TV or read in the newspapers and those of us who look beyond this 
media mind control continue to look externally at the works and teachings of others, and so, in the 
main, we tend to believe in something somebody else wants us to believe in. This is not our own 
truth. It is not our own experience of reality; it is generally somebody else’s. We then tend to repeat 
this so-called ‘truth’ as being our own truth when our own truth can come only from within us. Do we, 
therefore, become puppets instead of the puppeteer and do we become the passenger rather than the 
navigator of the journey? 

We do not plant a giant oak tree and watch it turn into a seed. Instead we plant the seed and 
admire how it grows into a magnificent oak tree. This is Nature; this is how Creation works, from in to 
out. Or to put it another way, from small to bigger. Creation starts from the centre and expands 
outwards – hence the expansion and growth of the oak tree, and all living things. If the oak tree wanted 
to find out where it originated from what would it do? Would it look externally, outside of itself for the 
answers to its origins, or would it look internally to the seed which gave it life? It is the same with us 
humans. Just like the tree, we should be searching internally for that quintessential seed which 
provided us with life and continues to sustain us in this physical reality. 

We are living in the physical reality which is the periphery of creation; it is the ripple that 
reaches the edge of the pond. It is the densest of vibrations and is different to the energies that seeded it, 
animate it and give it life. The physical reality is the world of separation, where the laws of the physical 
Universe apply. When we observe what gives life to nature and all living things, we see and witness 
that this ‘life’, this energy, spins both ways simultaneously and that all physical life is animated and 
composed of vortices of energy which are imploding and exploding at the same time. However, in the 
physical aspect of reality this cannot happen. If the physical Earth were to spin both ways at the same 
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time it would disintegrate or split apart, so the physical Earth only spins one way. This is why the 
physical reality is also known as the reality of opposites and we witness either a left-hand or a right-
hand spin and we can also witness the process of implosion and explosion separately too. This is why 
we see a seed grow into a plant and flower - this is the explosion part – and then eventually wilt, wither 
and die – this is the implosion part. And this is the same with all life in the physical reality, eventually it 
grows and it dies physically. We can see the explosive part of a Galaxy as the stars spiral away from the 
centre and the black hole at the centre of every Galaxy is the implosive part of Nature. 

But because we see everything in separation, ourselves included, and we have lost touch with 
the inner reality, the reality of Oneness and the light beings we are, we have forgotten the 
interconnectedness of all living things on this energy level. Because we see things as being separate 
outside of us, we believe everything must be separate to everything else, humans included, because we 
have been conditioned to believe the physical external reality is the only reality there is. This is the 
illusion of the world of separation. This is why, through ego, we see ourselves as individual beings 
without any connection to or interaction with other living entities. 

However, the physical reality only ‘appears’ to us to be separate, when in fact this is not so. 
Even the constant interaction between the energies of all living things is reflected outside of us into the 
physical aspect of reality. Insects eat grubs, larger animals eat insects, birds eat seeds, big fish eat 
smaller fish, animals eat other animals, and flies live off crumbs of food and so forth. In effect, physical 
life is constantly feeding and interacting with other physical life and works in symbiosis to provide 
sustenance for all living things to continue to survive in the physical form, just as on an energy level 
everything is constantly interacting with and feeding with each other. 

We not only benefit from the proteins, fats, carbohydrates and other nutrients that are shared 
with our body when we consume other living things. As physicists have discovered, for example, when 
we eat plant foods, we benefit from their light or life force energy too. We make use of the light 
(biophotons)- the source of energy used during photosynthesis - and this energy is shared openly with 
the body's electromagnetic frequencies, adding to, or subtracting from, our own levels of life force 
energy. This light enhances the the ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate) response in the body, which is the 
driving force, if you like, for all cellular activity. 

This understanding of light/energy transfer between all living things, may explain why spiritual 
teacher, Omraan Mikhael Aivanhov, in his oral teachings, often referred to fruit and vegetables as a 
good source of 'first-hand light', whereas the meat from animals was merely a source of 'second-hand 
light'. As fruit and vegetables contain much higher levels of water molecules, and water molecules store 
both balanced and unbalanced energies, Aivanhov's astute observations of his day, may not necessarily 
ring true today with our high levels of electrical, electromagnetic and chemical pollution. 

Everything is slowed down in the physical reality and appears to be separated, so in effect, we 
can experience both ends of the energy spectrum of Oneness at the same time. This enables us to 
witness physically exactly how creation works. Yet we have stopped observing nature and all things as 
being ONE and recognising the interconnectedness of it all. 

All living things are animated by the same creative energy which exists within us all. And we 
can witness this all around us if only we stopped limiting ourselves to the intellect and the five physical 
senses. If we choose to call this creative energy God, then in effect we are all God. If we label this 
energy Spirit then we are all Spirit. Nature and Oneness ITSELF, the creator energy that feeds and 
sustains all life, is not judgemental or prejudiced towards some life to the detriment of other life, 
including Humans. Only Man is capable of this. Nor is the Creator energy split into regimented 
structures or varying Hierarchies of power. Again, only Man behaves like this. What IS just IS as I 
mentioned earlier. 

In the physical reality, because of the expansion of Oneness, our consciousness is not wholly at 
one with our spirit, the purifying aspect. They exist at opposite ends of this same spectrum of energy. 
This leaves our consciousness vulnerable to outside influences and it is through the mind - which sits 
between both ends of this creative energy spectrum - that illusory concepts can work. The mind, 
through imagination, deliberately programmed in some cases, and through aspirations in others, creates 
an illusory reality which is automatically stored in the consciousness of the Earth and this illusion is fed 
back to us. We have come to understand that water stores information or energy, and as the Earth’s 
atmosphere is replete with water, the Earth’s energy fields store and hold our every thought and 
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emotion, balanced and unbalanced. 
 

 

 
So how do these two aspects of Oneness work together in the physical reality? 
  
ENERGY/ LIGHT 
                   

Many of us today appreciate we are composed of energy to some degree. We have 
discovered that all living things are made up of ATOMS – the building blocks of life. This means that 
all living things, humans included, are primarily composed of light or energy. If we begin to move out 
of, or expand from the atom – the light energy that we are – and towards the biochemical aspect of 
ourselves, we discover that even our DNA is composed of light and this expansion of energy from 
within the atom continues from our DNA, through our cells and out of the physical body to form what 
is commonly referred to as the Auric or Biophysical Energy Field. 
            Everything in the physical universe is composed of light and today we can photograph these 
energy fields around our cells, plants and the human body. Today, more people are able to see these 
energy fields or sense or feel them – hence we have many energy or healing modalities. We also know 
from many scientific experiments and our own personal experiences with plants that they respond 
positively to the emotion of love and negatively to the emotion of fear and there have been numerous 
experiments which confirm that all living things are able to communicate with each other and share 
information. And they do this through the medium of water. 
  
WATER 
  

As we have discovered, the majority of people consider water to be no more than a liquid for 
quenching the thirst, bathing in and for putting out fires. In reality water is one of THE most important 
substances in the physical reality and has some very profound properties indeed. The other is light 
energy as we have just discussed. 
            Water in this physical reality is consciousness; it is a memory bank of stored information 
and our physical means of identity. As emotions are a powerful energy, water stores emotions very 
easily, which is why we humans are emotional beings. 
            Water can be a gas, a liquid or a solid, and as a solid it is actually lighter than when it is a liquid 
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– ice floats. Water is completely flexible. Pour water into a cup and the water becomes the shape of the 
cup. Pour it into a kettle and water becomes the kettle. Because water is consciousness – identity and 
memory – mind control works through conditioning our consciousness, so if somebody wants you to 
become the cup, then you become the cup instead of the water that fills the cup. Conditioning controls 
consciousness/water into becoming something it exists in rather than what it actually is. This is what 
has happened to the majority of humans today; they have become the cup, the outer rigidity, instead of 
retaining the inner fluidity. Hence, humans have become the inflexible outer physical human shell, 
rather than the malleable and loving light or spirit that we all are. If we choose to become more like the 
water rather than the outer vessel it occupies, we can retain the flexibility and freedom to be anything 
we want, and to express ourselves in any way we choose. Our consciousness remains free flowing, 
healthy and balanced. 

So how do these two important elements of life – ENERGY/LIGHT and WATER - work 
together in this physical reality? 

If we look at our cellular environment we find that DNA lies in the centre of every living cell 
coiled like a snake or a serpent and surrounded by water or intracellular fluid. As we know, our DNA is 
composed of light and this light (information) is transmitted from our DNA through the watery 
environment of the cell. This inner energy (light) is further expanded through our watery 
environment and extends outside of the physical body forming the Auric Field courtesy of the 
water molecules in the air around us. 

In addition, part of this inner light is utilised in our biochemical environment to provide a 
different form of energy: Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) which governs our biological processes. ATP 
is a nucleotide molecule found in all cells. It is used to drive the thousands of biological processes 
needed to sustain life, growth, movement and reproduction. ATP is the Universal energy-carrying 
molecule and is indispensable to the life of a cell. 

All our cells are surrounded by extra or intercellular fluid too, and water is the medium through 
which all our cells remain in constant communication with each other. This is how, for example, the 
Autonomic Nervous System and its two branches work meticulously to maintain equilibrium in the 
body and how the immune system monitors the body for invaders or imbalances and how it knows were 
to send it troops when the body is under threat; all without us having any conscious awareness of, or 
input into, what is going on. We can see here that the intellect has no idea or comprehension of what is 
actually going on in the body to maintain equilibrium and health. Yet the conscious mind still insists 
that it knows all the answers and we tend to live our lives by the thoughts and directions of the mind's 
influences and beliefs. 

The science of biophysics has been able to determine that when a cell association dies, it dies as 
a complete entity and not cell by cell, which confirms this cellular communication. Additionally, it has 
been established that when a cell dies the emission of light at first recedes and an explosive increase in 
photon activity [light] starts after around eight hours. This is uncannily similar to when a star dies as it 
implodes in death [light recedes] and then explodes light into what we call a Supernova, the last 
dramatic gasp of a star in its death throes. Is the death of a cell association, therefore, merely being 
reflected outside of us? Is this just another example of creation working from in to out or small to 
bigger and even more evidence that everything, no matter how large or small it may be, works in the 
same simple way? 

We can see here the importance of light – the 99.999% of what we are – and the importance of 
water in this physical reality. Both are required for life to exist. We can also clearly see that creation 
works from in, to out, from the light within into the water without, or from the centre – from the light 
within the atom - continually expanding outwards like a droplet in a pond. In effect the physical reality 
is the ripple that reaches the edge of the pond, it is the end result of creation. The physical reality is 
merely a reflection of the inner reality and our DNA is the axis point of the reflection of the light within 
into the water without. This is how we animate (energise) and feed the physical body. 
            Water is the medium by which all life stores and shares information and through which all 
things interact to create conscious awareness. When we can truly appreciate the immense properties of 
water we can begin to understand many of the so-called anomalies of life today. Such as how ESP 
works or how psychics can walk into a room or building and ‘sense’ or ‘pick up’ events that happened 
many years ago, simply because the information and the emotion of the event is stored in the water 
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molecules in the air, the floor, the ceiling, the walls, the furniture and so on. The properties of water 
explain past life experiences because the Earth’s consciousness holds the memory of what has 
transpired before, it is one huge memory bank of information holding emotional energies of the past 
and present. 

The properties of water also explain how Healing and Distant Healing works. Remote Viewing, 
Remote Sensing and Remote Influencing - popular methods used by the military and intelligence 
agencies – also work through the medium of water. The properties of water explain how we can meet 
somebody for the first time and have an instant like or dislike for the person before anything is said, 
simply because we are communicating with them through the ability of the water molecules 
(consciousness) to share information, and we do this sub-consciously. We can also understand how 
telepathy works and so much more. 

We can understand how man-made unnatural energies such as EMF’s or microwaves – even 
other people,s negative energies - can share their unbalanced information with us and the potential these 
energies have to change or damage the information or memory stored within our cellular environment, 
simply because our body, through our watery environment can take on board and store this unbalanced 
energy in its memory banks. This is exactly how a diseased cell replicates itself. The replacement cell is 
reproduced in the likeness and from the memory of its diseased host cell. This is how, for example, a 
tumour replicates itself and can continue to grow. 

As an example, when water stores energies or incoherent light from man-made toxic chemicals, 
additives, pesticides, EMF's, mobile phones and their towers, as an example, these unbalanced 
energies then begin to distort or scramble the coherent light emitted from our 
DNA. Theinformation carried by this coherent light and the corresponding instructions to our cells on 
how to replicate and behave, is altered. This process alters our energy fields in a detrimental way and 
thiscorresponding imbalance is then reflected in the physical as our cells begin to replicate in 
accordance with the 'instructions' carried by the distorted or scrambled light/energy. This is the onset 
of what we call physical illness and disease. 

We can see that we need coherent light in water for health and balance in this physical 
reality, for it is this light that purifies the water – our consciousness and energy fields – and enables us 
to maintain equilibrium and therefore physical health. Also, the light in water determines the strength 
and vitality of our various energy fields and their ability to deal with negative energies. We can also see 
that this light – this purifying energy - comes from within us and not from outside of us. Nature and all 
living things work in this simple way, humans included, maintaining equilibrium through a process 
known as implosion and explosion. This is how our chakras work. Humans work in exactly the same 
way as Nature works. 

Although we do interact with external energies as we have discovered – this is part of how we 
contribute to balancing the Earth’s energy fields. Energy from the Sun and from the Earth is important 
to our physical existence. We know some of these external energies have been distorted by Man’s 
actions and have become unbalanced over time.  

The physical body is not designed to become ill. Only when its consciousness or energy fields 
(Aura) become weakened do we actually become ill. So something somewhere must be interfering with 
our natural process of implosion and explosion. Toxic chemicals in the air, our farmland, our water and 
our food contribute to this interference, as do certain medicines and vaccinations. Chemicals used to 
treat our water remain in the water in an energy form and can share this imbalance with our bodies. 
However, the biggest interference in this natural process comes from the MIND or more correctly an 
unbalanced EGO and through the emotion of fear. 

There are only two emotions – unconditional love, which is balanced – and fear, which is 
unbalanced. Collectively, the majority of humans have lived and continue to live in fear. We are 
becoming more aware today of how our emotions can affect our health and how unbalanced emotions 
can cause blockages on an energy level, which consequently can cause physical disharmony, or illness 
and disease. Can we imagine what the cumulative effect the unbalanced emotions of our collective 
consciousness – some six billion people today – can have upon the Earth’s energy fields and overall 
health? 

Every thought, belief, fear and emotion – all being energy - is stored in the Earth’s energy 
fields which surround and interact with all living things. We have literally created a disease outside of 
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us and this disease is being fed back into our own energy fields affecting our own consciousness and 
consequently our own physical health. We take in this unbalanced emotional energy with every breath 
we take, with every drink we consume and with every meal that we eat – all being replete with water 
molecules – consciousness/memory. We are also interacting with these external energies through our 
own energy fields every minute of every day. 

From a cell to a planet, all energy fields work in the same simple way to protect us from 
external negative and potentially destructive forces. Yet we are encouraged to open up our protective 
Auric fields and allow these external energies into our environment. In opening up our energy fields 
in this way we are working against the natural flow of creation – from in to out - and we are allowing 
more negative energies into our immediate environment than we and our chakras can cope with. 
Additionally, we are also gradually weakening our defence mechanism – the aura. This makes it even 
easier for external energies to enter our energy fields unfiltered where they can cause damage, further 
compromising the strength and vitality of our energy fields and the overall balance of our human 
consciousness. 

When the energy fields of our cells are balanced and healthy, they reproduce in a healthy and 
balanced way. When they are weakened the cells become unbalanced and unhealthy and reproduce in 
an unhealthy or diseased way. It is the same with us humans. We create in our own likeness in 
accordance with our ‘memory’ or consciousness and if our energy fields have become unbalanced, then 
we create more imbalances in the world. Which is why we have created a greed or 'profit before all else' 
mentality, leading to wars, toxic chemicals and medicines, more violence in our society, ruling through 
fear and ignorance, and why we create GM foods, irradiated foods, nuclear weapons, potentially 
dangerous EMF’s and microwaves and all the rest of the imbalance we can witness today. 

We can clearly see that it is the quality and purity of the water molecules within us and outside 
of us, which determine the wellbeing of our physical and energy body, and it is the amount of 
coherent light present in the water which determines its purity and balance. If light in water = 
balanced consciousness and health, then imbalance and ill health is the absence of light in water. 

We can see the evidence of this when we 
examine ordinary London Tap Water – see 
photograph to the left which shows the micro-
cluster structure of water. We can see quite clearly 
that there is an absence of LIGHT (photons) or life 
force energy present. The appearance of this water 
is literally life-less. Can we imagine the imbalance 
held in this water? Can we appreciate how this 
dead or lifeless water is able to share this 
unbalanced energy with us, affecting our energy 
fields and physical body? 

 
We can begin to appreciate today that to regain or maintain good health and strong energy 

fields, we need to bring more light into water. One of the simplest and most effective ways of bringing 
or infusing more light into water is by using a unique product called the Universal Harmoniser 
developed by Equilibra. If we contrast the photograph of ordinary London Tap Water above, with a 
photograph of London Tap Water after being energised by a Universal Harmoniser (see left), we can 
see a marked difference between the two. 
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In this photograph we can see that the water 
isALIVE. It 
is VIBRANT and HEALTHY and it is full of 
life-sustaining PHOTONS (LIGHT). It is 
balanced and has a very healthy 
consciousness. According to Professor 
Schweitzer who carried out these scientific 
tests on water, the Universal Harmoniser 
creates 3D Space (i.e. LIFE) in water. Due to 
the ability of water to share information with 
the human body and all living organisms, can 
we appreciate how drinking this energised 
water or using this water to wash and bathe in, 
cook with, and feed to our children and pets 
will help to rejuvenate and revitalise our whole 
bodily system and energy fields as well as 
those of our family, animals and plants too? 

 

Because the Universal Harmonisers work in accordance with Nature in that they implode 
energy, purify it and explode it back out again, they not only revitalise and energise the food 
and drinks we consume with more light, they also help to transmute the negative energies from 
chemicals and toxins that we find in our consumer products today. Additionally our 
supplements and personal care products can be energised too because water is replete in all 
things. If the Universal Harmonisers are used upon the body they will create the same light and 
balance within our own watery environment, cleansing, repairing, enhancing and strengthening 
our energy fields and defence mechanism so we become less prone to damage from external 
energies, and by increasing the ATP response in the body we have better cells and physical 
health. 

 

 

In the photograph to the left we can see the Harmonisers in 
position over the heart chakra and the navel chakra. The heart chakra is 
our unconditional love centre, the fire within. Symbolically it is 
represented by the Sun. The heart chakra houses the Assemblage Point 
which is aninternal connection with our source or purifying energy –
the light or fire within. The navel chakra is our water chakra; it is our 
centre of consciousness and the seat of our emotions. Symbolically it is 
represented by the Moon. In these positions, the Universal Harmonisers 
help to cleanse and balance our emotional centre and the major and minor 
chakras, strengthening and expanding the energy fields of the body 
naturally and in accordance with how we are designed to work. This 
helps to bring the process of implosion and explosion back into balance 
allowing more of our own INNER LIGHT to come through. 
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There are many uses for the Harmonisers because they 
work naturally. They can help to clear and strengthen the 
meridians, stimulate the zonal and reflex points of the feet, 
enhance meditations and inner awareness and so much 
more: simply by infusing LIGHT into our bodies which 
naturally purifies and balances the energy fields and 
physical body. The simplicity of using these devices 
allows absolutely anybody with the intention of helping 
themselves or their family and friends to self-heal and 
work on themselves and others to bring the body back into 
balance without the need for any knowledge of healing, 
energy bodies, and so forth. 

 
Because they work through balancing water molecules, they are excellent too for Space 

Clearing houses, offices and therapy rooms. Unlike many other methods of Space Clearing, effective 
though they may be, these tend to work through the explosion process – ringing bells, bowls, chanting, 
clapping, smudge sticks, mirrors etc., and merely force the negative energies elsewhere, such as the flat 
above, the flat below, the house next door or into the garden. This is great for the individual but may 
not be so good for the neighbours. Because the Universal Harmonisers work by imploding and 
exploding negative energies, purifying them and returning them to the outer environment and this 
process is self-perpetuating and expanding, they not only help to clear negative energies but also 
transmute them too. This is excellent for the environment and the neighbours because the amount of 
negative energies in the external environment is actually reduced. For therapists this is especially good 
for their therapy rooms, and really helpful for those therapists working with energies. Because the 
Harmonisers strengthen and expand the energy fields of the body, they can help the therapist to locate 
areas of blockage more easily and determine when the area has been cleared and the flow has improved.

All the knowledge of how to reproduce these higher frequencies of light in this physical reality 
has come from this ‘inner journey’ – we have literally been taught by our higher-selves through INNER 
TUITION. As has the way in which to construct these energies in order to produce coherent LIGHT in 
water. Likewise, the information within this series of articles has also come from this inner journey and 
this is an example of what each and every person is capable of achieving if they choose to shop in 
the right place. The message is, if we can do it then you are capable of achieving the same. 

Furthermore, it is in this understanding of water – consciousness in this physical reality - and its 
ability to store information where we can begin to understand more of how the illusion works. With the 
knowledge and equipment the intelligence agencies and the military have, and easy worldwide 
communications, it is much easier today to ‘program’ people than it was a few thousand years ago 
through fear and the religions which delivered it. It is also very easy to create ‘imaginary’ and 
‘controlled’ energies and place them as a memory or information into the outside consciousness for 
people looking externally to conveniently ‘tap into’. Not only can energy forms be created in any guise 
whatsoever, but also messages or disinformation can be stored and broadcasted too. 

To the uninitiated external traveller, this may well appear to be communication with some 
‘higher’ spiritual being, or some ET Spiritual Hierarchy here to help us. Or even a Space Ship or UFO 
Craft looking to communicate with the so-called enlightened amongst us, bringing messages of hope 
and salvation and reinforcing the belief that we are unworthy and without outside so-called higher 
enlightened beings to help us, incapable of sorting out the mess for ourselves The possibilities here for 
mind control and manipulation of honest people are endless. 

This is why I firmly believe the road to true knowledge and the wisdom of how to apply it, 
along with the understanding of the origins of ourselves and of all creation through the INNER 
JOURNEY has, to all intents and purposes been deliberately removed from the psyche of Man. We are 
merely being coerced to turn our focus externally into the illusory concept of unbalanced energies and 
thought-forms which exist outside of us and encouraged to open up our energy fields and willingly 
bring these negative and unbalanced energies, false beliefs and conditioned thought patterns into our 
own consciousness. As our own consciousness changes we begin to believe these ‘experiences’ are true 
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and real, and so we begin to create our very own illusory and unbalanced reality. We may even begin to 
communicate with and eventually even ‘see’ these ET’s, aliens, Spiritual Gods etc., depending on the 
‘program’ we have 'swallowed' and our belief in it. The mind, when it believes in something so 
strongly, can create almost any reality imaginable. The physical reality taken in this context is certainly 
not boring. 

This is why, today, the Inner Journey is so important to Man's and the Earth’s physical survival 
and spiritual growth. The inner journey is the journey into light, into truth and into the very core of the 
light we all truly are and from where we all originate. When we begin to understand this, experience it 
and ‘feel’ it for ourselves, we begin to see through the illusion and its deliberately fabricated veil of 
deceit. We then stop buying into the outer consciousness because we realise, just like the tree, that truth 
comes from the seed within. 

There are many observations that exist in this physical world that can help to point us in the 
right direction. The obvious is generally right in front of our eyes, yet we appear to take no notice. This 
is something the intelligence agencies are very aware of. If they want to hide something, they put it in 
public view. This is why we always ‘see’ it as something else and not for what it really is. This is part 
of the UFO cover up. Fly them in full public view and the rest, as we know, is history – the beginnings 
of a new religion and a monumental cover-up of free-energy technology. 

The UFO debate is certainly a controversial one. One of the main arguments put forward by 
budding Ufologists is that the evidence of nuclear activity going back thousands and even millions of 
years is proof-positive of extraterrestrial visitations. THIS IS NOT SO! The evidence of nuclear activity 
comes from meteor strikes and has been proven time and time again to be the cause. When a sizable 
meteor hits the Earth’s atmosphere and plummets into the ground it CAN create the equivalent of a 
nuclear explosion – the bigger the meteor, the bigger the nuclear devastation and the grander the fallout 
and its effects. And we have plenty of evidence of meteors hitting the earth over the last few millions of 
years or so. So, there is no alien extraterrestrial mystery here then. 

The Nefelim (Nephilim) or Elohim are known as those who ‘came from Heaven’ and therefore, 
we are led to believe, from the skies, meaning, we are told, that they must have been of extraterrestrial 
origin. However, according to the Sumerian historian L. A. Waddell, Heaven (Himin or Imin in 
Sumerian) refers to a mountain capital and Heaven or Himin was, therefore, the Sumerians ‘high place’ 
of rule in the mountains. Therefore, that the Nefelim or Elohim ‘have come down from or descended 
from a high place, from the mountains or the highlands’ would surely be a more accurate description 
than one we are seemingly being forced to believe. It is interesting today that in buildings insurance 
policies under ‘exclusions’, we have a reference to ‘loss or destruction or damage by frost or subsidence 
or ‘ground heave…’ Is it possible that the word ‘heave’ descends from the Sumerian word for heaven –
 heaven. It is interesting that ‘ground heave’ means the raising of the ground or the lifting of the ground 
above its previous level, which is exactly how mountains are formed; the ground or earth is forced 
upward from its previous level creating ‘high places’. Do we have, with the word ‘heave’, a modern day 
derivative of the word ‘heaven’ which was used by the Sumerians to refer to people ‘being from or 
coming from the mountains or the raised land’? If this is so, then we have no proof of extraterrestrial 
visitation here either. 

Additionally, today, in experiments, it has been shown that within 15 minutes a person can be 
induced under hypnosis into believing they have had an alien abduction experience even when they do 
not believe in alien UFO’s. This is interesting, especially as many of the people who have allegedly had 
these so-called ‘abduction’ experiences have been hypnotically regressed ‘to remember’ these 
experiences under the direction and supervision of Ufologists or believers in alien abductions. 
Furthermore, using a specially designed helmet with attaching electrodes, it was demonstrated that by 
using certain EMF frequencies or magnetic fields directed into the brain, it was possible to create a full-
blown alien abduction experience into a non-believer in a laboratory. This ‘scientifically induced’ 
experience produced the classic ‘craft’, white light, white rooms, clinical settings, and big-eyed aliens 
of typical ‘grey’ appearance, table, experiments, extreme fear and so forth. 

With the technology the military and the intelligence agencies have at their disposal and their 
understanding of mind-control, can you possibly imagine just what they are capable of achieving? The 
‘mind’ is the target of all forms of mind-control because it is merely a processing unit and certain 
people want your mind to process what they want it to. Then they have you controlled into believing 
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what they want you to believe. As we know the mind has little comprehension of what is truly going on 
and when it becomes programmed in this way we begin to run around in the explosive part of nature 
instead of maintaining balance through imploding as well. This disconnects the mind from the heart 
centre and so we swim in circles instead of following the figure of eight – the infinity symbol as we 
discussed in Part Five.   

If UFO’s today are of alien origin and these aliens are abducting us, then why have the military 
and the intelligence agencies spent billions and billions of dollars over the last forty or so years 
programming people with the use of hallucinogenic drugs, hypnotherapy and electronic implants to 
create false memories and experiences, and using selected authors and speakers, psychics and 
transceivers and whatever ‘other’ means to induce a massive belief in something that is true? Surely it 
would be a lot cheaper to just come out and admit what is going on – wouldn’t it? Is it more likely that 
the only reason they have gone to these lengths are because these UFO’s are of human origin and 
piloted by humans and we are merely (and expensively) being convinced otherwise? Are we witnessing 
the setting up of another religion as we discussed in Part Four? 

There are many stories and allegations of so-called ‘alien’ beings existing here amongst us. We 
have stories of reptiods or insectoids occupying certain humans who we are told are really 
extraterrestrial beings here to cause us harm. Certain people would have us believe these beasties are 
even devouring human flesh to enable them to retain their ‘false’ human exterior and that these ET’s 
‘transform’ or ‘shape shift’ into their ‘true form’ when devouring human blood and flesh. Twelve-foot 
giant lizards or reptiles have been apparently observed. However, it is a little disconcerting for me when 
many of these first hand witnesses are actually known mind controlled slaves and MPD’s (multi 
personality disorder). With our knowledge of how the intelligence agencies have been involved over the 
years in developing and utilising mind-control programmes to promote new ‘belief systems’ into the 
psyche of Man, just what ‘information’ have these people been programmed with and why? 

As we know from Part Five, the Serpent/Snake, symbolically, represents the path to truth, 
knowledge and wisdom and is a reference to the inner journey through our DNA and to the origins of 
life itself. Is this latest ‘info’ just a deliberate ‘modernisation’ by the ‘illusion’ of the Church’s 
condemnation and denigration of the serpent being the work of the devil? Designed by, and originating 
from the unbalanced ego-consciousness to appeal to our modern day imagination and fears? After all, 
we know the ego will always lay blame for its actions at the door of somebody else and it will never 
hold up its hands and say, hey I may be wrong. Does this sound very much like a politician or a world 
leader? 

We have discovered that modern perceptions of karma are designed to merely avert our eyes 
from perceiving the damage and the destruction we are inflicting upon ourselves. Today we even have a 
new paradigm shift on karma - it is the Earth’s fault. The Earth is responsible for the Atomic Bomb, the 
cruelty, the wars and so forth and we are led to believe this is because we are learning how to become 
human. This same belief would have us accept that the reason people are overweight is because they are 
moving into a higher consciousness and therefore they need to put on weight to keep themselves 
grounded. Yeah, right. 

Throughout all my inner searching for clarity and some form of understanding of these obvious 
problems we face today and as to the possible reasons or causes for them, one question remained 
prominent in my heart. If human beings were not on this planet would the Earth be in such a mess 
as it is today? The disturbing and recurring answer I came to was a resounding NO. So why do we 
keep on blaming something else for the problems we face today when these are obviously the result of 
our own actions? 

And today, the ego would also appear to be laying the blame for everything that is wrong in the 
world on the aliens or the E. T. reptilians that allegedly occupy the bodies of our world leaders. Or even 
the ‘greys’ that we are told are actually a disguise for these reptilians. And so the ego continues to deny 
any responsibility for its actions, preferring as it always does to lay the blame elsewhere. 

Shapeshifting? - A Useful Exercise We Can Perform To Help Us Understand This 
Apparent Enigma 

At this time I would like to share with you an exercise you can perform in the comfort of your 
own home. It is something we do at Equilibra from time to time when the occasion is right and an 
exercise we include in our Workshop Manual for people to use to help them to understand more of the 
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reality we live in and the reality of who and what we are. If you have a partner who is equally like-
minded great, if not you can do this on your own by sitting in front of a mirror. Sit opposite your 
partner (or mirror) and look at the person (or yourself) and focus your gaze slightly to one side of the 
face. Relax and allow your gaze to de-focalise. Keep on looking and if you can, do this without trying 
or straining the eyes. See what happens and be aware of what you begin to see. You may see the 
person's face or your own appear to ‘shape-shift’ into another face. The changes at the beginning may 
not be so pronounced so be patient. If your eyes become tired, leave it and go back to it at a later time 
or date. Eventually you may begin to see some very strange things happening. The face you are looking 
at may change dramatically at times into various forms and shapes and you may even be shocked by 
some of things you see. 

This is not something I would normally divulge through an article but I feel it is important if we 
are to learn and know more about this reality we live in and the who and what we are and to dispel 
some of the misinformation written and bandied about today. If we stay with this exercise and practise 
it regularly we can begin to see some amazing things. The image we see may change slowly at first, 
then faster and we may see the face or even the whole person change into a beautiful light being and 
then various light beings or/and we may see something we feel is unpleasant or looks unpleasant and at 
times we may be shocked or jolted out of the exercise by what we see. It is impossible to say what an 
individual may or may not see. All I can say is that over time and with patience we can begin to see the 
who and what we are and if it is right and appropriate for us at the time, we may begin to see the false 
reality and its energies we have created. 

So what is actually happening here? 
Subconsciously we ‘see’ or ‘feel’ everything there is to see and feel but our mind today only 

processes a small amount of this information because of our conditioning and/or because our ego is 
trying to deny us the truth. When we carry out this exercise we begin to allow our mind to ‘see’ other 
realities or frequencies of light. So we may see various light beings or strange yet beautiful faces 
because this is how we are and how we exist in other dimensions of reality. However, it has to be said 
that we may see other energies too, and this could result in us seeing an unbalanced energy in the 
person's energy field or our own energy fields for what it truly is, which may shock us. We may witness 
an energy manifesting in a way which imitates our own fears – our dark side – our own ego-
consciousness, and as a result we may become fearful of continuing. This is why some of the ‘images’ 
one sees can come as a shock to the system. This may happen to some people and not to others. We are 
all different and we hold varying degrees of conditioning and fear. I am just trying to explain what can 
happen. 

If we experience something we do not like then this is something we have to work through if 
we are to overcome our fears and allow more of our light to come through. If this happens, we are 
merely identifying with the problem we have created and the resulting negative energies we have to 
work towards transmuting. This is why, to start with, the exercise may be better executed with another 
person, because we have been conditioned to avoid looking at ourselves and perceive the consequences 
of our actions for so long now, that when we do begin to look at ourselves in a more spiritual or realistic 
way, we may not like what we see staring back at us. This is of course the reflection of what we have 
become – though it must be said only temporarily if we so choose. 

If we stay with this exercise then we may begin to see some very strange images indeed. As is 
possible through the inner journey and/or meditation, through this exercise we may begin to ‘see’ and 
experience ‘hybrids’ of humans and animals as we begin to realise and remember we are all things and 
all things are us. Hence we are the TEN that created everything in the first place and why I proposed 
the DNA ‘reversed evolution’ theory in Part Five as possible biological proof of this. 

This brings me to the reason why I have chosen to share this exercise with you, because it 
explains what could be commonly described today and in the past as episodes of people ‘shape-
shifting’. 

If we can imagine the indigenous people, the shamans in particular, today and in the past, 
participating in their Ayahuasca brews and smoking their ‘tobacco’, they would naturally be in a de-
focalised state and would be able to see many things that would appear to the intellect to be some form 
of shape shifting, and as we know from Part Five, they would share their experiences through 
metaphors, stories and symbolic imagery. Similarly, if we look at people using LSD at the time; many 
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of them would have been in such a state of hypersensitivity they would have been able to ‘see’ many 
‘things’ the conditioned mind is normally denied. However, as is the case with many drug addicts, their 
energy fields can become so fragmented and dissolved that squatters can enter and lodge there. Mixing 
with people using hallucinogenic drugs such as LSD and using them oneself creates an ‘out of mind-
control’ state of being where it is possible to see the greater (or in many cases lesser) realities of life. 
And because many of these peoples’ energy fields may have become compromised they will generally 
hold the darker side of our creation - i.e. unbalanced energies from the ego-consciousness will be 
resident in their energy fields. This may account for some of the horror stories of LSD ‘trips’ and ‘cold 
turkey’, and the reason why LSD – even though it was allegedly introduced by the intelligence agencies 
themselves as an experiment – was ‘taken off the market’. 

During these hallucinogenic ‘trips’ were people ‘seeing’ too much of the greater reality of our 
ego-creation but unable to put a reference point on it, and did this worry the ‘authorities’? 

This is what is happening today, as the population has exploded, the light that we are has 
gradually become too much for the ego-consciousness to control everybody, and the overall 
consciousness of the Earth and humans has begun to increase to the extent that more people are now 
beginning to ‘see’ energies and/or becoming aware that something is not ‘quite right’. This has nothing 
to do with moving into the 'fourth-dimension' as we discovered in Part Four. Is this why the illusion and 
the people who control it, allegedly, have it on their agenda to reduce the population from 6 billion 
people to 1 billion people? That way we are easier to control? 

Is this why, in many so-called ‘new’ spiritual teachings, no matter how informative the message 
may appear to be, the underlying tone is one of preparing us for a reduction in human life and to accept 
that this is necessary for our spiritual growth? This is the illusion at work again. It is only because of 
theincrease in human life that we have managed to raise our consciousness and awareness thus far, a 
reduction would have completely the opposite effect. 

This is also why the illusion and the ego have felt threatened by each newborn child over 
millennia and this fear carries on even today. In the past, baptism or the christening procedure was 
undertaken by half-drowning the child. This naturally created fear and opened up the energy fields of 
the child to external unbalanced energies, which could pollute the natural light, purity and unconditional 
love of the child. The apparent intentions behind this abhorrent act were to shock the baby into having 
an out of body experience, thus hopefully ‘reproducing’ the inner/outer body experiences of Shamans 
and their ability to access knowledge. Obviously this procedure had quite the opposite effect. 

Similarly we had ‘circumcision’ which still exists today and creates the same fear in a young 
child and the same potential for spiritual loss. Today the methods of afflicting the light and 
unconditional love of a child with negative energies have been ‘updated’ and we now vaccinate our 
children at a very early age with unbalanced chemical toxins instead. And if this does not work we have 
the education system and then the ego-compromised people who are involved in satanic and ritual 
abuse of young children which is shockingly kept very quite today. Is this because high-ranking police 
officers and other civil and government officials may be involved? 

As we have discovered when we shop for spirit in the external reality we begin to allow 
unbalanced energies into our energy fields and those people at the very top of the pyramid of power, 
who control the world, are so far into their ego that they have some of the most unbalanced energies 
possibly created residing in their energy fields. As these energies feed on fear, then the ego ‘gets off’ on 
fear as it is merely feeding the unbalanced energies or entities controlling it. This is why certain people 
who have become so egotistically unbalanced have the need to create fear in people or children through 
violence, satanic ritual or abuse or both, because they literally get a ‘high’ and a ‘kick’ and sadly 
pleasure from the fear they create and witness in their prey – many of whom are often young and 
innocent children. 

All this to feed and sustain the sad demonic energies which control them; highly unpleasant 
energies which these people have no awareness of, because they have been conditioned into believing 
they are invoking the higher elements of Nature and the Cosmos to help them. Such is the tragic magic 
of the cabala and the externalisation of truth, it appeals to the imagination and sadly the ego in us all. 

And if these processes do not work we have the music culture carefully designed for 
teenyboppers and teenagers. As we discovered in Part Five, sound is energy, therefore music can affect 
living things in a positive or negative way. Rock/heavy metal music we discovered caused confusion 
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and distress and a restriction in the growth and development of living things. Whereas classical music 
in general showed itself to be highly beneficial to living organisms. We can see the same ego-
consciousness at work here in the music scene. Certain music available to the ‘young of today’ would 
appear to be generally controlled and deliberately orchestrated to cause the maximum amount of 
mayhem possible. That is, from an energy point of view, it is detrimental to the energy fields and 
consciousness of living organisms. Couple this with the deliberate drug culture allowed to grow in 
society today and we have a child being controlled from being born, through growing up and through 
adolescence, and if they haven’t died of stress or drugs on the way they will have either become so 
disassociated from life itself or they will have ‘bought’ so deeply into the lie of Man – typically a 
mortgage, debt and 2.2 children – that they no longer represent a threat to the establishment. Job 
accomplished. The disease lives on. 

Fortunately, because of the increase in population, a few people and children are managing to 
escape the disease and its net of illusion and this should act as an inspiration to us all. We can still learn 
so much if only we opened our hearts and ‘felt’ through our hearts what was right, instead of allowing 
the intellectual mind to do it for us. We can see the importance of the INNER JOURNEY and working 
through the heart centre and not the mind. 

When we look within and stay on this inner journey, we virtually stop allowing ourselves to be 
duped and controlled and conditioned into believing and living our lives by somebody else’s rules. We 
then begin to understand more and more of our true being, of the beauty of Nature and of Creation itself 
and how simply everything works together through harmony and interaction between all living things to 
maintain balance. We begin to see the external reality as a matrix of illusory beliefs and conflicting 
innuendo, imagined scenarios and complex realities of unbalanced thought-forms created by the 
intellect and the ego and we wonder why and how we became duped into believing this in the first 
place. We then appreciate that today we have to experience this disease first and understand how it 
works before we can possibly know how to heal it and bring it back into balance – just like the immune 
system first needs to recognise an invader. 

The onset of disease begins when the cell turns to fermentation as an alternative form of 
energy in the absence of oxygen. The Illusion is an alternative source of energy and sows its seed 
into our minds, which is fed and watered through our imagination and belief in its authenticity, 
and so the seed ferments and grows into a disease that is capable of encapsulating and bewitching 
us all. 

Through the inner journey we discover the disease created by Man and the means by which we 
can bring this disease back into balance. When we view the imbalance in the Earth’s consciousness – as 
well as within our own consciousness – as a disease, an unbalanced energy, rather than a demonic entity 
or a product of the Luciferic consciousness, or some horrendous predator energy or reptilian energy 
about to take over our bodies by walking in or crawling in, we begin to understand that these negative 
unbalanced energies and other fear-based scenarios, can only manifest in our own reality through our 
own fears and through our external belief in them. If we fear them and believe in them, we allow what 
is purely an unbalanced energy to manifest in our own reality in an horrendous way, reflecting our own 
fears. In effect, we create them through our belief and our imagination of what they are and so we give 
them life in our own consciousness and, therefore, in our energy fields and in our perception of reality. 

However, when we realise their manifestation in this way is merely a product of our 
imagination and the external reality that feeds our mind, we can lose this fear of thought-forms. When 
we understand this we stop giving them life and cease to allow them to manifest in our own 
reality through our own fears. If we release the fear then we release the control. This then allows us to 
work through our own conditioning and begin to purify our own consciousness and then the outer 
consciousness of the Earth. This is the beauty of the inner journey. When we stop looking externally for 
the answers to our origins and spirituality eventually we stop shopping in a negative and unbalanced 
environment, filling our bags with heavy and useless commodities.  

When you switch off the intellect and listen through your heart you will hear all you need 
to hear. 

However, from this inner journey, we also acknowledge that balancing the Earth’s 
consciousness will not be a quick or easy task because of the conditioned beliefs of many people who 
have bought into the external illusory reality: for to these people, this illusory reality is very real indeed. 
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This is the epitome of how mind control works; when we believe in the lie so much we reinforce it and 
so we shoot the messenger when balanced and useful information comes along which may help us to 
break through this conditioning, simply because it threatens our conditioned beliefs and the ego which 
creates them and forces us to hold onto them. As discussed in Part Five, the emotional body is the 
defence mechanism of the ego. 
 

IMPORTANT POSTSCRIPT 
 

It is with deep sadness that I come to the next point. The horrific and tragic events of the 
11thSeptember 2001 in America. My heart goes out to all the families of the people killed, whatever 
their nationality and whoever they may have been, and those who were injured and affected directly or 
indirectly by this atrocious and inhumane act of terrorism. For that is all it is, an act to promote terror 
and fear in people. This abhorrent action by the terrorists shows they hold total disdain and contempt 
towards the lives of all human souls, all living beings; people who are their light brothers and sisters if 
only they realised this simple truth. And these atrocities are happening worldwide in many countries 
and have been for some time. 

Loss of life is tragic under any circumstances. It does not matter whether this life is an 
American, a Palestinian, a Briton or an Afghan. Grief is not restricted to any particular area or cultural 
beliefs; it is inherent and natural in all human beings. It is the love and expectation we have for our 
family and the loss we feel when this is taken away from us. It is applicable to us all, whatever our 
creed or upbringing. We are witnessing innocent people all over the world today, who are being 
killed, bombed, tortured, maimed or left for dead because of the policies, actions and beliefs of their so-
called leaders and the governments they represent. These so-called ‘leaders’ are all performing to the 
orchestra of the ‘puppeteers’ who lead and pull their respective strings, no matter what ‘side’ they are 
on, with both sides of the coin being manipulated. 

What we should all remember is these innocent people being killed today all over the world, 
are somebody’s mother, father, son, daughter, brother or sister. Naturally emotions are going to run 
wild in all these areas of unrest, just as they are in America today, and retribution is often demanded 
and we need to understand this. We also need to understand why these tragic events are happening 
today in a so-called civilised society. These were questions I frequently asked my parents as a child: yes 
it was right to put murderers into prison, but would it not be better for society as a whole to understand 
thereasons why a murderer or a criminal did what they did, so we could understand the mentality 
behind the actions and actively do something positive about these events? Rather than just hanging, 
electrocuting them or incarcerating them for life, thus allowing more of the same disease to fester and 
grow in society through our ignorance of the possible causes for it.  

As I mentioned earlier and throughout these articles, the more we buy into the unbalanced ego-
consciousness, the more unbalanced energies we take on board. The higher up the tree of capitalism and 
imperialism we climb and the more we move into the higher echelons of government or military/secret 
office and certain religious practices, the more evil and unbalanced these energies can become. These 
highly unbalanced and unruly energies then sit in office in these people’s energy fields and gradually 
begin to control the consciousness, thinking, feeling and emotion of the individual. Eventually these 
individuals begin to ‘create’ in the likeness of the unbalanced consciousness they have temporarily 
become, just like a tumour cell replicates itself into its own likeness, creating imbalance, chaos and 
disease in its wake. 

As these negative energies feed on fear they manipulate human consciousness through the ego 
and then the conscious intellectual mind, and in such a way that even more fear is created in the world, 
which in turn feeds and sustains these unbalanced entities enabling them to take an even greater control 
of the consciousness and actions of the individual. This is why the people who ‘control the world’ and 
individual countries deliberately create division through religious beliefs, famine, poverty, wars and so 
forth, as these actions result in more fear and therefore, more ‘fodder’ for their predatory squatters to 
feed on. Is this what we are witnessing today? 

As I explained earlier, more and more people have begun to loosen the grip the illusion and all 
its negative energies have upon them and so more and more people have begun to question life as we 
know it and the ‘policies’ and dubious explanations behind them. As this has happened, people have 
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begun to move away from fear and toward the balanced emotion of unconditional love and the 
collective consciousness of humans and therefore, the overall consciousness of the Earth have been 
gradually improving. This has meant less fodder for these unbalanced energies to feed on and their 
control over human consciousness has been reduced. It is inevitable, given the way these entities 
control people through ego, that they would instigate through them some form of atrocity in order to 
restore fear into the collective consciousness of human beings. 

I believe this is what we are witnessing today with the recent events in America. Are we 
witnessing the age-old provocateur of: problem, reaction and solution? We have experienced the 
problem – tragically and very graphically too – and we have seen and shared in the immense and 
emotionally disturbing reaction, the hurt, disbelief and irrationality of it all, and are we now seeing the 
‘solution’ portrayed before our eyes with the ‘warmongering’ of western leaders? The amount of fear 
being created all over the world at this moment is immense. Job done, status quo restored, victory to 
the entities – or is it? Has the ‘illusion’ and its diabolism shot itself in the foot once again? 

Many people, Americans included, and even some people from New York itself who I have 
spoken with since this appalling tragedy, have all voiced the questions and concerns as follows: Should 
leaders in the West be asking why is the West, America in particular, hated so much? What has the 
West been doing to create such animosity towards itself? Is it because of Western economic policies 
and the dictates of Western financial institutions? All allegedly controlled by the shadowy elite 
sometimes referred to as the ‘ Illuminati’, ‘Committee of 300’ or the ‘Olympians’? Whether this is true 
or not, have the actions of the West not added to third-world debt, poverty and hardship in many 
countries? Is it not true that the ‘big’ multinationals of the Western world then build their factories, 
industrial complexes and manufacturing outlets in these third-world countries and take advantage of 
their ‘cheap labour’? Coincidences? 

Is it any wonder that some of these humble and decent people throughout the world have 
become resentful and hateful towards what is seen and perceived as Western manipulation; in other 
words, the hand that snatches food from them rather than the hand that should be feeding them? With 
the wealth and technical ability we have today there should be no poverty and no starvation anywhere 
in the world. Yet it appears to be deliberately kept that way and maybe we should all be asking why that 
is, and just who is responsible for it? However, this is still no excuse for what happened recently in 
America and it is no excuse for what is happening worldwide either, but unless we can begin to 
understand the mind and thinking behind these terrorist attacks and what effectively drives the terrorists 
to do what they do, surely we cannot hope to reach harmony or justice across the world. 

Is it time for the wealthy Western Nations to do something positive for a change instead of 
shooting from the hip first and asking questions later? As I have mentioned before, the ego finds it hard 
to accept blame for its actions, yet surely it is time for the West to hold up its arms and say, hey, we 
may have done wrong, so now we’re going to put things right? Is it time for the ‘greed and profit before 
all else’ mentality to be replaced with a more benevolent mentality towards others? Also, is it time for 
the leaders of other countries too, to hold up their hands and admit to their own mistakes and the 
atrocities some of them inflict upon their own people? Is it also time for leaders around the world to 
begin to work together to make sure atrocities like this do not happen again and to stop abusing their 
power because the people are fed up of it? Or is it up to the people themselves? 

Is it also prudent at this time to ask who actually benefits from the ‘war on terrorism’? 
Certainly the innocent people of Afghanistan, or any of the other countries that may be targeted will not 
benefit. Neither will the innocent people who become caught up in all this ‘warmongering’ in Muslim 
countries and neither will the innocent citizens of other countries who may well be subjected to even 
more terrorist atrocities. Who benefits apart from the armaments or war industry and their ‘investors’? 
The unbalanced emotion of fear benefits as it is strengthened and expanded worldwide, and we know 
what feeds on fear.   

I’m sure that innocent and loving people of the world have had enough and they believe it is 
time for changes to be made all over the world. Maybe it is time for us all to begin the end to the 
suffering and the oppression of innocent people in all walks of life, to stop sabre rattling and saying my 
stick is mightier than yours therefore you will do as I say? These are the actions of a frightened and 
insecure bully, the unbalanced male energy playing with toys. Is it time to help to bring education and 
respect to the lives of women in many suppressed areas of the world and allow them to express 
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themselves and enjoy themselves freely and openly instead of being denigrated as being no more than a 
useless commodity? Should we remind ourselves that all human embryos develop initially as a female? 
It is only later in gestation that they can turn into a male. So yet again are we seeing the importance of 
the female energy in our physical existence? Is it important that the male, therefore, should find more of 
the female energy within them to create balance? As I mentioned in Part Five, the unbalanced ego is the 
absence of the female energy in relation to the male energy. 

When we look at the so-called leaders of the world, the people we have been conditioned to 
place our trust in, we notice that generally they are all males, with the exception of the few 
representatives worldwide who are female. When we examine the countries where women are 
suppressed and treated no better than cattle, we find the leaders are all males. When we look at history 
and the part religion has played in it over the years - which is what we have done throughout these 
articles - we can see quite clearly the suppression of the female energy and females in general and the 
subsequent rise and dominance of the male-ego energy in almost every culture throughout the world, 
which has been responsible for all the wars and strife and suffering we have endured to date. Yet we 
continue to allow these ‘boys with big toys’ to continue to destroy our lives and the planet. A bully will 
always be a bully if we continue to fear them. The unbalanced male-ego energy can only operate 
through fear. It is the only way it can control people. The world desperately needs more female energy 
to bring the unbalanced male-ego energy back into harmony. 

The vast majority of people, whatever their religion or personal belief, want only one thing: 
peace, world peace and harmony and love between all people and all cultures. It is only a small 
minority of people on this planet who continue to deny us all this dream and realisation. I remember 
when we were in Minorca in the late eighties and we went to a calypso bar with our daughter. There 
must have been twelve to sixteen children from all ages and varying cultures playing together, aged 
from four to maybe ten years old who were unable to communicate and understand one other through 
language alone, yet on some level - and this amazed me at the time which is why I’ve never forgotten it 
- they were all able to communicate with each other and enjoy themselves immensely. I remember 
watching with total fascination this open camaraderie and interaction between children of all cultures as 
they had fun and bonded together into the natural enjoyment of living and experiencing life. As I 
indulged in this wonderful experience I felt deeply saddened by the realisation that swept through me 
that when these children grew up, this innocence and purity I was witnessing, could soon be eroded and 
converted by so-called wiser adults and the infrastructure of life we are forced to follow, into a feeling 
of hate and possible religious condemnation towards each other, towards the very same ‘children’ – 
now adults - who were openly communicating with each other on such a loving and understanding 
level. 

If we begin to live through our heart centre and demand changes in a loving and peaceful way, 
then eventually this balanced energy will permeate through the stubborn walls of ego and the illusion 
which feeds it and into the psyche of all living things. Perhaps then more and more people in many 
walks of life will begin to say no, that is not right and release the fear and control they have allowed in 
their lives, thus opening doorways of information for the public to better understand the way they have 
been controlled, manipulated and used in experiments at times, rendering human life to no more than 
that of a laboratory rodent. Would this then help us all to forge a better future for all of humanity? It 
would be a start in the right direction, that’s for sure. 

When you switch off the intellect and listen through your heart you will hear all you need 
to hear. 

Is it time to find the God within us, through the inner journey, instead of giving our power away 
to the external, illusory, warmongering and vengeful god manufactured by Man? A belief in a god of 
many guises in many religions that has lead to millions and millions of unnecessary deaths for 
thousands of years, and continues to do so today? A false god that creates division and hatred among 
his people, instead of unity and Oneness? 

It is up to each and every one us to decide where we shop for spirit and unconditional love. 
May our heart become our A-Z? I wish everyone a safe journey and a basket full of light, love and 
unadulterated goodness! 
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT – THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH PART SEVEN 

 
The Assemblage Point, Discarnate Spirits, Lost Souls and How The Illusion Manifests In 

The Afterlife - by Steve Gamble 
 
There is not a lot written about the Assemblage Point and we seem to have little 

understanding today of its important role in our physical and spiritual life and wellbeing. 
Unfortunately, much of what has been written to date, is incomplete and inaccurate and appears to be 
based on misunderstandings and miscomprehensions of its true function in our past and present 
physical and spiritual existence. 

The Assemblage Point is a very important energy connection, as we discovered in Chapter 
Three, which, when aligned correctly in the centre of the heart chakra, and when functioning and 
flowing naturally from in to out, helps to purify our energy fields and protect us from all forms of 
external negative and, therefore, potentially harmful energies. The Assemblage Point (A.P.) 
represents our internal connection with Source, and NOT an external connection, as many are 
encouraged to believe today. The A.P. is the purifying and balancing energy inherent in all living 
things.  It is our protective shield in this physical reality; it is the energy of unconditional love, the 
purity and the spiritual light that we are. The energy, or filaments of light that make up the 
Assemblage Point, originate from within us and expand outwards, front and back, encompassing the 
whole body in a kind of protective cocoon of energy – or so it should. The figure below shows how 
the flow of energy from the A.P. should be naturally. 

 
In Chapter Three, we discovered that we were blocking this 

important and natural flow of spiritual energy from the front of the 
Assemblage Point, and as a consequence, we were moving further away 
from the centre of our being and further away from the light that we are. 

However, we never discussed the Assemblage Point’s exit route at 
the rear of the body, what had become of this over time and the implications 
this has had upon our spiritual and physical wellbeing over the last few 
thousand years or so. We will now look at what has happened to the exit 
route of our Spiritual and Purifying energy at the rear of our body. 

 
 
Over time, due to the increasing and constant externalisation of truth and spirituality in many 

ancient and developing cultures, along with our openness - and the incessant pressure from 
officialdom - to give our power away to other people and certain belief systems, coupled with that 
human weakness - the desire for more power, money and control - the Assemblage Point’s natural 
exit route at the rear of the body – the back of the heart chakra - has become locked, or blocked, at 
the juncture of the spine. And it has been like this for thousands of years! See image below left. 

 
So, for thousands of years, we humans have suffered, and are 

continuing to suffer from the loss of this purifying energy, 
which is, and has been, unable to flow freely and naturally from the 
rear of our body. As a result, we are unable to adequately protect 
and purify the rear of our energy fields. This has left, and still 
leaves, our energy field and the chakras at the back of the body 
vulnerable to attack from negative energies, which are fed from the 
outside imbalanced ego-consciousness. These energies have the potential to 
lodge in our energy fields and attach to the rear of our heart centre and other 
chakras, where they can cause problems that can affect the balance and purity of 
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our consciousness and health. See image to the right. 

 
These attachments can and do cloud our spiritual judgement, creating a veil or barrier between 

our inner and reflected light, surrounding us with darkness and imbalance in order that wherever we 
seem to look, all we seem to see – and therefore believe – is the ILLUSION we have created. This 
can have the following affect on our spiritual direction: 

 
 
 
When we have attachments at the rear of our 

energy fields, their consciousness can also interfere 
with the inner journey as it sits between our 
conscious mind and our light, our higher inner self, 
thus blocking this communication and radiating its 
own imbalance instead. 

 
 
 
Because of these ‘attachments’, we fail to realise the truth comes from within us and because 

we have been conditioned over the years into believing the physical and external reality is the only 
reality there is, we tend to look only ‘externally’ these days for the answers to many things. As we 
identify more with the external imbalanced consciousness we have created, we begin to block the 
flow of our inner light, our spiritual light. Then, when we do attempt to look within, nothing much 
seems to happen and if we are unable to look deep enough within, all we find is the same ego-illusory 
consciousness feeding us ‘external imbalanced information’. And because we believe so strongly in 
the external reality, we believe that what we see ‘out there’ must be a true indication of what IS. It is, 
therefore, only natural that people with the ability to ‘see’ external energies, will see an external 
connection to the front of the Assemblage Point in some people, because this is exactly what has 
happened over time to many ‘external’ travellers.   

Others may well see that this energy appears to be ‘locked’ into the spine and does not appear 
to exist at all at the rear of the body and incorrectly accept that this is how it should be. In fact there 
are some healers/gurus who deliberately ‘lock’ the Assemblage Point into the spine at the rear of the 
body, because this is how they believe it to be, either from what they can ‘see’ externally, or through 
the way they have allowed themselves to become conditioned by the beliefs and actions of other 
external seekers of truth.  

However, we have come to realise throughout this series of articles, that the external reality is 
merely a reflection; a reflection of our thoughts, actions and, therefore, predominantly, a reflection 
of our mistakes. What we see represented outside of us is what ‘reality has become’ over time. This 
is not as reality should be! We are merely witnessing the result of the decline in balance of our 
collective consciousness as we continue our descent into the darkness and imbalance of the false light 
of the illusion we have created.  

It is only when we begin to look within for the answers with determination and patience that 
we gradually begin to see how things are truly meant to be. Through the inner journey we can see 
exactly how the Assemblage Point works in all its glory, from in to out, both front and back. So 
then when we look externally and view how things are now, we can readily identify the mistakes we 
have made over time, and most importantly, we can understand just what is required to correct 
them.  

This is why I believe it is essential that the energy flow from both the front and rear of the 
Assemblage Point is released, and this energy is allowed to flow naturally from within us to without, 
if we are to re-establish a healthy physical and spiritual mind/body and restore a ‘health-before-
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profit’ mentality into human consciousness. When the flow of energy is released from the A.P. at the 
back of the heart chakra, an unparalleled level of purifying light energy is liberated. This restores 
the natural balance between the front and back of the body, providing our energy fields with a level 
of protection and harmony that has been unprecedented in humans for many, many years.  

This procedure helps to keep the rear of our energy fields as clear as possible from unhealthy 
and unwelcome ‘attachments’ and helps us to disconnect any external attachments which may be 
feeding us negative energy through the rear (and front) of our energy fields. This process allows us to 
grow spiritually and evolve physically in a natural way, with less hindrance from unhealthy guests. 

In the Gnostic Gospel Of Philip (see references to the Nag Hammadi later) it says, ‘Jesus 
pulled out the root of the whole place, while others did it only partially. As for ourselves, let each one 
of us dig down after the root of evil which is within one, and let one pluck it out of one’s heart from 
the root. It will be plucked out if we recognise it. But if we are ignorant of it, it takes root in us and 
produces its fruit in our heart. It masters us. We are its slaves. It takes us captive, to make us do what 
we do not want; and what we do want we do not do. It is powerful because we have not recognised it. 
While it exists it is active. Ignorance is the mother of all evil.’1 

We can see that Jesus was advocating the importance of keeping the heart clear by plucking 
out the root of evil from within the heart, lest it shared its imbalanced consciousness with us, and thus 
control us. The imbalanced external ego-consciousness is the root of evil that attaches to our heart 
centre via the Assemblage Point when we shop externally for the truth. 

When this energy is released from the rear of the Assemblage Point, and the flow corrected at 
the front, we naturally improve our inner and outer connections with our higher dimensional selves: 

 
 
This process helps us to reintegrate the natural 

communication with our higher dimensional selves, the 
light that we are, and improve our intuitive processes, 
our inner communication and our tuition from within. It 
allows the light within to shine brighter and allows our 
reflected light to move closer to and integrate with the 

physical body, thus helping to bring more balance and expand more inner light into our physical body 
and our external surroundings – the consciousness of the Earth. 

There are numerous ancient texts and esoteric writings going back thousands of years which 
depict these ‘attachments’ to the rear of our energy fields, but not to the front. This shows this 
‘blockage’ has been inherent in humans for a considerable time. The figure shown below is merely 
one example of this: 

 
This is a wood engraving of demons riding on the back of a beggar and a miser. From the 

West front of Saint-Pierre, Mossac. 14th century, after Witkowski. The 
explanation that accompanies this drawing is as follows: ‘…these people 
are not in hell: they are portrayals of Etheric and Astral forms. They reveal 
people as they would be seen by someone with developed clairvoyant 
vision…They are symbolic forms of the Etheric and Astral bodies…The 
person gifted with clairvoyant vision will see the beggar approaching the 
miser on the Astral plane. He will see the demons directing this transaction: 
the demons are, so to speak, bypassing the Ego of the men. This is no 
human transaction, but a demonic one… to show that they [the demons] are 
gripping onto their Egos.’2 

 
 
This brings to mind many sayings: such as, ‘mind your back’, ‘keep 
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looking over your shoulder’, or ‘I’ve been stabbed in the back’, ‘I’ve got a monkey on my back’, ‘get 
off my back’, ‘people are always on my back’ or ‘I feel as though I have the weight of the whole 
world on my shoulders’…  So on some subliminal level we DO have a recollection of sorts of what is 
going on in our energy fields. 

It is obvious that these ‘imbalanced’ energies attach to us because we have little protection at 
the rear of our energy fields, and it is also obvious that when attached they can affect and influence 
our mind, thoughts, beliefs, consciousness and actions through ‘gripping onto our Egos’ and directing 
our will.  

In a recent terrestrial T.V. program on organ transplants, it was shown that the recipient of the 
donor organ, in many cases, had undergone a change in personality. One young girl was describing 
how she kept seeing and feeling the death of this young child, being able to describe quite graphically 
how the child had been bludgeoned to death. When these unusual circumstances were checked out, 
the young girl’s experience described exactly how the ‘donor child’ had died. 

Another ‘organ donor recipient’ at a gathering, went up to a lady and said ‘Hi mom, it’s good 
to see you.’ The lady turned out to be the mother of the ‘organ donor’ and the ‘recipient’ had 
immediately recognised her as the ‘donor’s’ mother. Another was where the personality of a middle-
aged man completely changed. A man who used to suffer from stress and become angry when 
stressed, now found he carried out housework when he was stressed, something he never did before 
he received the heart of a female donor. And there are so many similar cases of this type of 
occurrence. This happens simply because the ‘consciousness’ of the donor is retained in the donor 
organ and its memory, or identity, has been placed within the body of the recipient and, therefore, his 
or her consciousness, and it is able to express itself by sharing its ‘consciousness’ with that of the 
recipient – even after the death of the ‘donor’. 

Research recently published in the Journal Of Near-Death Studies, conducted by Professor 
Gary Shwartz, Professor Paul Pearsall and Dr Linda Russek, of the universities of Arizona and 
Hawaii, confirmed that people who have organ transplants could inherit the habits of their donors. 
Their findings are very similar to those experiences detailed above. One male who received a 
woman’s heart had a new passion for the colour pink, a colour he had previously hated. He also had a 
newly acquired taste for women’s perfume. Similarly, a woman who received a heart and lung 
transplant developed cravings for chicken nuggets, a food she never ate. Uneaten chicken nuggets 
were found in the jacket of the young male donor when he was killed. It goes on and on in the same 
vein, with alterations in people’s sense of smell, food preferences and emotions, to changes in tastes 
of music. The scientists involved in this study are embarking on a second, bigger study; involving 
more than 300 transplant patients.3 The question is, will they be allowed to complete it? 

It begs the question: what chance has human consciousness to evolve into a more enlightened 
state, now that we have genetically modified pigs, specifically created to act as ‘organ donors’ for 
humans?  

Maybe as recipients of these organs we can all look forward to the time when we have 
‘flashbacks’ of happy family get-togethers, many of us mingling together with our noses deep in 
swill? 

It is the same with these attachments we find in our energy fields. Just as the consciousness, 
memory and personality of the ‘donor’ can influence the ‘recipient’, the consciousness, emotion and 
personality of the ‘attachment’ can likewise affect the ‘host’s’ consciousness and personality. This 
leads to us ‘behaving totally out of character’ and provoking comments such as ‘that is just not you’, 
‘why are you behaving like that’, as we can at times begin to behave in the ‘likeness’ of the 
consciousness of the energy body ‘attached’ to our energy fields.  

Similarly, like the ‘recipient’ of the donor organ can experience images and memories of the 
dead donor’s life, depending on the type of energy attached to the rear of our energy field, we can 
also experience the emotion and past life events of this entity as it shares its consciousness and 
memory with us. Awareness of these entities emotions and past life events is enhanced through 
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regressive hypnotherapy as this process allows more of the imbalanced thought forms ‘memory’ or 
consciousness to come through into our own consciousness. This is, of course, not a wise thing to do 
because the entity’s imbalance can then have a greater effect within our own consciousness as we 
take this on board on a conscious level, and we can begin to think, experience and behave more in the 
likeness of the ‘thought form consciousness’ than in the likeness of our true selves. 

As we know from these articles, Chapter Five in particular, through the properties of water 
(consciousness), the outside ego-consciousness holds the memory of everything that has ever 
happened and if we willingly open up our energy fields and bring in these outside energies, as we are 
encouraged to do in many healing modalities, angel workshops/meditations et al, these imbalanced 
energies too can share their memory or ‘past life’ events and emotions with us.     

However, to what level our consciousness/actions and beliefs are affected, depends on the 
imbalance present in the ‘consciousness’ of the energy or thought-form that is attached, or brought 
into our energy fields. We will examine this in more detail later. 

Where do imbalanced ‘thought forms’ originate? For the answer to this question we need to 
look at the symbolic tale of Sophia.   
 

SOPHIA OF THE EPINOIA* – THE ARCHONS  
 

As we have covered in these articles, many of our gods were in fact human beings, kings, 
emperors and pharaohs. In fact Roman Kings were often deified in accordance with the tradition of 
the times and, interestingly, the people of Judea also referred to all their kings as Gods too.  

In this section and throughout the rest of this article, it is important to remember this and 
likewise, it may be helpful to understand that the Soul is separate to the Spirit, they are not one and 
the same thing in the physical or astral reality. They only unite and become ‘as One’ when they (we) 
reach the true Spirit realm, the true light of our creation as we touched upon in Chapter Three. At the 
time of Jesus, the Soul was often referred to, or represented, in the feminine form, i.e. woman, 
daughter, or the Mother, and that Spirit, or the Light, was referred to, or represented, in the masculine 
i.e. man or the Father or the Pre-existent Father. Virgin and virginity were used to express purity of 
both the soul and the light, and prostitution as impurity of the soul/consciousness. 

In ‘The Exegesis On The Soul’, it states: ‘Wise men of old gave the soul a feminine name. 
Indeed she is feminine in her nature as well. She even has her womb.’4 In other words, the 
soul/consciousness could give birth or recreate. 

Today we would better understand the Soul as being Consciousness (which I have used 
throughout this series of articles), which covers our identity, memory, personality, knowledge, and if 
this knowledge is pure i.e. of the truth, wisdom. Our ancestors – or those people with insights – also 
often used the label wisdom as reference to the soul. This is how people ‘in the know’ could portray 
deeper meanings and profound understandings of the truth and the light amongst each other without 
the authorities becoming aware of what they were truly talking about. This leads us into the story of 
Sophia. 

 
Sophia 
 
What follows is representative to both the physical and astral reality synonymously: the 

physical thought creates the astral equivalent thought-form, and the astral thought-form (memory) 
can then manipulate our consciousness, thoughts and beliefs when we look externally for the 
answers. We will look into this astral thought-from reality in more detail in the next chapter. 

In the Apocryphon of John and other texts within the Nag Hammadi, Sophia of the Epinoia 
came forth ‘as the perfect image of the virginal Spirit, who is perfect.’ Sophia was also referred to as 
Faith and Wisdom. In this poetical and symbolic tale, Sophia was the perfect Mother and the perfect 
Soul – Wisdom – pure consciousness – Immortal Man - reflecting perfectly the image of the spiritual 
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light of the Father. And this perfect Mother/Soul had a womb, which meant the soul/consciousness 
could create. 
 What transpires is that Sophia wanted to ‘bring forth a likeness of herself’ but without the 
‘consent of the Spirit’ – ‘he had not approved’ – and ‘she had a thought without the consent of the 
Spirit… Her thought did not remain idle and something came out of her which was imperfect and 
different from her appearance, because she had created it without her consort. And when she saw the 
consequences of her desire, it changed into a form of a lion-faced serpent. And its eyes were like 
lightening fires which flash.’5 Could this be the origin of the theory of the reptilian bloodline? More 
later. 
 This is the symbolic story of the birth of the EGO, from which came the birth of the first 
imbalanced thought form created by a human soul, portrayed through the story of Sophia – the 
perfect soul who re-created without spiritual guidance. A thought created without the soul being in 
union with the spiritual light of the Father. This is symbolic of the inner light being distorted by the 
mind/ego intellect of Man and then this distortion is reflected into the external reality, creating the 
imbalance and disease in the Earth’s consciousness we have been discussing throughout these 
articles.  

This is the story of an original thought or desire that came from the ego/consciousness of a 
King and his followers, a ruler who thought himself as the Creator, the ultimate, yet jealous God 
among many Gods (kings), a ruler who wished to control the world.  This is the metaphorical story of 
the first human Archon (lawmaker) creating the first thought form Archon through the soul’s desire 
to create without union with the spirit i.e. through ego, and he was named Yaltabaoth.6 In some texts 
he was given three names, in others he created gods (sons) with the same names: Saklas and Samael – 
meaning god of the blind (very appropriate). 6 Today we would recognise this false god as Yahweh or 
Jahwah, the leader of people who were, and are, blind to the truth. 

Such was the arrogance, ego and imbalance created in consciousness by this thought form 
(Yaltabaoth), that twelve Archons (lawmakers) were assigned to rule over the twelve signs of the 
Zodiac, or the twelve hebdomads (seven in the scriptures apparently) 7 to carry out his work and 
promote his authority and his rule, and they were even given godly status. And these gods eventually 
became known as the sacred Babylonian Hebdomad, or the gods of Babel, and covered the seven 
planets that were known at the time – Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn. They 
were given rule over the 72 Kingdoms of God/Heaven8 to correspond with the 72 letters of Gods 
name. Back to the nine again! (See Chapter Two)  

Yet hebdomad/al today means weekly, or a group of seven, which derives from hepta 
meaning seven – a.k.a. the ‘seven days’ of the week, and Dom, from the Latin ‘dominus’ meaning 
‘Lord’ or ‘Master’. So a hebdomad referred to seven Lords or Masters who were later deified in some 
religions as the Elohim, the seven gods of creation. These ‘gods’, we are told, presided over the seven 
planets and the seven days of the week. However, some people of the time understood a Hebdomad 
to be a sphere of the Demiurge lower than the Ogdoad, and were obviously aware of the limitations 
of the number seven, realising there were higher vibrations of more worth, and truth. Yet the 
importance attached to the number seven (no.7) by the lawmakers of the time, originated in the belief 
that there are seven major chakras in the human body (when in fact there are ten – see later) and their 
false sequence of seven colours, a belief and practise which merely limits our spiritual potential. 
Interestingly, Hebdomad/al in Greek simply means Politician – lawmaker.  

Yet I digress. Therefore, ‘twelve hebdomads’ should equal 84 (i.e. 12 x 7 = 84), but due to the 
importance of the number 72 in Jewish lore, this equation was manipulated to place even more 
significance on the number 72, the nine. At Oxford University in England, they still have the 
Hebdomadal Council, which formulates university policy.  
 Once again we can see how something that was originally a group of human beings, over 
time, has been turned into something completely different, modern and ‘new-agey’, similar to how 
the history of Melchizadek, a group of ordinary human monks, and a Merkaba used to carry our kings 
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and queens, have been altered beyond all recognition in religion, New Age and Cabalistic philosophy. 
Simply to help seed the belief of a new alien god and alien religion into the consciousness of humans 
- as we have discovered throughout these articles. 

The story of Sophia continues: and this king, this false god (Yaltabaoth/Yahweh) assigned a 
false angel to each week day, ‘the first is Athoth, he has a sheep’s face; the second is Eloaiou, he has 
a donkey’s face; the third is Astaphaios, he has a hyena’s face; the fourth is Yao, he has a serpent’s 
face with seven heads; fifth is Sabaoth, he has a dragon’s face; the sixth is Adonin, he had a 
monkey’s face; the seventh is Sabbede, he has a shining fire-face. This is the sevenness of the week. 
Then we had the creation from impure thought of the 365 Angels, one for each day of the year. 9 And 
we even have false angels to cover every part of the human body.10 This represents total control, or 
the desire of a megalomaniac consciousness to impose its authority over everything in the universe. 
This is the false god we worship through religion and the origin and creation of monotheism, a belief 
in one supreme god (king). 

Although the angels had faces and could be recognised, the first Archon, the first King with 
impure thought and the first self-imposed false god, Yaltabaoth/Yahweh, ‘had a multitude of faces, 
more than all of them so that he could put a face before all of them, according to his desire.’11 Hence 
the illusion works in many ways and through a multitude of modalities and beliefs. It just wears a 
different mask to suit its intentions as we have discovered throughout these articles. It was obviously 
no different 2000 years ago. 

Following this Yaltabaoth formed the Dominions, the Seraphim and Cherubim and all the rest 
we have come to recognise today within the religions, the Cabala, Initiatic Science, Freemasonic 
science, new spiritual religions/teachings/hierarchies and new age philosophies. And so the 
lawmakers who ruled the authorities, spread these false truths through the Church, the bishops and 
deacons, priests (angels, messengers of the kings) and so forth, and they believed they had created a 
consciousness/soul or belief in Man that was in their own image – that is devoid of spirit or light – 
and therefore, totally controllable.  

This is a wonderful example of how a perfect human with a perfect soul or pure 
consciousness, who by thinking from their soul (ego) instead of through its union with the Father i.e. 
from spiritual guidance, or through alignment with the light within, created the first impure or 
imbalanced thought resulting in the first imbalanced thought-form energy. It describes exactly how 
imbalanced and evil thought-forms can be easily created by humans in an energy form, from the 
impure thoughts of an imbalanced ego, greed and the desire for control and power over people. Thus 
leading to the creation of false truths, the rewriting of history and creation and a corresponding belief 
among people that Yaltabaoth/Yahweh was a real god and his authority and version of events were 
true. Our corresponding belief in the lie and our constant worship of it continued and still continues 
to feed the original imbalanced thought forms created thousands of years ago, and so these thought 
forms have become stronger and more powerful as a result. 

These imbalanced thought forms have then been able to attach to our energy fields because of 
the blockage to our Assemblage Point at the rear of the heart chakra, where they have been able to 
manipulate our ego/consciousness - simply because our collective belief in them has given them life 
and energy and, therefore, has provided them with the ability to do so.  

However, according to this fascinating and symbolic story, the first Archon was warned by 
the Spiritual Light as a voice ‘came down’ and said, ‘You are mistaken Samael, that is blind god, 
there is an immortal man of light who has been in existence before you and who will appear in your 
modelled forms; he will trample you to potter’s clay.’12 So we can see from this that the light of the 
true spirit represented a threat to the lawmaker’s ‘modelled’ or ‘conditioned’ forms; those humans 
whose consciousness had become brainwashed into believing the lie of the illusion - this false god 
and his false truth, perpetrated through religion. We can also see that immortal man – the perfect soul 
- was here before the ego and before this false god was created. 
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And so the Archons, humans with imbalanced souls, became envious of the children of the 

light – immortal man - and here begins the story of the kings messengers, angels or priests of this 
false god, descending from heaven to have intercourse or union with the daughters of men. But at 
first they did not succeed. They could not condition the minds and consciousness of the pure souls 
they encountered.   

So the Archons, the lawmakers et al, ‘devised a plan’. They created a ‘counterfeit spirit’, a 
false light who resembled the Spirit (the light within Man) who had descended, so as to pollute the 
pure souls through belief in it. And the souls, the ‘daughters’ of men, ‘were filled with the spirit of 
darkness… and with evil. And they steered the people who had followed them into great troubles, 
leading them astray with many deceptions.’13 This became known as the birth of the ‘despicable 
spirit’, the counterfeit spirit, or the ‘false light of the illusion’ as I called it in Chapter One. 

This is another spiritual and classic example of how the soul or consciousness can become 
polluted by having intercourse/association or union with someone who’s beliefs, and therefore, 
soul/consciousness is imbalanced, and then coming to believe in their lies and untruths ourselves.  

In this context, this message could be taken historically and spiritually too. The priests 
(angels), the messengers of the kings and queens (gods) came down from the highlands or the 
mountains (the heavens– see Chapter Six) to have intercourse or union (share their false beliefs) with 
the daughters (souls) of men (the light). In other words, they came to pollute the souls of ‘the children 
of the light’ for there was no other way they could control them. This was the only way the Archons 
(lawmakers et al) could expand their control and power and spread their darkness and false light 
amongst the perfect/purified souls they encountered by creating a false image of the truth/spirit/light. 
This became what we understand today as the ‘inversion of truth’ we find so common in many of 
today’s belief systems, the realm of the false gods and their false angels and the false way of life held 
in esteem by many religions and New Age philosophies. 

And so, over time the pure consciousness of immortal man – the children of the light - has 
been gradually eroded from its original purity and its perfect reflection of the light we are. Our soul 
has been seduced and coerced outside of the body to look for salvation in the external imbalanced 
reality that has become the domain of the false light of the illusion – the realm of the counterfeit and 
despicable spirit. The realm of many religious and new age beliefs, the disease of the world that is the 
very foundation of many atrocities we have witnessed to date.  

The Apocryphon of John continues, ‘then the people became old without enjoyment. They 
died, not having found the truth and without knowing the God of truth. And thus the whole of 
creation became enslaved forever…and they took women and begot children out of the darkness 
according to the likeness of their [despicable] spirit. And they closed their hearts, and they hardened 
themselves through the hardness of the counterfeit spirit…’14 

 
How else was consciousness or the soul portrayed at the time of Jesus? 
 
What happens when our soul or consciousness becomes influenced by the external 

imbalanced beliefs of others? In reference to the soul, ‘As long as she was alone with the father, she 
was virgin and in form androgynous. But when she fell down into a body and came to this life, then 
she fell into the hands of many robbers. And the wanton creatures passed her from one to another and 
[abused?] her. Some made use of her by force, while others did so by seducing her with a gift. In 
short, they defiled her; and she [lost?] her virginity.’15 

We can see here how the soul, when in union with the light (the father), is pure, therefore, our 
consciousness is pure. However, when the soul ‘falls down into a body’, it becomes separate to the 
spirit/light in this physical reality. The soul is open to being seduced because we are conditioned into 
believing we are not worthy and cannot save ourselves, and so the soul can be persuaded into losing 
its purity by the promise of gifts; becoming an ‘influential politician’ leading to membership of the 
Bildeberger Group, leading to membership of the Illuminati or even the Olympians themselves – the 
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so-called elite, or just a position of power over others with more money, status, inflated ego and 
reputation. Even a seat at the right hand of god is promised for our martyrdom through our belief in 
the false god and his so-called wishes, and the so-called interpretations of his rules that we allow to 
direct our thoughts and actions today. Or through the promise of enlightenment and salvation by 
becoming a master in a weekend and connecting with the latest spiritual energies so conveniently 
available to us from time to time. Or through invoking the false gods and their angels and nature 
spirits, which we have been conditioned by the illusion into believing are part of the true spirit realm 
– the Light. Even by the promise of moving into the fourth dimension with Mother Earth, before it is 
too late for us to be saved of course. Or being one of only 144,000 who will be saved, or 
reconfiguring the strands of our DNA and even by being able to board the UFO that has returned to 
take us back to ‘our home planet’. The list is endless.  

The soul can also lose its purity through force from physical or sexual abuse, satanic ritual, 
child abuse, rape, attack, etc. 

In olden days we were conditioned into believing we were not worthy and could only reach 
salvation [God] through the Church and its messengers, deacons, bishops, priests et al, and not by our 
own means. It is no different today in so-called modern updates of spirituality, as we have discovered 
throughout these articles. 

Throughout these articles we have looked at many ways in which our consciousness can be 
affected, so how else did our ancestors see it? ‘As long as the soul keeps running around everywhere 
copulating with whomever she meets and defiling herself, she exists suffering her just deserts.’16 This 
is very similar to what is happening today with people moving from one false belief to another, 
becoming a master of one modality then another, being ‘attuned’ to the next ‘convenient’ vibration 
that comes along, and then the next one, one seminar to the next, another workshop for the next one, 
reading the next ‘spiritually enlightening book’ and so on. In other words, continually expressing 
one’s consciousness/soul externally in the search for the truth and exposing it to the imbalanced ego-
consciousness and all of its malignant thought forms and then believing this is the way to 
enlightenment and truth. 

 
Lost Souls And How The Illusion Manifests In The Afterlife 

 
As we know, water stores information, so our every thought, belief and aspiration is stored in 

the greater expanse of consciousness existing outside of us - the consciousness or soul of the Earth - 
as well as within us. So when we tell a lie, we create the lie in an energy form, and when we 
believe in the lie, we reinforce its existence as an energy thought form. In fact the whole of our 
physical thoughts and actions are replicated in an energy form and stored in the physical/astral energy 
realms, where they await the soul when it finally departs the physical body. Every mistake we make, 
every imbalanced thought and belief is reproduced in the same unhealthy way in the energy fields or 
consciousness that is often referred to as the Astral Plane. It is an almost complete replica in energy 
form of the way physical life is regimented, controlled, structured and enacted, with its schools, 
classrooms, places of worship, libraries et al. This is the illusory AFTERLIFE reality created by 
our thoughts and beliefs, which can likewise keep our soul and spirit separate after it has left the 
physical body. The illusion exists in the physical and forms a veil or darkness between our soul and 
the Light that we are, and it exists in the astral spirit world where it forms a veil of darkness between 
our soul and the true Spirit World. A darkness that today is often misconstrued as being light – this is 
the false light of the illusion, the false or counterfeit spirit world we can read so much about in new 
age books today that would have us believe is the true spirit world. 

When our souls leave the physical body they can become trapped by our obsession with or 
deep attachment to the physical reality. This is how we have ‘ghostly’ apparitions; the soul just 
cannot leave the building because of its attachment to it in the physical. Likewise, if somebody is 
killed violently, the soul can become frightened by what has happened, shocked by finding itself 
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outside of the physical body and, as such can ‘hang onto’ the physical reality, such as the place of 
death or a place of comfort. 

For the majority of people, their soul begins the journey of the Afterlife, and back to Source. 
This should be a simple convergence, or union of the Soul (consciousness) with the Spirit (Light), 
where the soul is purified and cleansed of its imbalance by its union with the Spiritual Light energy. 
This is the union of the Father with the Mother, or Fire and Water as we discussed in Chapter Three. 

However, if we buy into the illusion and its external reality of ‘soul robbers’ or 
‘consciousness deceivers’, and we believe in it so strongly that it becomes part of our life, then our 
Soul can be deceived by the same illusory ‘thought-form’ creation when it begins its journey into the 
afterlife, simply because it mimics perfectly the illusory physical reality. Just as the Soul has been 
unable to discern the true light of the Spirit whilst occupying the physical body and has bought into 
the external imbalance, the false light of the illusion in the afterlife can likewise fool the Soul. And so 
the soul becomes trapped in the reflected thought-form illusory reality after death. This is one ‘prison 
of the soul’, the ‘middle’ Jesus often referred to. This is the realm of the thought form Archons 
(created by the Archons [lawmakers] in the physical), whom Jesus often referred to as ‘the thievers of 
souls’.  

As a result, some souls when they leave the physical body become ensnared by the illusory 
afterlife, the domain of the ‘thought form’ Archons, the realm of the ‘middle’ as Jesus called it (as we 
will discuss later), probably better known to us as hell, Hades or the underworld. Yet some people 
mistakenly perceive the reality of the ‘middle place’ for the true spirit world, when nothing could be 
further from the truth. This is the illusory afterlife where the soul is still separate to the light as it is in 
the physical and imprisoned in the physical/astral vibrations of one to nine (1-9).  

Here the soul is reprogrammed, reformed, remodelled and retrained to be more intellectual 
and intelligent – in other words brainwashed – into believing more in the illusion and carrying out the 
bidding of those thought forms we have created, which exist and rule in this illusory hierarchical 
reality. Imbalanced thought forms we have worshipped for thousands of years, invoked in satanic, 
occult and other rituals and sacrifices, feeding them more energy and increasing their power. This is 
the energy realm of the false god and the false angels that Jesus warned all around Him about. Yet 
only those that had ears listened.  

This scenario I have seen many times, symbolically, in meditations, with the lost or trapped 
souls spinning round on huge merry-go-rounds, all black with no discernable light whatsoever. Until 
they are reprogrammed and ‘reborn’ into the physical reality in a body prepared for them by the 
Archons. They are reborn with an impure soul and they carry imbalances brought over from their past 
life or lives, and imbalanced instructions which have been programmed into their consciousness 
whilst in the prison of the afterlife.  

We must remember that the Archons were merely the lawmakers of the time, the authorities 
who ruled by fear in the physical reality – the Kings, Emperors and Pharaoh’s etc., along with the 
Church through its Bishops, Deacons, Canon’s, Priests et al. In the ‘afterlife’, the Archons are the 
‘lost souls’ of these lawmakers and also ‘imbalanced thought forms’ created by the imbalanced egos 
of these lawmakers through their unloving and uncaring actions. By imposing their imbalanced 
thoughts, beliefs and way of life onto millions of people, the Archons ensured these negative thought 
forms became even stronger by feeding off the energy of those who came to worship them or fear 
them as Gods and angels. This gave them even more power. In this same way other imbalanced 
thought forms were created and continue to be created today. 

 
What Happens To These Lost Souls – What Happens To Our Consciousness In The 

Afterlife? 
 
The ‘middle’ is the thought-form afterlife reality existing on an energy level, reflecting the 

same imbalances prevalent upon the Earth, including the most diabolical thought-forms ever created 
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and worshipped through satanic, occult and other Initiatic rituals. Normally, because the soul has 
already been duped into believing the illusion, what it is initially confronted with after physical death 
appears no different to that it has just left behind. So the soul can quite simply be deceived by those 
who appear before it, for these thought forms can appear in any guise, shape or form they choose to 
trick us – just as they can appear in our mediations. In meditation these thought forms can appear in 
many disguises as they ‘sit’ between our conscious mind and the light we are, as we discussed earlier. 
Here, they can pass on or ‘channel’ false information from the imbalanced ego-consciousness, so it is 
always prudent when confronted by any ‘apparently benign beings’, whether in meditations or the 
afterlife, to ask the light that we are and the light that is all things to reveal them for what they truly 
are. If they are impostors, then they will be revealed in all their glory for what they truly are, 
insidious thought form energies playing tricks. If they are from the truth, they will appear as the light 
beings they are, and there is no mistaking the two! 

And so, just as the mind/consciousness can be tricked in meditations into believing what we 
see and hear, the soul when it departs the physical body can likewise be fooled by what it ‘appears to 
see’ and ‘appears to hear’ and it can be led willingly into the ‘middle’, the prison of the afterlife. Here 
the soul is sent back to school so to speak, where it is reprogrammed with even more imbalanced 
information regarding the illusion and ‘its’ way of life by thought form Archons, lost soul Archons, 
and other ‘conditioned’ lost souls who have unfortunately fallen under their control.   

How deeply we have bought into the illusion in the physical reality will largely depend on 
what level of the illusory afterlife the soul will openly buy into. Just as we can become brainwashed 
by the illusion in the physical reality, the soul can be likewise brainwashed in the illusory afterlife. 
For example, the soul will both be bullied and beaten into doing the bidding of the archons, or it will 
be subtly mind-controlled into doing their bidding through more lies and promises. Here the soul may 
well believe its energy fields are being ‘cleansed’ and ‘restored’ and that other souls ‘disappear’ for 
long  ‘rest’ periods.  

Now the ‘lost soul’ can be sent to ‘assist’ humans in the physical body by attaching to the rear 
of their energy fields because the Assemblage Point has become blocked or locked at the rear of the 
heart chakra. Then they can begin to share their imbalanced (programmed) consciousness with the 
consciousness of humans similar to how a donor organ shares its consciousness/memory/emotion 
with its recipient. All because these lost souls have become brainwashed into believing they are 
serving the wishes of ‘god’, the true spirit world, and/or other imbalanced thought forms, and thus 
helping humans in this way. 

When doing distant healing work, and coming across these ‘attachments’, if you give them a 
hug, these lost souls react with emotion just like a physical being; they react in surprise, 
embarrassment, guilt or shock. There is no connection with that immensity of ‘feeling’ and 
‘experience’ we call unconditional love, Oneness, or the light being that we find when we connect 
with our true inner self or the inner light of another. There is no ‘explosion’, expansion or sharing of 
immense peace, wellbeing and vibrancy that we experience when we touch upon that quintessential 
part of our inner self and of others. It is just like meeting an ordinary person, dressed in an ordinary 
way, as we often do in life, and surprising them - although the dress code does vary with culture and 
the individual as it does in physical life. When speaking with these lost souls, their religious and other 
illusory beliefs are still clearly evident in the afterlife, if not reinforced - Hierarchies still exist, lost 
souls still have ‘guides’ and the same inversion of truth, the false colour sequence of the chakras and 
route to spirituality, as taught in many religions and healing modalities in the physical reality, is 
replicated in the illusory afterlife. As we know from previous articles, ALL our chakras, when totally 
balanced, are white. In this illusory reality, the soul is taught that white is the colour of the immature 
soul, and running through the oranges, yellows, greens and blues, it is taught that the colour purple is 
the colour of the wisest soul, a soul that exists in the highest levels of this spiritual hierarchy.34 When 
in reality, this so-called ‘wise soul’ is existing in the highest levels of the illusion. Again we can 
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witness the same reversal of truth in the illusory spirit world reality as we witness in the physical 
reality. 

Due to the illusion and the pollution of our consciousness and the prostitution of our soul, 
today we have become conditioned into believing these ‘trapped souls’ that appear at the rear of our 
energy fields are actually spirit guides. In a sense they are, they are spirit guides from the 
counterfeit spirit, imbalanced souls who have been caught up in the illusion of the afterlife because 
of their belief in it in the physical. Souls who have been ‘conditioned’ to do the bidding and will of 
their ‘teachers’ by attaching to humans at the rear of their energy fields, ‘manipulating’ their egos, 
and feeding the human soul/consciousness with the likeness and imbalanced beliefs of the ‘Archon’s’ 
consciousness. 

We should perhaps remember here that the soul is just consciousness, it is awareness and 
merely a memory. It is not the light that we are, nor indeed today, a reflection of who we truly are. 
Today our soul is just a ‘memory’ of what we perceive ourselves to be, and this happens to be a result 
of the conditioning and brainwashing it has been subjected to over time. In other words our soul has 
ceased to remain the perfect reflection of the light that we are – immortal man - and has become 
imbalanced and conditioned into believing it (we) are something completely different – thus 
becoming something somebody wants us to believe we are.  

If our human consciousness becomes more imbalanced as a result of this ‘manipulation’ and 
we buy further into the false beliefs of the illusion, then one or more lost souls, which have an even 
greater imbalanced consciousness, come along and attaches to the rear of our energy fields, replacing 
the existing one/s. And if our consciousness deteriorates further, the soul is again changed for a soul 
with more imbalances, and so it carries on. This is why some people who perceive these lost souls 
as spirit guides, see them ‘changing’ around people from time to time.  

However, the more imbalanced thought forms of our creation cannot exist in the presence of 
the light of a pure soul. This is why they use ‘lost souls’ to bring our consciousness down over time 
to a sufficient level of imbalance for the more heinous and potentially damaging thought forms 
energies’ to cleave to us. There are other ways in which this can happen too, through mental, 
emotional, physical and sexual abuse of both adults and, especially, young children. Satanic and other 
rituals, worshipping and invoking these false gods and angels, angel workshops and certain healing 
modalities and practices where we willingly, or are persuaded to willingly open up our energy fields 
and welcome these imbalanced energies in, also play their part. These severely imbalanced energies 
do not need to be asked twice. Again, there is more to this, as our consciousness deteriorates further, 
and we will look at this a little later. 

If this is the truth and it has been happening for thousands of years, then why have other 
people not mentioned it before now? Well, they have. Jesus in particular was warning us of this very 
same scenario two thousand years ago. Other illuminated people were saying the same before Him. 
However, records have been destroyed, teachings altered, meanings adjusted and stories 
manufactured to suit the political agenda of the time. Sadly, nothing seems to have changed today. 
Archaeological finds of ancient Gospels and texts portraying a different history and truth have been 
conveniently suppressed and hidden by the Church to preserve their false standing in society and 
deny us access to the truth.  

Fortunately the finds at Nag Hammadi in the middle of the last century managed to escape the 
‘lie machine’. And it would appear that Jesus was warning us nearly two thousand years ago of what 
would happen to our soul if we continued to follow the false god and his false angels and bandy our 
consciousness about in the external illusory and imbalanced reality. 

In The First Apocalypse of James (V, 3), Jesus was talking to James about his ascent and his 
journey in the afterlife. Jesus said: “James, behold, I shall reveal to you your redemption. When you 
are seized, and you undergo these sufferings, a multitude will arm themselves against you that they 
may seize you. And in particular three of them will seize you – they [the Archons] who sit there as 
toll collectors. Not only do they demand toll, but they also take away souls by theft. When you come 
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into their power, one of them who is their guard will say to you, ‘Who are you or where are you 
from?’ You are to say to him, ‘I am a son, and I am from the Father.’ He will say to you, ‘What sort 
of son are you, and to what father do you belong?’ You are to say to him, ‘I am from the Pre-existent 
Father, and a son in the Pre-existent One.’ 

Jesus continued, “When he also says to you, ‘Where will you go?’, you are to say to him, ‘To 
the place from which I have come, there shall I return.’ And if you say these things, you will escape 
their attacks.”17 

And from the Gospel of Thomas we have the following on the same theme: Jesus said, “If 
they say to you, ‘Where did you come from?’, say to them, ‘We came from the light, the place where 
the light came into being on its own accord and established itself and became manifest through their 
image.’ If they say to you, ‘Is it you?’, say, ‘We are its children, and we are the elect of the living 
father.’ If they ask you, ‘What is the sign of your father in you?’, say to them, ‘It is movement and 
repose.’”18 

Symbolically, this can be equally interpreted as referring to a warning to people on both a 
physical and the energy plane of the afterlife. 

Further references to the existence of these imbalanced thought-form energies appears in 
Exegesis on The Soul, with Paul, writing to the Corinthians (1 Co 5:9-10), ‘…For our struggle is not 
against flesh and blood – as he said (Ep 6:12) – but against the world rulers of darkness and the 
spirits of wickedness.’19 

Here we have reference to the ‘thought-form’ energies, the false gods and their false angels 
and in particular, to the spirits of wickedness – lost souls - the so called ‘spirit guides’ for the 
despicable spirit and its realm of darkness. This is the illusory afterlife, better known as purgatory, 
hell or the underworld. This becomes more clear when we look at the Apocalypse Of Paul.   

In the Apocalypse Of Paul, we have a story which is very similar to my own inner journey. 
This is the story of Paul’s visionary journey into the afterlife. Paul begins his journey while the Holy 
Spirit is speaking to him as he passed through the first three heavens and when he reached the fourth 
heaven the Holy Spirit spoke with him and said, ‘Look and see your likeness upon the earth.’ In the 
fourth heaven Paul saw ‘according to class’ ‘angels resembling gods’ and they were bringing a soul 
‘out of the land of the dead. And they placed it at the gates of the fourth heaven. And the angels 
where whipping it.’20 No unconditional love or light here it would appear. 

What passes is that the soul appears to have no choice in this matter; it is the decision of the 
toll-collector who dwells in this place. Witnesses are brought forward as in a court of law and the 
soul is ‘cast down into a body which had been prepared for it.’ 

Paul’s journey continued and in the fifth heaven he saw a great angel ‘holding an iron rod in 
his hand’ and there were three other angels with him and ‘they were rivalling each other, with whips 
in their hands, goading the souls on to the judgement.’ 20 No light here either it would appear. 

Paul’s journey continues through the sixth heaven and into the seventh where he has to assert 
his will that he is returning ‘to the place from which I came.’ He carried on up and through the 
Ogdoad and through the ninth heaven, and eventually ‘went up to the tenth heaven’ where he greeted 
his fellow spirits. 20 

For me this is very symbolic of moving through the limiting vibrations of 1-9 of the physical 
and astral dimensions - the domain of the illusion and its false light - and eventually finding the 10th 
heaven, the vibration of 10, our home from where we came, the realm of the Spirit and the Light that 
we all are, which we discussed in Chapter Two. Here we have the vibrations of one to ten (1-10), 
which corresponds with the ten colours, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple (indigo), violet, 
magenta, gold and finally the transcending colour White, which corresponds with the Ten Major 
Chakras of the human body, and which we now know also corresponds with the ten heavens of the 
afterlife, with the tenth heaven, the true spirit world, corresponding to the colour white and the 
vibration of ten, a.k.a. the Assemblage Point in the heart chakra. 

Once again, this message can apply equally to both the physical reality and the afterlife.  
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In the Gospel Of Philip we may have further reference to this illusory afterlife ruled by the 

Archons’ thought forms, which are capable of capturing the soul and using this soul to attach or 
cleave to people. ‘For if they [humans] had the Holy Spirit, no unclean spirit would cleave to them. 
Fear not the flesh nor love it. If you fear it, it will gain mastery over you. If you love it, it will 
swallow you and paralyse you. And so he dwells either in this world or in the resurrection or in the 
middle place. God forbid that I be found there. In this world there is good and evil. Its good things are 
not good, and its evil things not evil. [An excellent example of the reversal of truth]. But there is evil 
after this world which is truly evil - what is called “the middle”. It is death. While we are in this 
world it is fitting for us to acquire the resurrection, so that when we strip off the flesh we may be 
found in rest and not walk in the middle. For many go astray on the way.’21 

Here we have another reference to the ‘middle’, and there are other references to this 
‘afterlife’ for the impure soul - hell, purgatory or even the ‘underworld’ the Egyptian Pharaohs and 
priests were so worried about. Yet we can see the total reversal of the work of the Archons, where the 
Church, the Authorities and the Lawmakers, have turned the light and truth into darkness and evil, 
and the true devil, the counterfeit spirit and the false god and his false angels, through the Church, 
then become the ‘salvation’.   

Welcome to religion in all its guises, new age philosophy, aspects of Ufology and spiritual 
and alien hierarchies, supposedly here to save us and offer us redemption for our sins. All the result 
of a wrathful, vengeful and jealous god (king) who wished to rule the world and through whose 
belligerence and bullying created a consciousness in his likeness that still prevails and spreads today. 
A consciousness that has expanded in certain humans who have the same desire to control and 
dominate the world through their position in governments, as politicians, or by creating wars, false 
religions, imbalanced healing modalities and spiritual philosophies et al. The very same foundation of 
imbalanced consciousness we identified behind the illusion in Chapter Four and Jesus identified and 
warned his people about. Jesus said to James, ‘…But leave Jerusalem. For it is she who always gives 
the cup of bitterness to the sons of light. She is a dwelling place of a great number of archons.’31 

 
So what does all this mean? 
 
As we have discovered throughout these articles, parts three and four in particular, Nature 

works in the same simple way no matter how large or small a process or entity may be. We 
discovered how the same actions on a cellular level are repeated on a human level, because 
consciousness just is. It is exactly the same with the afterlife and reincarnation.  

 
The image to the left resembles both a super nova and also the cellular 

environment around its nucleus. It is an example of the macrocosm and the 
microcosm being a reflection of each other. This is a photograph of the micro-
cluster structure of water, detailing the amount of Light present. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIG 1 FIG 2 FIG 3 FIG 4 
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In the above photographs we have two which are of energised water – depicting light in water 

– and two which are of the Stars, showing light in the universe. It is difficult to set them apart 
because they are ALL photographs of LIGHT IN WATER. The only difference is in the size of the 
objects photographed. They are at opposite ends of the scale so to speak. One set showing what is 
happening at a sub-molecular level and the other at a Star/Galactic level. 

In the Sky & Telescope magazine, January 2002, the Headlines on the front cover reads, 
‘Water, Water Everywhere. The Molecules of Life in Space.’ In this fascinating article the 
following statement is made: ‘THERE SEEMS TO BE WATER EVERYWHERE IN THE 
GALAXY – EVEN WHERE NOBODY EXPECTED TO FIND IT.’ ‘To date the Submillimeter 
Wave Astronomy Satellite (SWAS) has inspected comets; the atmospheres of Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn; and about 120 molecular clouds…Like ISO (Infrared Space Observatory), SWAS found 
“water, water everywhere,” says Melnick, the mission’s principal investigator.’ 

So we can see that on a sub-molecular level we have the soul/consciousness or water, and 
light. This is also reflected on a cellular level and a human level, and now we have proof this is 
reflected or repeated on a Galactic level, we have water – consciousness/soul - and we have the stars - 
the light. As I’ve pointed out in these articles, it doesn’t matter how large or small a process or entity 
may be, they all work in the same simple way – one is just bigger or smaller than another. So 
everything everywhere consists of a soul – consciousness/water, and light - Spirit. This makes it 
easier to understand what happens to the soul/consciousness when it leaves the physical body. 

Generally, in the afterlife, as I wrote in Chapter Three, the soul/consciousness is reunited with 
the Light/Spirit and the soul is automatically purified by this union. This is where our consciousness 
and awareness returns to our higher dimensional state of being – a light being without separation of 
the soul/consciousness and spirit. (We can also reach this higher dimensional state of being through 
the inner journey and meditation. This is how we learn through inner tuition). Ideally, as we covered 
in Chapter Three, each new soul is born pure, the perfect image of the light that we are. Just like a 
healthy cell. 

However, if our consciousness becomes imbalanced in the physical reality because we have 
bought into the external illusion, and we believe in this false reality, then when we begin the journey 
of the afterlife the soul can become fooled by the same illusion which exists in an energy form. Thus 
the soul can become trapped in an astral prison, within the physical/astral vibrations of one to 
nine (1-9), or the nine heavens of the illusion. Here the soul/consciousness cannot be purified 
because it is still separate from the light. It is caught in the ‘middle’, a no-man’s land of thought-
forms and energy bodies created from our imbalanced and illusory beliefs, our fears, our invocations, 
satanic and other rituals and our human and animal sacrifices. A no-man’s land, which is a reflection 
of the same control and manipulation of consciousness/soul we find in the physical reality. 

From here the soul is ‘reincarnated’ with its previous imbalance. This is exactly the same 
process as a cell replicating from the memory, consciousness or ‘soul’, of its host cell. If the cell’s 
consciousness is imbalanced, then, as we know, the new cell is reproduced in a likewise imbalanced 
and unhealthy state. And if the imbalanced cell is not brought back into balance/health whilst in its 
physical state, then it can become more damaged and unhealthy in its physical life, and so it then 
replicates itself with this additional imbalance. And if this procedure continues and the cell has not 
‘remembered’ its pure state or how to return to it, the cell will continue to become even more 
imbalanced until it becomes diseased. Then the diseased cell will reproduce in a diseased way – 
similar to how a tumour cell reproduces – and it will share its imbalanced consciousness with healthy 
cells around it, which is how the tumour cell spreads and grows. (See Chapter Four) 

When human consciousness is ‘reincarnated’ in this same way, this individual is more likely 
to buy into the illusion again because this ‘lost soul’ has been ‘reborn’ with its previous imbalances 
and further  illusory ‘programming’ by the Archons. And so this procedure, this cycle of increasing 
imbalance can continue on a human level, just as it does on a cellular level. Then, like the tumour, 
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this disease inherent in the human soul begins to share its imbalanced consciousness/information with 
other humans around it, sometimes in a likewise aggressive way. And so the human being with the 
imbalanced consciousness begins to produce ‘channelled’ information from so-called ‘saviour’ 
spiritual hierarchies, or by declaring they are a master or guru and in contact with the Ascended 
Masters, or in contact with alien gods who have returned to save us, or even bringers of ‘new’ 
spiritual energies which conveniently appear from time to time for humans to attune to, helping to 
bring us enlightenment and salvation.  

We can apparently even benefit from the ‘Secret Rods of God’ available for the first time ever 
to humans, again here to save us. We are told that never in the history of the Earth have the Secret 
Rods of God been anchored on the Earth and that they have been an esoteric secret from the 
beginning of time, and for the first time this Revelation of God Ascension Activation Sequence of 
Activations (phew!) will be given forth to all in attendance. We even have people knocking on our 
doors with their ‘this is your life’ little red book, proclaiming that we must listen to ‘God’s new plan’. 
As we know, only Man has plans, what is just IS. All this of course, is fed from the external 
imbalanced reality and/or the ‘attachments’ we have collected over time due to our belief in the 
illusion and all this belief entails. 

A cell can only reproduce in the likeness of its host. If a cell is unhealthy it will only 
replicate in an unhealthy way. However, if the cell recovers its health before it dies and is replaced, 
then it will replicate in a healthy way. 

I make no apologies for repeating this. Exactly the same can happen to our soul or 
consciousness. If our consciousness is not purified, or our soul redeemed, whilst we occupy the 
physical body, the soul can reincarnate (i.e. reproduce itself) in the same imbalanced way. This 
means the ‘reincarnated soul’ is more likely to buy into the physical illusion once again, because it is 
‘reborn’ in its unbalanced state. And so this procedure can continue just as it does on a cellular level, 
and if the cycle continues the soul can eventually become so imbalanced it literally becomes a part of 
the disease. This type of extremely imbalanced soul, when reincarnated, is responsible for the people 
who commit great wickedness without any sign of remorse. It is the reason we have truly evil people 
who are responsible for some of the most heinous crimes we have witnessed over time, and are still 
witnessing today.  

This is like the tumour cells destroying healthy cells around it, but on a human level. This also 
applies to the majority of our world leaders, the Illuminati, the Olympians, the very rich people who 
control the finances of the world and therefore, the world itself. These are the Archons, the 
lawmakers in this physical reality – the thievers and destroyers of souls in the physical reality that 
create the laws and false history and belief systems that enable the soul to become vulnerable in, and 
susceptible to, the illusory thought form afterlife – the nine heavens or vibrations of the ‘middle 
place’, controlled by the very thought forms that recondition and re-educate ‘lost souls’ which are 
then programmed to attach to us and manipulate our egos, thereby unbalancing our consciousness.  

This is why, for example, we witness today a criminal having more rights and being better 
protected by the law than innocent victims of criminal events. This is why somebody whose ego has 
been bruised by slander or libel can receive massive payments when the family and relatives of 
people who have tragically lost their lives in accidents or criminal acts, generally receive a pittance. 
We will examine this subject of ‘reincarnation’ in more depth in the next chapter. 

However, no matter what state the soul is in, when it is in the physical body it can redeem 
itself. For the light that we truly are is the same light, irrespective of the condition of the soul. We are 
all endowed with the same light or spirit, which is why the soul is capable of redeeming itself in the 
physical body so it can complete its journey home in the afterlife. The only difference between 
people, as I have mentioned in earlier parts, is AWARENESS. That is, self-awareness of the light 
beings we all are and the illusionary reality we live in. This is why the majority of us are here, to 
bring the disease we have created into balance by sharing our light and purity with those around us.  
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The light is unable to do anything about the condition of the soul/consciousness while they 

exist separately in the physical reality, because we have free will. But the light, our spiritual energy, 
is always there, waiting to be called upon, waiting for our consciousness, our soul, to turn itself 
inwards and become baptised by the light and become purified and restored into the perfect reflection 
and image of the Father, Spirit or Light that we are and from where we originate. This is a symbolic 
reunion of the Mother with the Father – Balance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We can see from the above diagram how the soul or consciousness of humans can become 

caught up in the illusory afterlife, reprogrammed, reincarnated, thus buying further into the physical 
illusion again, and so the cycle continues. We are like goldfish swimming in a goldfish bowl; 
swimming around in ever continuing circles and at every turn believing we are seeing something 
new, something different, which attracts our fancy each and every time.  

This is the cause of the imbalance in the Earth’s consciousness – we humans are responsible. 
Some of us have become like a diseased cell, constantly reproducing in an ever increasingly 
imbalanced way, using aggressive behaviour, threats, intimidation, war, or the promises of riches and 
power to control and entice others. In this way, many other humans have become imbalanced too by 
buying into this lie and fear of Man. 

Fortunately, these extremely unbalanced lost soul reincarnations represent only a minority of 
people, but this phenomenon is growing, and fast, which is why society generally is becoming worse. 
Crime is on the increase and the use of firearms in muggings and robberies is increasing 
exponentially. Respect for the elderly seems to be going out of the window. How often do we see 
their frightened and battered faces on TV? The same can be said of young innocent children, raped, 
murdered, or abused. And the rest of us fall foul of this disease too, attacked or robbed for pennies to 
feed a drug habit which is controlled and perpetrated in many ways by the intelligence agencies and 
deliberately allowed to proliferate in society by the Olympians, the controllers of the world... And so 
it goes on.  

So what is the answer? 
 

Vibrations of 1-9, the nine heavens 
created by thought and the realm of the 
Archons, thievers of our souls and 
consciousness, therefore our spirituality. 

The vibration of 10 – Light – Spirit 
– Oneness – The Father 
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The Rebalancing Of Consciousness – The Resurrection Of The Soul  
 
Conveying the understanding of the true mysteries of life was not solely restricted to the use 

of symbolic geometric imagery as we touched upon in Chapter Two. Words, parables and artwork 
have been used in a symbolic and spiritual way to convey this same wisdom and understanding of the 
deeper and more profound mysteries of life.  

Being unable to understand the symbolic and spiritual messages of some ancient texts may 
have led to a gross misunderstanding of their original meanings. The teachings and sayings of Jesus 
in particular come to mind. These teachings, mostly verbal and repeated by others through writing, 
have been taken literally instead of symbolically. Jesus often spoke about making women more in the 
likeness of men so they could enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus said in the Gospel of Thomas in 
reference to Mary, ‘I myself shall lead her, in order to make her male, so that she too may become a 
living spirit…for every woman who will make herself male will enter the Kingdom of Heaven.’22 
This simply meant, spiritually, that the soul (woman/female) needed to become more like the spirit 
(male/men). In other words it was a symbolic reference to the need for the soul to purify itself before 
it could enter the Kingdom of Heaven - the Light or the Spirit world. 

When these form of symbolic or spiritual statements are interpreted literally, we can easily 
come to the incorrect conclusion that they mean women in the physical sense, are not worthy. Could 
the understanding of these messages of ‘wisdom’ and symbolic teachings, taken literally instead of 
spiritually, have played a part in the denigration of women and the female energy in general by the 
Church? There was obviously a lot more involved in the plagiarism of the feminine form by the 
Church, but I’m sure the ‘ignorance’ of the less illuminated ones - the lawmakers - in understanding 
these spiritual teachings and their meanings did play its part. Also I’m sure that the fear of the 
Church, especially from those ‘on high’, of losing their control and power over the populous, played 
its part in keeping the true meanings well hidden.  

Again, could ignorance of the meaning of these beautifully and simply portrayed spiritual 
teachings have led to them being taken too literally, leading to sex between men which was so 
commonplace in many ancient middle eastern cultures and religions? Could this ignorance of truth 
and the resulting fear of the female form have been responsible for sowing this ‘seed’ into our 
‘consciousness’ of what today we term homosexuality? Simply because, in the physical sense, the 
male became fearful of the female and refused to have sex with her in case he sullied himself and did 
not enter the Kingdom of Heaven? So he turned to his male who was supposedly more blessed 
instead? Just a thought. Or could there be more to it? We’ll look at this in more detail in the next 
chapter. 

It is this same misunderstanding or ignorance we find when we look at the resurrection. We 
have already touched upon the resurrection in the Gospel Of Philip, ‘While we are in this world it is 
fitting for us to acquire the ‘resurrection’, so that when we strip off the flesh we may be found in rest 
and not walk in the middle.’21 Again we have reference to the ‘middle’ where true evil exists after we 
leave the physical body. 

The ‘resurrection’ was about restoring the soul/consciousness into a balanced state while we 
are living in the physical body. It was not about ‘life after death’ per se in the literal sense, as it has 
been and still is, presented throughout many religions and the Church. It was a symbolic and spiritual 
example of how ‘lost souls’ living in the physical body could redeem their consciousness and avoid 
the ‘death’ that awaits impure souls after their physical life. The symbolic message of the resurrection 
was simply that there is no such thing as death when we depart the physical body, providing the soul 
has redeemed itself by beginning its purification through the inner journey towards its ‘baptism’ and 
union with the light. In other words, we begin to shine the light of the light-being we truly are. And 
we can only achieve this by looking within, NOT without. 

Our ancestors knew this, and this was part of Jesus’ teachings that the soul (consciousness) 
can save itself. ‘But when she [the soul] perceives the straits she is in and weeps before the father and 
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repents, then the father will have mercy upon her and he will make her womb turn from the external 
domain and will turn it again inward, so that the soul will regain her proper character…For the womb 
of the body is inside the body like the other internal organs, but the womb of the soul is around the 
outside like the male genitalia, which are external. 

‘So when the womb of the soul, by the will of the father, turns itself inward, it is baptised and 
is immediately cleansed of the external pollution which was pressed upon it, just as garments when 
dirty, are put into the water and turned about until their dirt is removed and they become clean. And 
so the cleansing of the soul is to regain the newness of her former nature and to turn herself back 
again. That is her baptism…It is therefore fitting to pray to the father and call on him with all our soul 
– not externally with the lips but with the spirit, which is inward and came from the depth…’24  

This has been the message throughout these articles. When we send our consciousness/soul 
out into the external reality it becomes subjected to imbalanced energies – i.e. robbers – and becomes 
polluted. However, when we begin the ‘inner journey’, we begin the unification of the soul with the 
spirit/light, the union of the mother with the father, and our consciousness begins the journey back 
into balance and back into purity and therefore, wisdom. In a nutshell, we become more aware of the 
light that we are, because the Light is all there is, it is the only truth, everything else is but an illusion 
or a figment of somebody’s imagination, and therefore, part of the lie. 

The illusion is all about stopping us from looking within, towards the light and reaching the 
light that we are. It constantly externalises the truth and forces or subtly coerces us to look outside of 
ourselves into the imbalanced ego-consciousness so we begin to taint our souls. Again this is nothing 
new. Jesus said, “Now you will fight against them in this way, for the archons are fighting against 
the inner man…come together and teach in the world the salvation with a promise…’25 The 
salvation is the resurrection or redemption of the soul, its baptism, and the promise is that the soul 
will return home to the light and unity with the spirit as long as it redeems itself.  

It is interesting at this juncture to point out that in many Initiatic teachings, healing modalities 
and New Ageism, we are taught or told that when we begin to shine our light we become beacons for 
the demonic luciferic entities to home in on, ravaging our energy fields in the process. This is pure 
rubbish and is more likely to create fear amongst the followers of such teachings, which is an 
imbalance in itself. It is something taught by people who are ignorant of the true Light of Spirit who 
have become servants of the false light of the illusion. The Archons have taught this falsity to its 
blind followers so they will deliberately create fear in people who are genuinely searching for the 
truth and the light.  

However, it is important to understand that as we begin to shine our light by purifying our 
consciousness, our awareness of what is going on within us and around us increases and, at first, we 
begin to tune into and become more aware of the physical/astral vibrations (1-9) around us. Our 
radar, or protection system is enhanced so to speak. As a result, we will naturally begin to ‘see’, 
detect and become more aware of other types of imbalanced energies existing in the environment 
around us as our consciousness continues it’s purification. This, of course, can create the illusion 
that we are actually attracting more entities to us. Though this is not the case. These 
imbalanced energies have always been there, only we have not been previously aware of them 
because we have not been able to tune into them due to the imbalance in our energy fields, and so to 
people who are unaware of what is happening, they may well ‘appear’ to them, to be new thought 
forms. 

Eventually, our consciousness becomes aware of, senses and may even begin to ‘see’ the true 
light that we are, being reflected in the outer consciousness – symbolically the vibration of Ten (10) - 
Spirit. This ‘light’ or ‘being of light’ we can witness outside of us, is merely a reflection of the inner 
light-being that we all are. This leads us to observing the ‘warring environment’ in the ‘outer 
consciousness’ – the ‘good versus evil’ we covered in Chapter Five. Though, it must be stated that 
through illusory concepts present, and taught, within many belief systems, this amazing experience 
and the immense wonder of witnessing these light-beings – reflected aspects of ourselves - can often 
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be misconstrued or altered through our conditioned beliefs. Therefore, what should be an awe-
inspiring experience of one’s true self and others, can be altered and may well be perceived by some 
people as being an encounter with an angel or archangel, and consequently something separate to, 
and beyond the capabilities of, humans. This is how the illusion works. (See Chapter Four for a more 
detailed explanation on the subject of angels etc.) 

This is why I stated in Chapter One that the false light of the illusion is always easier to see 
than the spiritual light that we are. 

When people become involved in these illusory teachings and are taught that demons will 
come and devour their energy fields as they begin to shine their light – and especially if people are 
becoming more aware of these thought forms around them without understanding why this is 
happening - it either puts them off altogether through fear of attracting them, or they are more willing 
and open to using the ‘protection’ devices, meditations, visualisations, invocations et al, that are then 
recommended by the ‘teachers or masters’ of these belief systems. It is these so-called protection 
methods, which DO act as a beacon to external imbalanced energies.  

If we externalise our search for truth and spirituality and continue to give our power away to 
these illusory belief systems and healing modalities, some of which we have been able to identify 
throughout these articles, as being the very foundation and underpinning of the disease we have 
created, then the true light of our spirit can and will become darkened and obscured by the overlaying 
of the illusory false light we have taken on board and integrated into our soul/consciousness. By 
diminishing the brightness and purity of our true spiritual light in this way, burying it underneath the 
so-called false light of the illusion, we will naturally attract likeminded external imbalanced energies. 
This is how the illusion works. The illusion, and we must never forget this, is very clever. After all, it 
comes from the intellect and it has honed its practises for thousands of years. 

Just to reinforce what I’ve said above, we find in the Gospel of Philip, ‘The powers do not see 
those who are clothed in the perfect light, and consequently are not able to detain them. One will 
clothe himself in this light sacramentally in the union.’26 This is of course the union between the 
soul/consciousness and the light, our key to entry into the Kingdom of the Tenth Heaven. This is the 
true Spirit world and the world of Light from where we originate –a world of light beings, our true 
selves and our true existence. 

The Exegesis On the Soul states: ‘Now it is fitting that the soul regenerate herself and become 
again as she formerly was. The soul then moves of her own accord. And she received the divine 
nature from her father for her rejuvenation, so that she might be restored to the place where originally 
she had been. This is the resurrection that is from the dead. This is the ransom from captivity… This 
is the…ascent to heaven…the way of ascent to the father…Thus it is by being born again that the 
soul will be saved.’27  

Does this imply that the soul, if it achieves this regeneration, cannot then be caught by the 
Archons, the thievers of souls in the afterlife, and can continue with its journey as it pleases and 
unhindered towards its intended union with the spirit/light? Where it is purified and cleansed once 
again? And so the healthy cell is replicated? The following teaching, taken from the Gospel of Philip 
answers this question. 

‘Through the Holy Spirit we are indeed begotten again, but we are begotten through Christ in 
the two. We are anointed through the spirit. When we were begotten we were united. None can see 
himself either in water or in a mirror without light. Nor again can you see in light without water or 
mirror. For this reason it is fitting to baptise in the two, in the light and in the water. Now the light is 
the chrism.’28 

When we understand that chrism is the ‘anointing oil’, which comes from khrisma meaning 
‘anointing’, and Christ, which comes from the old English crist, via the Latin christus and from the 
Greek khristos, meaning the ‘anointed one’, we can better comprehend Jesus’ true teachings and why 
the Church altered these so much and kept others hidden from the people. Here we have again the 
two components, light and water, water being the mirror or reflection of the light, and the importance 
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of the baptism or union of the two. The chrism, the ‘anointing oil’ is the light and if we anoint the 
water – our soul/consciousness – with the light we attain the Christ consciousness, which is a pure 
soul or consciousness that is once again a perfect mirror image of the light – the original and perfect 
Sophia. This is the resurrection and redemption of the soul, the restoration of the ‘immortal man’, 
which the Archons and the consciousness of the false god feared so much – and still do. This is why a 
new religion, a new illusion – the return of the alien gods – to keep us likewise controlled in the 
future is being seeded into the psyche of humans, simply because the old illusion of religion is 
beginning to wear thin. With the advances in science and new archaeological discoveries, the bible is 
being shown up for the apparent historical and spiritual lie that it is.  

Jesus’ teachings were, that absolutely anybody could redeem their soul and enter the 
Kingdom of Heaven by turning their consciousness inwards instead of externally, and with the 
simple union of consciousness with the inner light - the baptism of the soul - we could all achieve the 
status of Christ consciousness and become a light being in the physical reality. In other words, we 
can ALL become a living Christ. Hence, the Church did everything it could to alter Jesus’ teachings 
and make him out to be something other than a normal human being. 

Jesus was not the first person to be given the title Christ; there were other illuminated or wise 
people before him. Just as with the others, the imbalanced consciousness of the false god and the 
Church or the authorities of the time, could not allow their ‘conditioned’ or ‘modelled forms’ to know 
that Jesus was a normal human being, born of normal birth, with human parents, who coughed and 
sneezed and broke wind like everybody else. They had to make him out to be something different to 
other humans.  In other words, they had to make Jesus appear in a way that would suggest or imply 
he was a being beyond the capabilities of human achievement. Hence he is referred to as the son of 
God, even when he constantly stated he was the son of man, a statement which today carries with it 
enormous overtures and suggestibility. Yet, historically this statement is correct. Roman Kings were 
often deified in accordance with the tradition of the times and, therefore, any son of the King was 
called the ‘son of God’ and had legal entitlement to call himself the ‘son of God’. So, historically, we 
have many ‘sons of god’ because the kings of the time had many offspring. As we know the people 
of Judea also called all their kings Gods.29  

Jesus was also endowed with the previously well-used tale of being born of a virgin mother, 
through a miracle granted only possible by their false god, updated and modernised throughout the 
years by the lawmakers (Archons) and promoted through the Church and their teachings. A tale that 
appears to follow similar stories of other acclaimed ‘Christs’ before Him, such as Krishna, Mithra, 
Horus, Buddha and Zoroaster et al. 

If we look at only one example of the above list of so-called ‘Christs’ or Ascended Masters as 
the Church redefined them – Zoroaster – and compare his teachings with Jesus, the similarities are 
very interesting. From the Tenets of Zoroastrianism we have the following:  

“The basic tenets of the Gathas consist of a monotheistic worship of Ahura Mazda (the 
“Lord Wisdom”) and an ethical dualism opposing Truth (Asha) and Lie, which permeate the entire 
universe. All that is good derives from, and is supported by, Ahura Mazda's emanations: Spenta 
Mainyu (the “Holy Spirit” or “Incremental Spirit”, a creative force) and his six assisting entities, 
Good Mind, Truth, Power, Devotion, Health, and Life. All evil is caused by the “twin” of Spenta 
Mainyu, who is Angra Mainyu (the “Fiendish Spirit”; Persian, Ahriman), and by his assistants. 
Angra Mainyu is evil by choice, having allied himself with Lie, whereas Spenta Mainyu has chosen 
Truth. So too, human beings must choose. Upon death each person's soul will be judged at the 
Bridge of Discrimination; the follower of Truth will cross and be led to paradise, and the adherents 
of Lie will fall into hell. All evil will eventually be eliminated on earth in an ordeal of fire and 
molten metal.”30 

 We can strongly identify the above teaching with the message of Jesus: there is only one 
Truth, which emanates from the Holy Spirit or the creative force, i.e. the Pre-existent Father or the 
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Light. All the rest is a Lie and comes from evil (which in spelling is the opposite of live) or the 
‘Fiendish Spirit’ and his assistants, which are similar to the ‘despicable’ or ‘counterfeit Spirit’, the 
false light of the illusion spread through its assistants in the Church. Again, we find that humans 
have the choice of which path to follow, and upon death, those that have followed the truth or found 
the resurrection of the soul, the light within, will enter Heaven, the Spirit World of Light or 
Paradise. Those that follow the Lie and the illusion, prostituting their soul externally in their search 
for truth and spirituality, will fall into hell or be led to the ‘middle place’. 

Again, this has been the message throughout these articles. We are all equal and we are all 
originally from the one same Source. We are connected to everything we need to be connected with 
to regain or remember our spirituality and divinity - the light that is ALL THINGS at all times. If 
we begin shopping for spirit internally towards the light that we are, instead of externally in the 
darkness of the illusion, absolutely anybody can become aware of the light being they are. 
Anybody, without exception, can become a living Christ in the here and now, in the physical 
body. A temporary lost soul can always redeem or resurrect itself whilst it occupies the physical 
body and so NOBODY IS UNWORTHY. We are all worthy and we desire for nothing and 
nobody - other than from the light that we are, and the light that is all things - to save us. Least of 
all do we require help from the very proponents of the illusion itself: the Church, its Bible, its 
bishops and priests, or the angels, aliens and spiritual hierarchies. We can, however, as I have 
mentioned before, SAVE OURSELVES, just as Jesus taught two thousand years ago. 

In Chapter Two (and in more detail in Chapter Four), we looked at the Council of Nine, a 
supposedly spiritual hierarchy here to help Man. One statement from the book ‘The Only Planet Of 
Choice’ comes back to mind and it was when Tom (one of god’s E.T. spokespeople) was asked 
about whether we could have avoided the Gulf War. The Council of Nine, and not forgetting the 
alleged 'twenty-four Galactic civilisations' too, told us after great debate and consideration, 'this 
was not possible for it to be a choice on a human level… for those in the spheres are in battlement 
and those of the 'spirit, working for the evolution of planet Earth, have taken them [the butchered 
casualties of a futile war] into their bosom and have taken them away in forwardness, so there is not 
to be a recycling of those who have undergone transitions.' 

In view of what we now know can happen to human souls after leaving the physical body 
and how these thought form archons work by instigating fear through wars etc., does the above 
statement now hold some greater, even more sinister significance? After all, the Council of Nine 
come from the same imbalanced consciousness that prevails in the physical and illusory afterlife. 

Remember, the Light came before man-invented-god. Immortal man, (we human beings), 
was here before man-invented-god. A man invented god, a king, who has been responsible for the 
conditioning and modelling of human consciousness over thousands of years, manipulating it into 
believing and accepting his lie, and his way of life. A god that is responsible for the disease we 
have in society today, and with an image makeover through new ageism and aspects of Ufology, 
now an alien god responsible for the disease we may face in the future. 
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As we know from Chapter Six, the physical dimension gives us the illusion of apparent 

separation from everything around us. This is because the proponents of the illusion, in all its forms, 
endeavour to keep our search for truth, health and spirituality external. This widens the ‘gap’, 
symbolically speaking, between our soul and our spirit as our soul continues to prostitute itself 
outside of the physical body becoming increasingly more imbalanced. As a result, our awareness of 
who and what we truly are diminishes, as we buy deeper into the belief of the counterfeit spirit, its 
false gods and their wickedness, created by the lawmakers, the thievers of souls.  

 
We may remember the above diagram from Chapter Six. We can now add the Father and the 

Soul to this symbolic representation. Belief that the truth and our origins exist externally to us, 
creates an even greater divide between our soul and our spirit, making it easier for our consciousness 
to become fooled by the external and illusory beliefs as we are drawn further and further into the 
external explosive reality. In essence we become more fragmented as we begin to lose the balancing 
aspect of ‘implosion’ in deference to the aspect of explosion. See figure below left. 

 
By focusing our consciousness internally 

instead of externally, we begin the baptism of the 
soul - its union with the inner light that we are. 
This starts the process of bringing the soul and the 
spirit closer together again. Thus we begin the 
resurrection of the soul - the union of the Mother 
with the Father. See figure to the right. 

As we continue with this inner journey our 
consciousness begins to purify and become more balanced and 

our energy fields and chakras reflect this balance and greater unity with our inner selves, the light that 
we are. We will use just three of the chakras to demonstrate this point and what affect this inner 
journey can have upon our energy fields. 
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We may remember from Chapter Three that we 
discussed these three important chakras. The Heart is 
the Light, the Spirit and the Father and is symbolically 
represented by the Sun; the Navel is Consciousness or 
Soul, the Mother and Water, our emotional centre 
represented symbolically by the Moon. The Earth 
chakra, which lies between the two, represents matter, 
dust, the biochemical or physical aspect. 

As we begin the purification of our 
consciousness (soul) through the inner journey, our 
chakras begin to expand. With regard to the three 

mentioned above, this is what we can expect to happen over time: 
 

 
We can see that these three energy 

centres begin to expand and overlap one 
another. Eventually the Heart chakra, 
courtesy of the Earth chakra, begins to unite 
and overlap with the Navel chakra and the 
union of consciousness - the Soul, with the 
Light - the Spirit, begins in the physical 
body. This has the following affect on the 
energy fields and chakras of the human 

body as compared with the above diagram: 
 

 
We can see from the inner journey that the chakras begin to 

expand and overlap as the light from the Heart chakra begins to 
purify the consciousness of the Soul (the Navel chakra), courtesy of 
the Earth chakra that lies between the two. This is the Trinity, the 
Father (the light/spirit) and the Mother (water/consciousness/soul) 
and the Son (the earth/matter/dust/biochemical) working in union 
together to help to bring our Soul back into the Christ consciousness 
– purity. Restoring the soul/consciousness into a perfect reflection 
of the Light of the Father – Spirit – whilst we are living in the 
physical body. This is the redemption and the resurrection of the 

soul into its former state before Man invented god to control us, and it can only be achieved while 
we are in the physical body. 

The reason the Soul can only redeem itself in the physical body is because all physical life is 
animated by the Light – this is the 99.999% of what we are. When the physical body dies, this Light 
retracts back to the true Spirit World from whence it came – this is our true self, the Light Being we 
are. The Soul, as we have discussed, would also normally return back to its union with the light in the 
Spirit World. However, as we now know, some souls can be caught up in the illusory afterlife and do 
not make the journey home. Because the soul is without the physical body, there is no physical body 
for the light to animate, and so in the illusory afterlife, this false spirit world, there is no Light for 
these trapped souls to baptise in to resurrect themselves. Therefore, it is impossible for the soul in this 
environment to purify itself – hence they are termed ‘trapped’ or ‘lost’ souls. This is why this false 
spirit world is called the ‘prison’, or the ‘middle place where true evil exists’. 

10 
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No physical body, no light, no possibility for the soul to redeem itself. Hence the reference 

in Exegesis On The Soul which we covered earlier, ‘…Thus it is by being born again that the soul 
will be saved.’27 So we can appreciate how important it is to purify our soul/consciousness in this 
physical incarnation, lest we get caught up in the prison of the afterlife and buy even deeper into the 
disease of the illusion. 

 
When we look at the symbolic representation of balance in our energy fields 

we have the image to the left, as we have covered in earlier articles. This represents 
the balance between implosion and explosion. However, in the physical reality we 
have seen that our soul and spirit are being forced apart by illusory history and our 

belief in its lies.      Through the inner journey we can begin to bring these two aspects of ourselves 
closer together. Therefore, in the physical body, balance would be symbolically depicted as in the 
image right. 

 
To have the trinity in balance and harmony while we occupy the physical body means 

we can be a living Christ, the light being we truly are. This, symbolically, could be depicted 
as in the image to the left. 

 
 

Working towards the union of the soul through the inner journey 
towards its baptism with the inner light – the Spirit – could be shown 
symbolically in the physical reality (see left). This ultimately leads to one 

achieving Christ consciousness whilst in the physical body and could also be depicted by 
the pyramid shape to the right, which shows the convergence of the soul and the light at the apex. 
This may give us a greater understanding of why the pyramids were built. We know they were built 
to help with the Pharaoh’s journey in the afterlife and we know the priests and shamans in ancient 
Egypt were well aware and fearful of the ‘underworld’, or the ‘middle place’ as Jesus called it. 

With the knowledge of the deeper secrets of reality and life after death held by the Egyptian 
Priesthood at the time, it makes absolute sense from a spiritual perspective that the pyramids were 
symbolic of the union of the soul with the light and were built, in part at least, to ensure the soul of 
the Pharaoh returned home and escaped the darkness of the underworld. 

It may also explain why the capstone was not put in place on the top of the Great Pyramid for 
the millennium celebrations as had been planned! It may also explain why on a Dollar bill, the Great 
Seal was designed using an unfinished pyramid that we are told signifies ‘Strength and Duration’, 
and that the ‘convergence of the soul and the spirit’ at the apex of the pyramid has been replaced with 
the ever watching eye. Use of the eye in art forms was a natural symbol for depicting an omniscient 
and ubiquitous deity. In this case it is a human eye representing the false god Yaltabaoth, the Great 
Architect of this Astral Reality, standing between our soul and our spirit, watching over us. 

So it would appear we have a classic example of inverse symbolism here. Deliberately using 
an unfinished pyramid and placing the illusion, the astral reality, between the convergence of our soul 
and our spirit, signifying how the Archons, through the resulting Masonic and cabalistic ego-
consciousness of our world leaders controls us, by stopping the union of our soul/consciousness with 
the spiritual light within. 

 
This is perhaps evidenced more clearly when we look at the work of 

Ivan Fraser the Founder and Editor of The Truth Campaign. In Issue 13, 
summer 1999, Ivan published the image to the left taken from a dollar bill 
and highlighted the symbolism behind the design. ‘We can see that if we 
apply a second downward triangle over the one created by the pyramid, we 
form the symbol of Judaism,’ the six pointed Star of David. Each of the 
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points of the star, apart from the apex, lands on a letter. These letters spell out MASON and this has 
to be beyond coincidence. 

Ivan went on to join the letters highlighted in the hexagram – M-A-S-O-N – and discovered 
one of the most recognisable Satanic symbols of all – the inverted pentagram, a symbol meaning the 
devolution into the imbalanced darkness of chaos. Pretty much sums up what we have been talking 
about really. And true to nature, the ego likes to brag about how clever it is and how powerful it is 
and so the Illuminati, the throng of imbalanced human consciousness that likes to think it controls the 
world, cannot help but advertise this fact openly, laughing in our faces and lauding it over us. Such is 
the arrogance of an imbalanced ego and a diseased consciousness – the actions of a bully. 

 
 
The Devolution of the Human Soul 
 
We can understand from the foregoing that Immortal Man was here before the ego and the 

intellect. Humans whose souls reflected perfectly the light of the virginal spirit - humans living in the 
physical reality who exemplified in the physical form the light and unconditional love of all living 
things - were here first, before the ego created greed and the desire for power over others, which has 
led to the current disease we are challenged with today. A perfect soul and a perfect image of the 
light we are, is an image that we are capable of recapturing today if only we shopped for spirit in the 
right place and stopped giving our power and our minds away to others.  

Immortal Man was and is a light being that exists in all dimensions of reality, which has 
manifested in the physical world as a Human Being. The only thing that has changed since the time 
of the purity of Immortal Man has been the pollution of our soul through the weakness and influence 
of the ego and desires of others who wish to control us. This has blocked out the 
memory/consciousness/awareness that we exist in these higher frequencies of light at the same time 
as we exist in the human body, and we are therefore being denied the knowledge of understanding 
and experiencing who and what we truly are in this physical reality. 

This understanding explains why some of our ancestors appeared to have been more advanced 
than we are today, simply because their soul/consciousness was purer, and as such, spiritually, they 
were more advanced than us, and this was reflected in their knowledge, wisdom and comprehension 
of how energies worked. This is why they could build structures that many of us today would find 
almost impossible to replicate. 

We can now appreciate that human consciousness (our soul) has devolved over time, from 
being the perfect image of the light we are, and we can accept that we have not evolved from some 
barbaric and animalistic ape-like ancestry, as Darwinians would have us believe. All that has 
evolved over time is the human ego and the intellect, and consequently therefore, the disease in the 
Earth’s consciousness. A disease that we are all responsible for and that we can now appreciate feeds 
all living things. So we are not ‘moving’ into the fourth or fifth dimension with Mother Earth, as 
some people advocate, and we are not evolving in this way at all. What we are trying to do in this 
diseased reality of the illusion is to REMEMBER who and what we are - the light - and with this 
recollection comes the realisation and understanding that we already exist in all of these dimensions 
of reality, because the light that we are is everywhere, even in this physical reality – hence Immortal 
Man was here first. Only our conditioned and programmed consciousness/soul denies us this simple 
truth. 

The light that we are has not diminished one jot in this physical reality, or from within us 
humans, only its reflection - our soul/consciousness - has diminished as it has gradually lost the 
reflection of the purity of light and unconditional love that we are. It has become polluted by various 
methods of mind-control and brainwashing through old and new religious beliefs, new spiritual 
movements and alien spiritual/god hierarchies, New Age and Ufology movements and beliefs; most 
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of which, as we have discovered throughout these articles are founded upon religious dogmas, the 
Cabala, Initiatic and Freemasonic brainwashing doctrines. 

  There are two ways in which the soul can become more imbalanced. Just as a cell can 
reproduce in an increasingly imbalanced way eventually leading to a diseased cell because its energy 
fields or consciousness has become compromised, human consciousness can reproduce in exactly this 
same way too. Likewise, as human consciousness devolves and becomes more imbalanced whilst in 
the physical body, so too do the thought forms which attach to human energy fields. These thought 
forms manipulate their host’s ego until their consciousness and beliefs become even more 
imbalanced, and so this process can continue until the host’s consciousness can become the disease 
itself.  It then thinks and acts in a diseased way in accordance with the likeness of the consciousness 
of the imbalanced thought form/s attached. 

Conversely, as we begin our baptism of the soul by shopping for spirit internally instead of 
externally into the imbalance we have created over time, our consciousness is gradually purified and 
brought back towards balance. Likewise, the consciousness of the thought form and lost soul 
attachments also changes accordingly; which is another reason why people with clairvoyant vision 
see these so-called ‘spirit guides’ change from time to time. Symbolically, here we are moving 
through the vibrations of one to nine until we find the ten, the light that we are. Although with the 
devolution of consciousness we are moving the opposite way through the vibrations of nine towards 
one, deeper into imbalance and into the lower vibrations of the abyss. 

This process of increasing imbalance in thought form attachments (as our consciousness 
deteriorates further away from purity) applies to many of our world leaders, many of the Bildeberger 
group, the illuminati and certain royal families across the globe. These people will also have been 
initiated into the higher echelons of Freemasonry, 33rd Degree and above, and/or the cabala. If we 
remember from Chapter Five, according to Leadbeater (a 33rd Degree Mason), ‘ In Freemasonry 
(now) we invoke (my italics) the aid of non-human entities – the inhabitants of the subtler plane… the 
nature spirits and even the elementals.’32 According to Leadbeater, elementals differ from nature 
spirits in that they are half-conscious creatures often merely the transient thought forms of devas.  
Leadbeater continues, ‘The fact that thousands of Masons have asked the appointed question without 
the faintest idea of producing an effect in unseen worlds has not deprived them of angelic assistance, 
which, if they had known of it, would have astounded them beyond expression, and probably even 
terrified them’.32 

Here these people are involved in ritualistic behaviour that involves them giving their power 
away to and invoking and totally worshipping the most demonic or Archontes type of thought forms 
ever created. Simply because they believe, or have been duped into believing, because of the 
promises of power and control offered to them, that these entities are the true gods, angels and nature 
spirits and can protect them and provide them with all the power and money they need. 

And this is happening in all walks of life as people dabble in magic, the occult, the cabala and 
perform initiations and invocations taught and encouraged in religion, new age philosophy and 
healing modalities such as angel workshops et al, without the majority of people having a clue about 
what is actually going on at an energy level. If only these people could actually see the energies they 
were working with, then they would indeed, as Leadbeater said, be terrified. We are so trusting at 
times we can trust to the detriment of our spiritual and physical health.  

People with clairvoyant vision, or those people who have taken the right kind of drug or 
hallucinogenic herb, will naturally be able to see these thought forms in all their insidious glory, 
dwelling in the energy fields of a number of our world leaders, politicians, presidents, kings and 
queens, and in the families of the world’s richest people etc. When you come across something this 
hideous in a distant healing session and you send it unconditional love and light, it grows bigger. The 
more light you send it, the bigger and more threatening it becomes. However, if you continue to send 
love and light, the entity will eventually explode. This is an important lesson in out of body travel, 
remote viewing, astral travel and distant healing. The reason these entities grow bigger and appear 
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more menacing is because they cannot exist in the presence of the light, so they have to appear in a 
way that will frighten the observer. If these thought forms can create fear and doubt in the observer 
by appearing to grow and become more threatening each time they are sent love and light, we may 
well tend to stop what we are doing out of fear, and so the ‘entity’ survives and can then attack the 
observer’s energy fields by feeding off their fear and uncertainty. 

These energies, reptilian, insectoid, dragon-like, bat-like and so on, may account for the 
origins of the reptilian bloodline theory, which is allegedly a bloodline inherent in many of our world 
leaders and elite families. As we know, the first Archon, the first diabolical thought form ever created 
– the devil if you like - was depicted as a lion-faced serpent. With the Church demonising the 
serpent/snake and creating fear of them in the populous - and as we know these thought forms feed 
on fear - along with the lawmakers for thousands of years invoking these serpent thought forms along 
with millions and millions of innocent people worshipping them and feeding them energy, they have 
become one of the strongest and most prominent of all the imbalanced thought forms we can 
encounter today. For similar reasons, through different cultures, we also have dragon and other 
reptilian thought forms. 

When human consciousness buys deeply into the origins of the lie and the illusion, it literally 
gives its soul to the oldest, most worshipped, most invoked and most feared and, therefore, the most 
powerful of impure and hideous thought forms ever created – the serpent-like thought form – 
Yaltabaoth (Yahweh) and all his imbalanced hierarchical offshoots. These are the type of energies 
one could see in the energy fields of some of our world leaders, because of their indoctrination into 
the higher echelons of Freemasonry or the Cabala, and because they may well be just an imbalanced 
thought form appearing as a reflection of our own fears.  

Yet if we remember from Chapter Six; ‘…we begin to understand that these negative 
imbalanced energies, and other fear-based scenarios, can only manifest in our own reality through our 
own fears and our external belief in, and perceptions of, what they may be. If we fear them and 
believe in them, we allow what is purely an imbalanced energy to manifest in our own reality in a 
horrendous way, thus reflecting our own fears… and so we give them life in our own consciousness 
and, therefore, in our energy fields and in our conditioned perception of reality. However, when we 
realise their manifestation in this way is merely a product of our own fear (conditioning) and this is 
created by the external imbalanced reality that feeds our mind today, we can all lose this fear of these 
thought-forms. When we understand this, we stop giving them life and cease to allow them to 
manifest in our own reality through our own fears. If we release the fear then we release the 
control they can have upon us. 

We must remember, we are only talking about imbalanced energy thought forms, sitting in 
human energy fields, manipulating the human ego, will and consciousness. This is simply because of 
some people’s weakness and inflated egos, and their greed and desire for more power and control. 
This does not mean these human beings physically transform into twelve-foot giant lizards that then 
participate in sacrifices and rituals eating human flesh in the process.  

But to the clairvoyant observer, it does appear that these thought form energies can and 
sometimes do grow in size, as I mentioned above. This is why, in Chapter Six, I mentioned a simple 
exercise people could participate in, which allows any individual to experience the above ‘shape 
shifting’ phenomena for themselves, without the need to resort to drugs or hallucinogenic herbs. This 
may well explain why some of the more bizarre E. T. reptilian bloodline stories have been instigated, 
simply through ignorance of what is truly happening, whilst in others, deliberately nurturing the 
stories to create more fear – food for the animals.  

When we can understand the thought forms’ natural will to survive and the amount of control 
these thought forms – the false gods and their false angels, and all the rest of their brood we have 
been conditioned into believing and worshipping over time – can have upon their hosts, we can 
understand why they have to continually create more belief in ‘themselves’ as real gods or angels or 
in whatever form that may suit them. They can only survive on imbalanced energies and fear being 
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present in human energy fields, which is why they manipulate human consciousness into worshipping 
them, fearing them, invoking them, and even carrying out wars, sacrifices and child abuse in their 
name to pacify them. This means we buy into their imbalanced consciousness and so we continue to 
feed them, giving them life as they then feed on our imbalanced energies.  

In understanding how these thought forms work, it is possible to gain a greater insight into the 
‘Bloodline’ of the Elite Families. There is no doubting that the consciousness of these ‘families’ has 
become more and more imbalanced over time and they will have sitting tenants of the serpent/dragon 
kind in their energy fields. Though these are not alien, other than to the light, and they do not exist in 
the physical sense, they are just imbalanced energy forms of our own creation that now appear to be 
controlling the populous through the ego and consciousness of our world leaders, and then through 
our own consciousness because of our belief in their lies. We are expected to believe the bloodlines 
of these families are deliberately kept pure with the interbreeding and selective breeding that takes 
place. In a physical way this is true, but on an energy level the reality of this selective and 
interbreeding is that the ‘bloodline’ of these families is kept deliberately impure – simply to keep 
the light and the truth out. They are, or more correctly the thought form energies that control them, 
are making sure a pure soul cannot be born into their dynasty, their chain of command, and cause a 
potential problem. We have been conditioned for so long now to ‘look up to’ our peers and our 
leaders that we will naturally take what they say far more seriously than Joe Bloggs down the pub. So 
it would not look good for the New World Order if a member or members of their own ‘fraternity’ 
were singing a different tune. 

This understanding may explain, in one sense, why Princess Diana was allegedly murdered. 
For sure she was a pain in the butt to the American government and the Royal Family, but, as tortured 
a soul as she appeared to be, she had obviously begun to recognise the light within and her soul had 
begun its resurrection and baptism with the inner light. She was admired and loved by millions and 
millions of people worldwide. There are many reasons, physically, why the ‘elite’ would have wanted 
her removed, as she was an embarrassment to what they wanted to achieve. America pulling out of 
the landmine agreement shortly after her death was no coincidence. But perhaps, by Diana 
discovering the light that she was and being in a remarkable position to express that light and love 
across the globe, she posed an even bigger threat to the formulation of a New World Order and the 
wishes of the illuminati, the Olympians – the disease of the Earth. This of course is true, but I believe 
the other main reason for Princess Diana’s death was that the elite, the Olympians were more fearful 
that this light and wisdom Diana had discovered within herself would be shared with her sons, the 
future Kings of England. The imbalanced thought forms that control the ego, consciousness, beliefs 
and actions of these people, could not allow any possibility of the light entering into the Monarchy 
and therefore, part of their dark chain of command.  

For if this were to happen it would pose a great threat to the imbalanced controllers of the 
world, both physical and Etheric. This would have brought light, humility and compassion, and most 
of all, the unconditional love of all people and living things into the elite’s orchestrated chain of 
darkness. This would have represented a threat to the egos, reputations and control of the Olympians 
and to the very future existence of those heinous thought form energies that control them and that can 
only live in darkness and fear. A darkness and fear they themselves have created and which is now 
present in humans. So it was inevitable that a leading light such as Diana had to go, just as it was 
inevitable that what happened on September 11th 2001 happened (See Chapter Six). Power and 
control was reasserted through creating more fear into human consciousness and thus providing more 
‘food’ for the thought forms to feed on and a great opportunity for the ‘toll collectors’ of the illusory 
afterlife to deceive and capture more souls. This is the same god, same imbalanced consciousness, 
same desires, using one of many different disguises as we have come to realise, and the same caveat 
carried out by willing puppets that feed and perpetuate this god and his authorities’ very imbalanced 
thought form existence.  
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This is why we have a new Paradigm Shift on spirituality. This is the seeding into human 

consciousness of the belief that there is no such thing as negative energy; it does not exist at all. This 
is a classic example of the inversion of truth. For if we are conditioned into believing there is no such 
thing as negative imbalanced energies, then there can be no way of humans ever identifying the cause 
of the decline in our collective consciousness. Brilliant! This way the illusion can never be identified. 
Except of course it is a ridiculous expectation. Or is it? I have spoken with a few people who have 
this ‘new belief’ and it is like speaking with a robot that has been completely and utterly programmed 
into a regimented way of thinking.    

As people have begun to cotton on to this religious fraud and move away from this false god 
and religion, the desire and will of these thought forms to survive has meant they have had to 
recreate themselves. We now have the updated and effectively modernised alien god with his 
intergalactic alien and angelic hierarchy, now with copious amounts of ‘street cred’ here to save us 
instead. Apparently, we are now led to believe that this false god we have been brainwashed into 
worshipping for thousands of years was really an extra terrestrial after all. Hence, the old thought 
forms realised they were becoming outdated and were in need of an image makeover if you like, 
and so they are now, and for a number of years have been, manipulating their human hosts at 
the top of the pyramid into creating a belief in human consciousness of a new type of god, an 
alien god who supposedly seeded us human beings. An alien god they hope will condition us and 
control us for a few thousand years more. Just as we discovered in Chapter Four. So these 
insidious thought forms hope to remain worshipped and invoked for all of eternity until they succeed 
in their task, which is to have total world domination. Ironically, in the process, this probably would 
result in the total destruction of humanity and nature, just like a cancer left undetected would 
eventually kill the host in which it found life. In the meantime, they create fear in humans to feed off 
so they can keep their sick dream alive. So in a sense, on an energy level, we ARE their food chain as 
long as we willingly buy into their illusion and fear. 

Yet, as we now know, Immortal Man – the light that we are – came from the light which is 
Everything and was here before the ego invented this false god of religion. Immortal Man was here 
well before the imagination of a developed imbalance in intellect invented his successor, the false 
alien god with his false spiritual hierarchy.  

 
Our choices, and the responsibilities which come with them. 
 
With millions of people having bought into the modern illusion who now believe in the 

revamped alien god and his alien spiritual hierarchies, we now have alien thought forms to contend 
with. People with clairvoyant vision will naturally see alien thought forms in or around people who 
have become conditioned into believing this modernised version of the same old illusion. Same god, 
same messages, just reinvented to suit the modern era and appeal to the imagination of people in a 
way the old illusion cannot now hope to do. These thought forms exist for the same reason as the 
other heinous thought forms exist. They have been deliberately created from an impure desire to 
control and manipulate people’s minds and as a result, they have continued to exist and have grown 
stronger and even more imbalanced. Simply because it appeals to our imagination and through which, 
we have allowed ourselves to believe in their very existence. 

We can understand that the illusion is about keeping our consciousness/soul focused in the 
external explosive reality that drives our soul and spirit further apart making it even more difficult to 
bring the two together in union. With the inappropriate version of the colour sequence of the chakras 
being taught today, we are taught to place spirituality at the top of our heads, therefore in our intellect 
and ego, our spirituality is then subjected to manipulation by thought form attachments. Also, with 
the increase in sexually explicit TV programmes these days, we are being encouraged to accept 
promiscuity and bizarre sexual exploits as a natural way of life. Casual sex outside of a loving 
relationship, coupled with the increasing drug culture in the young and not so young, is an excellent 
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way of sharing thought form energies as they jump from one person to the next and seed themselves 
in our energy fields and our consciousness during these sexual acts. The two examples given above 
are deliberate measures aimed at dumbing down spirituality by placing our awareness into the 
chakras as far away from the heart chakra, our spiritual and light centre, as possible. Both 
examples keep our soul and our spirit deliberately separate making it easier for our energy fields to be 
breached and our consciousness compromised. 

We are now aware that in this physical body, our choices, beliefs and corresponding 
actions will determine what happens to our soul in the afterlife. Whether we believe it or not, 
this happens to be the case. If we buy into the illusion and become part of the disease, spreading 
more imbalance through our beliefs and actions, then there is a fair chance we will likewise be caught 
up in the illusionary afterlife and suffer the consequences of our actions. Our human consciousness or 
soul behaves in accordance with all of nature, no matter what the intellect or the ego/emotional body 
may have us believe. Consciousness just is, no matter how large or small an entity may be and it is 
either balanced or it is imbalanced and will replicate according to its former likeness. 

Today we may well have evidence of the ‘middle place’, hell, the underworld or the illusory 
afterlife as I call it. With the improvements in accident and emergency treatment medicine and the 
ability these wonderful people have in keeping people alive who may otherwise have died, we have 
seen an increase in what is today termed ‘near death experiences’. There are many recorded and 
anecdotal incidences of people, who whilst clinically dead, have talked about being in a tunnel of 
white light or a tunnel with white light at the end of it, and as they have moved along this tunnel they 
have experienced a feeling of immense love and euphoria, peace and calm, rest or repost. Some 
people have also experienced meeting beings of light and witnessed places that emanate this same 
kind of unconditional love, generating the same feeling of awe and wonderment within the individual 
experiencing it. 

However, what is not generally known are the ‘near death experiences’ that paint a 
completely different picture to that explained above. There are many incidences where other people 
have had ‘near death’ experiences in which they perceived a completely different world. They 
experienced a malevolent world, a dark and hideous world, a world or experience whilst in this state 
of clinical death that filled them with fear and dread. A world of demons and imbalanced thought 
forms perhaps? Why are these other experiences not so readily available to the public we may ask? Is 
it because THEY do not want us to know about this existence? Just as THEY did not want us to know 
about Jesus’ true teachings and his warning about the ‘middle place’ awaiting the impure soul after 
death?  For if we are not aware of the existence of this false spirit world, we cannot possibly begin to 
question why it is there and for what purpose, or even why and how it has come to be, can we?  

If we believe in the lie and we continue to spread the lie, innocently or otherwise, we will 
end up as part of the lie when we leave the physical body. We make our bed and so we must lie in 
it. It is no good people turning away from the imbalanced state of our society, pretending the world is 
getting better and everything will be all right, waiting for God or the Aliens to sort out the mess. This 
is not going to happen. Last year in London alone there were more than 1200 car-jackings with 
muggings last autumn running between 4,000 and 5,000 a month! Plus we had 21 murders and 67 
attempted murders,33 and if we add the many other examples given throughout these articles, we can 
see that THE SITUATION IS NOT GETTING BETTER as more younger and younger people are 
becoming increasingly involved in serious crime today.  

This disease is not restricted to our world leaders. Many evangelists use the illusory god for 
self-gain and to boost their own ego and self-worth. In a recent TV programme aptly called 
‘Miracles’, on ITV on 28th January 2002, this documentary looked at two so-called self-styled 
evangelists, who through the power of god, they tell us, could achieve miracle cures – for a price as it 
turned out. According to the programme, one, Benny Hinn, taught his flock that the more money you 
gave now, the more you would be spared god’s wrath in the future and the greater the miracle would 
be. He told his people that nothing could happen to them if they pledged money to God’s work. And 
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so the hype was turned up, as pre selected individuals came on stage – unsuitable people were not 
selected - and underwent so-called ‘miracles’. People were literally falling all over the place as ‘god 
did his work through our Benny’. The other, Reinhardt Bonke used the same kind of promise of a 
miracle cure to whip up frenzy in his flock. 

The programme witnessed people selling off some of their goods and parents going without 
food in order to raise money and ‘pay’ for the miracle cure their sons or daughters were so desperate 
for. Over all, seventy-six miracles were claimed on stage and fifteen people died in the stampede. A 
cancer patient who was stable before coming to this ‘crusade’ later died of the disease. People 
stopped taking their medication and promises of miracle cures continued but never materialised. One 
young child with an incurable brain tumour was told he had had a miracle, but soon after this 
‘miracle’, he died. His parents still did not cotton onto the fact they had been conned. In fact, such 
was their belief in this false god that they blamed themselves for their son’s death – they were not 
worthy of Gods’ blessing and, therefore, his ability to grant them miracles. They were still paying a 
regular monthly fee to their evangelist in the hope they will become worthy in the future. And this 
blatant fraud is happening all over the world as imbalanced greedy people use the man-invented-god 
as bait to reap their own fortunes from desperately ill and sometimes poor people. 

Interestingly, when the programme researchers investigated the backgrounds of these 
evangelists, they found that both of them had, to put it politely, very difficult childhoods. 

But deceiving people is not solely the privilege of religion, as we know. Exactly the same is 
happening in the New Age movement, Ufology and the healing arts, with promises of ascension, 
moving into the fourth dimension, being attuned to the latest spiritual energy, becoming a master in a 
weekend and so forth. Early in 2000 I received an e-mail outlining God’s Divine Plan for 2000. In 
this e-mail we are led to believe that God’s consciousness is about to manifest in a certain part of the 
ocean off the Alaskan coast and the Spiritual Hierarchy stated that this event will catapult the Earth 
and all life evolving here a quantum leap forward…This tremendous influx of Divinity will also 
greatly accelerate the Second Coming of Christ. The Beings of Light in the Realms of Illuminated 
Truth have said that the full significance of this glorious Activity of Light is beyond comprehension 
of our finite minds. Fellow Lightworkers are offered the opportunity to join an Alaskan Cruise, the 
only one available to take them to this Divine encounter with God who will appear out of the ocean at 
a predetermined point during the 14th Annual World Congress on Illumination, taking place during 
the 14th celebration of Harmonic Convergence, August 14-21, 2000. 

I feel another phew! Coming on. What a way to sell a very expensive cruise! Just as with the 
evangelists, we have promises of divine intervention as the bait - a divine intervention hitherto 
unknown of, and beyond the comprehension of our finite mind. Which is a clever way of saying to 
people who experience zilch and nothing during this cruise that the ‘experience’ was beyond them, 
leaving them, no doubt, feeling unworthy yet again. Same old sad mind conditioning. 

The disease is spreading and it is our responsibility, each and every one of us. We created the 
imbalance in the first place; or more correctly a few imbalanced minds created it and the majority of 
us have allowed it to grow and spread. If we choose to put our head in the sand then we have to 
accept that when we leave the physical body we may find that more than just our head is surrounded 
by darkness. We do have a responsibility to sort out this mess. 

A few people have said to me about this illusion and people’s personal beliefs, ‘oh that is 
where individual people are at the moment, therefore that is where they are meant to be, so it must be 
right for them, let them get on with it.’ Can we imagine if our body’s defences adopted the same 
attitude? How would the immune system maintain health in the body if every time it came across an 
invader or a potential threat to the body’s health, it thought, this disease is just where it is at the 
moment so that is how it is meant to be, I’ll leave it alone so it can continue to do its own thing and 
spread its malignancy throughout healthy cells around it?  

Can we imagine how long the body would continue to remain healthy and alive if our 
cells adopted this same human non-interference approach, which has been deliberately 
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conditioned into our psyche? We’d be barely out of diapers before we were being fitted with a 
wooden box instead. The truth must stand its ground and refuse to be intimidated by the aggressive 
behaviour of an imbalanced consciousness, and just like the disease spreads its imbalance, the light 
should spread its truth too. Consciousness just is, whether it is on a human level or a cellular level 
and it works in exactly the same way – it is either balanced spreading health, or it is imbalanced 
spreading disease. We should not feel guilty about sharing the light that we are, or feel guilty about 
how somebody may react to what we say as long as we are not pushy and we are responding to 
questions or invitations to speak. If people do react, then that is their problem to sort out, it is their 
imbalance, not ours.  

Spirituality has less to do with what one puts into one’s mouth. It is more about what comes 
out of one’s mouth that matters. This is why today, people who latch onto the false light of the 
illusion through ego, believing they have become a master overnight and believing in everything they 
are told or have read, willingly spread the disease. They have not taken the time to look deeply within 
themselves for their own answers and therefore their own truth. They have not connected with the 
true light that they are, only the illusory light others have taken on board. And this is clearly reflected, 
symbolically, in the process of cellular disease. The tumour cell is far more aggressive and grows 
much quicker than the healthy cell because it doesn’t take the time to look within itself for the 
answers, instead it behaves in the likeness of the imbalanced thought form consciousness/memory 
that originally attached to it - a consciousness it has now wholly taken on board and now become. So 
the diseased cell rushes out onto its podium to spread its message to all the other cells around it, 
literally bullying the healthy ones into its own way of thinking by promising them a quick way to 
enlightenment or else. Therefore, the diseased cells reproduce faster than the healthy cells. Spiritual 
Master in a weekend? Sound familiar?   

This does not mean we have to shout from the rooftops or go on any personal crusade. It just 
means we need to start looking within for the answers instead of looking and buying into the external 
imbalanced ego-consciousness and repeating this imbalance. We need to stop spreading the disease, 
albeit innocently in many cases. When we look within we begin the redemption of the soul – its 
resurrection – and we begin to cleanse and purify our consciousness. As I have mentioned in previous 
parts, when our consciousness begins to improve its health, we naturally begin to share this 
improvement with the consciousness of the Earth. As we begin to implode and explode in balance we 
bring more balance to our own spirituality and physical health and we help to bring the outer 
consciousness back towards health too. This way we help to improve the consciousness that all life is 
constantly interacting with every minute of every day, and so we gradually begin to improve the 
collective consciousness of other humans too. 

As our light begins to shine it attracts likeminded people, or people who need to share our 
light - even for a brief moment - because their inner light has guided them to us to ask questions, 
knowing what the answers are going to be, or should be. Even if these answers may initially cause a 
detrimental reaction, the seed of truth has been sown and may work wonders for the individual at 
some point in the future. We should never be afraid of sharing our light. However, one thing I learnt 
early on from the inner journey was this: 

 
When one’s light begins to shine, respond only to those who reflect the light back. 

Otherwise one may spend a lifetime shining light into darkness and achieve nothing! 
 
This means we can lead a horse to water but we cannot force it to drink. Therefore, 

symbolically we should spend more time with the thirsty horse. The more of us that do this, the 
greater the effect will be on the outer imbalanced consciousness and the greater the cleansing will be 
of the Earth’s consciousness. After all, all there is, is the light that we are and the light that is 
everything. Everything else is a lie and an illusion. We only need to look within to realise that we do 
not need to pay vast amounts of money to be attuned or aligned to something that doesn’t exist other 
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than as a thought form or imbalanced belief. When we look within we realise that we are connected 
to everything there is. We are the light, and each and every one us can achieve Christ consciousness 
whilst occupying the physical body. 

We realise also that we do not need to pay somebody to enlighten us into something that again 
exists only in the imagination of the illusion and its willing puppets and innocent victims. When we 
connect with the light within we become enlightened naturally and in a balanced and safe way. We 
also realise that we do not need to ‘put on our light body’ because we are already a light body. Why 
should we be influenced into wearing the false light of the illusion, something dreamed up by 
somebody else’s imbalanced thoughts that will merely darken are own light and allow thought forms 
to attach to our energy fields and detrimentally manipulate our consciousness to an even greater 
extent? 

It is time we put the illusion and its disease to rest. It is time to renounce the disease in the 
consciousness of humans and the Earth and to break free from the control and manipulation, which 
this disease has subjected us to for thousands of years. It is time for human consciousness to wake up 
and realise that we are ‘immortal man’ and we were here first in this physical reality. Everything else 
is purely secondary and a result of our imagination and imbalance over time. It is time for a new 
future and this can only be achieved by discarding the old conditioning and welcoming the new inner 
revelations by asking the light that we are to help us. May I be one of the few to say? 

The old Yahweh god is dead and buried, recognised by the light, and the new alien god has 
been exposed and recognised by the light as an impure surrogate of its older impure brother.  

 
This God is dead; long live the Light and all its illuminated beings – Immortal Man and 

Immortal Truth! 
 
The True Origins Of Reiki  
 
It is fitting at this stage to wind down this article by returning to the same subject which 

prompted the start of this series of articles – Reiki. Thankfully, an original Japanese book on Reiki 
and its correct origins has recently been translated and published in English and provides us with 
some clarity and historical balance on this method of spiritual transgression developed by Mikao 
Usui that has hitherto been denied us by Western manipulation and illusory shenanigans. 

Let us compare the facts and the fiction. I quote from the book: 
 
‘We know that myth has played a big role in human history. However, when we talk about 

history as the truth, we should tell the facts as correctly as possible. If a new fact is found, we need to 
correct the wrong story. Some people deny the truth because it is inconvenient for them but Usui-
sensei would not want such a dishonest behaviour. In the following I will state the wrong Reiki 
history and the truth.’35 

• Fiction: Usui was a Professor of a university in Kyoto, or a Dean and even a President or 
Doctor. 

o Truth: Mikao Usui did not graduate from any university. Neither did he have a doctor’s 
degree. 

• Fiction: Usui-sensei was a priest of Christianity or a professor of divinity. 
o Truth: He experienced various professions. He was engaged in missionary work of a 

religion related to Shinto, but he was not a Christian at all. Mt. Kurama is a holy place for 
Buddhists. A Christian would not do fasting at Mt. Kurama, and would not enter a ZEN 
temple.36 He studied and practised Zen for three years.37 

• Fiction: Usui-sensei searched for a healing method for a long period and searched the 
mystery of life/soul and how to use universal energy. 
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o Truth: Usui-sensei said that healing power was given by accident during fasting and he 

did not know the true essence of Reiki and it is written in the “Reiki Ryoho Hikkei” that 
he did not search for the energy to obtain healing ability. 

• Fiction: Usui-sensei saw Reiki symbols during fasting. A bright light came into the centre 
of his head, rainbow colours appeared and then they changed into a huge white light, and 
golden lightening symbols in Sanskrit appeared. 

o Truth: Usui’s experience is written in the “Reiki Ryoho no Shiori (Reiki Ryoho 
handbook)”, and it does not say anything at all about this.36 Usui wrote ‘I have a hard time 
explaining exactly. I realise that I’ve received the ability of healing accidentally when I 
felt the air in mysterious way during fasting…I was not taught this method by anybody 
nor studying to get intuitive power.’53 Usui-sensei did not even use symbols himself.38 He 
developed the ‘symbols’ later to help his students to focus.39 

• Fiction: Chujiro Hayashi succeeded the Usui Ryoho Gakkai as the 2nd grand master. After 
Hayashi passed away, Hawayo Takata succeeded the Gakkai to be the third grand master. 

o Truth: Hayashi and Takata were great grand masters of Reiki. However, there was no fact 
that Usui-sensei determined Hayashi as his successor. Hayashi was not the 2nd president of 
the Gakkai. Takata was not either.36 

 

 
What has been established is that Usui had approximately 2000 students, and Usui-sensei had 

given Shinpi-den to 16 masters. Four have been clarified: 
1. Juzaburo Ushida 1865-1935 

Rear Admiral of Japan Navy 
The 2nd president of Usui Reiki Ryoho Gakkai 

2. Kan’ichi Taketomi 1878-1960 
Rear Admiral of Japan Navy 
The 3rd president of the Gakkai 

3. Yoshiharu Watanabe ????-1960 
School Teacher 
The 4th president of the Gakkai 

4. Chujiro Hayashi 1879-1940 
Captain of Japan Navy 
The 1st president of Hayashi Reiki Kenkyu-kai 
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And on and on we could go. Mikao Usui merely referred to universal energy, the life force 

energy inside humans – the pure light that we are – as Reiki. Reiki was a label meaning connection 
with the light or universal energy within. Usui-sensei taught, ‘The universe is me, and I am the 
universe. The universe exists in me, and I exist in the universe. Light exists in me, and I exist in the 
light.’40 He also taught that Reiki was a method based on intuitive power among the universe41 and 
this is carried on today in traditional Japanese Reiki where it is taught that the first spiritual 
awakening is an intellectual awakening with one’s consciousness. In this stage ‘it is understood in the 
head and not a true awakening.’ A true awakening is an intuitive understanding by Shinga 
(Soul/Higher Self) and to complete the unity with truth.42 

We can understand from the above that in the true origins of Reiki, before the Western ego 
got hold of it, it was all about finding the light, the universal energy within us. It was about the ‘inner 
journey’ and developing the intuitive side so we could better communicate with the light or universal 
energy which Usui called Reiki. Usui-sensei developed Hatsurei-ho to improve the connection with 
the inner light, or internal Reiki energy.43 

Additionally, from the above lineage, we can see that the original Reiki developed by Usui-
sensei stayed in Japan and a different form of Reiki was exported into the Western world. 

Also Usui-sensei did not use symbols, nor was he ‘given’ symbols in some divine encounter. 
He developed what have become known as symbols later on, as a tool to help members of the 
Japanese Navy and his students focus on the inner journey, and in conjunction with the mantras help 
them to connect with the light (Reiki) within. The Japanese Navy was one of the main avenues 
through which Reiki expanded in the early years.44 Usui-sensei created the distant healing system 
using the resonance feature between the symbol and Kotodama (mantra) energy and said: ‘Human 
being has a natural gift to resonate with universe if he aims it in his mind. I want you to grow enough 
to be able to do distant healing without symbol and Kotodama (mantra) that I taught.’45 

Today in traditional Japanese Reiki teachings, symbols (focusing aids) are taught in the same 
context as ‘supporting wheels of a bicycle.’46 In other words, when a person has grown enough 
spiritually and can rely on their inner light they should stop using the symbols/focusing aids, just as a 
child takes the stabilisers off their bike when it has enough confidence in its own ability to ride it 
without falling off. It is also taught that symbols should be used as a tool and one should not 
misunderstand their function, and that searching for additional symbols or regarding symbols as a 
holy thing is meaningless.46 

In Gendai Reiki-ho, students learn the symbols and are taught to aim at ‘NO SYMBOL USE’ 
status. It further teaches that you can replace the 3rd symbol with the image of the Sun and the 4th 
symbol with the image of White Light.47 Additionally, it is taught ‘You must not mislead yourself 
into believing that the symbols themselves have any power and rely upon them. Otherwise you are 
worshipping only the images and not the reality…you have to overcome this limitation eventually, 
because it is like a hurdle.’48 Students are encouraged to become a light symbol or a symbol of the 
light.49 

It is also taught that it is important in ‘healing’ to apply one’s hands without any control of the 
mind and that if you try to make useless effort to concentrate, other kinds of power may be mixed in. 
If we are to receive the higher dimension of universal energy we need to relax and open our minds 
and trust the universe.50 Here we have confirmation in traditional Japanese Reiki of the importance of 
‘Allowing’ in healing, taking the mind out of the equation, and that if we use the mind, aka ego, then 
other lower energies may come into the healing equation. Which is exactly what we have been 
discussing in this series of articles. So it is a fallacy that people involved in Reiki cannot attract 
negative energies. If the intellect comes in, in any shape or form, so too do negative energies.  

Like I mentioned in Chapter One, healing is all about ALLOWING. Allowing energies 
higher than the intellect to get on with the job at hand. 
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It would appear that some Western Reiki Masters have offended the keepers of traditional 

Reiki in Japan, who feel there is a limit to Western Reiki.51 This I can readily understand. In original 
Usui Reiki Ryoho, after a student receives the ‘first level’, the student has to practise for many years 
and must show increased spiritual ability to their sensei before the second level is even considered 
and offered them.52 Compare this with the ‘get-rich-and-become-enlightened-overnight-with-Me-
guru’ approach of many Western Reiki Masters who offer ‘Mastership over Spirituality’ in a 
weekend! And compare this also to some who are now aliens – but as we now know, only alien to the 
light and truth. (See Chapter Four). 

It is only when we connect with the light within that we can possibly hope to connect with the 
reflected light without. For if we cannot recognise what it is we are looking for, we will never find it 
outside of ourselves in the convoluted mish-mash of imbalanced energies we have created over time. 
As I mentioned in Chapter One, we cannot camp at the base of a mountain and expect to wake up at 
the top the next day. Sadly, too many people do believe they can become holders of the truth over 
night, or by reading some book or other. The journey to the top of the mountain is the journey 
inwards towards the light that we are and the light that is all things. There is only one truth – the 
light – and as we dig through the darkness of the illusion we begin to find this one same truth behind 
many disguises today. 

So we can see that the truth never varies and is quite simple. It is all about finding the light 
within, the convergence of the soul through its inner journey towards the light that we are. It is about 
allowing. Nothing complicated at all. We can see, just as Jesus’ teachings have been altered and 
manipulated beyond recognition over time, so too have the origins of Reiki, as have the origins of 
Freemasonry and Initiatic science and many other teachings too. The ego and the intellect have 
merely externalised the truth of these methods and made it complex and difficult to achieve by 
placing divinity beyond the capability of humans, when in truth, we are all immortal humans and 
we are all capable of achieving Christ consciousness in the physical body through the inner 
journey, the baptism of the soul with the inner light – the resurrection. Only THEY do not want 
us to know this, for in realising this simple truth means we no longer buy into the illusion and can no 
longer be controlled. In effect, our NEED for THEM disappears and with it so does their power and 
the illusion and all its heinous thought forms, for without our imbalanced energy fields to keep them 
alive, they cannot survive. This is simplicity in itself. Harmony restored, consciousness balanced both 
in and out; Paradise or Heaven in the physical reality, the perfect reflection of the light and love we 
are. 

And now we can fully appreciate the importance of the Assemblage Point in the resurrection 
of the soul and how important it is to have the A.P. unblocked at the rear of the heart chakra and the 
flow corrected both front and back if we are to redeem our consciousness in this physical reality! 

We understand now that the soul is not who we truly are. It is merely a reflection of the light 
we are, though we have come to realise that today it is merely a distorted reflection of the light we 
are. So just as with Reiki symbols, if we focus on the soul, we are focusing on the image and the 
reflection and not on the true reality, which is the light being that we are. The soul is just memory, 
consciousness, it is awareness. A soul that has become trapped in the illusory afterlife, the false spirit 
world, is merely a soul that has become imbalanced in the physical body and is now an imbalanced 
energy, or memory, existing in the consciousness of the Earth, within the physical/astral vibrations of 
one to nine (1-9). These lost souls, along with the thought form energies we have created over time – 
imbalanced energies - are the reason for the disease in the Earth’s consciousness, the karmic 
imbalance that we inherit when we incarnate. A disease, or imbalance, that affects each and every 
living entity in this physical reality, especially human beings. (See Chapter Three). 

As the science of biophysics has discovered, physical illness begins in the energy fields first 
and foremost. On a cellular level, when the energy field or consciousness of the physical cell 
becomes breached by imbalanced energies, the physical cell then becomes unhealthy too. Exactly the 
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same process applies to us humans. When our energy fields become breached by these lost souls or 
thought forms - imbalanced energies from the external consciousness - then our soul/consciousness, 
and consequently our physical health, suffers too. 

To begin the convergence of our soul and our spirit in this physical reality all we need to 
do on a daily basis is reaffirm to ourselves that we are the light and we are the light that is all 
things. We can do this quite simply in the following way: 

 
I thank the light that I am and the light that is all things living. 
I am looking within to the light that I am for the answers, and my conscious awareness of this 

communication with my true self is increasing every day. 
I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to help me and protect me at all 

times. 
I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to guide me and show me from 

time to time what I need to know to help to bring my consciousness back towards balance. 
I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to help me in this physical reality 

to release my imbalances and help me to face my fears and dissolve them and purify them in the light 
that I am. 

I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to guide me and show me what I 
need to do to help improve the collective consciousness of humans and bring the Earth’s 
consciousness, the disease we have created, back into balance.  

I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to help me to keep my physical 
and spiritual body clean and balanced at all times. 

I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to help me to become more aware 
of the illusion and therefore more aware of the truth and light that I am. 

I ask the light that I am and the light that is all things living to help me keep grounded and 
balanced between all the aspects that I am in this physical body. 

 
In addition we can use a very simple visualisation. Imagine the light or the sun in the centre of 

our heart and then imagine this light growing and expanding outwards until it surrounds the whole of 
our body. This reaffirms the correct flow of energy from within to without and helps to keep the 
Assemblage Point flowing correctly after it has been aligned and cleared of any blockage or external 
connections. 

Connection with the inner light and being able to recognise the difference between the light 
and the illusion provides us with the wherewithal to help ‘lost souls’ through meditation, or through 
what is referred to today as ‘soul retrieval’.  We can only help lost souls – and ourselves for that 
matter – if we can distinguish the light from the illusion, otherwise we have no idea where we are 
leading them, or ourselves. As I mentioned in Chapter Six, as our awareness of our connection with 
the light improves and we begin that inner tuition, we will be guided towards the best way we can 
share this truth. As in healing, it is all about ‘allowing’, allowing energies higher than the intellect to 
come through and communicate with us through intuition. If we allow, we will be guided correctly. If 
we impose the mind and the will, such as saying I am going to meditate and help these lost souls 
return home, this is ego, and we may well achieve nothing. 

Conversely, if we just allow, and it is right for us that we help a lost soul or do a particular 
distant healing at a particular moment in time, then the opportunity will present itself as and when it 
is right to do so. This is part of our learning so we can reap the greatest possible benefit. We must 
allow our light to guide us and show us what we need to learn and do from time to time, for our light, 
our higher self knows far better than our mind or our emotions. By integrating our soul inwardly 
towards the light and by becoming more aware of the illusion and what is truly going on, our higher 
dimensional selves naturally begin to do more constructive work in these dimensions to help to 
combat the imbalances in the physical and astral realities. 
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Again, if we are unsure all we need to do is ask the light for help. Such as: if it is appropriate 

at this moment in time, I ask the light to help guide ***** lost soul/s to return home, or: I ask if it is 
right and appropriate at this time to send the light to ***** to help with *****. If we leave the 
decision up to the light and our higher dimensional self – just as we should allow in healing – and 
take our conscious mind out of the equation, what is required at the time for the benefit of all, will 
indeed take place. As we become more integrated with the light within, we begin to know what to 
do without thinking, because it just happens and it feels right. Looking within, allowing and listening 
to our intuition is the key to spirituality and the expansion of our inner light outwards and into the 
Earth’s consciousness. This is the main way we contribute towards bringing the Earth’s 
consciousness back into health and balance. Another is through our actions and our words. 

However, it must be restated, when we are helping a lost soul, we are not helping a human 
being per se, the soul is consciousness, it is just a ‘memory’ of human physical life and because it has 
become imbalanced during its physical life, it has become lost in the greater imbalance of the illusory 
afterlife. An illusory afterlife some people today would have us believe is actually the true spirit 
world.  

Today we have many books on the subject of Lost Souls and their interpretation of the Spirit 
World. Information derived from regressive hypnotherapy which as we know can open up dialogue 
with these ‘lost soul’ attachments, bypassing the consciousness of the individual, yet still portrayed as 
some form of past life experience of the individual themselves. Additionally we have ‘channelled’ 
information from so-called spirit guides, such as in the book, Life In The World Unseen. The 
majority of these books infer that the information contained therein comes from souls who exist in 
the true spirit world, but in fact the information comes directly from the counterfeit spirit world – the 
illusory afterlife – the spirit world of ‘lost souls’. This information, honestly shared in some cases and 
dishonestly in others, appeals to the emotional body, the domain of the ego, and ‘prepares’ us and 
conditions us into believing in the appearance of the counterfeit spirit world. Then when we DO leave 
the physical body, we see exactly what we have been conditioned to see and therefore would 
EXPECT to see. So the soul therefore, will more readily buy into the illusory afterlife. 

There is absolutely no comparison between the true spirit world and the world represented in 
some of these books. There are no schools or hierarchies in the Light. There is no need to ‘train and 
improve’ the intellect or our intelligence because in the true Spirit Realm we ‘feel’ what is right and 
we ‘know’ from feeling through the heart centre everything that needs to be known. When we return 
our soul/consciousness (awareness) to the light being we truly are we experience everything, because 
as a light being, we ARE everything too.  

This is exactly how we learn from the inner journey. We take our awareness, our soul if you 
like, to the place from where we originate – the true Spirit World. From here we teach ourselves 
through inner tuition (intuition) what we need to know from time to time in this physical reality. This 
learning, or more correctly, this remembering of who we are whilst we are in the physical body, 
comes from experiencing the unconditional love and light that we are as we exist in the true Spirit 
World. 

As the light being we are, we know everything anyway, so why on earth would we need to be 
taught anything, especially through the intellect? How can we be taught something through intellect 
when the intellect cannot possibly hope to understand energies higher than itself? This is why books 
describing the false spirit world talk about improving the intellect and our intelligence. 
Understanding and learning comes from the heart centre, through experiencing the unconditional love 
that we all are. Therefore, the true spirit world, the world of light, does not have intellect; it has too 
low a vibration to enter this world. The intellect cannot possibly exist in the purity and light of the 
true Spirit Realm.  

Therefore, what we are doing here by helping lost souls back to the true world of spirit, is we 
are leading imbalanced energies into the light where they can be purified. This process naturally 
helps to bring the overall consciousness of the Earth into a more balanced state. That means there are 
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less negative energies to cleave to people enjoying a physical life and so there would be less chance 
of a person’s consciousness becoming tarnished by these energies born out of belief in the illusion. 

Facilitating spirituality is all about what comes out of one’s mouth. That is, do we spread the 
disease, or the healing - Truth or Lie? Do we resonate with the vibration of 1-9 - the illusion, or the 
vibration of 10 – Spirit and Light? Hell or Paradise? It is our choice! And the consequences we face 
in the afterlife are a direct result of the choices we make in this physical reality. They are our 
own responsibility and blame does not lie with anybody else but us. 

It is time for us all to embrace the light that we are and the light that is all things living. It is 
time to be humbled by its, and our own, immense presence and unconditional love. It is time for us to 
say that I welcome the light that I am to come forth from within and flow through my body and into 
the darkness we have surrounded ourselves with. It is time for the light to bring illumination back 
into the physical reality, and with it will come balance and the unconditional love of all living things. 
This would be Paradise in the physical reality and freedom for every lost soul, and bye-bye to the 
imbalanced thought forms, the disease of the physical/astral world we came here to heal.     
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT – THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH – By Steve Gamble 
 

CHAPTER EIGHT 
 

We have come a long way in understanding how the illusion works to deceive us and keep us 
spiritually denied. In this chapter we are going to revisit modern-day perceptions of Karma and 
look at them from a different perspective to see if we can learn any more about just what is 
stopping us from realising our true spiritual potential.  

 
Modern belief in Karmic issues lead us to accept that we have to live thousands of lifetimes in 
order to return back to Source. We are told that there is a Veil or Shadow between us and God 
and we have to learn how to work through this Veil in order to grow spiritually and return to God 
and this takes many lifetimes. Symbolically we could portray this belief as follows: 

Oneness 

The Real Spirit World 
The Vibration of Ten 

10 

Outer Physical Reality  
3Rd Dimension 

This image is symbolic of the expansion of the creative 
process from the centre outwards towards the physical reality 

The True Spirit 
World 
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10 
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Seemingly, we are to believe that in each lifetime we have the opportunity to work through this 
Veil as follows: 
 

 
 
Presumably, this also means that if we make a ‘mistake’ in one of our lifetimes we collect Karma 
for our next lifetime and so, in effect, we incur more ‘darkness’ and therefore have to work 
through more issues. This is why it takes us thousands, if not millions, of lifetimes to achieve. Or 
so we are led to believe. 
 
Contrast this belief with what Jesus (whoever he may have been historically) and other ‘Christs’ 
before him taught, which was that we could Resurrect our Soul in this one physical lifetime. 
In other words, we ALL could achieve Christ consciousness (see previous chapter) in THIS 
lifetime by turning our Soul/Consciousness inwards to its baptism with the inner Spiritual Light 
(the Chrism). This way, the Soul becomes the perfect reflection of the inner Spiritual Light and 
in short, we attain Gnosis. This would be depicted as follows: 
 

 
If, as many people believe today, we do create our own destinies, then surely it would be far 
better for us to believe what the ‘Christs’ were teaching us so we can get it over with in one 
lifetime. This lifetime.  
 
So why is there such a divergence between these two beliefs? Before we examine where this 
karmic belief in many lifetimes comes from, let us first examine another popular karmic belief. 
This is the belief that pain, illness and suffering is necessary in this lifetime for spiritual growth 
and is part of a ‘past-life’ issue we have to deal with in this lifetime. 
 
As we know, the whole of Nature and the Human Body strives to maintain one thing, 
equilibrium, or more simply put, health. The human body maintains its health on a sub-conscious 
level where the immune system and all the other biological systems of the body work in harmony 
to maintain or recover homeostasis. On an energy level, both Nature and the human body 
maintain equilibrium by keeping the explosion and implosion of energies in perfect balance. We 
have discovered in these writings that this is exactly how our chakras work and how we 
contribute to maintaining equilibrium both within our body and within nature too. 
 

The True Spirit 
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However, there is more to this on an energy level. When the body is faced with an energy threat 
from whatever source, it naturally produces the counter-oscillation or mirror image of the 
threatening energy. This has the effect of neutralising the potential threat and rendering it 
harmless as it is brought back into balance. All this, of course, is carried out naturally on a 
subconscious level by the body. In achieving this balance the body has to expend vital energy. 
However, if the body is overrun with these threats then the body may not have enough energy 
reserves to deal with them all, and so an imbalanced frequency (or frequencies) can become 
resident in the body which can then begin to distort the natural coherent energy signal of the 
body, and so the process of physical illness and disease starts.  
 
Producing mirror image frequencies is exactly the premise behind the early Bioresonance Energy 
machines developed by physicists in Germany. These machines extract the energy from the 
body, split the energy into endogenous (of the body) and pathogenic (disease causing). The 
endogenous energy is then amplified and returned to the body acting as a booster for natural 
energy levels, while the pathogenic frequencies are inverted and passed back into the body. This 
inversion of the pathogenic frequencies has the same effect of neutralising the pathogenic 
frequencies in the body in much the same way as when the body does it naturally. 
 
We can see that these bioresonance machines ‘mimic’ how the body works and it enables 
doctors/therapists to identify and treat illness and disease while it is still in an energy form (Stage 
2) before it becomes a physical problem (Stage 4). Because we are treating an imbalance on an 
energy level, this makes treating illness and disease much easier and less traumatic.  
 
From all this we can understand that everything in nature and every biological and energy system 
of the human body on a subconscious level is designed to maintain equilibrium or health, and 
that illness and disease is an indication that something has gone wrong. Illness and disease is a 
clear indication of imbalance somewhere in the energy structure of the body and, therefore, this 
is not how it is meant to be. 
 
We may recall from these writings that when we connect with that inner light and unconditional 
love, we can understand truly where we come from.  That reality is Light, pure unconditional 
love and it is impossible for anything of this pure nature to actually decide to incarnate as a 
murderer, rapist, drug addict or anything else imbalanced. It is not conceivable that anything 
from this reality could incarnate to cause pain and suffering, as these imbalances are totally alien 
to the nature of the light. 
 
To say that pain, suffering etc., is necessary for spiritual growth appears to be wholly incorrect 
because once again it flies in the face of how nature and the human body works. Pain and 
suffering in people around us is showing us the mistakes we have made, pointing out to us very 
clearly that there is an imbalance and that something is drastically wrong on an 
energy/consciousness level and needs attention, as we discussed in chapter three. If we think 
about it logically, pain and suffering would actually be very detrimental to our spiritual growth 
from the perspective of the spiritual purity we are all born with. 
 
Let us come back to the Inner Journey or the Resurrection Of The Soul that we covered in the 
last chapter and have been discussing throughout these writings. When we journey inwards and 
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connect with the inner spiritual light, we experience the immense feeling and emotion of 
unconditional love - the overwhelming, cleansing and beauty of what pure balance, light and 
love really is. This experience provides us with a benchmark, or a reference point upon which we 
can base all our other experiences. This allows us as humans to then be able to recognise what 
imbalance truly is on a conscious and ‘feeling’ level through the heart, because imbalance 
literally feels alien to the unconditional love and spiritual light we have experienced. Thus we are 
able to recognise imbalance in other humans, in places, buildings, various products and energy 
devices on the market today. This gives us an opportunity on a mind-consciousness-level to 
become more discerning about whom we spend our time with, where we spend our time and 
how.  
 
This is similar, if you like, to how the immune system recognises imbalances and then deals with 
them in order to maintain homeostasis. In effect, what happens is that our radar is enhanced and 
as a result we become much more aware of energies/consciousness/memories that are 
imbalanced and alien to the perfect balance of our spiritual light. If we have not experienced on 
an emotional and conscious level the unconditional love and spiritual light we truly are, then we 
cannot expect to have any concept of recognising what imbalance really is. This is why we keep 
moving from one imbalance to another because we may determine an ‘energy shift’ and feel that 
something must be working, but unless we understand exactly what balance feels like we cannot 
expect to recognise these subtle imbalanced energies we are surrounded and confronted with.  
 
This is why we keep on making the same mistakes over and over again 
 
We can see that these two karmic beliefs, just covered, do not appear to be in keeping with how 
nature works nor with the teachings of the ‘Christs’ over the years. It appears that it is only on an 
intellectual/ego level that we perceive illness and disease to be normal and something to do with 
spiritual growth or karmic issues. So where do these karmic beliefs come from and what was/is 
the intention behind them? Can there be on some level a truth behind these beliefs and if so, what 
implications could this have on our spiritual growth? To find answers to these questions we must 
once again visit the Nag Hammadi texts and the story of Sophia that we covered in some detail in 
the last chapter.  
 
In the last chapter we looked at how the soul without spiritual alignment (the ego) created an 
imbalanced thought-form in the Astral Reality called Yaltabaoth who proclaimed himself to be 
God. Depicted by the dark circle See fig 5. This was the Chief Archon – the Thiever of Souls - 
who then began to create from his own ego/thoughts the twelve aeons, the Cherubim, the 
Seraphim, the Dominions, the Archangels and the Angels and so forth. See fig 6. 
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‘And before his mansion he created a throne, which was huge and was upon a four-faced chariot 
called “Cherubin.” Now the Cherubin has eight shapes per each of the four corners, lion forms 
and calf forms and human forms and eagle forms, so that all the forms amount to sixty-four 
forms – and he created seven archangels that stand before it; he is the eighth, and has authority. 
All the forms amount to seventy-two. Furthermore, from this chariot the seventy-two gods took 
shape so that they might rule over the seventy-two languages of the peoples. And by that throne 
he created other, serpent-like angels, called “Saraphin”, which praise him at all times.’1  
 
Here we can see the origins of the 72 letters of Gods’ name we covered in chapter two – the 
vibration of nine, developed from the imbalanced ego of this thought-form. So again we have 
confirmation that the god of the Bible is a false god and is an astral thought-form. 
 
We may remember from the last chapter that Yaltabaoth (Yahweh/Jehovah) used his angels and 
lost souls (spirits of wickedness) from this Astral Reality (the illusory afterlife) to cleave to 
people’s energy fields. By attaching to human energy fields, these imbalanced thought-forms 
could enter the Soul/Consciousness of humans and begin to channel their false beliefs and 
‘information’ into the conscious minds and belief systems of human beings, just like the 
recipient of a donor organ can likewise be influenced by the ‘memory’, character, personality, 
likes and dislikes of the ‘organ donor’, as we covered in some detail in the last chapter. This 
process began with the law makers, who were easier to control because they had already bought 
into the greed, money, power and control thing and their energy fields were weaker and the 
brightness of their souls was already diminishing.  
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Secondly, as belief in this lie grew in more and more people, the brightness of the collective Soul 
of human consciousness began to gradually diminish.  Therefore, gradually, history was 
rewritten as the Priests, the Pharisees and the Scribes channelled information from the Astral 
Reality believing they were receiving their information and knowledge from the true God of 
creation and that their interpretation and rewritings of older texts was correct. These beliefs were 
then passed on to - and even forced upon - the people. These beliefs taken up by the people 
began to create a veil between our conscious mind and our spiritual light whilst also 
strengthening the Astral Thought-Forms and their false reality. 
 
 

 
 
 
According to references in the Nag Hammadi texts, the Veil extends down from below the 8th 
Heaven covering the 12 Aeons (the seven heavens of this false god and the five hells of the 
Devil) and the physical reality. This veil is the area our Gnostic ancestors referred to as ‘Error’.  
 
This brings us back to karmic beliefs and their possible origins. 
 
We know from the Gnostic texts that Yaltabaoth – the false god - declared himself the only God 
of this astral and physical reality, and that a spiritual voice came down from the Light above the 
heavens and said, “You are mistaken Samael, that is blind god, there is an immortal man of light 
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who has been in existence before you and who will appear in your modelled forms; he will 
trample you to potter’s clay.’ Immortal Man or the Light-endowed Human Being represented a 
threat to these Astral thought-forms and they had to do something to remove this threat and 
preserve their existence. 
 
Consequently, the Archons have been fearful of Humans ever since, especially of the newborn 
Soul because of its purity, its reflection of the Spiritual light at birth. This spiritual light reflected 
in the Soul represented a threat to them because they could not cleave to it and diminish its light. 
 
So they devised a plan. They created the Counterfeit Spirit to resemble the Spirit in Man, which 
caused the belief that these thought-forms living in the Astral Reality were real gods and it was 
THEY who created Man in their image. But they needed help to channel this belief/information 
into human souls, so the Chief Archon and his false angels deceived Souls leaving the physical 
body by appearing to them in the likeness of their human form and by offering them the 
opportunity for eternal life. 
 
The original symbolic tale of Adam and Eve explains this subject very succinctly. Here I am 
only going to summarise the symbolism behind the story. 
 
In keeping with the Gnostic tradition of referring to the soul in the feminine and the light/spirit in 
the masculine, we can understand that Adam was symbolic of the Spiritual Light and Eve was 
symbolic of the Soul. Eve (the soul/consciousness) was created (symbolically) so Adam could 
see his reflection and become aware of himself and his Light. In the garden of Paradise (Eden) 
Adam and Eve were told by the Chief Archon (the false God) not to eat from the Tree of 
Acquaintance (Knowledge of Good and Evil) or death would befall them, but they could eat 
from all the other trees such as the Tree of Life in the centre of the garden and have eternal life. 
This warning left Adam and Eve in fear. This is symbolic of exactly how these imbalanced 
thought-forms work in the Astral Reality; firstly through creating fear, and then by offering 
many fruits to eat (various temptations) to direct us away from the real truth and into their own 
illusory ‘truth’ instead. Then along came the Instructor or Beast, the wisest of all creatures (the 
Serpent/Snake) who advised Eve that she could eat from the Tree of Knowledge. ‘Now Eve had 
confidence in the words of the Instructor. She gazed at the tree and saw it was beautiful and 
appetizing, and liked it; she took some of its fruit and ate it; and she gave some also to her 
husband, and he too ate it. Then their intellect became open. For when they had eaten, the light 
of acquaintance had shone upon them. When they clothed themselves with shame, they knew 
that they were naked of acquaintance. When they became sober, they saw that they were naked 
and became enamored of one another.’2  
 
There are a number of references in the Gnostic texts to being ‘clothed’ and being ‘naked’ and 
these references were symbolic of many things. Being clothed representing non-spiritual 
awareness and being naked representing spiritual gnosis is one, as portrayed above. ‘Clothed’ 
also symbolically referred to those soul-endowed-only beings, such as the lost souls and the 
thought-form Archons, the spirits of wickedness, those without light; and ‘nakedness’ was 
symbolic of the spiritual light-being we and all things living are. ‘Clothed’ also meant the 
temporary garments (imbalance) that the soul had adorned itself with in this lifetime and by 
resurrecting/purifying the soul these garments could be discarded and spiritual gnosis regained. 
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This was a good way of teaching people how to identify between truth and illusion in both 
meditation and the journey of the afterlife because if one came across a clothed being, a typical 
human, or a being in a robe or a gown, the being was part of the lie, but if one came across a 
light or luminous being that did not resemble a human or animal in ‘clothes’, then this being was 
of the truth and from the spiritual light. Although even in this Gnostic explanation all is not what 
it seems today and we will cover this later. 
 
In the Gospel Of Philip we find, ‘…if he is a sensible fellow he understands what discipleship is 
all about. The bodily forms will not deceive him, but he will look at the condition of the soul of 
each one and speak with him. There are many animals in the world which are in human form.’3  
 
In the Gospel Of Thomas Jesus said, ‘When you disrobe without being ashamed and take up 
your garments and place them under your feet like little children and tread on them, then will you 
see the son of the living one, and you will not be afraid.’4 The son being the Light of the Spirit. 
 
The Adam and Eve story is also symbolic in many other ways too. Here on the one hand we have 
the false god of the astral reality telling us what we can and cannot do, tempting us with many 
other illusory ‘gifts’ or ‘fruits’. This is symbolic of the external search for answers where we 
enter into the Astral Realms of imbalance that we have covered in some detail in these writings – 
the realm of the false god and his false angels which we will look at more closely later. On the 
other hand, we have the Instructor (the Serpent/Snake) telling Adam and Eve they could eat from 
the Tree of Knowledge, i.e. ignore this false God, which to me is symbolic of the Shamanic Inner 
Journey (see Chapter Five, Cosmic Serpent, Narby), the journey into DNA (the twin serpent) and 
into the Spiritual Light and Gnosis. 
 
The tale of Adam and Eve is also a symbolic reference to the choices the Soul has to face when it 
leaves the physical body; the temptation offered by the Archons of eternal life, which we know is 
death, or death through gnosis by eating from the tree of knowledge, which we know IS eternal 
life. This is why it is important for these imbalanced thought-forms to manipulate our beliefs so 
that we readily buy into the illusory afterlife when the Soul does leave the physical body. 
 
The symbolic story continues, and because Adam and Eve ate from the Tree of Acquaintance 
this god of the astral reality sent his archangels to sow their seed into Eve (the Soul) but they 
failed. When they saw the illuminated Eve (Soul reflecting the Spiritual Light) in Adam they 
became even more afraid of Light-endowed Adam, Immortal Man, aka us Human Beings. ‘From 
that day, the authorities knew that truly there was something mightier than they: they recognised 
only that their commandments had not been kept.’5  
 
The Archons feared that the light-endowed Adam (Human Being) would eat from their Tree of 
Life and have eternal life like themselves and introduce this light into their modelled (soul only) 
forms. Therefore, symbolically, Adam and Eve were expelled from Paradise (garden of Eden). 
The Archons then surrounded the Tree of Life with mighty cherubim so no living human could 
eat from it. Such was their fear and such was their ignorance of spiritual matters, because the 
Tree of Life could only ever be offered or taken up by the soul-endowed Adam. This just 
demonstrated the fear these Archons have of the spiritual human being. 
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This is when the Archons of the Astral Realms decided to meet the Souls leaving the physical 
body in their own likeness (appearing clothed or as humans), offering them Eternal Life in 
Paradise through reincarnation – symbolically represented by the Tree Of Life. Because of this 
many souls were lost to these Archons who Jesus referred to as ‘Toll Collectors’ and the 
‘Thievers of Souls’.  
 
Since then the Archons have programmed ‘lost souls’ and used them by sending them down into 
a new born human body ‘prepared’ for them, as we discovered in the last chapter. But what 
exactly is happening here? Is this just Gnostic nonsense or is there any modern-day proof that 
this is indeed the case? Well, yes there is. Plenty, if we look for it. 
 
In the book Remarkable Healings by Shakuntala Modi M.D., described on the front cover as a 
‘Psychiatrist Discovers Unsuspected Roots of Mental and Physical Illness’, the writer discovered 
the following: 
 

‘One day Breana, a fifty-year old female, came to me for treatment of depression and 
chronic abdominal pains, which she had suffered off and on for several years. Her physical 
examination, laboratory tests, and gastroscopy were all normal. She wanted to try hypnotherapy 
to see what was causing her abdominal pain. 

Under hypnosis, when I asked her to go back to the source of her abdominal pain, she 
found herself in another time and another life. When patients find themselves in another life, I 
usually ask for identifying information, such as name, age, sex, what year it is, and what country 
they are in. When I asked Breana these questions she said, “I am a fifty-five-year-old white male, 
I live in Pittsburgh, and this is 1974.” 
 I realised that this information could not be correct because Breana was fifty years old 
and was born before 1974. So it could not be her past life…I had noticed Irene Hickman, D.O., 
mention in her book, Mind Probe Hypnosis, about spirits of deceased people possessing her 
patient, but until now I had never come across one.’ 6 
 
This lost soul (or Earthbound Spirit/Entity as the author refers to them) turned out to be Breana’s 
father, John, who had died of stomach cancer and he came to comfort Breana but after he entered 
her energy field/soul he could not leave. 

 
Dr. Modi to John: ‘How have you helped her?’ 
John: ‘Not much; she doesn’t even know I am here. She is suffering with my stomach pain 
because I died of stomach cancer, but she thinks it is her pain.’… 
Dr. Modi: ‘Since you are here, look inside her, and tell me who else is there.’ 
John: ‘There are many people here inside her, but I do not know who they are.’7  
 
So here we have an account that Breana was experiencing a past life due to a lost soul 
(earthbound spirit) attachment, and that this lost soul attachment was also the source of her pain 
and suffering, and that there were many other ‘people’ (lost souls) inside her too. In Dr Modi’s 
conclusions of her work, this is what she had found from her studies over 15 years.  
 
Table of Earthbound Entities: 

92% of patients had earthbound spirits in them. 
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80% of patients had more than one earthbound spirit. 
77% of patients had spirits of strangers within them. 
46% of patients had human spirits who claimed to be working for Satan.8 

 
Table of Demon Entities: 

77% of patients reported having demon entities within them. 
71% of patients reported to have more than one demon entity with them.9 
 

Here, when Dr Modi is referring to demon entities, this is the patients’ description and Dr Modi’s 
interpretation is that these thought-forms are ‘dark spirits,’ ‘dark beings,’ or ‘negative energies.’  
 
From the work of Dr Modi (and many others) it is apparent that our ancestors were right, lost 
souls (spirits of wickedness) do cleave to people and pollute their soul/consciousness. Let us now 
look at the work of Michael Newton, PH.D., Author of Journey of Souls and Destiny of Souls 
who also uses regressive hypnotherapy on his patients to determine this perspective from the lost 
souls point of view. Here I am only offering one example of many that could be used: 

 
“Dr. N: ‘Tell me what it is like to enter the mind of a baby and when you usually enter. 
S: ‘In the beginning I think of it as a betrothal. I enter my current body in the eighth 
month. I prefer to enter on the late side when the brain is larger so I have more to work 
with during the coupling.’ 
Dr. N: ‘Isn’t there a downside to entering late? I mean, you are then dealing with a more 
independent individual.’ 
S: ‘Some of my friends feel that way, I don’t. I want to be able to talk with the child 
when there is more mutual awareness.’ 
Dr. N: ‘(being dense to elicit a response) Talk - to a fetus – what are you saying…? 
S: ‘(laughs at me) Of course we interact with the child. 
Dr. N: ‘Take me through this slowly. Who says what first? 
S: ‘The child may say, “Who are you?”. I answer, “A friend who has come to play and be 
part of you.” 
Dr. N: ‘(with deliberate provocation) Isn’t that deceitful? You haven’t come to play. You 
have come to occupy this mind.’ 
S: ‘Oh, please! Who have you been talking to? This mind and my soul were created to be 
together. Do you think I am some sort of foreign intruder on Earth? I have joined with 
babies who welcomed me as if I were expected.’ 
Dr. N: ‘There are souls who have had a different experience.’ 
S: ‘Look, I know souls who are clumsy. They go in like bulls in a china shop with their 
over-eagerness to get started with an agenda. Too much frontal energy all at once sets up 
resistance.’ 
DR. N: ‘In your current lifetime, was the child at all anxious about your entry? 
S: ‘No, they don’t know enough yet to be anxious. I begin by caressing the brain. I am 
able to immediately project warm thoughts of love and companionship. Most babies just 
accept me as being part of themselves. A few hold back – like my current body.’ 
DR. N: ‘Oh, really? What was unusual about this fetus? 
S: ‘It wasn’t a big deal. Its thoughts were, “Now that you are here, who am I going to 
be?”’ 
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Dr. N: ‘I think that’s a very big deal. Essentially, the child is acknowledging that its 
identity depends on you.’ 
S: ‘(patiently) The child has begun to ask itself, “Who am I?” Some children are more 
aware of this than others. A few are resistant because to them, we are an irritation to their 
inert beginnings – like a pearl in an oyster.’ 
Dr. N: ‘So you don’t feel the child senses it is being forced to give up something of its 
individuality? 
S: ‘No, we have come as souls to give the child…depth of personality. Its being is 
enhanced by our presence. Without us they would largely function as unripened fruit.’ 
Dr. N: ‘But does the child understand any of this before birth?’ 
S: ‘It only knows I want to be friends so we can do things together. We begin by 
communicating with each other with simple things such as an uncomfortable body 
position in the womb. There have been times when the umbilical chord was wrapped 
around the neck of the baby and I have calmed the child where otherwise it might have 
squirmed and made things worse.’ 
Dr. N: ‘Please continue with how you assist the baby.’ 
S: ‘I prepare for birth, which is going to be a shock when it happens. Imagine being 
forced out of a warm, comfortable, secure womb into the bright lights of a hospital 
room…the noise…having to breathe air…being handled. The child appreciates my help 
because my primary goal now is to combat fear by soothing the brain with assurances 
that everything will be fine.’ 
DR. N: ‘I wonder what it was like for children before souls came to help them?’ 
S: ‘The brain was too primitive then to conceptualise the trauma of birthing. There was 
little awareness. (Laughs) Of course I wasn’t around in those days.’ 
DR. N: ‘Are you able to calm anxious mothers in this way?’ 
S: ‘We must be proficient. During much of my existence I had little or no effect on my 
mothers if they were frightened, sad or angry during pregnancy. You must be able to 
align your energy vibrations with both the child and the mother’s natural body rhythms. 
You have to harmonize three sets of wave levels – which includes your own – to sooth 
the mother. I might even have the baby kick the mother to let her know we are all right.’ 
Dr. N: ‘Then at birth, I supposed the hard work of the merger is over?’ 
S: ‘To be honest, the merger isn’t complete yet for me. I talk to my body as a second 
entity up to the age of six. It is better not to force a full meld right away. We play games 
as two people for a while.’ 
Dr. N: ‘I have noticed a lot of young children talk to themselves as if they were with an 
imaginary playmate. Is that their soul? 
S: ‘(grinning) That’s right, although our guides enjoy playing with us as young children 
too. And have you also noticed the elderly talking to themselves a lot? They are preparing 
for separation at the other end in their own way.’ 
Dr. N: ‘In general how do you feel about coming back to Earth in life after life?’ 
S: ‘As a gift. This is such a multifaceted planet. Sure, this place brings heartache, but it is 
delightful too and incredibly beautiful. The human body is a marvel of form and 
structure. I never cease to be awed by each new body, the many different ways I can 
express myself in them, especially in the most important way – love.’10 
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Before we come to examine this disturbing dialogue from an occupying lost soul, let us briefly 
return to Dr. Modi’s statistics and conclusions: 
 

66% of patients had earthbound spirits (lost souls) who had joined them during childhood 
and teenage years, while 63% reported they had earthbound spirits who joined them in 
adulthood.8 
 
81% of patients attributed their physical and emotional symptoms to the possessing 
earthbound spirits. 8 
 
73% of patients reported that their demon entities had the general purpose of creating 
problems and causing confusion for the patient. 9 
 
68% of patients reported that their demon entities had been attached to them since       
childhood and teenage years, 3 patients claimed that the demon entity attached to them 
while in the womb, while one reported getting an entity at birth. 9 

 
As we have come to understand throughout these writings, the creative process begins from the 
centre and expands outwards and we have to be careful of bringing in external imbalanced 
energies.  
 
A newborn baby is born complete with its own soul and light inside it. When a child is 
conceived, as the foetus grows and the child develops and forms, the separation of the inner spirit 
and the soul begins - as we covered in chapter three. This separation allows the spirit and the 
child to become aware of itself, and the soul is naturally a perfect reflection of the purity of the 
spiritual light. All this is happening within the body of the newborn and not external to it. 
Creation starts from the centre and expands outwards as we have covered within these writings. 
 
We can understand from the above description of ‘reincarnation’ given to Dr Newton by a 
‘reincarnated soul’ that this soul is totally external to the ‘soul’ of the foetus, baby or young 
child, and is merely biding its time using deceitful tactics, pretending to be a playmate and so 
forth until it can gain the confidence of the child and enter the body’s energy field. This is 
similar to a virus or pathogen that cannot enter a healthy cell and has to wait for the cell’s energy 
field to become compromised or weak before they can enter and cause damage to the cell and 
interrupt its memory and energy fields, thereby causing the cell to become ill or unhealthy.  
 
Contrast Dr Modi’s findings on ‘imaginary playmates’ with the account given above: ‘In 
psychiatry, when a child reports having an imaginary playmate, we consider it to be a product of 
the young child’s imagination. But I have had many patients who reported their childhood 
imaginary playmates as being the possessing earthbound entities in them. These entities often 
claimed they liked playing with my patients when they were young and then went in their bodies 
at some point when the patients were sick or upset or after they had surgery.’11 
 
This represents a perfect reflection of what we have been discussing throughout these writings, 
that imbalanced energies exist outside of us and we are encouraged in many teachings and 
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healing modalities to open up our energy fields and bring these imbalances in willingly. We now 
know exactly what these imbalances really are. 
 
These lost souls are programmed into believing that these human beings, who they have been 
brainwashed into ‘entering’ - very often young children - are primitive and cannot survive 
without their help. They forget that these young children have existed quite happily without them 
for much of their lives and if they had been that ‘primitive’ I’m pretty sure the parents would 
have noticed! 
 
And what of the original soul born with this new baby? ‘Now that you are here, who am I 
going to be?’ We can also see that it can take these lost souls many years to enter the soul of the 
body and begin to influence it: ‘To be honest, the merger isn’t complete yet for me. I talk to 
my body as a second entity up to the age of six. It is better not to force a full meld right 
away. We play games as two people for a while.’10 
 
Much of what you have just read about the ‘reincarnation’ of these possessing lost souls may 
appear disturbing, but for me the really disturbing part about all this is that these lost souls 
actually do believe they are entering a body prepared for them. They also believe that they are 
there to take over the mind of the human soul to improve its life and give it depth of personality. 
These lost souls firmly believe that they are reincarnating into a new life, THEIR life, and they 
cannot see or comprehend that they are merely possessing a living human soul. This is like a 
computer virus that searches and searches until it finds a weakness and a way into the computer 
and then unloads its programmed payload causing havoc in the host. 
 
It is only when we examine the false spirit world that these lost souls describe coming from – 
their perceived home - that we can begin to comprehend that they have been totally brainwashed 
and conditioned into believing that what they say is correct. 
 
Without going into all the details that are available describing this astral reality where the soul 
can end up, I will offer instead a brief summary of how these lost souls describe this ‘spirit 
world’. As we covered in the last chapter this reality is full of Temples, Churches, Mosques, 
Synagogues, Schools, Classrooms and religious beliefs remain pretty much as they were in the 
physical. Souls are remodelled or reshaped (reprogrammed) by the Keepers, Watchers, Masters, 
Ascended Masters, Sacred Masters, Teachers, Guides, Wise ones, Old ones, The Venerate Ones 
or the Venerables and the Elders (The Council of Elders) who hold the meetings with these lost 
souls in places such as The Council Chamber where the souls previous life is evaluated and a 
new ‘life’ is planned out for them. There are also the Akashic Records, a library of ‘life-books’, 
and the same hierarchal structure we find on Earth. 
 
Here the lost soul literally returns to school. The lost souls are taught in classrooms with desks 
and blackboards and white boards. They are taught to be more intellectual and that the ‘Mind’ 
and the intellect are all important. Their own thoughts are returned to them and superimposed 
with thoughts from guides, and elders, etc., until these thoughts penetrate and stay with the lost 
soul. It is here that the lost soul is programmed for its next reincarnation in a body it believes has 
been specially prepared for it. Also speaking about anything of what happens in the meetings 
with the Elders/Masters etc., is strictly forbidden. Getting direct information from these lost souls 
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is difficult because these lost souls have to observe the Law Of Silence and they have been 
conditioned to believe that this is a test to see if they can hold the truths of that which is sacred. 
So, on the one hand, these souls paint a picture of this reality being one of open love and 
communication by telepathy, but when push comes to shove in questioning we find out that they 
are not allowed to say anything to other souls about their communication with the elders et al. A 
further reason given to these lost souls for observing this law is that if they were to share their 
knowledge with others it could create havoc and if these profound teachings were to be used 
incorrectly it could cause problems with another soul.  
 
Why all the secrecy? These actions are more akin to a cult mentality than a spirit world full of 
unconditional love and light. 
 
Additionally, it is interesting here to point out that the Keepers, Monks who keep a constant eye 
on these souls, wear their robes and keep the hoods covering their faces. No soul ever sees their 
faces at all; they are covered up at all times. If these souls could see their faces I think they 
would realise they had ended up in the wrong reality. These Keepers as they are called, I have 
seen clinging to the back of a number of people, preventing them from moving forward and into 
the light, and where their face should be, there is nothing. It is totally black, a deep void – death.  
 
It is obvious these lost souls are completely programmed in this astral reality (false spirit world) 
to do the bidding of the Astral Thought-forms and they do genuinely believe they are 
reincarnating into a body specifically prepared for them. There are a plethora of books out today 
about the soul and ‘reincarnated souls’ who would have us believe the reality they are describing 
is the real spirit world and this ‘comfort’ of life after death in this ‘reality’ appeals directly to the 
emotional body of the reader. It gives the ego hope of survival. Yet nothing could be further 
from the truth. These books are merely describing the illusory afterlife, the Astral Reality full of 
Archons, thought-forms and lost souls – the prison of the soul and the ‘middle place’ as Jesus 
called it in the Gnostic texts. 
 
Here we can understand the symbolic story of Adam and Eve totally and that the Tree of Life is 
the deceitful promise of Eternal Life offered to Souls leaving the physical body in the form of 
reincarnation. We can also see that these lost souls are merely hanging onto the shirttails of 
living human souls to literally ‘hitch-a-ride’ or a life. If without these lost souls to help us, we 
remain as primitive as they would have us believe, I’m sure a parent or two would have noticed 
their wee Amy swinging between the trees, over-indulging on bananas and dragging her 
knuckles on the ground in the meantime. Otherwise, how could the human body survive this long 
without drawing attention to its primitive self? Of course this is not the case at all, here we are 
merely witnessing what we would understand today as being a case of possession, it is as simple 
as that.  
 
The fact that it can take many, many years for these lost souls to ‘reincarnate’ (enter) into the 
‘body’ of a human, shows this to be the case too.  
 
Additionally, we can see that this belief in the Archons’ ‘Tree Of Life’ has also been seeded into 
our physical consciousness and belief systems as throughout time the Tree Of Life has become 
the foundation of Qabalistic doctrine. And through the manipulated rewriting of history this 
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belief has also become the cornerstone of many Initiatic, Freemasonic, Religious and Spiritual 
teachings. Thus, spiritually, we are tempted to eat the poisonous fruits on offer from within the 
various branches of this illusory structure of creation – the Qabalistic Tree Of Life.  
 
Can the attachment of these lost souls, especially if they gain the ascendancy in the human body 
(take control of consciousness, thoughts, feelings, emotions etc), possibly explain gay and 
lesbian relationships and cases where some people literally feel as if they have been born into the 
wrong body? Simply through a female lost soul occupying a male body and vice-versa? I believe 
it does. According to Dr Newton: ‘I find that my gay and lesbian clients have started the process 
of alternating gender choices in their lives…Choosing to be a gay male or a lesbian female is one 
means of affecting that transition in a particular life. Thus, their current sex may not be as 
familiar to them as the body of the opposite sex, such as a gay male feeling as if he is actually in 
the body of a female…and far more important factor is souls choosing a gay or lesbian 
orientation in advance of the life they are now living because they deliberately chose to exist in a 
society that would be prejudiced against them.’12 
 
So we know from the lost souls’ perspective that they do choose to occupy the body of the 
opposite sex, or have one chosen for them, and when the lost soul begins to gain ascendancy in 
the host’s body the child or young adult will generally become confused about their sexual 
feelings and ‘orientation’ and may initially fight these ‘urges’ or ‘feelings’ from this attachment, 
believing them to be their own. Depression may set in and confusion may increase over time. If 
the lost soul finally gains the supremacy in its host’s body the resistance by the natural soul of 
the body is finally overcome, and so relationships with the same sex begin to flourish. These 
‘attachments’ affect a person’s consciousness in exactly the same way as the organs from an 
organ donor can and do affect the feelings, emotions, desires, tastes, likes and dislikes of many 
transplant patients, as we covered in detail in the last chapter. 
 
However, as we have covered in these writings, these thought-form/lost soul attachments can 
affect us in many, many different ways, and make us carry out actions we may otherwise have 
avoided: These range from merely sharing the imbalance through books, workshops, seminars 
and the like, to petty crime, telling lies, and even to murder, violence, drugs, rape, torture, 
sacrifices, pornography, sexual deviations, theft, burglary, and so on. Here is what Dr. Modi 
discovered through her work in particular relation to children and teenagers and drugs:  
 
“Dr Modi: ‘What role do you play in drug and alcohol addiction?’ 
“Demon: ‘We play a big role. We work in groups of children and teenagers. Groups are 
powerful. We get in through the weak ones. Then we get inside the others when they are open. 
We set up memories of the good times through the transmitter type of devices into their feeling 
cortex. We re-stimulate the memories of highs they had…and motivate them to use drugs and 
alcohol to achieve the same effect. 

“Drinking and using drugs can weaken and open their shields and we can come in and 
give them the desire to use more and more. We also send them earthbound spirits who were 
addicted to drugs and alcohol when they were living in their bodies. Once they enter people, they 
satisfy their addictions through their host. That is why drug and alcohol addicts have a hard time 
stopping their addictions. 

“We control and affect every thought and behaviour of human beings…”13 
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I’m sure these thought-forms do believe they control every thought and behaviour of humans, 
and there are many people who we could readily place into this category: some of our world 
leaders, politicians, CEOs jump to mind, as do many religious, spiritual and new age 
teachers/masters, to name a few, alongside the obvious criminal faction of our society. 
 
That these thought-forms do affect our behaviour to a greater or lesser extent is not in question. 
They actually enjoy what they do too: “Entity in Nick’s head: ‘I am a foul one. Why do you want 
to bother with me?’ Dr Modi ‘(in an effort to establish a dialogue with the entity): ‘Tell me, are 
you male or female?’ Entity (arrogantly): ‘Why would I want to be a human?’ Dr Modi 
(surprised): ‘What do you mean? If you are not human, then what are you?’ Entity (laughing 
arrogantly): ‘I am a demon. I am a disciple of Satan. He is my master and he sent me to torture 
this person.’ Dr Modi: ‘How old was Nick when you joined him?’ Entity: ‘Fifteen, when this 
dumb kid was using drugs. This opened him up and I came in.’ Dr Modi: ‘You said you were 
here to torture Nick. How did you torture him?’ Entity (laughing): ‘Now lady, why do you think 
he is having headaches? I am doing it. I also siphon his energy so he feels tired and drained all 
the time. I can create any type of problem for him. It is fun.’” 

 
We can perhaps now fully understand that these entities and lost souls really are doing the 
bidding of their controllers – the Archons – whether that be through the wishes of ‘the Devil’ in 
the case of the entities, or through the wishes of the false God in the case of lost souls. 
 
Lost Soul possession also explains where the belief in ‘Soul Partners’ and ‘Soul Groups’ comes 
from too. In this Astral Reality, the illusory afterlife or Middle Place, the Archons place ‘lost 
souls’ into groups and ‘train’ or re-educate them in small teams. 

 
The Archons and Their Role in Influencing our Actions 
 
The Archons, these Astral Thought-forms – the false God of the Bible and his imbalanced 
entourage – have always been fearful of each newborn child. Let us now look at one episode 
where these thought-forms have channelled information into the lawmakers, the Pharisees, 
Priests and the Scribes, wherein history, the Bible and religion was gradually altered to suit the 
intentions and desires of these astral imbalances. 
 
This is the subject of Circumcision. ‘Circumcision: the operation of cutting away all or part of 
the foreskin (prepuce) of the penis. The origin of the practice is unknown. The widespread ethnic 
distribution of circumcision as a ritual and the quite widely preferred use of a stone knife rather 
than a metal one suggest a great antiquity of the operation. Wherever the operation is performed 
as a traditional rite, it is done either before or at puberty and sometimes, as among some Arab 
peoples, immediately before marriage. Among the ancient Egyptians, boys were generally 
circumcised between the ages of 6 and 12 years. Among the Ethiopians, the Jews, the Muslims, 
and a few other peoples, the operation is performed shortly after birth (among Jews, on the 
eighth day after birth)’ 14  
 
‘In Jewish religious tradition infant male circumcision is required as part of Abraham's 
covenant with God. According to the Levitical law, every Jewish male infant had to be 
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circumcised on the eighth day after birth under penalty of ostracism from the congregation of 
Israel. Jews employ a mohel, a man who has the requisite surgical skill and religious 
knowledge. After a ritual prayer, the mohel circumcises the infant and then names and blesses 
the child.’ 15  

 
Yet what originally was circumcision and what did it mean? 
 
Dt 10:16 " Circumcise therefore the foreskin of your heart, and be no more stiffnecked."  
 
Acts 7:51 "Ye stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, ye do always resist the Holy 
Ghost: as your fathers did, so do ye."  
 
Romans 2:28,29 tells us this: "28 For he is not a Jew who is one outwardly, nor is circumcision 
that which is outward in the flesh; 29 but he is a Jew who is one inwardly; and circumcision is 
that of the heart, in the Spirit, not in the letter; whose praise is not from men but from God. 
 
“What God wants, in reality, is circumcision of the heart, not in the flesh: and God is going to 
perform this for all people on the eighth day. The Day of Jubilee, or the Great Last Day. 
Everyone will end up circumcised of heart after the thousand-year rule of Jesus. It is the reality 
of the Law, and cannot fail.”  
 
Gospel Of Thomas, ‘Is circumcision beneficial or not?’ Jesus replied to them, ‘If it were 
beneficial, their father would beget them already circumcised from their mother. Rather, the true 
circumcision in spirit has become completely profitable.’ 16  
 
We can see here from the few accounts detailed that circumcision was to do with the spiritual 
cleansing of the heart, in the Spirit. It is symbolically the same as casting off the ‘clothes’ – i.e. 
the veil of illusion. It was about the inner journey and the spiritual resurrection of the soul and 
nothing to do with that ‘which is outward in the flesh’. This is similar to what we covered in the 
last chapter, ‘For if they [humans] had the Holy Spirit, no unclean spirit would cleave to them. 
Fear not the flesh nor love it. If you fear it, it will gain mastery over you. If you love it, it 
will swallow you and paralyse you. And so he dwells either in this world or in the resurrection 
or in the middle place. God forbid that I be found there…”17   
 
So Circumcision originally was all about the spiritual cleansing of the heart. By taking out one or 
two words, references to the heart and spirit, circumcision became something completely 
different:  
 
‘Then God said to Abraham: "And you shall keep my covenant, you and your descendants after 
you throughout their generation. This is my covenant. . . Every male of your family shall be 
circumcised. You shall be circumcised in the flesh of your foreskins, and it shall be for a sign of 
the covenant between me and you. . . It shall be my covenant in your flesh, as an ever-lasting 
covenant. Any male who is not circumcised in the flesh of his foreskin shall be cut off from his 
people; he has broken my covenant.’ (Genesis 17). 
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This led to the belief that circumcision was a source of power in Judaism. In Orthodox Judaism, 
the ability to interpret the Torah is only available if a person is circumcised. It can be argued that 
the foundation of power in Judaism is in being male, as there is no such thing as a non-
circumcised male. Circumcision is a prerequisite of being a Jewish man. However, the power of 
circumcision cannot be denied. For a Jewish man, the rite of circumcision is perhaps second only 
in importance to birth. Men are not born into Judaism, they are circumcised into it.27  
 
The 8th day was symbolic to our ancestors of the return of Christ through God (the real Creator 
God of Light above the heavens and before the false god). According to the Gnostics, the veil 
extended down from the Eighth heaven (the Ogdoad) and so the Archons became very fearful 
that the Spiritual Light entered the newborn baby on the eighth day, and so the eighth day 
became the day when the male child (being symbolic of the Light) was physically circumcised, 
to prevent it from becoming the reborn Christ.  
 
Of course, circumcision was not restricted to the male gender. In many cultures circumcision 
also applied to the female, and even today, due to religious beliefs, some cultures still insist on 
circumcising the young female child. Now let us take a step backwards for a moment and ask 
this question. What is going to be the likely effect of cutting off the foreskin of the penis of an 
eight-day-old child, especially in the olden days with a  ‘stone knife’?  
 
Fear. Stress. Great pain and suffering for sure would be endured by, and inflicted upon, the 
young baby. And what would this do to the energy fields of the child’s body? 
 
It would weaken the child’s energy fields leaving holes in its protective layers and make it much 
easier for any lost souls or imbalanced thought-forms to enter the pure soul of the newborn baby 
and begin to pollute its purity.  
 
This is also confirmed by the work of Dr. Modi who discovered many of the ‘attachments’ 
people had – entity and/or lost souls – entered the body when the person underwent physical or 
emotional trauma or stress. With regard to circumcision, here is just one account recorded by Dr 
Modi: 
 “…I do not like being in this hospital. It does not feel comfortable. All my energies are 
messed up. My father is looking at me from the window. He has a smile on his face…Now they 
are putting me down on this stupid board. They are going to cut something; it is a circumcision. I 
am screaming and thinking, ‘What are you going to do with me? Who do you think you are?’ I 
feel sharp pain, but I do not know what to do. My mother is not defending me. She is not 
protecting me. I am very angry at her. All this was so unnecessary…I feel that during 
circumcision, a large part of my soul fragmented and got lost from my penis because of the 
trauma, and that it was replaced by a dark being. It is still here with me…From heaven, I see that 
dark ones vamporize the lower chakras of the little babies during circumcision, because they 
cannot defend themselves. It is like sucking the Light out of their bodies. This radical procedure 
is such a shock to their being that their immune system gets disturbed. I have a high fever after 
the procedure; later the trauma of circumcision gave me problems with a loss of sexual identity, 
because I felt a part of me was missing and that I was not a complete man. I felt like my 
protection had gone.” Ref: Modi, Shakuntala; Memories of God and Creation: Remembering 
from the Subconscious Mind, p.125-127 (Hampton Roads Publishing Company, VA, 2000). 
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 This graphically illustrates what circumcision does to a person’s energy field. It is worth 
remembering also that it was in ‘the middle place’ - clearly believed to be ‘heaven’ by these lost 
souls - that the decision to come into incarnation and experience these events was made by the 
soul under the influence of their guides and the elders. We have to consider whether, in this 
‘heaven’ souls are actually made aware of the fact they are going to undergo such seriously 
dangerous situations so early in their lives, or whether these clearly foreseeable events are kept 
from the souls by the Archons prior to incarnation? And if so, why? One also wonders how the 
elders and guides could reconcile the teaching that the soul was being sent into a carefully 
mapped out life for the best opportunity of clearing karma and progressing spiritually, when one 
of the first things to happen to them is going to be a fracturing of their very soul and direct 
possession by dark entities?  
 
However, it is evident to me from this account that what is happening to these new born babies 
and older children is clearly visible to lost souls from this ‘heaven’ when they are free from the 
Archons’ control, yet none of these lost souls are made aware of this prior to their reincarnation. 
Therefore, we can safely assume that these lost souls are deliberately prevented by the Archons 
and their entourage of guides, elders and the like, from seeing and knowing what will or could 
happen to them after being reincarnated: otherwise these lost souls may begin to ask too many 
awkward questions about what is happening and why, and some may even refuse to be 
reincarnated at all. That is not what the Archons want to happen, as they would then begin to lose 
their control of human consciousness and their well laid plans for total domination of the human 
species would be well and truly scuppered.  
 
From experiencing such an early trauma the person may not be able to recover for the rest of 
their lives. It would predispose them to behaving in a way that would be far more likely to 
increase imbalances in their consciousness and cause even more problems for them and those 
involved in their life. In situations like this, the programmed lost soul is only going to acquire 
even more attachments and so spread even more imbalance into human consciousness and the 
collective consciousness of the Earth – thus, spreading the disease rather than the solution to the 
disease - as we have covered in these writings. 
 
We can clearly see how lost souls have been duped and brainwashed, and along with imbalanced 
thought-forms have been used to channel disinformation into the minds of their hosts, believers 
and then the ‘people’, as if it has come from ‘Heaven’, the Spirit World and/or a real Creator 
God. History has been gradually changed to suit this agenda and implement the fears of the 
Archons, and so any threat to their existence and their control of human consciousness from 
these spirit/light-endowed newborn children could be easily controlled in this way. We have also 
covered in these writings how the early rites of baptism involved almost drowning the child in 
the belief that the child was undergoing an inner shamanic cleansing of wicked spirits. This 
action too, of course would have the same desired affect upon the newborn, allowing imbalanced 
thought-forms and/or lost souls to enter a child’s protective energy field with much less 
opposition. It is no different today, while circumcision of the foreskin of the penis is still in 
place; the rest are assaulted with toxic chemicals, vaccinations at an earlier and earlier age. 
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Is this why recently in the UK, mothers who have stayed at home to look after their newborns 
have been victimised as being a drain on the system and should go out to work? When we look at 
our young children, and many do have imaginary friends and many do see the greater, and more 
often the lesser reality of our creation, is it not vitally important that the child receives the 
constant love and companionship from its mother during the early years? Could the absence of 
this allow the child to turn to its ‘imaginary friends’, these lost souls, as a source of love and 
companionship instead? Is this why children suddenly ‘lose’ their imaginary friends at a 
youngish age? Because these lost souls have finally ‘melded’ with the child’s soul, or more 
correctly, possessed the child’s weakened energy fields? Could this also explain how some 
young children seem to turn from being mommy’s little angels into uncontrollable devils literally 
overnight? Does constant love and support from the mother and the father help the child to fend 
off these parasitic lost souls and thought-forms? You bet it does, which is why family values are 
being broken apart today by people in authority who are being manipulated and controlled by the 
imbalanced fears of the attachments to their energy fields. 
 
If reincarnation was spiritually genuine and each newborn baby was born with a soul from this 
alleged spiritual reality with karmic issues to resolve, as the Archons would have us believe, then 
these reincarnated or newborn souls would not be a threat to the Archons. So why do the 
Archons fear each newborn child so much and do what they do to them by weakening their 
energy fields? 
 
The only reason the Chief Archon and his entourage of imbalanced thought-forms fear 
newborn babies is because in all cases the newborn baby is born with a completely new and 
pure soul, and this soul is a perfect reflection of the spiritual light. This is the true reality. 
 
This new soul inherits passive thoughts/feelings from the mother while in the womb, just as the 
immune system inherits passive protection, then when the soul is born it is subjected to its 
surroundings and all of life’s influences. That said, it should not include possession by an 
archon-controlled lost soul or insidious thought form.  
 
So we can see that reincarnation is based on a lie that exists only in the illusory afterlife, the 
Astral Realms of the Archons. A reincarnated lost soul is merely a parasite feeding off a human 
soul and its energy fields. It is an impostor and it enjoys its ‘reincarnation’ by possessing or 
hanging onto the shirttails of a human living soul.  
 
This may seem harsh especially as these lost souls are not aware of the discomfort they are 
causing their hosts because they have been so well programmed and conditioned into believing 
otherwise. Dr Modi discovered that the entity-type of attachment was openly honest about its 
role in occupying the body. In fact, they were quite arrogant and belligerent about the chaos, 
destruction, pain and suffering they could cause and that they were there to also block out the 
light itself. Contrast this with the lost soul attachment who firmly believes they are in the body to 
help. Yet we can see from Breana’s experience that even though her father joined her through his 
love for his daughter to ‘help her’, it was his ‘lost’ soul that was responsible for her pain and 
suffering. 
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But this is exactly how the Archons want it to be and why they programme these lost souls this 
way. The Archons play on the main weakness of the human form - the emotional body. By 
programming lost souls in this way (sometimes perceived as spirit guides as we covered in the 
last chapter), whenever they are contacted by whatever means, these lost souls impart 
information that the Archons want us to hear. This offers us some comfort knowing aunt Abigail 
made it safely to the ‘other side’ and is happy in her new ‘spiritual home’. These lost souls also 
impart information on this false spirit world making it out to be the real spirit world and how 
wonderful it is, again appealing directly to the emotional body. All the programming of the lost 
souls in this way serves only one purpose: It convinces us humans to believe once again in the 
false reality of the Archons and make it easier for them to capture our soul when it leaves the 
physical body.  
 
In short, we are conditioned to fear one aspect of this astral reality  the Devil - and look to the 
other aspect – God - for our salvation. Unfortunately, the outcome of both is exactly the same: 
belief in the Astral Lords and their false afterlife. Could this Astral dualism used to try and 
convince us of its legitimacy be the origin of the ‘divide and conquer’ method of control that we 
see being used in the physical reality today? 
 
So both the ‘entities’ and the ‘lost souls’ serve the Archons with the same purpose; which is to 
cause pain, suffering and block out access to the light. The entities know this, yet the lost souls 
do not, believing they are sharing with us the message of God and the Spirit World, and thus 
helping mankind. And we buy into it through the weakness of our emotional body, which, as we 
know, the ego likes to control. 
 
We would all like to believe our aunt Abigail is safe in the afterlife, but the simple truth is that 
the soul of somebody’s aunt Abigail will fall into the clutches of the Archons and end up in this 
astral reality where it will be programmed into serving the wishes of the Archons. Unless we can 
understand that this is actually happening and accept it and deal with it, we cannot be of any help 
to these lost souls, can we? Believing or choosing to believe these lost souls and believing in this 
false spirit world will only strengthen the thought-forms and their reality, making it even more 
difficult to free these souls. (We will look at how we can help these lost souls later) 
 
We can also see that any past life experiences we may have or have had, is to do with lost soul 
and/or entity attachments and are nothing to do with the real spiritual us at all, because none of 
us living humans have had a past life. If we are living in the physical body then our true soul is a 
brand new one. We just have uninvited squatters sitting in our energy fields who would have it 
believed otherwise. This does not mean there is no life after physical death for the soul. There is, 
but not in the way it is portrayed by these lost souls. The true spirit world is nothing like the false 
one we find described in the plethora of books on the market at the moment about the soul, 
heaven and reincarnation, and we’ll cover this in another chapter. 
 
We can also see that many of our present symptoms of pain and suffering are once again nothing 
to do with us but are due to the presence of these attachments and we are merely experiencing 
their illness and disease from their past life/lives. As we know, pain and suffering, illness and 
disease is an imbalance, and an imbalance in nature is showing us that something is very wrong. 
Therefore, it is not right that these thought-forms and lost souls should be in our bodies sharing 
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their imbalances, programmed false beliefs and their suffering with us. This just stops us from 
holding onto or remembering our spiritual light and our spiritual worth. 
 
In short, Karma is a product of the astral imbalance we have created over time, which we inherit 
or are born into when the Spiritual Light incarnates into the physical body, as we covered in 
chapter Three. Karma is also a result of prostituting the soul outside of the body: i.e. when we 
look externally for the answers and when we willingly open up our energy fields and allow these 
astral imbalances and lost souls to enter our sacred space, we will suffer the consequences. 
Karma is all about these thought-forms and lost souls sharing their imbalanced ‘memories’ and 
their suffering with us and coercing us to believe it is necessary.  
 
But as we know, that is NOT how it is meant to be and why Jesus, for example, taught about the 
resurrection of the soul through the inner journey, whereby absolutely anybody could achieve 
Christ Consciousness in this physical lifetime. Not through the illusion of reincarnating 
thousands of times as a parasitic lost soul. Karma in the form of reincarnation and past lives 
relates only to lost souls and thought-forms from the astral reality, or the illusory afterlife as 
I call it. Karmic beliefs are what stop us from being spiritual and what prevent us from 
remembering our Light Source. 
 
In order for the Archons to deceive and catch more souls when they leave the physical body, they 
have had to ‘influence’ the thinking and beliefs of the lawmakers into rewriting historical, 
religious, spiritual and new age beliefs that would then entice the people into believing that this 
false God was THE real God and his Astral Reality was THE true spirit world. Hence this Astral 
Reality has been feeding us imbalanced beliefs and stories and controlling us for thousands and 
thousands of years, to the extent that the majority of the people of the world today have come to 
believe in this false god, and that his false creation, the cabala et al, and all his false spirits, 
angels and imbalanced thought-forms, are the genuine article. 
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These false beliefs continued to be channelled by the lawmakers and forced upon all around 
them through the Church, and those who spoke in opposition of these beliefs were quite simply 
done away with. All opposition was dutifully removed and older and wiser teachings that were 
contrary to these new beliefs were destroyed. Eventually the spiritual beginnings and potential of 
humans and the recollection that we are Light Beings in our own right – Immortal Man or Light-
endowed Adam – was virtually removed from history. As more and more people bought into 
these illusory beliefs, this eventually strengthened the veil or shadow between our origins and 
our conscious mind. And so mankind was placed into a state of deep spiritual sleep, being fed 
religiously and spiritually by the imbalanced thought-forms and lost souls from the Astral 
Reality.  
 
Today, it is no different; we have people ‘channelling’ information from the Ashtar Command, 
the Galactic Confederation, the Council of Nine, the Ascended Masters or Tee Bop The Barmy 
One. 
 
What is ironic in all of this is that the Devil that religious people are so fearful of, is the 
very same god they worship and aspire to. That is how clever the illusion is. 
 
 
 
 

Spirit World 
Vibration of 10 

Unconditional Love 

ONENESS 

God/Satan: Yaltabaoth, Yahweh, Jehovah 
 

Karma: Eternal Life through reincarnation 
 

Past Lives and Pain and Suffering 
 

History, the Cabala and rewritten religious 
and spiritual beliefs 

 
ET Gods and their Spiritual Hierarchy and 

other New Age beliefs 
 

The limit of most Human 
Consciousness today, which has 

been subtly directed into the 
Astral Thought Form Reality 

 
The Prison or the ‘Middle Place’ 

for Lost Souls. 
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Reflections: 
 
What does all this mean? Well, basically it means that 99% of what we perceive to be truth today 
actually comes from the Astral Reality and its imbalanced thought-forms and lost souls. It means 
that 99% of religious, spiritual and new age teachings are also founded upon this astral reality 
and are based upon the lie. It means that human consciousness and beliefs – and therefore their 
actions, thoughts and lives – are based upon this lie which has been channelled into the 
lawmakers’ consciousness and then imposed upon us as truth. It means we have been spoon-fed 
information which leads us humans into creating the very environment that these thought-forms 
need to exist in. It means we humans have allowed ourselves to become energy-food for these 
thought-forms and lost souls and it means it is we that are giving them life by allowing them to 
control our thinking, our actions, and most importantly, our beliefs and our spiritual direction. 
 
Probably one of the most descriptive drawings I’ve seen that describes this control of our 
spirituality is as follows, though it must be stated that the people who are using it on their web 
site are actually stating that this is the true reality and this is descriptive of the real spirit world. 
So they are seeing it on one level but because they have no experience of the greater reality they 
perceive this to be the only reality there is. Which is just how the Archons would like us to 
perceive it. 
 

Astral Thought Form Reality Created by Imbalanced Thoughts and 
Beliefs where most ‘channelled’ information comes from 

 
The Illusory Afterlife, the Middle Place as Jesus called it where 

Souls are taken by theft or led to by deceit. 
 

The False Spirit world described as the real spirit world we find in 
many books on the Soul today. 

 
The Thought-Form area of God versus Satan where 99% of human 

consciousness is at the moment 

Spirit World 
Vibration of 10 

Unconditional Love 

ONENESS 
Knowledge of this true Spiritual 
Reality has been lost in our 
conditioned consciousness today 
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This image26 is very symbolic of how 
we are all affected and controlled by this 
Astral Reality and the thought-
forms/lost souls in it. They are just 
trying to preserve their own imbalanced 
existence and they can only do this by 
controlling and manipulating the very 
consciousness that represents a threat to 
them – our human spiritual 
consciousness. 
 
At the end of the day, if we stop 
believing in them and fearing them, we 
stop providing them with the 
‘imbalance’ they need to survive. In 
short, we stop feeding them and then 
they can no longer exist. This is why 
they fear us so much and do what they 
do to us. To them we are, symbolically, 
their batteries, their source of energy and 
survival. 
 
Our Spiritual Light is far greater than 
their illusory one, and when we truly see 
through this charade by looking within, 
instead of without into their world, we 

see their world for what it is and we are able to stop the manipulation of our consciousness. This 
is the beginning of the process by which we can resurrect our soul. 
 
We can now probably better understand the importance of looking within for the answers 
compared with the very real dangers of looking externally for them as we have covered 
throughout these writings.  
 
Looking At It From Another Perspective: 
 
It is interesting also that in Dr. Rick Strassman’s research experiments into the effects of N,N-
dimethyltryptamine (DMT), an extremely short-acting psychedelic, he discovered that the 
experiences of his subjects were pretty much in keeping with their belief structures and their 
fears. Also, these beliefs and or fears seemed to play a part in whether the subjects’ 
soul/consciousness travelled externally into the Astral Reality and had disturbing experiences, or 
internally into a more spiritually relaxing and empowering experience. 
 
What surprised Dr Strassman was the number of reported and consistent experiences with aliens 
and alien abductions. Here it must be pointed out that each subject was in a hospital, on a bed 
and surrounded by medical staff and friends/partners throughout this clinical trial into the effects 
of psychedelic drugs. 
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‘Our culture is fascinated with the alien abduction experience. Psychiatrist John Mack 

has published many reports from “abductees,” people whom he now calls “experiencers,” in his 
books Abduction and Passport to the Cosmos. 
 ‘As the event begins, Mack says, “consciousness is disturbed by a bright light, humming 
sounds, strange bodily vibrations or paralysis…or the appearance of one or more humanoid or 
even human-appearing strange beings in their environment.” Mack emphasizes the sense of high-
frequency vibrations many abductees report, which may cause them to feel as if they are coming 
apart at the molecular level. 
 ‘Some find themselves in familiar environments, like a “park with swings,” and figures 
“emerge” out of the background. Abductees also often find themselves on some type of 
examining or treatment table. Experiencers are absolutely under the aliens’ control. Despite the 
obviously unexpected and bizarre nature of what they are undergoing, there is no doubt in their 
minds that it is really happening. Thus, they describe their experiences as “more than real.” 
 ‘Varying degrees of anxiety occur in this preliminary stage, especially if it feels as if 
one’s consciousness is separating from the body. For many, the experience of fear is by itself 
somehow transformative. “Letting go” into the terror seems to change the nature of the 
experience from negative to positive. The individual may “float” or otherwise make their way 
“into a curved enclosure that appears to contain computer-like and other technical equipment.” 
Once the person arrives, “strange beings are seen busily moving around doing tasks the 
experiencers do not really understand.” Abductees commonly report seeing energy-filled tunnels 
and cylinders of light in these environments. 
 ‘The “typical” alien looks like ones portrayed commonly in the media: large head, skinny 
body, big eyes, small or no mouth, gray skin. However, Mack also reports frequent descriptions 
of reptiles, mantises, and spiders. 
 ‘Some abductees feel there is some kind of neuropsychological reprogramming, or an 
enormously rapid transfer of information between the beings and the experiencer. Aliens may 
communicate using a language of universal symbols rather than sounds or words. 
 ‘Many abductees report a complicated scenario revolving around the aliens using their 
reproductive machinery to breed “human-alien hybrids.” However, Mack reports that the hybrid 
project “is by no means all that happens…They may be gazed at closely…and otherwise 
examined, probed and monitored. Sometimes the experiencers feel that their health is being 
followed, especially through ano-rectal and colonic examinations, and they even report 
healings…On other occasions, the experiencers report probes being inserted into their brains 
through the nose or ears, and the eyes, and they may feel that their psyche has been 
transformed…Implants are inserted under the skin…and they may feel certain that these 
represent some sort of tracking or monitoring devices.” 
 ‘Abductees report “that the beings appear to be greatly interested in our physicality and 
emotionality, seeming, as is said of angels, to envy our embodiment…they need something that 
only human love can provide.” This may even take the form of alien-human sexual encounters. 
These experiences “can range from cold and bodiless to ecstatic, beyond what is known to them 
in earthly love.” 
 ‘As Mack describes, the “experience of connection between one or more of the alien 
beings and the abductees with whom they relate is a powerful and consistent aspect of the 
experience…Commonly the initial memories…are of cold, indifferent contacts in which the 
aliens (especially the gray or praying-mantis-like beings) render the person altogether helpless.” 
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It is common for abductees to feel as if there is one alien in particular with whom they have a 
special relationship. It’s as if this alien is “in charge.” 
 ‘The relationship may later evolve into a greater sense of familiarity, meaningful 
connection, and even love between the abductee and the alien. Several of Mack’s subjects report 
that they are “greeted” by the aliens when they emerge into their reality; the aliens say 
telepathically, “Welcome back!” Some report life-long series of encounters beginning in 
childhood.  
 ‘Experiencers often report that the aliens are urgently notifying them that the Earth is in 
danger. Their abduction relates to this, inasmuch as they either provide reproductive material for 
the hybrid project or decide to spread the message of environmental degradation to a wider 
audience. 
 ‘As Mack’s work with his subjects has progressed, he notes another common, perhaps 
even basic, element of the abduction experience. This is the transformational and spiritual nature 
of the encounter: “the collapse of space/time perception, a sense of entering other dimensions of 
reality or universes…a feeling of connection with all of creation.” Abductees’ sense of belonging 
in that realm may be so acute as to create a yearning for it – a desire “not to come back.” Many 
abductees no longer feared death. One even considered the idea of killing himself so that he 
could return to the blissful state he encountered during his abductions. 
 ‘The resemblance of Mack’s account of the alien abductions of “experiencers” to the 
contacts described by our own volunteers is undeniable. How can anyone doubt, after 
reading our accounts in these last two chapters, that DMT elicits “typical” alien 
encounters? If presented with a record of several of our research subject’s accounts, with 
all references to DMT removed, could anyone distinguish our reports from those of a group 
of abductees?’ 18 
 
The answer would be no. Let us remind ourselves that DMT is produced naturally in the body, in 
fact by the Pineal gland in the brain. All the subjects who had these ‘very real’ experiences of 
alien abductions were at all times during these abductions in a hospital room, laid on a bed and 
surrounded by people. There were no physical space ships or physical aliens whatsoever. They 
had merely been given DMT intravenously and had had a typical psychedelic ‘trip’ or out-of-
body experience (OOBE). 
 
So what exactly is happening here? The volunteers in Dr Strassman’s trials were simply having a 
typical outer or inner body experience where the soul/consciousness either travels externally into 
the astral reality of imbalanced thought-forms where the experience can be frightening, or into 
the inner reality of spiritual light where the experience is one of perfect bliss. People’s beliefs 
and fears obviously played a part in where they journeyed to, and the experiences they had. In all 
cases, these people said their experience felt very real and in many cases, more than real. 
 
Let us return to Dr. Modi’s work. You may remember that Dr Modi accidentally discovered that 
there were lost souls and entity attachments present in the vast majority of her patients. She also 
discovered that because they were in the body she could enter in to conversation with them with 
the permission of the patient. When conversing with what she termed entity attachments, she 
found that they were told to steer clear of the Light, as it would destroy them. These entities also 
relate the ‘fallen angel’ story we find in many ancient texts. So again, we have confirmation that 
this all took place in the astral realms and this whole God vs the Devil thing was established in 
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the Astral Reality, as both were fighting for who would have total control over human 
consciousness. Why, because, without this control, neither the God thought-form, nor the Satan 
thought-form, could survive. 
 
Keeping within the context of Dr Strassman’s work and alien abductions, Dr Modi with over 
fifteen years work in her field, built up a record of the various devices these thought-forms used 
in the Astral Reality to control and manipulate human souls/consciousness. If we recall from 
Mack’s account and Dr Strassman’s accounts in his book, these people who travel into the astral 
world of thought-forms often record being experimented upon, having implants inserted into 
their brains, through the nose or eyes and generally felt as though they were being monitored. 
Here is a brief summary of some of the tools used by these astral thought-forms, as identified 
through the work of Dr Modi: 
 

There are ‘physical displacement devices’ which can affect joints, bones and nerves 
amongst other uses and they can either be ‘passive’ or ‘active.’ They also use devices 
‘resembling a radio receiver’ where the entities can ‘broadcast’ thoughts and information to the 
device and then into the person. Other devices used are a ‘silver rod,’ a ‘focusing dish’ whereby 
the thoughts of these thought-forms can be used to influence a human, and ‘wave’ and ‘standing 
wave machines’ used once again to influence the thoughts of a human. 
 There are also ‘black energy absorbers’ which is a substance these thought-forms use to 
‘coat different parts of the body, primarily the nervous system, and interferes with its 
functioning. It also interferes with spiritual impulses from the Light, and blocks out the light 
itself.’ They use ‘Black umbrellas or curtains’ which they place between the person and the 
Light. These thought-forms also use ‘plates’, ‘hoods’, ‘clamps’,’ screws’, ‘muzzles’, various 
types of ‘transmitters’, and ‘microphones’, ‘bars’ and a whole range of other tools to try and 
control us. Dr Modi discovered the ‘effects of the devices’ were the same as those of a 
possessing thought-form but not quite ‘as strong and pronounced’. In fact these thought-forms 
could ‘create practically every type of device for any and every purpose.’ 
 
The devices and techniques being used by these thought-forms are very similar to those 
experienced by people having an out-of-body-alien-abduction experience and Dr Modi also 
reported that these thought-forms have set up ‘Command centers, observation centers and 
communication centers’, which again are similar to many places the soul find itself when out of 
the body. As I have mentioned in earlier writings these thought-forms can appear in any disguise 
they wish and this is also something Dr Modi discovered. As well as appearing in their normal 
forms such as, ‘a dragon,’ ‘a gargoyle,’ ‘like a monster,’ a being ‘who is part human and part 
animal,’ ‘a being in a black robe with hood covering face,’ just like the Keepers we covered 
earlier, or ‘like a lizard, snake, bat, cat, spider,’ and ‘like mythological animals.’ They can also 
appear like the following: 
 ‘…as beings of the Light with white robes and loving eyes like an angel, or other beings 
of the Light, even as God. They can create an illusion of light in them and around them. They are 
even able to communicate in a loving way briefly, but they cannot stay in that form for more 
than a few seconds to a few minutes.’ 19  
 
Even though these thought-forms can and do appear as false gods and angels of the light, they 
are still wearing robes, therefore they are ‘clothed’, which as we know denotes imbalance, or 
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soul-endowed only, and lacking in spiritual light. This is why it is so important to experience the 
inner light we are, and the light that is all things living, because then, and only then, can we tell 
the difference, and there is no mistaking the two, believe me. 
 
Dr Modi also found that many of the ‘souls’ she interacted with talked about being connected, 
‘…first to one of the Godheads and then to God with a silver cord. They claim that through the 
silver cord, there is a constant communication between us, the Godhead, and God. Through these 
silver cords our prayers are heard, and we also get guidance from them.’ 20  
 
This is interesting, as a few years ago in a meditation I came across the typical archetypal God, 
White Robe, beard, the works. This ‘god’ was standing above me and I couldn’t seem to get any 
higher up this crevice on the mountain. Then I noticed what appeared to be a rope hanging down 
from god and I thought ‘jolly good, the chap is trying to help me up’. When I went to grab hold 
of this ‘rope’ I noticed that on the end was a plunger/suction type device and numerous wriggly 
things were protruding out of this plunger. This plunger then tried to attach to me as if it had a 
life of its own, which felt unnatural to me and so I resisted. I could not tell whether it was trying 
to attach to my Assemblage Point or my Navel area, as I didn’t remain still long enough to find 
out. I asked the Light for help and two Light Beings came to my right hand side and guided me 
up and beyond this ‘god’ who was trying to attach something to me. From that day onwards my 
meditations became much clearer. 
 
Is this how the ‘reincarnated’ lost soul is monitored and controlled by the Archons? Is this also 
another method by which the ‘alien’ and other thought-forms feed information into the human 
soul; one which has had an out-of-body experience where they have been experimented on? 
Could this also be the origin of the belief in ‘…cutting our Karmic ties…’? Yet I digress. 
 
We can understand from the foregoing that the vast majority of people who have had an alien 
abduction experience were merely having an out-of-body experience where the 
soul/consciousness has travelled into the astral realms, and depending on their beliefs and fears, 
they have come across alien or other types of thought-forms. This can happen for many reasons: 
sleep paralysis, incorrect meditation, too much alcohol, lack of sleep, and of course the many 
drugs available today. It is mentioned in a previous chapter that these same experiences of alien 
abduction can be introduced into people’s psyche when subjected to various EMF fields. This 
may well account for some of the other abductee experiences, especially where military 
personnel appear behind the pseudo-alien exterior. These experiences are also very, very real to 
all these people, just as they were very real to the people in the DMT trial who never moved 
from the hospital bed. And there hangs the paradox of what is really true: the experience, or what 
we perceive the experience to be? 
 
We know from this series of articles just how clever these Archons (thought-forms) are. As 
belief in their false god has waned over the years it has become imperative that they re-invent 
themselves to preserve their existence. Why though pick on alien thought-forms and reinvent 
God as an ET alien? Could this whole alien thing come from one of the oldest symbolic forms of 
the inner journey? To those people who have journeyed inwards they will be aware, as we have 
covered in the earlier parts of these writings, that we present ourselves in a symbolic form, as 
many different beings or aspects of our self to convey the message or teaching at the time. One 
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of the commonest beings of light we meet has a large head, big black eyes, small body, arms and 
legs. A very good friend of mine, Veronica, used to meet this type of being often on her inner 
journey. Because of the large black eyes she fondly referred to this being as ‘Blinky’ because it 
had no eyelids. ‘Blinky’ was in fact her emotional body which taught her from time to time about 
many things, and ‘Blinky’ also led her to other realms and meetings with other beings.  
 
To people who are unaware of what happens on the inner journey, and the fact that the ‘inner’ is 
reflected outwards into the external reality, the appearance or experience of meeting a ‘Blinky’, 
internally or externally, could easily be misconstrued as representing an experience with the 
‘typical’ archetypal alien/grey being that has been instilled into the consciousness and beliefs of 
many people today. 
 
We may remember from Chapter Four how when we experience that immense part of oneself or 
another - the Light Being we are - due to our conditioning we can turn that wonderful experience 
into something we have been conditioned into believing it was. So instead of this profound 
experience remaining an experience of self or the self of others, it is turned into an experience of 
an angel, something separate to and beyond our human capabilities. So, could this alien grey be 
something similar too? As people were beginning to meditate more and experience these 
different aspects of their inner light, were some of these people also experiencing a ‘Blinky’? 
Would this have worried the Archons and the authorities so much that they deliberately created 
the alien grey thought-form, so that when and if people experienced this part of their inner light 
they would believe it was once again ‘external’ to them and was an alien being from another 
Galaxy? Children, who naturally see energies external to them would also be able to see a 
‘Blinky’ outside of theirs and other peoples bodies, just as we would witness it in a meditation? 
As ‘Blinky’ is a part of our inner light, a ‘Blinky’ would naturally lead us to other places and 
other beings. Has belief in the alien grey thought-form been deliberately introduced into our 
psyche to stop us from realising that this was indeed happening? So now when people or children 
meet or see this part of their inner selves they believe it is an alien and once again separate to 
them and therefore something to fear, or be subservient to in the case of the ET God? 
 
Today, of course, with the millions of people believing that aliens exist, we DO have many types 
of alien thought-forms which can also be seen external to us, through either ‘sight’ or whilst 
having an out-of-body experience, as evidenced by Dr Strassman’s work with DMT. 
 
We know that the Archons are very clever and they teach lost souls to be more intellectual, that 
the Mind is all there is, and that the premise or conditioned belief of the lost soul when it is sent 
down to a body prepared for itself, is for the lost soul to take control of the mind of the human 
and ‘improve’ it with the beliefs of the Archons. We know that the Archons create an 
imbalanced thought-form equivalent to whatever represents the truth to confuse people and lead 
them astray. In the afterlife they can appear as our mother, father, wife, husband, daughter or 
son, or in whatever form they choose to fool us and capture the soul when it leaves the physical 
body. So the explanation given above for the creation of the belief in aliens into the 
consciousness of humans may not be too far from the mark at all. 
 
There is all manner of new ‘information’ and ‘ideas’ coming out today on aliens, the ET God and 
so forth, as we have discovered throughout these writings. Let us examine one recent book on 
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this subject. The Bible code II – The Sequel. The first Bible Code book alleged to have 
uncovered a secret code in the Bible, which uncovered secret meanings of the Bible which were 
of great importance to humanity. Yet this allegation was proven to be a fraud: not in the sense 
that the ‘information’ was not found in the Bible, but in the sense that the same principle could 
be applied to any large work of literature and you could literally find whatever you went looking 
for. The following is an extract taken from the Daily Mail letters page shortly after publication of 
this book: 
 
“Michael Drosnin’s assertion that his Bible code had been ‘confirmed’ by two ‘leading 
mathematicians’ isn’t quite accurate. After it was published in Mathematical Statistics in 1994, it 
wasn’t long before rebuttals were published in other journals. Chief among the critics was 
Professor Brendan McKay, who showed that even the King James Version of the Bible 
contained this so-called ‘code’ and could yield results based on the same skip pattern. Prof. 
McKay repeated his experiments with War And Peace, with similar results. In 1996, Drosnin 
said in an interview with Time Magazine that if McKay could produce a prophecy from Moby 
Dick, he would change his tune.” 
 
“But, oddly, when Mckay produced not one but hundreds of examples from Moby Dick, not only 
did Drosnin not withdraw the book, he went on to write another volume. “McKay has 
demonstrated that any sufficiently large random sequence can be used in this way to produce 
strings of data. The ‘Bible code’ doesn’t exist – it is an invention by Drosnin to make a fortune 
out of gullibility and fear.” 21  
 
All Professor McKay’s work on this subject can be found on his web site. Type in his full name 
in Google and his web site will come up 
 
In this new book, the Bible Code II, serialised in many newspapers over the world, along with 
the usual suspects of apocalyptic times ahead, is also the underlying message being planted into 
the psyche of the people that Alien UFOs seeded us humans with DNA sent to earth in a 
spaceship – all encoded in the Bible of course. Plus, plenty more of the same to boot. 
 
Here we go again. Same old conditioning, so just as our ancestors were brainwashed into 
believing the god of the Bible was a real god, through the media today and other means, the 
Archons are seeding the belief of ET Alien Spiritual Gods (our so-called creators) into our 
consciousness to prime us and set us up for their spiritual return to earth. There has been a mass 
media coverage lately of all things alien, from ancient paintings allegedly containing objects that 
were, we are informed, obviously UFOs (some look like clouds to me, but hey, what do I 
know?), to the return of the ET God via the Bible code, the Council of Nine and everything else 
we have covered in these writings, to comets allegedly being blown up over Turkey by Alien 
UFOs to help save the world from ultimate destruction. When I downloaded the footage of this 
alleged event in Turkey, it was exactly as I had seen in many meteorite storms, and the ‘moving, 
flashing light’ was merely a reflection of the recording, or low battery light, of the camcorder.   
 
Can we see yet again the link here between the old illusion of ‘religion and god’ being succinctly 
tied up with the proposed alien ‘ET god’ religion of the future through the Bible? A smooth 
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passover (no pun intended) from the old illusion to the new, with the minimum of fuss. And we 
still get to thump the same book too. 
 
Let’s face it, the Bible Code II has to convince us that this principle, this coding, does not apply 
to other works and that the odds of this occurring in the Bible are astronomical, otherwise 
nobody would buy it. To the average Joe & Josephine Soap, they would not know any different, 
so some are likely to take the author at his word. So, let us look at it from a different angle: 
 
We have millions of people who devoutly believe in the Bible who wholeheartedly believe it is 
God’s word. So, how can the elite persuade these wonderful people to believe this God whom 
they hold in such high esteem is actually a scaly-green alien and actually comes from the Star 
System 2-4-Fetched-2-B-Leve? 
 
They couldn’t. So what would be the best way for the Archon/Illuminati to achieve their 
objective? 
 
By using the very Bible that these people are so subservient to and hold in such esteem.  
 
And how would they do that? By convincing these people (and us for that matter) that the very 
Bible they believe is God’s Gospel Truth is (was) secretly encoded with important information 
directly from God. Information that could only be revealed when the time of Armageddon was 
upon us! 
 
This ties everything up nicely between the old apocalyptic religion and the proposed new alien 
ET God religion without upsetting too many people’s faith in the process. This way people can 
still believe in the Bible with a new admiration for God’s cleverness, and hey, many people may 
even become convinced that it is true. 
 
Job well done; now back to wiping out the useless eaters. New religion further installed into the 
psyche of the people by the Archons. Understand the Beast and you understand how the illusion 
operates. 
 
Interim thoughts: 
 
Dr Modi should be commended for her work in taking regressive hypnotherapy a stage further. 
By identifying lost souls and thought-form attachments as being responsible for our past life 
experiences and some of our pain and suffering, we now have modern-day corroboration of 
something our ancestors were very aware of. However, I would like to hope that this is just the 
beginning of some serious investigation into these issues. Most of the ‘spiritual reality’ described 
in Dr Modi’s book still refers to the astral reality, yet is depicted as the real spirit world or God’s 
Heaven. When Dr Modi has removed the entities and the lost souls back to the light, she 
converses with what she believes to be the original soul of the body, and this soul is describing 
exactly the same spiritual reality and Heaven, the cleansing process, the preparation for rebirth 
etc., that the lost souls are describing in Dr Newton’s work. We know the ‘souls’ in Dr Newton’s 
studies are lost souls from the astral afterlife biding their time until they can enter the host 
through the Archons’ promise of reincarnation. Therefore, I believe that the soul that remains 
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after this ‘cleansing’ that Dr Modi is conversing with, is a lost soul that has merely taken the 
ascendancy in the host body.  
 
What we need to be able to do is enter into conversation with the soul that developed naturally 
with the body. We could start by asking to speak to this original soul. Though, because of the 
ascendancy gained by the occupying soul, this soul may not play ball. Here we could ask the 
Light for help, and ask this occupying soul to look inside itself and find the Light. It can do this 
because it is occupying a human body that is animated by the Light. When the occupying soul 
has become ‘balanced’ we should then be able to enter into conversation with the original soul of 
the body. Then we could expect to get some true answers from this ‘displaced soul’ about what 
has actually happened to it since birth, and the real actions and intentions of the occupying lost 
soul. Then, and only then, will we be able to gain information to help more people see through 
the deceit we have been subjected to for thousands of years by these Archons with their tricks 
and programming. 
 
We should also be asking more about this ‘law of secrecy’ to see if there is any more information 
we can glean from these lost souls. We have to break down the ‘brainwashing’ and the 
‘programming’ they have been subjected to first. Then we may find out some very real answers 
to what is going on in this astral prison – the middle place. We could also ask these souls to 
really look at the ‘keepers’ and specifically where their faces should be. This may help to open 
up the conditioning that the captured soul has been subjected to and thus encourage more 
revealing information on this reality they believe is ‘home’. There are many, many different 
approaches we could adopt to help us understand this false reality better and share this 
knowledge with others. It is prudent that we begin to ask the right questions and search for the 
right answers instead of blindly believing everything we are told, which is exactly how the 
Archons desire it. 
 
During the writings of this series of articles there have been a number of occasions whereby 
something on an energy level has tried to prevent me from sharing this information with people. 
Writing this chapter has been no different. Something had been trying to interfere with my crown 
chakra. I always ask and meditate for understanding from the Light, and why certain events may 
be happening. So, a little while ago I lay down, placed the Harmonisers on my body to relax and 
promptly fell asleep. During this brief sleep I felt my crown chakra gripped by some sharp talons 
and the pain was so intense it felt as if my brain had been caught in a vice that was turning 
tighter and tighter. My natural reaction was to place my hands up and protect myself. As I was 
doing this I heard the words in my mind: ‘You will not write this article’, repeated many times 
and I felt myself saying ‘I will not write this article’. Then a voice came from deep within me 
and said relax, leave this to me. I pulled my arms down and immediately relaxed. The thought-
form attached to my crown chakra was then removed, my crown chakra was repaired and 
everything settled down. 
 
I wondered about this experience and why I had ‘suffered’ the pain. I realised that I was 
experiencing exactly how these thought-forms work to influence the mind. Through the pain I 
felt and the ‘instructions’ this attachment was feeding me, I understood from an experiential 
point of view just how important the crown chakra in humans is to these thought-forms. I then 
fully understood why in so many religious, spiritual, new age and energy-healing teachings, we 
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are conditioned to open up our crown chakra (and sometimes others too) and bring in God’s 
energy, the angelic energy, the universal energy, the purple ray, or Reiki, or Tera Mai, and all the 
other ‘illuminating’ energies that are supposedly here to ‘help us’ or ‘save us’ from ourselves. 
When we connect with the inner spiritual light we are, we connect automatically with the 
spiritual light outside of us naturally, and without having to open up any of our chakras. 
 
The crown chakra is the thought-forms much favoured method of entry into the human spirit, 
because from here they can control our thoughts and beliefs more easily. I’ve always known this 
and I’ve talked about this in these writings, but this experience of the pain and the brief 
awareness of the conditioning of my mind showed me exactly how important it is for us NOT 
to deliberately open up our crown chakra, or allow anybody else to do it for us. 
 
Here is what Dr Modi wrote in her book: ‘In hands-on healing, a therapist or any other person 
who has the gift of healing hands and has given intent to become a channel for God’s love, light, 
and healing can heal patients in person or from a distance. In such cases, the healers act as a 
vessel, and God’s Light enters through the crown chakra (an energy centre at the top of the head) 
and flows down through their arms and hands, to the patient who needs healing. In this process, 
through God’s Light the problems can be healed and dark beings inside the patient can be 
transformed into the Light and released to the Light. Reiki healing is an example of hands-on 
healing.’ 22 I am not sure whether these comments represent the beliefs of her patients, are her 
own beliefs, or a mixture of the two. However, they do represent a belief the Archons have 
imbedded into our consciousness. 
 
In Western Reiki the first chakra to be opened up is the Crown Chakra, followed by the third-
eye, throat and heart chakras and external imbalanced energies (perceived as being the ‘Reiki’ 
energy - even though no such thing exists as we have discovered) are brought into the person 
being ‘attuned’. Western Reiki literally opens up people’s energy fields and allows external 
energies to enter at an increased rate. This imbalance in an individual is further compounded by 
the use of the unbalanced Reiki ‘symbols’ we covered in earlier chapters, which, as we know 
from the last chapter, were conspicuous only by their absence in the True Origins of Reiki as 
taught by Usui-sensei. Each ‘Degree’ or ‘Level’ of Reiki ‘attunements’ increases the amount of 
external energy brought into the individual’s energy field.  
 
In Tera Mai, a system of healing developed by a Reiki Master, Kathleen Milner, the crown 
chakra and others are allegedly opened up wider than in standard Western Reiki attunements, 
therefore, allowing even more so-called external ‘higher energies’ to enter the person’s energy 
field. This is why Tera Mai is ‘claimed’ by the ‘inventor’ to be superior to ‘ordinary’ Western-
Usui-Reiki. As the practise of Tera Mai would appear to create more unbalanced energies 
(attachments) in a person’s energy field through opening up the chakras more, therefore creating 
more problems for the person’s soul/consciousness to deal with, then in a non-spiritual sense, 
this perceived ‘superiority’ to ordinary Reiki would indeed be correct, however, only in 
accordance with the Archons’ overall plan to keep us spiritually denied.  
 
In Kathleen’s own (revised) words this is how she came to develop Tera Mai: ‘In 1991, I had a 
consciousness-raising experience where by my physical body and conscious mind were in the 
Otherworlds. The Higher Being who appeared told me that something had been left out of the 
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Reiki attunements that Takata passed down. Afterwards, when I attuned people as the Higher 
Being had instructed me to, the initiate's healing abilities were inevitably awakened or advanced 
considerably. Originally, I thought the man who appeared in orange robes and an afro was Sai 
Baba. Later, I found out differently. It was Buddha!” 23 

 
Interesting that after it was reported that Sai Baba was allegedly being investigated for possible 
paedophilia and fraud, the ‘origin’ of the Tera Mai ‘symbols’ and the attunement process, which 
had previously served Tera Mai so well – Sai Baba - was dramatically changed to Buddha! I 
wonder why? 
 
In view of what we have learnt in the last two chapters, especially from the ‘True Origins of 
Reiki’ as shared by Usui-sensei, which we covered in the last chapter, I feel we can understand 
exactly what reality Tera Mai comes from.  
 
These are just a few examples of where the crown chakra is deliberately opened up through 
methods of healing and enlightenment channelled from the Astral Reality into the minds of the 
external traveller. Just like circumcision of the flesh was ‘channelled’ into the minds of the early 
lawmakers. The simple reason for this is to allow or create an easy entry point for these 
imbalanced thought-forms to take up residence in our energy fields. There are plenty of other 
modalities, beliefs and practises, which do exactly the same. Now we know why!  
 
I cannot stress this advice strongly enough: Never ever deliberately open, or allow anybody 
else to open up your crown chakra, or any other chakra for that matter. If you come across 
this practise, be polite but firm, and walk away. 
 
Final thoughts: 
 
We may recall from the last chapter how the ‘soul’ or consciousness of humans can become 
caught up in the illusory afterlife (Astral Reality), is then ‘reborn’ so to speak, and buys more 
easily into the physical illusion again, thus becoming even more imbalanced, and that this ‘cycle’ 
of events can continue. We can understand now exactly how this happens. If the ‘lost soul’ or 
any other attachment gains the ascendancy in the human host, this ‘new soul’ will be led more 
easily into the Astral Reality, the false spirit world, where it will be programmed and 
brainwashed into carrying out the bidding of the Archons. When this ‘lost soul’ is then 
‘reincarnated’ into a body prepared for it, its programming allows previous imbalanced 
attachments to literally come along too, and if these attachments manage to ‘possess’ the new 
human soul, then they possess this soul with even more imbalance. If this ‘new soul’ is then led 
to the illusory afterlife after physical death, this process of increasing imbalance continues as 
more and more attachments are ‘reincarnated’ into a host they can possess. This can weaken the 
human energy field allowing more heinous thought-forms to attach, and so a human soul can 
gradually become even more imbalanced and separated from the light, leading to what we would 
consider as acts of evil, as we covered in the last chapter.  
 
It is interesting that over a hundred different ‘attachments’ have been found in some people who 
have undergone regressive hypnotherapy. 
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As we discovered in the last chapter, the lost souls living in this false spirit world still have what 
they believe to be ‘spirit guides’. We know from the last chapter that in this physical reality these 
‘lost souls’ are mistakenly perceived as ‘spirit guides’, and therefore the ‘spirit guides’ of these 
‘lost souls’ in the astral reality are merely the same attachments they had while living in the 
physical body. 
 
It is imperative that the Archons keep control of our thoughts through our belief systems; then 
they can control and manipulate our consciousness/soul and our actions and behaviour. This is 
why they use captured souls in the way that they do. If, or once, a ‘reincarnated’ lost soul gains 
the ascendancy in its human host, it can then manipulate this person into believing what the 
Archons want the person to believe in, and then this ‘message’ or ‘information’ the Archons are 
so desperate to instil into our human psyche is shared through books, workshops, healing 
modalities, religions and spiritual teachings, to name but a few avenues. This is why we have so 
many different beliefs in the world today, so many ‘truths’, simply to keep us occupied, divided 
and spiritually denied.  
 
Symbolically, if we were to place the people with all these different beliefs into one room, what 
would happen? We would have absolute carnage, world war three, four, five, six and seven as all 
these people firmly believe they, and only they, are the torch bearers of truth. This is EXACTLY 
why we have the problems we have in the world today: because 99% of us believe in something 
the Archons want us to believe in. That is why we keep on fighting each other and never get any 
closer to the truth. 
 
This is also why we have so many books today describing reincarnation, past lives, this false 
spirit world, God’s Heaven and the soul’s journey in the afterlife, because it is important for the 
Archons that we DO believe in this (their) reality. This is why people who are manipulated in 
this way, mostly unknowingly, by lost souls and thought-form attachments always portray the 
Archons’ Astral Reality as a wonderful place, a kind of Nirvana, or loving spirit world where we 
are taken care of, and looked after when the soul leaves the physical body. Afterall, how else 
could the Archons capture the soul if the soul didn’t believe in this wonderful reality in the 
first place? 
 
In essence, we have the Devil blamed for all the ills and woes of the world with explanations we 
can emotionally and logically relate to, and then we are cleverly manipulated into to asking this 
astral god to help us and save us. This is a classic diversionary tactic, problem-reaction-solution. 
Create the problem, the Devil. Then people react in fear and turn to the solution on offer, this 
astral thought-form god. So we are very cleverly steered into looking into, and asking, the astral 
reality for help. When we do this we are willingly inviting these imbalanced thought-forms into 
our energy fields and consciousness. Then we begin to believe this reality is the true reality and 
some of us then begin to ‘channel’ what we believe to be information from spiritual beings, not 
realising for one moment that we are channelling information that the Archons want us to repeat. 
 
Some books written by people who are being manipulated by their attachments are very cleverly 
written, and some are even beautifully written too. Yet they all contain an undertone of 
imbalance within them, which is easily recognised when we have connected with the inner light, 
and the ‘underlying’ message, the one hidden behind the ‘sugar-coating’ appeal to the emotional 
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weakness of the human body, is always one of believing in the Archons’ reality, or carrying out 
invocations or prayers that allow these imbalanced thought-forms to enter our energy field more 
easily.  
 
One such book is Christ Consciousness – Emergence of the Pure Self Within. It is a beautifully 
written book and a pleasure to read in parts. Yet it contains all the Archon’s programming, old 
and new. We have the problems created by the Devil and the turning-to-God-for-help we have 
covered in this chapter. We have the belief in past lives, the Cosmic Builders, plus Enlil and 
Enki, the Anunnaki, the ET Gods who created mankind (back to Sitchinism), the Qabala and the 
Tree Of Life (the promise of eternal life offered to souls by the Archons), and the whole 
externalisation of the truth. I quote: ‘The crown of our head…It is here that we find the long lost 
door to Divine Spirit and the gateway to the kingdom of heaven…It is also through this door on 
the crown of the head, that the masculine sacred force enters into the Tree of Life, our spinal 
column. It moves downward in a counterclockwise vortex. The magnetic south pole of a man is 
the lower end of the spine. Here the feminine sacred force enters, moving upward in a clockwise 
direction.’27 And further: ‘Open up the door on the crown of your head and pray: “O Father, O 
Mother, enter into me and dwell in me. Come forth in my soul! Let me become your true son, 
your true daughter again. Not my will, but rather Thy will be done.”’28 

 
Perhaps we can now appreciate more clearly why the Archons have manipulated information on 
the chakras (see previous chapters) in religious, spiritual, new age and energy healing teachings. 
Inventing the false colour sequence of the chakras, removing knowledge of the grounding 
chakras, and placing spirituality away from the heart centre and into the Crown Chakra, our 
head, and therefore, into our ego and intellect, where our thoughts and beliefs can be more easily 
controlled and manipulated. Especially if we are then conditioned into opening up our crown 
chakra to receive, or connect with, some form of ‘divine’ spiritual/healing energy. Then we 
begin to ‘channel’ information from ‘Beings’ from their Archon-controlled astral reality. 
 
However, lost souls are not necessarily malicious by intent, they are merely programmed into 
believing what the Archons want them to believe and conditioned into delivering this ‘message’ 
or information into our physical consciousness – our psyche. This is no different to people who 
get caught up in a ‘cult’, who firmly believe in the leader, the ideals and goals of the cult itself. 
Nor is it dissimilar to people knocking on the door with their little red book trying to ‘sell’ you 
God’s new plan. It is simple brainwashing. 
 
It is far easier to capture the soul of a person that has done wrong, or has already bought into the 
‘imbalance’ through greed, the desire for power and control whilst in the physical body, because 
the Archons just offer the carrot of even more power and control. Oh, and not forgetting 
everlasting life too through reincarnation.  
 
Now that we understand how we have been, and continue to be, manipulated by these thought-
form Archons - the Astral Lords - and lost souls, we may be able to comprehend better what is 
going on in the world today. The sometimes-ridiculous actions of our world leaders, pointless 
wars, the killing of our own innocent people just to suit a hidden agenda, the law favouring the 
criminal rather than the victim, Mercury in our fillings, toxic chemicals in our 
food/water/personal care products/household products, fluoride in our water and toothpaste, toxic 
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medicine, Genetically Modified food, aspartame, Soya, hydrogenated vegetable oils and spreads, 
electricity pylons, mobile phones and masts, digital cordless telephones etc., the restriction of 
natural therapies and herbs, vitamins and minerals; the stupidity of Political Correctness, 
declining healthcare, education, morality and social interaction: and on and on we could go.  
 
We may also be able to realise why the world is becoming a more dangerous place to live in, 
even though people ‘believe’ they and many others around the world are becoming more 
spiritually enlightened because of their beliefs. From observing what is going on around us the 
obvious conclusion to reach is that we are still doing something fundamentally wrong. Therefore, 
we are not becoming more spiritually aware, otherwise we would be witnessing positive changes 
around us. These writings are designed to help us understand exactly what we are doing wrong, 
and why that is, so we can then begin to do something positive to redress this imbalance. 
 
For the conspiracy theorists that believe in the New World Order (NWO) and the One-World 
Government – total world domination – you only need to look into the Astral Reality of these 
Archon thought-forms to see where it all comes from. Lost souls are totally mind-conditioned 
into serving the wishes and commands of the Archons, they are automatons doing what they are 
programmed to do without questioning why and without being able to discuss anything with any 
other lost soul. We can see this same scenario gradually being implemented into society today as 
the ‘money-men’ and the lawmakers are manipulated by these very imbalanced thought-forms 
into creating exactly the same situation of total control and manipulation of the people in the 
physical reality – a perfect mirror of the Astral Reality. As we have covered throughout these 
writings. 
 
We are only looking here at how the illusion works to deceive us, spiritually. Therefore, it is not 
in the remit of this chapter to cover some of the remarkable occurrences whereby some ‘souls’ 
can and do help us in this physical reality.  
 
However, when the Veil is lifted and we see beyond the conditioning we have been subjected to, 
we realise that our destiny and the destiny of the world is in our hands – the people – and not the 
Archons or our world leaders whom they control. It is up to each and every one of us to make a 
difference and to help as many people as possible to understand what IS going on, and has been 
for thousands of years. Then, from this foundation based upon truth we can begin to build for the 
future with the knowledge we are building from a secure base. 
 
There are many ‘perspectives of reality’ we can experience if our soul/consciousness journeys 
into the external reality and they can appear to be very real, and sometimes more than real to the 
individual, just as the experiences of the subjects in Dr Strassman’s studies were very real to 
them. Sometimes these ‘experiences’ are turned into something the Archons want us to believe 
they are, which is why there are so many varied ‘beliefs’ in the world today – many, 
unfortunately, created by the Astral thought-forms to stop us from realising the truth. These 
individual perspectives of reality are merely reflecting, symbolically, one side of the coin. This 
can be likened to the dots in the circle below, where the dots represent these various 
perspectives. 
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However, when we journey inwards and connect consciously with the inner light/spirit, all of 
these ‘dots’ or ‘individual perspectives of reality’ can be joined together to create an overall 
understanding of creation, and thus, symbolically, we are able to see both sides of the coin. In 
short, we are then able to separate spiritual fact from astral fiction. 
 
I appreciate that some people may find the information in this chapter to be incredulous. Some 
people may choose to disbelieve what they have just read. Some people may be frightened by 
what they have read and so discount the information for this reason. However, this information is 
nothing new. We can find references to these spirits of darkness possessing humans in many of 
our cultural histories and philosophies and there are many references throughout antiquity to 
shamans and others removing these dark spirits. These dark spirits are as old as time itself. This 
knowledge has just been programmed out of our conscious mind over the years to protect the 
existence of the Archons and their agenda. 
 
Additionally, there are many ‘Spirit Releasement’ therapists and programmes available today, 
though whether they are releasing these imbalances or are merely operating a Spirit Attachment 
Programme depends upon which ‘reality’ the individual therapist believes in. 
 
The main comfort to draw from this chapter, and the last one, is that these thought-forms 
(Archons) are terrified of us, which is why they do what they do. On the one hand they have 
manipulated history and spirituality to coerce us into believing in them and worshipping them, 
and on the other hand, fearing them. Either way this dulls our spiritual light and it is our spiritual 
light that they are most afraid of, as we have discovered. That is why, from birth onwards, they 
will do anything to stop us from ‘remembering’ the Light we truly are. This is why they create 
the right environment in the physical reality for them to operate more easily. This is why, even 
with the wealth and technology we have today, people and countries are deliberately kept in 
squalor, deprived of food and sanitised water, and prevented from receiving even the basics of 
medical treatment. Likewise, the drug culture has been allowed to grow, increasing the criminal 
fraternity and violence in our streets and homes, creating a weakness in the energy fields of the 
drugs users and a fear in society these Archons need to survive. We can understand that any new 
soul is likely to be breached early if it is born into any of these conditions we find so prevalent in 
many third-world countries, and also born into the peer pressure the soul finds itself surrounded 
with and influenced by in society in general today. 
 
This is why the inner journey is so important to us humans, because it is the resurrection of the 
soul we covered in the last chapter, and why the Archons have, over time, removed this 
knowledge from practically every religious, spiritual and new age teaching and replaced it with 
the equivalent external journey into their world, to deliberately steer us further away from our 
spiritual origins and stop us from using our light. When we resurrect the soul, the soul reflects 
the purity of our inner spiritual light and no thought-form can attach to us or interfere with our 
thoughts and our intuition. ‘For if they [humans] had the Holy Spirit, no unclean spirit would 
cleave to them.’ 24 

 
Therefore, this chapter is one of enlightenment and the information presented here is self-
empowering. The information is liberating, and represents a springboard for the freedom of the 
soul from the bondage it has been suffering. When we realise that these thought-forms are 
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terrified of us and our spiritual light, we naturally lose any fear we had of them. When we lose 
this fear, they lose their control over us. In effect, it is game over for the Archons as far as we are 
concerned. As more and more people begin to really understand the ‘illusion’ or the ‘veil’ that 
has been created to confuse us, they will stop buying into the external imbalances of the astral 
world. When this happens, more and more people will begin to connect consciously with their 
inner light instead of the external illusory one, and slowly but surely these thought-forms will be 
removed, and gradually every lost soul will be returned to the Light from whence it came. 
 
If we could change but one single word in the world’s vocabulary we would notice a tremendous 
increase in the purity of the collective consciousness of humans. If we replaced the word God, 
with the Light, or the Light of the Virginal Spirit, we would see this difference take effect 
virtually overnight. 
 
In discussions with people about this subject, a few have asked if they should still pray to God 
and ask for His help. My answer has been simple. It is up to you, but consider this: there have 
been many, many different thought-form gods created over time, and there is only one True-God, 
the Light or the God above the heavens who we do not see, as Jesus put it. So we need to ask 
ourselves this question: If we pray to and ask for help from God, just which God are we 
connecting with? The chances are it will be one of the thought-form astral gods. Therefore, 
would it not be wiser and more prudent to pray to and ask for help from the Light, or the 
Spiritual Light or the Virginal Spirit, instead? Of course it would. But it is still our choice and 
personally I prefer the latter option because it offers 100% odds of getting it right. 
 
First we must work on ourselves, for we cannot hope to light up the way for others to follow if 
our own light is dim. Otherwise we may end up leading people into even more shadow and 
darkness – just as the Archons want us to. 
 
However, the main consideration for us at this moment is to resurrect or purify our own soul 
first, and then we can help any lost souls and thought-forms we encounter in our work journey 
back to the Light. 
 
We should not go out looking to help these lost souls through the weakness of our emotional 
body. This will only create more harm than good. We must work on ourselves, looking within 
and asking the Light that we are and the Light that is all things living to help us at all times. 
Gradually, as our soul becomes more purified, we will naturally be presented with situations 
whereby we can help these lost souls – and it will happen instinctively when the time is right. 
We may come across some lost souls in our meditations as we covered in the last chapter, and so 
we can help in this way by asking the Light to guide them, or help us to guide them, back to the 
Light. 
 
Helping to transmute these imbalances inside our own energy field/body is very simple as we 
covered in the last chapter and the following affirmation has proven time after time to work 
exceptionally well as it helps to transform thought-forms and lost souls back into balance (the 
Light) naturally and in total accordance with how nature works on an energy level: 
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“I ask the Spiritual Light that I am and the Light that is all things living to permeate and fill my 
entire Energy Body and Soul with Unconditional Love and Light and for this Light to gradually 
permeate, fill and expand throughout my entire physical body, to help me to heal myself both 
spiritually and physically, thus restoring my consciousness/soul back into its healthy and 
balanced state of being – a perfect reflection of the Spiritual Light that I am.” 25 
 
Although the above affirmation is all that is needed, some people may feel they need to be more 
specific. We could ask as follows, “I ask the Light that I am and the Light that is all things living 
to ask any thought-forms and lost souls that may be present in my energy fields to look within 
themselves and find the Light. When they have become fully illuminated I ask that they are 
guided back to the Light by the Light Beings and my energies and energy field are repaired and 
strengthened.” This works because when these ‘imbalances’ occupy our space, our own Spiritual 
Light can be used to transform them. This naturally helps to reduce the overall amount of 
imbalance in the astral reality and contributes positively to bringing the external consciousness 
of the Earth back towards a more balanced state. 
 
If we remember from the last chapter, the spiritual light is always there, waiting to be called 
upon by the soul to help with the soul’s resurrection, its baptism with the inner Chrism - the 
Light. It is this simple.  
 
All we have to do is ask the Light for help and the Light will help. 
 
We could write all there is to know about healing and spirituality on one page, it is that simple. 
However, that would not sell many books, workshops or seminars. In short, it would not make 
much money. This understanding in itself may be telling us something very profound. Maybe 
here lies a simple protocol for recognising spiritual fact from astral fiction. 
 

 
So what happens to the Soul that escapes the clutches of the Archons and evades this Astral 
Afterlife? The Soul literally returns home so to speak, to the REAL spirit world where it lives 
forever at rest, free from pain, suffering, illness and disease. Free from peer pressure, religious 
and spiritual dogma. Free from poverty, starvation, abuse, persecution, schools, churches, war, 
fighting and hierarchal structures of power and authority. And most of all free from all fear. A 
soul that returns to the real spirit world is not reborn in any way, shape or form. There is no need, 
as every newborn baby is born with a new soul reflecting perfectly the spiritual light all humans 
are animated by – hence we are all Immortal Man. We’ve just forgotten, that is all.  
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SHOPPING FOR SPIRIT – THE SEARCH FOR TRUTH 
CHAPTER NINE 

 
By Steve Gamble 

 
Author’s note: It is advisable that the reader is familiar with the content of the previous 
chapters to avoid any misunderstandings of some of the more emotive subjects mentioned 
here that have previously been covered in more depth. Please also be aware that throughout 
these writings and continued herein, a reincarnated soul has been and is being described as a 
parasitic lost soul. This is not an attempt to denigrate or to put a slur on these unfortunate 
souls. It is purely because this is the true reality of what is happening today and has been for 
thousands of years, and it needs to be addressed. I have to explain it how I believe it to be 
otherwise I would be guilty of obfuscating the truth and that would get us nowhere. These 
parasitic actions are not the fault of the lost soul per se either, because they have been 
programmed originally in the physical reality by the law makers and priests et al and after 
physical death their souls are then reprogrammed by the astral lords and their elders in 
Heaven into believing that what they are doing by reincarnating IS the will of God or some 
Spiritual Hierarchy. We would better equate the actions of these lost souls to those actions of 
humans who become enslaved in the beliefs and mind control programming of cults. Just as 
people brainwashed by their cultic leader need our help, so do the lost souls. We can only help 
lost souls by discovering the truth about how the astral lords manipulate us humans and by 
avoiding their illusory beliefs and concepts. This then helps us to begin the resurrection of the 
soul as we covered in chapter seven. As more and more people become aware of the inner 
light of creation and less so of the false light of the illusion, we can then collectively bring 
about positive changes in this external imbalanced astral consciousness, thus helping not only 
the lost souls, but all our human brothers and sisters too. I was shown this in a meditation, 
which I include towards the end of this chapter. 

 
 
 

*     *     * 
 
 
 

In this chapter we will be looking some more into Jesus’ and the Gnostics’ knowledge of the 
Archons’ astral reality – the ‘middle place’ – and how they used symbolism in speech and 
writing to teach the people about this dreaded reality, and how the Archons (Astral Lords) 
were manipulating our beliefs through the religions of the time. We will cover regressive 
hypnotherapy again and show some of the inconsistencies, contradictions, illogical and 
implausible ideas that go towards describing ‘God’s Heaven’ and ‘reincarnated souls’ in this 
so-called spiritual afterlife. 
 
We will also look more into the inner journey and how, even through this form of meditation, 
initially, we will always have to travel through the Archons astral reality, and if we are not 
careful, or have any dogmatic religious, spiritual or new age belief, then we will end up 
locked in this false reality, channelling information from various ‘beings’; information the 
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Archons want us to hear, believe in, and share with others, in order that they can gain a 
stronger foothold within our beliefs to implement further their desire to control us and bring 
their false reality into the physical plane of existence – ‘…on Earth as it is in Heaven…’. 
 
We will examine the influence that these thought-forms, lost souls, and various Archon-
induced beliefs can have upon our psyche, and the implications these beliefs can have on a 
physical level, both upon ourselves, and how our consequential actions affect others around 
us. We will also be looking at the myth of Time itself and examining the possibility or not of 
past and future time travel. 
 
Today, many of us realise that we just cannot trust what the government or the politicians are 
telling us. There is so much spin-doctoring and subterfuge that we end up dizzy and confused 
as to what IS, and what is not, to the extent we can end up not caring at all. Which is exactly 
what they want. It is apparent to most of us now that these ‘law-makers’, puppets of the 
‘illuminati’ and the Olympians, who themselves are just puppets of the Archons’ astral reality, 
would lie through their back-teeth to ensure the ‘truth’ never emerged into the public domain 
to protect and ensure that their (the Archons) desperate plans for a New World Order, New 
Age One World Government and Religion went ahead unhindered. Anybody that is not totally 
comatose today can appreciate that 911 was well planned and, according to a growing number 
of people, the tragic event may even have been deliberately allowed to happen, just to drum 
up the emotional public response required around most of the world for America to invade 
Afghanistan and Iraq. And what ever did happen to those weapons of mysterious 
disappearance (WMD)? 
 
Some amazing conspiracy theories have evolved since 911 and the reasons for it happening. 
Some may be true or very near the mark and some I’m sure are just outrageous. While most 
people seem to focus on oil, destabilising the Middle East, having a foothold nearer to China, 
Western governments being controlled by the Zionists and Israel etc., what have been the real 
significant differences in the (so-called) free world since America invaded these countries? 
Apart from the obvious, the killing and maiming of thousands and thousands of innocent 
people, there have been more acts of terrorism against Western interests and innocent people 
all over the world. Then we have the political weapon of today, the ‘induced-into-the-public’ 
fears of more terrorism and terrorist acts, the very energy the Archons’ thought-forms and lost 
souls feed on, and need, in order to influence our thoughts and beliefs. All of this has enabled 
the US and UK governments – aka the illuminati who control most of them – to introduce 
even more astral measures into the public domain and, therefore, increase their control over 
the public, allowing them to invade private liberties to an even greater extent and to introduce 
laws in America and the UK which provide these respective governments with the ability to 
act like a Third World dictatorship. In the UK this law is called the Civil Contingencies Bill 
and allows Ministers the right to change or even abolish Acts of Parliament without having to 
consult or even ask Parliament. This Bill provides Ministers with the ability to ban the 
movement of people and seal off areas; to ban public gatherings and move people against 
their will; set up special courts and to seize or destroy property without proper and due 
compensation. It would appear to me that at some time in the near future if we do nothing 
about this that freethinking and freedom of speech will also become illegal, and possibly 
much more too. 
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This follows hard on the heels of the Terrorism Act 2000, which allows the police to lock you 
up for any reason that the Government sees fit. “This legislation marks a serious assault on 
civil liberties, using an extremely broad definition of terrorism that would cover those who 
voice support for armed resistance against repressive regimes, those who damage property in 
protest at things they oppose (e.g. anti-roads protestors digging tunnels, anti-GM crops 
protestors destroying GM crops) or even those who organise mass faxing as a form of protest 
against governments. It gives the Home Secretary the power to outlaw an organisation 
(without having to prove a case against it in court) he believes may be concerned in terrorism. 
It also gives the police powers to search or arrest people without warrant merely on suspicion 
of being a terrorist, creates various offences where the burden of proof may be on the 
defendant to prove their innocence and even makes it an offence to wear clothing that makes 
the authorities suspicious you may be a member or supporter of a proscribed organisation.”1  
 
Couple this with the knowledge that there is a surveillance camera of some description for 
every fourteen (14) people in the UK, and so should we begin to feel a little concerned, not 
just here in the UK, but in the rest of the world too? 
 
Maybe 911 and the after-effects, along with the constant media hype about terrorist threats, 
were deliberately orchestrated to allow the lawmakers to impose upon society these draconian 
infringements of our civil liberties. After all, these Bills do smack of more ‘Big Brother’ 
tactics and an Orwellian state of control, which is exactly what the Illuminati want, and need 
to implement their New World Order. This state of control is actually the Astral Lords’ 
ultimate desire, to implement their astral hierarchal Heaven here upon Earth, thus creating the 
perfect subservient-to-authority human beings; mirror-images of the captured and subservient 
‘lost souls’ they control and brainwash in their afterlife heaven reality, as we will discover 
later on.  
 
It doesn’t seem to matter what area of life we look into today, all we seem to find are lies and 
obfuscation of the truth to protect the protagonists and their billions, or to promote some kind 
of hidden illuminist agenda. Many of us have concluded that we simply cannot trust those in 
power today, as some of them are ‘as bent as nine-bob notes’ (nine dollar bills) and couldn’t 
lie straight in bed, never mind give us a straight answer. 
 
Yet, while we can begin to understand this manipulation of truth by our present-day 
lawmakers because we can witness this firsthand in the here and now, can we believe that the 
lawmakers of 500, 1000 or even 2000 years ago were any different? No, of course they were 
not. The lawmakers then were as straight as a circle, duping the public, changing history to 
suit their political agenda, telling lies, covering up the truth, feeding their egos and exerting 
power and control over the people. We only need to remind ourselves of the millions of 
innocent people killed in the name of Christianity, as this belief and control was imposed 
upon people all around the world. Nothing has changed for thousands of years in this 
respect.  
 
The Archons have always used and manipulated the lawmakers and the rich to implement 
their astral rules and beliefs into the human psyche. In the past this was through the Kings, 
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Queens, Emperors, Pharaohs, and of course the Church, the Priests and Prophets – the Church 
being one of the wealthiest establishments of the time, if not the wealthiest. 
 
  
 
The ‘lawmakers’ have deliberately fed us lies throughout history, just as they do today. 
Nothing has changed. They have always rewritten the ‘truth’, altered ‘history’ and belief 
systems to suit their own agenda and to serve their own wishes – or more correctly the wishes 
of their attachments and astral beings they channel from. Yet how many millions of people 
today believe in this so-called history and the religious and spiritual teachings from many, 
many years ago? We know that the Bible, for example, has been rewritten, many, many times 
to suit the political agenda of the time. We now know that 99% of our religious and spiritual 
teachings have been altered over time to suit the Archons and today reflect only what the 
Archons want us to believe in – their false spiritual hierarchy of imbalance and imperfection. 
This is an ‘astral prison’ for the soul, based on the egotistical need of the spiritually dead, for 
power over humanity and the Archons’ desire for intellectual perfection and automation of the 
human soul in order that they can control us, just like they control ‘lost souls’ in their astral 
afterlife. We can see this in some religions today, where people dress exactly the same and 
behave in exactly the same way, carrying out ‘duties’ at the same time of the day/month/year, 
just like automatons, just like programmed members of a cult, and just like a computer 
programme carries out the task it has been programmed to do. We can see the same in the 
military of the largest countries, where people are programmed to ‘do’ rather than ‘be’, and, 
therefore, think for themselves. These people are just like Agent Smith in the last Matrix film, 
clones of each other and clones of the Archons’ rigid imbalanced male ego-consciousness. 
 
This is not surprising as these astral lords (Archons) are pure ego and intelligence. They are 
like a machine, they are the vibration of nine (9) we covered in chapter two, programmed to 
do the same thing over and over again until they achieve their goal – total control over 
humans, and with this control, total world domination, literally turning humans into mini-
computer programmes who then carry out their mainframe bidding. This reality is the male 
energy without the balancing aspect of the female energy. These thought forms and elder lost 
souls are solid, unmoveable, immutable (Pillars/Thrones) and extremely cold, emotionless and 
inflexible types who ‘create’ in their own likeness, creating the same rigidity in the ‘human 
hosts’ they cleave to, turning them into programmed puppets who carry out the wishes of the 
Archons – their controllers. All in the cause of furthering belief in some false spiritual reality. 
 
This is why personally I have a problem with ‘history’ per se. One question I always put to 
people who quote me ‘this is the true religious/spiritual history’ is this: were you actually 
there? Did you hear what these people said and witness what they did? The answer is, 
obviously NO. So how can any of us be certain, to any degree, of what transpired before us? 
We cannot, because we can only repeat other people’s information and interpretations of 
events. History (religion/spiritual teachings etc) has become like the Chinese Whisper 
Syndrome, altered to suit the political agenda of the time and the wishes of the Archons. 
When we delve into ‘history’, today we have to contend with the Archon-induced illusory 
concepts that have been woven into the texts over time, people’s misinterpretations and ego, 
and all the other convoluting aspects that serve only to fragment and hide the original truths 
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from us. This makes it very difficult to discern truth from fiction. Especially when so many 
so-called spiritual teachers today – wonderful people though many are - are actually 
channelling information from this imbalanced astral reality, and don’t even know it, and I’ll 
explain why this is later. 
 
It is a very dangerous premise to allow the ‘past’ to formulate our present day beliefs and 
actions. After all, we are only in this predicament today because of our past collective 
mistakes. So to bring them into the present means we are projecting them into the future, 
continuing to make the same mistakes and spread the disease in consciousness that I cover in 
these writings. This is EXACTLY what the Archons want us to do because it keeps human 
consciousness in the imbalanced state the Archons need it to be in to manipulate us and 
continue to create the beliefs and further imbalance in consciousness they need in the physical 
reality for them to exist, survive and grow stronger.  
 
There is only ever the moment of now and we will look at the myth, or the illusion of Time a 
little later on. If we were to live in this moment of now and experience it and live it, we would 
forget the past and the ‘memory’ of the disease and stop bringing it into the present. Bye, bye 
Archons. Easier said than done though, and I appreciate the way we have been conditioned 
over the years we ‘feel’ as though we need history or religion in order to exist and have 
purpose in life today. In essence, the Archons have provided our ego and emotional body with 
beliefs that act as a crutch to support us and without which, we feel there can be no meaning 
or sustenance to life. Hence they win hands down every time. This is how the illusion controls 
us. 
 
As old as some of these appear to be, they are now founded upon what the Archons want us to 
believe, and as such, they keep us firmly thinking and believing from within the box – their 
box! We covered most of how and why this came to be in the last two chapters, but I will 
show later exactly how any religious, spiritual or new age belief system can lead us into the 
Archons’ astral reality. But first I’d like to share a little information about myself and how I 
came to be involved in this work.  
 
I’ve always been able to see energies. As a child, and through my teenage years, I saw many 
‘ghosts’ or ‘apparitions’, which I now know were ‘lost souls’ or thought-forms of various 
sorts. At the time there was nobody I could share these experiences with as they were either 
afraid of what I was saying, or thought I should be locked up and kept in a straight jacket. 
Even when I was in the Royal Navy in the 1970’s I was experiencing this kind of 
‘phenomena’. We were housed in Mess 22 at HMS Ganges and I made the mistake of telling 
the ‘lads’ what I was seeing in the rafters of this old building. To cut a long story short, it 
transpired that the previous year the whole of Mess 22 had to be re-barracked because of 
spooky happenings. These butch sailors-to-be, the future protectors of the Queens Monarchy 
and Her Seaways had to be re-housed so to speak, because they were spooked and terrified by 
some ghostly events in Mess 22. 
 
I was 19 when I came out of the Navy and quickly realised that if I wanted any ‘friends’ then 
I had to stop talking about what I could see, sense or feel. From that moment onwards I 
bought into the ‘illusion’ as I call it, until I had an accident in 1989. I lost my business and 
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spent three years recuperating, but during this period I had the time to contemplate, reflect and 
relax. I started visiting many alternative ‘healers/therapists’ and gradually the ability I had 
through and into my teens began to return. First with ‘seeing’ colours with my eyes shut and 
sensing or feeling energies and vibrations in other people and around me. Eventually, over the 
years I recovered my ability to ‘see’ energies etc., with my eyes open. 
 
This was when I began to notice that what I was reading in books and what ‘gurus’ and 
‘masters’ were telling me conflicted with what I was seeing happening in and around the 
energy fields of humans and within nature, and also conflicted with my increasing intuition. 
To cut another long story short, I eventually realised that I was being steered down one blind 
alley after another. So I literally dumped all my previous beliefs, books and conditioning, and 
started afresh, working from what I could see, sense and feel, and what I was able to learn 
from the inner journey through meditation. It was only later that I realised just how important 
this ‘binning of my beliefs’ was to play in my search for truth. Had I held onto any belief 
whatsoever, then I could have ended up becoming stuck in the astral reality, ‘channelling’ 
information from this unbalanced and diseased place. I’ll explain why shortly. 
 
I spent 4-5 years literally buying out of the 9-5 grind, meditating in nature and with trees, 
looking within myself for the answers (intuition comes from inner tuition) and working with 
other people examining the energy fields of the body and watching the various interactions 
between all forms of energy. I also carried out a lot of Distant Healing and learnt from this 
(and meditation) about thought forms, lost souls, how and where the illusion manifested itself, 
and so on. I was shown exactly how the Archons worked in this astral reality (external ego-
consciousness). How the Archons and Lost Souls through programmed ‘attachments’ and/or 
channelled information manipulated human consciousness into creating a variety of religious 
and so-called spiritual beliefs. These are beliefs designed specifically to capture the souls of 
people searching for the truth. Human consciousness is therefore hijacked and directed into 
the Archons’ world of astral and psychic imbalance which has been deliberately sugar-coated 
with false spiritual veneers and trappings to appeal to those seekers of spiritual truth. 
 
So, today, my work is basically about sharing my personal experiences – my truths instead of 
somebody else’s - and is not based upon any belief system or conditioning. I have found in 
my own research a few writings that correlate with my own experiences. Experiences such as 
hugging lost souls, conversing with them, where they come from, learning about the Archons’ 
astral reality etc., to dealing with entities (thought forms) and lost souls in people’s energy 
fields, to experiencing the Oneness of everything on the inner journey. This freedom allowed 
me to understand clearly that there are two realities that feed us information while we are in 
the physical body and two realities where the soul can end up when it leaves the physical 
body: the true spirit world, which you have to experience first in order to be able to see 
through and comprehend the other multifaceted astral reality created by the Archons that 
most people buy into and believe in today – the ‘middle place’ as the Gnostics called it. This 
‘double reality’ is reflected in the very old myths, legends and religions of the world. 
 
We discovered in the last two chapters that the God of the Bible was a false God and is in fact 
Yaltabaoth, the Chief Archon, an Astral Lord and a thought-form who rules this Astral 
Reality by force, who along with his captured souls and various other thought-forms and 
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‘supernatural beings’ – angels, ascended masters and the like - has manipulated human 
consciousness and belief systems in such a way as to direct our spiritual and religious search 
into His astral domain of imbalance and spiritual lies. He continues to do so today through 
religions, spiritual teachings and New Age beliefs in spiritual hierarchies and extra-terrestrial 
alien ‘beings’ that are here to save us. This is why there are very few people teaching spiritual 
truths today that know about these two realities and what is actually going on, and I’ll explain 
more shortly. 
 
We have come to understand that reincarnation applies only to those ‘lost souls’ captured by 
these Archons; souls who are then re-educated, brainwashed and then programmed into doing 
the bidding of the Archons by infecting us like parasites and feeding us information that this 
astral/psychic reality is the real spiritual reality, along with many other illusory beliefs too. 
Also, we now know that every newborn baby is born with a brand new soul in accordance 
with how the whole of nature works; a new soul that is a natural and perfect reflection of the 
spiritual light we are all created by and animated with. This is the foundation of the Archons’ 
fear of all newborn children and the reason that they instruct humans under their influence to 
do what they do to children. By controlling the actions and beliefs of us so-called wiser adults 
we inadvertently allow these thought forms (of our own creation) and lost (reincarnated) souls 
to cleave to not only ourselves, but to our children through our prayers, rituals, ceremonies, 
invocations and beliefs. When will we ever learn? 
 
However, throughout history there has been a conflict of interests on this subject of 
reincarnation, especially between two of the great religious traditions that have come to 
formulate most of our popular beliefs today. We have the Judeo-Christian-Muslim belief in 
heaven or hell where the soul is either rewarded or punished ipso facto with no reincarnation. 
While on the other hand we have the Buddhist-Hindu-Taoist belief in karma and the 
continuing reincarnation of the soul until the soul eventually redeems itself. Both sets of 
beliefs are irreconcilable with each other, and so we have a large impasse here in what is 
perceived to be truth. 
 
With the advent of regressive hypnotherapy indicating that reincarnation is indeed a fact, we 
are steered towards the more eastern beliefs as being correct. This is reflected in many new 
belief systems. However, against this new revelation we now have to balance the ‘near-death’ 
experiences reported by many people across the globe, which would indicate that by meeting 
up with loved ones in these type of situations that the heaven-and-hell-no-death scenario is 
also correct. So the impasse and divergence of what may be true continues to escape us, as 
both sets of beliefs appear to be substantiated in some way or another. 
 
This impasse has led to various ‘theories’ being expounded today to explain or reconcile these 
issues. Some are implausible and just outrageous, and some are plausible, such as Peter 
Novak’s The Division of Consciousness that promotes a theory of how both party’s beliefs 
and viewpoints can be reconciled, and therefore, hold some truth. However, when these 
various theories are examined, I believe that they all fail closer scrutiny for various reasons, 
mainly to do with insufficient research into the subject matter, and in some cases simply 
because of people’s own individual beliefs. So where does this impasse leave us? Well, there 
is a very simple explanation that allows both sets of beliefs to co-exist in total harmony. 
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In many of the books covering regressive hypnotherapy where contact is revealed to have 
been made with a so-called reincarnated soul, we have numerous accounts from these souls 
stating that when they descend through God’s Silver Cord to ‘occupy a new body’, they leave 
part of their soul in Heaven. This can range from five-percent in rare cases where a forceful 
‘meld’ into the new body is required, to an average of around twenty-five to thirty percent in 
most cases. Although, for certain ‘bodies that are prepared for them’, as little as thirty to forty 
percent of the soul is sent down, leaving sixty to seventy percent of the soul in Heaven – the 
astral afterlife. As for why this is and to how certain ‘bodies’ are easier to meld with 
(parasitise), we will come to later. 
 
Here we may well have the definitive answer. If the soul is reincarnated and part of its soul is 
held back in Heaven, or some other Archon-created ‘spiritual’ reality, then the Archons can 
use this ‘memory’ of the soul to appear to anybody having a near-death experience, and more 
importantly, use the ‘memory’ (especially a family member or friend/associate) to appear to 
the soul that has just left their physical body. Likewise, the Archons use our belief systems to 
do exactly the same. For example, if we believe in a particular Saint or Avatar, then the 
Archons will use this perceived image (memory) to dupe the ‘soul’ in the same way as they 
use the ‘memory’ and ‘image’ of the souls of relatives, loved ones and so forth. For example, 
if we believe in Jesus Christ, then Jesus Christ may well appear to greet us when the soul 
departs the physical body. This practise by the Archons is also used on the ‘inner journey’ 
through meditation too, where whatever we may ‘believe in’, be that God or some 
supernatural being, ‘they’ will appear to us and offer us some form of ‘Divine 
Experience/Encounter’ or ‘Alien/Ascended Master’ revelation on how we can save ourselves 
and the world. 
 
So, coming back to Aunt Abigail from the last chapter. Aunt Abigail can be ‘reincarnated’ 
into a body near you, a living human being, while at the same time as she can be seen greeting 
her recently deceased family member/s in God’s afterlife, or whatever other astral afterlife 
people have bought into through their beliefs. 
 
There is no big mystery here when we understand that a soul that is reincarnated is still 
connected to this astral afterlife reality and part of this soul is held in this reality to be used by 
the Archons in many ways to deceive and confuse us. The reincarnated soul, by being 
connected continually to this reality, can be controlled and fed information at the will and 
whim of the Archons and the lost souls they command. The part of the soul that is held back 
can also be used to entice family, friends etc into the Archons afterlife. This also means that 
on each subsequent reincarnation there is an ever decreasing opportunity for a ‘reincarnated 
lost soul’ to resurrect itself using the spiritual light that is animating the living human body 
that the lost soul is currently cleaving to. So the lost soul, the newly reincarnated soul, is 
increasingly more likely to end up back in the Archons reality on the death of its host where it 
will be programmed even further, making it even more difficult for it to resurrect itself at any 
time in the future. The ‘soul’ is just a ‘memory’, it is consciousness, and it is this ‘memory’ or 
consciousness that is used by the Archons in many ways, to deceive us living humans. 
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However, as this is a delicate issue and conflicts with many people’s conditioning and belief 
structures – deliberately introduced into our psyche by the Archons – I feel we need to look 
at this matter in a little more detail so we can finally confirm to ourselves that this is 
indeed what has been happening throughout history, and is still happening today, though 
on a far greater level.  
 
If we take the Vedas as a quick example, which like the Bible have been misinterpreted and 
rewritten over time. The Vedas too make reference to the two realities and the two entities 
which govern these realities, and also to ‘lost souls’ reincarnating: In the Kali-yuga (the Age 
of the Quarrel) we have mention of the dangers of the “twice born” and “the twice born are 
low class by quality and do business by selling mantras”.2 Is this a clear reference to the re-
born, or reincarnated souls that are programmed, sent down to a new life and used by the 
Archons? “…Due to being overly inclined towards false paths without essence, they 
manufacture their own process for self-realisation… please mercifully do what is befitting for 
the protection of the Earth and the living entities.” 2  
 
We can see by the plea in this prayer by Lord Brahma to the Supreme Lord Sri Hari that the 
twice born – reincarnated souls - are a threat to the Earth and the living entities – aka 
human beings and everything else living. This is a reference to the fact these twice born (lost 
souls) are not living and are therefore dead – i.e. not animated by the Light and thus come 
from the astral heaven. Is this why they were perceived as being a danger to human beings 
and all living things? 
 
Elsewhere in the Srimad Bhagavatam: “In the Kali-yuga, the population is just a royal edition 
of the animals...” [Compare this with Jesus when he says, ‘there are many animals in the 
world which are in human form’: a reference to the Archons see part eight]. “…They have 
nothing to do with spiritual knowledge or godly or religious life. They are so blind that they 
cannot see anything beyond the jurisdiction of the subtle mind, intelligence or ego, but they 
are very much proud of their advancement in knowledge, science and material prosperity. 
They can risk their lives to become a dog or a hog just after leaving the present body, for 
they have completely lost sight of the ultimate aim of life.” 
 
Again here do we have reference to what can happen to the soul in the afterlife and how the 
lost (or captured) soul can be reincarnated as anything the Archons desire because it is totally 
under their control? I firmly believe this is the reality Newton and Modi et al are describing in 
their books. However, people generally take the words of these reincarnated lost souls as facts 
without realising they are merely packets of programmed information, designed to feed us 
humans exactly the information the Archons want us to hear and want us to believe – i.e. their 
false religious/spiritual astral reality, Heaven, or more correctly the ‘middle place’. The 
regressive hypnotherapist may (depending on their personal beliefs) begin to accept that this 
described reality is a real spiritual or divine one, aka God’s Heaven or some other spiritual 
reality, and they are here – so they are told by these programmed souls (who are still receiving 
instructions from the astral thought forms whilst cleaving to a living human) – to do an 
important job, share this information and bring this important knowledge to the world. Books 
are then written about all this as if it were true. Which of course it is true on one level, but 
unfortunately not the level at which it is being put forward. I believe the Gnostics and Jesus – 
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whomever he may have been historically – had it right by calling this ‘reality’ the ‘middle 
place’, because it sits between the physical world and the real spiritual world. It is the Veil, 
the Shadow and the Darkness we have created over time through greed and ego and spiritual 
weakness. 
 
Contrast the above concern shown towards the ‘twice-born’ reincarnated souls and their 
danger to ‘living entities’ with the following prayer of the Apostle Paul: 

 
 
 

THE PRAYER OF THE APOSTLE PAUL 
 
Your light, give me your mercy! My Redeemer, redeem me, for I am yours; the one who has 
come forth from you. You are my mind; bring me forth! You are my treasure house; open for 
me! You are my fullness; take me to you! You are my repose; give me the perfect thing that 
cannot be grasped! 
 
I invoke you, the one who is and who pre-existed in the name which is exalted above every 
name, through Jesus Christ, the Lord of Lords, the King of the ages; give me your gifts, of 
which you do not repent, through the Son of Man, the Spirit, the Paraclete of truth. Give me 
authority when I ask you; give healing for my body when I ask you through the Evangelist, 
and redeem my eternal light soul and my spirit. And the First-born of the Pleroma of grace 
– reveal him to my mind! 
 
Grant what no angel eyes has seen and no Archon ear has heard and what has not entered into 
the human heart which came to be angelic and modelled after the image of the psychic God 
when it was formed in the beginning, since I have faith and hope. And place upon me your 
beloved, elect, and blessed greatness, the First-born, the First-begotten, and the 
wonderful mystery of your house; for yours is the power and the glory and the praise and the 
greatness for ever and ever. Amen 
 
Prayer of Paul the Apostle. 
 
In Peace. 
 
Christ is holy.3 
 
 
 
There are a number of things to consider in this passage, but let us come first to Paul’s plea. 
 
It is interesting here that Paul is asking for awareness of the First-born to be revealed to his 
mind, i.e. the soul that was created WITH the body, the original soul that separated from the 
spirit within the body, and not the twice-born, the reincarnated parasitic soul sent down from 
the psychic God’s Astral Heaven by the Archons. By asking for the first-born of the Pleroma 
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to be revealed to his mind, this makes it obvious that this is what Paul was requesting, as 
Pleroma means ‘realm of light’ or ‘spiritual universe’.  
 
This also indicates that the people of the time had an awareness of, and possibly a fear of, the 
twice-born (lost souls that are reincarnated) because of the way they could affect a person’s 
mind, therefore their thoughts and their beliefs, and ultimately their actions and their soul’s 
destination after physical death.  
 
Additionally we have confirmation from the Apostle Paul that the Archons and the angels are 
all a part of this false ‘psychic God’ and his astral reality, as he requests from the light to 
possess the conscious awareness of the knowledge and the wisdom that these astral and 
angelic thought forms and twice-born reincarnated souls do not possess. 
 
According to Dr Modi, “My patients claim their guides and guardian angels are also assigned 
to them in Heaven. Heavenly guides are human souls that have incarnated on earth before and 
have chosen to remain in Heaven to be spiritual guides for specific people on Earth…Every 
body has one to three (or more) personal guides, depending on their life purpose. Our 
guardian angels are also chosen before we incarnate on Earth. They are often assigned to us, 
or have planned to be with a certain person to provide protection and help. People claim 
[actually it is the reincarnated lost soul that is making the claim. Ed] that sometimes they have 
the same guardian angel from lifetime to lifetime.”4  
 
To me, this is confirmation that the soul is not cleansed in this reality as these lost souls have 
been programmed to believe, because they are reincarnated with the same attachments they 
have garnered from previous lifetimes. They are just programmed to believe that these 
attachments are their guides, that is all; lost soul attachments that are perceived by many 
humans to be spirit guides, as we covered in chapter seven.  
 
Furthermore, these guardian angels are supposedly here to protect the reincarnated soul, but 
do they? It would appear not, as many of the people these parasitic souls are affecting end up 
in therapy, and/or undergo or have undergone some form of pain, suffering and/or deep 
trauma, which of course is then passed off as being some form of karmic debt. The whole idea 
is illogical and quite contradictory. 
 
We know from the last two chapters that Jesus and the Gnostics actually taught about the 
resurrection of the soul (turning the soul inwards to its baptism with the Chrism, the inner 
light) in this lifetime and how to avoid the Archons’ astral afterlife they called the middle 
place. They taught about returning to the Light from whence they came in this one lifetime, 
and they never taught about reincarnation at all, in fact they actually warned people about it 
and that reincarnation was part of the Archons deception, part of their Qabalistic Tree Of Life. 
(See Chapter Eight) 
 
These beliefs and teachings are in step with the ‘direct path’ of Vajrayana Buddhism, as 
taught in Tibet, which is all about realising one’s inner light here and now in this life, and 
returning to that state after the death of the physical body. This is in direct opposition to the 
more modern and more popular form of religious Buddhism that is sweeping the world today, 
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which teaches the Archons’ falsity about the need for reincarnation and past lives to grow 
spiritually over thousands of lifetimes, just to achieve the same. 
 
We can find this same teaching also in the Taoist teachings. There is the ‘tao- jia’ which 
means ‘experts on the tao’. The best account is the Tao Teh Ching, ‘The Way and its Power’. 
This branch of Taoism, the oldest form, teaches about the original light and returning to it 
after physical death. These Taoists talk about immortality, the realising of the original light 
and returning to it, thereby becoming immortal in the sense that one never has to return to 
another physical life, nor any astral realm in between. They teach that the soul merges with 
the Tao and becomes one with the infinite primordial light. This is in direct opposition to the 
other more popular and widespread branch of Taoism taught through the institutional Taoist 
church, where a belief in reincarnation and the Archons’ false spiritual reality is taught. 
 
Here we can see how the original truths taught by the Gnostics can also be found in two of the 
oldest traditions in the Eastern world, the original teachings of Buddhism and the Tao. This is 
no coincidence because, originally, there was only ever one truth, just as there can only ever 
be one truth. We can see that the true origins of Buddhism and the Tao and their respective 
teachings mirror those of Jesus and the Gnostics of finding the light within in this lifetime 
with no reincarnation, and have almost been totally lost to the world today being replaced 
with altered versions of these teachings that contain references to the Archons’ astral reality, 
their false spirit world, and a belief in reincarnation, the Archons’ Tree Of Life – their 
promise of eternal life. 
 
This is exactly what happened to the Gnostic teachings, whereby they, and Jesus’ teachings in 
particular, have been presented through the Bible and religion in a completely altered form to 
suit the Archons and the lawmakers of the time. This information was channelled by the 
priests and the prophets of the time from the astral reality in exactly the same way as people 
do today, believing this reality to be the real spirit world. 
 
Here I would like to come to some of my meditations when I spent time in this Archon-
controlled astral reality. The reader may remember from the last chapter that I met ‘God’ on a 
mountain. In fact I met this astral God a number of times on a mountain. I also met the 
Council Of Twenty Four Elders on a mountain, protected by the Centaurs, the Guardians of 
the Threshold, plus I met with many other non-spiritual ‘beings’ on a mountain pretending to 
be spiritual too. It was only after I escaped God and the mountain (the astral reality) that I was 
able to connect with the Light within, or the Primordial Self, and become aware of my true 
spiritual potential and the true potential inherent within every human being on earth. This is 
the greatest fear the Archons have, humans becoming aware of their true selves, because 
when we do, we stop buying into their false reality and we stop feeding them energy through 
belief, worship or even fear. When we stop doing this, they no longer have a hold over us and 
we become free, our soul is released from their grasp and begins to reflect the inner spiritual 
light we all are, rather than their illusory false light of the lower vibratory astral realms. 
 
Throughout history there have been quite a number of people who have met God or some 
other divine or spiritual being on a mountain. Today it is very common in the new age and 
some so-called spiritual practises, ranging from illuminism, masonry, the occult, the cabbala, 
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to religions too. Probably the most famous name in religion to come to most western minds 
would be that of Moses. However, do we believe Moses actually physically met God on a 
mountain? No, of course not. Moses met ‘God’ in his meditations, just like I did, and then 
quite simply, because of his beliefs, began ‘channelling’ information from this astral reality. 
That is of course if Moses actually existed in the physical sense of this story and is not just 
another reworking of Egyptian myths and lore which we find enmeshed throughout the Bible.  
 
It is ironic that today Christians call new-agers devil worshippers because they channel 
information from the astral reality, little realising that a large part of their belief is based upon 
the same channelled information, from the same astral reality. We must remember that at this 
time, the Priests and the Prophets of all religions were psychics and mediums, and they were 
doing exactly the same as people in the New Age are doing today – channelling information 
from the astral reality from some ‘being’ or other. That is why they were called the 
spokespeople of God, or God’s messengers (angels). So in reality, Moses was one of the first 
new-agers of the time.  
 
In Chinese philosophy the Taoists speak of nine [astral] heavens and each one has its own 
hierarchy – just like the Gnostics taught – and its own Ruler, such as the Jade Emperor etc. 
Mountains are also associated with various heavens with depictions of the [astral] heavens 
showing steep, jagged mountains, with jade peaks and with various deities inhabiting various 
levels of the mountains. The King of the Mountain is invariably shown on top above the level 
of the clouds. 
 
So, what about the ‘mountain’, ‘God’ and the other ‘spiritual beings’? Well, from my own 
meditations and experiences – I’ll come to these in more detail shortly - the ‘mountain’ is 
synonymous with ‘heaven’ (as we discovered in chapter six) and both are symbolic of the 
Archons’ astral reality. This is exactly what Jesus and the Gnostics taught. Armed with this 
understanding can we now comprehend fully a couple of Jesus’ sayings, which seem to have 
confounded people for many a year? 

 
 
 

Jesus said, “If two make peace with each other in this one [single] house, they will say 
to the mountain, ‘Move away,’ and it will move away.”5  

 

Jesus said, “When you make the two one, you will become the sons of man, and when 
you say, ‘Mountain, move away,’ it will move away.”6  
 
 

‘If two make peace with each other in this one house’ and ‘when you make the two one’, is a 
clear reference to the resurrection of the soul, turning the soul inwards towards its baptism 
with the inner Chrism (the spiritual light) that we covered in the last two chapters. ‘In this one 
house’ refers to the ‘physical body’ that houses both the soul and the spirit – aka the two. 
Thus, when we make the soul the perfect reflection of the spirit/light, we are thus making the 
two as one. When we do this, make the two as one – i.e. connect with the Primordial Inner 
Self, the Spiritual Light within - we can say to the mountain (Yaltabaoth’s astral reality and 
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the whole of the illusion) MOVE, and the mountain (veil) will disappear from our 
consciousness and impede our spiritual awareness no more. 
 
However, these simple, yet profound teachings were not only taught by the Gnostics 2000 
years ago, they were also taught well before this in Egypt too, and reference to the two 
becoming one can be found in the Egyptian Book if the Dead.  
 
Today, a mountain is still regarded as being an obstacle, something that stands in our way, or 
needs to be overcome. We still have sayings like: ‘Do not make a mountain out of a molehill.’ 
‘I have a mountain to climb.’ On the reverse side of the coin, because the top of the mountain 
is the peak, the Jade peak where the deity dwells, we also have sayings like they have 
‘achieved peak performance’, they (shares etc) ‘have peaked’, ‘the peak of achievement’, and 
so forth. This symbolism also relates to the ‘all seeing eye’ at the peak, or top of the 
mountain/pyramid too. 

 
 
 

Do we need shadow for Light to exist as we are led to believe in many belief systems? 
 
There are numerous spiritual, religious and new age teachings which condition us to believe 
that to have Light, we have to have Darkness. We are taught that when you have light a 
shadow is created and that the shadow is real. However, if you put out the light the shadow 
disappears, and in destroying the shadow you have also destroyed the light. Therefore, we 
need both light and shadow to exist. Intellectually, this sounds a good argument, but this is 
simply not true, and is yet another Archon-induced excuse planted into the psyche of human 
consciousness to keep us trapped in the illusion and into accepting we need evil (darkness) in 
order to appreciate good (light). 
 
A more correct spiritual explanation of Light and Shadow would be as follows: When a light 
is shining and a shadow is cast, the shadow is showing us that something is blocking the path 
of the light. Therefore, if we remove whatever is blocking the Light, the Shadow disappears, 
but the Light remains. Therefore, there is no need for shadow to exist at all! This the 
Gnostics and the early Shamans knew, and the Gnostics taught this simple truth to those that 
had ears to hear. Hence the Gnostic teaching that if one resurrected the soul in this physical 
lifetime – making the two (soul and spirit) one in the house of the body – then anybody could 
achieve Gnosis, Christ Consciousness and could remove the blockage that was causing the 
shadow – the Archons’ Astral Mountain, the false spirit world - that prevented us from 
becoming consciously aware of our spiritual light and the Light of Oneness Itself. Hence, we 
could remove the veil, the darkness, or the shadow created by the Archons which surrounded 
our inner light and prevented us from becoming aware of our true spiritual potential. As we 
know from the last two chapters, the Archons were, and are, terrified of our inner spiritual 
light, which is why they have created all these illusory belief systems that merely steer us into 
their world of astral imbalance. Once we are there, they feed us even more illusory concepts 
about their false spirit world which we then take on board, and so the shadow around our 
inner light thickens and strengthens and we become more removed from any conscious 
awareness of our true worth and spiritual potential. We then become puppets of the Archons, 
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channelling, and being fed, information from their reality, information that they choose to 
feed our ego and emotions to keep us controlled and believing in their false spiritual reality.  
 
We then share these divine encounters and false spiritual beliefs through the writing of books, 
undertaking workshops, giving seminars and lectures, and with anybody else around us who 
will listen. 
 
Then, when we have bought into these illusory belief systems, it is much easier for the 
Archons to capture our soul when it leaves the physical body, simply because the soul has no 
idea where it should be returning to.  
 
There are many references in so-called religious and non-religious spiritual texts around the 
world to people meeting God or an angel, or some ‘other’ spiritual or supernatural being on a 
mountain, or ascending a mountain or ascending the Holy Hill of the Lord, depending on the 
belief of the individual. There are many images of ladders and the climbing of mountains to 
be found in almost all of the spiritual/religious teachings around the world, where the 
initiate/seeker of truth must ascend these steps/levels/pathways/degrees/gates in order to 
become closer to God, or the creator, or a ‘spiritual hierarchy’, to even the Great Architect of 
the Universe – the Great Lord Himself. The origins of all of these are the same as the origins 
of God, as are the origins of the Elohim we will be covering later.  
 
In Modi’s second book we have a reincarnated soul describing the following after her 
physical death: ‘…Since my uncle died, I have a feeling he is in me. My habits changed to 
those of my uncle. [Another example of how a ‘full meld’ of the lost soul changes the 
personality and character of the infected human soul – see Chapter 8] I try to move to the light 
but I cannot…Maybe my vision is blocked, but it seems that two people are seeing through 
the same eyes…I see a spiritual ladder, as my religion teaches. Some rabbis spend a lifetime 
teaching how to go to Heaven by this ladder, but I stumbled upon it. How could it be so easy? 
I got it: all you have to do is ask God for help. And I went to school all these years to learn 
this?…I hear my uncle saying, ‘Stop thinking and keep going.’ I see a ladder but I do not 
understand its use. I cannot use it…I ask people who are waiting up there, ‘How do I come 
up? I get the answer, ‘Just think it.’ I think about going up and I am up.’7  
 
Ladders are also prominent in the teachings of the Cabbala (Qabala), such as Jacob’s Ladder 
‘…the ladder that represents the hierarchy of created beings that runs all the way from the 
great Masters to the Seraphim. God’s creatures go up and down the length of this ladder, and 
it is impossible to reach the Creator by any other way. Everything in life points to the 
necessity of a ladder.’8 Is this just another externalisation by the Archons of the inner journey 
into our DNA, and thus truth, as we covered in chapter five? 
 
People simply do not realise that they are ascending (climbing the ladder of) the same Archon 
created illusory astral mountain, an external journey of the soul where the followers, initiates, 
adepts, students etc., are guided through the Devil’s Pass where they then must make a choice 
of which direction to take. Here the student must choose between the Right-Hand Path to God 
or God’s Heaven, or choose the left hand path to enlightenment, illuminism, Shambahla, 
Satan’s household, or many of the other illusory temptations on offer. People do not realise 
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today that both these paths actually lead to the same destiny – the capture of the soul by 
the Archons. When people reach either God’s Garden, or Paradise, or some Spiritual ET or 
other Plane on this astral mountain, either God, the angels, or some other 
spiritual/supernatural being invites the ‘seeker’ to literally eat from the Archons’ Tree Of 
Life.  
 
The [Qabalistic] Tree Of Life, as we know from the last chapter, is the offer by the Archons 
of everlasting life, and the promise of gifts and a place of importance in Heaven or some 
Spiritual Hierarchy after death of the physical body, promises which appeal to the ‘ego’ and 
the emotional body of the student. Once we are hooked, they have our soul, and the 
connection between the astral reality and our soul is strengthened even further. This enables 
even more imbalanced information to be relayed into an individuals’ psyche/consciousness, 
which when taken on board, is then taught and spread to other humans, and so the disease - 
the tumour in the external consciousness of the Earth - continues to grow larger. 
 
With the knowledge we have from previous chapters about the denigration of the female 
energy by the Church, their turning of the symbolic reference of the Serpent/Snake relating to 
the inner journey and, thus, our connection with Wisdom and Knowledge, into the Devil – see 
Chapter Five the Cosmic Serpent – we may well begin to understand the underpinnings of the 
so-called innocent game of Snakes and Ladders. Here we have a young child being cleverly 
subjected to an early conscious and subconscious form of programming by the Archons. 
These children are being taught at a very early age that ‘ladders’ help you to win the game 
and snakes help you to lose the game. This is a subtle form of programming that the child may 
recognise in later life, i.e. go for the ladder and ascend to the Great Lord/God’s Heaven – the 
illusion - and avoid the snake, the inner path to self-awareness, which in my opinion is 
actually the true path. 
 
Just because we have separation in the physical reality – light and darkness – does not mean 
we have to accept it as a spiritual axiom, because if we do, we will never escape the 
separateness of the physical and astral realm and we will never reach the real spirit world of 
non-separation – wholeness or Oneness itself, the symbolic union of the male (Spirit) and the 
female (Soul) in the bridal chamber. 
 
In Modi’s books many of these ‘reincarnated souls’ talk about travelling to ‘God’s Heaven’ 
for further tuition even when they are asleep. We find exactly the same in the Cabbala and 
almost every spiritual and Initiatic teaching, that when the adept is ‘enlightened’ enough, their 
soul, when asleep, will travel to ‘God’s Heaven’ or whatever ‘Spiritual Realm’ they have 
bought into for further teaching/education etc., through the connecting (silver) cord that is 
attached to the lost reincarnated soul, or the one that has been created through externalising 
our spiritual search. “Whatever they are going to do on Earth, they have already done it in 
Heaven. For example, if they are planning to do research and invent something, they have 
already done that research in Heaven. When they incarnate on Earth, they can access that 
knowledge through their soul or guides from Heaven. Even as they do the research, they can 
go to Heaven during sleep to gather more knowledge, which they can apply on Earth the next 
day.”9 One guru I was involved with used to do this ‘travelling’ regularly, and would only 
know what was going to take place in a workshop that day from instructions received the 
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night before! This is when the soul really does become deeply programmed by the Archons in 
this astral reality and their ‘helpers-in-many-disguises’.  
 
Why do I believe this is so? Allow me to explain. 
 
As I mentioned earlier, I spent a while in this Archon-controlled astral reality, being shown 
how it all worked, from meeting with various ‘beings’ and being given ‘gifts’ to make me feel 
important, being given information from varying sources to confuse me, but because I had 
binned all my beliefs and I was constantly asking the Light for help throughout, I was also 
being shown exactly how these astral lords used thought-forms and lost souls to control us. 
 
However, when I was reading Modi’s second book, ‘Memories of God and Creation’ I was 
reading about all these ‘gifts’ given to these lost souls before they were ‘reincarnated’. This 
jogged my memory because whilst in this astral reality I too was given many gifts ranging 
from Crowns, jewels, swords, crystals, potions, scarves, necklaces, rods of light, orbs and a 
whole lot more too. I decided to go back and read some of my meditations and experiences 
and check out these ‘gifts’. I was amazed by what I found. In Modi’s second book 
reincarnated souls describe ‘God’s Heaven’ in a pictorial form. There are two drawings, one 
like a flower – with God in the Centre known as the Core of God, surrounded by twelve 
Godheads (twelve rose petals, symbolic of the signs of the Zodiac, see later). This is known 
by lost souls as the Global or Circular Model of God. The second drawing known as the 
Pyramidal Model of God is as follows: Compare this with what I was shown while I was in 
God’s astral reality at the beginning of August 1999 which I have scanned from my 
meditation diary:  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Now this is exactly how the reincarnated souls from God’s Heaven describe how they see, or 
understand Heaven to be - God’s so-called spiritual afterlife. This is also exactly how I was 
shown, symbolically, how Yaltabaoth’s astral illusion worked to manipulate human 
consciousness. It is interesting to know what I was shown whilst observing this reality and so 
I share here with the reader exactly what happened next.  

 
The circle on the top of the pyramid turned into a huge radar dish, slowly turning 
continuously in a 360-degree circle. As this radar dish was circling, it kept changing direction, 
as if covering every possible angle of projection or trajectory, whilst frequently descending 
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into the ‘water’ surrounding it, creating ripples in the water. As I was well aware that water 
was consciousness in this physical reality, I knew from what I was being shown that ‘this 
reality’ I had been/was experiencing, was actually controlling human consciousness and 
human belief systems by ‘broadcasting’ information into our human psyche. At the time, little 
did I realise to what extent this was happening, and had been for thousands of years. 
 
After witnessing the above I found myself sat with two ‘beings’. One drew something in the 
earth below me. It was a Dove on top of nine lines with each line below the Dove being 
longer than the one above it and the final line, the ninth, being much longer in perspective to 
the symmetry of all the others. This ‘symbolic’ drawing then manifested itself into a physical 
3D appearance with the Dove sitting on top of a pyramid of steps. The dove changed into a 
walrus (or large seal) and slid down the steps of the pyramid (previously the lines) and said its 
name was Suspixiouk, or something sounding like that. This ‘being’ then gave me one of its 
whiskers’, which then turned into a Rod of Light, a Magic Wand. 
 
This is interesting because in the Spiritual Teachings of the Qabala it is taught that ‘We have 
constantly to restore the connection between that which is below and that which is above, 
between the higher and the lower worlds, and this is what a magic wand does: a magic wand 
is a rod that links the two worlds…The function of a magic wand is to connect the two worlds 
so that the current can flow freely between them. The central powerhouse in the world above 
produces an abundant supply of current, but if we want our lights to burn on earth, they have 
to be connected to that powerhouse. And a magic wand is the connecting link. When a magus 
possesses this wand in himself, therefore, in his head and his heart, in his soul and in his 
spirit, and when, in addition, he holds the material representation of this connection in his 
hand, in the form of a physical wand, he has the power to trigger a flow of energy from the 
divine world to the physical world.’10 
 
‘A magic wand, therefore, is a connecting rod which brings the two poles of heaven and earth, 
the inner, psychic world and the outer, physical world, into contact, in order to give physical 
expression, concrete existence, to an idea, a thought, a mental image.’ 10  
 
So we see that what I was given here by this strange being in this psychic God’s heaven was a 
tool to help this astral reality communicate its false teachings, thoughts, ideas and mental 
images to me. For one reason and one reason only, to control my thoughts and beliefs, and 
therefore, control me. Fortunately the previous day I had been given a crystal orb and once 
this was attached to the wand, balance was restored and I was not affected. 
 
This is only one brief example of many experiences I could offer whilst I was in this astral 
reality – God’s so-called heaven and many other so-called illusory spiritual realities - that 
details exactly how this false spiritual reality offers us gifts, such as books, rings, crowns, all 
kinds of other jewellery, swords, shields, crystals, drinks and potions, cloaks/robes, scrolls 
and so forth, in order to appeal to our ego and emotional body. Just so this reality and its false 
spiritual beings can feed us imbalanced information and strengthen their communication with 
our conscious and subconscious minds, and thus gain more control over us.  
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In many spiritual and Cabbalistic teachings the emphasis of learning is placed upon the Tree 
Of Life and the disciples’ connection with God’s (or other so-called spiritual beings’) reality, 
“But, if it is to express the fullness of divine life, the tenth Sephirah must be joined to the 
Tree. This is why, every day, and at frequent intervals during the day, a disciple renews his 
contact with Heaven so that the currents may circulate and flow through him and, one day, he 
may recapture his divine countenance.”11 We can see that once again we are constantly taught 
to connect with and receive ‘spiritual guidance’ from this external ego-created reality, thus 
strengthening our connection and therefore the amount of information received from this 
reality. As a consequence, our consciousness, thoughts, beliefs and actions are likewise 
programmed and changed to fit the astral lords’ reality and version of spiritual events. 
 
I’d like to cover a little more on the robes and cloaks that were offered to me while in this 
astral reality. The reader may recall from the previous chapter that many of the ‘clothed’ 
beings wore robes, or cloaks, and this was symbolic of thought-forms and lost souls, i.e. non-
light beings. I was offered a robe/cloak to wear on a number of occasions. Each time I was 
offered a cloak it was grey and dowdy, lacking in spiritual energy, and was wholly 
imbalanced. Every time I mentioned this to the ‘being’ who offered it to me, their reaction 
was one of surprise, then they all told me it could be any colour I wanted it to be. I naturally 
declined their offer to wear the cloak, as I didn’t want this negative imbalanced energy 
anywhere near me. 
 
The reason I am mentioning this is because I was reading recently some promotional material 
for an upcoming ‘Healing weekend’. During this weekend there were a number of 
seminars/workshops available on a variety of subjects/modalities, and included in this 
weekend workshop were a couple of guided meditations where the participant would be taken 
to meet Archangel Raphael and receive their own unique healing cloak and discover its 
colour.  
 
These ‘cloaks’ offered by the astral beings (angels) are of such a low energy value that by 
wearing them we are immediately covering up our inner spiritual light and making it much 
easier for these astral thought-forms and lost souls to attach to us and feed us information 
from their astral reality. There are thousands of people throughout the world teaching about 
angels and ascension, holding workshops, engaging in meditations to connect with these astral 
beings believing them to be divine or spiritual, and impressing upon people that by using the 
energies of the angels and ascended masters et al, they can free themselves from all kinds of 
things, like karma and past life suffering and so forth. Sorry, but from my experiences none of 
these practices actually work on a spiritual level and will only help to connect people with the 
astral reality - period. 
 
Of course, some people may well say that they feel better, or feel as though they have had a 
release and many other things. Some of the more objective people who are still pretty much in 
control of their own consciousness, however, do realise that something is not right. Though 
for others, those who really do believe in this kind of thing, faith is a very powerful and 
hypnotic drug. We must remember that hypnotised people can eat a raw onion believing it is a 
sweet apple and even swear that it tastes sweet, and truly believe it. Yet the reality is not as 
they believe it to be at all, only how they have been programmed to perceive it is. This is how 
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we become programmed by the Archons and their flock of attachments; our perception of 
what truly is, is altered, just as it is in a hypnotised person.  
 
On other occasions while I was in this astral reality, I was offered ‘scrolls’ a number of times. 
One I was supposed to put in my belt and carry around with me. Another I was asked to 
digest, while another I was told to read. This is interesting, especially as Ezekiel, in his 
mystical experience of meeting God face to face, described the following, ‘God gave Ezekiel 
a scroll…and said, “Son of Man, eat what is before you, eat this scroll.” Ezekiel did, 
commenting that the scroll tasted “sweet as honey” while in his mouth, but after he had 
swallowed it, he was filled with bitterness and his “spirit” was angered.’12    
 
‘A similar event is described in Revelation 10, when Saint John also “saw God”, and he also 
was given a scroll to eat, being told as well that it would be as sweet as honey in his mouth 
but would turn his stomach sour, which, as John reported, proved again to be the case. And 
only after he ate his scroll, was John, like Ezekiel, allowed to prophesy.’ 12  
 
All this means is that this astral reality, using thought-forms that people believe in through 
religious and spiritual teachings, pass on information into our psyche/consciousness. In effect 
the Archons infiltrate our energy fields and leave packets (embryos) of imbalanced 
information which affect our consciousness and beliefs and which also create a connection 
with this astral reality so we can be fed – channel – even more information from this false 
spiritual reality. I will cover how gurus and masters do the same with their followers later on. 
 
Yet I digress again. Maybe we should perhaps look at some more so-called spiritual teachings 
at this point to help clarify a few points. The following is taken from the spiritual teachings of 
Omram Mikhael Aivanhov: 

 
 

 ‘There are even some inhabitants of the psychic world who have been created by 
humans. Some of these well known characters of literature, for instance, or even saints 
who never actually existed, have become so famous and have been so vividly present 
in the minds of men that they have acquired, not physical, but fluidic reality. And this 
is how an egregor comes into existence. 
 
‘An egregor is a psychic collective entity formed by the thoughts, wishes and fluidic 
emanations of all the individual members of a collectivity, a nation or a religion, for 
instance. The thoughts and desires of so many human beings working together towards 
the same goal form an egregor which is shaped, impregnated and nourished by that 
collectivity. We in the Universal White Brotherhood, have our own egregor, just as all 
religions and spiritual movements – and even political movements – have theirs. 
Sometimes these egregors combat each other on high, each one wanting to be the 
strongest, and each one helps the community that has brought it into being, for it is a 
reservoir of tremendous forces. Each has its own symbolic form which is often that of 
an animal: bear, tiger, cock, eagle, dove, and so on. But the really vital thing to 
understand is how to form a powerful egregor capable of working in every region of 
the world and of helping and enlightening human beings. You must also be careful, 
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though, for if you betray the ideal that an egregor represents it can punish you and 
reduce you to dust.’13  

 
 

This tells us many things. Firstly, these so-called spiritual teachers realise that thought forms 
exist and know exactly how they are formed and kept alive by people’s beliefs and the 
worshipping of them. Therefore, they know that these egregors are merely a product, or 
creation, of the mind/intellect/ego, and logically, as such, cannot have anything to do with 
spirituality – yet they believe completely the opposite, that their egregor (thought form) is 
benevolent and must be obeyed at all times. This is simply because that is what they have 
been taught (programmed) to believe, and so this ‘teaching/programming’ is also passed onto 
their flock, and so the disease in consciousness continues to exist and spread, just like a 
tumour in the human body grows.  
 
We can see here that the Master/Guru or the initiate/follower is programmed to obey ‘their’ 
egregor at all times for fear of being punished. Therefore, these masters /gurus and adepts 
NEVER go beyond the astral reality. They never get off the mountain because when they 
reach their egregor, they believe that that is as far as they can go. Then the 
consciousness/minds of all these people become programmed with more and more Archon-
induced propaganda from the astral reality that only serves to promote an increased belief in 
their reality. This is why today so-called spiritual teachers DO NOT teach about this middle 
place or the Archons’ astral reality. They firmly believe that this reality IS the real spirit 
world. These masters et al, have no idea of the real spirit world because they have never 
touched on that inner Oneness, the Primordial and Spiritual Self. They are merely teaching 
what they have been programmed to believe in and programmed to teach, and by never going 
beyond their own thought-form egregor and by being fed illusory concepts from these thought 
forms, they merely end up experiencing further illusory concepts and illusory beings from this 
astral reality, thus strengthening the belief that it is all true. 
 
In one of my meditations I met an ‘Egregor’ represented by a Dove, which then attempted to 
create a communication link between me and this astral reality through the ‘Rod Of Light’. It 
was exactly the same with the offer of the ‘cloak/robe’ and the scrolls we covered earlier. Not 
to mention all of the other ‘gifts’ I was offered or presented with to appeal to my ego and self-
importance in an attempt to make me feel important, or superior in some way. 
 
This is when I realised that if I hadn’t binned all my beliefs and preconceptions about life and 
spirituality, I would have been in trouble. For example: If I had had a belief in God, then as 
soon as I had met God on this mountain then I would have gone no further. I would have been 
‘hooked’ and would have begun to ‘channel’ information from ‘God’ and probably written 
many books about my ‘divine’ encounter, sharing the ‘messages’ I had received from God on 
how we should behave, what we should believe in etc. 
 
Likewise, if I had had any belief in the cabala or spiritual teachings, then when I came across 
the 24 Council of Elders (the Thrones), or Metatron, or any of the other ‘spiritual beings’, Ra, 
Thoth, Rameses and so forth, I would have stopped and gone no further, believing that I had 
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reached my/the ultimate goal in spiritual life. This is how our belief systems deliberately 
hinder us! 
 
In other words, my ‘belief,’ of whatever nature and founding, would have kept me locked into 
this false reality of the Archons and I would have ended up becoming stuck on the astral 
mountain channelling their false information. In a sense, I could have ‘Guru-ed’ for England 
for the rest of my life in the ‘Channelled Information’ stakes, without much opposition. I 
could also have made a fortune talking about my meditations, the ‘beings’ I met, the gifts I 
was given, how important I was in the scheme of things, how we needed to improve the planet 
and humans, my Divine encounters with God, and so on. However, I would not have become 
any more spiritual. In fact, the complete opposite would have occurred as I became more 
enmeshed in this false astral reality of thought forms and lost souls. My soul would have 
become lost to the Archons because of my ‘beliefs’, and I would have ended up living and 
believing in a false reality that became more and more real/fluidic and ‘magical’ as time went 
on. As my communication with this astral reality strengthened, so my belief in this reality 
being a truly spiritual reality would also have grown. I would then, just like a tumour does to 
surrounding healthy cells, convert other people (cells) into my beliefs. This is how the disease 
in consciousness spreads around the world and society and social standards and behaviour 
continues to decline. We can witness this happening all around us in the world today.  
 
Fortunately, for me, I had no beliefs and I was constantly asking the Light for help, so I 
managed to escape from this astral illusion and reach the real spirit world – the Light from 
whence we came. From this connection I was then able to see through this Archon-induced 
veil of false beliefs that had been impressed upon the human psyche for thousands of years 
and I began to recognise where and how these beliefs manifested in this physical reality. This 
is when I began to write this series of articles. Here I would like to mention something that at 
the time of my meditations I was not aware of. Throughout my meditations and search for 
truth I constantly asked the Spiritual Light that animates living things to help me. I’m pleased 
I did this because what generally happened after I had experienced the imbalanced male ego-
consciousness of this astral realm, was that in the very next meditation I would experience the 
female energy, which being the opposite, naturally helped to keep me reasonably balanced 
throughout this period of discovery. I put this phenomenon down to constantly asking the 
Spiritual Light that I am and that animates all living things to guide me and show me what I 
needed to see and experience at that moment in time. 
 
The reader may remember from earlier that in Modi’s second book, the reincarnated (lost) 
souls, when communicated with through regressive hypnotherapy, symbolically described 
God’s Heaven in exactly the same way as this reality was explained and shown to me when I 
visited it many times through meditation. However, the reality I was experiencing and that 
being described to me was the Archons’ astral reality, not a spiritual God’s Heaven, but the 
psychic God’s heaven of Yaltabaoth/Jehovah/Yahweh. I was being shown exactly how this 
reality was manipulating human consciousness and had been for thousands of year. This may 
be a good time to look at some of the inconsistencies and illogical ideas presented in these 
books by God’s so-called reincarnated souls. 
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It is also mentioned in this book that some of the planets, like Venus, Neptune and Uranus, 
were closer to the sphere of God than the Earth, and therefore, a more spiritual place to 
incarnate. This is an awful excuse because Earth actually lies between Venus and the other 
two, so exactly where IS God’s so-called Heaven? The importance of Venus in the Archons’ 
scheme to control human souls will become clear as we progress through this article. 
 
This book covers accounts by reincarnated souls’ of their experiences of the Creative process 
before God made the Universe some billions of years ago. However, these ‘lost souls’ – even 
though they were not yet created and so cannot possibly have had any experience of anything 
before their creation – talk about the Core or Ball of God (Light) and a black ball existing in 
this ball of God/Light called Lucifer. Lucifer then broke away from the core of God and took 
with him as many parts as he could. When Lucifer and his entourage left God, they became 
Demons, or at least this is what the Elders in God’s Heaven teach to lost souls.  
 
However, something is very wrong here. In the time-scale of the creative process – some 5-6 
billion years – the actual association of Lucifer with the Devil is very much a modern-day 
invention by the Archons and their human puppets. So where does the association between 
Lucifer and the Devil come from? 
 
 
Will the real Lucifer please stand up? 
 
“The word "Lucifer" in Isaiah 14:12 presents a minor problem to mainstream Christianity. It 
becomes a much larger problem to Bible literalists, and becomes a huge obstacle for the 
claims of Mormonism. John J. Robinson in A Pilgrim's Path, pp. 47-48 explains:  
"Lucifer makes his appearance in the fourteenth chapter of the Old Testament book of Isaiah, 
at the twelfth verse, and nowhere else: "How art thou fallen from heaven, O Lucifer, son of 
the morning! How art thou cut down to the ground, which didst weaken the nations!"  
 
“The first problem is that Lucifer is a Latin name. So how did it find its way into a Hebrew 
manuscript, written before there was a Roman language? To find the answer, I consulted a 
scholar at the library of the Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati. What Hebrew name, I 
asked, was Satan given in this chapter of Isaiah, which describes the angel who fell to become 
the ruler of hell?  
 
“The answer was a surprise. In the original Hebrew text, the fourteenth chapter of Isaiah is not 
about a fallen angel, but about a fallen Babylonian king, who during his lifetime had 
persecuted the children of Israel. It contains no mention of Satan, either by name or reference. 
The Hebrew scholar could only speculate that some early Christian scribes, writing in the 
Latin tongue used by the Church, had decided for themselves that they wanted the story to be 
about a fallen angel, a creature not even mentioned in the original Hebrew text, and to whom 
they gave the name "Lucifer."  
 
“Why Lucifer? In Roman astronomy, Lucifer was the name given to the morning star (the star 
we now know by another Roman name, Venus). The morning star appears in the heavens just 
before dawn, heralding the rising sun. The name derives from the Latin term lucem ferre, 
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bringer, or bearer, of light." In the Hebrew text the expression used to describe the Babylonian 
king before his death is Helal, son of Shahar, which can best be translated as "Day star, son of 
the Dawn." The name evokes the golden glitter of a proud king's dress and court (much as his 
personal splendor earned for King Louis XIV of France the appellation, "The Sun King").  
 
“The scholars authorized by ... King James I to translate the Bible into current English did not 
use the original Hebrew texts, but used versions translated ... largely by St. Jerome in the 
fourth century. Jerome had mistranslated the Hebraic metaphor, "Day star, son of the Dawn," 
as "Lucifer," and over the centuries a metamorphosis took place. Lucifer the morning star 
became a disobedient angel, cast out of heaven to rule eternally in hell. Theologians, writers, 
and poets interwove the myth with the doctrine of the Fall, and in Christian tradition Lucifer 
is now the same as Satan, the Devil, and --- ironically --- the Prince of Darkness.  
 
“So "Lucifer" is nothing more than an ancient Latin name for the morning star, the bringer of 
light. That can be confusing for Christians who identify Christ himself as the morning star, a 
term used as a central theme in many Christian sermons. Jesus refers to himself as the 
morning star in Revelation 22:16: "I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto you these 
things in the churches. I am the root and the offspring of David, and the bright and morning 
star."  
 
“And so there are those who do not read beyond the King James version of the Bible, who say 
'Lucifer is Satan: so says the Word of God'...."  
 
“Henry Neufeld (a Christian who comments on Biblical sticky issues) went on to say,  
"this passage is often related to Satan, and a similar thought is expressed in Luke 10:18 by 
Jesus, that was not its first meaning. It's primary meaning is given in Isaiah 14:4 which says 
that when Israel is restored they will "take up this taunt against the king of Babylon . . ." 
Verse 12 is a part of this taunt song. This passage refers first to the fall of that earthly king...  
 
“How does the confusion in translating this verse arise? The Hebrew of this passage reads: 
"heleyl, ben shachar" which can be literally translated "shining one, son of dawn." This phrase 
means, again literally, the planet Venus when it appears as a morning star. In the Septuagint, a 
3rd century BC translation of the Hebrew scriptures into Greek, it is translated as 
"heosphoros" which also means Venus as a morning star. [We’ll look at the relevance of 
Venus later] 
 
“How did the translation "lucifer" arise? This word comes from Jerome's Latin Vulgate. Was 
Jerome in error? Not at all. In Latin at the time, "lucifer" actually meant Venus as a morning 
star. Isaiah is using this metaphor for a bright light, though not the greatest light to illustrate 
the apparent power of the Babylonian king which then faded."  
 
Therefore, Lucifer wasn't equated with Satan until after Jerome. Jerome wasn't in error. Later 
Christians (and Mormons) were in equating "Lucifer" with "Satan".  
 
“So why is this a problem to Christians? Christians now generally believe that Satan (or the 
Devil or Lucifer who they equate with Satan) is a being who has always existed. Therefore, 
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they also think that the 'prophets' of the Old Testament believed in this creature. The Isaiah 
scripture is used as proof (and has been used as such for hundreds of years now). As Elaine 
Pagels explains though, the concept of Satan has evolved over the years and the early Bible 
writers didn't believe in or teach such a doctrine.  
 
“The irony for those who believe that "Lucifer" refers to Satan is that the same title ('morning 
star' or 'light-bearer') is used to refer to Jesus, in 2 Peter 1:19, where the Greek text has 
exactly the same term: 'phos-phoros' 'light-bearer.' This is also the term used for Jesus in 
Revelation 22:16.  
 
“So why is Lucifer a far bigger problem to Mormons? Mormons claim that an ancient record 
(the Book of Mormon) was written beginning in about 600 BC, and the author in 600 BC 
supposedly copied Isaiah in Isaiah's original words. When Joseph Smith pretended to translate 
the supposed 'ancient record', he included the Lucifer verse in the Book of Mormon. 
Obviously he wasn't copying what Isaiah actually wrote. He was copying the King James 
Version of the Bible. Another book of LDS scripture, the Doctrine & Covenants, furthers this 
problem in 76:26 when it affirms the false Christian doctrine that "Lucifer" means Satan. This 
incorrect doctrine also spread into a third set of Mormon scriptures, the Pearl of Great Price, 
which describes a war in heaven based, in part, on Joseph Smith's incorrect interpretation of 
the word "Lucifer" which only appears in Isaiah.”14 
 
Also, historically there was a human character called Lucifer. Lucifer Calaritanus became the 
bishop of Cagliari in Sardinia and held a strictly orthodox view of religion, if somewhat 
narrow compared with others of the time. He was a fierce opponent of the perceived heresy of 
Arianism and founded the Luciferians to promote his views. Luciferianism survived into the 
early 5th century, but was so orthodox in its beliefs that we cannot link anything here to the 
creation of the Lucifer = Devil belief. Lucifer Calaritanus first came into prominence around 
354 C.E. (A.D.) when he opposed the Emperor (of Rome) Constantius regarding the 
condemnation of Athanasius. As a result, he was sent into exile from A.D. 355 to A.D. 361. 
According to Jerome’s Chronicle he died in 371 and both Ambrose and Augustine speak of 
him (Lucifer) as having fallen into a schism. 
 
So, Lucifer was the original name for the planet Venus before the Romans changed it to 
Venus. The Fall of Lucifer was, therefore, an astrological event. Historically, Lucifer 
Calaritanus was exiled by the Emperor of Rome and referred to as ‘having fallen into a 
schism’. Could it be that over a period of time, and with a lack of understanding of the real 
meaning and origin of these stories, that these references have been totally misconstrued, 
leading to Lucifer = Devil being interwoven into the human psyche? Prior to this, Lucifer 
never even existed in an angelic form, never mind having any association with the Devil! 
 
What we may be entitled to ask of God’s reincarnated souls is this: What is a modern-day 
invention by Man – i.e. Lucifer and his association with the Devil - doing appearing in God’s 
so-called pre- creative process of the universe, all of which happened some billions of years 
ago?  
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It is obvious that this is a programmed piece of information implanted into the psyche of the 
‘lost soul’ before it is forced to reincarnate and parasitise a living human soul, and only serves 
to confirm what we have been discussing about this false spiritual reality and how the 
Archons use mind-controlled lost souls to manipulate and control the human psyche with false 
and programmed information. This reality cannot possibly be divine or spiritual because it is 
full of our human religious and historical errors, fears and blatant misunderstandings of 
creation. 
 
So we can see that God’s Heaven is just an astral reflection of our human mistakes, beliefs, 
fears, ego and greed and that there is absolutely nothing spiritual or divine about it at all. This 
reality then channels these same mistakes as historical beliefs into the psyche of those people 
communicating with it believing it to be spiritual, and it also teaches these historical and 
spiritual errors to souls before they are sent down to meld with a living human soul and pass 
onto their host these same incorrect beliefs. 
 
There is even more revealing information in Modi’s second book that actually offers us a 
completely different viewpoint and understanding than the information that the reincarnated 
soul wishes to implant into our psyche. “I am a male fetus in the womb, and I am aware of 
what my mother is thinking. She got a wire from her friends. She uses it to hurt me. And the 
lower part of my body gets torn from the rest of my body. I lose consciousness and die…In 
Heaven, I am put on the floor of a room filled with Light, and some Light beings talk to me 
about my life. They remind me I had gone into that life knowing I would be aborted and 
knowing that, in the long run, it would be an experience of growth for me and my 
mother…While in Heaven, I planned to be aborted to make me realize how terrible abortion 
is. I also chose to be aborted, because in another life I was a warrior who killed lots of 
children, and the mother who aborted me was one of those children. I butchered her, so in this 
life I planned to be butchered by her by being aborted…I am put in bathtub filled with liquid 
Light. I remain in it for about forty-five minutes and get cleansed. Then I am taken to a crib 
by a Light being and I stay there for a very long time. I grow into a young adult. During this 
time, I rest and reflect on my life.”15  
 
What does the above account actually tell us? We know what it is trying to tell us, but what is 
it actually saying and what can we deduce from this passage? Firstly this passage tells me that 
every newborn baby is born with a brand new soul and secondly it confirms what we have 
been discussing in these last three chapters, that these reincarnated souls ARE programmed 
(brainwashed) with false information before they are ‘sent’ back to earth to parasitise a living 
human soul.  
 
This aborted soul was told by ‘light beings’ that in a previous life he was a warrior, therefore, 
he should have been a soul that was fully grown. So when he returned to God’s heaven his 
story should have been like all the other accounts of reincarnated souls returning to heaven as 
fully grown adults and being met by ‘family members’ and other members of his soul group. 
He should also have seen his guides after leaving the physical body like all the other 
reincarnated souls do (all reincarnated souls take guides with them and at least one guardian 
angel, a total of three guides minimum), yet he wasn’t, he was completely on his own, and no 
silver cord to travel along either. Instead, from the aborted soul’s account, he was put in a 
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crib and over a long period of time, he grows into a young adult. This is an astonishing 
mistake to make. This is confirmation that this aborted soul was a brand new soul. In fact, 
ALL newborn babies are born with a brand new soul. It is also confirmation that the 
‘information’ about this ‘reincarnated soul’s’ past life has been programmed into him (this 
lost soul), and that these reincarnated souls (lost souls) are indeed being programmed with 
false information by the Archons in God’s heaven before being ‘reincarnated’ into another 
spiritually weakened human body that has been ‘prepared’ for them. This is where the beliefs 
of the human parents come into play and how human bodies are ‘prepared’ – which we will 
look at later. In light of this information about an aborted soul should we perhaps reconsider 
our views on abortion and our seemingly outdated laws?  
 
Yet this is not the most astonishing contradiction and illogical belief we are subjected to in 
these types of books.  Continuing with Modi’s second book we are informed that God creates 
ALL souls, and He creates them in His likeness, full of Light and Love. Yet when it comes to 
explaining Karma, this theory falls flat on its face. We are led to believe that when a soul does 
bad things and returns to heaven, it is first cleansed and restored to its original purity in the 
likeness of God, and then it sent back down to earth to endure its karma. We are informed by 
these so-called reincarnated souls that they must suffer because of what they did in a past life. 
Just rewards one may say and deserving perhaps some may even contend. 
 
However, that is not the most blatant of contradictions and illogical beliefs we are expected to 
swallow! Because God creates ALL souls, then God has to create the souls that will deliver 
the karma – punishment – to the reincarnated soul to cancel out its karmic debt. Therefore, 
these souls who deliver the karma and inflict the pain and suffering on this soul must also 
then face their own karma for the wicked deeds that they carried out. So then God has to 
create even more souls to inflict karmic suffering upon these reincarnated souls, and then 
these souls who inflicted this suffering must also face their karma. And so more and more 
imbalanced souls are created to inflict suffering on others due to karmic debts. All this 
does is create even more imbalance and suffering in the world because even more souls 
are continuingly having to be subjected to karma, and so this cycle of creating more 
imbalance goes on and on. The tumour continues to grow. If God does create souls in his 
image, and he is creating them in an imbalanced state, what does this tell us about God? What 
does this tell us about this so-called spiritual Heaven of love and light? 
 
Of course, none of this makes any sense, spiritually or logically, and it all lacks common 
sense too. But then this reality has no common sense. Any of this only makes sense when we 
see it from the angle presented in these last three chapters, that this reality is the imbalance in 
consciousness, the male ego energy without the balancing aspect of the female energy, as I 
have explained. So this reality can only recreate in its own image, therefore it can only create 
imbalance, hence the cancer continues to spread. None of this is the fault of the Demons 
either because every soul has a preview of their life and Karmic suffering before being sent 
down into another parasitic life. So they know what to expect.  
 
In these books we are led to believe that God, or some other spiritual deity, cleanses and 
purifies these ‘souls’, restoring them to God’s pure light. Yet when we next find them 
occupying a living human soul, they are often responsible for some of the pain and suffering 
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endured by the human host as we discovered in the last chapter. So much for being restored to 
purity in the likeness of God when the imbalance/s of a previous life’s illness/es, disease/s and 
addictions are still present in the ‘reincarnated soul’ which are then passed onto the human 
host it occupies, causing similar pain and suffering. 
 
We can see from the accounts given by reincarnated souls that God’s heaven is not actually a 
spiritual reality full of light and love at all, as these books and accounts would have us 
believe. These personal accounts by reincarnated souls actually show us very clearly that 
God’s heaven is an astral reality of imbalance where lost souls are programmed, sent down to 
earth to possess human beings with the single purpose of feeding false spiritual information 
about this astral reality into the human psyche, so more and more people will come to believe 
in it and thus feed this reality even more energy, thereby allowing it to grow even more 
powerful and become more influential over human consciousness. 
 
These reincarnated parasitic lost souls are also praised for their work when they succeed too. 
“I am in Heaven with two angels, Joseph and Raphael, reviewing the life I lived in 6000 
B.C.…They seem to be pleased…We review my life. It was almost picture perfect: 
everything went exactly as I planned. The books were written and the information sheets with 
all those wise sayings were prepared; the merchants carried the news as the city grew. All the 
people were taught, as the old religion was replaced with the new one. We taught about…life 
after death, and how people can become better through spiritual development. Things worked 
out extremely well. Then the angels sent me on for more learning.”16  
 
Here we can understand clearly that these lost souls are indeed praised for carrying out the 
work of the Archons, and we have confirmation that this reality – God’s Heaven - DOES use 
lost souls as well as thought-forms to influence human belief systems. These lost souls are 
‘sent down’ from Heaven to possess a human being, take over their 
consciousness/soul/thinking/beliefs to introduce various beliefs and religions into the world 
through writings, books and teachings that all point towards, and include reverence and 
worship of, this astral reality and the astral thought-form gods and so-called supernatural 
spiritual beings that occupy it. 
 
Additionally, these reincarnated lost souls talk about how they are prepared beforehand in 
Heaven about everything that they will do on Earth. “Whatever we are planning to do on 
Earth we already have done in Heaven. I am in a library, reviewing what has been done in the 
past, refreshing myself in the knowledge I will take to Earth. Very little is available for my 
waking consciousness; instead, the information is stored in a compartment of my mind. When 
I need it, I can access it.”17 This is exactly how the intelligence agencies work to create their 
‘sleeper’ drones, their multi-personality and sub-personality ‘helpers’ whose implanted 
‘memory/personality’ will surface when subjected to certain key words or orders/instructions.  
 
What is amazing here is that we can find these same tactics and programming of [astral] 
beings, implemented and used to control and influence human consciousness and beliefs by a 
spiritual hierarchy that we find in Occult, Theosophical, illuminist and Masonic teachings: a 
hierarchy held in such similar high esteem. According to Alice Bailey, “These methods of 
overshadowing will largely be the ones used by the Great Lord and his Masters at the end of 
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the century, and for this reason They are sending into incarnation, in every country, disciples 
who have the opportunity offered them to respond to the need of training men and women to 
recognise the higher psychism, and the true inspiration and mediumship, and to do this 
scientifically. In fifty years time, the need for true psychics and conscious mediums (such as 
H.P.B., for instance [Helena Petrova Blavatsky] will be very great if the Masters’ plans are to 
be carried through to fruition, and the movement must be set on foot in preparation for the 
coming of Him for Whom all nations wait.”18  
 
So, on the one hand we have God’s Heaven sending down lost souls to influence humans and 
their belief systems through reincarnation, and on the other hand we now know that the Great 
Architect of the Universe, the Great Lord that the Illuminists hold in such high regard, is also 
doing the same. He is also sending down His disciples through reincarnation to ‘train’ human 
beings into recognising Their higher psychism and authority. It would appear that we are 
being programmed by two sides of the astral plane, or are we? 
 
Is this a battle for whom controls our human belief systems, and, therefore, who ultimately 
controls the human species, as the Good versus Evil scenario we have been indoctrinated with 
for thousands of years would have us believe? Or is there a much simpler explanation? 
 
Let us go back to the accounts of the lost souls for a clue to what may be going on here. 
Whilst in God’s Heaven some of the lost souls give accounts such as the following: “I see 
leaders of different countries coming to Heaven to learn how to do their job better. There is a 
section dealing with how governments and organizations function. There are two aspects to 
the teaching. One explains how things work in Heaven...the other teaches how they work on 
earth with the elements of ego, arrogance, and pride, and there are ways for them to function 
properly. There are hundreds of such buildings. There are areas here dealing with pure 
learning, where classes are held and people are taught. I am looking at the souls that are in 
these heavenly buildings now, but that are also incarnated on earth; I see their connecting 
cords going down from their spirit body here in Heaven to their physical body on Earth. Some 
of them are awake in their physical body, but quite a lot of them are asleep. It seems that in 
sleep these people come here for learning and even those who are awake send a part of their 
consciousness here…and there are specialized beings associated with each building. It is like 
an office, but the beings do not stay in the same ‘office’ all of the time. They move on as they 
learn, and go to higher functions. Some of these are angels and some are different levels of 
masters.  There are similar buildings for other worlds and planets in their sections of Heaven. 
I see library exchanges between Heavens for different planets. There are different centers of 
learning, and the masters and humans from here go to the Heavens of other planets, to their 
learning centres.”19  
 
So the question we may feel like asking is this: What are our world leaders doing in God’s 
Heaven when many of them believe in Illuminism/Freemasonry and many of them (secretly) 
have a complete disregard for religion and God? 
 
I would like to explain another of my experiences while in this astral reality before I attempt 
to answer this question fully. 
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The reader must appreciate the following description is a symbolic tale, and white and black 
refers purely to the purity of the soul or the darkness of the soul, and not to skin colour. In one 
very revealing meditation I was watching a huge carousel spinning round with souls trapped 
on it. I know this because I saw my father on this carousel and he had died a couple of years 
earlier, so I knew it referred to souls that had passed away. As the carousel kept on spinning 
round, the white souls gradually became darker and darker in energy and appearance. Every 
so often, the carousel would stop and a completely black soul would descend back to earth. 
After watching this procedure for a while I was gradually moved backwards and I began to 
see more of what was happening. On top of the carousel was a very old gnarled left hand that 
seemed to be manipulating or controlling it. As I moved further away my gaze followed this 
hand upwards and I saw the left hand and arm belonged to, or what reminded me of, a very 
old witch/wizard, dressed completely in black with pyramidal shaped hat, and this ‘being’ was 
devoid of any light.  
 
My gaze transferred to the right arm of this being and as I followed the right arm down, I 
noticed that the right hand was manipulating and controlling another carousel, an exact replica 
of the one controlled by the left hand. This carousel was also full of departed [lost] souls and 
it too was spinning round and the souls were becoming darker each time. Once again I 
watched as the carousel stopped and a completely black soul descended back to earth. The 
dark being was laughing as it controlled both these realities. 
 
I realised at this stage that there were two realities or major beliefs that could capture our soul 
when occupying the physical body – basically religious beliefs, and non-religious beliefs such 
as occultism, illuminism, freemasonry, theosophy, new age etc - and also two ‘realities’ that 
could ensnare the departed soul when it left the physical body. At the time I did not know how 
encompassing this control was, or as widespread these two apparent separate beliefs were. All 
I knew was they were created and controlled by one Archon in the astral reality – the Chief 
Archon - and both sets of beliefs actually led back to the one same place. It was only after 
doing research into this whole area that I began to comprehend the profound implications this 
had upon human spirituality and how we had been, and are continuing to be, controlled by 
this one same astral thought form – Yaldabaoth, the Chief Archon. This is why I have 
constantly stated my understanding is that 99% of our belief systems have been, at least today, 
deliberately created for us. 
 
If I am right then we should be able to find some proof that our belief systems have been 
altered over time and rewritten to suite the Archons’ agenda. We should also be able to 
establish whether the Cabbalistic Tree of Life is indeed the Archons’ Tree of Life, as I 
contend it is, and has indeed been created by the intellect and ego of our ancestral humans. 
Also, we should be able to prove that this so-called Spiritual Hierarchy we find described in 
many spiritual belief systems was, and is, not responsible for Creation at all, as it would like 
us to believe it is – that it was, and is, created and fed by our own human beliefs. We should 
also be able to find more proof that this Spiritual Hierarchy is also exactly the same as 
reincarnated souls’ describe God’s Heaven, which we have already identified as being no 
more than the Astral Heavens controlled by the astral lord, the psychic God of our own 
creation. We should also be able to find many commonalities amongst these supposedly 
diverse belief systems to show that they are in fact all founded upon the one same premise, 
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the astral reality. I will now offer some proof and examples of why I believe this is so. 
However, with the amount of information I have on this subject alone, it could be a book in 
it’s own right, so I have kept the information brief and concise, yet as informative and as 
expansive as possible. The following is quite lengthy and may seem to stray away from the 
subject matter, so I ask the reader to stay with the information and to note the similarities and 
connections amongst all of these various, yet major, belief systems. I will offer my summary 
at the end of this chapter to help weave all of this information together to demonstrate what I 
believe is happening now and what we can do to help. 
 
Where do our belief systems come from and what were they originally based upon? 
 
In the Bible we have the following: Revelation chapters 4 and 5 give us an idea of what God’s 
throne looks like. Here we see God sitting on His throne in heaven with a rainbow around the 
throne (Rev. 4:3). We also see 24 thrones with the 24 elders sitting on these thrones, clothed 
in white garments with crowns on their heads (Rev. 4:4). There are 7 lamps of fire burning 
before the throne. These are the 7 spirits of God (Rev. 4: 5).   
 
In accounts given by reincarnated souls who describe their afterlife experiences in God’s 
Heaven, they too describe these Council of Twenty Four Elders - the Thrones - as those 
beings who oversee all karmic issues, including past and future lives. This is consistent so far. 
However, it may surprise a few people to know that in Qabalistic (Cabbalistic) beliefs and 
teachings, the Thrones, the Council of Twenty four Elders are also significant and play a very 
important part in the soul’s afterlife, training, karmic issues, past and future lives, as well as 
being a huge influence in the Initiate’s so-called spiritual learning and progression/evolution 
through the Ten Sephiroth of the Tree Of Life. “The Sephirah Binah is the realm of the 
Twenty-Four Elders, symbols of stability, and it is because of the stability that characterizes 
them that they are known as ‘Thrones’, for a throne is a stable, immoveable seat.”20 
“Binah…This is the awe-inspiring, implacable region governed by the Twenty-Four Elders, 
the Lords of Karma.”21. “…The earth, you see, is not the only place where creatures can go 
to train and develop. There are other ‘earths’ all over the universe where they can go for 
instruction. Just as creatures from other planets come to earth, with a particular mission to 
accomplish…so creatures from earth can be sent to other planets. It is the Twenty-Four Elders 
who are in charge of organizing all this coming and going.”22  
 
However, this similarity is nothing unusual because Qabalistic beliefs and influences run 
throughout Judeo-Christianity. “Every symbolic image, all magic rites and ceremonies, all 
religious ritual, even the ritual of the Mass, takes its inspiration from the Tree Of Life. The 
numbers, colours and symbolic forms used in all these ceremonies are all remnants of the 
cabbalistic tradition.”23.    
 
We know from Modi’s and Newton’s work that the reincarnated (lost souls) describe God’s 
Heaven in exactly the same way as Cabbalists describe it; the same type of illuminated 
beings, the same kind of hierarchal structure, training, soul groups etc., and the same council 
of twenty-four elders making the major decisions, especially on the soul’s karmic and 
past/future life issues. We’ve touched upon Modi’s work that describes human souls 
‘incarnating’ on Venus and other planets, so all of this seems to tie in nicely – or does it? The 
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Qabala also refers to these ‘Elders’ as the Lords of Karma, a title that reincarnated souls also 
use occasionally to describe these beings. Everything seems to correlate nicely between the 
Qabala, religion and the descriptions of the Afterlife in God’s Heaven offered by reincarnated 
souls. All of which goes a little way in determining that the Archons’ astral thought forms and 
lost souls that we identified in God’s Heaven in the last chapter and this chapter through 
regressive hypnotherapy, are also present in Cabbalistic doctrine and teachings.  
 
So what exactly is the Qabalistic Tree Of Life? Well, it is many things to many people, but 
simply put, it is allegedly the universe in which God dwells and which He impregnates with 
His own life. It is supposed to be symbolic of the whole of creation and a spiritual hierarchy 
full of divine and illuminated beings to help us bring the Kingdom of Heaven upon Earth. It is 
often referred to as a model used to represent Humanity’s relationship to God and creation. It 
is proffered as being the connection between us mere human mortals and a hierarchy of divine 
and supernatural beings – colloquially referred to as the ‘Brotherhood’ – here to save us! Or is 
it? 
 

Here is a simple drawing and a brief overview of 
what the Tree Of Life is allegedly about: 
 
The ten Circles represent the ten Sephiroth, regions o
the universe corresponding to the numbers 1 – 10. It 
is taught that each of the ten Sephiroth possesses not
only a spirit (the number), but also a soul, an intel
a heart and, finally, a physical body in which they
dwell. Each Sephirah is a region inhabited by
hierarchy of luminous spirits governed by an 
Archangel who in turn is subject to God.24 Put quite 
simply, this means that the adept/s
work through each of the Sephirah through diligence,
practice, patience and focus to attain spiritual 
learning. 

f 

 
lect, 
 

 a 

tudent/initiate must 
 

 
It is also taught that our ancestors only worked with 
seven Sephiroth, then eight Sephiroth representing 
the seven planets and the Earth because Uranus and 
Neptune were not then a part of the Tree of Life as 
they had not, at the time, been discovered by our 
ancestors. The implications of this will become 
obvious later on as we shall witness the Qabala and 
it’s Tree of Life losing it’s so-called luminosity and 

spiritual worth. 
 
We can see that there are twenty-two paths that interconnect the Ten Sephiroth and these 
twenty-two paths are based on the original twenty-two letters of the Hebrew alphabet. 
“Cabbalists, who study the Hebrew alphabet, distinguish, first of all, three Mother letters, 
Aleph, Mem, and Shin, which created, respectively, air, water and fire; secondly, seven 
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Doubles, Beth, Gimel, Daleth, Khaph, Pe, Resh, and Tav, which created the seven planets, 
and finally, twelve Singles, He, Vav, Zayin, Het, Tet, Yod, Lamed, Nun, Sameck, Ayin, 
Tsade, and Qoph, which created the twelve constellations of the Zodiac. The twenty-two 
letters of the Hebrew alphabet, therefore, embrace the whole of creation.”25  
 
However, the planets and the universe were formed some billions of years before life evolved 
and even longer before language was invented, so this is an incredulous statement to make! 
Mmmmm? Maybe the Cabbala and the Tree of Life are not what they make themselves out to 
be as I have suggested and are just a projection back in time of false beliefs to try and support 
and prop up a fragile belief system created by the Archons – like Lucifer being the devil in 
God’s Heaven obviously is. We shall discover exactly why this may be as we progress. 
 
The number twenty-two continues it’s importance as, according to Cabbalistic teachings, 
even the twenty-two (Major Arcana) cards of the Tarot are founded on the Tree of Life and 
the original Hebrew alphabet. Twenty-two is also found in religion too: “By dividing the 
Apocalypse into twenty-two chapters – the same number as the letters of the Hebrew alphabet 
– St John showed that it was dedicated, as it were, to the Logos, the Divine Word which, he 
says in his Gospel, is the origin of all things.”26 As a matter of interest there are 22 bones in 
the human skull, and the importance of this link to the head, the intellect and the ego will 
become clear as we progress. 
 
The Elohim are very important in Judeo-Christian beliefs too, as we covered briefly in an 
earlier chapter. The Elohim are mentioned many times in the Old Testament, and allegedly 
created us earthlings under the unfathomable direction of the Supreme God. In Revelation 1:1 
we have:  
 

“A revelation of Jesus Christ, that Elohim gave to him, to show to his slaves what 
things are required to come to pass quickly; and he did signify this, having sent 
through his messenger to his slave John,1:2 who did testify the Word of Elohim, and 
the testimony of Jesus Christ, as many things also as he did see.1:3 Happy is he who is 
reading, and those hearing the words of the prophecy, and keeping the things written 
in it; for the time is near! 1:4 John to the 7 assemblies that are in Asia: Grace to you and 
peace, from him who is, and who was, and who is coming, and from the 7 Spirits that 
are before his throne,1:5 and from Jesus Christ, the faithful witness/martyr, the first-
born out of the dead, and the ruler of the kings of the earth; to him who did love us, 
and did bathe us from our sins in his blood,1:6 and did make us kings and priests to his 
Elohim and Father, to him is the glory and the power to the ages of the ages! Amen.1:7” 

  
The Elohim are important in the Cabbala too, with Elohim Gibor the God or Ruler of the fifth 
Sephiroth, Mars; Elohim Tsebaot the Ruler of the Eighth Sephiroth, Mercury, with Bnei-
Elohim (Sons of the Gods) as the Archangels. The Elohim (Gods) are also the Principalities of 
the seventh Sephiroth, Venus. The importance of Venus in religion, spiritual and new age 
beliefs, and its link to the Archons’ astral reality will be covered later. 
 
It would appear so far, so good. The foundation of the belief structure of the Cabbala, Western 
religion and past-life regression experiences are apparently in harmony with each other and 
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there appears to be a conformity between the various descriptions of God’s Heaven, it’s 
hierarchal structure, description of the illuminated beings and various experiences in the 
afterlife. However, further examination of many other belief systems ‘out there’ start to show 
up some very interesting commonalities and traits that would seem to indicate that the 
Archons’ Qabala has far more influence in our belief systems today than we may realise. 
 
We will examine some of these points individually to see if we can establish how pervasive 
cabbalistic beliefs have become and if they do point to the Archons’ astral reality. We’ll start 
with the importance of the number twenty-two (22) and examine where else it appears in 
some of today’s belief systems. 
 
According to Matt D A Fletcher the symbol used by the Rosicrucians is the Rosy Cross, or the 
Rosae Rubeae et Aureae Crucis (Order of the Red Rose and Cross of Gold), and “is a 
complete symbol of Qabalistic and Hermetic knowledge of God. It takes the basic form of a 
cross of six squares, the unfolded cube”91 which is Cabbalistic geometry, with a rose with 
twenty-two petals in the centre of the cross. Within this there is a smaller cross with a rose 
with five petals. The five petals represent the pentagram (the significance of which we’ll 
come to shortly), and the twenty-two petals are arranged in three layers; the first layer of three 
petals symbolises the “three Mother letters of the original Hebrew alphabet, Aleph, Mem and 
Shin.” 91 The second layer has seven petals representing the seven Doubles and the seven 
planetary rulers, “Beth (Mercury), Gimel (Moon), Daleth (Venus), Kaph (Jupiter), Pe (Mars), 
Resh (Sun), Tau (Saturn).” And finally, the twelve Singles representing the Zodiacal signs, 
“He (Aries), Vau (Taurus), Zain (Gemini), Cheth (Cancer), Teth (Leo), Yod (Virgo), Lamed 
(Libra), Nun (Scorpio), Samekh (Saggitarius), Ayin (Capricorn), Tzaddi (aquarius) and Qoph 
(Pisces)”. 91 Apart from some slight differences in the identifying names of some of the 
Hebrew letters, they otherwise correspond exactly with the description we found in Qabalistic 
teachings given earlier. Matt Fletcher states that, “The Greater Rose is located upon the 
juncture of the arms of the Cross which has but 4 arms. The sum of 1 to 4 is 10, which again 
reaffirms the 10 Holy Sephiroth…Thus the 22 letters of the Holy Alphabet are rejoined with 
the 10 Sephiroth, and thus reform the 32 Great Paths of Wisdom.” 91 There is more to this 
symbolism, but these are the key points to note. 
 
Where else can we find this symbolism of the twenty-two letters of the Hebrew Alphabet 
and the 22 Paths on the Tree of Life? 
 
“22 Strand DNA Activation27 
 
By Cheryl Caccialanza  
 
The 22-Strand DNA activation is a tremendous gift that was unveiled two years ago to 
accelerate the spiritual awakening of the collective consciousness on the planet. This unique 
activation is associated with the ancient mystery school lineage of King Solomon. It was 
used to activate high priests and priestesses, oracles, and prophets as a rite of passage in the 
secret mystery school tradition… Until now, this stored information has been inaccessible to 
us except for initiates of mystery schools, spiritual masters, and holy persons dedicated to 
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serving the Light. Our human form is composed of 12 physical strands of DNA [my 
emphasis] and 12 corresponding spiritual strands, totaling [sic] 24 strands.”   
 
Oh boy, it looks like I am a few-strands-down then.  Better get Jacob’s ladder out and play 
catch up or I’ll miss the boat and thereby my ascension to the higher realms of salvation. In all 
seriousness though, we only have two strands of DNA, always have had and always will have. 
DNA is the axis point between the non-physical energy aspect and the physical aspect of our 
human form (see Chapter Five DNA and The Extra Mile). The importance of the numerology 
in this DNA belief will become clear later on. As ludicrous as this belief is, I have to say that 
it is an excellent idea for winning the insult of the year award. For people who do not agree 
with the herd mentality, the herd mentality can just refer to them as being a ‘few strands 
down’ and all the self-professed spiritually aware people with strands galore and connections 
with the astral reality will offer a knowing smile. 
 
So, who, allegedly, was King Solomon of this mystery school? He was the King of Israel. In 
Cabbalistic teachings we find, “The seventy-two Planetary Spirits [vibration on nine – see 
Chapter Two] are constantly at work in the universe. Tradition tells us that it was thanks to 
their collaboration that Solomon was able to build the Temple of Jerusalem.”28.  
 
This is interesting because when we look at the credentials of the author of the above DNA 
Activation, we find, “Cheryl Caccialanza…has devoted her life to serving God, the Hierarchy 
of Light, and humanity. As a second degree Ritual Master and third degree Initiate of the 
Rocky Mountain Mystery School, a hermetic order from the Golden Dawn, Cheryl serves 
as a Guide to the Universal Great White Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Light. She carries the 
lineage of the ancient mystery school tradition of King Solomon. Cheryl's work includes the 
22-Strand DNA activation and traditional mystery school Adept teachings and Initiations into 
the Universal Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Light. Her work as a Ritual Master entails 
healing modalities practiced thousands of years ago by King Solomon, along with applied 
Kabbalistic principles.”27  
 
For the reader’s interest the Hermetic Order Of the Golden Dawn (and, therefore, the 
Rocky Mountain Mystery School), is founded firmly on Cabbalistic beliefs and the Ten 
Sephiroth of the Tree of Life, so the importance of the number 22 is of no surprise here. 
Check out their web site and see for yourself. We also have reference to the Universal 
Brotherhood and Sisterhood of Light and we will cover this ‘Brotherhood’ later.  
 
This 22 Strand DNA Activation follows on the heels of the new-age-fad of the 1990’s 
whereby we were encouraged to activate the 12 Strands of our DNA for more spiritual 
alignment. Obviously 22 sounds more impressive – especially as a precursor to the 24 strand 
activation - and as such offers the ego more ‘spiritual gnosis’ than 12, so this Archon ploy 
could drag a few more innocent and gullible people in. 
 
However, this is not the only web site or belief that we find promoting the 22 Strand DNA 
Activation process (for the time being until something new comes along). We have: “I have 
been blessed to receive the 144 sacred glyphs of each of the four languages I have mentioned 
from the Inner Plane Ascended Masters. I have also received the 144 sacred heart signatures 
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of the Ascended Master councils and many individual Masters. Working with all of these 
glyphs and the sounds that activate them is extremely powerful for the acceleration of one’s 
ascension process and embodiment of God Presence on Earth… The Galactic Heart 
Mantra:…This is the galactic heart mantra that also repatterns your 22 strands of DNA to 
their truth. If you hold any unresolved thought forms or feelings within these strands that 
connect you to the heavens and your expanded nature, this mantra will be very powerful 
for you and will assist you to gracefully release these unresolved memories. It also connects 
you to your soul family energetically and opens your starry heart chakra that is held in the 
back of your heart. This aspect of your heart chakra allows you to receive love from the 
starry realms of joy and from your own Galactic Presence…”29 
 
Immediately we can see the correlation here between the numerical figure of 144 and the 
limiting intellectual-ego-vibration of 9 (nine) we covered in Chapter Two. Here is a 
testimonial from somebody who has had the 22 Strand DNA Activation.  
 
“I went to a psychic fair because a person activated the 22 strands of DNA as a profession. 
That day I received my DNA Activation…Since I had that done on 8-2-03, I have had things 
come in multitudes but only at levels that I can handle, and I have even asked for more to 
come in and received what I had asked for an hour later. But I can see my guides now when I 
ask for protection to where I couldn't see them at all unless in meditation or unless some were 
really strong when coming in at first. I could however see other people's guides and angels at 
times. I can now "hear" better, as well channel my energy better when I do reiki for helping 
others.”30 
 
We can witness how this activation connects us with the external ego-consciousness reality of 
the Archons’ heaven. The reader will know by now what my thoughts and beliefs are on so-
called spirit guides – see chapter 7 & 8 for more details if you have just tuned into this chapter 
– that they are basically lost soul and thought-form entity attachments sent down from the 
Archon-controlled astral heavens we believe to be spiritual today. We can witness from the 
personal account given above that indeed, the DNA activation seems to enable external 
entities to come through into the psyche/soul/consciousness of this individual and 
communicate their Archon-astral information and beliefs into the conscious mind of their 
host. 
 
Another web site, ASCEND, “has received information about the 22 strands of DNA through 
encoded images and channelled information presented by Bernadette Whyte - Rai as 
assistance to all HALO angels. The images have been channelled from The Library of Light 
on Sirius for the healing of Earth and her humanity…We ask all HALO angels to work with 
these encoded images. Each image is a code of one of the initial 22 strands of etheric DNA 
that feeds our cells light and love…To accompany the 22 codes of the 22 strands of DNA, 
there are 4 other encoded images also. These 4 are, the Flower of Life symbol that will assist 
all HALO angels in their connection to the HALO grid, the code for the Galactic Heart (from 
Qala ) which activates the 22 strands of DNA, and two codes (from Kalina Raphael Rose) that 
allow all to heal traumas of birth and creation through the embrace of the Mutant Strand of 
DNA…”31 
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We can witness here that the Hebrew alphabet of twenty-two letters is important in Biblical 
teachings, the New Age, Qabala, Initiatic and Mystery School teachings.  
 
On the Halo-Ascend web site we have reference to the Flower of Life, a teaching by 
Drunvalo Melchizedek, which is also based upon the Cabbalistic Tree of Life and it’s Ten 
Sephiroth. Within these teachings we have the Merkaba meditations and the study of the 
Platonic Solids which we covered in Chapter Two. These teachings are based upon Masonic 
and Kabbalistic symbolism and so-called sacred geometry, the intellectual study of the 
physical manifestation of creation, such as Metatron’s Cube - Metatron being the Chief 
Archangel of the Kether (Crown) Sephiroth in the Tree of Life. Drunvalo is also a member of 
the Great White Brotherhood. Much of Drunvalo’s information comes from channelling, 
Thoth in particular. Aleister Crowley also channelled information from Thoth as we’ll 
discover shortly. As a matter of interest, Aleister Crowley joined the Hermetic Order of the 
Golden Dawn as Frater Perdurabo on November 18th, 1898. 
 
Where the story of Melchizedek becomes really interesting is when we examine the book, 
‘Nothing in This Book Is True, But It’s Exactly How Things Are’, by Bob Frissell, which is 
about the work and teachings of Drunvalo Melchizedek. From pages 57-61 we have the 
following: “Just who is Drunvalo Melchizedek? Let me begin by telling you about Drunvalo’s 
great-great-grandfather, Machiavanda Melchizedek. Machiavinda was the person assigned 
from the Galactic Centre to be with us. He has been with us from the very moment we were 
created…Machiavinda was from the Great White Brotherhood.” We have yet another 
reference to the ‘Brotherhood’. We then have a brief overview of the Great White 
Brotherhood being in constant conflict with the Great Dark Brotherhood [good vs evil and 
God vs the Devil religious scenario updated once again] and then the story continues, “Due to 
amazing events which happened in 1972…, the Great Dark Brotherhood…enlisted four 
additional members from the star systems of Orion, while the Great White Brotherhood sent 
four of their own in response to this. Drunvalo was one of the four. He was chosen because of 
his longstanding experience in the Melchizedek Order in the thirteenth dimensional realm. He 
had been there almost from the beginning, or about 10 billion Earth years…Drunvalo came as 
what is called a ‘walk-in.’ Another person occupied his body until Drunvalo was ready to use 
it.”  
 
The reader may remember that we covered ‘walk-ins’ and ‘crawl-ins’ in chapter four with 
our extra-terrestrial Reiki people. Here I feel another parasitic lost soul is at work as this is 
almost identical to the ‘melding’ of the reincarnated (lost) souls into their chosen-for-them 
human host that we found in regressive hypnotherapy, again waiting for the right moment – 
and sometimes many years – to complete their ‘meld’. This is also reminiscent of the attached 
‘lost (reincarnated) souls’ changing in people as a new one ‘walks in’ that is even more 
imbalanced - in that it has been conditioned into the beliefs of the Archons to a greater degree 
- and an old one ‘walks out’. We covered this ‘changing’ of entity attachments in chapter 7, 
which is perceived incorrectly by many people today to be a changing of a person’s ‘Spirit 
Guides’, supposedly as the person ‘evolves’ spiritually. Why people believe this to be so we’ll 
cover later. 
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The story continues with Drunvalo descending from the thirteenth dimension to the third and 
“…he purposely placed a veil over his memory of the thirteenth dimension. According to him, 
to have memory now of life in the thirteenth dimension would be just too painful. There is no 
way you could exist here in the third dimension and maintain full memory of what the 
thirteenth dimension is like.” Yeah, right! This is remarkably similar to a few gurus I met and 
the excuses they gave too, and in my opinion is just a great cop out. I could tell people that I 
come from the seven star system of Yogi The Great Bear and from it’s 144th dimension, but in 
order to exist here in this 3rd dimension means I have to forget where I came from, otherwise I 
could not possibly manifest in this reality and therefore be of help and assistance to you 
spiritually. This amazing story continues, “…Then he went through the center of a nebula, the 
middle star in the belt of Orion. This is one of the primary star-gates to other dimensional 
levels…Many of the Greys emanate from precisely this part of the galaxy. After going 
through the belt of Orion, Drunvalo headed for the Pleiades…He gestated in a baby’s body 
and kept it for about fifteen Earth years…When Drunvalo learned what he needed to know on 
the Pleiades he flew to the third planet out from Sirius B…Here he existed by attaching 
himself to a very large being, a female orca whale. He swam with this whale for about one 
year, and while he swam with her she told him the history of the Earth…This joyous interlude 
ended when three humanoid fourteen-to-sixteen-foot tall Pleiadians came to him and said it 
was time to go. They took Drunvalo to the land mass he was on and gave him an already-
made adult male Sirian body…It’s cells contained the memory patterns of how to run the 
Sirian ship he was given. Drunlavo with 350 crew members, took this Sirian ship with a 
prepared flight pattern for Earth.” There was only Drunlavo and three others originally and if 
the crewmembers were recruited Sirians then why did they not ‘run’ the ship? Why do we 
have to have what appears to be a hero? Is there is a touch of the Indiana Jones, Superman or 
some other ‘global hero to save us’ routine here? 
 
The story unfolds, “Drunvalo and crew reached the orbital field of Venus, the world 
containing the Hathor race, the most advanced beings in this solar system.” This is interesting 
because we have a reference to the Hathors of Venus, and on the Rocky Mountain Mystery 
School web site they stated, “On May 21, 1998, we had physical contact with beings from 
another world…We saw their plasma ship in blinding light as it went into a lake in southern 
Idaho…The beings called themselves Nathors. (The Nathors are not related to the Hathors – 
who are entirely different beings with a different purpose.)” The role of Venus in the 
Archons’ scheme of things we’ll come to shortly.  
 
Back to the story, “After some adventures in dimensional reality on Venus…they transited to 
Earth and came in one overtone higher than our own dimensional level so we could not see 
them. Drunvalo left his Sirian body [Where exactly? And what happened to the body? Was it 
left for dead?] and ignited into a ball of light…He shifted upward into the Earth’s fourth 
dimensional level and from there kept climbing…He finally found the ascended masters 
hanging out on the tenth, eleventh and twelfth overtones of the sixth dimension. He joined 
them for a period of time from 1819 to 1850. In 1850 Drunvalo was born as a female into the 
Taos tribe in New Mexico. He maintained this woman’s body for forty years…He returned to 
the sixth dimensional level and stayed this time until 1972. On April 10, 1972, Drunvalo 
walked into his current body. It was all done in one breath…” 
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The author also recounts his experiences while with Drunvalao which are interesting: “I saw 
his aura but what really struck me was his constantly changing facial image. It kept changing 
in rapid fire succession as if there were three or four other entities present. [See exercise in 
Chapter Six that explains how to do this] He said that the workshop was co-created by him 
along with Toth and the four other Melchizedeks currently on the planet…Then he went on to 
talk more about his walk-in experience…and the most likely time for the transfer was a 
near-death experience…I immediately flashed back to a living death experience I had when 
I was in Amsterdam…At the time I felt I was standing outside of myself just witnessing the 
event…Could this have been my walk-in experience?…Drunvalo went on to say how as a 
walk-in you totally take on the karma of the body you inhabit and that you also get full use of 
its memory and training.”32  
 
If we come back to the work of Dr Modi we find: “Patients report that during near-death 
experiences they travelled through their cords, which they describe as tunnels to heaven. 
We also go to the Light through our silver cord during our sleep to plan future events and to 
learn from the higher beings.”33 Once again we have new age, occult/cabbalistic and ET-
based beliefs corresponding exactly with descriptions given by reincarnated souls from God’s 
Heaven and yet we are led to believe that these beliefs are diametrically opposed to one 
another. 
 
Also of interest here is that there are many accounts of near death experiences whereby people 
describe a dark, brooding and horrible world, which do not seem to receive the same publicity 
as those describing the ‘light and the tunnel’. What we can perhaps glean from this is that 
those who describe the typical ‘tunnel and white light’ are obviously the reincarnated lost 
souls who have gained the ascendancy in their host travelling back through their silver cord 
connection to God’s astral heaven, and they are describing this astral reality in the way they 
have been programmed to perceive it, and believe it to be. Whereas those people who have 
near death experiences that have no lost soul attachments, or attachments that do not have any 
meaningful control over their psyche/soul seem to be describing this reality exactly how it is 
and how I see it! 
 
In the above we have mention of the Hathors on Venus and the Rocky Mountain Mystery 
School (RMMS) also mention the Hathors on their web site, pointing out that they are 
different to the Nathors who instructed the Rocky Mountain people that they must activate the 
22 Strand’s of DNA of 20 percent of the world’s population by the end of 2005, then 
everything would be fine. Fine for the Archons at least, with many more people being infected 
by attachments from their reality and providing them with even more control. Who are the 
Hathors? Hathor was a major Egyptian goddess, the Lady of Heaven, Earth and the 
Underworld, perceived as a gentle and helpful deity, with women especially under her 
protection in pregnancy and childbirth. Worshipped throughout Egypt and as far as Syria.34  
 
According to the RMMS web site it is headed by Gudnic Gudnasen who met his wife, a 
Metatron (Kether Sephiroth) channel in America. He was initiated into the lineage of King 
Salomon with priesthood powers from High Priest Melchizedek who was authorised to do 
the work by the Hierarchy of Light. The RMMS is also a member of the Universal White 
Brotherhood we keep coming across and will look at later in more detail. The RMMS is also a 
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member of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and Aleister Crowley joined this 
Order on November 18th, 1898 as we have already discovered. The hierarchal structure of the 
Golden Dawn was divided into ten degrees, based on the Ten Sephiroth of the Cabbalistic 
Tree of Life.  
 
The Melchizedek priesthood is prominent in the Bible, as we know from chapters four and 
two, and Metatron, the Archangel of the Kether Sephiroth in the Tree of Life, according to 
Cabbalistic teachings is “The leader of the angelic cohort of Seraphim…, the Prince of 
Faces…who, alone, stands before God and speaks to Him face to face. It is he [Metatron] who 
instructed Moses, who appeared to him in the burning bush and on Mount Sinai…it is 
impossible for man to address God directly; we have to address Him through the agency of a 
hierarchy...Without this hierarchy between God and man, not a single human being would still 
be alive.”35 Remember these words because the Cabbala teaches that this reality, the Ten 
Sephiroth and the Tree of Life is responsible for all of creation and is headed and controlled 
by God.  
 
In this brief potted history of Drunvalo we find all the common new-age factors, the Pleiades, 
Sirius, important in Egyptian beliefs, Venus, the Great White Brotherhood, the Kabballah, 
Thoth, inter-dimensional travel, extra-terrestrials and so forth. What the reader may not know 
is that Aleister Crowley also channelled information from Thoth. In fact he wrote The Book 
of Thoth, and you can still buy Aleister Crowley Thoth Tarot cards today from the likes of 
Amazon. Thoth, mythologically, was referred to as the Moon God of data, who gained 
greater prominence as time went by, becoming a rival to Ra. Thoth, was also known as the 
scribe to the gods! Something I was told I was by these astral beings! 
 
Crowley, and Alice Bailey (who set up the Lucifer Trust in 1920 later changed to Lucis 
Trust in 1922), also belonged to the Great White Brotherhood. Crowley, Bailey and the author 
of the new age book ‘You are Becoming A Galactic Human’, Virginia Essene (an obvious 
pseudonym), all channelled their information, or were initiated, from Sirius and the Pleiades 
and Barbara Marciniak channels her information from the Pleiades too. Both Crowley and 
Bailey were personal friends with Helena Blavatsky, infamous for her book the Secret 
Doctrine, the great Kabbalist and Occultist who was highly instrumental in the setting up of 
the Theosophical Society.  These people mentioned, from the new age, the occult and 
Kabbalism, along with Drunlavo, all have one thing in common other than mentioned above. 
They are all preparing the world for a new Aeon, a New Age and the coming of Elder Gods 
from Pleiades and/or Sirius -  ‘ON EARTH AS IT IS IN HEAVEN’. These are just a few 
examples of many hundreds that could be offered. We will come to Blavatsky and Bailey 
shortly.  
 
A question the reader may have in mind is this, what is Crowley, an alleged Satanist, 
Occultist, Cabbalist and Black Magician doing channelling information from the same 
people/reality/spiritual hierarchy as the new-agers are? New-age channellers’ tend to see 
themselves as white magicians and ‘channels’ for bringing peace, love, light and harmony to 
Earth. Such beliefs and teachings are supposedly diametrically opposed to those of Satanism 
and the Occult. Additionally, we find that all these people’s beliefs and teachings have the 
Cabbala as their foundation; it is the core of their belief system.  
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FREEMASONRY 
 
We noted from the Tree of Life that there are Ten Sephiroth and Twenty-Two interconnecting 
paths. These are often referred to as the 32 paths of Wisdom and together they also make up 
the 32 Degrees of Freemasonry, with the 33rd Degree, Inspector General, being an Honouree 
Degree only. A bold statement to make some may shout, but actually one that is quite correct. 
If we look at the Tree of Life we can see that it is arranged into three Pillars. The Pillar on the 
left, which joins Binah to Hod is the Pillar of Severity or Rigour (Yakin). The Pillar on the 
right, which links Chokmah to Netzach is the Pillar of Mercy (Boaz) and these are the two 
pillars of the temple of Solomon. Running up the centre we have the Pillar of Equilibrium (or 
Mildness) joining Malkuth to Kether. The names given to these three Pillars vary, depending 
on the particular Cabbalistic (Kabbalistic) belief.  
 
In Freemasonry we find exactly the same Qabalistic Tree of Life with its ten Sephiroth and 
Twenty-Two interconnecting paths, but here the three Pillars are referred to as Wisdom, 
Strength and Beauty, just as they are in the Hermetic Qabalah which incorporates ideas and 
philosophies of eastern mysticism. One of the most widely used devices to instruct new 
recruits into the Masonic Craft is the ‘Three Pillars Tracing Board’. Additionally, all Masonic 
Lodges were originally built and dedicated to King Solomon – the King of Israel. In the US it 
would appear that they are now dedicated to St John the Baptist and St John the Evangelist – 
both Biblical icons - and were in England until 1813 apparently. In fact, according to Masonic 
legend, some of the rituals held in the lodges are actual re-enactments of events that allegedly 
took place in Solomon’s Temple. Such as the murder and resurrection of Hiram Abiff who 
was allegedly in charge of the building of the Temple. Solomon’s Temple, the Temple of 
Jerusalem is prominent in the teachings of God found in the Bible. 
 
According to Masonic lore, the symbols of Masonry are Kabbalistic and were known to the 
alchemists Zoroaster, Pythagoras, Apollonius, Raymond Lully, Cornelius Agrippa, Fludd, 
Boehme and others, and that those who understand Solomon’s Temple, in it’s details and in 
it’s entirety, is both a true Templar, Mason and Kabbalist – therefore an initiate of the highest 
order. In his Masonic 33rd Degree Initiation, Jim Shaw, in his book The Deadly Deception, 
describes the setting after the ritual of offering the bread and wine as such: “After this we took 
our places at the table shaped like a cross and sat down. The setting was dark, our long, 
sweeping robes were solid black, our faces nearly concealed in the hoods, and the mood was 
one of heavy gloom…It was, indeed, a Black Communion – a strange Black Mass.” He also 
describes that there were “four ‘holy books’ on the altar, the Bible, the Koran, the Book of the 
Law and the Hindu Scriptures” and the ‘candidate’ was told to kiss the book of their religion. 
In the centre of the room he describes “a large Menorah”, a Jewish “candlestick with seven 
candleholders, with seven candles now burning.” The importance of this ‘seven’ will become 
clear as we progress. [The Book of the Law mentioned above is not the work of Aleister 
Crowley, but by definition, is that volume, which, by the religion of the country, is believed to 
contain the revealed will of the Great Architect of the Universe.] 
 
So in Freemasonry we not only have the influence of the Qabala, but of Judeo-Christianity, 
Islam, and Hinduism. In God’s Heaven we discovered in chapter eight that these soul’s had to 
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obey the Law of Silence. We find this too in Freemasonry, Initiatic Science and so-called 
Mystery School teachings, as well as other Neophyte-based organisations. The Masonic Oath: 
“I, _________, of my own free will and accord, in the presence of Almighty God, and this 
Worshipful Lodge, erected to Him and dedicated to the holy St. John, do hereby and hereon 
most solemnly and sincerely promise and swear, that I will hail, ever conceal, and never 
reveal any of the secrets, arts, parts, point or points, of the Master Mason's Degree, to 
any person or persons whomsoever, except that it be a true and lawful brother of this 
Degree…” and so it continues to finish with: “All this I most solemnly, sincerely promise and 
swear, with a firm and steady resolution to perform the same, without any hesitation, myself, 
under no less penalty than that of having my body severed in two, my bowels taken from 
thence and burned to ashes, the ashes scattered before the four winds of heaven, that no 
more remembrance might be had of so vile and wicked a wretch as I would be, should I ever, 
knowingly, violate this my Master Mason's obligation...” 
 
As for King Solomon, according to archaeologist Professor Ze’ev Herzog of Tel Aviv 
University, the kingdom of David and Solomon was at best a small tribal monarchy and at 
worst a myth and that Solomon and David are “entirely absent in the archaeological record.” 
Many others support his views. He made this announcement in November 1999. 
 
Also of interest is that all devotions in Masonic Lodges are made facing East, due to the 
Freemason’s God being the Sun God. In Duncan’s Masonic Ritual Monitor, page 15, the 
Masonic Ritual proclaims that, “as the sun rises in the east, to open and govern the day, so 
rises the Worshipful Master in the east, to open and govern his Lodge, set the craft to work 
and give them proper instruction.” This allows us to understand the dedication of Masonic 
Lodges to the two St Johns, whose festival dates are June 24 and December 27, both dates 
being very important solar events, one the summer solstice, and the other the winter solstice.  
 
The winter solstice has been celebrated by many cultures for thousands of years to honour the 
renewal, or rebirth, of the sun. In pre-Christian Roman times it was, and still is, called the 
Saturnalia, a weeklong celebration – originally to the Statue of Saturn; Saturn being the Sun 
God and God of Agriculture. This Roman festival later became known as the Dies Natalis 
Solis Invicti – Birthday of the Unconquered Sun. A celebration when the duration of daylight 
first begins to increase after the winter solstice – the ‘rebirth’ of the Sun (Christ), after three 
days on 25th December. The 25th December is also the birth date of Mithras (more later), the 
Iranian God of Light, aka the Sun. 
 
Interestingly, Saturn is important in Masonic and Cabbalistic beliefs too. The glyph for 
SaTurn is comprised of a cross with an elongated bottom (T), and a backwards S connected to 
the bottom right. “ST can be expressed hieroglyphically as the US Dollar sign, 
$, symbolising the serpent and the T, the cross or the Tree of Life…”99 In the 
Cabbalistic Tree of Life, Saturn is the Sephiroth Binah, headed by Jehovah, and 
is the realm of the Thrones (the Aralim), who are also the Lords of Karma and 
the Council of 24 Elders, as we shall discover later. 
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In the Cabbalistic book ‘Toward a Solar Civilization’ we find that the Cabbala is firmly 
founded on sun worship too: “The light that flows from the sun, therefore, that light that 
produces such tremendous transformations in the universe, that brings with it such great 
benefits for all creatures and whose true nature is till unknown, that light is Christ, the Spirit 
of Christ. The light of the sun is the living spirit and it is by way of this light that the Spirit of 
Christ is always with us, unfailingly present and active, forever at work. If this were not so 
how could we understand the words, ‘I am the Light of the world,’ or ‘My Father and I are 
one’? They are one in the sun, for it is in the sun that light and life are one. And then again, 
Jesus said, ‘I am the Resurrection and the Life.’ Who raises the dead to life? Who gives us 
life? None other than Christ, the Spirit of Christ who dwells in the sun.  Christians have a 
tendency to see Christ in a particular place, in Palestine, since that is where Jesus lived. But if 
He is truly the Resurrection and the Life, He dwells not in Palestine but in the sun. Of course 
Christ is everywhere in Nature, but as far as we are concerned He is in the sun. And that is 
why, if you can get into the habit of contemplating the sun in the morning, remembering that 
it is Christ who is there before your eyes, and if you link with Him and love Him, your whole 
being will throb and vibrate in harmony with the Cosmic Light that shines, in condensed 
form, through the sun.”36 
 
Therefore, as Freemasonry is founded on Cabbalistic beliefs, it is only natural that their God 
is also the Sun God – Christ. However, it is not only cabbalists and freemasons that worship, 
or worshipped, the sun, early religions did too. Early Christians always faced east for prayer 
because as ‘Christ ascended into Heaven, He rose towards the East’ – aka the Resurrection, 
the rising of the morning Sun. Christ (as was Jesus) was also referred to as the Morning and 
Evening Star and this meaning could also be applicable to the rising and setting of the sun, as 
well as a reference to the planet Venus. In Ezekiel 8:16, allegedly in the temple of Jerusalem: 
“And he brought me into the inner court of the Lord’s house, and, behold, at the door of the 
temple of the Lord, between the porch and the altar, were about five and twenty men, with 
their backs toward the temple of the Lord, and their faces toward the east; and they 
worshipped the sun toward the east.”  
 

According to Egyptian lore the Son of Hapu says this a
creation: “I have come to you who reigns over the gods oh
Amon, lord of the Two Lands, for you are Re who appears 
in the sky, who illuminates the earth with a brilliantl
shining eye, who came out of Nou, who appeared ab
the primitive water, who created everything, who g
the great Ennead of the gods, who created his own flesh 

and gave birth to his own form.”37 The All Seeing Eye of freemasonry is also 
associated with the Sun, the Eye of Horus, the Egyptian sun God, son of Ra (Re). We can see 
once again an astrological influence – in this case the Sun - has played in constructing our 
many belief systems and symbology.  

bout 
 

y 
ove 

enerated 

 
The symbology of the eye in the sky is identical to the symbolism of God’s Heaven and how I 
was shown how the astral reality controls us, as we covered earlier.   
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Interestingly, according to the film The Illuminati by C. Everard-Jurquet,  the British Royal 
Family are also freemasons and Kensington Palace is the home of the Masonic Royal Alpha 
Lodge. Further, this film claims that the Royal Family’s ancestry can be traced back to 
Hebrew descendents and the word British in Hebrew means: brit – contract or covenant, and 
ish – man. 
 
Early Kabbalists obviously worshipped the sun too because this is where today’s knowledge 
comes from, and the Jewish Zohar is referred to as the Tree of Life, the ultimate and original 
source of the Kabbalah. In Buddhism, the first prayer of the day is to the east because the sun 
rises in the east. It is to show gratitude to all functions in the universe that make life possible. 
Central to Japanese beliefs is the sun goddess, who created Japan with the Emperor also 
descending from the sun goddess. 
 

However, over time, as people migrated 
and the ego and self-importance of the 
respective religious leaders and 
priesthoods took hold, the knowledge of 
this reverence to the sun was gradually 
replaced with allegiance to places of 
worship and to the priesthood and 
religious leaders instead. In both Judaism 
and Islam, prayers were conducted while 
facing, originally, Jerusalem, with Islam eventually changing to face 

Mekkah (qibla) during the early time of Muhammad. Early Christian and Catholic Churches 
were all built so the congregation prayed while facing east. In orthodox Christianity the dead 
are placed facing east both during the funeral service in Church, and in the tomb. In Islam, 
dying patients should face east, or Mekkah. In Catholicism, the Priest, and even the Pope, will 
sometimes hold up the Monstrance (symbolic of the Sun) for people to adore and venerate. 
See  http://www.aloha.net/~mikesch/sunburst.htm for more symbolic references to the Sun in 
Religion. Catholics cannot walk past this symbol for the Sun without kneeling and making the 
sign of the cross.  
 

The Pope, when blessing people, sometimes wears a white glove 
on his right hand upon which is emblazoned a symbol of the 
Sun. Catholics obviously shy away from this simple truth and 
counter that it is the Light of Christ/Jesus that is being 
symbolised. Both descriptions are correct, as the Sun is, and 
always has been, symbolic of the Light of Christ/God. 
Sun worship was practiced by the Iroquois, Plains, and 
Tsimshian peoples of North America and reached a high state of 
development among the Native Americans of Mexico and Peru. 
The sun was also a Hindu deity, regarded as maleficent by the 
Dravidians of southern India and as benevolent by the Munda of 
the central parts. The Babylonians were sun worshipers.97 
 
In ancient Greece the deities of the sun were Helios and Apollo. 
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The worship of Helios was widespread; temples were built in Corinth, Árgos, Troezen (no 
longer in existence), and many other cities, but the principal seat was on the island of Rhodes, 
in the Dodecanese, where four white horses were sacrificed annually to the God. A similar 
sacrifice was offered on the summit of Mount Hagios Elias, in the Taïyetos Mountains, in 
Laconia. In time virtually all the functions of Helios were transferred to the God Apollo, in 
his identity as Phoebus. Sun worship persisted in Europe even after the introduction of 
Christianity, as is evidenced by its disguised survival in such traditional Christian practices as 
the Easter bonfire and the Yule log on Christmas. 97 
 

Jesus Christ was also often portrayed with the radiance of the sun’s rays 
behind him. 
 
The importance of astrology and sun worship in underpinning the origins 
of our religious and spiritual belief systems will become even more 
evident as we progress, as will the changes to these beliefs too. Later, we 
will look at how the study and mapping of the movement of the stars 
allowed our ancestors to create time, the origins of the Elohim; who, or 
more correctly what they were and still are, and how solar worship 
became the monotheistic God of religion. 
 
 

 
THE LORDS OF KARMA – GOD’S THRONES 
 
Next we come to the Lords of Karma who are also the Council of Twenty-Four Elders and 
the Thrones, Guardian’s of God’s Domain. If we look at the work of Helena Blavatsky, the 
great Occultist and Kabbalist, who was very instrumental in setting up the Theosophical 
Society, we find many references in her writings to her communication with the Lords of 
Karma, from whom she received the guidance and knowledge which helped her to write her 
books. The following is information channelled from the alleged Ascended Master El Morya, 
extrapolated from a number of books, such as The First Ray, Law of Life and Teachings by 
Divine Beings and Pearls of Wisdom: “The Ascended Master El Morya in the 1950's 
reviewed some of the Great White Brotherhood's Endeavours to bring Illumination to 
humanity over the previous century: 
 

"My arguments in favor of investing certain Spiritual Energies - in 
attempting to contact and convince Individuals of the Reality of the 
Masters, and the existence of this Brotherhood - were rewarded and I, 
together with blessed Kuthumi, Saint Germain and Serapis, began Our 
Plans for the organization of The Theosophical Society, if We could 
secure the cooperation of any embodied souls with Western vehicles, 
who could form the spearhead for Our Endeavors.  

"Helena Blavatsky - naturally attuned to Our Vibrations through 
centuries of association at Inner Levels, and many embodiments of 
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cooperative service while in physical bodies - became the medium 
through which We endeavored to bring a Knowledge of the Masters to 
the people. Through the exertion of great effort, and the production of 
much phenomena, We were able to reach a limited number of 
lifestreams, and the opening wedge into the consciousness of the West 
began.  

"Then, through the kind assistance of the Lords of Karma, many 
beautiful spiritual souls who had gained much conscious knowledge of 
the Inner Light, were assigned to embodiments in the occidental world, 
and these became Our 'Outposts' to carry on the initial Endeavor which 
We, in Hope, had begun.  

"Thus was the initial Endeavor of Theosophy born. The Lords of 
Karma gave to Us a certain amount of Energy to use which the 
lifestream had not earned, and so Kuthumi and Myself and the 
Maha Chohan endeavored to use that Energy to the best 
advantage. We offered It then to Blavatsky and the founders to 
supplement their own faith and wisdom. Many is the night We sat and 
talked about how to confirm her appointment. We released to her the 
powers of precipitation and phenomena, everything to please the 
senses, everything to convince the reluctant consciousness of the outer 
self. We spent a great store of Our allotted Energy in literally turning 
hand springs in an endeavor to secure the faith and cooperation of those 
whom We lived to Serve.” 

The Russian mystic and artist Nicholas Roerich channelled the so-called Ascended Master El 
Morya. According to Terry Melanson: “In esoteric circles, Shambala is the home of the 
Ascended Masters, Secret Chiefs, or the Great White Brotherhood – hidden hand behind the 
formation and guidance of Freemasons, the Sufis, the Knights Templars, the Rosicrucians, the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn and the Theosophical Society – both Wallace [Henry 
Wallace of the Great Seal fame] and Roerich were members of the Theosophical Society, this 
is how Wallace met his Master.”38 
 
Helena Blavatsky was accused by a number of people of plagiarism. Her work was allegedly 
channelled from the likes of the ‘Brotherhood’ - for whom, it is written, she was a fiery 
messenger and the link through which to contact them - the ‘Mahatmas (Mahamas) and ‘Koot 
Hoomi’ or ‘Kuthumi’. Her work included and blended together, among other works, Eastern, 
Middle Eastern, European and Egyptian mysticism/mythology with the Zohar (the Tree of 
Life and the ultimate source of the Kabbalah), the Chaldean Kabbala and the Bible and 
ancient astrology. The Elohim (Dhyanis) still created us, Jehovah is present but Blavatsky 
contended Jehovah was a Sephiroth and an emanation, as we find in modern Cabbalistic 
teachings. Reference to the Atlantean race is present and she blends the Chaldean Kabala with 
the Global system of the East:   
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Here the Chaldean Kabala is presented as having seven Sephiroth and the three ‘higher 
planes’ are represented as being the Spiritual Realms. The reader will note that the top three 
Sephiroth from the Tree of Life are missing compared with the previous (modern) diagram we 
looked at. The Chaldean Kabala ties in with the Eastern Gupta Vidya Globe philosophy (of 
the time) and is also in keeping with the Gnostic Septenary cosmos, whereby the eighth, ninth 
and tenth Heavens were allocated to the spiritual realms, and the ‘Septenary’ below were the 
Archons’ Heavens, or the Archetypal World. This ideology is based on the six known planets 
of the solar system of the time, plus the Earth.  
 
This also appears to be the origin of ancient philosophies that encourage us to believe that the 
human body has six different energy bodies relating to these planets: in the Cabbala they are 
known as the Astral, Lower Mental, Higher Mental or Causal, Buddhic and Atmic,39 while the 
Indian Yogis teach that we have six chakras and call them, Muladhara (rectal), Svadhishthana 
(genital), Manipuraka (navel), Hridaya (heart), Vishuddha (throat) and Ajna (eyes).40 These 
names for the six chakras found in ancient Sanskrit and descriptions are identical to those 
taught in original Cabalistic teachings, but the Cabbala teaches that we have one more, the 
Sahasrara chakra, or the Crown chakra as we would better understand it, which is the 
‘thousand-petalled lotus’. The Sahasrara chakra can also be found in the Sanskrit texts and 
Yogic teachings: “The powerhouse of the astral region, the Sahasra, the Thousand Petalled 
Lotus, is the formative energy crossroads for all lower creation.”41  
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“According to yogic and mystic understanding, the physical universe is formed from the 
subtle essence of the five tattwas. These are Akash (Akasha) representing ether, Vayu (air), 
Tejas (fire), Jala (water), and Prithvi (earth).”42 This can be equated to the five stages of step-
downs from the initial creative force to the physical manifestation of life. We also find this 
same teaching of five planes, or step-downs of the creative process in the Cabbala, described 
differently as, “Spirit, Soul, Intellect, Heart and finally the physical body.”43 
 
However, I digress once again. Blavatsky was the mentor and teacher of Alice Bailey, who 
we covered briefly in chapter four. Bailey was married to a 33rd Degree Mason and was 
responsible for setting up the Lucifer Trust in 1920, later changed to Lucis Trust in 1922, 
probably so that the name did not upset religious people. Bailey was influenced by her 
mentor, but also by Freemasonry too, and her work, channelled from her spiritual Hierarchy, 
was also highly influential in Masonic beliefs. According to a number of researchers the Lucis 
Trust has become a powerful institution with a lot of political clout and is allegedly associated 
with the United Nations on a consultative basis, as well as over thirty large organisations and 
several influential names associated with controlling world political and financial events. 
 
However, these allegations and the possible implications arising from them are not within the 
scope of this article. Let us stick with the Hierarchal Brotherhood she was in contact with, and 
channelled information from through her main guide Djwhal Khul, whose hierarchal purpose 
was and is to restore the New Jerusalem on Earth and create a one world government and one 
world religion.  
 
Here we may begin to pull together all these supposedly separate realities. In the Lord’s 
Prayer we have:  
“Our Father, who art in heaven,  
Hallowed be thy Name.  
Thy kingdom come.  
Thy will be done,  
On earth as it is in heaven…  
For thine is the kingdom,  
and the power,  
and the glory,  
for ever and ever.” 
 
If we look at a leaflet from the Universal White Brotherhood who promote the teachings of 
the Cabbalist Mikhael Aivanhov, examples of whose teachings we have used here, we find, 
“The Universal White Brotherhood is a collective term for all those beings who are working 
for the high ideal of bringing about the Kingdom of God on Earth…wisdom, inspiration 
and many practical methods for realising the lofty goal of restoring Heaven on Earth.” 
 
We know from Bailey’s work from earlier that the Great Lord is sending down his people 
(lost souls and thought forms) through reincarnation to influence humans in order to save the 
world. So, exactly what is the ‘prayer’ Bailey’s Hierarchy are promoting? It is the Great 
Invocation:  
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Although this is in greyscale, 
the image is one of a Rose 
with twelve petals, and is 
also symbolic of God’s 
Heaven as we shall discover.  
 
 
 
It is also the same s
as the Rose Cross, and th
same symbolism for V
as we will also discover.  
 

ymbolism 
e 

enus 

dditionally, and important 
 

rayer 

 

 

*********** 
 

ere, once again, as we have with Crowley, we have the same entities, this time the Council 
s 

we 
, 

ber 24 

7 

 
 
A
to note is that this Invocation
has virtually the same 
meaning as the Lord’s p
and the astral intent of the  
‘Brotherhood’, the so-called
spiritual hierarchy to bring 
God’s Heaven, or the Great 
Lord’s Hierarchal structure 
and Plan (the Astral World’s
rules and control) down onto 
Earth.  
 
 
 

 
 

H
of Twenty-Four Elders – the Lords of Karma - who are very prominent in the Bible and God’
Heaven, yet these entities are also very important in the Qabala, the Occult, Theosophy, 
Luciferianism, Freemasonry and new age beliefs too. In many ET based new age beliefs 
also find the 24 Galactic Federations, the 24 Galactic Confederations and the 24 Civilisations
who are, just like the 24 Elders, responsible for all the decision making in this spiritual 
hierarchy. Then of course we have the ultimate 24 Strand DNA activation (even 144 
[vibration of nine again] Strand activation in some beliefs). The relevance of the num
will become clear shortly. In fact the Archons are obsessed with numerology and symbolism 
and if you look you may find this in some of the worst terrorist attacks around the world. The 
recent suicide bombings in London happened on 7.7.2005. If we add 2005 together it totals 
seven. Therefore we have 777 and in many religious, occult, new age and spiritual beliefs 77
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numerologically speaking represents God, or Christ. As against 666 representing the Devil. 
There are many other examples I could give, but part of the fun is finding them yourself. 
 
With the symbolism of the Rose and its petals being associated with occult, illuminist and 

 
a 

dditionally, in Modi’s second book, Memories of God and Creation, page 22, we find that 

ed to as 

he Council of Nine we covered in chapters two and four, a bunch of spiritual ET gods who  

ra-

n 

s 

 

e 

s for Blavatsky, the Nine say this, “ANDREW: I want to ask about psychic communication: 

…Joseph…Da Vinci…ANDREW: 

nd 
 from 

we 

r 
 

Initiatic teachings, we may be surprised to find the symbology of the Rose in God’s Heaven
too: “I get a sense of receiving a gift or blessings from the godheads Vishnu and Shiva. I get 
rose from a Divine Mother figure in the godhead of Vishnu. The rose is supposed to be a 
reminder of where I came from [Venus?], so when I get lonely, I can receive that special 
sense of love from God and not feel dejected or discouraged.”44  
 
A
there is also a circular model of God described by reincarnated souls, whereby God is 
represented as a circle in the centre of what looks like twelve rose petals, though referr
godheads. The symbology is strikingly familiar and may not surprise the reader by now!  
 
T
tell us they were the original Israelites and the Elohim. Originating from the planet Hoova, 
they are here to help save mankind. We discovered that their ‘channelled’ messages were 
basically a pseudo-religious update of standard Biblical teachings, turning God into an ext
terrestrial being, just like the ET beliefs of Sitchin and the Raelians are. According to the 
Council of Nine, the 24 Elders of the Bible are better known as “the Congress.” And “Whe
you speak of the Twenty-Four, you speak of the heads of the civilisations. There is one you 
know of as ‘Jehovah’. ANDREW: Jehovah? And then under him is his civilisation? So the 
Jehovah is one of the Twenty-Four. TOM: Yes. It is known as Hoova. But he would have a
a pyramid many under that [pyramid/heaven/mountain]…All beings, all species come from 
us.”45 P29/30. “Hoova is Jehovah. Yes.”46 So the Council of Nine are not only the original 
Israelites, they are also the Elohim and they are also Jehovah too. The Nine also refer to the
Kabbalah as “…those higher elements,”47 and as for the Jews, “They are the saviours of this 
planet, they must fulfil their choosing.”48, and of the nation of Israel, “…they have an ability 
to elevate Planet Earth into a collective consciousness that may bring all people into their 
proper places… There are more great intellects within the nation of Israel than in many 
lands…The nation of Israel, being a microcosm of the whole world, contains within it th
energies of all.” 48. 
 
A
could you give us an idea as to who in the past, historically recognisable figures, were what 
you would call perfect communicators?.. TOM: Jesus of 
Nazareth…Socrates…Nostradamus…the Buddha…Elijah
A more recent figure like Helen Blavatsky, would she qualify? TOM: I must 
consult……..yes, Blavatsky was true.”49 The Nine also cover reincarnation a
homosexuality along the same lines given in the accounts of the reincarnated souls
God’s Heaven. We also find the Silver Cord as it is described in God’s Heaven too. Here 
find the same pyramid structure under Hoova (Jehovah) that is described in the structure of 
God’s Heaven by the reincarnated ‘lost souls’ regressed in Modi’s work and described in he
book. We also find the Pyramidal structure of God and the Hierarchy taught in the Qabala too.
This is the same old, same old, time after time. It is the same face behind the mask as I 
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mentioned in earlier chapters, it is just a different mask to try and disguise the identity b
it that’s all. 
 

ehind 

s for the Lucifer (Lucis) Trust, we know Lucifer used to be the name given to the planet 
n 

 

st 

turn 

rtant 

enus, in mythology, Initiatic and Cabbalistic teachings, is also associated with the Rose and 

s 

 is a 

enus in conjunction with the Sun, known as the Venus-Sun Passover, is also very important 

 

 male 
om 

in almost all 

his ideogram can be found on the national flags of Turkey and Pakistan and is 

e 

 
enus is important in the new age too along with the many promises of the return of Christ 

 

 
 

A
Venus before the Romans changed it. Venus was also important in practically every religio
and mythology too, right across the world, so why is it seen as important in the Lucifer Trust?
Well, Venus, throughout its eight year cycle in the Heavens creates the perfect five-
pointed star, the Pentagram. In the Gospels we are taught that a star appeared in the Ea
and this was how the Three Kings knew that a saviour had been born. Venus (previously 
Lucifer) precedes the rising of the Sun in the heavens and so would naturally herald the re
of the morning sun, Christ, God or a Saviour. In Judeo-Christianity this star has always been 
represented as a five-pointed star or pentagram and we see reproductions of this every 
Christmas time. We only need to look at the Pentagon – the Building - to see how impo
this symbolism is in Illuminism and Freemasonry too. The pentagram is also very important 
in the Occult, Theosophy and Satanism, as well as Wiccan, Pagan and many other beliefs. 
 
V
rose petals. There are a number of famous paintings of Goddesses, which show rose petals 
being thrown around to symbolise that the Goddess Venus is being represented. The Rose, a
we know is the symbol of the Rosicrucians, and also appears on the Lucis Trust Great 
Invocation. In the Cabbala the Rose is symbolic of the heart of man and the Rose Cross
symbol of the Initiate who has worked diligently to allow the rose to grow within his heart.  
 
V
in many cultural beliefs. The Mayans referred to this astrological event as the return of 
Quetzacoatal, and in other beliefs this represents a symbol of death and the rebirth into a
higher consciousness. In Christianity this event symbolised the return of the Christ 
Consciousness, and as Venus represents the female Goddess energy and the Sun the
Father/God energy, this event was hailed by our ancestors as a culmination of Divine Wisd
and had the ability to transcend all negative things, taking us to a higher level of 
understanding/consciousness. We can find reference to this Venus-Sun Passover 
cultures. In Islamic countries the five points of the ‘Venus star’ are said to represent the five 
pillars of Islam. We can appreciate this with a well-known ideogram:  

 
T
said to represent the waning moon and the planet Venus, although there are a 
growing number of people who believe this may have originally represented th
Venus-Sun Passover with the crescent actually representing the corona of the 
sun and not the moon. 

V
Consciousness. We have the ET Unarians telling us that the soul, upon death of the physical
body, goes to Venus for cleansing and training. Venus, as we know through descriptions of 
God’s Heaven from the accounts of (regressed) reincarnated souls, also plays an important 
part in the Astral Lords’ training and conditioning of lost souls into believing that they have
incarnated onto another planet. We find Venus, the five-pointed star, is still represented today
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in the national flags of countries as diverse as, Algeria, Ghana, North Korea, Liberia, 
Morocco, Pakistan, Panama, Puerto Rico, Senegal, Syria, Tunisia, Turkey, Vietnam, Z
Chile, Cameroon, China, Cuba, Iraq, and of course the USA and the new European Union. 
Plus, there are many more countries too. 
 

aire, 

o we can see that Venus was, and is, important in practically every religion for astrological 

liefs 

e 

owever, before we get too excited by all of this ‘old wisdom’, I would like to point out that 
 

is time etc., 

 Cabbalistic, Initiatic and Freemasonic teachings, to name but a few, the pentagram 
s 

ith 
 

an’s 

 

e can see clearly the pentagram on the forehead in a symbolic 

r us. 

 
HE ELOHIM – BELIEVED TO BE THE CREATOR GODS. OR ARE THEY? 

he 
lohim, though, can also be found in numerous pseudo-religious new age and ET based belief 

S
reasons only - though many have forgotten why - as well as the Occult, Freemasonry, 
Illuminism, Luciferianism, Theosophy, Satanism, New Age beliefs, and many other be
ranging from Wicca, the Venusians, to the more colourful extra-terrestrial beliefs of the 
Raelian Movement. As a matter of interest the next Venus-Sun Passover is due on 6th Jun
2012 and is heralded as the coming of the new age, or the ending of the world and the 
beginning of a new one. Pretty much along the lines of many of our ancestral beliefs.  
 
H
we have just had a Venus-Sun Passover on June 8th 2004. Well, where was the Whoopee-Doo
and consciousness changing, head spinning, higher-consciousness-instilling mega-deal then, 
hey? There wasn’t, but don’t worry, we are now led to believe that the June 2004 Passover 
was just a precursor for the real thing which will happen in 2012, along with all the other 
doom and gloom merchants predicting the end of the world or a change in global 
consciousness, moving into the 4th dimension, the aliens are coming for definite th
all linked to end of the Mayan calendar. Fear, fear, fear and hope yet again that something 
will happenchance come along and save our sorry backsides.  
 
In
represents Man and the upward point represents man whose thought is directed toward
God/Hierarchy/Great Lord/Brotherhood, and man who desires to work for the glory of 
installing God/Hierarchy/Great Lord/Brotherhood’s plan upon earth. Used in this way w
the point upwards, the pentagram is believed to offer protection because we are aligned with
God, for example, and therefore good. Used the other way up, it is devil worship and thus 
evil. Though it wouldn’t matter which way you used it because both ends would still 
symbolically attract opposites. The upward point of the star is also said to represent m
connection with the higher realms of the Creator, which the reader may now realise is not 
divine or spiritual in nature but astral. Whilst we may choose to avoid any connection with
this reality, even in a symbolic form, we may not even have that choice. On the new British 
Passport we have the following: 

 
W
attempt to connect us with the Astral Heavens above. As is the 
intention of practically every belief the Archons have created fo
 

 

T
 
Next we come to the Elohim, who are important as the Creator God’s of Biblical faith. T
E
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systems too. We have the Elohim High Command, Elohim of the Fifth Ray, the Seven Might
Elohim, Elohim Angels, Elohim of Healing and the Elohim of Music. The Ashtar Command 
is in cahoots and communication with the Councils of the Elohim, as they are with the 
Council of Nine Silent One’s. We learned in an earlier chapter that the extra-terrestrial 
Council Of Nine, the original Israelites were also the Elohim. The ET origins and belief
the Raelians come from the Elohim. In fact the Elohim specifically asked Rael to help s
their message to the four corners of the world. In fact there are hundred’s of Elohim ‘isms’ 
out there (as there are Yahweh ‘isms’) existing throughout a variety of religious, new age and 
ET based beliefs. 
 
Perhaps the most n

y 

s of 
pread 

otorious belief – depending on how you look at it I guess –would be that 
reated by Sitchin through his writings. We are led to believe that the Elohim gave rise to the 

 

m were and still are Stars, no more and no less. From the excellent work of Gerald 
assey we have: “They had one common genesis in phenomena, as I have traced them by 

 
e 

ies 
 

Seven 

 They are the leading stars of seven constellations, 
hich turned round with the Great Bear in describing the circle of a year. These the Assyrians 

t 

an 

 

c
Nefelim – a race of gold-seekers from a renegade planet - who used cloning to create beings 
in their own image on Earth - aka us humans. These space traveller ET gods are said to 
originate from the planet Nibiru, the Twelfth Planet. The Raelians also believe we humans 
were cloned by ET God’s. So exactly who, or more correctly what, were and still are the
Elohim? 
 
The Elohi
M
number, by nature, and by name; and also one common Kamite origin. They are always seven
in number as a companionship or brotherhood, who Kab, that is turn round together, whenc
the 'Kab-ari.' The Egyptian Ali or Ari, gives us the root meaning; the Ari are the companions, 
guardians and watchers, who turn round together. Hence the Aluheim or Elohim. They are 
also the Ili or gods, in Assyrian, who were seven in number! … They were first born of the 
Mother in space; and then the Seven Companions passed into the sphere of time, as auxiliar
of Kronus, or Sons of the Male Parent. As Damascius says, in his "Primitive Principles," the
Magi consider that space and time were the source of all; and from being powers of the air, 
the gods were promoted to become timekeepers for man. Seven constellations were 
assigned to them, and so they could be called the auxiliaries of Kronus, when time was 
established. As the seven turned round in the ark of the sphere they were designated the 
Sailors, Companions, Rishis, or Elohim.  
 
“The first "Seven Stars" are not planetary.
w
called the seven Lumazi, or leaders of the flocks of stars, designated sheep. On the Hebrew 
line of descent or development, these Elohim are identified for us by the Kabalists (from Kab) 
and Gnostics, who retained the hidden wisdom or gnosis, the clue of which is absolutely 
essential to any proper understanding of mythology or theology. The creation of the Elohim as 
auxiliaries of Kronus was not world-making at all in our sense. The myth-makers were no
geologists, and did not pretend to be. The chaos which preceded Creation was simply that of 
timelessness, and of the unintellectual and non-sentient Nature-Powers. Creation proper beg
with the first means of measuring and recording a cycle of time. Thus the primary creation 
in the Genesis, as in the Bundahish, is the creation of time, in which the morning and 
evening measured one day. 
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“But the Seven Cronies, as we may now call them, were found to be telling time somewhat 
vaguely by the year, in accordance with the annual revolution of the starry sphere; and, being 

und inexact and unfaithful to their trust, they were dispossessed and superseded--or, as it 
ar 

 

--as 

 to 
lant the crops and when to harvest them, resulting in less wastage and less famine and less 

. 

ll 
 

hnemmu, the Gnostic Ialdabaoth of the Seven Elohim, the Seven Pitris or Fathers in India, 

of 

rp 
, and his countenance is as the sun shining in its might…  

e Hidden Thing of the 7 stars that you have seen upon my right hand, and the 7 golden 

: 
ho 

he 

nd, 
e Seven Stars of the Elohim, as we find 

 Revelation 1:16. All, once again, based on astrology and the study of the heavens, the 

fo
was fabled, they fell from heaven. The Seven were then succeeded by a Polar Pair and a Lun
Trinity of Time-keepers. For example, it has been observed that there was a fixed centre, 
which was a pivot to the Starry Vast all turning round. Here there were two constellations
with seven stars in each. We call them the Two Bears. But the seven stars of the Lesser 
Bear were once considered to be the seven heads of the Polar Dragon, which we meet with
the beast with seven heads--in the Akkadian Hymns and in the Book of Revelation.” 50 
 
Thus, by studying the movement of the stars our ancestors eventually were able to map out 
time accurately. This helped enormously with early farming because people knew when
p
starvation and obviously premature death too. This is why the Seven Stars of the two Bears 
were deified and elevated to godly status because they had served us well. This is also why 
the Elohim were known as the Shining Ones, because that is what stars do – THEY SHINE
The Elohim were also called the Lords of Time because they helped our ancestors to create 
time. Later in myth they became Time Lords and then Time Travellers and so forth.  
 
This is why seven is prominent in many cultural beliefs. These Seven Stars were deified in a
cultures; Ahura-Mazda is the chief of the Seven Amchaspands, as Ptah is of the Seven
K
the Phoenician Seven sons of Sydik, the Seven Kabiri, in Egypt the Seven spirits of Ra, in 
Britain the Seven Companions of Arthur in the Ark, in Polynesia the Seven dwarf sons 
Pinga, in America the Seven Hohgates, in India the Seven Rishis, in Assyria the Seven 
Lumazi. This is why the number Seven is mentioned numerously in the Bible, the Seven 
Lamps, Seven Lights, seven spirits of God, seven days of the week, eventually the seven 
chakras, seven energy bodies. 
 
In Revelation we find: “1:16 and having in his right hand 7 stars, and out of his mouth a sha
two-edged sword is proceeding 1:20

th
lamp-stands: the 7 stars are messengers of the 7 assemblies, and the 7 lamp-stands that you 
have seen are 7 assemblies.” And we also find reference in Revelation to the Tree of Life too
“2:7 He who is having an ear; let him hear what the Spirit says to the assemblies: To him w
is overcoming, I will give to him to eat of the TREE OF LIFE that is in the middle of the 
Paradise of Elohim.” We also have the seven seals, the seven eyes, the seven horns, the seven 
spirits, the seven deadly sins, the seven steps of Buddha, seven tiers of Purgatory, seven 
Hathors as Fates, seven hawks of Ra representing the seven Wise Ones, Seven Jewels of t
Brahmanas, for casting spells there are seven knots in a cord, seven gates of hell, seven 
demons of Tiamat, seven in the Qabala represents Venus and the seven pointed star is a 
mystical occult symbol; and on and on we could go. 
 
In paintings of Christ, Christ is sometimes depicted with the Sun’s corona above, or arou
the head, and in the palm of the open right hand are th
in
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movement of the stars and the planets to create time. This time it is 
based on the Sun and the seven stars. The insignia on NASA uniforms 
has seven stars on it too, plus the five-pointed star of the pentagram - 
Venus. We may now also appreciate the significance of the Jewish 
Menorah, the seven-candlestick holder in this symbolism and worship 
of the seven Stars of the Elohim, the Creators of Time – STARS, not 
gods.  
 
The reader may remember the Three Pillars Tracing Board 
mentioned earlier which is used to instruct new Masons on the Craft. 

his ‘Tracing Board’ also shows the seven stars – see below left. On a 
h her 

clear reference to the se
http://www.theforbidde

T
Masonic lodge in Nort amptonshire in England we find The Seven Eyes of God, anot

ven Elohim. Taken from 
nknowledge.com/hardtruth/aphelion.htm

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perhaps the m ple of the use of the sym
ssociate with would be the Statue of Liberty, with the Seven rays of the diadem around the 
ead whilst holding up a torch signifying light/truth in the right hand, and holding a book in 

e 

thra (Mithras, 
itra), the Indo-Iranian Sun-God, or God of Light. Known as Mithraism, these beliefs 

om 
aly.”51  

  

ost obvious exam bol of ‘seven’ the world could 
a
h
the left. These seven rays of the diadem are said to represent the Seven Seas and the Seven 
Continents. In Christianity God is also represented by the seventh ray, being the seventh ray 
in the centre of the six rays of creation.  Is this a hangover from the Chaldean Kabbala and th
early beliefs of the priest kings observing the heavens we covered earlier?  
 
So, could there be a little more behind this symbology than we are at first led to believe? The 
symbology of the seven rays and the torch we can also find if we look at Mi
M
migrated to Greece and eventually into the Roman world around 1BC. “The largest quantity 
of evidence for mithraic worship comes from the western half of the empire, particularly fr
the provinces of the Danube River frontier and from Rome and her port city, Ostia, in It
It is here that many Shrines to Mithraism have been located. What is interesting is that Mithra
was also depicted with the ‘seven rays’ around the head, and holding up a ‘Torch’. We find on 
one of these sites in Ostia referred to as, ‘Regio V – Insula X – Mitreo di Felicissimus 
(V,IX,1)’ the following: “In the sixth panel is a crown with ribbons and seven rays, symbol of 
the sun, Sol. The grade that is under the protection of Sol is the Heliodromus. To the "runner 
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of the sun" refers the object to the right, a whip for the golden and fiery horses. The tor
the left symbolizes Phosphoros, the morning star.”52  
 

 
 

ch to 

 

s taken by Eric Taylor at the Ostian Shrines. See: 
ttp://www.ostia-antica.org/regio5/9/9-1.htm

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The picture, above right, wa
h  for more on this theme. 

os in Greek 
he morning star, i.e. 

e planet Venus (Lucifer) at dawn; personified by a male figure bearing a torch.53  

ucifer the 
ightbearer/Light bringer, with the two together symbolising the Venus-sun Passover, the 

owever, I digress once again. The fact that our ancestors created Time, means that Time 
, Time is not an 

ntity in it’s own right. Time exists purely, and only, as a measurement of movement – in the 

d 

 

re 

and 

stral 

 
Therefore, in Mithraism, the Torch was symbolic of Phosphoros, and phosphor
means “light bringing”, or known as Eosphoros in classical mythology, t
th
 
Once again we seem to have with the Statue of Liberty this symbolism of the Sun (the 
monotheistic God) depicted by the Seven Rays, and also the symbolism of Venus/L
L
return of Christ Consciousness. 
 
THE CREATION OF TIME, AND IS TIME TRAVEL POSSIBLE? 
 
H
was and is, nothing more than a measurement of movement. Therefore
e
case of Earth time it is the movement of the Earth around the Sun. This leaves a damning 
question mark over the myth, and thereby, the possibility of time-travel and those people an
groups who allegedly bring us space-age and/alien and/or supernatural technology from the 
future to help us. There is only ever the moment of now and I’ll explain how some people 
believe they have experienced the future or the past shortly. In God’s Heaven - which we have
identified is actually the Astral Afterlife, the domain of the psychic God, the Astral Lord 
Yaldabaoth – reincarnated (lost) souls describe a soul specialty, the Timemasters. “…who a
coordinators engaged with past, present and future timelines of people and events. 
Timemasters are the highly adroit experts…master souls…that include guides, Archivists 
council Elders, who are involved with designing our future.”54 Even more proof, if ever it 
were needed, that God’s Heaven is not what it makes itself out to be and is just an a
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reality, the Middle Place as the Gnostics called it and a place the soul does not want to end
in. 
 
We 

 up 

can see a picture building up whereby the Sun gradually became the reverence and 
orship of the ancient Priesthood due to it’s life-giving and life-sustaining properties and the 

 time 

 

r 

esthood that it 
as said to be the crowning glory of the spiritual life, and 

 a 

t 
God and 

onic 
knuckle i

 idea of the true origins of the 
cting 

ouses 
f the Zodiac, that the 12 signs of the Zodiac appear symbolically in many legends, myths and 

 great 

ns of Jacob who became the 
ncestors of the twelve tribes of Israel, and that of the twelve Labours of Hercules. Of course 

n 

w
fact that the study of the Sun and the Stars allowed the priesthood to accurately map-out
and the seasons for the first time. This was then passed onto the people as the monotheistic 
God, some kind of Creator God, but who in reality, created TIME only. It was at this time that
our ancestors began to move from the thirteen Lunar month calendar to the twelve Zodiacal 
Solar calendar. This was also the time when the number thirteen became ‘unlucky’ in the 
eyes of the priesthood and then the people, not because of the last supper, but because sola
worship and the twelve signs of the Zodiac had superseded the old religion of time keeping. 
This was the time when a day, twenty-four hours, became divided into two halves of twelve 
hours day and twelve hours night, a year divided into twelve months and twelve signs of the 
Zodiac. Thus twelve became perceived by the priesthood as “the number of completion, of 
wholeness: a day, a year, a people, a city.”55  
 
The Sun was seen to be so important to the pri
w
Initiates were portrayed with a shining halo of light 
surrounding their heads to symbolise that they had risen 
beyond the limitations of the earthly plane. This was
symbolic way for the people of the time who held the 
‘knowledge’ - later known as the ‘mysteries’ – (aka tha
religion was astrologically based and the monotheistic 
Christ were in fact no more than solar worship) to 
communicate with each other without fear of death or 
persecution by the Church. Very similar to the Mas
handshake whereby the placement of the thumb on the 
Mason holds. Unfortunately the people at the time had no
monotheistic God and so they believed the sun’s corona around the head was a halo, depi
a Saint or an Angel, or some other divine being/person who was in contact with God.  
 
So important was the number twelve to our ancestors because it related to the Twelve H

dentifies what level the 

o
Biblical stories across the world. We have the 12 Sons of Jacob, the 12 Tribes of Israel, the 12 
Apostles, the 12 Labours of Hercules, the 12 precious stones on the breastplate of Aaron, the 
High Priest, and the twelve days of Christmas. In the Book of Revelation the Heavenly 
Jerusalem is described as a square city set on twelve foundations of precious stones and the 
Holy City, the new Jerusalem seen by St John coming out of heaven, as from God, had a
high wall with 12 gates and the 12 Gates were 12 Pearls.  
 
“Among the best known we find the story of the twelve so
a
we need to possess the science of symbols if we want to see the correspondences betwee
these tales and the Zodiac, but once we have that, everything becomes as clear as day.”56  
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 Aries   Benjamin   the great Boar of Erymanthus 
 Taurus   Issachar   the Cretan Bull 

erides 

 

oup  of qu g of A at 
e produces excellent bread and supplies delicacies for the king. Asher corresponds to Virgo 

ve just studied (Benjamin 
 a ravening wolf), the Boar represents the brute force of Mars and corresponds to the sign of 

 

 of Hercules “can be seen as a 
presentation of the sun’s passage through the different signs of the Zodiac, each sign 

.”59  

ELEVANCE OF SYMBOLOGY AS COVERED IN CHAPTER TWO 

the Masonic 
Square. In the Qabala, Freemasonry and other 

ry 
 the 

 Gemini  Simeon & Levi  King Diomedes 
 Cancer   Zebulun   the ogre Geryon 
 Leo   Judah    the lion of Nemea 
 Virgo   Asher    the Amazons 
 Libra   Dan    the golden apples of Hesp
 Scorpio  Gad    the Hydra of Lerna 
 Sagittarius  Joseph    the Stymphalian birds 
 Capricorn  Naphtali   the brazen-hoofed Hind 
 Aquarius  Ephraim & Manasseh  Theseus delivered from Hades
 
I will offer just a c le ick examples: “Speakin sher, his ninth son, Jacob says th
h
who is portrayed as a young girl with a sheaf of wheat. Virgo is the sign of the sixth 
astrological house, the house of health, hygiene and nutrition.”57  
 
“The great Boar of Erymanthus: like the wolf in the passage we ha
is
Aries. In fact there was a tale in Greek mythology which recounts how Mars metamorphosed
into a boar in order to take revenge on Adonis.”58   
 
So the twelve Sons of Jacob and the twelve Labours
re
symbolizing a stage in the gradual transformation of nature in the course of the year
 
 
 
R
 

This symbol to the left is known as 

Initiatic teachings, symbolism and geometry is ve
important, as we discovered in chapter two. On
web site  
http://members.aol.com/Onechild31/proof5-3.html 
we have th
which has served the Western world for centuries 
as the standard Measure of Space and Time. Our 
 by dividing it in half, yielding 12 - a number 

4 hours of the Earth's rotation on its axis into Day 
(LVX) and Night (NOX). Also, the great Wheel of the ecliptic is divided into 12 Zodiaca
signs which serve as the Measure of Solar Months. These concepts of axis and Wheel are of 
particular significance to Hadit (vide 

e following, “The number 24 is a Key 

4
which signifies the grand division of the 2

l 

rulers and clocks abbreviate the number 2

II:2:7). The so-called Masonic Square, a tilted "L" 
shaped ruler with each arm measuring 12 inches (L = 12 in the LVX Cipher) is associated 
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with the creative powers of God as the Great "G" or Geometer, the Measurer and Ruler o
things.” 
 
We can s

f all 

ee that the Great Architect Of The Universe in Freemasonry is also referred to as the 
reat Geometer, so we can understand why the Qabala, Initiatic Sciences and new age beliefs 

y which 

etrically opposed to the beliefs of the Qabala, Occult and 
luminism/freemasonry, geometry and symbolism also play an important part in the structure 

 

lso channelled from the great White 
rotherhood, as did Crowley, Blavatsky, Bailey, Drunvalo and many others, just as our 

ation 
he 

r 

tar Command Task Overview by Commander Lady Athena/Ashtar-Athena, we 
lso find, “We are working to implement an effective form of communication from our 

 
m 

e 

s 
e 
ls 

G
are primarily based upon geometric symbology, maths, angles and so forth. This comes purely 
from an intellectual observation and perception of creation leading to an external 
conceptualisation of the physical aspect of creation – the end result as we covered in chapter 
two – and has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with spirituality and that energ
creates and animates physical life. 
 
In God’s Heaven, supposedly diam
il
of this reality too. “Our geometric shapes seem to be circles and triangles. The circles suggest
we affect the whole planet…I also teach here, instructing in subjects such as math, science, 
and astronomy, although I do not know anything about astronomy in this life.”60  
 
Who or What is this so-called Spiritual Brotherhood? 
 
C. W. Leadbeater, a 33rd Degree Mason and Theosophist a
B
ancestral prophets and priest-kings did too. The Gentle Wind Project have three books 
published all ‘channelled from the brotherhood’ allegedly bringing us Healing Instruments 
from the future, and there are thousands of web sites and hundreds of books with inform
‘channelled’ from the ‘Brotherhood’, ranging from religious information, to the occult and t
more imaginative ET inter-galactic civilisations. In one such channelling we find this: “A 
group of interplanetary beings who have been watching, observing and helping our planet 
when necessary, are known as the ‘Great White Brotherhood’…They are part of many 
thousands of ships, who have been hovering in our atmosphere in etheric form, to help 
us…Many of them work with, or for, what has commonly become known as the ‘Ashta
[Ishtar?] Command’…The being we knew as Jesus the Christ, is known on the ships as 
Sananda,”61  
 
From the Ash
a
Merkabah transmission apparatuses to your informational receptors… Lord Ashtar is now as
an Immortalized Soul, Spiritual Traveler and Ascended Master. He manifests in the Ada
Kadmon HU-Man form and is a Ray emanation or “son” of the One known as Sananda/ 
Jesus, the Divine Mother/ Mary and the Ones known as Archangels Michael, and Gabriel; 
being formed of the combined blending of their Light Codes and Essences… Ashtar later 
responded to the request of Lord Michael, Sananda Kumara and Sanat Kumara and joined th
family of Venusian Kumaras in a pledged mission to adopt and foster the unfolding life 
wave and experiment to be undertaken within this universe, galaxy, solar system and upon 
Earth… Ashtar’s service to this Universe was assigned by the Council of Nine Silent One
who serve as agents of the Supreme Creator and His direct administrators. In this universe h
functions through the auspices of Lord Metatron (El Shaddai), Lord Orion and The Counci
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of Orion, Office of the Christ, Order of Melchizedek, the Lord Jesus , appointed Redeemer 
Savior and Son of the Most High, and the Archangelic Command of Michael. Lord Ashtar 
also serves as an elder statesman and ambassador from the Great Central Sun Hierarchy 
and High Council of Melchizedek on Sirius. He and his Council of the Solar Cross serves
in coordinated union with the Councils of the Elohim, The Great Divine Director, the 
Venusian Hierarchy of the Most Radiant One, Sananda and Sanat Kumara and the Cosmic 
Avatar Sathya Sai Baba, the direct Regent of Sanat Kumara on Earth.  
 
In another account taken from www.selfempowermentacademy.com.au

 

 , we find in an excerpt 
om Inspirations – Volume 3, “What I have found since discovering the Order of the 

dy 
ave 

ave 

 help 

 Order and all it entails, 
ou may be surprised that all of this actually comes from channelled information from the 

st 

rotherhood? In religion, as we covered in an earlier chapter, the 
rotherhood consist of the spiritual hierarchies including, but not limited to: Thrones (Council 

e 

occult, freemasonry, theosophical, new age and the 
T based beliefs the ‘brotherhood’ includes but is not limited to, the Thrones (24 

f Nine, 

s, 

 
Earth 

 

fr
Brotherhood of Light, is that I have been assigned various Masters for my tutelage and 
reawakening. I also regularly attend classes on the etheric realms, usually while the bo
sleeps and often in meditations.” We can see here that in new age ET based beliefs we h
the same connection and correlation to a ‘spiritual reality’ for ‘further education’ that we h
found in the accounts of the ‘reincarnated (lost) souls’ of God’s Heaven, and within the 
teachings of the Cabbala and Initiatic Sciences, whereby the ‘soul/consciousness’ travels to a 
so-called spiritual realm in sleep, or in meditations, for more training and conditioning to
bring the Will of God, or the Plan of the Hierarchy here upon Earth. 
 
For the conspiracy theorists who are concerned about the New World
y
Brotherhood into the minds of humans. From all of the channelled information I have from 
the brotherhood this just about sums it up: “The result probably will be a laying aside of mo
of the present-day religious distinctions and denominations and the uniting of all people in 
one religious school or church. Those who remain here for this next great cycle will be only 
those who truly seek the light of the great Christos. A secondary result of this great change 
will be the laying aside of the present political boundaries and limitations in the form of a 
world government.”62  
 
So who or what is this b
b
of 24 Elders/Lords of Karma/Karmic Board), Angels, Archangels, Dominions, the sublim
hierarchies, the Ishim (Glorified Souls – saints, patriarchs and prophets) better known as the 
Ascended Masters and so on.  
 
In short, in other belief systems, such as 
E
Elders/Karmic Board etc), Archangels, Angels, Ascended Masters, Ashtar Command, Space 
Command, Space Brothers, Galactic Federations, Galactic Civilisations, Council o
White Lodge, Council of Twelve, Council of Twenty Four, Council of Hundred and Forty 
Four Thousand, Brotherhood of Light, Universal White Brotherhood, the Sirians, Pleiadian
Arcturans, Angelic-Spiritual Hierarchy, plus many more. According to some occult, 
theosophical and new age channelled information, it was the Solar Brotherhood that was the
first manifestation of the Great White Brotherhood on Earth and was first brought to 
from Venus by “adepts known as the Kumaras”63 Kumaras can be found in “the Hindu 
Puranas” and it is claimed in these beliefs that “one Kumara, Sanat Kumara, has remained
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on Earth for thousands of years to oversee the workings of the GWB [Great White 
Brotherhood] from Shamballa.” 63 Well no surprises there then, good old Venusians who are 
the first to train the soul when it leaves the physical body, or so the Unarians tell us
where the ‘lost souls’ from God’s Heaven go for training and reincarnation onto another 
planet and as another species.   
 
Sanat Kumara we can find in m

, and 

any occult, theosophical, new age and ET-based beliefs, and 
e can even find Sanat Kumara in good old God’s Heaven too, even though these beliefs are 

 

hood prominent in the Cabbala may not now come as a surprise 
 the reader. “It is this Assembly [of Glorified Souls - Ishim] that has introduced into the 

e 

n a 
st 

salem (Solomon’s Temple) has been written or prophesised 
bout in the Bible and is also prominent in many religious beliefs. We find this same theme in 

ision 
en 

y 

ith 
d 

 
 

to 
ersevere in building our inner temple, the New Jerusalem…to invite their Creator to dwell in 

their inner temple!”67 And of this Hierarchy we have, “…the Universal White Brotherhood 

w
supposedly diametrically opposed to each other: “After resting for a while, I am escorted to a 
large chamber with beautiful and ornate architecture. Six beings sit on thronelike chairs. They
are dressed in kingly costumes; they are heavenly kings or ascended masters. One is Sanat 
Kumara, another is Yam.”64  

 
That we also find the Brother
to
world the knowledge that we now find scattered and fragmented in the different symbols and 
rites of the world’s religions. This is the true Universal White Brotherhood…All the help w
receive from the invisible world comes from the Ishim.”65 As we know from the accounts of 
‘lost souls’ before they are ‘reincarnated’ to parasitise a human body, they are taught 
everything in Heaven, the books they will write, the philosophies they will teach, even the 
films they will produce, before they are sent down to try and take up squatter’s rights i
human host, take over the ascendancy of the conscious mind, and thus reproduce into the ho
what information the ‘lost soul’ has been programmed to produce. 
 
THE NEW JERUSALEM + 
 
The re-building of the New Jeru
a
new age beliefs, ET beliefs and many other spiritual teachings also. It is also taught to 
Initiates in Freemasonic, Cabbalistic and Mystery School teachings, “In Chapter 21 of the 
Apocalypse, St John [one of the two St John’s idolised in Freemasonry] describes his v
of the Heavenly Jerusalem. This New Jerusalem which St John saw descending out of Heav
is, in fact, man, the new, regenerate man; the foundations of precious stones on which the Cit
rests are the virtues, and its gates are pearls. Why pearls? Because pearls are symbols of 
purity and all the ‘gates’ of the human body – the eyes, ears, mouth, etc. – are gates which 
must be guarded and kept absolutely pure so as to ensure uninterrupted communication w
Heaven. [Is this why in accounts given by reincarnated lost souls these areas of the body an
other areas are ‘protected’ with ‘shields’ before reincarnation?] Those who work according to
the precepts of the Gospels and the new methods of our Teaching [my emphasis], transform
their old Adam into the Christ. That is what the New Jerusalem is. We have to work as 
masons to build the temple”66 and we know the Masonic Lodges are, or have been, built upon 
the premise and intention of recreating Solomon’s Temple, the Temple of Jerusalem. 
 
We are also instructed in Cabbalistic teachings to “…renew our strength and allow us 
p
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here, on earth, is no more than a pied-a-terre, a foot hold that we put at the disposal of the
glorious, luminous beings for their work amongst men. By means of our thoughts and feelings 
and our good will, we give them the favourable conditions they need in order to influence 
those who are still impervious to the divine currents.”68 The Knights Templars - associated 
with the Guardians of the Secret (of Jesus’ life/death/remains), the Rose Cross and the Ark of 
the Covenant – were historically known as the Knights of Christ in the Temple of Solomon
Jerusalem. 
 
Many Jehovah Witnesses believe that they are the New Jerusalem, the new spiritual Israel and 
God’s chose

se 

 in 

n people. Interestingly their Watchtower magazine used to be called the Zion 
atchtower and we know their belief states that only 144,000 of them will be saved. With 

e-
 

 
itnesses, some disturbing information came to 

ght regarding child abuse. It has been alleged that the J W’s have their own record of at least 

n 

e name 

s this 
 

 find that many of its ceremonies are actually based 
pon Freemasonic Rituals. So much so that the Church received a large number of complaints 

ormons 
d’ 

 

W
around 3 million J. W. followers around the world you would think that some of the other 
2.9+ million of them would at least recognise that the odds of them getting onto the ‘You’r
Saved-Shuttle-to-God’s-Heaven’ are not pretty good at all. Or will there be a mass stampede
for the saviour-bus when the time comes?  
 
In a number of reports, including articles from ex-members and a recent (2004) terrestrial TV
programme in the UK about the Jehovah’s W
li
22,000 to 23,000 known paedophiles within their Church. Worryingly, to me at least, 
according to these reports, none of these names had been passed onto the authorities. How ca
this be? If these people are supposedly God’s chosen people and full of God’s love and light, 
then why allow this abuse of innocent children to go unchecked? Well, it seems that th
and the reputation of the Church is far more important than the wellbeing of those poor 
innocent children who had suffered this gruesome and totally unacceptable abuse, possibly 
scarring them emotionally for life! The consequences of such abuse we now know leads to 
entity and lost soul attachments entering into their otherwise pure energy field. What doe
tell us about God’s chosen people then? Though the reader must take into account that abuse
of young children is far more commonplace than they may realise, especially in large belief 
systems, whether religious or otherwise. 
 
If we come to the Mormon Church (which we know from earlier is channelled information 
at best or outright dishonesty at worst) we
u
and as a result made an announcement that it would reduce the number of ceremonies based 
on Masonic Ritual. Also, The Law of Consecration requires "that you do consecrate 
yourselves, your time, talents and everything with which the Lord has blessed you, or with 
which he may bless you, to the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, for the building 
up of the Kingdom of God on the earth and for the establishment of Zion." The M
are also linked with the Order of Melchizedek too and Joseph Smith apparently ‘channelle
this so-called ‘religion of God’ directly from the Lord and through beings from Kolob. This is
what an ex-Mormon, Richard Packman has to say:  
 
If somebody should come around to you and say, very seriously, that: 

• God has been talking personally to him; and 
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• he has an important message for YOU from GOD (even though you know that God 
essage himself); 

• 
•  includes giving this guy lots of money, time and energy to help him; and  

er you're dead; and  
r, or 

• 

• rything he says, he'll tell you the secret password and handshake that will 

 children (even though right now you can't even organize 

 

SHOULDN'T SPICIOUS? 

Chances are p OULD RUN 
LIKE HELL! 

 
But this is Joseph Smith's story, in a nutshell. 

©  1997 Richard Packha ell.htm

has your address and phone number and could easily give you the m
and  
the message is that God wants you to do whatever this guy says;  
which

• if you do this, wonderful things will happen to you, but mostly aft
• God has told him all kinds of important stuff (but not how to cure AIDS, or cance

the common cold; or how to pick a stock that will double in a year; or how to pay off 
the national debt); and  
It's OK for him to be married to 30 or 40 women at the same time (but it's not OK for 
YOU); and  

• You're not supposed to ask him any questions, but just trust him; and  
If you do eve
get you into Heaven; and 

• Then, after you die and go to Heaven, you will organize and rule your own world and 
billions of your own spirit
your own desk top, you hire somebody else to prepare your tax return and repair your 
carburetor, you have absolutely no interest in astronomy, quantum physics or 
advanced math, and you can't control the three kids you have); 

If somebody tells you all this, 
 

 YOU BE A LITTLE BIT SU
 

retty good that he is either a lunatic or a fraud, AND YOU SH

 
m     http://home.teleport.com/~packham/nutsh   

Gurus, 
asters, Spiritual Teachers, Evangelists and cults. In fact this information could well be a 

d 
en 

e back to Western Reiki once again. The 
ader may recall we covered Reiki in chapters one and two, the true origins of in chapter 

 
 

th 

hael] 

 
I include this because it epitomises my experiences with, and understandings of 
M
description of many other organisations, cults, religions, intitiatic teachings and so-calle
enigmatic spiritual teachers/gurus and leaders of pseudo-religious and new-age spiritual/ali
groups, all here to help save humanity of course.  
 
It is fitting while winding down this section to com
re
seven. Reiki also plays an important part in God’s Heaven, which we have identified as being
the Archons’ astral reality, or the Middle Place as our ancestral Gnostics referred to it, and
this reality is neither spiritual or divine in nature. The Tora Or Project is a global network of 
Second Degree and Master Reiki Channels that have dedicated themselves to co-operate wi
the Light Beings of Sirius, Pleiades, Arcturus and the Archangelic Orders of the Eternal 
Mother-Father God YHWH (Yahweh/Jehovah/Yaldabaoth). “The Tora Or Project is directly 
authorized by the Most High Lords Melchizedek, Metatron and Mikael [archangel Mic
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as the Human Response Team of the Eternal Mother-Father God YHWH’s plan of 
Redemption in restoring the Union of Earth with God.”69   
 
Uh-oh! Do we have even more ‘on Earth as it is in Heaven’ astral intention here? In my 

pinion this is the same old ‘brainwashing’ to bring about the astral heavens onto earth 

dge 

ian, 
s 

 

g of 

find that the Rituals are 
mbolically held in one of the Ten Sephiroth of the Tree of Life, and are about moving 

reater 

eds – if not actually thousands – of other examples I could offer to show that 
ll our beliefs were originally astrologically based, and are now pretty much founded upon the 

ich 
ings 

 as 
sed 

 

o
through religious, illuminist, occult and freemasonic beliefs, just so the astral lords can 
control us humans more easily, once again. But it gets even better, “The Great White Lo
and Order of Melchizedek are the ultimate extra-terrestrial origin of the majority of the 
World’s religions and wisdom cultures. This includes Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Bahai, 
Buddhism, Daoism [sic], Tribal Wisdom and Druidry among others. There are many Sir
Pleiadian and Archturian [sic] Souls incarnate on Earth…embodied as Dolphins and Whale
to better fulfil their role in the Plan of Redemption through sonar rectification of the Planetary
Light Matrix.” 69 Could this be sonar echoes’ of Drunvalo’s time as an Orca whale perhaps? 
“The Torah is the complete computer code from Alpha to Omega, for all sacred sciences…”69 
Jesus also allegedly said, according to the Bible, that He was the ‘Alpha and Omega’, the 
beginning and the end, the first and the last [letters of the Greek alphabet]. This ‘saying’  of 
‘the beginning and the end’ also applies to the Sun, the rising of which marks the beginnin
the day and the setting of which marking the end of the day.  
 
I digress once again. When we look at the ‘Gnostic Mass’ we 
sy
from one Sephiroth to another, a higher one. This is symbolic of moving into an even g
form of enlightenment, almost identical with the initiate/neophyte moving through their 
degrees of initiation, many of which follow the same Sephirothic path to spirituality and 
enlightenment. 
 
There are hundr
a
same old dogma of our old religions. I have just covered the main beliefs here that people 
may be able to associate with, and we have found that the same protagonists – the Qabala, the 
Elohim, Jehovah/Yahweh, Venus, the Thrones/24 Elders/Lords of Karma/Karmic Board. 
Melchizedek, the ‘Brotherhood’, archangels and angels, the ascended masters, the New 
Jerusalem and so on, exist and are important in a wide range of belief systems, some of wh
we have been led to believe are diametrically opposed to each other. In Cabbalistic teach
the most important Sephiroth is Kether, the Crown and in practically every religion, spiritual 
and new age teachings that have reference to the Chakras, it is always the Crown Chakra that 
is the gateway to higher consciousness, the link to spirituality, and our link to God or the 
Hierarchy, just as reincarnated souls under regressive hypnotherapy describe the Crown 
chakra as the link through the Silver cord to God’s Heaven – which we have now identified
an astral heaven. We also now know that these various beliefs are not diametrically oppo
to each other as we have been led to believe, and this is why I was shown in my meditations 
that it was one and the same Archon (Yaldabaoth the Thought Form and psychic God created 
by our ancestors) that was controlling ALL our belief systems – basically the two pseudo-
spiritual realities of, one Religion, and two the supposedly non-religious beliefs in 
Illuminism/Occult/New Age, Theosophy, ET’s, Council of Nine and so forth. 
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Dr John Coleman in his book The Committee Of 300, an exposé of what he conside
the illuminati agenda, says that if they wanted to hide something, then the best 

rs to be 
way for them 

 do this would be to put in public view. In the Gulf War II, the Sequel, here in the UK the 
e 

ask is 

ty-
e Lords of Karma and the Karmic Board? In the Gospel Of 

homas we have: “His followers said to him, ‘Twenty-four prophets have spoken in Israel, 

omas, 
e, 

 

wish problem at all. I have always said that it was a problem created by the Archons – the 

 

 
ough our beliefs instigated by the 

ncient priest-kings would naturally want those humans who created him to communicate 
re 

ad 

 
rd. 

ny 

ods of the Egyptian Ennead. As Solar worship and the 

to
national papers made a big thing about the most powerful non-nuclear bomb in the world. Th
US had in it’s armoury a bomb colloquially referred to as the Mother Of All Bombs, and this 
was going to be used to destroy the Iraqi forces, their chain of command buildings and 
factories producing weapons of mass destruction. The correct name for this mammoth bomb 
is Massive Ordinance Air Blast, or MOAB for short. A quick look into the history books tells 
us that the MOAB’s were the sworn enemy of the Israelites, so a question we may well 
this: what was the American Military doing dropping a bomb called MOAB, the sworn enemy 
of the Israelites, onto the Iraqi people who just happen to be perceived to be a modern-day 
enemy of, eh-hem, Israel? 
 
So was Jesus (whoever he may have been historically) able to identify the Council of Twen
Four Elders, the Thrones, th
T
and they all spoke of you.’ He said to them, ‘You disregarded the living one who is in your 
presence and have spoken of the dead.’”70 Jesus also said, according to the Gospel of Th
“Look to the living one as long as you live, or you might die and then try to see the living on
and you will be unable to see.”71 The importance to the human soul of looking to the living 
one and the effect that our induced-beliefs have on our soul, especially regarding the soul’s 
direction and ultimate destiny upon physical death, will become relevant a little later on. 
 
Throughout all of this the reader may conclude that this appears to be a Jewish problem, and
before we have shouts of anti-Semite, let me say that I personally do not believe this is a 
Je
Astral Lords. So if this is not a Jewish problem, then who were the original Israelites? Well, 
in the Nag Hammadi Library, On The Origin Of The World, in reference to what Sabaoth
(son of Yaltabaoth the Chief Archon) created, we find he also created: “…and a firstborn 
called Israel – which is, ‘the man that sees God’…”72  
 
Now this makes perfect sense to me because this psychic (thought form) God, (Yaldabaoth
who we covered in chapter seven), who was created thr
a
with him, so he could tell them that they were His chosen ones, they were right and they we
the messengers of God, aka angels (priests), and they should go out into the lands and spre
the word of God. As we covered in an earlier chapter, it is only through our beliefs in this 
psychic God (thought being energy) that it can exist at all, and it would be natural for the 
ancient priesthood to communicate with (channel and/or ‘see’) their ‘new’ astral God, and for
this thought form God to encourage the ‘man that sees God’ – aka Israel – to spread His wo
As a result, more and more people became an Israel, i.e. man that sees God, leading to ma
more Israel’s being created, which over time collectively would have become known as the 
Israelites – i.e. the men who see God.  
 
This makes it easier to understand the Council of Nine’s assertion that they are the original 
Israelites, yet are also the great Nine G
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Sun God became prominent in Egyptian times, it is only natural that the first Israel – man who 

 

vil worship that includes beliefs in 
verything non-religious, such as the Occult, Freemasonry, Luciferianism, Theosophy, 

ut 

has 

, as 

ns in the 

 
 

 we examine the Qabala a little closer we find that originally, in the Chaldean Kabala, which 
 with eastern astrological mysticism, as we have discovered, there were six 

lanets plus Earth with God, the First Swirlings (Vortex) and the Zodiac occupying the so-

 
 of 

ions 
n 

en 
ern-day teaching of the 

abala, with the Ten Sephiroth representing the eight planets, plus the moon and the Earth. 

sees God, and thus man who channels information from this psychic God – would be from 
this time too, and who is more likely to be from the Egyptian Priesthood rather than one of the
Semite tribes that were around in Egypt at this time. 
 
So we have two seemingly diametrically opposed realities, the one reality consisting of the 
religion of God, and the other reality religion calls de
e
Initiatic Science, Witchcraft, Satanism, Kabballa, New Age and ET based beliefs, to name b
a few. I hope I have managed to demonstrate that the vision I was shown in one of my 
meditations, whereby the one same Astral Being was controlling both realities, actually 
some historical credence. Wherever we seem to look we find the same protagonists. The 
Thrones of God’s Heaven, the 24 Elders, the Lords of Karma are prominent everywhere
are the angels and archangels, the ascended masters, the Elohim, Yahweh/Jehovah, 
Melchizedek, the New Jerusalem, Solomon, and a range of other supernatural beings or 
beliefs. This astral reality also controls what we believe to be opposing political parties too, 
such as the conservatives and labour in the UK and both the democrats and republica
US as we will discover on page ninety-nine. For the reader who may not yet be totally 
convinced that this is true, perhaps a closer look at the Qabala, which is instrumental in many
of our so-called-believed-to-be diametrically opposed belief systems - something I’m sure that
now cannot be argued against - may be helpful. 
 
THE QABALA 
 
If
ties in beautifully
p
called three spiritual heavens or Higher Sephiroth. Now, if this Spiritual Hierarchy did indeed 
create all of creation, including us humans, as this Astral Hierarchy has always taught, then
surely, if this Hierarchy of supernatural and spiritual beings were responsible for the whole
creation, then it would know exactly what planets it had created! But no, this so-called 
spiritual hierarchy was not even aware of it’s own creation of Saturn, Uranus and 
Neptune, which were always there, and have in fact existed for billions of years! Yet this 
is the same reality that has imparted their false understanding of creation going back bill
of years to the souls in God’s Heaven before they are reincarnated, so these souls ca
manipulate our human consciousness into believing these version of events are true.  We 
humans have then become brainwashed through these beliefs and so we help the astral lords 
to implement their grand plan of total control they enjoy in the astral Heavens here 
upon Earth, the physical plane. On Earth as it is in Heaven… 
 
The Qabala was further updated when ancestral man discovered Saturn, leading to the sev
planets plus Earth, and eventually culminating with today’s mod
Q
Pluto has never been added to date. 
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It is obvious that this spiritual hierarchy taught in the Qabala, which is virtually the same 
Hierarchy of divine or supernatural beings we find in religion and God’s Heaven as described 
y reincarnated lost souls, and all the other major religious, spiritual and new age teachings, is 

h our 

. 

ma of 

e teachings the 
ephiroth Kether, the Crown, previously assigned to the 

, 

 people.  

fe 

li
perspective, could we actually ma cally any more accurate than it is, even though 

 would still be an intellectual conceptualisation and nothing to do with the spiritual or 

y 
here, and at anytime, there is only ever ONE 

ath to the Source, and at ALL times, wherever we may be on our journey, we are connected 
aid 
 of 

b
NOT SPIRITUAL AT ALL. It is also obvious that this hierarchy has only become aware 
of creation at exactly the same time as we humans have. Therefore, we can safely conclude 

that this so-called spiritual hierarchy, the ‘Brotherhood’ of 
thrones, angels, archangels, ascended masters and all the 
other so-called supernatural beings and civilisations, 
whether extra terrestrial or not, has not created anything, 
and has in fact been created initially by humans – our 
ancestors – and is kept alive and growing today throug
present-day beliefs that it is some form of spiritual, divine 
or extra-terrestrial reality here to save us and illuminate us
We can see that this reality is not spiritual at all but just an 
intellectual and egotistically created external 
conceptualisation of reality, an ASTRAL WORLD OF 
THOUGHT FORMS AND LOST SOULS, busy today 
trying to reinvent itself away from the old dog
religion as we covered in earlier chapters. 
 
Today we can witness the same upgrading of the 
Cabbalistic Sephirothic Tree of Life. In som
S
planet Neptune, is now assigned with the letter N
representing the Nefelim and the planet Nibiru, a belief 
seemingly created by the writings of Sitchin and a belief 
taken on board by many space cadets and influential
We can even find somebody who has managed to put the 
Chinese ‘I Ching’ into the Ten Sephiroth of the Tree of Li
too! 

ke our ancestors did, from an intellectual and observational 
ke it symboli

 
If we were to look at the Qabala 

it
creative aspect of reality? I believe so, yes. 
 
In this version, when viewed three-dimensionally, there are 100 paths, but this is actuall
irrelevant. What is relevant is that from anyw
p
directly to the Source, the Primordial Self, or the Spiritual Light, and thus protected. That s
though, in my opinion this would be a far better and more accurate symbolic representation
the physical manifestation of reality, i.e. what creates and sustains life, than the Qabalistic 
Tree of Life is, but it would still have nothing to do with true spirituality because, once again, 
it is purely intellectually and externally based. 
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However, in this symbolic example, there are no stages of illusion to work through as we have 
in the Archons’ Qabala, which is incomplete, imbalanced and hierarchal in structure 

imicking life in the physical, and once again places spirituality in the Head, the Crown – 

ead, the 
t, 

 

ctive, and 
 

rom. 

hat be in 
 theosophical, new age, ET or healing 

odality teachings, we always find that the crown chakra is our human energy connection 

entry 

 

ubsequent religious and mystery school teachings were all originally 
astrologically based, with the Sun – aka 

d 

e 

3

m
Kether - just like the Archons have done with the information about the chakras in teachings 
all over the world by placing a belief in our psyche that the spiritual chakra is in the h
Crown, in the intellect. It does not seem to matter what belief or healing modality we look a
where chakras are included the most important chakra of all is the Crown Chakra. This is how
pervasive this belief is today. In the Qabala and its many derivations, the seeker of truth must 
traverse the Archons’ astral reality, working through ever increasing imbalances in 
energy/soul/consciousness structure (Sephiroth/Stages/Levels/Degrees) until they reach the 
pure intellectual imbalance of the Archons Male only energy in Kether – the Crown, the 
gateway to God’s Heaven. The Qabala is human in origin and thus, spiritually restri
is representative only of the hierarchal structure of the Archons’ astral reality. So where does
this belief that the crown chakra is our connection to higher consciousness, God and the 
spiritual hierarchy actually derive from? 
 
The Origins of where this association between the Crown (Chakra) and higher 
consciousness/God/Spirituality comes f
 
No matter where we seem to look for information on, or about the chakras, whether t
religion, spiritual, Initiatic, freemasonic, occult,
m
with so-called higher consciousness. The reader may remember from the last chapter how I 
was shown the crown chakra was the Archons’ preferred method of control, and main 
point for entities and lost souls, and that according to accounts offered by regressed 
reincarnated souls the crown chakra housed the ‘Silver Cord’, the ‘soul’s’ vital link to God’s
Heaven whereby the ‘lost soul’ could continue to receive instructions and information from 
God’s Heaven even when asleep. We find this taught in the Qabala and many other 
philosophies and spiritual teachings too. So, what is the true reality here and how has this 
association come about? 
 

As we have come to discover in this chapter, our mythology and 
s

Christ/God - being the centre point and 
focus of these beliefs. When the ancient 
priesthood managed to map out time 
pretty accurately, reverence to the Sun an
stars as gods became prominent in their 
minds. In ancient Egypt, gods were 
depicted with images of the Sun or it’s 
corona – rays - on or above the head. Se
Isis to the right where the Sun is depicted 
on the head, on the crown. Image to the 
Our Lady", by Joan Carroll Cruz -Copyright © 199left: "Miraculous Images of  courtesy of TAN Books and 

Publishers, INC., Rockford, Illinois 61105. 
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We have seen how the sun’s corona has been used around peoples’ heads in paintings and 
descriptions, even in the Bible, to signify divinity, an angel or holy person, or an initiate, an 

so 
mbolic of both God and/or Christ in all our ancient cultures. However, another meaning for 

 

 the 
 as they 

eens, 
mperors and so forth were Crowned and deified in this same symbolic way. They were 

n 
s – 

t-kings 
er the people, 

 

uality or higher 
onsciousness at all. Today, the Crown and the crown chakra have become the major 

rd’s 
 of our 

 
 of 

 

enlightened one, or merely to symbolically show one’s understanding of the ‘mysteries’.  
 
So we know that the sun and the sun’s corona were important in ancient times and were al
sy
the corona of the sun is CROWN. The Sun was seen to be so important to the early priesthood
that it was said to be the crowning glory of spiritual life, and Initiates were portrayed with a 
shining halo of light surrounding their heads to symbolise that they had risen beyond the 
limitations of the earthly plane, as we covered earlier. This reverence to the Sun God 
(Christ/Light) led to the ancient priest kings being crowned with this same symbology of
sun – sunburst crowns - to symbolise divinity and their communication with God, just
did in ancient Egyptian times. This is where the word coronation comes from. The priest 
kings were ‘corona-ted’, and coronation means ‘ceremony of crowning a monarch’. 
 
Historically, it then followed that many of our ancestral pharaohs, priest kings, kings, qu
e
revered and referred to as ‘God’, the Crowning Glory, as we covered in an earlier chapter. 
The ancient priesthood, as servants to God the Monarch, and being intermediaries betwee
God the Monarch and the people, became known as the messengers of God – aka the angel
as we covered in an earlier chapter. Over time, this association with the Crown worn on the 
top of the head by God, the King, and its symbolic connection to the reverence of the 
monotheistic creator God, the Sun, was lost.  Gradually, over time, through 
misunderstandings by the people and this true knowledge being held back by the pries
to inflate their egos and their self-importance and to maintain their control ov
the route to God and divinity through the Crown, the top of the head, became manifest in the 
beliefs of the lawmakers of the time and the people who worshipped them. So over time 
access to God and divinity (previously only a symbolic gesture to the Sun/Christ), was seen to
be through the Crown, the top of the head, and so today, access to higher 
consciousness/vibrations/dimensions, God, the Hierarchy/Brotherhood, ET hierarchies, and 
spirituality has now become associated with the crown chakra. 
 
So the crown chakra has absolutely nothing to do with spirit
c
gateway to, and connection with the astral reality, God’s Heaven and the Great Lo
Spiritual Hierarchy. A reality full of those thought forms created through the imbalance
ego-intellectually compromised beliefs, and a reality full of all the so-called spiritual and 
divine lost souls, and the greedy, egotistical and manipulative lost souls from our ancestral 
past who have ended up in this reality through their acts and beliefs. These are the Elders 
appointed by the psychic God because of their reverence and service to His astral beliefs. 
This so-called association between the crown and spirituality derives purely from the
ancient priesthood’s (lawmakers) intellectual perception, and thus conceptualisation,
reality and their physical reverence to the Sun God, and later in time their own 
egotistical self-importance believing they and only they were the messengers of (this 
psychic) God.  
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From accounts of lost (reincarnated) souls we have: “According to 
heavenly beings, through Reiki attunements we can become an 

dividual channel for God to heal ourselves and others…During a 

 

d 

ncreas
ir crown chakras down 
g [infecting] others.”73 My 

 
ven for training even while they are asleep. The crown 

chakra is also the entry point for the reincarnated lost soul when it attempts to ‘meld’ with it’s 

t. I 

 life, 

 

r 

Maybe we can now understand why the Crown chakra is so important to the Astral Lords of 
God’s Heaven, the so-called Spiritual Hierarchy (Brotherhood) – a.k.a. 
the Archons’ astral reality of thought forms and lost souls – because it is 

u o 
dupe humans into ope  
astral reality to pollut

 

in
Reiki attunement, people’s energy centers [sic] and channels 
through which God’s Light flows in us are opened up by a Reiki
Master, who removes the blocks [natural protection] in them. 
Through the Reiki attunements, people get connected with Go
[the psychic God of the astral reality, Yaldabaoth ed] and their 
higher selves and guides [entity attachments], and as a result, i
‘Light’, or ‘Ki’, energy [astral information] can flow through the
through their hands, which can be used for self-healing or healin
interpretation in square brackets. 

We know that the reincarnated souls travel through the silver cord from the crown chakra of
their human hosts to the astral Hea

ed amounts of healing 

new ‘host’. “From Heaven we go down through a tunnel (our connecting cord). Dr Modi: 
What part of the body do you enter through? Patient: The head.”74 It is through the crown 
chakra that thought forms and lost souls also enter, and this is the preferred route to enter the 
pregnant mother so the lost soul can make a direct connection with the foetus of the yet 
unborn child that has been chosen for them to possess. “My mother is five months pregnan
had already sent a ‘piece’ of my soul to the fetus. I see a connecting cord going from me to 
the fetus. As I am getting ready to go down, I feel anxious. I do not want to go to another
But I have to…I go down to the Earth through my connecting cord and enter the fetus 
directly. I am kind of pushed down into the womb.”75 The reader may be wondering just how
these lost souls manage to enter humans so easily through the crown chakra and seemingly at 
will. The reasons for this we will look at in more detail later, but in short it is due to ou
beliefs, prayers, invocations, ceremonies and rituals that open up this crown chakra and allow 
them easy access into our energy fields. 

 

the only sure fire way they can enter into our energy fields and unload 
their programmed entities to pollute our soul/consciousness to try and 
change our belief systems to point the living human soul towards their 
reality. We may recall from the previous two chapters that this psychic 
God needs the energy from our beliefs to keep it alive and in power. 
However, we now know that the crown chakra is not the seat of higher 
consciousness and the most spiritual chakra as we have been led to 
r belief systems. We now know that this is a ploy by the astral lords t
ning up this chakra (and others) to allow lost souls and entities from the
e our human soul/consciousness. This is why I was shown how 

important this crown chakra is to the Archons and their false spiritual reality as I mentioned in

believe throughout o
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the last chapter. The Crown chakra is the Archons’ preferred method of attaching lost souls 
and thought forms to our energy fields in the guise of being spirit guides and/or guard
angels here to help us. This understanding also explains why people who meditate often 
receive - as one of the many gifts that are offered to them from this astral reality in meditatio
and/or even sleep - a Crown to wear on their head to help the astral beings communicate w
us.  

On the 26th July 1999, in one of my meditations whilst in this 
(astr

ian 

n 
ith 

al) reality I met a being called Rameses, and this being gave 
me a Crown to put on my head. If we look at my drawing from 

 

l 
ms 

y home due to their human belief 

 and because this chakra houses the 
Assemblage Point (A.P.) it is important to keep this chakra flowing correctly from in to out 

s 

 

We can liken our energy field to our skin. The skin is there to protect us from external 
ays a 

danger of an infection setting in and causing us problems. It is exactly the same with our 
nd 

al 

 do 
n. 

w 

 

r 
d, an 

invitation to allow infections to set in. The analogy here is that the crown chakra, like the 

my meditation diary we find that the Crown I was given is also
symbolic of the Sun. This reality most people believe to be 
divine or spiritual is just an astral reflection of our many 
incorrect beliefs and spiritual mistakes due to the ego-intellectua
conceptualisation of reality, a reality made up of thought for
through our beliefs, and souls that have got lost on the wa
that this reality was either divine or spiritual in nature.  

Allow me to repeat what I have constantly stated in previous chapters. The main spiritual 
chakra in a living human being is the HEART CHAKRA

(egregors) of our own creation 

and also clear from any external connections, otherwise when this important energy point i
blocked or reversed like it is in many teachings and practises, this ensuing loss of purifying 
energy surrounding the body makes it easier for attachments to then come through the Crown
Chakra. See Chapters Three and Seven for more on the importance of the A.P.  

Our energy field is like our skin. It is there to protect us from external threats. 

pathogens and when the skin becomes wounded or penetrated in anyway, there is alw

energy fields. Our energy field is there to protect us as we discovered in Chapter Five a
helps to filter out imbalanced frequencies/energies/vibrations before they can become residu
and cause us any potential problems. Yet in almost all of our belief systems and healing 
modalities we are encouraged to open up our energy field, the Archons’ favoured crown 
chakra in particular and openly invite into, or bring into our energy field some form of 
supernatural being or higher vibrational energy/ray. This is not a wise or sensible thing to
at all as I covered in chapter five and we will expand upon the ‘why this is’ a little later o
Hopefully the reader may now appreciate more so why we should never open up, or allo
anybody else to open up our energy fields or chakras, especially the crown chakra, the astral 
lords’ main entry route into our soul/consciousness and the main way in which they are able
to control human beings and human belief systems through their attachments. 

In effect, using the analogy of the skin we can say, symbolically, that to the Archons and thei
astral beings, an open crown chakra is like an open wound on the top of the hea
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wound, should be cleansed and closed to avoid the possibility of any astral lost reincarnated 
soul or thought-form from entering our energy field and infecting us and causing us h

Spirit Guides and so-called Guardian Angels 

arm.   

When you read accounts of past life experiences by these so-called reincarnated souls through 
, although there are exceptions to this, they 

are sent down into their new life with three spirit guides, and again, generally, one of these is 

er 

he 

es that 
d 

t 

ost 
s 

 told 

in 
back in her 

the process of regressive hypnotherapy, generally

their Guardian Angel. Or so the lost soul is programmed to believe anyway.  I will offer one 
real life experience from a mother who encountered these spirit guides through her youngest 
child. I’ll call her Eve to protect her identity. A couple of years ago Eve became interested in 
spiritualism. She started reading books about Angels and spirituality. Eve began to use the 
invocations in these books to ask the angels to come to her and help her, cleanse her soul and 
help her children too. She, quite innocently, involved her children in these invocations in the 
belief she was helping the children. Eve then joined a spiritualist church and began taking h
children to these spiritual meetings and readings too. Shortly after all of this Eve’s youngest 
child, then aged eight years began to ‘see’ things. She began seeing three ‘spirit guides’, one 
of which, she was told, by the guides, was her Guardian Angel. Then she started receiving 
communications from these spirit guides about what they as a family should do, how to ask 
the angels to help take their souls away for healing and cleansing and a whole lot more too. 
These spirit guides appeared friendly and helpful and were full of advice on how and what t
family could do to help cleanse them and purify their souls. To cut a long story short, when 
Eve began to question these spirit guides about their reality and beliefs by relaying her 
concerns through her daughter’s communication with them, they at first agreed with her 
concerns about the reality they came from and even indicated that they were not happy with 
this reality at all. Eve learned from her daughter’s communication with these spirit guid
they were in fact deceased (human) souls supposedly here to help them, even the so-calle
guardian angel was a human soul whose name was Eally. Eve became alarmed by the fact tha
these so-called spirit guides, one a guardian angle, readily accepted what she was relaying to 
them through her daughter. This caused Eve to look into this whole matter a lot more. Her 
next-door neighbour had printed out all eight of these Shopping For Spirit articles and after 
hearing Eve’s story passed them onto Eve to read. Eve and both her children began to use the 
affirmations from chapters seven and eight to help protect her and her children from these l
souls. This is when these spirit guides and her daughter’s guardian angel revealed themselve
for what they truly are. They told Eve’s youngest daughter that they were going to send 
thousands of demons to her mother and this greatly distressed the child. Eve told her daughter 
to tell them she was free from fear and full of unconditional love. Her daughter came back 
down from her bedroom again a little later, again in tears, because these spirit guides had
her that they were going to kill her mother and the child was frightened and deeply upset by 
this. When Eve went up to her youngest child’s bedroom she found that deodorant and an 
ornament had been thrown onto the bed in some kind of poltergeist way. Eve and her two 
children slept in another bedroom for a few nights and used Equilibra’s Universal 
Harmonisers repeating the ‘affirmations’ many times during the days and nights that 
followed. The so-called ‘spirit guides’ left the children alone but Eve was targeted mainly 
her sleep. After about a week things settled down and Eve’s youngest child is now 
own bedroom. 
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So what can we make of all this? Well, as long as we do what these spirit guides tell us, they 
are fine and dandy, playful, friendly and helpful. Just like the reincarnated souls are to the 
children they are trying to befriend to enact a full meld with the body as we covered in the last 
chapter. However, when these spirit guides are ignored or exposed, they reveal their true 

e 

ed 

ful as 

, as 
we have covered in earlier chapters, the angels were merely the priests, the messengers of 

s 
ned 

 
s’ 

y 

irst we need to understand how these attachments work. The thought forms and lost souls 

k externally for information. As soon as we connect our 
computer to an external source like the Internet, or allow things to enter the computer like 

al 
y 

jan 

 
red, 

nature, which is from a spiritual perspective, complete imbalance and pure nasty by nature. 
They will then always resort to using fear to try and control the people involved. In this cas
threatening to kill the mother puts fear into the child and the mother then fears for her 
daughter too. Fortunately Eve understood what was going on and remained firm and focus
and kept a level head throughout, explaining as much as she felt she could about what was 
happening to her children. This helped her and her children to come through this terrifying 
event relatively unscathed, yet much wiser for the experience. As Eve said to me, as aw
it was, she was pleased to have first hand experience of what these so-called spirit guides are 
really like. As she said to me, better to know now than when it is too late to do anything. 

Some people may be surprised that a Guardian Angel is actually a lost human soul and 
nothing magical or divine at all. However, apart from my personal experiences that have 
showed this is indeed so, it also makes perfect sense intellectually too because historically

God, the Monarch/King. So it follows that as God’s Heaven, this Spiritual Hierarchy, ha
evolved alongside human development and discovery as we have demonstrated has happe
with the evolution of the Qabala, then the lost soul priests who enter this reality through their 
misplaced beliefs will also become the angels in the astral heavens too. We may recall from
Chapter Seven, “In the fourth heaven Paul saw ‘according to class’ ‘angels resembling god
and they were bringing a soul ‘out of the land of the dead. And they placed it at the gates of 
the fourth heaven. And the angels where whipping it.’ No unconditional love or light here it 
would appear.” I repeat that entities perceived as being spirit guides, angels and so forth are 
ALL lost souls from this astral reality passing them selves off as coming from some spiritual 
or divine place to dupe human beings. 
 
So why do so many people believe this reality IS spiritual or divine and why do the
describe how beautiful it is? 

F
work the same as Trojan Horses and Viruses do that we sometimes get on our computer when 
we instruct the computer to loo

downloading e-mails, music, and other files, the computer becomes open to attack from 
external sources. It is exactly the same with the human body. When we look externally for the 
answers and/or open up our chakras and energy fields, this leaves us vulnerable to extern
influences from the astral reality entering our open and thus weakened energy field, whereb
these attachments can unload their programmed information just like the virus and the tro
horse does on a computer. We know that these reincarnated lost souls have been heavily 
programmed before being sent down. What is also disturbing is that they have all been 
programmed to believe that they will suffer some form of illness to help with their karma 
(because they have NOT been cleansed by God’s Light as we have discovered) and they have
all been programmed on how they will die too. Sometimes a few choices of death are offe
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but all appear to be due to illness or violence. This ‘programming’ of the lost souls affects the 
human host just like a computer virus affects the running and function of the infected 
computer. 

So why is it that to many people this astral reality appears to be benign, spiritual, divine and 
often beautiful? It is very simple. Firstly, if the human host has become infected by a l
then the hu

ost soul 
man host will only ‘see’ what the lost soul has been programmed to see. Also 

when people first begin to meditate they will see this reality as a kind of grey misty dark 

ty to 

. However, if I 
placed a programme on their computer that opened up picture files then they would see the 

 

 
 

t 
nd 

 

The reader may now come to fully appreciate why I have spent so much time emphasising the 

 and that of the late Jacques Benveniste, that 
ater can be easily influenced in many ways, positively or negatively, and water can share 

 

reality and beings will generally in the beginning be grey or black and lifeless. This reality 
appears like a dank dark reality and not too pleasant. However, if we keep on accepting these 
gifts of crowns, jewels, swords and so forth, this helps this astral reality to communicate 
better with us until such time as our energy field is sufficiently weakened to allow an enti
come through. As this astral reality begins to control our soul/consciousness more then this 
reality becomes more fluidic, more colourful and more expansive as time goes by as we begin 
to ‘see’ this reality through the eyes of the attached programmed lost soul. 

Allow me to use the analogy of the computer again to describe what happens here. If I send 
somebody a JPEG photograph and they do not have a programme for opening up picture files, 
then it may open up in notepad or WordPad but will look like gobbledegook

picture exactly how I wanted them to see it. It is the same with all these gifts we are given 
from this reality. These ‘gifts’, which become attachments to our energy field, actually help 
the astral lords to gradually programme our soul/consciousness over time to see their reality
exactly how they want us to see it! This is why people’s meditations seem to improve over 
time and become more colourful, beautiful and meaningful in many ways. This leads the 
individual to then believe that they are evolving and growing spiritually when the opposite is
actually happening – they are devolving away from spirituality into the astral illusion of life –
the false light of the illusion we covered in earlier chapters. We know from chapter eight tha
the human host can take on board the personality, likes and dislikes as well as the illness a
disease of their lost soul attachment/s, just like the recipient of the donated organ can be 
likewise affected by the personality etc., of the dead donor. 

So how exactly did this astral reality, God’s Heaven and the Great Lord’s so-called
spiritual hierarchy (Brotherhood) develop? 
 

importance of the ‘memory’ of water throughout these writings. It is fundamentally apparent 
from the work of physicists, Schweitzer, Emoto
w
this memory/information with all living things, playing a crucial role in human life, and the 
life of Earth too. The Earth and humans are composed of around 75% water. As such, our 
internal and external watery environment is one huge communications centre and memory 
bank of information. In essence, water IS consciousness! Of course, our ancestors knew this
thousands of years ago referring to water as the consciousness and/or emotion of Mother 
Earth as we covered in an earlier chapter. 
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To some people the idea that water has memory may seem crazy. Yet the truth of this is in 
front of us all. If we use a wet oven glove to take out a hot casserole dish from the oven w
will burn ourselves. Why? Because water c

e 
onducts – stores and shares – the heat/energy from 

e casserole dish to our hands. Likewise, if we were daft enough to use a hair drier in the 
 

nformation - is the key to 

rse is replete with water, and the Earth much more so, the 
‘memory’ of water also explains how the Astral Reality (Veil/Shadow) has been created over 

 

alm 

 

and then fear of his counterpart the Devil to control people, with the man-created 
ns of 

y of 
 

o 
t-form’ (psychic) God became an even 

more powerful, influential and ‘fluidic’ memory in the external consciousness of the Earth 
d 

ion’ 

g 

’ 

th
bath and inadvertently drop it into the water, we would be electrocuted because water stores
and shares the electricity with us; it is a wonderful conductor of 
electricity/energy/information. Also, as scientists have proven, sound travels four times faster 
in seawater than it does in air. 

Therefore, the ‘memory’ of water - its ability to store and share i
explaining and understanding many of today’s so-called esoteric mysteries, especially ‘past-
life’ experiences. As the Unive

time by our imbalanced thoughts and beliefs, our fears, and the need of our ‘leaders’ to 
control people through their ego and greed. We must remember that thought is energy and it 
has been due to these imbalanced thoughts and desires of our lawmakers over time and the
beliefs they have imposed upon us to control us that we have collectively (as a species) 
created this imbalanced external reality that I refer to as the Archons’ or Astral Lords’ re
of imbalance. As time has progressed, this astral reality has grown even more powerful; to 
such an extent, that it is now much more influential in controlling our belief systems today. 

Throughout history FEAR has always been a means to control people and keep our 
lawmakers in power. Today, it is the fear of terrorism, and the solution is our leaders’ fight 
against this ‘world evil’. In the past, our leaders used the fear and wrath of this psychic God, 

monotheistic God (not the true Creator God*) offering people salvation and a mea
escaping the Devil’s evil clutches. Over time polytheistic beliefs, and most importantly, our 
natural communication with, and understanding of, Nature were virtually wiped out. *The 
true Creator is the Father of the Spiritual Light, the Virginal Spirit, the purit
Oneness and Unconditional Love that animates all living things, whom we cannot see
and has no hierarchal structure, and whom we can only experience let alone meet 
personally on an astral mountain or anywhere else. 

This spiritual/religious deception perpetrated by our leaders (law makers of the time) kept 
them in power and in control of the populous. As more people came to, or were forced t
believe that this astral God was a real God, this ‘though

and beyond (astral reality). Belief in this ‘reality’ grew as more people began to channel an
share information from it. Just like the prophets of old did, with their ‘channelled informat
eventually leading to the creation of what we recognise today as the main religions of the 
Western and Middle regions of the world. So powerful has this reality become through storin
our collective fears, thoughts and beliefs, that today, with billions of people believing in this 
thought-form God (egregor) and its multi-faceted reality (numerous false angels and 
supernatural beings), this human-created ego-reality has become a very powerful ‘memory
indeed. Today, this external ego-created consciousness – perceived by so many as spiritual or 
divine - permeates the Qabala, Freemasonry, the Occult, Theosophy, the new age movement; 
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various healing modalities, and many religious, spiritual and E.T. based beliefs, philo
ceremonies and rituals as we have now come to realise. This astral reality has merely used th
simple task of ‘divide and conquer’ to confuse and control people, instilling the belief into 
people that their belief is the torch bearer of truth and everything else is the work of the devil. 
We now know that it is one and the same thought form astral lord – the psychic God – who 
controls all these supposedly diametrically opposed beliefs and uses them to keep us 
spiritually denied. 
 
As a consequence of this astral reality that our ancestral lawmakers created - which we 
continue to feed today through our various beliefs, rituals and ceremonies - and the m
of false realities an

sophies, 
e 

ultitude 
d beliefs this reality has broadcast (channelled) over time into the human 

syche, today, the majority of human beings have no present memory, or recollection, of 
ator 

 of 

Earth’s consciousness 
and beyond, and these ‘memories’, imbalances, greed, ego and control are then shared 

r 

f this 
t, such 

 

ch 

 
d with 
-

ctually sound our reasoning may be, this imbalance is 

p
the true God of Creation that lies beyond these man-created (astral) Heavens. The Cre
God, who we do not see, let alone meet on a mountain; information Jesus originally 
taught to the people (whomever Jesus may have been historically) and as our ancestral 
Gnostics, from many cultures, did too. In effect, we have lost the ability to recognise, and 
most importantly, access the true inner Spiritual Light that animates all living things and 
us humans. Instead, we have been hoodwinked into looking externally into the false light
the astral God for our spiritual and religious inspiration and salvation.  

All of this religious and spiritual deception has happened and grown because water 
stores and shares information from, and with, ALL living entities. Therefore, all our 
beliefs, fears, hopes, imaginations and thoughts have been stored in the 

(reflected) back to us on a soul/consciousness (subliminal) level through our natural 
interaction with everything around us. We now also know how the astral lords enhance ou
communication with their reality and control of living humans whom they fear so much 
through reincarnated lost souls programmed to unload their astral implanted memories o
false spiritual reality into their living hosts. Living entities with a high-water conten
as human beings, are more easily influenced by this external reality, and as a consequence,
readily buy into its deception becoming ‘Channellers’ of so-called spiritual wisdom. 
Attachments in the form of gifts from this reality build up over time weakening our defence 
mechanism, thus allowing entities and lost souls to enter our energy fields and unload their 
programmed astral-heaven-is-great beliefs into our psyche, and ultimately into our conscious 
mind. This leads to hearing ‘voices-in-the-head’ and ‘channelled’ information and mu
more. This is how the astral ‘disease’ in consciousness is spread and we humans today 
continue to make the same mistakes as our ancestors. This is why we are witnessing an 
increase in crime, social disorder, violence, drug abuse, child abuse, unnecessary wars and so 
forth, as it appears the world is degenerating into chaos rather than evolving into spiritual
harmony. Common sense seems to have been lost throughout time and has been replace
a fear-based political correctness, founded in my opinion, on gross stupidity and Archon
induced-into-our-psyche philosophy.   

Thus, when we tap into this external ego-reality through whatever means, we take on board 
and store these external imbalances on a subliminal/subconscious/soul level. Then, 
irrespective of our intent, or how intelle
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shared as a subliminal ‘message/memory’ with whatever we produce, through our teachings
books, seminars, political decisions, individual persona and energy products. It is th
memory/consciousness/programming taken on board from the astral reality that some people 
can actually tune into, and in some cases people can mistakenly judge these attached 
memories (lost reincarnated souls) to be spirit guides here to help us as we have discovered.  

Over time, this false spiritual reality has become so powerful and influential in creatin
belief systems that the irony today is we humans are virtually being completely controlled

, 
is ‘inner’ 

g our 
 

by our own creation – the psychic astral God and its multi-faceted reality of supernatural 
 

Water reflects our past mistakes back to us so we can learn from them, not so we can take 
, make money, feed our egos, and in so 

doing, continue to spread this disease in consciousness. We’ve just forgotten that’s all.  

mony, 
thus helping to free the lost souls from their astral bondage served upon them from the Elder 

and stone buildings, and 
regain control of our lives. Through this greater spiritual understanding we can help to bring 

symbolic representation of the creative process of physical life? 

beings: an astral reality that is constantly reinventing itself to appeal to the more modern-day
discoveries in science and astronomy, our imaginations and the hopes and fears of us humans 
in general.  

So today, Water’s memory = our Spiritual illusion! 

them on board as some form of so-called spiritual truth

We are not here to feed the astral lords to keep them alive and powerful. We are here to help 
bring this external imbalance (and internal in many people) back into balance and har

lost souls and the thought forms they worship so much. Neither are we here to bring heaven 
on Earth, as the astral lords would like us to.  

We are here to literally wake up to the spiritual light that animates us all, take back our power 
from these astral beings and lost souls, gurus, evangelists, brick 

the astral heavens more towards the reflection of the living light that animates all things 
living.  

So, from an internal perspective of creation, is it possible to present a more spiritually 
correct 
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THE STRUCTURE OF PHYSICAL LIFE 
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DNA – 4 Nitrogenous Bases 
Strand One 

DNA – 4 Nitrogenous Bases 
Strand Two 

 
The Neutron is neutrally charged O representing balance. In this model we can see how we 
have everything required to create all physical life as we understand it today – just like the 
early cabbalists used their external understanding of the Cosmos to create their intellectual 
version of creation as we have covered. Here we can see that we have the atom, the building 
blocks of life that are inherent in all things. Next we have DNA, which receives its 
information from the atoms and then pulses this energy/light/information in a rhythmical way 
(through explosion and then implosion) to the cell in which it resides. All this information 
travels courtesy of the intra-cellular fluid – aka salt water – the ability of water to store and 
share information. This Light/Energy/Information emitted from our DNA controls the 
biochemical actions of the cell to ensure that the cell develops according to the instruction 
emitted, and then functions correctly, or according to the instructions, thereafter. Thus, our 
whole biological processes are initially determined by the light/information emitted from our 
DNA. The energy part of our body, the light, is in essence a blueprint for the biological aspect 
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of our existence and wellbeing. Maybe we can now appreciate the reasons for this new age 
Archon attempt to encourage us to become involved in the 12, or 22, or soon-coming-to-a–
place-near-you, 24 Strand DNA activation! If we do create these strands etherically through 
the mind and intellect (or allow anybody else to do this), then we are merely creating 
interference – due to the properties of water to store and share this ‘thought/belief’ - within 
our natural biophysical and biological communications of the body. This in my opinion will 
have an effect of weakening the defence mechanism of the body allowing attachments to 
come into our energy field and possibly gain a greater control over the host’s 
psyche/soul/consciousness, and therefore beliefs and future actions.  
 
If we return to the first external intellectual model of the cabbala I put forward with Oneness 
in the centre, and also use the internal model above, and we expand outwards the four outside 
circles on the left and right until ALL the outer circles formed a circle, then we would have 
the Ahnu, the source of all life we covered in Part Two, plus the symbol for the Spirit, the Sun 
(Christ/God) and also the vibration of Ten: 
 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
As mentioned in an earlier chapter, this Ahnu in its’ three-dimensional form also represents 
the vortexal energies that make up our chakras, and there is no difference in the make up and 
the way any of our chakras work as we are led to believe through many of our belief systems. 
There is no thousand-petal lotus, for example, for the crown chakra. This is just another astral 
illusion to create a belief in the importance of the crown chakra and it’s (astral) link to higher 
consciousness and spirituality, a link we now know connects us with the astral heavens of 
thought forms and lost souls and is the silver connecting cord from the astral havens to the 
human body that lost souls and thought forms use to attach to us and to receive 
information/instructions from the astral realms. We will be looking at the so-called layers of 
the auric field a little later and explaining why it appears to be that we have layers, but are 
they really layers?  
 
Before we move on to the next subject I would like to explain more about our 
interconnectedness with nature and the universe. 
 
In understanding the following it is important to realise that the human body is primarily and 
almost totally an energy system first and a biological/biochemical one second. All life is 
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composed of the building blocks of life – the atom, and an atom is comprised of 99.999% 
space or energy, hence we humans are 99.999% energy too, only it appears to our limited five 
physical senses that we are wholly physical or biological in origin, which is of course 
incorrect. Our DNA is composed of light and emits photons – particles of light or 
electromagnetic waves, depending on how they are being observed - that we can measure 
today. Our cells have their own Electromagnetic field too, as does the human body, and these 
energies are often referred to as the Biophysical field or Auric field. These energy fields can 
also be measured and today, even photographed. It is through the interaction of energy fields 
that all living things, humans included, share and store information both beneficial and 
detrimental to the physical body. 
 
It has been established through numerous scientific experiments that all living things are 
constantly sharing information and interacting with each other (see Chapter Five) and that 
certain man-made electromagnetic frequencies can have a detrimental effect on the health and 
growth of living organisms. In effect the human organism is composed of a multitude of 
electromagnetic waves. The Human organism has a broad spectrum from below 10 to over 
1015 Hertz and we’ll be looking at the implications of this a little later. 
 
A Human in many respects is literally an “open system and constantly receives from his 
environment information from biotic and abiotic environmental factors. Plants, animals and 
people and their vital expressions and mutual relationships are among the biotic 
environmental factors. Soil, air, water, sunlight, sound, crystals, trace elements, Schumann 
waves and other electromagnetic oscillations of the atmosphere are natural abiotic factors. All 
these natural items of information are largely disturbed in our modern age by artificial 
environmental factors created by Man” - such as microwaves and radio waves, chemicals and 
so forth – which can “…lead to a modification of the natural environmental situation and 
environmental information and imperceptibly, but to an increasingly worsening extent, the 
human organism.” The reader may wonder where this all fits in with the main context of this 
chapter. Well, this disturbance to naturally occurring information also applies to how lost 
reincarnated souls and thought form attachments affect us too. These ‘attachments’ are made 
up of ‘memories’ consisting of various frequencies and vibrations – aka information – that are 
not aligned to the natural rhythm of the environment because they are from the imbalanced 
external male-ego-consciousness of the astral heavens which we have established is an astral 
concoction of our imbalanced beliefs, past mistakes, greed and so forth. 
 
The science of biophysics has established that all life is firmly imprinted with the stamp of the 
environment: “The body is thus firmly integrated into our environment, is in constant 
exchange with it and is controlled by it, i.e. all our various biorhythms, our organ and 
metabolic functions (normally) run synchronously with the ‘pulse rhythm’ of the universe. If 
this coordination is disturbed, disease and possibly death occur.” Control pulses come firstly 
from what are referred to as Schumann waves, arising in the ionosphere with a frequency of 
7.83Hz that corresponds precisely with the frequency of the hippocampus in the brain of all 
mammals. The hippocampus in humans is responsible for our memory and survival among 
other factors. 
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Our nervous system also responds to the electromagnetic pulses of the Schumann waves. 
These induce miniature potentials in the nerve loops, which on repetition add up to action 
potentials and can actively intervene in cybernetic control circuits of the body. The autonomic 
nervous system is autonomic but adapted to the environment and resonates with it. It becomes 
very clear that we are an electrical or energy system and depend on and interact physically 
and electrically with balanced and natural energies around us for our health, wellbeing and 
survival. In effect we are an interactive and interconnected part of the whole of creation. The 
importance of this and the importance of the Earth’s Schumann waves, as an example, are 
evidenced by the fact that NASA builds Schumann wave generators into its manned space 
flights to keep their astronauts physiologically and psychologically healthy. 
 
 “We have already shown how inextricably the human body is bound to Nature, both in 
relation to the Earth and the Cosmos. We are controlled by both and we can only live in 
common, rhythmical oscillations.”  
 
In disease, which is a disturbance or interference in the ‘energy field’, the body “…is forced 
to produce the mirror-image counter oscillations of the interference field at the same time, by 
neutralising them… It succeeds in doing this with the corresponding expenditure of energy. 
We also refer to ‘holding work’, which it must perform, because it has to constantly expend 
energy in order to neutralise these constantly recurring oscillations from the interference field. 
If the organism is weakened…it can no longer perform the holding work and is no longer able 
to neutralise the pathological oscillation. ” This is the onset of illness and disease as we know 
it biologically. 
 
Thus, the human body does not become ill because it has been infected but because the 
defence system – the energy field – has become weakened. Professor Popp discovered that the 
cells of living organisms store and emit light (photons) and this light controls vital processes. 
If this mechanism does not function correctly, the organism is diseased. This is important to 
note, especially as we have discovered in these last three chapters that these entity 
attachments open up and weaken our energy fields and even develop a direct connection 
between our energy field, soul/consciousness and the external astral reality, which is not 
good. 
 
It has been established that there is a constant equilibrium between photons 
(Light/energy/information) and the growth of a cell association and if the EM field of the cell 
is disturbed its coherence (balance) is affected too and if this coherence is disturbed, all the 
functions, including immune defence, are blocked; but above all – and this is the most 
important thing – the repair capacity of the cell, the ability to restore order to genetic 
damage is blocked. From this point of view the concept of disease should be reconsidered: 
disease, before it is manifested in physical symptoms, is manifested as a disturbance in or to 
the electromagnetic field. 
 
“Light or energy within the cells of living organisms regulates cell growth, ensures the 
exchange of information mutually between the cells…disease occurs through a disturbance 
of the electromagnetic field in the cell: it becomes disordered and incoherent. Every kind of 
frequency combination, which is not in order, produces disease. From the point of view of 
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disease, the disturbance of biochemical sequences in biological systems can be regarded as a 
disturbance to the order of electromagnetic oscillations in the body, triggered by exogenous 
and endogenous influences. Many years of solid research have proven that this is so.” These 
research results run ‘counter to the widespread belief that biochemical processes are causal.’ 
This is not so. 
 
The first steps to the body healing itself are to “… restore the rhythms of the organism and 
synchronise and re-adapt to a normal, undisturbed control programme.” In other words, deal 
with and eliminate the frequencies responsible for causing imbalance. This of course cannot 
be achieved when we have an astral attachment from God’s Heaven or the Great Lord’s 
Hierarchy (or living close to a mobile phone mast) because as long as their ‘memories’ remain 
in our energy fields they are constantly imparting their programmed information 
(frequencies/vibrations) into our energy field/consciousness affecting it accordingly. 
Therefore the body is constantly expending energy trying to counteract these imbalanced 
frequencies and, as the science of biophysics has established, anything that is not coherent and 
balanced that is constantly emitting chaotic frequencies or incoherent oscillations 
(information) which create a disturbance in Human EM fields in the first place, can lead to 
illness in the human organism. From a spiritual perspective, as I have often stated my belief to 
be, this reality is the disease in consciousness, the tumour that is spreading throughout 
humanity today through our beliefs and practices. 
 
We may recall that even though the reincarnated lost souls are programmed to believe they 
have been cleansed and healed and restored to the purity of the Light of God in God’s Heaven 
before being reincarnated, they still impart the symptoms and suffering of their previous lives 
illnesses and diseases into their human host. This is because, one, their soul has not been 
cleansed and repaired as they are programmed to believe, as we have discovered, and two, the 
‘memory’ and frequencies carried by the reincarnated soul are not natural, balanced or 
coherent and in harmony with the universe – they are made up purely of the frequencies and 
vibrations of the imbalance of the male-ego-intellect energy of the astral heavens.  
 
In short, our bodies are a mine of information stored electronically in the form of oscillations 
or frequencies of energy and if these energy stores are coherent i.e. the information stored is 
natural and balanced, then we have good physical health. Our physical health is a direct result 
of the condition of our energy fields that feed and sustain our physical body. 
 
It is apparent from the science of biophysics and the understanding that we humans are an 
open ‘radio system’ made up of varying electromagnetic frequencies that we naturally interact 
with all external energies, natural and man-made, and these energies do play a large part in 
our health and wellbeing. When we interact with natural and balanced energies, such as Earth 
energies like Schumann waves, we are reinforcing the natural balance within our own energy 
system, our cells and our DNA. It is important to note that we do this on a subconscious, 
subliminal level and that the intellect and ego plays no part in this.  
 
However, it is very apparent from the science of physicists that when we are constantly 
subjected to man-made unnatural and chaotic frequencies such as EMFs and microwave 
radiation, or by willingly and intellectually open up our energy fields through our many belief 
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systems to the external astral reality of imbalance and disease in consciousness, then too much 
imbalanced information (frequencies) enter our energy fields. Our bodies can and will store 
this unbalanced information in its energy fields which can lead to a weakening of our defence 
mechanism and ultimately illness and disease as our cells begin to reproduce in the likeness of 
the unbalanced information it has taken on board. This is a result of the body expending too 
much energy – more than it is capable of producing – whilst attempting to restore balance to 
energy fields that have been compromised by EMF pollution, Microwave Radiation pollution 
and external attachments from the astral reality of God’s heaven and the great lord’s spiritual 
hierarchy. This process ultimately leads to a breakdown in homeostasis and the human host - 
in respect of entity attachments - begins to suffer the illnesses and diseases that the 
reincarnated souls had in their past life and have been programmed with to bring the soul of 
the living human host nearer to death, leading to the capture of yet another human soul by the 
Archons. Likewise, when a lost reincarnated soul completes a ‘full meld’ with the body as we 
covered in the last chapter, then it can direct it’s human host into any of the ways it has been 
programmed to die. This some people believe is karma. It is not karma. It is a parasite leading 
an innocent human soul into the hands of the Archons. It is almost as if one reincarnated soul 
is traumatising and/or killing another reincarnated soul to play out some form of astrally-
programmed karma! 
 
It is important to remember that lost reincarnated souls are just vibrations, frequencies of 
programmed information (consciousness) and maybe even some genuine memories of a 
previous life. When these entities attach to us they affect us according to their programming. 
This is why recipients of donor organs often take on certain characteristics of the dead donor, 
their personality, likes and dislikes as we covered in chapter seven. 
 
 
BACK TO THE IN TO OUT AGAIN AND THE ORIGIN OF HIGHER VIBRATIONS 
 
Here it may be a good point to try and demonstrate how the Archons use lower vibrations to 
keep us in the loop of the top of the vortex. I cover in part five the whole in to out, implosion, 
explosion ideology in great detail. If we examine a vortex we see it is larger at the rim than at 
the bottom. This means the energies (frequencies/vibrations) are slower at the top and faster at 
the bottom of the vortex. It is exactly the same with our chakras too as we covered in an 
earlier chapter.  
 
In the book Salt And Water by Dr Barbara Hendel and Peter Ferreira we find “The further we 
break down matter into its components, the more potent its frequency becomes – physically 
speaking. As the nucleus measures a higher frequency spectrum than the atom itself, the 
element within a molecule again measures a higher frequency spectrum than the molecule 
itself, the molecule higher than the cell, and the cell higher than the organ, and so forth. “The 
human, made of the sum of all elements, cells and organs, is less intelligent than his 
individual components… 
 

Nucleus  1022 Hertz 
Atom-Element  1015  Hertz 
Molecule  109   Hertz 
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Cell   103   Hertz 
Organ   102   Hertz 
Human (Body) 8 to 10 Hertz 
 

“This scale shows that a single water molecule has far more intelligence than a human 
being…the degree of intelligence of one individual person is again higher than that of the 
state or nation of which he is a citizen. This might explain why some of the federal laws are 
incomprehensible to us individuals.”76 This is why people involved in say cults and religions 
have lower vibrational rates as they gradually become imprisoned towards the vibration of 
nine we covered in chapter two. This is what our belief systems do, they programme us to 
believe in one ideology at the expense of freethinking and all other possibilities that may be 
worthy of exploration. This is also why many people involved in group beliefs often cannot 
see the wood for the trees because they have been conditioned to believe that anything that 
conflicts with their belief – for they and only they are the true torch bearers of truth or God’s 
chosen people - is the work of Satan or some other devil incarnate. Our belief systems – to a 
greater or lesser degree – imprison us within the lower vibrational group mentality and we 
begin to act out our lives according to the groups’ rules and beliefs. All this ‘conditioning’ 
stops us from being a free thinker. It stops us from ebbing, flowing and evolving like all of 
nature does. In effect we become like the Archons, the male ego-energy, a rigid unmoveable 
throne or pillar, a stable one, immutable, inflexible and so on. 
 
Let us look at this from another angle. 
 
This is how I’ve always tried to explain it to people. For arguments sake, let us assume that 
human consciousness lies in the centre of this vortex. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Human consciousness 

If we then add planetary and cellular ‘consciousness’ and view these from the human 
perspective: 
 

Human perspective 

Planetary consciousness 

Cellular consciousness

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From a human perspective we live an average of three score and ten years. Yet it appears that 
the planets and the stars are not moving, or very, very slowly, and appear to ‘live’ forever. 
Whereas looking at the cellular level we see that 10 millions cells appear to die and are 
replaced every second.  
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However, if we were to take our consciousness/awareness down to the cellular level, from this 
perspective, the perspective of the cell, it would appear as though our cells too averaged a life 
span of three score and ten years. Before this blows the intellect apart, let us look at it from 
another angle. 
 
Time itself doesn’t exist, other than as a measurement of movement as we have already 
discovered. In our (human) case, time is a measurement of the Earth’s movement and its 
movement around the Sun. Hence the 360 degrees of the clock face and the concept of the old 
sun-dials. So from the perspective of the Earth, the Earth has 24 hours in each day and 365 
days in a year, and this is what makes up our conception of time. 
 
From the Earth, Mercury appears to move around the sun much faster and so it takes less 
earth years to orbit the sun. Yet if we move to Mercury what would happen? Well, we would 
still only be able to create time from measuring the movement of, this time, Mercury around 
the sun. Assuming for the sake of this analogy that Mercury behaved the same as the Earth in 
it’s rotation we would still use the 360-degree clock face, and so living on Mercury we would 
still have 24 hours in day etc. But if we looked at the Earth from Mercury we would say that 
the earth had more than 24hrs in a day and more than 365 days in a year – in Mercurian time. 
If a mercurian and an earther were to meet in an intergalactic café and discuss their truths 
about time, each would accuse the other of being wrong. If a Saturnian then entered the 
debate he would say they were both wrong and only he was right. Simply because, time is 
only a measurement of movement and so does not exist in any form other than from the 
perspective from which the movement is being observed. 
 
In other words this is because the planets closer to the sun are nearer to the centre of the 
vortex and therefore move faster than those further away. Which is exactly the same as 
viewing ‘time’ on a cellular or planetary level from a human/earth perspective. In effect, 
following the human model of frequencies, it follows that the nearer to the Sun we moved the 
greater the intelligence and vibration would become. The Universe is full of vortexal solar 
systems all working in the same simple way as our chakras work, but obviously on a far larger 
level. 
 
This is exactly how the Archons keep us spiritually in the dark by keeping us focused on the 
lower vibrations towards the rim of the vortex. We have established that higher vibrations of 
light/energy/intelligence lie within us and not without. This is how the astral lords capture our 
souls through human beings using their instilled-into-our-consciousness-belief-systems that 
encourage us to look externally towards their lower vibrations for the answers. We are then 
encouraged to bring into our psyche/energy fields these lower astral vibrational entities 
believing them to be something else. As we now know, the Archons use born-again 
reincarnated lost souls and other attachments to control their human hosts, using them to help 
bring a belief into humanity that their astral reality is something divine or spiritual, and this 
reality in fact created US, when we know we actually created THEM. 
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Human

Archons’ afterlife reality where souls can get caught 
up in the loop of lower vibrations and from where the 
Archons feed us lower vibrations through thought 
forms and lost souls. Where ‘belief’ systems come 
from and why they have ‘externalised’ the truth to 
direct our attention/soul into lower vibrations. 

Lower 
vibrations 

Higher 
vibrations 

Astral reality 

Spiritual reality 

This is the beauty of the vortex in understanding how things work and how the Archons 
encourage us to look up and into the heavens for our inspiration when it is obvious that the 
higher frequencies/vibrations/energies are within, towards the centre of the vortex. This is 
how they control us by keeping us locked in the ‘loop’ or the rim towards the edge (top) of the 
vortex where we are constantly subjected to the lower vibrations. This is why they use lost 
souls and other lower vibrations to create beliefs in our psyche/soul/consciousness which 
encourage us to buy into their reality and to look into their external lower vibrationary world 
for the answers. This is all that reincarnation is, an excuse whereby through our belief systems 
our past mistakes, ego and greed, and all of the other imbalances and disease in consciousness 
we have created is fed back to us healthy humans to keep this disease alive and growing. Just 
like the tumour in the body converts healthy cells around it into taking on board the tumour’s 
own imbalanced ‘memory/consciousness’, whereby the tumour grows and spreads. 
 
TIME TRAVEL AND THE ROLE THE MEMORY OF WATER PLAYS IN THIS 
ILLUSION 
 
As we know, time itself does not exist other than as a measurement of movement. Therefore it 
is impossible to travel into the past or into the future. Yet there are many people who believe 
that they have indeed done just that. So how can these ‘experiences’ be possible and can this 
phenomena be explained rationally? Well, yes it can. 
 
Although we have covered this in an earlier chapter it is worth running through this again. 
Because water stores and shares information from all living things and the Earth is full of 
water, the Earth and it’s atmosphere is one huge memory bank of information from the 
beginnings of time – the Akashic records in a sense. The Earth’s consciousness (memory) is 
affected by, and stores all our thoughts, beliefs, fears, hopes, desires, and expectations. 
Therefore it is possible for anybody to tap into the memory of our ancestral past, past lives, 
emotions, events and so forth just by looking outside of ourselves – and in some cases within 
too because we have taken this information on board throughout our lives by looking 
externally for the answers to spirituality/God. But what about people who feel they have 
predicted the future, or seen the future? Take the tragic events of 911 for example. A few 
people felt that they had foreseen this event through dreams, visions and/or meditations, so 
how could they not be seeing into the future? Well, if we think about the years of planning 
involved in this operation, the number of people involved, then the dreams, intent, vision and 
the finite planning of the perpetrators of this insidious crime, all of this thought-energy would 
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have naturally been stored in the consciousness of the Earth too, courtesy of it’s watery 
environment. Just as people can tap into past events they can also tap into the planning and 
intent of other people too. If this tragedy had not happened and had been prevented, then 
people would have thought nothing of their strange dreams, visions and/or meditations. But it 
did happen and so this creates the illusion that these people have actually seen into the future 
in some way. When in fact all they have done is connect with the intent, energy and desire 
(thoughts) of the people planning the event, as these are stored in the Earth’s watery 
consciousness. Time travel literally is impossible because time itself does not exist. Only the 
moment of now exists and it is the memory/consciousness of the Earth which holds our past 
and our future beliefs and intentions leading us to incorrectly believe we are travelling in 
time.  
 
For me living in the past stops us from realising what is important to us today. And that is 
living in the moment of NOW. Only the moment of now exists, nothing else does. The past is 
history and does not exist other than as a memory of events that we can tap into through the 
consciousness of the Earth that holds those memories – this is Karma, the karma we are all 
born into. The future does not exist either, other than as a hope, a wish, a plan, a desire, a 
fear, or an aspiration, emotions, thoughts and energies that are also stored in the 
consciousness of the Earth as a ‘memory’. This explains why some people can seem to predict 
the ‘future’. The tragic events of 911 are a classic example of this type of phenomena. We can 
now understand how some people may have had a ‘vision’ of this event happening in the 
future because they literally tapped into this ‘memory’, the intentions of the perpetrators of 
this crime.  
 
This is the importance of water in this physical reality and why the authorities discredit and 
vilify people who have had the audacity to bring into to the public arena the ‘memory of 
water’.  When we truly understand water IS consciousness (soul) in this physical reality we 
can understand just how and why this is and why the Archons do what they do to control us 
and how they are bringing their rigid control of the astral heavens here upon the physical 
Earth. 
 
This is why the truth and the inner journey are so important to us all, just as is the expose of 
this false reality the Archons control and imbue into our psyche and soul today through books 
such as those we have been discussing, and many other books and channelled belief systems 
too. 
 
Nothing has changed for thousands and thousands of years; the truth has remained the same, 
very simple, yet although the words to describe the illusion have constantly altered to suit the 
political agenda of the time and present-day advances in knowledge, the description of what is 
happening remains the same. The big problem we have is trying to understand the way our 
ancestors wrote and shared their information in the symbolic way that they did, which is why 
I have included material from the Nag Hammadi Codices so people can get a feel and an 
understanding of some of the symbolic language and message that was being portrayed by our 
ancestors, compared with the literal interpretation usually adopted by the intellectual/ego 
brain that we are presented with today. 
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Some of my personal experiences with so-called gurus and spiritual masters 
 
We have covered some of the beliefs, ideologies and the Masters, evangelists and gurus that I 
believe are influenced by this astral reality in earlier chapters. Here I would like to share a few 
personal experiences I have had with gurus/masters/spiritual teachers et al to demonstrate how 
these people can behave when they are being influenced by this reality and/or by their astral 
attachments.  
 
One experience was when my wife and I, with a friend, went to a ‘meet and see the nature 
spirits’ afternoon in a forest in Northumberland held by a so-called spiritual guru. There were 
only seven people attending in all and after a short walk into the woodland we stopped and 
were asked to form a circle. We were asked to close our eyes as we all joined together holding 
hands and an invocation was spoken out loud. After a short while I felt a presence behind me 
so I broke the circle and immediately turned around. The joining of hands, forming a circle 
and the invocation had attracted entities from the astral reality which I had become aware of. 
At this breaking of the circle the tall chap who was with us went galloping off into the woods 
in a strange fashion, yea hah–ing, kicking his legs and slapping his backside at the same time. 
This was of course rather amusing to watch and broke the tension. We were informed that this 
guy channelled ‘Lord Sananda’ and he believed he was riding a horse chasing fair-female 
nature spirits, something he apparently enjoyed doing and something I would certainly not 
disagree with upon watching this strange, but amusing episode take place. He obviously did 
believe this was happening. Additionally, to our great amusement, he had, we were also 
informed, only a few weeks before done exactly the same thing, but that time he stripped 
completely naked before riding this imaginary horse and whatever else he imagined he was 
doing. Sometimes, apparently, he would disappear into the woods for long periods of time on 
his quest to find such fair-damsel. The image of ‘Lord Sananda’ prancing about naked in a 
wood, screeching cowboy chants of yee-haa and slapping his naked backside in full view of 
all and sundry was a lifetime treasure. It also brought a totally new meaning to me for the 
word ‘danglers’. What the squirrels in the woods must have thought about their equivalent to 
our human ‘meals on wheels’, I shudder to think.  
 
On another occasion, after a long day spent with our guru, we finished off by sitting 
individually in front of the ‘master’ in the lotus position, holding each other’s hands. We 
closed our eyes and meditated. The idea of this exercise was for us expand our consciousness 
outside of ourselves and go into the master’s body via the third eye (brow chakra) and, quite 
literally, have a look around. I was the last person to engage in this exercise. I duly obliged 
and my extended consciousness (awareness) entered into the body of the guru in front of me. I 
didn’t particularly like what I was seeing; separation, aliens, a whole mix-mash of unpleasant 
energies and after witnessing this imbalanced range of energies I didn’t window-shop for any 
length of time and brought my consciousness back to my body quite quickly. As my extended 
consciousness was coming back to myself I noticed a black form of energy following me, so I 
immediately stopped this from coming into my energy fields. I opened my eyes and 
immediately asked this so-called spiritual person what this black energy was and why was it 
trying to follow me back into my body. His eyes went down towards the floor, and it seemed 
like an age before he looked up, shaking his head saying ‘it was just energy Steve. Just 
energy.’  
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I felt rather uncomfortable about all of this as time went by as it was shortly after this 
experience that I saw for the first time a ‘keeper’ – an entity we covered in the last chapter 
that exists in God’s Heaven keeping an eye on reincarnated souls - attached to the bodies of 
the two females who went before me on this exercise. At the time I didn’t know what this 
entity/being was, or what it represented, other than what this reality I was being instructed 
from at the time was trying to show me, but the ‘keeper’ did not look natural or spiritual in 
anyway (see previous chapter for a description). Fortunately for us all, in a later distant 
cleansing of the body of one of the women who went before me, it involved, in a nutshell, the 
removal of what seemed to be an embryo from her energy field, an embryo that was growing. 
I was shown this very clearly and symbolically. After the removal of this ‘symbolic’ embryo I 
never saw the keeper again in her energy fields. Overtime, I became aware and learned that 
our so-called spiritual master at this time was literally infecting people with ‘energy’, as he 
put it, but from the astral reality – God’s Heaven – an energy or attachment that I later 
discovered had been growing over time, and would have continued to do so as time went by.  
Hence I was shown this through the symbology of the embryo.  This attachment would have 
affected these people much more in the long term by growing and developing an increasingly 
stronger link to this astral reality. There is much more to this story but this is it simplified. 
 
On another occasion, our master told us that this very bad energy had followed him to our 
house because of what he was able to do (he told us he was the next energy formed after 
God), and this ‘bad energy’ – the Other side as he put it - was trying to stop him doing his 
work. This ‘energy’ was very real and felt oppressive and depressive to the extent my wife 
and I went outside into the sunshine to get a breather from it. From what I saw of it, it was a 
huge black mass with two small red eyes in the centre and resembled a large bat, and because 
of this I nicknamed it Batty. Our guru told us that we needed to meditate to get rid of this 
energy and only his chosen female could actually do this, but with our help. To cut a long 
story short, this entailed the ‘chosen one’, his favourite female, removing Excalibur – the 
magic Sword - from the Stone and using Excalibur to remove the ‘demon’ with the help of 
our collective energies. Of course this ‘happened’, the entity was duly removed and the 
atmosphere felt superb afterwards, and of course the guru also had a new recruit who believed 
she was an important player in saving the world from the evil clutches of the devil. Shortly 
after this event the ‘chosen one’ went to stay with the guru for a while in Devon for more 
‘training’.  
 
Looking at the tale/legend of King Arthur, the twelve Knights of the Round Table are 
strikingly symbolical of the twelve houses of the Zodiac sat around the circular symbol for the 
Sun, the Round Table. Apart from the astrological significance, could there be a more rational 
explanation of the Sword (Excalibur) in the Stone myth? Well, yes I believe there is. In the 
Bronze Age, or more correctly the middle Bronze Age around 1000 BCE, the Smiths as they 
were called at the time used to transform base metals into bronze swords. They did this by 
using a furnace with the heat being enhanced by the use of bellows. They used two stone 
moulds tied together and poured the resulting molten metal into the mould and waited for the 
metal to cool and set. They then quite literally removed the sword from the stone mould. 
Could this simplicity be the true origins of the myth of Excalibur and the legend of Arthur and 
his Sword?  I believe so as this was obviously a great improvement on previous attempts to 
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make swords for battle and would have been seen as something unique, even miraculous and 
powerful at the time. This development would naturally be preserved in folklore, myth and 
legend, and people have throughout the ages used stories of might and fancy to try and reduce 
the threat of the opposition and to keep the spirit of the people high and to create great 
motivational hero warriors who would inspire the troops and help them to prevail in battle.  I 
guess that the good old ‘Chinese whisper syndrome’ took over after this, then the Archons 
interwove this tale into their astrological and symbolic conceptualisation of reality, leading to 
the myth and probable false legend we have today. A mythological story that also appears in 
many spiritual and new age teachings as if holding some spiritual truth. 
 
The above examples to me are an interesting use of brainwashing in my opinion by gurus and 
the likes who buy into this astral reality believing it to be true, either through ego or by being 
influenced by their masters, gurus, attachments or through their attachments visiting God’s 
Heaven or the Spiritual Hierarchy during sleep. They then use fables, myths, legends or 
Biblical tales, telling their followers that they were once one of these important historical 
people in a past life, or that they – if they are a group of people - came from the same star 
system or UFO, appealing directly to the ego of the follower. Then the master creates negative 
energies, selects their chosen person, a women if the guru is male, appeals to their ego and 
their self-importance by asking them to help facilitate the removal of these bad energies, 
and/or save the world from destruction or emotional hurts, or whatever else appeals at the 
time to the emotions and beliefs of the individual being targeted. That person is then generally 
baited and hooked and drawn in closer to the centre of the gurus illusory spiders web. The 
programming begins to go deeper and the follower, devotee, adept and so forth is drawn in 
deeper and deeper into these astral creations/beliefs until they either wake up and smell the 
coffee, or end up becoming just as delusional and attached to and controlled by the astral 
reality as their master. This is how cults grow and how religions, spiritual and new age 
organisations begin and develop. 
 
On another occasion, having serious doubts about the master we were involved with at the 
time, I decided to ‘watch’ what was going on instead of actually taking part in the group 
meditations. What I saw shocked me. Apart from the guru’s deliberate attempt to control the 
energy fields of the people involved, who could not see what was happening on an energy 
level and therefore, were placing their trust in this spiritual master, the master was creating 
thought forms that were then attaching to people through the connection made in the group 
meditation. After the meditation had finished some people would complain of having an 
‘attachment’ or something stuck to them. The guru would then help to remove this attachment 
leaving the person feeling much better of course. The cut to the chase, the guru would then 
persuade the person or persons selected or so-afflicted that they needed constant distant 
healing for a number of months to keep these attachments away from them.  At a cost of 
course, £25.00 per distant healing. As this was in 1999, then that could well equate to around 
£30.00 today for the guru doing nothing, other than feeding off the fear of the people 
involved, then using their permission, and therefore their acceptance, to do a distant healing 
whereby even more imbalanced energies could be transmitted from the astral reality through 
the astrally-controlled guru to whomever the Archons decided needed them. The fear created 
here and the reliance on the guru by the individual to help them could of course lead the 
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individual to develop an even greater dependence on the guru through fear for their survival 
and spiritual ‘awareness’.  
 
Let us now come to people who see spirit guides and those who believe that they can tell us 
what spirit guides we have here today to help us in our quest for divinity. Well, one of the first 
things you may notice with these kind of people is that their head will generally tilt backwards 
slightly (though some bend forwards with their forehead facing you), their eyes will also 
generally roll upwards, again slightly, and their eyelids will often flicker as they make this 
connection with the astral realms above them through their attachment’s connecting Silver 
Cord. Then they may tell us who our spirit guides are and possibly even why we need them. 
These actions are in my opinion a sure sign of the attachments in this person’s energy field 
relaying this information to the individual concerned directly from their astral connection to 
God’s Heaven and the Spiritual Hierarchy. As we know spirit guides are not spiritual at all 
and are just programmed lost souls from the astral realms. 
 
DO WE HAVE LAYERS IN THE HUMAN AURIC FIELD AND DO WE HAVE ALL THESE 
ENERGY BODIES WE FIND REFERENCE TO IN MANY BOOKS AND TEACHINGS? 
 
What we find in practically every book and teaching on human energy fields, from religion to 
the new age, is a reference to the layers in the auric field and how these layers hold special 
information about our karma, past lives and so forth. But do we actually have layers in the 
auric field? Well, to sensitive people who can ‘feel’ energies and those people who can 
actually see them, then yes, it does appear to be so. It does ‘feel’ like we have a layer, then 
nothing, then another energy layer and so on and so that must mean that we do have layers, or 
do we? Well, actually they are not layers at all, they just feel like layers and there is a very 
good reason for this. As physicists have discovered our DNA is composed of Light 
(information/energy) and it emits (pulses) this Light in a regular rhythmic way. In other words 
our DNA emits Light, then nothing, emits light then nothing, and this process continues ad 
infinitum until physical death.  
 
This is exactly how all of nature works on an energy level to maintain equilibrium through the 
process of explosion and implosion as we covered in earlier chapters. (We can also equate this 
to the in and out breath of physical life). In the case of DNA, the Light (information/energy) is 
emitted – the explosion part, then nothing – then the implosion part, and so on. This Light, or 
energy, expands throughout our body delivering vital information to cells etc., courtesy of our 
internal watery environment, and finally extending outside of the body courtesy of the water 
molecules in the atmosphere around us. It is this ‘pulsing’ of the energy from our DNA, in 
particular the implosion part, that actually creates the space between the emissions of energy, 
and it is this space between the emissions that actually creates the expansion of the human 
energy field often referred to as the auric or biophysical field. It is this ‘implosion’ that also 
creates the illusion of layers in the auric field due to the speed at which all of this takes place.  
 
As we covered a little earlier, when we begin to look within towards our molecules and 
atoms, we find that they quite simply work at much faster rates than we do as a human being. 
As we continue to look further within we find that everything vibrates at a much faster rate 
and it this vibration, this speed of action that creates the illusion of layers in the energy field. 
For example, the energy we ‘feel’ around say three feet from the body is exactly the same 
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energy that was inside the body a micro-millisecond before. Because our DNA is emitting this 
Light at such fantastic speeds, even with implosion in between these emissions, this means 
that as soon as you ‘feel’ what appears to be a layer in the auric field it has already changed 
many thousands of times. It is the pulsing of energy and the fact that all of this takes place at 
such fantastic speeds that causes us to perceive that what we are feeling are actual layers in 
the human energy field. Because everything is happening so fast and the energies are replaced 
many thousands of times a second it feels like the energy is semi-solid and thus permanent, 
but it is not. If we can tune into what we are doing, really slow down our mind and switch off 
the intellect, it is possible to actually feel the energy changing in these perceived layers. Try 
it, though it does take practice and perseverance.  
 
So, the only difference between energy say six feet, or three feet from the body and one 
millimetre from the body is the energy further away from the body has been interacting more 
with the external environment, and that is the only difference, simple as that.  
 
So there are no layers in the auric field at all and these ‘layers’ as people believe them to be 
actually come from within the body itself. So now we can expose a few more myths in this 
illusory reality created by the Archons and through the intellectual conceptualisation of 
creation. In many books and teachings we find that the layers of the auric field contain our 
karmic issues, our past and future life experiences and a whole lot more. We now know that is 
not true either and that it is just another astral lie to confuse us and keep us spiritually denied. 
Also, if we do not have layers in the energy field then we do not have all of these so-called 
energy bodies either, Buddhic, Atmic, ego, mental and so on. These multiple ‘energy bodies’ 
are just another astral indoctrination of our belief systems intended to stop us from realising 
that we may have an attachment, or something just doesn’t feel right. When we believe or are 
told we have all of these so-called energy bodies, any experience of an attachment or a feeling 
that something was not quite right can then be easily explained away as an experience of a 
‘higher’ aspect of oneself, i.e. the Ego Body or Atmic and so forth. This belief quite cleverly 
hides away the true fact that we have a parasite in our energy fields and so we do nothing 
about it. In fact if we believe we are experiencing a higher aspect of our self then we are more 
likely to allow the attachment to ‘meld’ with our own consciousness and take on board it’s 
astral programming. All this astral programming is very cleverly designed as I have 
previously covered, though as the astral lords and their lost soul elders are pure intelligence – 
the male ego vibration of nine – then this should come as no surprise. 
 
As it is the implosion aspect that actually creates the expansion of the energy field, and 
therefore our natural protection from all external influences and imbalanced energies, then we 
can begin to understand a little more of where humanity ha been, and is, going wrong, and 
also the due process behind many of our illnesses and diseases where there is an apparent 
absence of physiological corroboration. Wherever we seem to look we find people are stuck 
in the explosion part of reality, through work, stress, pressure, deadlines, etc., and people are 
always looking outside of themselves for the answers too (explosion), never looking within 
and never taking the time for the ‘in breath’. This affects our health on a cellular level too. If 
we look at the findings of Russian scientists who discovered that an unhealthy cell, like a 
cancer cell, emits too much Light, therefore, in effect the cell is constantly giving away its 
Light/Energy. Symbolically it is bleeding profusely on an energy level. There is no balance 
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between the implosion and the explosion aspect in an unhealthy cell or organism. This is very 
interesting because we know that ill people have a very shallow energy field close to the body 
and areas of disease in the body likewise have a shallow energy field around that area too. 
This fits together because we know it is the implosion of energy that creates the expansion of 
the energy field, so if the cell is emitting too much light and not imploding in balance, then 
the energy field will not be as expansive as it is in a healthy person. 
 
This ‘losing’ too much Light also explains how and why some people can ‘feel’ or ‘sense’ 
areas of disease because the energy frequency is a lot more intense and different to more 
healthy and balanced parts of the energy body. These diseased areas – on an energy level - 
may feel hot or cold, or sticky, or prickly, or tingly depending on the sensitivity of the 
individual. This also explains how and why some animals, dogs in particular, can literally 
‘smell’ disease in people because the energy is emitted almost constantly compared to the 
normal balance between implosion and explosion, and is, therefore, of a much higher 
consistency, and unnatural too. Therefore, this ‘energy’ is easier to detect! 
 
Is White (Powder) Gold a Myth? 
 
There are many tales and legends surrounding the mysterious substance known as White Gold 
or White Powdered Gold. Ancient alchemists are supposed to have used it to travel time, for 
inter-dimensional travel and a host of other fantasies too, including levitation. Its’ origins vary 
widely from early priest-kings, to alien beings and ET gods (Anunnaki re the works of Z. 
Sitchin) and time travellers from the future. It has also been linked with monatomic gold to try 
and add weight to the aliens-must-have-made-it and, thus, give some ‘credence’ towards 
supporting the Archons’ alien-ET-God-created-us religion of the future. But, as in the case of 
Excalibur the Sword in the Stone legend, could the origins of White Gold be a little bit more 
down to Earth? 
 
“Upon close examination we find the human body is made up primarily of water and salt. 
Natural crystal salt contains all the elements of which the human body is composed. From the 
periodic table of elements we are familiar with 94 natural elements. Apart from the inert 
gases, all of these elements can be found in crystal salt. Hence crystal salt contains all the 
natural minerals and trace elements that are found in the human body.”93  
 
“Our prehistoric ancestors were already aware of the crucial necessity of salt. Wherever they 
found salt they guarded it like a treasure. Later in history, salt was called ‘White Gold’ [my 
emphasis] and was the subject of political power plays, which oftentimes resulted in war. 
Roman soldiers were actually paid with salt, which is reflected in the word ‘salary’. Salt was 
more important for survival than gold. Throughout Europe, the salt routes over which white 
gold was transported emerged. The names of many German cities bear testimony to this time, 
with such names as Salzgitter, Salzberg or Bad Salzuflen for instance.”94  
 
These ‘salt routes’ can be re-visited and travelled today on package holidays. This white gold 
salt “comes from the Latin term Sal, which comes from the word ‘sol’ meaning sun. When 
this salt is dissolved in water it is known as ‘sole’. Mythologically, and from its definition, 
sole means ‘liquid sunlight’, the liquid materialization of the sun’s energy, liquid light energy, 
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bound into a geometrical structure, capable of creating and sustaining life. This literally 
explains where life on Earth came from: from the sole of the primal oceans.”95  
 
We understand today the importance nutrition plays in our health and how minerals and trace 
elements are responsible for creating the enzymes our body needs to help it carry out it’s 
biological processes quickly enough, not only to create life in the first place, but also to 
maintain homeostasis. We know certain mineral deficiencies create illness and disease and 
that crystal salt and other volcanic minerals also contain vital life force energy too. Imagine 
our ancestors using this salt to treat people and their utter amazement as people recovered 
from a variety of illnesses and disease. No wonder crystal salt (white gold) was heralded as 
more important than gold, even magical, and why some of the myths about this white gold 
came into being.  
 
“For thousands of years salt has been known as a panacea. Alchemists called it ‘the fifth 
element’ – besides water, earth, air and fire – because its qualities were comparable only to 
ether, the actual fifth element.”96 

 

So, perhaps as it may be with the legend of Excalibur, White Gold seems to have a more 
down to earth, basic and sensible origin than many of the myths would have us otherwise 
believe.   
 
 

The following is a limited and symbolic description of how I see the 
Astral Reality works to control us through our belief systems 
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END THOUGHTS. WHAT COULD ALL THIS MEAN? 
 
All of the information in this series of articles and the following conclusion is based upon my 
personal experiences and my own research into these matters. It is up to the reader to take out 
of this material what feels right and leave behind what does not. 
 
I appreciate that for a few people the information in this chapter – and the last two – may 
bring about a fear response. This is only natural; especially if this is the first time a person has 
been confronted with this type of knowledge. To resurrect the soul we all have to work 
through our fears because it is our fears that are holding us back. Therefore we have to 
‘bottom out’ as they say, face up to our fears and gradually let go of them over time. 
Additionally, I would like to make it clear and point out that only the souls of those humans 
that are totally controlled by their attachment/s are likely to end up in the Archons’ astral 
heavens and this is only likely to be a very small percentage of the human population. People 
have asked me how do they know if it is their own soul or an attachment that is reading this 
information, such is their natural concern. If you are reading this information and 
understanding it then it is your own soul that is in command, simply because a reincarnated 
soul if it had any control over it’s human host would react very badly to this information and 
in fact not even bother to read it any further. I hope this will help to put the minds of those 
people who may be a little concerned at ease. If you are reading this information and 
understanding it and agreeing with some or all of it, then you are absolutely OK, you have 
nothing to fear at all. 
 
We have come a long way throughout these writings in establishing what may or may not 
make up this ‘illusory reality’. Especially throughout these last three chapters. We know for 
sure that God’s Heaven described by reincarnated souls through the process of regressive 
hypnotherapy is neither divine nor spiritual. In fact we now know this reality is the external 
imbalanced ego-consciousness I have constantly referred to, though better known today as the 
astral reality. We know that these astral lords use the belief of reincarnation to con us into 
believing souls are reincarnated in the natural order of things, when the truth is reincarnation 
is all about infecting a new and, therefore, pure human soul with their own astral 
programming. I hope that in this chapter I have also been able to provide sufficient proof that 
the Great Lord’s Spiritual Hierarchy so prominent in the Qabala, the Occult, Theosophy, 
Freemasonry and many New Age beliefs is also the one and the same astral reality as God’s 
Heaven is, and that the reader can now appreciate and understand that all our belief systems 
have been created or altered over time – to a greater or lesser extent - to point our attention 
and reverence in the direction of the astral lords’ false spiritual reality of imbalanced thought 
forms and programmed lost souls. 
 
We have discovered that the origins of most of today’s religious and spiritual beliefs were 
astrologically based. We have seen how our physical history has played a great part in the 
creation of this astral reality. We have the King (God) living in the mountain (Heaven) and 
the King’s messengers, the priests (Angels) descending from the mountain (Heaven) to spread 
the word and religion of the King (God) to the people below, and we find this in many of the 
ancient cultures of the world. This is why we find mountains and jagged peaks and ridges are 
prominent in the astral reality and in the journey of the adept travelling along their so-believed 
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spiritual quest. We have witnessed how this spiritual hierarchy, the Archons’ Tree of Life (the 
Qabala et al) prominent in many belief systems has grown and developed at exactly the same 
pace as human intellectual knowledge and understanding of astrology and science has 
developed. We now know that this Spiritual Hierarchy held in such regard by certain 
religions, cabbalists, world leaders, theosophists, luciferians, occultists, the new-age, terrorists 
and freemasons has actually been created by us and not the other way around as the Bible 
and many so-called spiritual and new age teachings would have us believe. In fact this reality 
was created by our ancestral law makers (the physical Archons) through greed and the desire 
for power over the people, then strengthened by the beliefs these law makers imbued upon the 
people and the populous’ reverence and belief in this man-created psychic God. This astral 
reality is headed by some of the greediest, power hungry and egotistical people’s lost souls of 
all time. 
 
Etymology of the word Archon is from the Greek Archon, from a present participle of 
archein, pertaining to one of nine chief magistrates in ancient Athens, or a presiding officer. 
Archon also refers to a high official, a ruler and an authoritative figure, thus being associated 
with a politician or lawmaker. This may be why Jesus allegedly said to James, ‘…But leave 
Jerusalem. For it is she who always gives the cup of bitterness to the sons of light. She is a 
dwelling place of a great number of Archons.’98  
 
Therefore, there are two types of ‘Archons’ in this astral reality. There are the thought form 
Archons such as the psychic monotheistic God of religion – the Chief Archon Yaldabaoth - 
and his subservient armoury of numerous psychic supernatural beings. All initially created by 
the human physical Archons, our ancestral lawmakers, the Lords and Priest Kings, Royalty, 
Politicians etc; in effect the original illuminists of the time. The souls of these ancestral 
human Archons - who created these beliefs, and along with their own subsequent human 
belief in, and servitude to, this psychic God (Chief Archon) and his so-called spiritual reality 
– upon their physical death, naturally ended up in this astral afterlife. Here they became the 
Astral Lords, the Elders, the Elder Lost Souls (Council of 24 Elders/Thrones/Lords of Karma 
etc) who rule and govern this astral hierarchal afterlife reality in exactly the same way as they 
did in the physical, and exactly how the physical hierarchal reality is ruled and governed 
today by the physical Archons - the politicians and the lawmakers. As we have witnessed, this 
reality, passed off as being divine or spiritual, is no more than a reflection of our past 
mistakes, our past greed and desire to control people and is ruled by the same lawmakers of 
old, the greedy, egotistical Archon-lawmakers who ruled through fear, spiritual lies, deceit 
and force. 
 
I do not believe that when people are faced with the evidence presented in these last three 
chapters that they could realistically argue against this conclusion at all. Though many will 
choose to do so through either the programming of their attachments or through their belief 
and intellectual upbringing – or simply through fear. 
 
We have identified that the teachings regarding our energy fields and chakras found in almost 
all religious, spiritual, new age and healing modality teachings is nothing more than an astral 
lie. We know where the belief in the seven main chakras come from and that the colour 
sequence and number of chakras is also a lie. We now know that the crown chakra has 
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absolutely nothing to do with our human connection to higher consciousness or gaining 
greater spiritual understanding at all, yet this belief is taught and imbued into our 
soul/consciousness in practically every cultural philosophy, religion, spiritual teaching and 
healing modality covering this subject. In fact the crown chakra’s association with higher 
consciousness/God/spirituality is yet another astral lie to dupe us into opening up this chakra 
to enable the astral lords to send down their thought forms and lost souls to enter our energy 
fields and control us through infecting us with the ‘memory/consciousness’ the attachment 
has been programmed with.  
 
We know that channelled information comes from the astral reality and often through an 
attachments’ silver cord connection with this reality, no matter how benevolent the ‘reality’ or 
the ‘beings’ may appear to be because this is all a charade to fool us into believing what the 
Archons want us to believe. We know that Karma does not apply to us living humans and 
only applies to lost souls sent down from the astral reality to persuade us that karma is real 
and we should not take any notice of all the damage we (the born-gains) are bringing to the 
planet, or the suffering humans go through due to all this astral rubbish they have introduced 
into this physical reality. We know that there are no layers in the auric field and therefore we 
do not have all these ‘energy bodies’ we find taught in many teachings today. We have found 
that what people believe to be ‘spirit guides’ are merely lost souls sent down from the astral 
heavens to infect us with the consciousness of the astral realms. Even the ‘guardian angels’ 
that are held is such high regard in many belief systems are just lost souls who when 
confronted and questioned revert to type by threatening to send thousands of demons to 
people and even more menacingly, threatening to kill them. How spiritual and loving is that I 
ask? Though by now the reader may not be too surprised about this knowing where these 
spirit guides and guardian angels actually come from. 
 
This may be an appropriate time to remind the reader that there is three ways people can 
experience what they believe to be an encounter with an angel. As we covered in chapter four, 
the inner spiritual light that animates humans and all living things is naturally reflected 
externally into the Earth’s consciousness and some people can experience this immense and 
wonderful feeling of light and unconditional love. Yet all these people are experiencing is 
their own or someone else’s inner spiritual light. However, through our beliefs and 
conditioning many people who have this wonderful experience will put the encounter down to 
an experience of an angel that is separate to us and beyond human capability. These beliefs 
that angels are separate to us give rise to the second way we can experience what we believe 
to be an angel, communication with the thought form (egregor) angel, an astral angel devoid 
of any spiritual light that has been created purely through the energy of our thoughts and our 
beliefs. The third way is by experiencing the lost soul angel just like Eve’s daughter did, a.k.a. 
the priest who was the messenger (angel) of the King (God), again purely an astral entity. All 
lost souls that are sent down from God’s Astral Heaven are literally messengers of this 
psychic God, so they would be called and known as angels in this astral reality. 
 
We also know why these astral beings do what they do to us because they are so fearful of the 
newborn child and the purity of the soul that develops with the child. They have to pollute the 
newborn soul in some way to stop it from growing up with this purity and eventually realising 
just what is truly going on. Also, these thought-forms, these psychic egregors, can only exist 
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through our belief in them. It is the energy from our thoughts, prayers, invocations, 
ceremonies and rituals that feed them and keep them alive, allowing them to grow from 
strength to strength. So we can understand why our beliefs have been deliberately rewritten 
and altered over time to emphasise that this astral reality is actually divine or spiritual, and 
thus hide the fact that it is an astral imbalance of our own creation. Literally a disease in 
consciousness, a tumour that is growing and spreading.  
 
Yet these astral beings can never ever be as strong, pure or as spiritual as we living humans. 
This is why they are so afraid of the new born child and the purity of its soul. Nor can these 
astral beings ever be as powerful, as effective and as compassionate and loving as we living 
humans can and should be. We are far superior in every way to these astral beings because 
human beings are animated by the living light, the Spiritual Light of Creation, whereas the 
astral lords are just soul-created and lifeless. They are the vibration of nine and can only ever 
be nine. They can only create in their own likeness, which means creating more imbalances, 
more disease in consciousness and they can only create etherically too, as in creating a 
thought-form. They cannot create anything physically, never have been able to and never will 
be able to. They use their human hosts who have bought into their reality to do their work for 
them. Yet we humans can create anything we choose, etherically or physically and we can do 
so with unconditional love, something these astral beings cannot do because they do not 
possess it nor do they have the ability to find it or use it.  They have never experienced it for if 
they had their soul would never have become lost on the way home. We humans can create 
the most beautiful, rewarding, cleansing, balancing and magnificent things possible because 
we are animated by the most powerful energy of all, the Spiritual Light of Creation. It is time 
for us to reclaim our rightful heritage, the Spirit within, and dump the psychic and false light 
of this astral illusion! 
 
We have become aware today, and for the last few thousand years, that humanity has been 
controlled, literally, by our own creation and the greedy egotistical lawmakers who created 
this imbalanced astral reality and the ensuing lawmakers who bought into it believing it would 
make them more powerful and offer them more control over the people. If I am correct, and 
here the reader must judge for their self, then humanity is being controlled by our own 
creation of thought forms we keep alive through our beliefs and through the Born Agains, the 
Twice-Borns, the reincarnated-programmed-souls sent down from the astral reality under the 
guise of coming from the Divine reality of God’s Heaven, or the Spiritual Hierarchy of the 
Great Lord, or even from some ET Spiritual Hierarchy here to save us. (Please note that this 
has nothing to do with born again Christians or any other born again religious belief.) As we 
know, these supposedly separate realities are all one and the same and are governed by the 
same astral lord of many faces and our multitude of belief systems all originate from, or have 
been rewritten by, or through connection with, this one same astral reality. 
 
As for being controlled by the born agains’ this is interesting as according to Jim Smith in his 
book The Deadly Deception makes this comment about his Freemasonic 33rd Degree 
Initiation. Jim asks his peers this question: “‘Are you men born again?’ The man in charge 
quickly stopped me by saying, ‘We’re not here to talk about that – we are here to ask you 
questions.’”77 
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Through our beliefs, ceremonies, rituals, invocations and prayers to name but a few examples, 
the born-agains (reincarnated souls) have gained some control over major companies, 
governments, become spiritual leaders, gurus, politicians, influential scientists; producers, 
directors and screen writers for Hollywood, musicians, authors, speakers and through other 
lifestyle actions and indulgences of humans have created in their human hosts, drug abusers, 
criminals, thugs, terrorists, suicide bombers, paedophiles, rapists, abusers, and so forth. 
 
We know now that this ‘belief’ in, and intention to create a New World Order, One World 
Government and One World Religion actually originates from the astral reality, from God’s 
Heaven and the Great Lord’s Spiritual Hierarchy - on Earth as it is in Heaven. Given that we 
can now appreciate that these astral lords control both the perceived good and bad people in 
the world today, this makes it easy to comprehend how this reality is using its born again 
attachments to manipulate their human hosts to bring about their astral plan of total world 
domination by using the ‘divide and conquer’ method of manipulation to dupe humans into 
accepting lesser and lesser freedom. Simply put, the astral lords use the perceived bad side of 
their human hosts to create the carnage, the apparent lawless society we seem to be living in, 
the bombings and the suicide attacks which create fear and panic in the populous that just 
happenchance offers the perceived good side – the governments/politicians/illuminists – the 
opportunity to leap forward with their valiant plea that they will do everything in their power 
to protect the people and save the world from this form of tyranny. We’re back to the old 
adage of create the problem, whip up the reaction, and then offer the solution. However, our 
leaders will also tell us that as a consequence of these threats and in order that they can better 
protect us we will have to accept that our liberty will be compromised somewhat. And so it 
goes on, as the astral lords play both sides like puppets to help them to erode even more of our 
civil liberties, until finally we are living in a police state. Or more correctly an astral 
dominated regime of total human control and human obedience to the lawmakers 
implemented by the born again parasitic lost soul attachments sent down to infect human 
beings from the astral reality whom are themselves totally controlled by the astral lords, and 
the Chief Archon, Yaltabaoth. Which is exactly how I saw it in my meditation described 
earlier. 
 
If we take America as an example, politically it is pretty much equally divided today between 
the Republicans and the Democrats with supporters of both parties believing they are backing 
the right horse. In the 2004 Presidential election we had Kerry versus Bush and to most 
Americans they each represented different political agendas, and thus, different outcomes for 
the American people. Or did they? According to C. Everard-Jurquet’s film The Illuminati, 
John Kerry was initiated into the Skull and Bones in 1966 and Bush in 1968. It is further 
alleged that most of the Presidents of the USA and prominent people with political and 
financial influence in US government and policy making have also been initiated into the 
Skull and Bones or some similar freemasonic/occult fraternity. Initiation into the Skull and 
Bones, according to this and other sources, involves nudity, a coffin, human skeletons and 
masturbation while shouting out one’s sexual desires and conquests among other seemingly 
distasteful acts. These initiations, based on sexual gratification and humiliation, are an 
excellent way of opening up the protective human energy field and allowing astral entities to 
enter. Additionally, the threat to disclose the initiate’s sexual encounters, fantasies and 
perversions is used to ‘encourage’ these people to do exactly what they are told by the Elite. 
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Some of these initiates go on to become Bonesmen, allegedly linked to the very core of the 
Bavarian Illuminati (higher echelons of Freemasonry), with some, who serve the cause well, 
carrying on to become world leaders, influential politicians and financiers, directors of large 
multi-nationals and so forth; all of whom are controlled by the shadowy elite sometimes 
referred to as the Olympians and/or the Committee of 300 – the so-called secret rulers of the 
world. It would appear to make no difference who the American people voted for in 2004 
because they were and are both puppets of the same shadowy elite, who in turn are just 
puppets of the astral lords and their desire for a New World Order – on Earth as it is in 
Heaven. This political charade is a classic example of how the astral lords and their puppet-
humans deceive us through the simple use of ‘divide and conquer’. Control what we believe 
in and then we blame the ‘other side’ for all of the world’s woes, never once recognising the 
true enemy staring us in the face.  
 
Apparently one macabre practice of the Bonesmen is to collect human skeletons, skulls in 
particular, sometimes referred to as trophy skulls. The more famous the person the more 
desirable their skull becomes apparently. This macabre practice could prove to be very 
illuminating because according to Ivan Fraser, Editor and founder of the Truth Campaign 
magazine, shortly after Princess Diana died tragically in a car crash, Ivan met and had a 
conversation with her soul. Diana mentioned many things to Ivan which he was able to verify 
a number of years later with one of Diana’s confidants. Interestingly, one statement Diana’s 
soul made to Ivan has intrigued him ever since. According to Ivan Diana said, “I cannot 
believe that they took my head.” On the surface this seems a strange statement to make. 
However, is it possible that the Bonesmen, the shadowy elite of the illuminati, or somebody 
of this nature, actually did take Princess Diana’s head after her controversial death? Does the 
alleged fact that Diana was buried in a lead-lined coffin add to this intriguing possibility? It 
would be impossible for an X-ray or ultrasound of her coffin to reveal anything of the 
contents if this is true and determine whether Diana’s skull (head) is missing or not, as her 
soul allegedly told Ivan! Or is this just another conspiracy theory to keep us entertained?  
 
The really sad part about all of this is that most of our world leaders, royal families, influential 
politicians, aristocrats, financiers et al, along with the terrorists, suicide bombers and their 
instructors, have no idea that the reality they have bought into and believe to be divine or 
spiritual is actually all one and the same reality, but astral. All these people have no idea that 
they are being played to suit the Archons’ intentions and plans because they all believe that 
they are involved in something divine or spiritual and carrying out the will of God or the will 
of the spiritual hierarchy. Additionally, if the lost soul has gained the ascendancy in its human 
host then as far as that person is concerned they really are carrying out the will of God or the 
spiritual hierarchy, such is their programming and mind-control. This is why the terrorists and 
suicide bombers can kill innocent people while chanting ‘God is great’ believing that they are 
carrying out the will of God. The suicide bomber and terrorist believe they will be rewarded 
in paradise with a place near God and given seventy-two virgins to satisfy their every whim 
and fancy (the vibration of nine yet again), while the illuminist, luciferian, theosophist et al 
believe they will be offered a prominent place in the Hierarchy.  
 
However this will not happen. Their attachments will either be rewarded or punished 
depending on how well they have performed their programmed tasks – as we will soon 
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discover - but the original soul that was born with the body of the suicide bomber, terrorist, 
illuminist et al will be used and abused by the Archons – as we discovered in chapter seven - 
just like all the other souls have been throughout history that were also duped into believing 
this reality was the real deal. 
 
As we may recall, our ancestors created this astral reality, and as such, God’s Heaven and the 
Spiritual Hierarchy have ‘developed’ over time alongside human understanding and 
knowledge of astronomy and science; plus through imbalanced belief systems introduced into 
the human psyche to control the populous. Therefore, because this reality mirrors our past and 
present mistakes, greed, ego and power, then it becomes apparent that WE collectively can 
bring about changes in this reality today through a more truthful and balanced understanding 
of reality and creation, and thus help to bring this imbalance in consciousness back towards a 
more healthy sate of etheric existence. Therefore we can collectively help all the lost souls to 
have a better afterlife by changing the consciousness of this psychic astral God and his 
perceived reality. This is why I have constantly stated that COLLECTIVELY WE CAN 
make a big difference to this imbalanced external consciousness, but only once we have 
begun the resurrection of the soul by turning our soul inwards towards it’s baptism with the 
Chrism, the INNER Spiritual light that animates all living things. 
 
How exactly do these lost souls and thought forms gain entry to our energy field and 
soul/consciousness? 
 
We covered in the last chapter how these entities gained access to our energy fields through 
accident, injury and trauma, by drug abuse and even through lack of love, affection and 
attention by the parents leading to the child turning to their imaginary friends instead, 
allowing them, through their constant and gentle coercion to complete a full ‘meld’ with the 
child’s soul/consciousness. The reader may remember that it can take many years for these 
lost souls to persuade the child that it is okay for them to enter them and become lifelong 
friends with them, and they will wait patiently for exactly the right moment for this to happen. 
But how do they get so close to the child in the first place, and why is there such a difference 
in the time scale for the reincarnated soul to become ‘reborn’? 
 
In addition to the reasons given above, the simple answer to this is through our multitude of 
belief systems, or in the case of the young baby/child, through the beliefs of the parents, or 
even just the beliefs of the mother. This happens through our prayers, our invocations, our 
rituals and ceremonies as well as the personal lifestyle of the mother and also to some degree 
the lifestyle and actions of the father or partner. It was my intention here that I would offer a 
number of examples from our belief systems to demonstrate how and why this is so, but on 
reflection, and due to the extreme negativity of some of them and the immediate connectivity 
they bring to the astral reality, I’ve decided to offer only a couple of examples to demonstrate 
this point and leave the reader to check out others for themselves if they choose to do so. 
 
Here, ceremonial or ritualistic sex in order to conceive or just have ritualistic fun play a large 
role, and thereinafter too. Also if the mother is a born again, in so far as she has a lost soul 
attachment that has some form of influence over her consciousness/soul, then more lost souls 
can enter the mother through the silver cord connection the mother’s attachment has to this 
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astral reality and take up residence near to or next to the developing foetus, passing 
themselves off as spirit guides and friends of the developing baby. These entities will then just 
wait until they are successful or not, and this will depend upon how much control of the 
mother’s soul/consciousness the prevailing attachment has over her, and the mother’s prayers, 
invocations thereafter that involve the unborn child. There are many beliefs whereby the 
mother while pregnant will offer her unborn child up to God or some other supernatural being 
like an angel for protection, or even ask God or the angels to come into the baby to protect it. 
In a number of religions as soon as the child is born it is immediately offered to God. That 
this belief is also taught in the cabbala may not come as a surprise to the reader: “…when a 
woman is in labour, giving birth to a child, the very best work she can possible do is to think 
of these beings [the universal white brotherhood – spiritual hierarchy] and to place her child 
under their protection.”78 The enticement to the mother as it is in religion and many other 
spiritual beliefs is this: “What better guardians could her baby have than the freest and most 
praiseworthy, beautiful and powerful beings that have ever lived on this earth? If she offers 
her child to Heaven to be a servant of God, Heaven will always be with him to lead him to the 
light.”79  
 
So what chance does the child have when the beliefs of its parents immediately offer the child 
up to the astral reality? The reader may now be able to piece together how this reality works 
and dupes humans through astral beliefs induced into our psyche which offer them, on a plate, 
their biggest worry and concern – the new born child with the perfect soul reflecting the 
spiritual light of creation. Not forgetting of course those adults too who remain relatively free 
from this astral control who can likewise become controlled through their beliefs over time. 
 
However, even if the child escapes the antics of these parasitic astral entities, then even when 
it grows up our belief systems may still capture their soul. Here is one example of our prayers, 
“***…as I lay me down to sleep I pray the lord my soul to keep. If I should die before I wake 
I pray the lord my soul to take…***” I’ve only included a small part of this prayer, yet if it is 
read in context with the information presented in these last three chapters, then it is blatantly 
obvious what we are offering the astral lords – our soul, every night and even for ever after 
physical death. It is taught in cabbalistic and other mystery school and spiritual teachings that: 
“…they have every power, but they respect the law and the law says that they have no right to 
enter somewhere by force.”80 In other words they need our permission to enter and we find 
this permission is given in pretty much all of our prayers and invocations. It is also taught in 
many spiritual, religious and new age teachings that “It is not enough to set aside a place in 
your house for the Lord. If you truly want Him to visit you, you must consecrate a place in 
your heart and soul, saying, ‘This place is for the Lord or for the Divine Mother, for the 
Christ, for the archangel Mikhael…’ Believe me, if you set aside a place for these glorious 
entities, they will come to it.”81  
 
This is very true. If we ask for them or give them permission in any way then believe me they 
will not hesitate to oblige and enter our soul/consciousness. This permission given willingly 
by billions of people every day because of our belief systems just makes it easier for them to 
eventually complete a full ‘meld’ with the human body. They do not need to be asked twice 
for obvious reasons. However, from my own experiences and those of others, they do not 
actually need permission – this just makes it much easier for them to complete a full meld – 
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they will just wait until an opportunity develops through trauma and so forth as we have 
previously covered. Here I would like to point out that the human energy system is very 
resilient and this is why these entities have so much trouble controlling us unless we do give 
them constant permission. If we look at the ceremonies, rituals and invocations in religious 
and spiritual teachings, from the more innocuous Wicca to the more apparently debased Skull 
and Bones and everything else in between, we find that in all of these beliefs we are asking in 
some way for some form of supernatural deity, God or angel or believed–to-be-spiritual-being 
to enter us and helps us. It is through these prayers, invocations and rituals/ceremonies that 
we, and our children, become infected, even a baby in the womb. People need to read their 
invocations and prayers carefully. Do they encourage you to willingly invite some form of 
‘being’ to help or cleanse you? Do they encourage you to open up your protective energy field 
and/or chakras? Do they give permission for these ‘beings’, angels or whatever to take your 
soul away for cleansing or for any other reason? 
 
There are many other ways these astral ‘memories’ and attachments can be incorporated into 
our consciousness/soul. As we have discovered, according to reincarnated souls Western 
Reiki is just one new age healing modality adopted by God’s Heaven to help bring in their 
external attachments to control us. There are many other healing modalities ‘out there’ such as 
Tera Mai as we have uncovered. In fact any healing modality, invocation, ceremony or ritual, 
religion, spiritual or new age teaching that encourages us to open up our energy fields and/or 
attempts to bring in external energies or higher vibrational rays of any sort; connects us with 
some form of external supernatural reality and helps to bring in astral beings from God’s 
heaven or some other spiritual or supernatural reality, will only create an entity attachment 
and a connection to the astral reality. 
 
When we look at the many beliefs we humans have had thrust upon us to keep us controlled, 
we find a common theme running throughout these prayers and invocations, including those 
taught to lost souls in God’s astral heaven. Although the main deity or supernatural being may 
be different in some of these belief systems, the intent and effect on the human 
soul/consciousness and energy fields is exactly the same – creating an entity attachment. I 
will generalise these many invocations and prayers and where I use the word God this could 
mean any number of supernatural beings from angels to Ascended Masters to aliens etc: “You 
are encouraged to imagine or visualise a brilliant/shimmering/vibrant white Light coming 
from God and entering through your crown chakra or top of the head. Then you are to 
imagine this brilliant Light washing all over you and/or filling your entire body, illuminating 
your whole body from head to toe, cleansing and balancing every part of the body. You are to 
visualise this Light in every organ, muscle, cell, strand of DNA” and so forth. Some 
invocations and prayers go even further than this by encouraging people to visualise this 
connection to God strengthening and becoming bigger and bigger. All we are doing here with 
these prayers and invocations is intellectually connecting our self, our soul/consciousness, 
with the astral realm of imbalance and willingly bringing in these astral thought forms and 
lost souls. Yet due to our programmed beliefs we do not realise this is the case. The more we 
carry out these prayers, invocations and so forth, then the stronger the connection with the 
astral becomes and the more easily we become influenced by this imbalanced reality. 
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In many belief systems we have some version or other of the end-times, the apocalyptic 
destruction of humanity, unless we change our ways. This is a threat from the astral realms to 
get us humans to embrace the will of God or the spiritual hierarchy and share his/their 
message with the rest of the world. We also bless our food and drink with God, an angel or 
some other supernatural being from this astral reality. We then consume this polluted food 
and drink. A classic example of how we are persuaded to give this astral reality permission to 
pollute us with their imbalances comes from God’s astral heaven that advocates that you and 
the reincarnated lost souls should invoke the violet flame, a well-favoured and travelled new 
age fad. “According to heavenly beings, God has promised to dispense this astounding power 
of violet flame to transform the human race, Earth, and the whole universe, but we must 
exert our free will and ask for it - [my emphasis] not just a few people or a few spiritual 
groups here and there, but each and every person regardless of who he or she is…Just ask for 
the violet flame and watch it create the miracles for us…”82  
 
The reader may remember from chapter seven that I mentioned my perceived danger of 
regressive past life hypnotherapy and in my opinion this was not a good thing to be involved 
with. Here is an account from a doctor who practices this so-called treatment: “Integrating 
the past life personality with the patient [original emphasis]: The patients are asked to 
visualize that past life personality in front of them, fill it with Light, and tell it whatever they 
want to tell. Then patients are asked to give that past life personality a hug and allow it to 
integrate and become one with them.”83 [My emphasis] This is yet another way for the lost 
soul attachment to achieve a full meld with the human soul.  
 
This brings us to the subject of Soul Retrieval. Soul retrieval is also, in my opinion, and from 
a spiritual perspective, a very dangerous therapy to be involved with because once again, it 
allows lost soul attachments from the astral reality to come into our energy fields and feed 
their astral programming into our soul/consciousness. Soul retrieval will also bring into the 
human energy field the lost soul’s previous life’s attachments too. We have confirmation of 
this from God’s astral heaven, “From heaven, patients often describe losing many soul parts 
throughout that past life, especially during mental, emotional, and physical traumas. At this 
point I request the angels to locate and bring back all the fragmented soul parts that the patient 
lost during that lifetime...”84 We must remember that this reincarnated soul, before it’s human 
host has been seen by Dr Modi has, according to all the other reincarnated souls, already been 
fully cleansed, balanced, repaired and returned to the brilliance of God’s Light in Heaven 
before being reincarnated – or so we are told through the brainwashing of these lost souls. So 
the question is how can it now have fragmented soul parts? Well we know the answer to that 
as we covered it earlier. This reality cannot cleanse and balance anything because it is the 
disease in consciousness and can only create more imbalance as we have previously covered. 
“…It is important for the patients to watch and see where those parts are coming from…These 
lost, fragmented soul parts are the ones that create holes and weakness in the patients’ souls or 
beings, and need to be brought back, cleansed, healed, and integrated with them [my 
emphasis] to avoid any future problems.”85 Again, one more way of getting us to willingly 
allow these astral attachments to completely ‘meld’ or integrate with our soul/consciousness. 
When will we ever learn?  
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Can these astral attachments help us to understand why some people are more 
suggestible and more easily influenced than others? 
 
I believe the answer to this is a resounding yes. In accounts offered by reincarnated souls 
under regressive hypnotherapy, they describe their ‘Past Life Review’ while in God’s Heaven. 
These past life reviews are either played back to the soul through their mind’s eye, or by 
playing a spool of tape that has recorded their life while incarnated on Earth onto a large 
screen. “Two baby angels with trumpets take me to a room after the cleansing is finished. It is 
a big, glowing room with a long table. Present are twenty-four Light beings…As I review my 
life…I see all the events in my mind’s eye and relive different events of my life…”86 It should 
be noted that the full embodiment of the Twenty-Four Elders [Thrones, Lords of Karma, 
Karmic Board etc] are not always present on past life reviews. In the teachings of the Cabbala 
we find: “When he leaves this world, he leaves his physical body behind but he takes this tiny 
reel of tape with him, and his judges invite him to watch it with them so that he can see every 
detail of the life he has just lived.”87 This magnetic ‘tape’ is placed at the apex of the soul’s 
heart before it is ‘reincarnated’ so it can be judged whether the soul has carried out its work 
on earth effectively. 87 And we know how the soul is judged from chapter seven: “…Paul saw 
‘according to class’ ‘angels resembling gods’ and they were bringing a soul ‘out of the land of 
the dead. And they placed it at the gates of the fourth heaven. And the angels where whipping 
it… he saw a great angel ‘holding an iron rod in his hand’ and there were three other angels 
with him and ‘they were rivalling each other, with whips in their hands, goading the souls on 
to the judgement.”88  
 
However I digress once again. Before the soul is sent down to infect a human being it is also 
shown its future life, the illness and diseases it will suffer and the choices of death it will face. 
Where is the free will here? This, just as in the judgement above, is also carried out in a room 
with a screen on the wall or in the mind’s eye of the soul itself. Now it makes perfect sense to 
me that if a lost reincarnated soul gains the ascendancy, or partial ascendancy in the human 
host, having previously been programmed and mind controlled for all of its time spent in 
God’s heaven, especially through images on a screen and through telepathic communication 
from their ‘guides’ and Elders, then it will be just as easily influenced in the physical reality. 
Could this explain why some people are highly influenced by violent movies and computer 
games and others wonder what all the fuss is about? Could this also explain why some people 
can be hypnotised at literally the drop of a hat, yet others cannot be hypnotised at all? Or even 
why some people are just more suggestible and more easily influenced than others too? I 
believe the answer is yes, this could very well explain why these things happen.  
 
Because these programmed lost souls are so easily influenced, they are also further 
programmed through films and books produced and written by humans who are likewise 
influenced by their attachments. This works in exactly the same way as the intelligence 
agencies programme their ‘drones’ into having a number of different personalities, each one 
of which can be ‘switched on’ to carry out a pre-programmed task merely by seeing, hearing 
or reading a certain phrase or code word. These lost souls can likewise have their ‘inner 
programming’ awoken if you like by some of the messages and images found in certain books 
and films written by other reincarnated lost souls or ‘born agains’ that have gained the 
ascendancy or a decent foothold in their human host: and be influenced even more so by the 
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teachings of their gurus who channel information from this astral reality believing it to be 
spiritual. 
 
I believe that when we really begin to accept what is truly going on, and has been for 
thousands of years, we can then begin to seriously address certain aspects of so-called 
psychiatric and personality disorders without having to resort to treatments that have their 
own side-effects, and in the light of this information may not even begin to address what 
could be the real cause of these symptoms – i.e. astral entity and so-called spirit guide 
attachments. 
 
We know that these lost souls are taught in soul groups in God’s heaven – which is where the 
belief in soul groups comes from - and if they manage to gain any ascendancy in their human 
host this can also lead to these born-agains regrouping in the physical reality courtesy of their 
human hosts. When we look at the so-called charismatic leaders/masters/gurus behind some 
of the cultic, religious and spiritual groups today, we often find that they have had damaging 
childhoods, just like we found with the Evangelists we covered in chapter seven. From what 
we now understand we can see how these people may have become infected by reincarnated 
lost souls in their childhood, leading them, over time, to become the ‘chosen one’ and the 
spokesperson for this reality here to help save humanity from itself. Also, what we seem to 
find is that the inner core group of these organisations have also had difficult childhoods and 
it appears that they are coming together again to form groups in the physical in the same way 
their attachments have been brainwashed and taught in soul groups in the astral heavens. It is 
clear from reading hundreds of reincarnated souls’ accounts of God’s heaven that they are 
programmed before being sent down to Earth to form groups in the physical reality to help to 
bring about an awareness of God’s Heaven, or the Great Lord’s Spiritual Hierarchy, to 
humanity. “After my creation, God speaks to me. He is telling me that I am a pathfinder, a 
trailblazer. Much is given to me and much is expected of me; He asks me to use my gifts well. 
I should honour and acknowledge that God is my source…I will open up the world to 
consciousness and our connection to God. I will be the one leading souls back ‘Home’ to the 
Light, to God. I need to find people who think the way I think and have a similar purpose, and 
join a group so we can work together to bring change in the world. God tells me He loves 
me...”89 Well this psychic God would say these things wouldn’t he if he is expecting you to 
carry out his astral programming! It continues: “…and I become one with my godhead and 
the masters in it. This way I can draw strength and power from them when I am on Earth and 
fullfill [sic] my purpose.” 89 More proof of how these lost souls are programmed and how they 
are brainwashed into forming groups in the physical reality to bring about the ‘on Earth as it is 
in Heaven’ mentality of the Archons. 
 
This is exactly how it happens too. When we fully understand how this all works, we may be 
able to comprehend some of the seemingly ridiculous and off the wall decisions taken by 
some of our politicians, governments and world leaders. Why the political correctness (PC) 
brigade seem to live in a different reality or on a different planet to the rest of us humans; why 
common sense, justice and social values are being eroded, and a whole rack of other decisions 
ranging from fluoridating water, genetically modifying crops, forcing us and our babies to 
have some allegedly dangerous vaccinations, to irradiating the public with alleged mind-
controlling microwaves from mobile phone masts. 
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We must remember that the soul/consciousness works the opposite to magnetism. The soul 
attracts like for like so if people buy into the greed or control-over-people mentality then this 
is the same consciousness/memory/attachment that will be attracted from the astral realms. 
This is how the astral works, it feeds off our fears and our weaknesses and so somebody who 
becomes greedy can often become even greedier still, due to the like-mindedness of the 
attachment they attract, and the person who wants power to exert control over people can 
have their ego fed in a likeminded way by the astral lords too. 
 
It was my original intent to include a number of examples of how these astral attachments 
affect human consciousness and their decision-making in the physical reality. However, I’ve 
literally run out of space. Therefore, I’ll briefly touch on two subjects that highlight how 
desperate the Archons are to bring about the same astral control they hold over the lost souls 
captured in their astral heaven into the physical realm of existence to likewise control us 
humans.  
 
In an article headed Fluoridation – Mind Control of the Masses, Ian E Stephen alleges that: 
there are “a total of 21 fluorinated tranquillising compounds plus an additional 58 brand-name 
major tranquillisers using a fluoride as an ingredient. Undoubtedly many others have 
been added to this list since the reference work was published in June 1977. * 
 
“As with fluorinated tranquillisers, there are a number of anaesthetics halogenated with 
chlorine and bromine. The 'popular' modern anaesthetics are those listed here, which 
are all fluorinated. Once again, all are anti-cholinergic agents with intentional, designed 
effects on central human nervous systems, accompanied by cardiac and respiratory 
depression. 
1 - FLUOXENE 
2 - ISOFLURANE: Forane 
3 - METHOXYFLURANE: Penthrane 
4 - ENFLURANE: Ethrane 
5 - HALOTHANE: Fluorothane, Somnothane.” 
 
The question we may well ask is why are the authorities so determined to put, not only a toxic 
substance into our drinking water that is allegedly linked to cancer, but a chemical that is 
clearly identified with anesthesia? What would the effect be on the population who drank this 
infected water if this chemical were added to our water supply? If a fluoride were the base for 
many tranquillisers and anesthetics would we be subtly put to sleep like the Archons would 
like us to be? On Earth as it is in heaven? I’m sure a few more questions may evolve in the 
mind of the reader.  
 
According to Douglas Cross, EurProBiol, Environmental Analyst 
January 20th 2003: 
 
“Fluoridation violates numerous Articles of the European Human Rights legislation. 
Complainants have the right to appeal directly to the European Court for redress. 
Action may be brought against both public medical and private water sector bodies for 
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Human Rights violations. In addition, private sector water suppliers are vulnerable 
under product liability legislation, and to criminal action under the Poisons Act for 
administering unlicensed medicinal substances to the public.” Tcno29 winter 2003 
 
When we look at the massive increase in mobile phone mast instillations across the world, is 
it possible that we can find a similar astral-influenced ‘intent’ in the physical reality to control 
us? In accounts offered through regressive hypnotherapy by reincarnated souls about how the 
demons try to control us, we find that the ‘transmitters’ they use to broadcast information into 
our soul/consciousness/psyche bear a remarkable resemblance to the transmitters and so-
called protection devices given to lost souls before they reincarnate. They are also not too 
different to the transmitters we see at the top of mobile phone masts either. This is interesting 
because Gerald Hyland, Associate Fellow, Department of Physics University of Warwick, 
UK; Executive Member International Institute of Biophysics, Neuss-Holzheim, Germany, 
states: “Particularly disturbing is that the low frequencies that characterise certain aspects of 
the GSM/TETRA pulsing are close to those at which it is known that human mood and 
behaviour can be influenced in a number of ways (ranging from depression/docility to rage), 
depending on the kind/ frequency of modulation used [15], it being actually possible to induce 
sounds, and even words, intercranially by appropriate modulations of the microwave signal.”92  
 
However Dr Rauscher-Bise (USA) goes even further regarding microwave mind-control. 
Under the heading “I’ll be able to affect the behavior of 80 per cent of the people in this town 
without their knowing it.” Dr Rauscher-Bise states, “Give me the money and three months", 
she boasts, "and I'll be able to affect the behavior of 80 per cent of the people in this town 
without their knowing it. Make them happy - or at least they'll think they're happy. Or 
aggressive…The main problem lies in the delivery of the these brain waves to the target, 
because they all lie in the extremely low spectrum, between 0.1 and 25 Hertz [Cycles], with 
all control brain waves in an even narrower central band between 0.6 and 10.2 Hertz. These 
are effectively the same as “earth” frequencies, meaning that they are very hard to direct via 
conventional radio transmission.”90 Then we have the potentially devastating effects on our 
health and spirituality caused by these microwave radiation emissions. I predict that mobile 
phone mast radiation will become the next asbestos – unless the elite create other false 
reasons for the dramatic increase in, and new and debilitating, illness and diseases, like the 
HIV = AIDS myth we covered in chapter four. 
 
These two simple examples may well demonstrate how the reincarnated souls control their 
hosts in attempting to bring the Archons’ supreme astral rule, the domination and total control 
they enjoy over the lost souls into the physical reality: in other words, to likewise create the 
same form of ‘mind’ control over humanity. Just so they can create their ideal of a One World 
Order, One World Government and One World (probably ET) Religion – on earth as it is in 
heaven! Of course there is far more to this implementation of heaven on earth than these two 
brief examples but space eludes me. 
 
It may have become obvious by now to the reader that it is our belief systems that are the 
major problem. Right throughout history religion has killed and maimed millions of innocent 
people. Do we see any difference in today’s society? Our beliefs today allow our politicians, 
governments and the terrorists the ‘opportunity’ to inflict their will-of-God or the Great Lord 
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upon other societies and cultures. In my opinion, if anybody is serious about spirituality, 
helping humanity to come together and live together in harmony and peace, making for a 
better world to live in and help the poor and starving of the world; in other words bring about 
world peace and importantly avoid the Archons astral afterlife after death of the physical 
body, then the only way forward is to adopt a belief of total none belief. We must lose our 
beliefs in order to be free from this astral control and influence. This does not mean we have 
to change as a person or in the way we help others. For example, a Christian does not have to 
become un-Christian in the sense of the way that they help people, they just need to change 
the focus of their worship from the external astral to the inner light that animates them to 
make an even bigger difference. In other words we should be as free as nature and as fluid and 
flowing as water. Not as rigid and as closed-minded as our beliefs entrain us to become, the 
Pillar, the Throne or the stable unmoveable one like the psychic God. I liken the mind to a 
parachute, in the sense that it can only save our soul if it is fully open. 
 
The following to me at least, just about sums up the majority of our belief systems. I have lost 
my notes showing where this came from so my apologies to whomever the author may have 
been and I trust they will not mind me reproducing it here in good faith. “The saving 
knowledge of the true nature and destiny of humanity, God, and the universe is expressed in 
Manichaeism in a complex mythology. Whatever its details, the essential theme of this 
mythology remains constant: the soul is fallen, entangled with evil matter, and then liberated 
by the spirit or nous. The myth unfolds in three stages: a past period in which there was a 
separation of the two radically opposed substances--Spirit and Matter, Good and Evil, Light 
and Darkness; a middle period (corresponding to the present) during which the two substances 
are mixed; and a future period in which the original duality will be reestablished. At death the 
soul of the righteous person returns to Paradise. The soul of the person who persisted in things 
of the flesh--fornication, procreation, possessions, cultivation, harvesting, eating of meat, 
drinking of wine--is condemned to rebirth in a succession of bodies.” 
 
The reader may recall that this astral reality – God’s Heaven/Spiritual Hierarchy - is the male-
ego energy without the balancing aspect of the female energy. This reality is pure intelligence 
because it believes the intellect and the ego is supreme and all there is. This reality has no 
understanding of Spirit because it has been created solely by the intellect-ego. This is why 
these astral beliefs imbued into our psyche appeal to intellectual people and why so many 
scientists, politicians et al believe in, say, the Council of Nine as we covered in detail in 
chapter four. We need to remember that the intellect is a much lower vibration and 
intelligence than what it is sometimes trying to understand, which is what gave it life in first 
place. 
 
THE AFTERLIFE 
 
In the last three chapters we have covered in some detail the Archons’ astral afterlife, God’s 
heaven and the so-called spiritual hierarchy. So what exactly can happen to the soul after 
physical death; how do we communicate with them and where should the soul ‘go to’, in a 
sense, to avoid this astral afterlife? To answer the possibilities and cover such an emotive 
subject I ask the reader to appreciate that there is more to what I am offering and there are 
many crossovers and grey areas between the rather concise explanations I offer based on my 
own experiences. 
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Some souls just hang around the physical reality due to confusion, especially after a traumatic 
and/or unexpected death. This is very common and we can experience this in a number of 
places where tragedy or premature and unexpected death has occurred. Other souls hang 
around because of their obsession with something in the physical reality, their home, and car, 
loved one, or because they want to see justice done in the case of say their murder. Some just 
hang around because they do not know what to do or where to go. A few souls travel to the 
astral-etheric afterlife due to their strong beliefs in this reality being either divine or spiritual, 
while more are led to the astral-etheric afterlife due to the attachments they have built up over 
the years through their beliefs, invocations, prayers, initiations, rituals, and so forth, as we 
discovered earlier.  
 
There are also a number of ways whereby people can communicate with these departed souls. 
We have covered in detail regressive hypnotherapy and how this communication works. 
Mediums, psychics, transceivers and ‘channellers’ also communicate with dead souls in 
different ways too.  Mediums and psychics generally communicate with souls that are still 
around the earth plane. This can also be the case with mediums in spiritual churches, although 
it can often times be a communication with the ‘attachments’ people have who are in the 
congregation/room/hall too. It is also possible that through some of the invocations and 
prayers these mediums use they can actually bring in souls and entities from the astral realms 
and receive some form of communication with them. Transceivers and channellers of so-
called ‘spiritual information’ are generally, in my opinion, in communication with astral 
entities from God’s heaven or the spiritual hierarchy. 
 
Whether we are psychics, mediums or other channels of information from departed souls we 
should always treat the information we receive with caution. As we have discovered through 
regressive hypnotherapy the reincarnated lost soul will happily divulge information to 
whoever is prepared to listen, but it is information that the astral lords want us to hear and is 
neither spiritual nor divine in nature. The problem many people have when communicating 
with the dead is that they believe these souls are from the real spirit world and everything they 
say must be true. Communication with the earth bound souls (they are NOT spirits as many 
believe today) is no different to listening to conversations and opinions of people in a local 
public house. These communications are just opinions based on ideas, personality, beliefs and 
conditioning just as it happens in the physical. These communications can also be with 
thought forms from the astral playing tricks as we covered in an earlier chapter. 
Communication with departed souls who say they are from God’s heaven or some 
spiritual/alien hierarchy we know comes from the astral and we know most of this 
information is a lie and these souls have been programmed to believe the information they are 
relaying is actually true. This does not mean we cannot receive good or useful information 
from these departed souls because we can. However, we need to understand that the 
information is NOT coming from a higher source, or from some divine and spiritual realm to 
help us either, as we are led to believe. It is coming from a soul that has not managed to find 
the heaven reflecting the spiritual light of creation and a soul that is either caught up in the 
earth plane or the astral heavens controlled by the astral lords and their thought forms. 
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As we know from the last chapter every newborn baby is born with a brand new soul that 
develops as the fetus and the young baby develops (see previous chapter). Therefore, the 
original soul of the human body has not ‘come from’ anywhere, and as such, has nowhere to 
return to as many people believe is the case today. Therefore there is no true spirit world for 
the original soul of the body to return to because the soul has not come from anywhere. This 
is very important for people to grasp hold of and understand. This is how nature works, the 
soul/consciousness develops with the new growth, be that baby or cell, and can only be 
affected by the ‘memory’ of what has gone before it – aka the healthy cell replicating in the 
likeness (memory) of the tumour cell, or the child becoming like the parent/s as we covered in 
an earlier chapter. This is how nature works and nature does not lie, only humans do. So the 
original human soul has nowhere to return to, therefore it is only lost reincarnated souls 
from the astral heavens that have somewhere to return to. So where does this leave the 
newly departed soul if it wishes to avoid this astral reality and the possibility of thousands of 
years of programming and parasitic reincarnation? Where can it go and does it need to ‘go’ 
anywhere? 
 
Here I would like to use the analogy of the Gnostic Ten Heavens we covered in chapter seven 
to try and explain this. If we can imagine life before the intellect and the ego took control of 
our conscious minds then we would have been so much more aware consciously of our 
interaction with nature and the cosmos, our inner spiritual light and thus our spiritual ability. 
Here we would have instinctively known how to use our energies and the various energies of 
nature for good and for restoring balance in both our selves and in our surroundings. In other 
words we would have been directed solely by our intuition, inner tuition. Because thought is 
energy, and water stores consciousness/memory/energy as we have discovered, then when we 
were spiritually pure as humans and at one with nature, we would have naturally created, 
symbolically, the Tenth Heaven, a heaven that was a pure reflection of the spiritual light that 
animates all living things. Then as we slowly began to use the ego a little bit we would have 
created the Ninth Heaven, a slightly tainted reflection of the spiritual light, but nonetheless a 
relatively balanced heaven. As the ego grew a little more and gained more influence in the 
minds of our ancestors, and the pleasures of the flesh began to affect the emotions, then we 
would have created the Eighth Heaven, a slightly more soiled reflection of the spiritual light 
compared with the ninth. Then with the creation of the psychic monotheistic God to control 
the people, the ‘greed and desire for power’ mentality of our ancestral lawmakers (the 
physical Archons), along with the ego believing the intellect and the physical body was all 
there is, coupled with the loss of our intuitive side, we eventually created the Seventh Heaven, 
the beginning of the astral Archetypal World ruled by the chief Archon Yaldabaoth. Religion 
as we know it today. We then created many heavens and hells below the seventh as our ego, 
craving for power over others; greed and basic sexual instincts, gratifications and perversions 
grew. These so-called lower heavens and hells became stronger over time through people’s 
rituals, invocations, greed, sexual rituals and gratification, and their desire for power over 
others etc., in the same way as the psychic monotheistic God of religion grew stronger in the 
seventh heaven through our beliefs, worship, prayers and so forth. 
 
In effect, what the newly departed soul should ideally be looking for is the ‘heaven’, or more 
correctly the afterlife reality that reflects perfectly the spiritual light that animates all living 
things, a reality created well before the astral realms. Here, all we need to do is ask the light 
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beings animated by the living light to guide us to this reality. I should also point out that souls 
that reach the safety of this afterlife reality do not return to communicate with humans in the 
way that mediums and psychics receive their messages and ‘see’ these souls around them. 
Why would they when all they would be doing by coming back to the earth plane would be to 
subject their soul to the ever-present dangers of the astral realms and risk once again being 
captured by the astral lords? Souls who reach this afterlife live in perfect peace and harmony 
and are totally at one with nature and all living things. No reincarnation or karma, no bullying 
or mind control. No religion and no hierarchal structure either. It is my opinion, based on my 
personal experiences and communications with these souls and astral beings that 99% of the 
type of communication with departed souls experienced by mediums and the like are from the 
astral reality, or souls who have never moved away from the earth plane after physical death.  
 

********** 
 
I could have shared many more meditations, personal experiences and research with you, but 
it would all have been along the same lines as that I have chosen to share. However, there is 
one more meditation I would like to share because it is of a most positive nature and shows 
just how simple it is for all of us to deal with this astral threat to our spirituality. ‘I was on the 
Earth then slowly I was drawn upwards and away from the Earth until I could see that all of 
the Earth’s beauty and it’s wonderfully blue oceans were surrounded by blackness – the veil, 
shadow, astral, or whatever people would like to call it. As I started to feel a deep sadness 
about this I noticed that sparks of light were firing off somewhere on the Earth. These sparks 
then fired up through and beyond the surrounding blackness falling back down onto the 
blackness like a firework exploding overhead and falling back to earth. I noticed that more 
and more sparks of light were igniting on Earth and more light broke through the darkness 
and began to fall back upon it, breaking it up and dissolving it in the process. I then saw this 
process increase and increase until the blackness was almost totally cleansed and the 
beautifulness of the Earth began to reappear in clear sight. To me this is very symbolic of 
people – we humans – beginning to look within to the spiritual light that animates all living 
things and then beginning to literally shine brightly with the light of Creation, as we should be 
doing, instead of the false light of the illusion. This is the resurrection of the soul we 
covered in chapter seven, the turning of the soul/consciousness inwards towards its 
baptism with the Chrism, the Inner Spiritual Light of Creation. This is all it takes to 
dissolve the astral reality and help to free all those lost souls from their purgatory, 
brainwashing and endless parasitic ‘lives’ spent in servitude to the astral lords, elder lost souls 
and their multitude of thought forms.   
 
I believe this information should be a wake up call for all human beings, for if we are to 
prevent the astral lords spiritual and religious illusion from succeeding, we have to become 
wise to what is actually taking place. This is why I have written this series of articles to try 
and share what I believe is happening and has been for thousands of years. Basically we need 
to begin working with the inner spiritual light that animates and gives life to all things living 
and then to share this truth to all that have ears to hear. Bearing in mind that patience is the 
key and to remain the ‘passer-by’ always. Hold the information at a distance and do not allow 
it to be taken on board. Allow your inner light to take information out of this journey on a 
subconscious level and keep the ego/emotional body away from deciding what IT feels is 
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right or not. This way, just like our auto-immune system, the neurological system and all the 
other ‘systems’ of the body work to keep us alive, healthy and balanced without the intellect 
having any idea of what is going on, our subliminal mind/consciousness – the higher vibratory 
aspect as we have discovered – can then do it’s job correctly. Eventually corroboration will 
come in the form of say ‘coincidences’ and the intuition will begin to guide us better too.  In 
other words, symbolically speaking, don’t run with the baton our ego and emotional body 
may be handed, and certainly do not pass it on to others just because an apparent ‘being’ told 
us something that appealed to our ego/intellect/emotions.  
 
We can start accessing the inner light with some simple affirmations like: 
 
 * I ask the Spiritual Light that I am and the Light that is all things living to permeate and fill 
my entire Energy Body, DNA and Soul with Unconditional Love and Light, and for this Light 
to gradually permeate, fill and expand throughout my entire physical body, thus restoring my 
consciousness/soul back into a perfect reflection of the Spiritual Light that animates me.  
 
*I ask the Light that animates all living things to help my conscious mind become 
increasingly aware of the soul I was originally born with, my soul that developed naturally 
with my body. 
 
I willingly and openly let go of all my fears, imbalances and attachments every minute of 
every day.  
 
I am free of fear. 
I am animated by the Light that animates all things living, therefore, I am connected and as 
one with all living things. 
 
These affirmations said aloud or in the ‘mind’ will make a significant difference over time. I 
have plenty of anecdotal proof of that. One day, when our beliefs are founded on truth and not 
astral illusory concepts, then the astral lords will either change for the better – after all, they 
are merely a reflection of our beliefs – or disappear for good. Then, all the lost souls in these 
astral heavens will be free at last from their bondage and brainwashing. 
 
We only need to live in the moment of now, enjoy life as it is meant to be enjoyed, throw 
away all our controlling beliefs and realise that every human being from whatever walk 
of life or culture is our brother and our sister and we are all here to help each other. It is 
time for us all to stop allowing the Archons (astral lords) and the lawmakers/financiers/secret 
elite to control our beliefs, and thus us, keeping us locked in a state of fear – imbalance – the 
favoured food of the astral psychic gods.  
 
It is time to remove our selves from their menu. 
 
I am the Living Light and the Living Light is in me. We are the Living Light and the 
Living Light is within each and every one of us. 
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